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BUOTT AMOK PATRIAE 

NOVEMBER 27th. 1905 

CHARGES AGAINST THE 
SHANGHA1-N ANKING 

R A1LW AY 
I 

Our readers must have 
noticed recently a paragraph 
in our columns stating that 
H.E. Sheng Kungpao was 
relieved of bis duties as 
the Director*General of the 
Shanghai-Nanking Railway, 
which post is now occupied 
by H.E. Bang Shao-yi. 
Members of the foreign 
community in Shanghai, who 
do not subscribe to Chinese 
newspapers, are perhaps 

| surprised that Sheng Kung¬ 
pao should like Wolsey 
fall so suddenly into un¬ 

popularity, and perphaps 
would comment on the 
fickleness of royal or 
imperial nature. But, as a 
matter of fact, forces had 
been at work for some time 
undermining his official posi¬ 
tion under the Government, 
and the surprising part is 
n >t that his downfall was 
apparently unexpected, but 
that he had been successful 
in preventing his tottering 
edifice from collapsing 
entirely for so long a peiiod. 

We said that many forces 
had been at work to trans¬ 
form his path of roses into 
one of thorns and briars, 
and not the least powerful 
was a petition, drawn up by 
Mr. Huang Sz-yung, Re¬ 
instated Reader in the 
Hanlin Academy, and forty 
others, which was presented 
to the Boaid of Commerce 
for memorialization to the 
Throne, praying for a strict 
scrutiny into the expendi- 

f 

tills of the British and 
C;/nese Corporation in the 
construction of the Shanghai- 
Nanking Railway, and in- 
dj^ctly denouncing Sheng 
KjBigpao. 

The document in question 
is fen interesting one, in that 
it 1 in the first place, shows 
thtf; the Chinese people 
hafte begun to regard the 
discussion and criticism of 
measures relating to the 
welfare of their country as 
within their sphere of rights 
an| duties, and secondly, 
in that it gives the foreign 
capitalists an insight into 
the- reasons why there is 
such an intense feeling of 
opposition towards the grant¬ 
ing of railway concessions 
to foreign corporations. By 
the last statement,* we do 
not at all mean to imply 
that the charges against the 
ShaiSghai-Naoking Railway 
are | wholly or partly sub¬ 
stantiated, but until they 

have been refuted, it is not 
difficult to understand why 

! the Kiangsu people have 
been moving heaven and 
earth to destroy the power 
of S ieng Kungpao and to 
secure the appointment of 
another Director-General, 
preferably a Kiangsu man. 

The petition begins by 
rema» king that Shanghai 
aad Nanking, being on the 
lower reach of the Yangtse 
River, are the keys to the 

I gates of the south-eastern 
! portions of the Chinese 
! Empire. In the 29th year 
of Kuangsu, (1903) at the 
repeated demands of the 
British Minister for a con¬ 
cession to build this railway, 
Sheng Hman-huai, ex¬ 
president of the Board of 
Works, concluded with the 
British and Chinese Corpora- 

_ 

tion a Loan Agreement lor 
the construction of the line. 

The petitioners now 
discover that while the whole 

fore, that they be permitted 
to review, briefly, the designs 
of the British in demanding 
the concession, and the 

—...wrong attitude adopted by 
line is not more than 558 lik|| Sheng Hsuan-huai towards 
in length, the loan negotiated j tho British Corporation, and 
reached the enormous sum suggest a few remedial 
of L. 3 500,009, and the measures, 
estimates given in details 1 
furnish evidence of extraoi d- 
inary exL avagancies. The 

» . /• . 1 . • . 4. M. 

■ 

writers of the petition feai 
that if the tine be allowed 
to be constructed according 
to the estimates, the revenue 
from it will never be sit"’ 
cient to redeem the raiiw~/> 
and as long as it ret\ 
in the hands of a firv\ 
corporation, it 
detrimental to the A 
of China and be a S^furcL 
of eternal trouble in the 
future^ They p™y, there-j 



DECEMBER 7th, 1905 

JAPAN’S UNWISE 

POLICY 

* '-»♦<>-*«=*- 

Writing on the 1st of 
September, right after the 
receipt of news by telegram 
of the conclusion of the 
Russo-Japanese Peace Trea¬ 
ty, we said we were afraid 
in the end, China, which 
even in her position as a 
neutral had experienced an 
endless succession of diffi¬ 
culties, would be made in 
some way or other to bear 
a share of the indemnity, 
which Japan failed^to exact 

from Russia; that the future 
of Manchuria would now be 
a question more difficult 
than ever for the Chinese 
Government to deal with; 
but that we hoped Japan 
would not take advantage 
of her supposed magnanimi¬ 
ty to Russia and use it as 
a cloak to conceal her 
severity in her coming 
negotiations with China. 
Later, when details of the 
Portsmouth Conference came 
to hand, it was discovered 
that the much advertised 
“ magnanimity ” was no¬ 
thing more or less than a 
surrender on the part of 
Baron Komura. Japan 
wanted the Chinese Eastern 
Railway as far north as 
Harbin, but the Russians 
gave it to them only to 
Chinchou; she demanded an 
indemnity, and at least, as 
Mr. Witte put it, for the 
establishment of its prin¬ 
ciple, and got neither; she 

asked for a tremendous 
price for the island of Sag-, 
halien, which she held, and 
got half the island and no 
money. As soon as the 
Chinese people were in¬ 
formed of the diplomatic 
rout of Japan, they antici¬ 
pated trouble from their 
island neighbours in the 
Ilanchnria negotiations, thatI 
would follow the Ports-1 
mouth Conference, and 
events in the past few 
weeks have confirmed their 

fears. 
It is not our purpose 

his morning to analyse 
< gain the indefensible posi¬ 
tion of Japan, which every i; 

fair-minded person must f 
i^dmit after reading the i> 
Sixteen articles presented | 

the Chinese Plenipoten-] 
1 tries by Baron Komura. I 

at Japan, so anxious to! 
Oast out the mote of! 
permanent occupation of 
Manchuria in Russia’s eye, 
1 

■ 

I 

■ m 

remains artfully oblivious 
of the beam in her own eye, 
is a conclusion which must 
be reached by unprejudiced 
observers, notwithstanding 
the efforts of writers of 
inspired articles. 

We said in our editorial 
of September 1st, “At 
present the prestige of Japan 
in China is very great, and 
our people look up to her 
with admiration and respect. 
We trust that she will do 
nothing in the future to 
wound our feelings and incur 
our antagonism.” And 
indeed the prestige of Japan 
was steadily growing. 
Since 1900 numerous Japan¬ 
ese technical instructors 
have been engaged by the 

as Chinese authorities 
advisers. Japan ese military 
officers have been supplant¬ 
ing European officers in the « 
Chinese army, while young' 
Chinese trained in Japanese1 
military schools have been 
mmmrnmBmmtki .mi. s 

$ 

growing in popularity wi th 
the Viceroys and Comma® id- 
ers-in-chief. In the donuiin 
of education, the influence 
of Japan is no less felt; 
according to the la ktest 
reports there are about; six 
thousand Chinese students 
pursuing studies in the 
Island Empire; there is 
hardly an educational 'in¬ 
stitution in China of nny 
size without its Japanese 
instructor, and it is difficult 

to say which foreig 
language is more popular 
English or Japanese. Re¬ 
turned students, graduates 
of the Imperial University 
in Tokio, have after a for¬ 
mal examination by the 
Ministry of Education, have 
had the degree of “Doctor” 
conferred on them. All 
these facts point to the 
grand opportunity of Japan 
to act as China’s friend and 
counsellor, for which posts, 
she, by her geographical 

position, racial sympathy,? 

her military victories, her 

similarity of religious and 

political beliefs, is eminently| 

fitted. 
M 
ai 



But how has she used her 

opportunity? Let the pro¬ 

posals of Baron Komura 

reply* I® it strange, then, 
that the Chinese people 

should suddenly change 

their opinion of the quondam 

iEiend and deelare^that the 

spirit of Japan is only, as 

M. Pinon expresses it, the 

spirit which believes that 

bigness and force pay best, 

and that the spirit of the 

samurai is but the spirit of 

the Viking? The Japanese 

idol to which so many 

Chinese have been burning 

incense, has after all feet 

of clay. 

Subscription, ?6.50 per annum 
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DUC1T AMOR PATRIAE 

NOVEMBER 30th, 1905 

THE PEKING CON¬ 

FERENCE 

More insidious in its ap¬ 
proach, more inexorable in 
its grasp than wine or 
gambling, is the lust for 
national aggrandisement. 
When a power has become 
intoxicated with such a lust, 
it is a source of danger to 
its neighbours, especially, 
if the latter should happen 
to be weak and helpless. 
When we read the proposed 
terms of the Japanese 
evacuation—or rather oc¬ 
cupation, shall we say?—of 
Manchuria, we could not 
help asking ourselves, “Has 

Japan become infected with 
the virus of land-grabbing?” 

In our issue of yesterday, 
Baron Komura is reported 
to have said in Peking that 
Japan, in going to war with 
Russia as the chivalrous 
champion of China, expended 
millions of ven, and sacrific- 
ed thousands of lives on the 
battlefield. That Japan 
should claim to have been 
the champion of China in 
the late war is untenable, 
for the world knows that 
the bone of contention, for 
which the two Powers 
struggled, was not Man¬ 
churia, but Korea. By the 
Peace of Portsmouth and 
the terms of the new 
Anglo-Japanese Alliance, 
the paramount political, 
military, and economical 
interests of Japan in Korea 
are assured, and thus the 
object of her going to war 
with Russia has been 
achieved. China never 

directly or indirectly urged 
Japan to take up arms on 
its behalf, nor did Japan 
ever communicated to China, 
when the struggle began, 
that she was taking up the 
latter’s cause. 

Granting, for the sake of 
argument, that Japan did | 
play the role of the Good 
Samaritan, and that China 
should reimburse her in 
substantial form, the re¬ 
imbursement should be 
voluntary on the part of 
China, and at least, should 
not be greater or more 
valuable than what the 
latter gained by the act of 
benevolence. Although Rus¬ 
sia seizecCManchuria by Ihe 
throat, th| rights of China’s 
sovereignly at least were 
not alienated, and the 
ultimate evacuation of Man¬ 
churia, thr seizure of which 
China on account of her mi¬ 
litary weakness could not 
prevent, but which she never 

V: :;cvrvr.,. ' T : 



| recognized, was a possible 
contingency. Now if China 
were to accede to the 
Japanese proposals, the full 
text of which were published 
in our columns, the fate of 
Manchuria would be worse 
off than when it was in the 
hands of the Russians. No 
wonder Prince Ching was 
astounded by the extra¬ 
vagance of the Japanese 
demands, and no wonder 
Viceroy Yuan said to 
the Japanese that, with the 
exception of three articles, 
the remaining ones, greatly 
impairing the sovereign 
rights of China, could not 
be granted. 

When the Germans are 
withdrawing their railway 
guards from Shantung, when 
Sir Robert Hart is strenuous¬ 
ly extending his admirable 
postal system in Manchuria, 
and when the Chinese peo¬ 
ple are agitating for the 
construction of railways and 

exploiting of mines by 
themselves, we fail to see 
how Japan could have the 
face to demand these priv¬ 
ileges in her proposals, 
privileges which trespass 
upon the essential attributes 
of China’s sovereign stale. 
Most persons are unaware \ 
of the money value of the 
naval and other construc¬ 
tions at Port Arthur and 
Dalny: according to a 
modest estimate, they are 
worth four hundred million 
dollais. The Russian lease 
of the Chinese Eastern 
Railway in Southern Man¬ 
churia, with its unfinished 
branch to Kirin, is estimated 
at from four hundred to a 
thousand million dollais. 
It is difficult to give the 
exact value of the timber 
monopoly on the right bank 
of the Yalu River, but 
several hundred million 
dollars would be an ap¬ 
proximate amount. Nor 

would be the salt mondpo 
be less valuable. At any 
rate, it is pertinent to ask, 
What has the salt monopoly 
and the timber monopoly 
to do with the evacuation 
of Manchuria? Again, why 
should Japan require a year 
arid a half to withdraw her 
troops ? 

Japan’s proposals do not | 
bear out. her self-appointed, 
role of the Good Samaritan. J 
She found the traveller 
lying stripped and wounded 
on the roadside, but instead 
of pouring in wine and oil 
to heal his wounds, she 
seems to be trying to drug 
him, in order that the little 
remaining wealth may be 
hers. 

Viceroy Yuan’s words to 
Baron Komura at one of the 
conferences were most 
pathetic: “We request 
you,” said he, “to com¬ 
municate with your Sover¬ 
eign, that since we belong 

to the same race, and since j 
our relations are as close as 
those between lips and; 
teeth, he would deign to | 
moderate his demands, in 
order to maintain the peace 

'mi 
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pUOIT AMOR PATRIAE 

DECEMBER 6th, 1905 

ARMY REORGANIZATION 

Theodore Roosevelt, in 
I applying to the Congress of 
the II. S. A. for an increas¬ 
ed navy, used as an argu¬ 
ment for such an increase, 
the influence that such a 
navy would have in preserv¬ 
ing peace. His argument 
strikes the keynote of all 
present day armaments. 
France arms against Ger¬ 
many and Germany against 
England, not that they may 
conquer each other, but that 
peace may be preserved. 
This ds the era at once of 
armed peace and of univer¬ 
sal brotherhood. Such being 

I the case, it is imperative 

mmmmt.. ntm— 

that China should arm her¬ 
self, if she is to be one of 
the members of this society. 

Japan holds her present 
commanding position, not 
because her civilization is 
so much higher than China’s, 
not because her merchants 
are more business-like or 
her country so much more 
developed—in all of these 
things the difference is 
trifling—but she holds her 
position by virtue of a well- 
trained army and thorough¬ 
ly drilled navy. The Elder 
Statesman proved their 
right to the titles of sages, 
when they struck upon this 
fundamental reform. All 
other reforms follow peace¬ 
fully in its wake. ’Tis re¬ 
spect, that one society must 
have from another, just as 
much as one individual 
must have it from another 
individual. This respect is 

one’s own rights and pro¬ 

perty. n 
China is & ^r|h field for 

the growth oJan army. 
The men are j*l hand and 
these lacks ojy initiative 
on the part o the Govern¬ 
ment to proqce a force 
that will command respect 
from all parti^ First and | 
foremost in sjch a scheme 
of organizatiopthere should 
be unity. Soie strong cen- | 
tral power, instituting a 
Board of War, should map 
out a scheme 4 include all 
the provinces/ We should 
not then hare1 one little 
body of trotps drilled in 
accordance wth American 
tactics, anotipr according 
to German !a!ctics and a 
third according to Japanese 
tacties. We |jould not have 
one style on rifle used in 
Kiangsu and pa totally dif¬ 
ferent style Wed in Chihli. 

In order to »e effective an 
^my mi^rv ye unity with- 
_ V„.| , 1-11 

in it kre should be 
I 

a General Staff, under the 
Board of War, whose business 
it would be to preserve this 
unity. Our fault in the past 
has been with the half- 
measures adopted. Let us 
profit by the lesson and 
make thoroughness a feature 
of. the new scheme. Ap¬ 
point strong, enlightened, pa¬ 
triotic men on the Board of 
War. Then let them adopt 
? uniform plan. Foreign 
instructors would be needed, 
ut first, by the score—not 
beachcombers and dead¬ 
beats,—but the very best 
nien that China could borrow 
or employ from a foreign 
country. Then establish a 
urst class military college, 
with a capacity for five or i 
g* hundred students, equip | 

it with competent teachers 
and the necessary apparatus 
and put a foreign soldier of 
high rank at the head of it, 
with absolute authority, 
answerable only to the Board 

of War. By such means, 
only, can a well organized 
army be obtained. To re¬ 
quire a modern drilled force 
from men of the old regime is 
like asking a farmer to speak 
Greek. The Northern Army 
affords a good nucleus for 
such a scheme as we have 
suggested. The present 
state of the army is lamen¬ 
table. Memorial after mem¬ 
orial is presented on the 
subject, but they have no 
results, because there is no 
such directing central power. 
We would suggest that 

such a board be formed in 
Peking with a military 
man at its head. It would 
not fail to be productive of 
good results. Sir Robert 
Hart’s work should be a 
model for all other lines of 
development and the lesson 
of organization should be 
the moral of his teaching. 

The Council of Army 
Organization in a way 

1 > 

corresponds to the Board of 
War, an outline of which we 
have just presented to our 
readers, but it seems to us 
the Council is defective in 
that it lacks unity of pur¬ 
pose, centralization of au¬ 
thority, and military men, in 
the strict sense of the word, 

head. Were these at its 



imperfections removed, much 
would be 'accomplished to¬ 
wards the effective and rapid 
creation of an army worthy 
of the steel of any European 
or Asiatic Power. 

PROCLAIMS CHINESE TREATY. 

PRESIDENT WILL SOON NA 

CONSULS 

WILL' SOON NAME 
IN MANCHURIA. 

A. Telegraphic Exchange of Ratifications 
and th£ Proclamation Make Treaty 
Operative Much Earlier Than Antici¬ 
pated—“Open Door” Assured Now. 

Washington, Jan. 13—The commercial 
treaty between the United States and China, 

which provides among other things for 
the opening to foreign trade of the Man¬ 
churian ports of Mukden and An-tung, v en 

into full force and effect to-day through 
its promulgation by President Roosevelt, , 
following a quickly arranged exchange I 
iof ratifications at the State Department 

this morning. f 
i From many points of view the action of 
'the two Governments concerned m making 
operative the provisions of the treaty is 

. important, but the most momentous feature 

of the transaction is its bearing on i| 
relations established by the Umted States 

with Manchuria, the Chinese province. con¬ 
trolled by Russian troops, ^ich will be 

the scene of part of the expected Russian 

Japanese conflict. v f r« 
In making the treaty operative before 

^ RussiHnd Japan clash the Government 

feels that it has strengthened its claime 
'right to valuable commercial °PPor^nities 

S Manchuria, and intends to insist upon the 
: recognition by Russia of the terms o the 

treaty applicable to the Chinese territory 

held by the Czar’s troops. 
The assurances given by Russia OI| 

day that she would respect the interests 

SS'Sf; 
• been begun between Russia «nd Japan 

a A 
agreements with P f hostilities 

S f WereThe GoTenSen. therefore, 

Jl 3e”h°ht^"ith Chin, operative at j 

this time. _ ^ was proclaimed 
Late to-day the treaty ot 

IjT1310"8 int°effeot' The proclamation f° ^d of America: 

Bi the President of the . a treaty and 
A Proclamation. Wh'tfie United btates 

three annexes between ™tenLd further the 
of America al ,[n„’ Ltffeen them and other- 
commercial relations 9®^rest8 Gf the peoples 
wise to promote the m ,u(jed anci signed 
of the two countries were^ and Chinese 
at Shanghai, in “itt‘day of October, one 

oil tbo gj and three, the origi” 
thousand nin® mHf text of which treaty and 
nal of the English text o ^ follows: 
annexes is word fo . here appears] • 

[The text of the treat,, n and annexes 
. \nd whereas the said treaty an &nd the 

• a4W^S,iMmi mn 
Theodore 
Stab ' 

treaty 
ie end 

thirteenth day 

annexes to be made pubUo- UclaUse thereof 
i the same and every articie and cm wjth good 

may be observed and fulfil “ the citizens 
faith by the United States ,, j have here- 

1 thereof In testimony whereof! of tM 
i unto set my hand and caused tne 
.United States to be afflxed^^.^^,, fbiB ^ 

R ‘ Done affine city orfra»mugwA 
'1 teenth day of January, in the year of our 
in Lord one thousand nine hundred and four, 

and of the independence of the United States 
\ the one hundred and twenty-eighth. 
; tne one uu Theodore Roosevelt. 

1 By the President: 
fl John Hat, Secretary of State. 

1 The exchange of ratifications came as a 
surprise, not only to those outside the 
Administration circle, but even to those 

1 within. Up to a late hour yesterday 
|t was the belief of the State Department 

■ fficers that their efforts to secure the ex¬ 
change of ratifications under telegraphic 
authority had not been successful ^ and 
hat it would be necessary to wait ,at least 
ive weeks, or until the Chinese exchange 
lopy of the treaty reached Washington 
by mail, to carry out the ceremony ot ex- 

$ change. 
'1 Ever since the United States Senate 
'ratified the treaty the State Department 

1 has been endeavoring to expedite the 
f measures necessary to make it operative. 
. To this end Minister Conger, at Pekin, 

I immediately after the Senate acted, was 
:t ‘Instructed to urge the Chinese Throne to 

follow the Senate’s example at once. Mr. 
j Conger’s efforts were successful last 
\ Saturday. He then urged, under additional 

I instructions from Secretary Hay, the Chi- 
, nese Government to instruct its Minister 

<n Washington to&perform with Mr. Hay 
V ’j the ceremony of exchange, without waitmg 

1 for the actual exchange copy to be received 
I here through the mails. . 
] Mr. Conger telegraphed yesterday, how- 

! ever, thatthe Chinese copy had been mailed 
! to Washington, and this was taken to mean 
that the Government of China had decided 

I ^ to agree to the exchange of the ratifica- 
! Hons other than in the regular way. Last 
| evening the Chinese Minister received 

instructions from the. Foreign Office m 
L Pekin to participate m what is known 

1 in diplomatic circles as a telegraphic ex- 
, change. The State Department was notified 
I and a protocol of exchange drawn in dupli- 

: S cate In accordance with the arrangement ; J made then, Sir Chentung Liang Cheng 
| appeared at the State Department this 
i morning and was met by Secretary Hay 
1 jn the diplomatic reception room, where 

the protocols of exchange were signed. 
| consuls for Mukden and An:tung xnll be 

nominated by the President without delay, 
i and after being confirmed by the Senate and 
| uport receiving their commissions will 
J be instructed to proceed to their posts. In 

1 view of the Russian assurances of non- 
i interference with the rights of foreign na- 
U Hons in Manchuria, the Government feels 

! justified in taking advantage immediately 
| of the rights obtained by it under the new 

j trfhe‘treaty is the result of nearly a year 
and a half of negotiation. Although relating 
?n its principal provisions to questions of 

: sear | s^WpSars 
I defines the right, and 
I nswcs of the diplomatic and consular 
i nfficer^and of American citizens, especially J officeis ana o . China, and insures 

I S'fKreni^raenf ot right, ™hioh they 
: the latter ejy the p.., by toleration. 

i ThI treat/also dealsP with trademarks, 
1 copyrights and patents, . insuring them a 

. ?°EyaPgree of protection in China—a thing I Shlch they have had very little of m the 

^Perhaps the provision of the treaty 
' ■ which most interests the public is the opon- 
if • nf (he two new localities m Manchuria 

I duently “JelSon'S tile 

i itPSh were eSnged yesterday at 

> 1 Pekin, secures also to tag-Jg* i atKnit'’thirteen mile, below An-tung and 

|« aVthT,mh™Mv°UobabSUtliat the presence 
M inIh^e localities at an early date of Amen- 
I ran consular officers and those of other 

fimriabHct—for all the nations having 
fm treaties with China acquire by our treaty 
, ' and that with Japan the right to establish 

^dilates at these places—will greatly 
3 iPGd to the establishment of order m the 

% ^f^piv disturbed borderland of China and 
| powerfully contribute toward insuring 

1 the pPrinclples Of the “open door, ” to which 
this country stands irrevocably committed, 

, ,oll nC! a;d in insuring the integrity 
I of 'china and its administrative control 

over its Manchurian provinces. 

b'.Aflfl " "* ’ a'1 ■- 

j japanese-^_ese treaty. • 

Other Ports Than Those .Narme, our 

A Treaty to Opened. 

Itre'Itv3 hT0™’ »-«>. commercial 
33m,l3i*3C” raPan and Chiu» "ill be 

. promulgated m London to-morrow. This 

• i m 1S:?mi;lar in mc8fc respects to that 
.^between the Lnited States aud China, and J 

U 

mfMi 

both were signed on the same day. Its 
chief difference of importance from the 
American-Chinese treaty lies in its provision 
for the opening of other Manchurian ports 
than those named in^he American agree- 

Article I. of the Japanese-Chinese treaty 
is as follows: 

j Whereas China, with the object of reforming 
j its fiscal system, proposes to levy a surtax 
; in excess of the tariff rates on all goods passing 
| through the custom house, whether maritime 
J or inland and frontier, in order to compensate 
3 in a measure for the loss incurred by the com- 
! plete abolition of likin, Japan consents to 

[lay the same surtax as is agreed upon be- 
J tween China and all the treaty Powers. W ith 

k | regard to the production tax, consumption tgl, ] tax and excise and the taxes on opium and 
! salt leviable by China, Japan also consents 

fjt to accept the same arrangements as are 
Klj agreed upon between all the treaty Powers 

* " and China, It is provided, however, that the 
commerce rights and privileges of Japan 
shall not. on account of the above, be placed 
at any disadvantage as compared with the 
commerce, rights and privileges of other 
Powrers. 

Article II. permits Japanese shipowmers to 
erect, if the imperial maritime customs ap¬ 
prove, appliances for hauling through the 
rapids of that part of the Yangtse Iviang 
between Ichang and Chung-king. 

Article III. permits Japanese steamers to 
proceed for the purpose of trade from a treaty 
port to places inland. 

Article IV. prescribes regulations for Japan- 
vi ese engaging in partnership with Chinese 

I '1 in China. 
Article V. provides for the protection in 

China of Japanese trademarks and copy¬ 
rights and for their registration in China 

Under Article VI. China agrees to establish 
as soon as possible a system of uniform 
national coinage and provides for a uniform 
national currency to be freely used ns legal 
tender in China, with the proviso that all 
customs duties shall continue to be calculated 
and paid on the basis of the Haikwan tue.. 

Article VII. provides that the Governors 
General and Governors of all the Chinese 
provinces shall mutually tlx upon uniform 
standards of weights and measures, which 
shall be adopted and used in all transactions 
by officials and people throughout all the 
empire. , ,. .. 

Article Till, provides for amending the 
rules for steam navigation. 

Article IX. provides that the Japanese 
Government, officers, subjects, commerce, 
navigation, shipping, industries and property 
of all kinds shall be allowed free and lull 

Mj participation in nil privileges, immunities 
■ and advantages which have been or may 

hereafter be granted by China to any other 
nation, and it is further agreed that Japan 
will do its utmost to secure to Chinese resi¬ 
dents in. Japan the most favorable treatment 
compatible with the laws and regulations 
of the empire. 

Article X, in addition to providing that 
in case of the complete withdrawal of the 
foreign troops in the province of Chi-li and 
of the legation guards, a place of inter¬ 
national residence and trade in Pekin shall 
be forthwith opened by China, contuins this 
important clause: 

“The Chinese Government agree to open 
n; to foreign trade within six months from 

exchange of the ratifications of this treaty, 
■ Ch’Angeha-Fu in the Province of Hunan 
K on the same footing as the ports already 
H opened to foreign trade. Foreigners re- 
E{ siding in this open port are to observe the 
| municipal and police regulation son the same 

footing as Chinese residents, and they are 
■ not to be entitled to establish a municipality 

and police of their own within the limits of 
this treaty port, except with the consent 
of the Chinese authorities. 

"The Chinese Government agrees that upon 
the exchange of the ratifications of this treaty, 
Mukden and Tatungkau, both in the province 
of Shengking, shall be opened by China itself 
as places of international residence and trade. 
The selection of suitable localities to be set 
apart for international use and occupation, 
and the regulations for these places set apart 
for foreign residence and trade shall be agreed 
upon by the governments of Japan and China, 
after consultation together.” 

Article XI. The Government of China, 
having expressed a strong desire to reform 
its judicial system and to bring it into accord 
with that of Japan and western nations, 
Japan agrees to give every assistance to such 
reform, and will also be prepared to relin¬ 
quish jts extra territorial rights wThen satis- 

Sins' 
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PU LON VISITS WALL STREET. 
/)jZS-»y-v 
IXTERESTED IX THE SWITCH- 

BOARD RATHER THAXIX STOCKS 

W\ 

W3 
eS Wlffl 4he Chan LuncheS With Ihe Chamber of Commerce 

and Enjoys Ice Cream—Talk at the 
Meal About the Chinese Exclusion 
AeG—Drives Through Our Chinatown. 

Prince Pu Luo's principal visit yesterday ® 
was made to the financial district. Accom¬ 
panied by John Foord, president of the 
Asiatic Society, Sir Chentung Liang-Cheng, 

| the Chinese Minister to the United States, 
| and by his own private secretary the Prince . 

visited the Stock Exchange and then took l 
! luncheon at the Chamber of. Commerce, i 

On reaching the exchange the visitors j 
were escorted to the president’s room and! 
there introduced to the officers-of the Ex-f 
change. After that they went to the mem-1 
bers’ gallery, where the Prince could have? 
a good view of the floor. 

The traders gave the Prince three hearty :■ 
American cheers, to which the responded! 
by bowing and -waving his hand. The! 
Prince does not understand English, and thej 
mild uproar on the exchange floor didj 
not seem particularly to interest him. 
But when he saw the white, green and red 
numbers flash out on the callboard he took 
notice at once and asked his secretary 
what the numbers were for. The secretary | 
made inquiries and explained. 

When the Prince found out that by the j 
i mere flashing of a number of a certain f J 
color on the board a member of the ex- j 
change understood that he was wanted at if 
a particular place he became more interested SM 
than ever and asked a great many ques- F| 
tions. His interest in the electrical ap-j 

jpliances led one of the governors to ask) 
j the Chinese Minister if the Prince was1 
•particularly interested in electricity. The’ 
' Minister replied that the Prince was, and 
I that led to a visit to the basement, where 
are the Western Union’s cable room and i 

switchboard and the electrical instruments!: 
connected with the stock tickers.- 

The Prince asked many questions about | 
how the instruments worked and seemed 1 
rather disappointed that he had to leave that I 
part of the exchange so soon. 

When the party returned to the street I 
the Prince’s automobile was surrounded by j 
a big crowd, and Detective Sergeants 
Funston and Fogerty, assisted by police- | 
men in uniform, had to make a hole in the | 
crowd before the Prince could get to the \ 
automobile. As the vehicle left the ex-1 
change he got another salvo of cheers, £ 

From the Stock Exchange the party 
’K-ent to the Chamber of Commerce, which 
Tvas holding its regular monthly meeting f 
The Prince was invited to the luncheon that f 
followed the meeting. President Morris I 
h. Jesup of the chamber met the nartv i 
•hey left the elevator and eeSrtKLm 
to the luncheon room. In introduoino- 
Prince Pu Lun Mr. Jesup said: U g 

I am very glad indeed that this chamber 
has the opportunity of welcoming these ; 
distinguished guests here. You all know the > 
position that this chamber holds with ref¬ 
erence to the Chinese Empire. 

.1 am sorry to say that our views are not 
always agreed with at Washington. I want 
to read in your presence and in the presence 
of these distinguished guests a telegram 
which I sent to Washington at our last meet¬ 
ing. I sent the telegram to our Senator, 
Mr. Platt, which was read in the Senate of 
the United States. It is dated April 22, and 
is as follows’: ■ 

“The Chamber of Commerce of New York 
-sends its protest against the amendment 
To the Chinese Exclusion Act being added 
to the General Deficiency Appropriation 
hill. In view of the efforts that are being 
made to cultivate and increase trade relations 
with the Chinese Empire, further- restrFAfve 
measures would, in our opinion, be suicfdal 
and we believe would entirely subvert these 
efforts.” 

We talk about an open door. I think 
it is right, if we ask China to give to us and 
to our commerce an open door to their ports 
and to their country, that we should give them 
sn open door here on our shores [applausel, 
and I hope the time will come, and not very 
far distant, when this exclusion against 
China will be obliterated, and that we shall 
receive the Chinese here on the same familiar 
terms as we receive the peoples Trom the 
other nations of the world. [Applause.] 

The Chinese Minister, speaking for Prince 
Pu, said: 

There is no stronger tie that will tend to 
bind the relations of two countries more 
closely than the tie of intercommercial in¬ 
terests. 1 am sure my Government has had 
ujrder careful consideration for the last ten 
Years the pending question, which, 1 am sorry M 
•to. say, is the one irritating cause between j. 
our two 'nations', which have rested ever f, 
since commercial interest was established f 
between us, without any disagreement at all | 
for the past sixty years. [Applause.] But [ 
the Imperial Government has so well under- fa 
stood the" question that now 1 hope that J, jg 
as its diplomatic representative, will be able 
to come to some satisfactory agreement 
with the Government of the United States i 
that will do away with all the past humiliation t, 
and irritation that exists over this question. K 
[Applause.] 

I am sure, from the sentiment that is enter- 
tained by the members of this chamber, that H 
has fust been expressed through your dis¬ 
tinguished president, that I can hope for 
the strong support of this body when the 
time arrives for the discussion of the matter. 
[Applause.] 

That part of the luncheon which his 
Royal Highness appeared tb enjoy most 
was the ice cream. He permitted himself 
to be helped more than once, and when 
he had finished the last dish he said to his 
secretary: 

“They have very much better ice cream 
in the United States than thav have in 
China. I suppose American cows give 
better milk than Chinese cows.” 

From the Chamber of Commerce the 
Prince went to Chinatown. The streets 
were crowded with Chinamen and everv 
window was filled with them, bu,t none 
kowtowed or even took his hat off. Some 
of the Chinamen seemed more interested 
in the cab full of detectives which fol¬ 
lowed the Prince’s automobile than in 
the imperial party. The only demon¬ 
stration besides the banners strung across 
the street was the banging of gongs. The 
party merely rode through the streets of 
Chinatown without stopping anvwh ere, 
and then went back to the Hotel Man¬ 
hattan. • 

PRINCE BEHIND THE SCENES. 

After dining at the Union Club the Prince 
went to see “The Southerners” at the New 
York Theatre last night. The Prince’s 
party occupied all but one of the boxes 
That box in which the Prince, Sir Chentung 
and Senator Depew sat was draped with 
American and Chinese flacs. Others in the 
party were John Barrett, Minister to Pana¬ 
ma, Ex-Senator Walcott, Frank D. Millet 
and S. Schwerin, vice-president of the 
Pacific Mail Steamship Companv. 

“Prince Pu paid the closest attention 
l to the show. When the comedian, Junie 
| McCree, got off some cracks on the Chinese 
'they were all translated to him. Between 
the acts the Prince and Senator Depew 
went behind the scenes and were introduced 
to the chorus. They also watched the 
scene shifting and had some of the proper¬ 
ties explained. 

The Prince asked Mr. Lederer if the plan¬ 
tation darkies in the show were really 
negroes, and was told that they were. Miss 
Vinie Daly, who takes the part of Par- 
thenia, ajady’s_ maid, was standing nearby. 

Wkm, 
“But i am wf 

• 

iite. Sfle said to the Dfnice; . 
rolling up her sleeve. 

The Prince has decided to remain here ; 
until Sunday when he will go to St. Louis 
by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. To- | 
day he will be the guest of Perry Belmont ,w.j 
at the GravpsonH ranps. P at the Gravesend races. 

mm 
PREDICTS ATTACK ON 

AMERICAN LEGATION 

>r. Robert Coltman, Jr., Back 
from China, Says There Will 

Be Another Massacre. 
i J [SPECIAL DESPATCH TO THE HERALD.] 

Los Angelas, Cal.. Monday.—Dr. Robert 

Coltman, Jr., for six years private physician 
to Ei Hung Chang; for the last seventeen 
vears physician to the imperial Chinese 
Court at Pekin, and author of “The. Fall of 
Fokin or the Yellow Crime,” lias just re¬ 
turned from the capital of the Chinese em¬ 
pire and is visiting in Los Angeles Until 
the recent closing of the Imperial University 
of h’ekin—the Suspension ’ of which had not 
been generally announced—Dr. Coltman oc¬ 
cupied the chair of surgery in that institu¬ 
tion and long experience has familiarized 
him’with Chinese internal affairs. 

Dr Coltman declares that the civilized 
world soon will be face to face with another 
Chinese uprising, worse in its consequent 
-’trocities than were the recent outrages that 
caused ail Christiandom to shudder. Dr. 
Coltman says:— . . . 

“Another anti-foreign uprising is forging 
in China and the onslaught is imminent. 
The havoc will be terrible. The whole re¬ 
sponsibility for this next and fast approach¬ 
ing slaughter in Pekin will rest upon the 
allied Powers and especially upon the United 
States for the lenient manner in which 
China ’was dealt with after the outrages of 
the last uprising. The foreigners now in 
Pekin are virtually without protection and 
when the attack comes the American Lega¬ 
tion will be the objective point for the first 
rush.” 

mt 
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IMPARTIAL NOT NEUTRAL. 

SHANGHAI, 29th JANUARY, 1903. 

NEW YEAR’S DAY. 

in 

Is there any hope for China in the 

year that opens to-day? If there is, 

we cannot see it, and the only com¬ 

fort is in the recollection that 

China more than anywhere else it is 

the unexpected which happens. As 

long as the Empress Dowager re¬ 

mains the nominal and Yung Lu the 

real ruler of China, this great country 

will go on to its doom* Eyery-one 

in China, outside of the Palace and 

the Court, who knows anything at 

jail, knows this; there are hundreds, 

if not thousands, of the younger 

Chinese who have been eagerly read¬ 

ing Western books and gaining what 

? they can of Western knowledge, who 

are only too anxious to bring about 

a change, to stop the downward 

course of their country, bub they 

have no-one to lead them, and they 

' are beginning to despair. The only 



gieam of light that reaches them is 

that the Emperor lives and continues 

to reject all temptations to commit 

suicide; like his celebrated prototype 

m Chinese history, he continues to 

feign an apathetic stupidity in order 

to disarm the enemies by whom he 

is surrounded; and he is kept from 

utter d-spair by his conviction that 

it is his destiny yet to resume the 

government of his country and put 

himself again at the head of the 

movement for reform. 

One thought, one desire, fills the 

minds of those who govern China 

to-day, the acquisition of money. 

From the Empress Dowager and 

Yung Lu down to the magistrate of 

the poorest district in the empire, 

the one aim of all the officials, with 

some, but, alas! too few, exceptions, 

is to make money. Yung Lu’s position 

enables him to increase his wealth not 

by thousands but by hundreds of 

thousands of taels every month. 

More than ever, vacant posts are 

given to those who can pay most for 

them. The art of squeezing is 

practised more widely as well as 

more thoroughly than ever. With 

the astuteness for which the Chinese 

official of the bad old type is noted, 

the Foreign Powers are told that 

China is being crushed under the 

weight of the Indemnity, and that 

the terms agreed upon in the Pro¬ 

tocol cannot be kept; and good- 

natured foreign officials like those 

who sway for the time the destinies 

of the United States believe the 

sad story. The indemnity has been 

a godsend to every official who is in 

any way concerned in collecting the 

funds to pay it. He has two good 

reasons for his satisfaction; he extracts 

from the taxpayers two or three or 

five times as much as he is ordered 

to provide as his quota; and while 

! he is doing it, he can tell his victims 

that he is forced to do it by the ] 

rapacity of the foreigner. With a 

fairly honest fiscal administration 

China could easily pay off the whole 

indemnity in five years or less. The 

recent effort to get the control of the 

Telegraphs and the China Merchants 

Company into the hands of the 

officials in the north has been made 

simply because there is money in 

them. The reform decrees which 

have been issued by the Empress 

Dowager, mainly with the view 

throwing dust in the eyes of for¬ 

eigners, ordering the foundation of! 

colleges, etc., have been carried oub 

by provincial officials just as far as 

there was any money to be made byj 

executing them. But the colleges! 

themselves are a failure because they] 

are left in the control of these pro¬ 

vincial officials, the vast majority ofl 

whom have no sympathy whatever 

with any attempt to go beyond the 

beaching of the Chinese classics 

which was the whole of their curri-l 

culnm, while the students are all I 

anxious for the new knowledge anc 

are all reformers at heart. The 

students are eager for the new wine, 

and those who control the colleges 

insist on giving them nothing but 

old bottles. 

A couple of stories which come on 

| very good authority will show the 

grounds there are for the pessimistic] 

view we are obliged to take of the 

I situation. The Empress Dowager,] 

proud of the success which has! 

Dowager’s palace/a^^manded a 

presenb of twenty-five taels, fading 

which he threatened to report the 

Grand Secretary. Li foolishly treat¬ 

ed the eunuch and his demand 

with the lordliest contempt; the 

eunuch reported the matter to 

a Censor, who jumped at the oppor¬ 

tunity and denounced Li to the 

throne, and it cost the great man two 

hundred thousand taels to still the 

storm that broke upon him. 

This is what the government of 

China has come to under the pro¬ 

tracted rule of the Empress Dowager, 

a rule re-imposed upon this unhappy 

empire by the Foreign Powers, who 

had it in their own hands to put an 

end to it three years ago. How 

under these circumstances is it pos- 

ffi-r 

sible to hope that the year which 

begins to-day brings with it any good 

promise for the good people whom 

| none who know them well can help 

regarding with admiration and res¬ 

pect ? 

| attended her efforts to whitewash 

herself in the eyes of the Diplomatic 

Body, has recently determined to 

build a palace in foreign style at the 

Yuenmingyuen, where she may carry * 

out her entertainments with more 

i t^clat. She has been told that it will 

cosb twenty million taels, and the 

provinces will have to find the money. 

> The actual cosb of the proposed palace 

is nob more than one million taels, 

and her entourage are congratulating 

themselves on the prospeeb of divid¬ 

ing among themselves the remaining 

nineteen millions. • The story seems 

incredible, but the authority for it is 

beyond doubt. Meanwhile Prince 

Su, the well-meaning and enlightened 

prince to whom has been entrusted 

the task of giving Peking good roads, 

lean only get the promise of a beg- 

Jgarly two hundred thousand taels 

land does not know when he will geb 

the money. The other is a story of 

the late Grand Secretary Li Hung- 

chang, and shows how the most 

powerful mau in China had to bow 

to the real depositories of power at 

Peking, the palace eunuchs. The 

Empress Dowager was having some 

repairs made to her palace and asked 

Li to go and inspect the work. The 

great man went accordingly, and there 

met one of the eunuchs who asked 

him what he was doing in the 

educating the common 

PEOPLE TO HATE FOREIGNERS. 

: 

ID ~~~ „ 
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(Contributed.) 

This has been going on for the last 

twenty-five years with great assiduity. 

The whole process has become thorough¬ 

ly systematised. The teachers have been 

m the officials, high and low, from 

members of the Cabinet at Peking down 

to the village tipao, and the literati. 
The Yamens have been the radiating 

centres. The agencies have been the 

Chinese Blue books such villainous 

books as the “ Death Blow to Corrupt 

Doctrines ; ” such infamous placards as 

were issued by Chou Han; socro 

circulars sent out from Peking and, from 

Viceregal Yamens; dissemination of 

anti-foreign literature at provincial ex¬ 

aminations ; active emissary work by 

Yamen underlings ; proclamations with 

double meanings by mandarins; official 

utterances of contemptuous and hostile 

character in judicial proceedings ; the 

steady and persistent circulation of 

all manner of most abominable lies 

about foreigners, about their diggwg.out 

the eyes of children, their use ot 

drugs in stupifying unwary people, 

their hanging up people by the heels, 

their dissolute habits, their vicious 

ways, and all this aided by lying 

articles iu the native press, paid for and 

circulated by thou sands by mandarins 

and gentry, and all going on without 

let up, year in and year out. 
Remarkable success has attended the 

movement. The common people in 

the central and western provinces 

are becoming imbued with the 

feeling and spirit of their superiors ; 
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and peaceful communities that hitherto 
have^been friendly, thakthe igmtionof 

a match may produce an °xPlo810“* 
The Szechwen people furnish a note- 

able illustration. 
It is impossible to exaggerate the 

danger ahead in the coming yearsif 
this thing is not s topped. In the 
past twenty-five years t here is a record 
of at least fiff 'en'riots ; in the coming 
twenty-five years, if the spirit is not 
curbed and curbed sharply, there will 
be many more than that, for the people 
in not a few places, especially under 
the influence of certain Viceroys, are 
slowly but surely becoming like mines 
charged with fife-damp. The common 
people are ignorant and credulous, easi y 

led astray by those above them, t ie 
obstinacy of their prejudice is known to 
be inveterate; once thoroughly en- 

! gendered the task of removing It will 
be immense. Granted that, in some 
things, we ourselves have given occa¬ 
sion for some ill feeling and distrust, 
yet beyond question the present 

anti-foreign feeling is not an 
outcome of that; it is tremendously 
in excess of any actual cause we have 
given, and is the elaborate and 
created product of the officials and 

literati aforesaid. 
Those who have the management of 

public affairs would be blind to ignore 
the existing condition of things. They 
would be deficient in statesmanship if 
they allowed themselves to be hood¬ 
winked by the bland but meaningless 
expressions of regret that come from 
certain high officials. The Japan war 
has caused a well-matured official con¬ 
spiracy against foreigners, to develope 
prematurely, and in fragments, but the 
progress it has made is disclosed by 
the Szechwen riots and the fiasco of 
the Kucheng investigation. 

In addition to the circulation of 

falsehoods here, the Chinese have now 
begun to seek utterance for them in the 
United States. Below are the contents 
of a slip taken from the Chicago 
Tribune. The “ version ” was furnish¬ 
ed to the obliging editor by a Mr. Sam 
Moy who had the Chinese newspaper 
in hand and guaranteed i a correctness. 
We have looked over it carefully. If 

We have counted aright it includes 
one hundred and six lines of matter. 
In these hundred and six lines, as we 

make it, are forty-six distinct lies— 
to say nothing of about a score of 

auxiliary or branch lies coming in as HaaltltaBHpAii 

adjuncts. This makes about one lie to 
every two lines of matter, a thing that 
would be hard to beat by experts in 
any part of Asia. 

Extract from Chicago Tribune 
“ Chicago, Aug. 26th.—Sam Moy, a 

prominent Chinese merchant of Chicago, 

says that a Chinese paper he has just re¬ 
ceived gives the Chinese version of the 
attack upon the British and American 
missionaries. According to the Chinese 
paper the attack developed a serious 
state of affairs. It was found that the 
basements of the missionaries houses 
were closely guarded by the disreputable 

Chinese hangers-on of the mission. No 
decent Chinaman will have anything to 
do with a mission. The missionaries 
can’t talk the language. The Chinese 
in the interior who can talk “ pidgin ” 
or any foreign language are almost 
always young men who have run 
away to avoid punishment for petty 
crime or avoid the support of families, 
going to some treaty port instead of to 
the mountains, or the fugitives from 
justice for more serious crimes do. 

“ In time the petty crime is forgotten 
or compounded and the fellow comes 
back but is regarded as a social 'outlaw 
and does not want to find anything to 
do in the way of more than enough 
to keep him alive. The advent of the 
missionary opens a new field for the 
unscrupulous linguist. The missionary 
has to have an interperter. The out¬ 
cast is ready to act and also to become 

a convert—anything forjaneasy life. He 
becomes a member of the missionary 
staff and household. The missionary 

wants converts ; the hanger-on wa nts 
some luxuries. 

“ There are only two ways to get 
converts in China. One way is to^hire 
them and then you have converts just 
as long as they are paid. The other 
is by buying, or kidnapping children 
and keeping them and teaching them. 
Hiring converts, and buying children 
are expensive but the better class of 
missionaries well supplied with money 

who understand Chinese usages hire 

and buy and show results. 
“ Good missionaries don’t allow any 

kidnapping but most of the missionaries 
while good people themselves don’t 

know how bad this native staff is. The 
native staff, under the lead of the 
tough interpreter, does the kidnapping 

and the missionaries are fooled. This 
is the way it is done. One of the 
interpreters sees a child, a girl of 10 

or 12 years old, and finds out she is not 
well watched and cared for; that her 

parents are poor, or careless people, 
not likely to make much of a fuss at 
her disappearance. He invites the 
child into a visit to the mission and 

often force has to be used. 
“ The missionary sees the child and is 

told seme fairy tale by the unscrupu- 
| lous5interpreter[; that the child wishes 

I to become a Christain ; that she wants to 
live at the mission and to be instructed, 
or some other invention which seems 
plausible to the missionary, and some¬ 

thing is added to show the importance 
of guarding the new comer from 
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missionary is assure, 
prevent the perversion 

faith. , 
“ As the missionary^ can t talk to the 

child he trusts his interpreter, and the 
child-well the less the original is fol¬ 
lowed here the better. The interpreter 

practically gets the girl. She is his 
slave for the/time being, and he plays the 
missionary to keep her safely and out 

of sight until he can sell her and get 
the money out of her. Then tne mis¬ 
sionary is fooled again, and the process 
is repeated as frequently as possible. 

It is a great industry for the rascally 
interpreters who live better, have more 

pleasure and make more money, with 
less work under the protection of the 

mission than most of the good people 

of this town. 
“ The burning of the missions freed 

some of the girl captives, who told the 
stories of this kidnapping confinement, 
and the indignities to which they were | 
subjected and the stories aroused the 
ferocity of all good people. This 
started the great riot and the * mob 
attacked the missionaries and inter¬ 

preters indiscrimin tely. The Governor 
of Fukhien sent 1,000 soldiers to Min 
River to quell the riots, but the bandits 
joined with the rabble and whipped 
the soldiers. The soldiers lost half 
this number and had to retreat. At 
the time the paper was printed it was 
said the whole section was in very 

continual fear of the mob. ’ 
And so ends the story of an intrepid 

liar and of a facile reporter who helped 
him get his importation into an English 
dress for the better information of the 

readers of the Tribune. 
W. A. 

KNOX POLICY 
TO MARK EPOCH 

IN DIPLOMACY 
Awakening of China to 

Be Object of Secre¬ 

tary’s Administration. 

./FFERS AN INVITING 

FIELD FORINVESTMENT 

Trade Will Follow Capital as 
Sure as It Follows the 

Flag.' 
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iCHANCE FOR AMERICAN 

BUSINESS ENTERPRISE 

relations, who, 

Hi 

Great Commercial Possibilities With 

Development of Flowery 



NEW RAILWAY LOAN 
THE OPENING WEDGE 

Important Engineering Work to Be 

Under the Direction of an 

American. 

Special Despatch to “The Pre*«.” 

!_ Washington, June 20,-One of the most 
important chapters in the history of the 

C«v«.Taft administration promises to be the 
Knox policy. In the commercial history 

j of the United States that policy prom- 
; j ises to mark an epoch. It is expected to 

] take its place in the diplomacy of the 
country alongside of the Blaine and 
Root policies toward South and Central 
America and the Hay policy of the 
“open door’ in China. 

can bankers establish' st fbotlHild and 
enable American investors to do a di¬ 
rect business with the home countrv 
A.S Q cfpn in +l-lio + :  1 
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This policy, as explained by Secretary 1 
Knox, lias for its object the promotion J pr< 
of the commercial and trade interests of 
the United States with foreign countries, 
more particularly China and the South 
American republics. He is proceeding 
on the theory that where American capi¬ 
tal is employed in banking and invest¬ 
ments the trade of the United States 
will naturally follow. 

Secretary Knox’s greatest efforts since 
he accepted the State portfolio have 
been directed along the line of interest¬ 
ing American capital in South American 
banking and,-in opening the way for in¬ 
vestments of American capital in China, 
where the field has been hitherto almost 
exclusively occupied by European bank¬ 
ers and investors. The Secretary said 
to-day that his conception of the oppor¬ 
tunities offered in China have been clear- 

expressed in the e'dftdftaTs on fffis 
; subject in “The Press" of June 11 and 

1 
June IS. 

m 
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Not Going to China. 
There have been rumors to the effect 

that Secretary Knox might this Summer 
imitate the example of former Secretary 
Root, whose memorable trip around the 
Horn visiting the South American coun¬ 
tries produced good results in firmer 
friendship between those governments 
and the United States. 

It has been reported that Mr. Knox 
might make such a visit to China in or¬ 
der to come into personal contact with 
the ruling forces there and stimulate the 
friendship that is now shown the United 
States because of her liberal policy to¬ 
ward that country. 

Mr. Knox, however, says that no such 
visit is in contemplation and further 
that full assurances are being received 
of the friendship of China and her eag¬ 
erness to welcome American capital and 

' J investments. 

Banks in South America. 
Secretary Knox believes that trade 

follows capital just as surely as it fol¬ 
lows the flag. His first efforts were 

, directed toward interesting American 
| bankers in the proposition that an 
American bank in each of the principal 

i cities in South America would encour¬ 
age general trade between those coun- 
tries and the United States and eventu- 

I ally prove paying enterprises for the 

capitalists. 
The immediate benefit would come to 

i the American firms doing business in 
! those countries. They could do their 

S banking direct with the home country 
instead of through European banking 

1 centers. The leading banking firms of 
New York have taken up the proposi¬ 
tion and agree to establish these Ameri- 

: can banks. 

China the Best Field. 
:'j The larger side of the Knox policy 

however, is that relating to China. 
There the Secretary hopes to see Ameri- 

a step in this direction he has suc¬ 
ceeded in getting China favorably dis¬ 
posed to giving a part of the $27,500 000 
loan for the Hankow and Sze-Chuen 
Railway to a coterie of American bank¬ 
ers, China is well disposed to the United 
States for the latter’s liberal treatment 
of her in the return of a share of the 
Boxer indemnity, and she is more than 
willing that Americans should partici¬ 
pate in tile railway loan. 

Secretary Knox believes this to be 
the opportune time for the United 
States to establish a permanent and 
progressive commercial policy in China 
The participation in the railway loan 
is only the entering wedge. The ad¬ 
ministration policy contemplates diplo¬ 
matic encouragement and support for 
wide investments in Chinese develop¬ 
ment. Secretary Knox and President 
Taft believe that this Government is in 

j the position of a “very favored nation" 
with China. All assurances through 

I diplomatic sources are to that effect. 

Rapid Development Expected. 
This administration is impressed with 

j the fact, so strongly stated in “The 
j Press" editorials, that no country in j 
{ the world presents so wide and so in- } 
; viting a field for investment and so > 
! great a market for American goods as 
| does China. Secretary Knox states that 
he is fully convinced that the next fifty 

I years will witness a complete revolu- 
j tion in the commercial life of China, 
j He believes that in much less time, .in 
j the next ten or fifteen years, the de- 
| velopment of China’s railroads and in¬ 
dustries will be the marvel of the world. 

His policy is to have American capital 
and American manufacturers secure 
their fair share of trade that China must 
do with foreign countries in her com¬ 
mercial and industrial progress. Just 
now China is in a frame of mind to 
favor Americans in the granting of con¬ 
cessions for the developing of the nat¬ 

ural resources of the country, operat¬ 
ing coal mines, ore mines, improving ag¬ 
riculture and making her rivers naviga¬ 
ble for modern craft. 

Engaging American Engineer. 
The Administration is gratified that 

an American engineer is likely to be 
chosen for important work with the I 
Hai-Ho Conservancy Board of Tien- 
Tsin. The latter institution has the gi¬ 
gantic work on hand of improving the 
Pei-Ho River. The engagement of an 
American engineer in an influential ca¬ 
pacity is regarded as meaning much for [ 
American enterprise in China. 

Upon the American’s recommendation I 
will depend the purchase of machinery I 
and construction materials for this great I 
work, and in no way could these prod¬ 
ucts of the United States get a more f 
thorough advertising than by tjieir use I 
in a public improvement. The man who f 
is likely to be engaged by tlie Chinese [ 
concern is W. P. Stewart, now connect- | 
ed witli the engineer’s office in Memphis, 
Tennessee. 

Should American capitalists secure part 
of the Hankow Railway loan, and it is 
expected they will get at least one- 
fourth of it, it is assumed that a pro¬ 
portionate share of the materials used 
in the construction of the road will be 
purchased in the United States. The 
completion and operation of this line of 
railroad, it is believed, will imbue the 
Chinese with an appreciation of tlie ad¬ 
vantage of connecting all their big cities 
and commercial centers by rail. That 
idea will be fostered and encouraged by 
this Government so far as it can be 
done through diplomatic means. 

It is the full awakening of China that 
is creating the brilliant dreams of fu¬ 
ture American commercial influence in 
that Kingdom. This Administration be¬ 
lieves that China is on the verge of a 
full awakening and the policy of Secre- 

I tary Knox is to put American capital 
i and enterprise in the way of reaping 
I the advantage of that awakening. 
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INTERNAL STRIFE—THE CURSE OF 

THE COUNTRY. 

The relations between the two Grand 

: Lamas of Tibet are of especial interest 

at the present moment. The history of 

. the migration of Tibetan authority 

from Tashe-Lhunpo to Lhasa is clearly 

1 known. The former Lama is a per- 

j petual reincarnation of Manju-sri or 

j Amitabha, the latter of Avaloskitesvara, 

jj the pupil of Amitabha. Spiritually, 

j therefore, the Tashe Lama, or Panchen 

Rimpochc — “ Glorious Teacher ” — as 

j he is mo «• ''me-' ''Gaily named, is the 

I superior oi L..e iJalny Lama of Lhasa. 

But the assistance of Kushi Khan, 

<. who was called in by the Dalai 

j Lama in 1642 to prevent the depreda- 

j tious of a native lord, Tsang-po by 

name, of Shigatse, secured for Lhasa 

;j the undisputed sovereignty of central 

Tibet, which is now roughly defined by 

the province of U. The other province, 
a that of Tsaug, was indeed left to the 

I Tashe Lama, but Kushi Khan, partly 

I from indolence and partly from favori- 

1 tism, allowed the temporal authority 
1 over both provinces to become transfer- 

[ red gradually to Lhasa. Thus the 

] spiritual superior of (he Dalai Lama 

j became temporarily his inferior, and a 

J somewhat anomalous rivalry between the 

{ two great heads of Lamaism was thus be- 

I gun, which continues to the present day. ; 

There is no question that among the 

| common people the Grand Lama of 

I Tashe-Lhunpo—which is a great monas¬ 

tery a mile or so from Shigatse, the 

town of second importance in Tibet—is 

regarded with even greater awe than 

is the Dalai Lama. The Chinese Regent, 

when one exists, pays to the former 

greater respect, and Sarat Chundra 

Dass, in his exceedingly interesting re¬ 

cord of his travels, mentions a curious 

legend that the end of Lamaism and of 

Tibet will be marked by the withdrawal 

of the Tashe—not the Dalai—Lama to 

Shambala, the Utopia of the Buddhists. 

The balance of power is fairly even. 

The Kalons, or great Ministers of State, 

and the Da-pens, or generals, are fairly 

distributed between the two provinces. 

But the presence of the Chinese Araban 

and of the three populous monasteries of 

Lhasa, with their annual Chinese sub¬ 

sidy, turns the scale against Tashe- 

Lhunpo. During the sojourn of the 

mission at Khambajong last year the 

friction between the two Lamas was 

repeatedly emphasized. Technically 

speaking, the mission occupied a 

position upon ground under the gov¬ 

ernment of the Tashe Lama. Early 

in the diplomatic contest Lhasa sent 

a peremptory order to Tashe-Lhunpo 

demanding why the P’ilings, as the 

English are called in Tibet, had been 

permitted to intrude, and insisting upon 

their immediate expulsion. The Tashe 

Lama, knowing as well, indeed, as Lhasa 

that the mission had proceeded to Khamba 

by direct permission of China, took no 

steps to obey this injunction or annoy 
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the British deputation in any way. 

Every offensive action was the immediate 

work of the Lb ns an authorities. By 

them the English camp was placed out 

of bounds to all under their govern- 
Lnt From Tashe-Lhunpo and Shi- 

aatse visitors, inquisitive and amused but 

always respectful, arrived daily. Two 
roen attached to the mission who 

were by birth Tibetan but by domi¬ 

cile inhabitants of La-chung, in Sikkim, 

were arrested, tortured and apparently 

though this is not so certain, put to death 

by the Lhasans. The men of Tashe- 

Lhunpo, as this outrage was perpetrated 
iin their own capital of Shigatse, express¬ 

ly disowned to Mr. White all respon¬ 

sibility for the even, for which satisfac¬ 

tion will ultimately be demanded. The 
Abbot of Tashe-Lhunpo, the second in 

rank in the province of Tsang, paid a 

long and courteous visit to the mission, 
and expressed himself in a very different 

manner from that of the terrified 

Chinese representative Ho or the curt 

insolence of the Lhasan envoys. As 
a result the Dalai Lama, who had 

proposed to pay a visit of ceremony 

to the Tashe-Lhunpo in the course of 

the winter, countermanded his orders, 

and remains at Lhasa. It is not an 
exaggeration to say that, as the Grand 

Lama of Tashe-Lhunpo regards the at¬ 

tempt of the Indian government to open 

up amicable relations with Tibet as in 

no way compromising either the religious 
or political independence of Tibet, he is 

not wholly displeased at the terror and 

anxiety which the ostrich-like policy of 

the Dalai Lama betrays. It is the 
opinion of every one who has been 

qualified to form an opinion that a very 

real friendliness is felt and, so far as 

their present servience permits, is dis¬ 

played by the men of Tashe-Lhunpo 
and Shigatse. 

Much, then, may be done by skillful 

diplomacy. Nothing would bring the 
authorities in Lhasa to a quicker per¬ 

ception of their duties than a fear that 

their persistent refusal to treat our com¬ 

missioners with respect may compel us 

to negotiate direct with and therefore, 

of course, greatly strengthen their rivals. 

If so the Dalai Lama will have himself 

alone to blame. At present it seems that 

the wisest course, whatever action is taken 

by Lhasa, may be to enter into a friendly 

treaty to mutual advantage with Tashe- 

Lhunpo. It lies with us to restore her to 

the position she once occupied, a position 

from which she was ousted only by the 

now dead and ridiculous suzerainty of 

China. She, far more than Lhasa, 

would guarantee the northern ap¬ 

proaches to India. The Tsang-po, or 

[Brahmputra, forms and excellent nat¬ 
ural boundary between Northern and 

iSouthern Tibet. We may be content 

, to have guaranteed the independence of 

^Southern Tibet in return for a friendly 

neutrality and isolation which the ex- 
: amples of Nepal and Bhutan have al¬ 

ready shown us to be the best reinforce¬ 

ment of the obstacles that nature has 

somewhat lavishly spread in the way of 
the invader of India from the north.— 
■London Times. 

■■■■■■■■■ 
AN ENGLISH SHOE ON A 

rnsr-rmm. 

CHINESE FOOT. 

By “ English ” is now meant 

Western in general. In what is now 

about to be said let it be understood 

we are not handling a question of com¬ 

parative ethics, or of comparative 

humanities, but simply of comparative 

cause and effect. In administrative 

principles and methods—Occidental and 

Oiiental—there are differences generic 

as well as specific. The point now is 

that the Chinese have discerned what 

some of these are, and have been adroit 

in taking advantage of them. 

I. -The Peking Administration have 

been quick to discern and tuke advan¬ 

tage of Western respect for a centrat 

authority, and of a purpose to exoJt its 

autonomy by submitting alt questions to 

its behest. 

Chinese conditions admit of a 

variation, and in time past variations 

have been conspicuous. During former 

wars it was found that fighting could 

be going on in one province under one 

Viceroy and trafficking in another. An 

anomaly at the West, it is not so in 

China. Viceroys are so complete in 

themselves. They can act so indepen¬ 

dently of each other, as was seen in the. 

treaty made at the close of the war of 

1842. Conversely, they can be acted 

upon. It is in accord with vice-regal 

ethics to have it so, for why should a 

well-ordered province be made to 

suffer for an ill-ordered province, or as 

was lately argued by themselves, why 

should the new Viceroy of Szechuan 

suffer for the misdoings or be called upon 

to rectify the mistakes of Liu Pin 

Chang? The case of tlie vessel of the 

Nanyang squadron captured at Weihai- 

wei is another case iu point. In olden 

times we recognised both the Provincial 

and the Central. We dealt with both . 

Such a thing could not be done in the 

United States. A Constitution stands 

iu the way. In China there is no 

constitutional limitation, The only tie 

is the Imperial will, and each Ticeroy 

was then a representative of the Im¬ 

perial will and a Minister Plenipotentiary 

of the crown to all Chinese subjects. 

He combined in himself the three func¬ 

tions of Government—Legislative, Ju- 

dicial and Administrative. He was a 
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himself, subject only to government 

single limitation of which sometimes he 

was not much afraid. 

We changed all that, we shifted the 

emphasis of power from the provincial 

back to the central. We did not want 

to deal with many but with one. So 

we weakened the provincial and made 

strong the central. Was it altogether 

wisely done ? It was well and states¬ 

man-like to strengthen the centre, but 

was it best to renounce all giip on the 

provincial ? To stand by a good pro¬ 

vincial government and oppose a bad 

one, in addition to supporting the Im¬ 

perial crown, may be the most astute- 

policy at this juncture that we cm pur¬ 

sue. But that is not the point now. 

We go back to our policy after the 

war of 1842. The Imperial Govern¬ 

ment was delighted. England did for 

it what it could never have done 

for itself. And the Cabinet has held 

us to it. We must recognise only 

themselves. We must refer matters 

to them. All right, we do so. But 

they are ever taking refuge behind 

tlnir weakness, and behind our cons¬ 

cientious regard for national autonomy. 

They plead that they cannot curb 

their own people—we admit the plea 

(though it is not true)—and we let them 

go on, doing nothing but sit still with 

all their might and main. They have 

studied international law with a view 

of availing themselves of the numerous 

ins and outs. That is right, but things 

should be reciprocal; then it will be 

better. Here we are—we agree to keep 

hands off'. It is because they know 

we are committed to that that they 

themselves are so slow to lay hands on 

with any commensurate vigor as they 

ought to do. 

II*—The Provincial and Local 

Authorities take advantage of our 

Western ideas of Judicial lenience and 

of our conscientious solicitude lest any 

but the most unequivocally guilty be 

effected by our proceedings. 

It is right that we should be as we 

are; it would be wrong to be otherwise. 

They ought to be in accord but they 

study our system in order to learn how 

not to do it. Our maxims about the 

“benefit of doubt” and about the 

“ ninety-nine guilty ” are windfalls for 
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them. If there is any department in 

i which they are strong it is in that of 

raising doubt. Evidence of the exact 

and mathematically conclusive kind 

are a beggarly lot, they are nevertheless 

the signs of position and command the 

respect of the crowds. We of the West I are careless of such observances, we des¬ 

pise them and call them child's play. 

they can omit. Diffused responsibility 

is not so much a point with us as it is 

with them, and so all but the very red- 

handed have a good lookout. In the 

riots which occur the Chinese can put 

We are content to go in the simplicity 

of true greatness. We trot off alone or 

with a writer tagging on behind. All 

very well. We do know that behind 

us, out of sight, is real power which 

!1 
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their finger on the leaders at a day’s I will back us up if need be. But the 

notice if it is a case of their own, bufc| natives don’t know that and we pay 

it is a slow and uncertain job if it isgthe penalty of their ignorance. A great 

the case of a foreigner. For example!crime has been committed—a great 

it happens, rarely though, that a Man-| investigation is to be held. The Chi- 

darin is assaulted and killed. It is |uese officer proceeds with atteudants 

astonishing with what celerity almost 

every-body connected with the transac¬ 

tion will be spotted ; but a massacre may 

take place like that at Kucheng—a 

thousand rowdy villagers may have 

shown their indirect participation—aid¬ 

ing and abetting, yet they poke over it 

for weeks, and the villagers escape to a 

large degree. Let us not blind oiir 

selves to what is truth. There is 

growing up a distinct official practic 

in the adjudication of all foreign cases 

The Viceroys are piling up a literature 

on the subject. All the snubs that 

efficient Consuls get from head-quarters 

and on the floor of Parliament are duly 

noted for their guidance. If the 

Parliament will not allow a bodyguard 

to land then the Chinese will not allow 

it, but will raise a huge outcry about 

violation of international comity. 

Indeed the Viceroys are now having 

their own lawyers and foreign advisers 

to take advantage of all our scruples 

and our concessions. Then note how 

the officials loiter, and dally, and 

higgle, and c ever up the real culprits 

and do much of it by dexterous use of 

our Western peculiarities. 

JII.— The common people too are 

led to take a certain advantage of some 

of our ways and to take a false view of 

the whole situation immensely to our 

disadvantage. 
They are moved by the manifestation 

of power and by the accompaniments of 

authority. So a great officer has his 

retinue. A Tao-Tai, with whom a Con¬ 

sul ranks as equal, always goes with a 

demonstration. Salutes mark his exit 

and his return,—trumpets and gongs 

sound before him, lictors and soldiers 

and retainers; the Consul is not 

allowed a bodyguard, atvl he may 

have to struggle to gain admission 

to a court room from which a 

common coolie would not be exclud¬ 

ed. The common people have their 

impressions. The Mandarins work 

the whole c ise in a way to impress 

their own people with a sense of their 

own official greatness and the littleness 

of the English or the foreigner whoever 

be may be. We have allowed him to 

treat us on that light. Now it on such 

an august occasion the Consul had 

possessed and had asserted the right 

to take along a hundred men the 

power of such backing would have 

been felt throughout the whole Pro 

vince. Aye,—but that would not be 

Western style; aye again—but it is 

Oriental; and we are speaking now of 

the way an Oriental crowd is im¬ 

pressed. As it is they look on and 

say._Who and what are these two 

cr three spindly men that our great 

officials with all their power should 

be yielding to them ? 

We shall be told tin re is uo other 

wav, it is our method and a good 

one, and we cannot change. That 

is not the point. We are not call¬ 

ing for a change just now. We 

are seeking to point out the effect 

of an English shoe on a Chinese 

foot. We give but one particular, it 

would be easy to mention others; but 

this article is already long and the 

subject must be left. ^ 

—From the Kobe Herald of 12th Sept., 

1895. 

[two diverse methods c 

keeping order. 

To understand certain anomalies cor 

Dected with civil administration, ou 

jhere in the East ending so often iu the 

miscarriage of justice, we must take 

into account conspicuous differences iu 

methods. 

Chinese Methods.—Basal principles 

are different. The location of respon¬ 

sibility is a prime consideration in all 

Chinese judicature. Not only are the 

actual perpetrators of a crime held 

accountable but many others may be 

included. The crimes of children may 

have a retroactive application. Par* nts 

iare sometimes held to blame for the bad 

conduct even of grown up sons. II they 

had been faithlul these law-breaking 

children would have given way to 

well-behaved members of the com¬ 

munity. Some degree of reflex punish¬ 

ment therefore is not out of place. So 

(too ttie gentry are held responsible for 

It he members of their clan*, and Dis- 

rict Magistrates for the well-being of 

Itheir districts. Viceroys too are held 

[accountable for outbreaks. 1 he prin¬ 

ciple of co-ordinate accountability 

runs through the entire social system. 

We have even the Emperor making 

confession of responsibility for the 

misdemeanour of his people ; and of 

Governors reporting themselves to the 

Board of Punishment asking t<> 1)9 

dealt with for failure to maintain 

order. Villages are liable for 

offences committed in their neighbour¬ 

hoods, and householders for mis¬ 

conduct in front of their doorways. 

It is held that people may be justly 

dealt with for not interfering to prevent 

crime ; and for not being on the alert to 

discern the portents of crime in course 

of forming. Quite along in the same 

line suspicion attaching to one is made 

a serious thing. A muu may be held up 

till he explains away every suspicions 

| circumstance. He must exculpate 

hims* If. Failing to do so the con¬ 

sequences to himself may be 

serious. Then too in exacting testi¬ 

mony the Chinese system is severe 

and may be arbitrary and unfair 

oftentimes. All this aside from the 

Kmtnl use of torture which the e-ood 



such uiu>«& 

interrogation 

unceremonious 

a 

sense of many Chinese themselves has 

been led <o abhor. Aside from all 

outrageous methods Chinese 

of witnesses is shar|> and 

If the witness has 

straight and connected story well 

adjusted in all its parts, and can 

stand the peculiar crossfire of two or 

three successive examinations without 

turning np an inconsistency then all 

Very well ; but if he is caught lying or 

prevaricating or dodging or doubling 

up in his story it may go roughly 

with him. The shoe sole or the rattan 

[or the bamboo correction, is resorted to 

without hesitation. One other tiling of 

vast importance must be mentioned. 

In urgent or aggravated cases a magis¬ 

trate may come down upon a body of 

offenders and deal out to them a tempest 

of unceremonious discipline. Rebel¬ 

lious claus and law-breaking villages 

separately and singly may be made 

[the subjects of these summary 

| proceedings. Legal fictions and 

quibbling find no place when a case of 

| that kind occurs. That a great offence 

I has been committed is to be seeu 

j by everybody. The public sense 

of justice upholds a vehement demons¬ 

tration to begin with,—an explosion 

lof righteous indignation somewhat 

commensurate with the outrage,—an 

impromptu use of the rod, the seizure 

of a number of headmen, the raiding 

of a few buildings with perhaps the 

razing or burning of some of them to I 

the ground—all this, and then the | 

more minute proceedings follow at the 

[Yamen in due time. 

These things, be it observed, are 

I thoroughly Chinese. They understand 

(them. It is through them that China 

is governed. The co-ordination of 

responsibility is indispensable to public 

piece icy and good behaviour. It is often 

their doors it is their interest to 

shove them on to the next man’s 

premises, and he to the next, and 

possibly they will run them out 

of the village. Rough and summary 

justice and relentless corporate respon 

sibility are among Chinese chief 

administrative forces. Let there be 

along with them a mandarin fearless, 

resolute, and prompt, who will not 

allow evil to gather headway on him 

and things go along well. Only let | 

the people know that he is well up iu 

accredited methods with power enough 

at his back to handle them, aud they 

will stand in awe. 

English Methods.—These are the 

products of a different civilization and 

of a civilization advanced to a totally 

different degree. The individual almost 

dominates the corporate. Extreme 

sensitiveness is shown to what concerns 

the rights of the individual. Responsibi¬ 

lity is limited. Only direct implication 

is made indictable. Auxiliary parties 

unlessiudisputably involved are usually 

able to escape. Crime is punished 

but uot so those who prepare the way, 

nor those who cheer and hurrah for 

crime. Anarchy may fume and 

vapour but home methods always 

wait for the overt act. To be sure 

this we are uot without the 
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a subject of remark that large Chinese 

[ cities are controlled with a smaller active 

police force than cities of the same size 

in the West. It is thought that this 

principle of corporate responsi¬ 

bility,—as when a City Corporation 

is made to pay for damages done by a 

mob,—but the principle has no such 

universality of application—no such 

sweep of touch and consequently no 

I such deterrent powder. Then too, in 

the West, if the witness is obdurate 

all he has to do is to “ stick to it.” 

It m iy be known almost to a certainty 

that he is an accessory to the crime 

and that he is “ lying like a trooper,” 

but it is usually considered not worth 

while to notice him and be goes 

grinning back to tbe crowd of roughs 

who have encouraged him by their|| 

smiles and nods in open court and 

under the very nose of tbe judge. The 

cused is always entitled to the benefit 

of a doubt, that faiut flicker of a doubt 

often sets him free in face of a deal of 

positive evidence. The man is always to 

be held innocent until proved guilty, 

These maxims are just and wise and 

with us safe. Then we say better that 

ninety-nine guilty persons should escape 

than that one iuuoceut person should be 

punished. 

Working along these lines we are 

slow and very deliberate aud very unde¬ 

monstrative even though we may be 

very resolute. Everything has to be 

done in prescribed form even if it 

takes a twelvemonth to do it iu. We 

see that our prisoners are well fed, and 

well cared for, and, if any them have 

to be put out of the way, we see to 

it that it be done in a respectable way 

in conformity to the highest scientific 

progress of our age, say by electricity 

for example. Then it is all so quiet 

and so private aud with such tender 

regard to the refined taste of our en¬ 

lightened civilization. 

These are some of our ways. We like 

them. We have been a long time get¬ 

ting them and would on no account 

turn back. That cannot be gainsaid. 

But now how about the application 

of English Methods to Chinese Condi¬ 

tions? Of that hereafter. 

W. A. 

—From the Kobe Herald, oj 6th Sept., 

1895._ 

1 ANGLO-GERMAN RELATIONS 

IN CHINA. 

'AnvJLfi-^ cs3 

is due to the order-loving tastes o 

the people. It is not wholly true. Earl Western sensibility is delicately attuned. 

more of it is due to the fact that law 

and usage hold men of the city and 

men of the village responsible for what 

takes place in their surroundings. 

We are humane in a high degree even | 

in our treatment of the culpable. It is 1 

part of our judicial glory. We are glad I 

to have it so. It shows itself iu certain I 

If two men quarrel before| maxims accepted as integral charac-i 

teristics of our common law. Theac-i 

Tne Peking Correspondent of The 
Time*, writing on Nov. 24, ha3 (says 
the L. & C. Express) a letter on the 
above subject, which deals somewhat 
drastically with the attitude assumed by 
Germany in China. We omit his early 
explanatory sentences, after which he 
goes on to say :— 

“ In every way that could be done as¬ 
sistance was given by us to the comraer- 1" cial expansion of Germany in China, j 
In 1896 we had signed an Anglo-German ] 
loan to China of £16,000,000, in 1898 

" a second time we signed an Anglo- 
German loan for £16,000,000 and once 
more, on May 18, 1899, we signed an 
Anglo-German loan agreement with 
China for the construction and manage¬ 
ment of a trunk line of railway to 
extend through our respective spheres 
of interest from Tientsin through Shan¬ 
tung to Chinkiang on the Yangtsze. 
All three contracts were negotiated by 
Mr. E. G. Hillier, of the Hongkong 
and Shanghai Bank in Peking. No 
German could have hoped to carry these 
negotiations through successfully. The 



work was done by an Englishman with 

the prestige behind him of the powerful 

British bank, without whose assistance 

it is safe to say no China loan could have 

been floated in Europe. We obtained 

these advantages and we shared them 

with Germany. And we have had our 

reward. 

“ Last July the British Treaty Com¬ 

missioner, Sir James Mackay, voyaged 

up the Yangtsze to confer with the two 

Viceroys upon the final draft of the 

treaty that was then rearing completion. 

This was the object of his mission, his 

avowed intention, and it is difficult to 

understand how any other interpretation 

could have been suggested for a journey 

taken so openly. No one can allege 

that England does not faithfully fulfil 

her engagements. Less than two years 

before, on Oct. 16, 1900, England and 

Germany had signed an agreement 

whereby the contracting Powers under¬ 

took not to make use.' of the present 

complications to obtain for themselves 

any territorial advantages in Chinese 

dominions, and engaged to direct their 

policy towards maintaining undiminish¬ 

ed the territorial condition of the Chi¬ 

nese Empire. This agreement was in 

■existence at the time of Sir James 

Mackay’s mission up the Yangtsze. 

“ Now it happens that Germany is 

represented in Shanghai by an aggres- 

sive official, Dr. Knappe, whose ap¬ 

pointment to the chief centre of British 

interests in China was the reward of 

services rendered against England in 

Samoa. Dr. Knappe discovered to his 

own satisfaction that the mission of Sir 

James Mackay, though purporting to be 

connected with the new treaty, had for 

its real object the obtaining of the con¬ 

sent of the Yangtsze Viceroys to Eng¬ 

land’s conjoint occupation with China of 

Chinkiang and the Kiang Yin forts. 

It is not possible that he could have be¬ 

lieved this story. He made no attempt 

to verify it, but communicated it to his 

Government as a fact. A day or two 

later the German Charge d’Affaires in 

Paris, acting under orders from Berlin, 

officially informed M. Delcasse, and on 

behalf of his Government suggested 

that, as the question of the evacuation 

of Shanghai would shortly arise, opportu¬ 

nity might then be taken to impose 

conditions upon China which would 

avert the threatened coup. 
“ Shortly afterwards an incident occur¬ 

red that assisted Germany in her in¬ 

trigue. On Aug. 15 two English mis¬ 

sionaries were murdered at Chen-chau in 

Hunan province. The murder was 

opportune. The murder of two German 

missionaries in Shantung had led to the 

seizure of Kiao-chow Bay. Conpensa- 

tion, said Germany, would surely be 

demanded by England ;.some advantage 

would inevitably be exacted in the 

Yangtsze Valley. France was easily 

persuaded to act with Germany in eject¬ 

ing the complete neutralisation of the 

Yangtsze. It was agreed that two 

Powers should send similar but not 

identic notes to China demanding con 
—mu m ii mn—i— 

ditions agreed upon. On Oct. 5 the 

German note was sent to the Wai-wu- 

pu by the German Charge d’Affaires, 

Baron von der Goltz, and it was follow¬ 

ed on Oct. 10 by the French note sent 

by the French Charg4 d’Affaires, M. 

'Casenave. The French note said that 

France was desirous of giving effect to 

the provisions of the protocol of Sept. 7, 

1901, and was prepared to withdraw 

her troops from Shanghai simultaneously 

with the withdrawal'of their troops by 

the other Powers, but that in the event 

of a re-occupation of Shanghai by any 

other Power France would reserve her 

liberty of action. In view, however of 

her withdrawal France must ask the 

Chinese Government to give her an 

assurance that it would not grant to any 

other Power any preferential advantage, 

diplomatic, military or maritime in the 

Yantsze Valley, and would not concede 

to any other Power the right to occupy 

any point dominating the Yangtsze, 

whether below or above Shanghai bv 
I river. 7 

I “On Oct. 15, Prince Ching and the 

Wai-wu-pu replied. They quoted in 

full the words of the French despatch, 

and added that China,.acting within her 
Sovereign rights, would undertake not 

to grant to any Power such advantages 

as were therein referred to, and willing¬ 

ly gave this assurance to the French 
Legation. The German note differed 

from the French note in that the condi¬ 

tion had been added that no economic 

advantage should be granted by China 

in the Yangtsze Valley to any Partner 

that was not also granted to Germany. 

Chang Chih-tung, in commenting upon 

this condition when it was communicat¬ 

ed to him in a despatch by Dr. Knappe, 

pointed out that in granting a railway 

concession to a British company Ger¬ 

many seemed to demand that a similar 

railway concession should be granted to 

a German company, which was a 

material impossibility. It was then 

pointed out in an explanatory despatch 

that economic (wirtsshaftlich') was to be 

taken as applying to States, not to in¬ 

dividuals. 

“ When the German note was sent to 

Wai-wu-pu it was accompanied by a 

minatory verbal message that the com¬ 

munication was to be kept secret from 

the British Legation. Thus, even on 

Oct. 13, Prince Ching denied with an 

oath that Germany had imposed condi¬ 

tions for withdrawing her troops from 

Shanghai. Yet the same evening he 

wrote to Baron von der Goltz accepting 

the German conditions, and on the 15 th 

he wrote to M. Casenave similarly as¬ 

senting to the French conditions. Then 

a curious thing happened. The Ger¬ 

man Charge d’Affaires, presumably 

acting under the orders of his Foreign 

Office, communicated to his colleagues 

interested what purported to be the full 

contents of the note, but what, as a 

matter of fact, was only that portion of 

the note which said that, as the occupa¬ 

tion of Shanghai was conjoint, in any 

subsequent occupation Germany would 

participate, tie omitted The conditions 

which were the important portions of 

the note. At the same time, by a want 

j of co-ordination in the members of the 

German foreign Legations, Count von 

Arco-Valley communicated the full text 

j to Baron Komura in Japan. The full 

text had been already communicated to 

Lord Lansdowne in London, so that 

: within a few hours the deception was 

discovered. 

“ Catherine de M6dicis once said, ‘A 

l false report, if believed during three 

days, may be of great service to a gov¬ 

ernment.’ By this false report Ger¬ 

many has deceived France, and estrang¬ 

ed what lingering remnants of sympathy 

I were still felt by Englishmen for Ger- 

Jman aspirations in China. We have 

I been badly deceived, not by a Power 
whose interests are "openly antagonistic 

to ours, but by the friendly Power in 

whose friendship we have been taught 

to trust, yet who has never lost an op¬ 

portunity during recent years of black¬ 

mailing us when ive have been in dif¬ 

ficulty. After sending the not» 

France and Germany, China sent* 

plementary despatches declaring 

the assurance applied not only t(^ 

Yangtsze Valley, but to the whol , 

China, Manchuria, and Mongolia. 0 

“No doubt an explanation may 

given that there has been a change 

policy in Germany as there has be 

in England. Both countries start^1 

out with an adherence to the policy 

spheres of influence And both Powers, 

have substituted for it a policy of the 

open door, but with this notable excep¬ 

tion, that Germany changed her policy 

after she had secured her advantageous 

position in Shantung, while we abandon¬ 

ed our policy before we had secured any 

advantage whatsoever in the Yangtsze 

Valley. It is a fitting corollary to our 

policy tint in an offensive German 

semi-official communique wired from 

Berlin on Nov. 12 it is announced that 

‘England agrees not to try to obtain 

any privileges in the Yangtsze Valley, 

with which promise Germany is fully 

satisfied.’ It seems to us here that 

China is not acting towards us with any 

spirit of goodwill. All our concessions 

are being blocked.” 
In this connection we may note that 

The Times Correspondent at Berlin, in 

dealing with the subject of German 

politics in 1902, writes :— 
“ The conclusion of the alliance be¬ 

tween England and Japan was an event 

which gave further cause in Germany 

for a reconsideration of the resources 

and influence of the British Empire. 

Attempts were made to minimise the 

alliance by describing its scope as 

limited by earlier declarations like that 

which the Germans persist in designat¬ 

ing- the ‘ Yangtsze Agreement.’ But 

it^is obvious that the Anglo-Japanese 

alliance bears a character entirely 

different from that of previous arrange¬ 

ments in the Far East, and that it is 

intended in case of necessity to provide 
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hau those of diplomacy or moral 

suasion. Stress was laid m Berlin upon 

he bearing of the alliance on Russian 

schemes, but the attempts of Germany 
to thwart England in the Yangtsze 

Valley render vigilance in this sphere 

imperative. It has at times seemed as 

if German policy in China were con- 

ducted in accodance with the advice of 

the Pan-German leader who recom¬ 

mended the Government to settle 

l upon the nose of the English at Sliang- 

hai ’ The conclusion of the recent 

episode relating to the Yangtsze Valley 

' shows that England will treat as worth¬ 

less private assurances extorted from 

China by Germany if they prove to be 
irreconcilable with British rights. If 

German capital and enterprise had 

played anything like the part which 

Englishmen bore in the commercial de¬ 
velopment of Shanghai the whole 
diplomatic and military resources of 
Germany would have been exhausted 
before she would have allowed an^ other 

Power to. cross her path in the region of 

the Yangtsze. ” 

CONCESSIONS IN CHINA. 

A letter from its Shanghai correspon¬ 
dent appears in the Morning Post. 
After dealing with Chang Chih-tung’s 
various schemes at and about Wu-chang, 
he notes the only successful one is the 
training of the military. “ Within the 
Wu-chang jurisdiction Chang Chih Tung 
has wisely sown the seed for a complete 
‘ change of front ’ in that direction, and 
among the students at the Wu Bae 
Hsiiie-Tang, or Military College, are 
young members of the literati and sons 
of high officials and landed gentry. In 
this manner he is popularising the 
military service, and were his example 
followed by other high functionaries 
China might boast in the not too distant 
future a much more formidable army 
than she now possesses.” After noting 
the need for railways in .China he goes 
on to speak of concessions and writes:— 

“ Despite the utterances of B.ritish 
statesmen as to the extent of railway 
and other concessions obtained from the 
Imperial Government, with the exception 
perhaps, of the Peking Syndicate’s con¬ 
cessions in Shansi and Honan the only 
real work has been accomplished by 
Russians and Belgians. The enterprises 
already completed by the Russians have 
been extensive, and their activity at 
present is great. Their latest project 
is a railroad from Peking by way of 
Kalgau to connect the capital direct 
with their Trans-Siberian system. 
That will open up the Mongolian 
Plateau, and save a considerable mile¬ 
age in the route from North China to 
Europe. Leaving out of account coal¬ 
mining developments at Wei-hien, in 
the Shantung province, Germany has 
not done much. The Peking Syndicate 
appears to be moving ahead at last 
and its engineers^ are actively enp-rmed 

in connection with the railway by which 
it proposes to connect its properties with 
the Peking-Hankow line. These lines 
will join, I believe, at the Yellow River, 
the approaches to and the bridging of 
which will require more than ordinary 
care. The coal and iron to be worked 
on the concessions of this syndicate are 
both of excellent quality. It remains 
to be seen, however, whether or not the 
coal will be able to complete successfully 
with that obtained from Poshan, which 
is situated about 150 miles from the 
port of Tsing-tau, in Shantung, or with 
that of Ping-shan-hsien, on the borders 
of Hunan-Kiangsi, when the light rail¬ 
way connecting the Ping-shan-hsien 
mine with the Yangtsze is completed. 
The syndicate, in which Messrs. Jardine, 

lequaf meai 

transportation to the coast. My own 
impression is that the most feasible 
route to Szechuau will be by rai roar 
between Southern China and Chung¬ 
king.”—L. & C. Express. 

Matheson & Co. are interested, nas 
among other concessions obtained that 
for the construction of the railway 
system connecting Shanghai, Soochow, 
and Nanking. Certain difficulties in 
regard to the deeds relating to the 
original concession have, I understand, 
now been definitely settled, and before 
long the work will be put in hand. 
The lines contemplated will pass through 
the richest and most densely populated 
portion of the Yangtsze Valley. An 
important concession has just been ob- ] 
tainedby a local British group at Shang¬ 
hai for the construction of waterworks 
at the cities of Han-kau, Han-yang, and 
Wu-chang, which lie in close proximity. 
Waterworks in China pay well, and, 
strange though it may appear, the price 
of water at the various cities on the 
Yangtsze is comparatively high. This 
is due to the existing method of drawing 
it in buckets from the river-side, the 
coolies having to travel long distances 
between the banks and their destina¬ 
tions. 

“ That the Japanese are bent on ex¬ 
ploiting China to the utmost is very 
evident. Wherever it has been prac¬ 
ticable they have obtained concessions 
at the treaty ports, but hitherto they 
have made but a feeble attempt to 
develop them. Some time ago they 
despatched to China a mission com¬ 
posed of mining experts. The mem¬ 
bers of this body have been formed 
into separate parties, who are now en¬ 
gaged exploring various sections of the 
Empire. When their labours are com¬ 
pleted they will report to their Govern¬ 
ment, which on their recommendation 
will apply to the Chinese authorities for 
mineral, railroad, and other concessions. 
At present our allies have their emis¬ 
saries all over the Empire, and there is 
scarcely a move on the board of which 
they have not full cognisance. It may 
not be generally known that Japanese 
military instructors have been engaged 
by many of the Provincial Governments 
and are busily occupied in drilling the 
Chinere troops in the interior. In far 
Western China the French capitalists 
have their agents at work, especially in 
Yunnan, into which they are con¬ 
structing a railroad. With regard to 
the Szechuan Province its great draw 

AN EARNEST CALL FOR RECIPROCAL 
RIGHTS OF RESIDENCE. 

LETTER FROM MISSIONARY FULTON. 

Canton, China, Aug. 15, 1895. 

Dear Evangelist: Before this reaches you, the 

details of the foulest crime in the history of 

missions in this empire will have been long 

before the readers of The Evangelist. But 

the saddest of all things in connection with 

the fearful outrage, is that it might have been 

averted. The trouble began last year, and the 

missionary in charge, the Rev. R. W. Stewart, 

warned the magistrate, but could get no 

assurance of support. The work of the Church 

Mission in the Fuk kin Province dates from 

1856, and is one of the most successful and 

promising plants in the Empire. 

As the result of self-denying, protracted la¬ 

bors on the part of both foreign and native 3 

agencies, there are now nearly 10,000 converts 

in connection with the Church Missionary So¬ 

ciety in the Fuk-kin Province, besides hun¬ 

dreds of native teachers, helpers, and scores 

of chapels and churches. 

The history of this massacre reveals the 

same old story of bitter hostility to missions, 

fostered by the malevolence of the literary | 

classes, culminating in the brutal slaughter 

of one child, one man, and eight women. One f 

more of the little children of the murdered 

parents has since died. 

When we come to scrutinize closely the f' 

facts, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion ff 

that the responsibility for this terrible loss of :‘f 

life rests in no small degree with those two 

countries that furnish the largest number y 

of missionaries to this people. What are the 4 

I facts'? Let me try to state them without over¬ 

coloring or exaggeration. 

The first fact is the ambiguous wording of 

the treaties by which the rights of residence 

in the interior are maintained. We rest our 

rights to reside beyond treaty ports, on the 

3o-called “favored nation clause. ” This clause 

is found in every treaty which other coun¬ 

tries have made with China, and declares 

that whatever right, or privilege, or immu- 

nity is granted by China to one nation, shall® 

at once inure to all nations having treaties S 

with this empire. France in her treaty with '' 

China inserted a clause containing permission 

to buy and build in the interior, and this ex¬ 

tra privilege, according to the favored nation 

clause, inures to all nations whose subjects, or 

citizens, may wish to reside beyond treaty ^ 

ports. China has long held that this clause 

was surreptitiously introduced, and that resi¬ 

dence in the interior is a matter of tolerance 

jrather than a properly accorded treaty right. 

While tacitly permitting certain missionaries || 

to reside in the interior, they have often '! 

affirmed that missionaries take this risk upon 

themselves, and cannot claim official protec¬ 

tion. Our own ministers to this empire un¬ 

derstand the loose construction placed upon 

the Favored Nation clause by Chinese officials 

Col. Denny informed me that the Chinese 



! were bound to permit us to reside in the in 

terior, or recall all the missionaries of other 

nations now beyond treaty ports. 

But the Chinese, in accordance with their 

apathetic policy, willing to see the missionaries 

driven out, but unwilling to appear to counte¬ 

nance what they would gladly see realized, 

have long refused to take any definite action, 

and have granted reluctant protection in cer¬ 

tain cases only after strong outside pressure. 

Nine years ago last May I was residing in 

the Kwong Sai Province, the only Protestant 

missionary in the province, besides my sister, 

Dr. Mary Fulton. Without the slightest 

provocation, the mob swept down on us, our 

only hope was flight, and this was attended 

with much danger, and we finally reached 

Canton, leaving our house in smoking ruins 

1 

and our possessions in the hands of the mob. 

At the very time we were driven out, French 

priests were living in the enjoyment of protec¬ 

tion not twenty-five miles from where we had 

resided. 

The Viceroy refused to reinstate us. The 

shameful inconsistency of this action was made 

known to our Minister, but no decided action 

was taken, while the French Catholics re¬ 

ceived protection in China, and the United 

States continued to protect 100,000 Chinese in 

the full enjoyment of liberty a hundred times 

greater than anything their own rotten govern¬ 

ment could give. 

A second fact is, that for more than a score 

of years English and American missionaries 

have persistently called the attention of their 

respective governments, through Consuls and 

H Ministers, to the very dangerous condition of 

H residence in the 

opium smokers who escort him do not steal 

everything they can lift. 

Now the great question that presses for solu¬ 

tion, and that never “will down” until settled 

right, is, How long shall this state of injus¬ 

tice continue? How many more lives must be 

sacrificed before this cringing, fossil despotism 

is forced to give the protection which it is 

abundantly able to give, and will give, only 

when force is applied? Missionaries in Africa 

do not expect protection, where no settled 

form of government prevails. But by what 

kind of logic, justice, reason, or common 

sense, are the lives of citizens exposed to con¬ 

stant peril, their homes burned, and their 

property destroyed in a land boasting the 

oldest civilization on earth, while it claims 

protection for its own subjects in other lands? 

Is there any remedy for this disgraceful 

humiliation under which foreigners are forced 

to exist in this land? 

There is but a single remedy, if this 

Munchau rule is to continue, and that is to 

demand that henceforth foreigners shall have 

unrestricted right of residence in every foot 

of Chinese territory, and that the local author¬ 

ities and high officials shall be held personall 

a 
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interior, based upon no 

stronger security than the tolerance of mobs 

or the caprice of dissimulating magistrates. 

Bitterly to-day England regrets her indiffer¬ 

ence to these repeated warnings. Apparently 

nothing but the horrors of massacre would 

arouse Christian governments to a sense of 

I their duty towards foreigners in this land, 

S| 
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which is misruled by as despicable a set of 

hypocrites as ever dre%v plunder from an op¬ 

pressed people. There is not to-day on the 

face of the earth a more unjust discrimination 

than that made by the United States in favor 

^ of protection given to more than a hundred 

thousand subjects of this nation, while this 

same American government permits the few 

hundred of its citizens to be insulted and 

hounded from province to province, and forced 

often to reside in wretched habitations in 

foulest localities. 

I do not deny the right of the Chinese to the 

protection of our strong government, that 

these coolies may continue to send fifty 

millions a year to help uphold this rotten 

dynasty in its persecution of American citi¬ 

zens. That is a right for which this “great, 

pure dynasty” would sharply contend as con¬ 

ferred by “treaty rights.” 
When a missionary escapes from a mob to 

the yamen of the official, and begs for some 

approximation to the liberty conferred on 

coolies in the United S:ates, and makes a re¬ 

quest that he be reinstated in his ruined habi¬ 

tation, he is solemnly informed that such pro¬ 

tection would not accord with “treaty rights, 

and that while this offense will be condoned, 

such presumption must not be repeated. The 

best he can get is a small escort to a treaty 

:, and he considers himself fortunate if the 

re- responsible for the life of every foreigner 

siding within the bounds of their jurisdiction. 

Nothing short of this will meet the pressing 

needs of the case. The decapitation of a 

dozen or more of low criminals will be gladly 

granted by China, as a very cheap way of 

allaying the anger of England and America, 

but this will no more settle the matter than 

the amputation of an arm will cure leprosy. 

We must strike at the root, not at the branch. 

If this demand is not enforced, there is no 

assured hope for foreigners in China. There 

is no shadow of doubt but that China would, 

under the joint action of England and 

America, accede to this most righteous de 

mand. 

Strong indignation meetings have been held 

in all the principal treaty ports, as well as at 

Hong Kong, and these resolutions have been 

sent by cable to home governments. It is a 

time for uncompromising action. We appeal 

strongly to every lover of the great mission 

cause to help us bring about a treaty revision 

that will make the brutal murder of foreigners 

to cease forever in this land. Make local 

authorities responsible for our lives, and re¬ 

quire a material guarantee for their perform¬ 

ance of their duty, and then, and not until 

then, will murder and arson cease. 

If this most shameful butchery of English 

subjects is condoned by the death of a few 

ruffians, and committed for final adjudication 

to a court that shall compound the case by 

money compensation, then it will not be long 

before the world will be horrified by another 

slaughter of women and children, no small 

part of whom may be our own people. 

We are prepared for scoffing and insult and 

hardship, but when they see our work pro¬ 

gressing and in pure hatred begin to bum our 

1 homes and murder our families, we have 

reached the last limit, and appeal unto Csesar. 

What will you do with the appeal? 

Albert A. Fulton. 

iort, 

■' -.. 



Itrenuons Demand That the Geary 
Be Continued. 

-TTTF editor of The Sun-Sir: In 
■Afford to the proposed opening of the flood- 
X Of CWnese immigration. I can scarcely 
Retrain my indignation and disgust. What 

* lover of his country can fail to 
rite ig ' jjrefui consequences of such a 

&.r6a?nd and 

How soon would steamers of enormous bulk 
be ploughing the Pacific Ocean, crowded with 
sallow Mongolians from the Asiatic shores. 
Like droves of rats they would over run our 
beautiful country. Every greasy Chinaman 
Incapable as he is of the higher civilization, 
would displace a white man. 

I am an old man, and will soon pass to the 
bevond, but I shudder when I contemplate the 
gloomy prospect spread out before our chil¬ 
dren It certainly is not a pleasant reflection 
that, possibly the members of the incoming 
generation before they shall arrive at middle 
life may be outnumbered, on their own soil 
by the “Heathen Chinee." 

One of the greatest objections to the 
Mongolian is that, being inferior in natural 
endowments, he can never be assimilated 
with the Caucasian race. Miscegenation 
would degrade and ruin the American people. 
The fair promise of a glorious future would 
be broken 
and the fond hopes of living patriots would 
oe doomed to disappointment and despair. 
We would beoomeintime inferior to the Moors, 

CHINESE EXCLUSION. 

Law 

I 

The sublime faith of the fathers. 
Id 

a byword and a reproach, contemned, scorned, 
and spit upon by the pure-blooded people of 
ivory" nation on earth. Et cui bono? “Oh. 
t is claimed, “to increase our trade with the 
Jrienti” Perhaps it might—more likely it 

Would not. Just how the filling of our country 
ith millions of Chinamen is going to “enlarge 

our commerce" I fail to comprehend. But 
even if it should, better no commerce at all 
with the East than at suoh a ruinous cost— 
the spoiling of a great people. We have 
jnougn already to contend with, without 
importing the “Chinese Dragon," There is the 
* negro problem” yet unsolved, but the Ethi- 

^pean i6 already here by no fault of his, but 
arbughthe mistaken policy of our own people. 
Let s beware lest we commit a more fatal 
Mistake than did our fathers. But there 
is one consolation with respect to the.“negro 

uestion:" However much white blood may 
hat in the Veins-of the African, no black 
flood can ever contaminate that of the Cau- 

,sian. But with the yellow race it is different, 
esldes this great objection there are many 
there of lesser note, yet serious enough 

to arouse the furious opposition of every 
laboring man, and every right-minded man 
of moderate means throughout the length 
and breadth of this vast country. Let them set 
heir faces like a flint against this threatened 
nvasion, which would rob them of their 
“ights and privileges, their food and olothing, 
their very existence. How can a poor man 
live and care for his family, if he is to be denied 
his only means of support? Flood this coun¬ 
try with Chinamen, and where can a poor white 
man find a day’s work? Where can his children 
find bread? Who wants that “door” of China 
opened outward? The great steamship 
jorporations, the great railroad companies, 
ind perhaps some of the wealthy syndicates, 
.f corporations had souls, they would not 
dare to grow rich by the ruination of their 
Country Or are they themselves foreigners? 

Ill far:-s that land, and hastening to dccav 
Wherein rich men make poorer ones their prey. 

H. B. Townsend. 
Coldwater, Mich., Nov. 13. 

ANOTHER TRIP TO HUNAN 

To the Editor of the 

“North-China Daily News.’’ 

[ Dear Sir,—I have just paid another visit 

to Hunan accompanied by my colleague the 

^Key. U. G. Sparkam. To us it was, as usual, 

a visit full of interest. We went by the 

Chaugwo, of which Messrs. Jardiue, 

^Matheson & Co. are owners and Capt. 

Laverie is master, aud returned by the 

Shasi, of which Messrs. Butterfield and 

bwxre are owners and Capt. Smith is master. 

Both steamers are running between Han¬ 

kow aud Siaugtan, thirty mileg above 

I'hangsha. At present the water is kffik 

and steam navigation even to Siangan 

Mjiotjittended with any difficulty The 

glory of the pioneer belongs to the Chatig- 

wo, which began to run on this line in 

the 

| > 

June of last year. The Shasi has been put on 

this year ; both are doing well and growing 

in popularity with the Chinese. The native- 

19 owned launches are gradually disappearing, 

I being unable to compete with these two 

I superior vessels. It was a new joy to 

journey in Hunan in two British merchant 

vessels, commanded and offiesred by one’s 

1 fellow-countrymen. Of both captains and 

officers we have nothing but good to say. 

They di i all in their p >wer to make us 

comfortable, and they succeeded to our || 

perfect satisfaclion. 

We left Hankow on the 8th instant and 

arriv' d at Changsha on the 1 ’th. Mr. Gieig 

and Mr. Peng had come from Hengchou 

to meet us. It was a great joy to see their 

faces once more, aud to hear all they had 

to say about the progress of the west in 

southern Huuau. The Changsha Christian 

Committee with our own mission flocked 

around us, and gave ua a reception quite 

characteristic for its heartiness and warmth. 

Being Sunday, the first thing to do was to 

arrange for the services of the day. Two 

services were arranged for, at each of 

which about 4C Christians were present. 

Mr. Sparham and Mr. Greig were 

preachers ; both must have been gratified H 

with the marked attention paid to the 

Message as delivered by them. On Monday M 

morning the candidates for baptism were 

carefully examined, with the result that 

six were chesen as worthy of admission into 

the Church. We then had a service, con¬ 

ducted by myself, at the close of which 

these six men were baptised. Two of them 

are Fukien men, and one of the two is a 

son-in-law of one of the L M. S. evangelists 

in the Tingchou district of that province. 

We were very much pleased with these 

two men, but especially with the son- 

in-law. There are many Fukien men in 

Changsha, and I am hoping that these 

two will turn out to be only the first fruits 

of a large ingathering from among then*. 

We had daily services with the Changsha 

Christians, which were greatly enjoyed by 

us as well as by themselves. 

On Tuesday we called on the new 

Governor, Chao Erh-hsiin, and had more 

than an hour’s talk with him on various 

matters connected with Missions in Hunan. 

He reoaived us vary politely, and assured 

us that it gave him unfeigned pleasure to 

see us. For a few minutes he seemed in¬ 

clined to be a little overbearing in lan¬ 

guage and mien. He managed, how¬ 

ever, to put his foot into it, by making a 

rash statement to the effect that all the 

troublesjChina has ever had with foreign 

lands have had their origin in the mission¬ 

ary question. I ventured to challenge the 

statement, and called his attention to our 

first war with China. I was about to pro¬ 

ceed, and give him other instances of 

troubles with which the missionary question 

has had nothing to do, but it was not 

>ur C affable. We gave him a copy of our Chapel 

Rules, and asked him to kindly read^ them 

at his leisure. “ Please read these Rules, 

we said, “and you will see exactly what 

are the principles on which we carry on 

our work.” On Thursday, two days later, 

he returned our call, and »'e had another 

long talk. In the midst of the conversation 

he said: “I have been reading your Chapel 

Rules, and I am delighted with them. 

Let the officials and the missionaries act 

Si A ? 

according to the spirit of these Rules, and 

then can be no troubles between converts 

and non-converts.” When taking his leave 

of us he shook hands, and wished us every 

prosperity in our work. “Multiply your 

Chapels,” said he “as fast as you can ; the 

more the better and the quicker the 

better.” 

Chao Erh-hsiin is a Chinese Bannerman. 

He is rather short in stature and wanting 

in flesh. He has a good head and a sharp 

eye. As compared with his predecessor, 

Yu Lien-san, he is, I should say, a strong 

man. He strikes ono as bright, in¬ 

necessary, that one instance was quite I 

enough. He dropped the subject as he 

pM&mm 

nul^a live coal, and became delightfully ' 
- ’-r-:-,,. , . . - . 

telligent, active, and withal simple in his 

habits. He is bent on reform in many 

directions, and has already commenced to 

attack certain customs and abuses, the 

abolition of which would greatly benefit 

the people. On the very day we arrived 

it Changsha, he issued a proclamation on 

the Missionary question, with the view of 

quieting certain wild rumours that were 

set afloat in connection with his coming. 

It is strong and to the point I do not 

think I have seen a better, taking it all in 

all. The Governor is at heart a reformer, 

and means to do the right thing by all. 

Bub the influential gentry in Hunan are 

numerous, and the Conservative element 

is strong. He will have much to contend 

with, but I am inclined to think that he 

will succeed. I do not think we shall have 

any serious troubles in Hunan whilst the 

present Governor is at the head of affairs. 

Others among the higher officials called on 

us, and we returned their calls. Without 

a single exception we found them friendly 

EN j and communicative. The people also were 

all that we could wish them to be. We 

walked through the streets and on the city 

wall without the least fear of being mo¬ 

lested or even insulted. I saw on this 

eceasion a thing that astonished me I 

saw a foreign lady walking in the streets 

of Changsha all alone. That is something 

I did not expect to see, aud I could hardly 

believe my eyes when I saw it. I say 

nothing about the wisdom or unwisdom of 

the act. The Changsha missionaries them¬ 

selves ought to be the best judges on this 

point. But the fact that the thing is pos¬ 

sible shows what a tremendous change has 

come over that at one time notoriously 

anti-foreign city. 

From Chaugsha we weut to Siangtan. 

We arrived late in the afternoon of Friday 

and most of the Saturday was spent in 

examining the candidates for baptism. In 

the afternoon we had a service with the 



jCliristians, when Mr. Greig preached to 

’quite a large congregation. The next day, 

JSunday, Mr. Sparham and myself preached, 

s'Both congregations were good, but the 

|morning congregation was specially so. 

[Had it notb3en for the pouring rain, which 

continued all day, the congregations would 

jjhave been much larger. In spite of the 

(rain, I had in the morning a congregation of 

more than 160. Had the weather been 

fair thero would have been 250 at least. I 

have never preached to a more attentive 

and apparently appreciative audience. Most 

of the converts had their New Testaments 

and Hymn Books in their hands and not a 

few among them seemed quite familiar 

with both. It was a real joy to preach, and 

the joy was heightened by the recollection 

of the fact that about twenty years ago I 

ran the risk of losing my life in the iin-! 

mediate vicinity ot the spot on which our j 

Chapel stands. 

At the close of this service 22 men, 

2 women, and 2 lads, the sons of Christians, I 

were baptised. The candidates at Siangtanl 

are numerous, but we thought it best tol 

keep the bulk of them waiting till our next] 

visit. 

A very interesting work has sprung up I 

in Siaughiang, a City distant from Siang-1 

tan about 35 miles. Eight of the twenty- 

six baptised at Siangtan belong to Siang- 

hiang. We were much pleased with these 

eight, and it is our hope that they will form 

the nucleus of a strong church in that city 

and district. At Changsha there is a milit¬ 

ary officer of very high repute. He is a 

native of. Sianghiang, and a man of great 

influence in the district. When we were at 

Changsha he sent us $2 '0 as a contribution 

towards the establishment of a mission in 

his native city. It seems that lie has been 

reading Christian books, and professes to be 

a Leliever in the Gospel though not prepared 

to make an open profession of his faith. This 

is, I think, a most interesting fact, as showing 

how far reaching the influence of the 

Gospel in China to-day is. 

On Monday Mr. Greig left us for Heng- 

chou, and on Tuesday we left Siangtan for 

Changsha when we had another service 

with the converts. At the close of thej 

service a candidate from Iyang was bap¬ 

tised, this making' 33 baptisms in all on 

this visit. We left Changsha on Wednes¬ 

day at noon, and arrived at Hankow on! 

Friday morning, having been absent exactly! 

a fortnight. 

This was, in some respects, the most] 

pleasant visit I have ever paid to Hunan. 

The trials, the dangers, and the excitements 

of the pioneering days are things of the 

past. To go to Changsha is now as enjoy¬ 

able as going to Shanghai. Those earlier I 

experiences had a ch arm of their own ; but 

we are thankful that they are over. What 

we need now in Hunan is a long period of 

peace and friendly intercourse. Give us I 

this, and progress in every direction must j 

follow. 

I am, etc., 

Griffith John. 

Hankow, 30th May. _ 

[CHANGSHA, HUNAN. 
(from our own Correspondent.) 

27th May. 

The II S. Chssiheat Villalobos 

was here last week for a short visit. She 

carries a secondary battery and has a 

complement of 60 men, including 3 officers 

and 5 Chinese. In a certain sense she is 

a trophy of the battle of Manila, having 

been bought of the Filipinos, after that 

famous battle. This is the first time an 

American gunboat has been here and the 

Governor and officials vied with each 

other to make the stay a pleasant one; 

feast followed upon feast and many visits 

were exchanged. Captain Bertolette and 

his two lieutenants, Mr. Highland and 

Mr. Bulmer, expressed themselves as 

greatly pleased with their visit. While 

here the officials received a telegram stat¬ 

ing that there was trouble at the camp 

of the American engineers, some 30 miles 

above Siangtan. A Ohinevse General with 

200 men was at once dispatched to the 

scene of trouble; Captain Bertolette, who 

had in the meantime gone to Siangtan, 

was also notified and he too proceeded 

with all possible dispatch up the river ; but 

on arrival he found everything quiet and1 

aside from a little rowdyism on the part 

of some of the “ toughs ” of the place no 

disturbance was to be found. The Go-] 

vernor, however, to make sure that all 

foreigners in the province would be pro-] 

perly protected issued strict instructions 

to the officials of the province enjoining 

them to be specially careful to guard the 

foreigner and his interests. One of the 

resident missionaries had the pleasure to 

escort the captain through the city, along 

the principal streets to the Watch Tower 

from which one has a beautiful view of 

the city and surrounding country. They 

report that they were unmolested, the 

people hardly paying any attention to 

them and the ordinary curious crowd was 

also lacking. A most remarkable change 

since two years ago. 

Six American Engineers 
are located on two large houise boats out¬ 

side the Little West Gate; the “Stars 

and Stripes ” are floating at the mast 

head. These gentlemen have now com¬ 

pleted the first survey from Changsha to 

Lukiou, south of Siangtan; the maps for 

this stretch are nearly completed too. 

There is another party of American engi¬ 

neers with Yochou as a basis working 

south towards Changsha; I believe their 

workH^Ms<wffioui^complert^Tnes(^eiu 

tlemen report that on the whole the people 

are friendly and they so far have ex¬ 

perienced no difficulty whatever. When 

one remembers that there are more than 

25 American missionaries in the province 

and 11 civil engineers, it does not seem 

so strange that an American gunboat 

should visit the capital to guard the vast 

interests at stake. The American syndi¬ 

cate for the construction of the railroad 

from Hankow to Canton presents an iutiy 

eating feature; though the majority (A 

the stock has passed into the hands of the 

Belgians, yet the road must be build by 

Americans and the materials used must 

come from the United States. If I am 

correctly informed a clause in the treaty 

with China makes this necessary. Even 

though the first survey is progressing so 

nicely and work has begun on the Canton 

end of the line, there is much to be done 

before the work of construction at this 

end can begin ; no one seems to know just 

when this will be, but we hope it will not 

be postponed too long. Those of us who 

came to Hunan a. few years ago to engage 

in the pioneer work of opening up the 

province are astonished at the great 

change that is to be seen on all sides. 

Hunan is pressing forward by leaps and 

bounds ; one simply stands still, wonder- I 

ing what will happen next. With fifty 

odd missionaries in the province, eleven 

engineers with a large staff accompanying j 

them, the visits of English, German and 

American gunboats, two fine large pas- • 

senger liver steamers making regular trips ■ 

between Siangtan and Hankow, one does * 

not feel as though he was in an interior | 

province of China. It is an ordinary thing |; 

for tourists and others to come up as far i 

as Changsha and Siangtan on one of the f 

steamed and “do the city,” while the 

cargo if being loaded, thus completing the 

round trip in about one week’s time. Such 

trips n > doubt do much towards enrich- $ 

ing (?) the literature of adventure and 

travel in the home-land. 
[ 

Mission Work 
in the province is keeping pace with the ’ 

progress made along other lines. At ' 

Siangtin the Rev. W. H. Lingle has 

succeeded in purchasing an admirably 

well-situated piece of property, just out¬ 

side the city, on a high level overlooking , 

the city, on which he has erected dwellings / 

for the missionaries and his boarding ' 

school; the houses are well built and 

nicely arranged with broad spacious 

verandahs. The former building inside the 

city which served as a school building has 

been refitted for a chapel while a second 

chapel has been opened in the seventeenth 

ward; work upon the hospital and other 

buildings will be begun in the near future. 

The C. and M. A. who have been located 

in the southern part of the city have de- ( 

cided to “ move up town,” and the L.M S. 

expect to have a foreigner located in, 

Siangtom ere long. Mr. Dubs of Changsha 

has opened a chapel in the fifteenth ward ; 

this is the fourth mission located there; 

the city is large and thickly populated so 

that there is no need of any friction be¬ 

tween the different societies. Here in 

Changsha we are glad to note a healthy 

activity in all the missions. Six of the 

seven missions represented in the capital 

expect reinforcements before the end of 

the year. All are making preparations 

for the extension of the work; property 

is being purchased, extensive repairs are 



b““ade and new lines of work are 

being taken up. We have had quitej* 

nutobertof visitors this Spring; Dr. John 

and his party of theL.M.S.Dr.Hodge and 

nao-tv of the Wesleyan Mission, the Rev. 

Mr ' Roots of the American Episcopal 

Mission, a number of CU.M, missionaries 

passing through the city to their respec¬ 

tive stations, Mr. Brown of the C. and 

M A who is making quite a tour of the 

province, and others. Mr. Brown is 

greatly interested in the advance missions 

have i-ide within the last few years. He 

and Mr. Alexander were the first foreign 

missionaries to get a permanent fooling 

in the province and hTs experience on his 

present trip through the central part of 

Hunan in quite different from his previous 

experiences. The younger missionaries 

who have located in the province the last 

few years can hardly appreciate the diffi¬ 

culties and dangers encountered by Dr. | 

Griffith John and other pioneers in the I 

work. It seems to your correspondent as J 

though the period of romance and adven- I 

turc in the mission work of the province J 
is about over and that from now on patient 1 

and hard work is the order of the day. I 

The Governor’s Order 
to report as to the condition of each | 

Mi ssion in the province is causing con-$ 

siderable anxiety ; he has sent instructions ] 

to the Bureau of Foreign Affairs and they * 

in turn have notified the different hsien L 

officials to hand in a monthly report I 

stating the number of foreigners connect- j 
fed with each Mission, how many and what I 

evangelists, colporteurs, and assistants are I 

employed, how many regularly baptised 

members and a list of their names, how j 
many candidates for baptism and a com- jj 

plete list of their respective names, etc., ’ 

etc. ; this report is to be handed in each 

month so that the list in charge of the 

officials may be as perfect and up to date 

as it is possible to obtain it. The officials 

have sent to each Mission for a complete 

list; though they have called several 

times, some have as yet not complied with 

this request. Some of our native breth¬ 

ren in the Church resent this as entirely 

unwarranted and are indignant, that the 

various Missions should he put under the 

same police surveillance as the opium dens 

are ; the only difference is that after the 

opium den has passed muster the officials 

give the proprietor a guarantee that in a 

measure shields him and this is pasted up 

near the main door to the place. We 

deprecate this order very much and fail 

to feel the force of the arguments brought 

forward in its defence ; we hope our Go¬ 

vernor will not make any mistake so early 

a his career here in Hunan. 

~. f 
THE UNFORTUNATE HEATHEN* 1 

1 
_- 

Won* Chin Foo and his Misfortunes—Hi* I 
A Kent’s Attempt to Prove an Alibi—A Tell“g 
Tale Letter Received—A M.id«i«ht Ride | 
Further Particulars in the Case. 

i 

1 ■' '-tt;;: 
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The account which we published yesterday y 

morning created some surprise. This was 
bat Datural, considering the position in | 
which the principal individual referred to | 
etood. Since then, the case has been talked | 
about a great deal and facts hitherto un¬ 
unknown have developed themselves. The 
most important of these is an attempt on the 
part of William Allen, the agent of Wong, 
to show that the Chinee was 
at Victor on Thursday night, at which time 
we alleged that he paid a visit to the house 
in which his lady-love resided. As soon as 
the Democrat and Chronicle of yesterday 
reached Victor and met the eye of Mr. Al¬ 
len, that gentleman immediately procured 
two certificates and started for this city. 
We are also informed by a prominent resi¬ 
dent of Victor, from whom we have received 
a communication upon the subject, and who 
was asked to sign one of these certificates, 
that Wong or some one iu his interest was 
trying to procure additional certificates upon 
the same point. The communications, 
which are as follows, were published in both 
of the evening papers: 

Victor, July 20, 1874. 
Editor Union and Advei-tiser: 

Wong Chin Foo came to my hotel on Wed¬ 
nesday morning and was not accompanied by 
any one but his agent. His agent had no 

r ady with him. He was at my house Thurs¬ 
day evening and all Friday morning, except 
when out riding on Friday morning with 
Rev. Mr. Brown. George. W. White. 

Victor, July 20, 1874. 

Editor Union and Advertiser: 

Sir.—I wish to say that Wong Chin Foo 
came to this place on Wednesday morning 
last, unaccompanied, so far as I can learn, 
by any one save Mr. Allen. I was introduc- t 
ed to him soon after he arrived here, and h ad 
a long conversation with him. He has been 
in our village ever since, and I have not seen j 
him in company with any lady nor heard of : 
his walking with any smee being here. 

J. N. Brown, 
Pastor of Methodist Episcopal church, Victor. | 

Notwithstanding those communications, ? 
which are rather indefinite in themselves \ 
when closely scanned, we have obtained in¬ 
formation going to show that Wong came to | 
this city on the night in question. A gen¬ 
tleman, not the one above referred to, who 
resides in Victor and who came from there 
yesterday states that Wong hired a horse and 
carriage in that town on Thursday night and j 
started away from there in company with [ 
Mr. Allen, saying that he was coming to 
Rochester. He returned to Victor about 3 1 
o’clock on Friday morning. The horse was, , 
says our informant, obtained of Mr. Peer of 
Victor. As -Victor is not a very long drive 
from Rochester, the party could have driven 
to Rochester and then back to Victor in the f 
time stated. Policeman Hugh Clark is posi- ; 
tive that he saw a Chinee seated in a carriage || 
on Lancaster street late Thursday night. | 
He was also seen by one or two others at i, 
the same time. On this point, also, we may b 
say that there is a point in Mr. Peer’s certi- k 
fleate of Wong’s presence in Victor which 1 
needs explanation. Mr. Peer says “he? 
(Wong) was at my hotel Thursday evening ? 
and all Friday morning. ’ ’ Thursday even- i; 
ing and Friday morning is not Thursday night 1 

by any means, ‘ ‘ which is why we remark, ’ ’ | 
&c. Mr. Brown’s certificate contains noth- | 
ing positive—it is like an affidavit made upon I 
information and belief, which, as every one | 

1 knows, does not amount to a great deal. | 
4 “So far as I can learn, ” says Mr. Brown, | 
I and so far as we can learn, the man in the fl 

■A. .............in... Bra 

After a short time Al- 
one of the girls, be- 

be Irene, came out ana 

moon knows nothing about the moveon 
of Wong Chin Foo on la3t Thursday night. 
With reference to the lady part of the certi- , ^ 
ficate, there is information which flatly con- | 
tradicts them. The Union of last evening || 
says: V'U ' 

In course of conversation with a gentleman a 
doing business in this city, who it appears | 
was at Victor on Friday last the following ; 
was related: That Wong and Alien arrived '( 
there on Wednesday and stopped at the de- « 
pot hotel, the Felt house On Friday after¬ 
noon the gentleman being down at the de¬ 
pot awaitiDg the arrival of the train from 
Rochester, saw Wong and Allen walking up j 
and down the platform, alien Uaving a car- a 
petbag m his hand. When the train stopped , 
a woman came out of the cars, and waving jg 
her handkerchief to WoDg, gathered up her > 
clothes preparatory to stepping on the plat- y 
form. Alien, however, motioned her excit- i 
edly to get back, which she did, and took 
her seat again, while, carpetbag in hand, he W 
ran forward and jumped on the front car of 
the same train, which went off with the two. m 

We are also informed by responsible gen- j 
tlemen living at Victor that Wong had a car- 
riage on Friday night, that he. drove to East 
Bloomfield, where the girl was stopping, and 
that be returned to Victor Saturday morning. 
They also state that about half an hour be- j 

fore the church meeting, at which Wong 
delivered a lecture, was over, a carriage 
came to Victor containing a gentleman and •; 
two ladies, one of them supposed to be ^ 
the girl Irene and the other a girl employed 
in a hotel at East Bloomfield. The party 
alighted at Wong’s hotel, inquired for him, : 
and when he came they all entered the sit- ^ 
ting-room, 
len and 
lieved to 
walked away. Wong followed alone in the ||gj 
same direction a moment afterward, over- § 
took and went with them. They returned 
to the hotel in about twenty minutes. The man | 
and the girls then entered the carriage and. 
drove to East Bloomfield. Another fact, 1 
showing that the girl Irene was at East 
Bloomfield, is that a letter was received yes¬ 
terday morning by a girl employed in the 
house in thi3 city where Irene lived. It was 
dated and post-marked East Bloomfield, and jjj 

.was signed by Irene. She did not wish her 
correspondent to say anything about the let¬ 
ter, but to answer it soon, giving full partic¬ 
ulars of what was said regarding her depar¬ 
ture. She also stated that Charlie (Wong) | 
was doing everything for her; that he had 
just sent her a dollar’s worth of cigars, etc. 
She said she expected to depart for Canada 
sood, where she would be amply provided 
for by her celestial friend. So much | 
with regard to the girl-at-Victor question. 

We stated yesterday that Wong Chin Foo 
had placed himself in an embarrasing position 
by having the girl Irene in his room at a 
hotel, and that there was trouble in getting 
ber out. As this has been doubted, we need 
only reiterate the fact. It occurred on Sat- | 
urday night the 11th inst. The girl left tne 
house where she was stopping. She after¬ 
ward sefftbacK a note saying sue would noi* 
be home until about 9 o’clock. About 10 
o’clock Wong went to the house in a very 
excited state, saying that the ladies’ en¬ 
trance at the hotel had been locked, 
that he could nqt procure the key y 
and that he knew not What | 
to go. One of the girls of the house gave the 1 
Chinee certain instructions, which, whencar- , 
ried out, resulted in the production of the key 
and liberation of the girl. The fact that the 
girl was in the house was known to several 
persons and they were on the lookout, ex¬ 
pecting to see her igttominiously turned out. 
But the affair was handled so carefully that 
i-he was let out quietly and without the 
watchers being aware of it. We did not refer j 
to this fact yesterday except for the purpose ' 
of showing tbe fact that the girl had been | 
there and that she had found some difficulty ! 



in getting out. We did not nor do we 
to bring the name of a respectable hotel into 
a disturbance which has been caused by a* 
heathen Chinee, whose wicked inclinations 

led him into 
“Ways that are dark,” 

for its proprietors were not to blame in the 
matter. It is also alleged that the bouquet 
was seen by a chambermaid in the 
hotel at which Wong stopped for two or 
three days, but that bouquet was at the 
house referred to within an hour after it 
was presented to Wong Chin Poo at the 
Brick church and there were too many 
noses among those beautiful roses to render 
the matter doubtful. 

Wong lectured in a church at Victor on 
Sunday night and realised $20.85 by so do¬ 
ing. It is said that several who contributed 
to this sum would like to; get hold of the 
pig tail of the heathen Chinee, but they 
should not be angry. Many a 
good Christian has devoted his 
money to the benefit of the heathen. Why 
should they not do so? Wong Chin Poo is as 
much of a heathen as anybody we know of, 
and it will probably be the last contribution 
he will receive in this locality. 

Mr. Allen was in town yesterday and called 
at the counting-room of this establishment 
while we were away. He talked of several 
matters, and among others of lioel. He de¬ 
parted, saying he would return in the even¬ 
ing when he could see the local editor. He 
has not kept his promise—neither he nor his 
pig-tailed friend have appeared. We wish 
they would, for an interview with Wong 
could not fail to be of interest. We have re¬ 
ceived a ‘ • card,' ’ however, signed by Ah 
SiD, who requests that nothing farther bo 

said about the case, but that judgment be 
suspended until a committee, to be 
appointed, have investigated the mat 
ter and made due report thereon 
We know not Ah Sin, however, unless he 
be the gentlemac who played a game of cards 
when 

“ It was August the third 
And bland were the skies, 

Which I wish td re nark 
That Ah Sin was likewise. ’ 

or something like that, and ' we utterly re¬ 
fuse to pay any attention to him, of which 
fact he will doubtless take notice. 

Several poetically inclined gentlemen, who 
bring forth a poem upon every important 
event, have tried their hands upon this af¬ 
fair and sent in the result. We have only 
room for ,one signed by Hung Choo Rum- 
brxtlyentmuprxjap, as follows: 

There was a young Chin Foo in town, 
Who at churches went preaching around, 

Though they thought he was funny 
He took ail their money. 

And afterwards never was found. 

This Chin Foo he saw a soiled dove, 
And immediately fell into love; 

He gave her church flowers, 
Disregarding the powers 

And the vengeance of heaven above. 

This girl, by the name of Irene, 
Who with this Chin Foo was seen, 

gbe caught this chap, 
"fey a sad mishap, 

And will empty his pockets quite clean. 

The Kerngoods have procured a picture 
illustrating a point in the case, aud placed it 
in the window of the Pickwick cigar store. 
It was drawn by George D. Ramsdell. It 
represents the Heathen Chinee standing with 

the smile that 
“Was child-like and Bland” 

upon his face. In his left hand is a bunch of I 
flowers while bis right is held out and he 
seems to be making the same bow which I 
everybody has seen in the representations of I 
Bret Harte’s “Heathen Chinee. ’’ 

We were in error yesterday, in giving i 
name of Irene’s husband as Alois Jesserer. 

It is John Joseph Jesserer. 

The Heathen Chine*. 

Two more facts hare been brought to the sur- 
facel*ince our last article uponiWong.Chin Poo 
was published. The girl Irene was in this 
city night before last, she having come from 
Victor. It is said that she departed soon af¬ 
ter her arrival here for Brockport. Wong 
has deserted her or she hip, but of that we 
know little and care less. . The fact that ne 
has been exposed in his true light is the main 
one. The second fact is that th* Union of last 
night contained the following communica¬ 
tion : 

Victor, July 21, 1874. 
To Democrat and Chroniclh — Sir:—I 

consider the article published in yesterday’s 
Democrat and Chronicle a libel. I never 
have professed to tne public that I was a 
missionary, nor do I intend so to be. I have 
never passed mvself oil as a religious student 
or a broken down minister of the gospel tnat 
depended upon public contributions, but 
have assumed the title of a lecturer, not only 
expounding tne sound doctrines of Confucius 
or the sacred teachings of Buddha, but what¬ 
ever subject or subjects that would be of in¬ 
terest to my audience, and have never de¬ 
pended upon charity, noram I “a taker of 
collections, * ’ as you allege. On the contrary 
I have always shunned contributions as well 
as personal favors, and have many times de¬ 
clined because I do not believe in pay with¬ 
out labor. How do you get your authority 
to call me a fraud? I consider such a title 
too strong for me to bear. I have defrauded 
no one, nor have I deceived any one witu re¬ 
gard to my character; neitner have persons 
introduced me amoDg you as a divine but as 
a lecturer. My general hamt has been ia 
public balls to give my entertainments, and 
and admission fee charged. But churches 
were granted me frequently for their own 
benefit, and contributions were given me for 
my labor. ’ Respectfully yours, 

Wong Chin Poo. 

As we do not pretend to have the slightest 
control over the mental action of Wong Cain 
Foo or any other Chinee, he can consider 
just as he pleases. In regard to his preach¬ 
ings and professions we know but little, and 
that little is gathered from his declarations 
and acts and the criticisms which have been 
made upon them in the papers. Our first in¬ 
formation of tbe heathen was gathered from 
the columns of the Buffalo Commer¬ 
cial, which gave a long account of 
his lecture in a church in that city. Wo 
have heard him referred to constantly in 
connection with churches and churchmen. 

not know of a case in which he has 
^tilted outside of a church, but of several 
in which he officiated. With reference to 
tfjs being ah expounder of the teachings of 
Confucius we have no doubt. Strange, how¬ 
ever,: that ChriSrian ministers should devote 
cot only their personal advice and time to 
aid in the teaching of those doctrines, but 
also devote churches dedicated to the Chris¬ 
tian religion to the same purpose. 

He is not “a taker of collections ’' and he 
has shunned contributions. 1!! 1! I A gentle¬ 
man says be would like to have a certain dol¬ 
lar note which he dropped into the collection 
taken up for Wong Chin Foo at the Brick 
church returned to him, as he now thinks it 
was given under a mistaken idea. Why do 
we call him a fraud, he has deceived no oae? 

When a man goes to a house of pleasure on 
Saturday night, preaches in a church on 
Sunday night, and sends the presents re¬ 
ceived there to that house, he certainly de¬ 
ceives those who listened to him at the 

| church and deserves to be called a fraud. We 
have judged this man by his. actions in this 
community, and those who have heard the 
case need not deliberate long in assigning him 
to bis proper place on the social olatform. 

We may also state that we now have the 
bouquet which was presented at the Brick 
Church to Wong Chm Foo, and whioh was 
taken by bis agent Allen with his compli¬ 
ments to the girl, Irene, in our possession. 
Wong can have it if he wants to come after 

it, although it is now old. some¬ 
thing nke his character faded. We 
understand that Wong lectured at 
Fhelps last night; if so we would like to 
know whether it was in a church and 
whether anything was contributed in his be¬ 
half. 
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LIFE OF 

BARTLETT YUNG 
Heather's Old Enemies Bound 

and Gagged Him and 
Threw Him.Into 

Prison* 

WCL-‘K.ffti I 
MURDERTJSED TO _ ! 

SETTLE OLD GRUDGES 

Tsai Ting Kan, Now An Ad¬ 
miral, Came to His A'd— 

Quits Peking. 

Bartlett Tung, whose recent im¬ 

prisonment in Peking was reported in 

the “Courant,” has written to Rev. Dr. 

Joseph H. Twichell, who was a long 

time friend of Mr. Yung’s father. Dr. 

Yung Wing, telling of his arrest and 

release by the military authorities. He 

also tells of conditions at the Chinese 

capital, and says that ther£ is “quiet 

but wholesale murder of the returned 

student class.” -Jlpd that many old 

ik grudges are being thus settled. His 

7j letter to Dr. Twichell follows:— 

Dear Uncle Joe:— 

As I have just shaken off the Pe¬ 

king military police spies and got 

1 aboard this British steamer, I write 

I you, remembering your interest at the 

| time of my father’s trouble in 1898 in 

Peking. 

I have been in the military 

I prison, condemned to be shot, 

but one of the old Collins 

I street students, Tasi Ting Kau,. 

now an admiral and aide to Yuan Shi. 

Kai, procured my release. The Amer- 

| ican legation has demanded the cash- ; 

1 ierlng of the chief of military secret 

I police and the sixteen plain clothes 

men who bound and gagged me on tbe 

night of September 14, so that Peking 

i in no longer safe for me, even with 

! the protection of the legation. 

I suppose I need not tell you that I 

was in no way associated with sedi¬ 

tion or rebellion of any kind, and was 

< in Peking making an official report of 

| the munitions of war in Kwang-tung 

province and finishing business ar- 

[ rangements for the Colt Company. In 

fact, fhy whole record was found to 

j be clean as a whistle. But, I fell foul 

of some of my father’s old enemies, 

'who, unknown to me, arranged to do 

away with me by means of martial 



^ “"T^sevailing here. Quiet but 
law now P f the returned stu- 
wnolesale ^ present 

dent class > » „rudges are being set- 

Jledby’the conservative militarists 

now in powder. ht nd is 
a man disappears at ni0ni <* 

r heard of again. Without uni- 
ne'6 wirrant a gang of secret 

f01'mS °rrinc upon’ him in some dark 
police spr P ,n the filthy prison 

feetrthan Andersonville or Libby), 

S^e bring sanad kills him without 
tU1 FT,,as a drumhead court martial 

S° Chance to communicate with his 

friends I have a lonS St°ry t0 teU 
of the' fights at Shanghai and else- 
*' which I witnessed, but as I 
where, wlw^ ^ ,„aia shortly, I 

“h“ot try it in this letter. Wit# best 

regards to all and hoping you are all 

well and happy, most sincerely, 
Bartlett S. Tung. 

On hoard China Navigation Com¬ 

pany’s S. S. Shintien, Tien-tsin to Shan- 

"Dot 5. 19 Lb 

CHINA ASKS FOR PRAYER: 
Christian Churches Urged to Ma 

April 27 a Day of Invocation. 

PEKING, April 17.—An appeal mf 
by the Chinese Government to all 
Christian churches in China to set as 
Apsil 27 as a day for prayer that Chi I 
may be guided to a wise solution of f 
critical problems besetting her is 
garded here as striking evidence of » 
extraordinary changes which have talBj 
place in the nation since the revoluti® 
J, The' appeal was distributed broadcS 
by telegraph to-day to all the Govern* 

,nd high officials within whose juilj 
diction .Christian communities are to I 
found. It was also sent to the lead* 
of the various missions. 

Prayer is requested for the Natioil 
Assembly, for the new Government, 1 
the President of the republic, who is * 
to be elected; for the Constitution E 
the republic, for the recognition of 

republic by the powers, for the mainr 
nance of peace, and for the election 
strong and virtuous men to office. 
, The representatives of the pro vine® 
authorities are instructed to attend ® 
services. 

, A service has already been held 1 
Peking at the request of the Goverl 
ment. 
»The appeal has given eXtraordinai 
satisfaction to mission circles, where 1 
is pointed out that this is the first till 
in the history of the world that such8 
request has come from a non-Christi;| 
nation. v I 

n 

WHY THE CHINESE4 DISLIKE CHRISTIANITY. THE periodic outbreaks against Christian missions in China I 

are not the result of bigotry or religious fanaticism, says I 

Mr. J. Carey Hall, British consul in Japan; but they are alto- I 

gether political in character. They originate in the widespread I 

belief that Christianity, and the protection of missionaries en- I 

forced on China by treaty, are only the screens under which the I 

European Powers are marching gradually upon the F lowery King- I 

dom with a view to dismemberment and final absorption. Mr. I 

Carey points out, in The Positivist Review (London), that Japan, I 

■ once the most fanatical, the most exclusive of empires, the coun- B 
I try in which the cross was periodically trampled upon as a public I 

ceremony in protest against Christianity, never persecutes the B 
missionary nowadays. And why ? The missionary is not forced | 

upon Japan by treaty, and therefore his work and position are of 1 

no political significance whatever. To quote this writer’s words: I 

“ It is a well-known fact that every few years a so-called ‘anti- | 
foreign ’ riot breaks out in some part of China, and that these riots | 
are marked by the killing of foreigners who are generally mission-1 

I aries, Catholic or Protestant. Hence these disturbances are some-8 

I times and more correctly called ‘anti-missionary ; and the Chi- B 
i nese people are popularly supposed to be imbued with an instinctive ■ 
1 fanaticism which impels them to attack the new-fangled foreign ■ 
1 religion and its emissaries. In striking contrast with this per-^ 
I verse, conservative attitude stands the conduct of Japan, where M 
H no riotous mobs have ever attacked or murdered missionaries ; I 
9 where Christian converts are not invidiously discriminated as a | 
9 class apart from the ordinary loyal subjects of the State; and jl| 
■ where missionaries have from the first taken a prominent share in || 
I imparting to the people that new education which has helped || 

Japan to take her place in the van of the progressive nations. I 
I This difference in their respective attitudes toward Christianity jKj 
I between the Government and people of China, on the one hand,B 
I and the Government and people of Japan, on the other, is a factB 
| which does not admit of controversy. What is the cause i 

“ The chief, if not the sole, cause of China’s hostility to Chris-g| 

I tianity is that foreign governments are its propagandists. Had|| 
the Christian Powers assumed, or attempted to assume, the same® 

I rdle in Japan as they play in China, the converts to Christianity^ Iin Japan would hardly be numbered by units, instead of by tens of B 

thousands as they now are.” 

Lord Elgin, we are reminded by this writer, concluded treaties E 

1 with both China and Japan in 1858. The treaty with China stipu-B 

lated that persons teaching or professing Christianity should be | 

m entitled to the protection of the Chinese authorities, whom Eng-^ 

H land would accordingly hold responsible for their safety. Mr. || 

if Carey proceeds to outline as follows the consequences of this|| 

HI treaty stipulation : 

“ Other Powers followed the lead of Great Britain in hoisting a| 
I propaganda clause into their commercial treaties; but they have! If not all followed Great Britain’s lead in the moderate manner in| 

which that objectionable clause has been made to work. In theirl 
| hands it has been expanded and made the basis for further ex-1 

§1 actions. It has been interpreted to include in express terms native! 
|| Chinese converts, as well as their foreign pastors, clothed as the! 
H latter are with the privilege of exterritoriality. It has been the! 
H means of obtaining for Catholic missionaries and prelates the rank! 

and dignity of State officials. It has afforded to Germany the! 

|9 fulcrum of her pretext for the seizure of Kiao-Chow. 
“ The seizure of Kiao-Chow by Germany in 1898 was promptly s 

followed by the enforced concessions of Port Arthur and Talien- 
wan to Russia, of Weihaiwei and the Kowloon expansion to 
Great Britain, and of Kwangchouwan to France ; and even Italy, 



•backed by other Powers, laid claim to the port of San-mun. The 
-approaching ‘ break-up ’ of China was openly announced ; and 
‘spheres of influence’ were mapped out by the Powers who had 
shown themselves so solicitous in their commercial treaties to 

foster the spread of the religion of Jesus. Then came the Boxer 
outbreak of 1900, when the hunted hind at last felt forced to stand 

at bay.” 

It may be said, continues this writer, that the Chinese are 

Standing Pat on Confucius. 
The Chinese republic settles back from the re 

llutionary radicalism of Sun Tat Sen to the coolt'* 
.Jeounsels of the old mandarins that are groitpec 
yabout Yuan Shi-Kai. 
' Yuan is not an idealist. There is a large streak 

racially and constitutionally different from the Japanese and that Hof the tyrant in him. But he recognizes the ten 
treaty stipulations have nothing to do with the different way in 

which missionaries are treated in these two countries. To this he 

replies as follows: 

“ Even if this sweeping generalization were true, it would not 
impair the force of the argument as to the difference between a 
freely accorded favor and a concession extorted and enforced by 
treaties. But, as regards the point in question, the toleration of 
new religions, it is very far from being true. At the time when 
Lord Elgin’s two treaties were made, the Japanese were more in¬ 
tolerant, both of foreigners and of their religion, than were the 
Chinese. In both countries Christianity had long been a forbidden 

|dencies of the time. He favors the telegraph and j 
the railroad, and gives orders over the telephone, j 
He is not likely to put the Chinese soldiery back ; | 
into frightful masks, and set them to beating gongs jl 
to scare away the enemies of the republic. Recog- E 

Inizing the march of progress, he still possesses || 
1 enough of conservatism to make him a fair repre- jfe| 

1 sentativc of the Chinese people. 
It is said that he and his mandarins are about 

Chinese. In both countries Christianity had long been a loruiaaen ** . . ... . U 
sect, with this difference: that in China it was regarded with con- to proclaim Confucianism as the official religion Ot j 

* t ' 11 _.     J ^ ! 1! i-.. rI’U n Avd no a r o W P _ I / ** 1 * TIT J.  i. — _ — i. 1 » <-. i- l K« O < e* «itno n /v T *311 1 tempt, in Japan with envenomed hostility. The ordeal of a peri¬ 
odical trampling on the cross was a purely Japanese institution, 
never Chinese. Foreigners, as foreigners, were murdered by Jap¬ 
anese samurai, never by Chinese gentry or literati. Yet it was 
upon the more tolerant of the two governments that the indignity 
of an enforced toleration and protection of converts was imposed. 
The notion that the Chinese are intolerant in matters of religion 
finds no support in history. Chinese annals have no Smithfield 
burnings to record, no St. Bartholomew massacres, no Dragon- 
nades, no Thirty Years’ War of religion, that the Chinese, left 
to themselves, can be receptive and appreciative of new religious 
influences from the West is proved by the whole history of Chi¬ 

nese Buddhism.” 

While Mr. Chester Holcombe, who has held prominent diplo¬ 

matic posts in China, and has long been in the complete confi¬ 

dence of the Chinese Government, confirms in a recent article in 

The Atlantic Monthly (Boston) most of Mr. Hall’s contentions 

he adds that the missionary troubles in China do not originate 

with American missionaries, that disturbances are gradually be¬ 

coming less frequent, and that Chinese are quite alive to the bene¬ 

fits derived by the Empire from foreign missions. To quote: 

“ It would be idle to deny or ignore the fact that cases of serious 
friction between the natives and foreign missionaries have arisen 
in the past and are still of less frequent occurrence. By far the 
largest percentage of such most unfortunate conflicts has been 
caused by the unwise and improper interference of missionaries 
between their native converts and the Chinese authorities, or by 
the assumption of civil rank and authority by missionaries. Since, 

in the sixty years of modern missionary enterprise in China, no 

sinofle charge or complaint of that nature has been made against 
an American missionary, such causes of trouble need not be dis¬ 
cussed here. The conduct of European governments toward 
China, their greed, aggression, and general attitude of domination, 
long prejudiced both officials and people against missionaries who 
were popularly believed to make use of their professedly philan¬ 
thropic work only as a cloak, and to be, in fact, spies of their own 
governments whose aim was the seizure of the Empire and subju¬ 

gation of its people. But, with greater mutual intelligence and 
less frequent occasions of misunderstanding, these cause^of fric* 
tion and conflict have, in great measure, disappeared. The true 
character and great value of the missionary enterprise as a factor I 
in the modernization of China, and in bringing it into line with the 
o-reat nations of the world, are almost universally recognized and 
appreciated, at least by those who are being most radical y f 
fected bv it Large donations to mission hospitals and schools 
from official or wealthy Chinese, a great and rapidly increasing 

demand for Christian literature, indicate that the day of Chinese 
•,* . missionary work among them has passed, and that 

China ilself, as represented by the leaders of thought and public 
• -cm in it has recognized and accepted the missionary enter- 

prise as one of the most important and useful factors in the 
Son and development of new life in that ancrent and ant.que 

China. We do not see that China is in need of an |i 
official religion, any more than is the United « 
States, or France, or Switzerland. But if the pco-1 
pie think that it is, beyond all doubt the Confucian ipj 
system is the best for them, because it has been their jjtj 
moral guide for many centuries, and will probably | 
maintain that position for ages more. 

Confucianism is.. indeed a system of morals 1 
rather than a standard of faith. It is an admirable J 

I system of morals at that. It is tolerant of other 1 
systems. It has no quarrel with either Buddhism, J 
Mohammedanism or Christianity. 

The precepts of Confucius fit in admirably with | 
the task of government. This one, for instance: 

The great Go:1, lias conferred on the people a I 
moral sense, umpliauce with which would show their 
nature invariably right. To cause them tranquilly j 
to pursue the course which it indicates is the last: 
of the sovereign. 

The Chinese character has been formed on the I 
maxims of Confucius. The shapers of the destinies 
of the new republic will make no grave mistake if 
they hold true to the standards which he set up. 
But they do not need a “state religion." 

empire. 





From The Roman Herald Rome, 15th February 1913. 

REGARDING CHINA YARNS. 

The vitality of certain China yarns is astoun¬ 

ding. Not only in the club-rooms of the Open 

t Ports, and in the dining saloons of the river 

steamers does one hear them repeated ; for 

they are also to be found in serious works of the 

day. Only yesterday I read, in a government 

report, an article in which the writer speaks of 

the deforestation of China, as if it were an ack¬ 

nowledged fact. Dr. Arthur Smith, a. widely 

quoted missionary, falls into the same error. 

And Prof. E. A. Ross, in his 1 The Changing 

Chinese ’ makes the remarkable statement that 

the Chinese i never conserve forests ’. Over¬ 

population, is another of ‘ Dr, Ross’s bug¬ 

bears ’ as the Journal of the North China 

Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society calls these 

phantasms. Prolix writers on China have harped 

on ov'er-population for a score of years. I do not 

know the extent of Dr. Ross’s researches afield, 

but evidently the vast plantations of trees in 

Kwangtung, Kwangsi, Hunan, and Fukien pro¬ 

vinces entirely escaped him; as also did the 

fertile valleys of half a dozen provinces, over 

which sheep, cattle and horses still graze, as 

they did on the plains of our West forty years 

ago. Not to mention the charming wildernes¬ 

ses of North Chihli and Shansi where swarm 

deer, roebuck, pheasants and even Bengal tigers. 

One evening, last month, when on a New 

York Central express, one of these ill founded 

tales was brought to mind. I was perusing 

the ‘ Doctor’s Number ’ of Life, (an issue 

liable to become historic) when my eyes fell 

on an illustration by Harris N. Cady, entitled 

The Wise Orient. Two stout physicians occu¬ 

pied thrones in the centre of the picture, sur¬ 

rounded by vast piles of coin; the one a Cau¬ 

casian the other a Mongolioid. The white 

doctor presided over a limitless sea of hospital 

beds, all occupied; beneath this half of the 

drawing appeared the words “ No fees unless 

the patients are sick ”. The Chinese had an 

I equal number of cots on his side, but they 

were empty, and the inscription read “ No 

fees unless the patients are well 

This picture was suggested to the artist by 

the story which has been going the rounds 

for years, to the effect that the Chinese pay 

their medicine men only when kept well, 

and that their bills are remitted when ill. 

The one fault with the yarn is that there is 

not a word of truth in it. The Chinese 

physicians also dispense drugs, they have 

their little shops, with their back offices for 

consultations, and the patients call when ill, 

paying their fee for each call, the same as 

we do at home; the only difference being that 

the doctor puts up the prescription for his 

customer, rather than sending him to the 

corner pharmacist. 

The origin of this story regarding the fees 

of Chinese physicians is in the following 

custom which prevails in the China ports 

amongst foreigners (never amongst the Chi¬ 

nese). The majority of men who go to the 

Far East are sent out under contract tor a 

centain number of years. The agreement, 

entered into requires, in addition to the sti¬ 

pulated salary, that the employers shall 

meet the price of steamer tickets to and from 

their destination, and also pay all doctor’s 

bills during the life of the contract. Now, as 

some of the firms employ hundreds of men, 

they feel that they must have an idea of 

what they are in for, so they have found it 

convenient to, in turn, enter into contracts 

with firms of physicians, who agree to attend 

to all cases of illness amidst their employees. 

This custom lias spread also to families, so 

that at present it, is usual for a man to pay 

a fixed annual charge for all attendence upon 

the members of his home. There are great 

advantages in this arrangement; a firm of 

doctors contains specialists, oculists, aurists, 

etc.; then again in difficult cases the members 

of the firm meet together for consultation; 

all of the which is included in the annual 

charge. 

In Shanghai, 100 dollars Mexican, is con¬ 

sidered the usual fee, when a contract is en¬ 

tered into covering several persons. (44 dol¬ 

lars American money). 

Warner M. Van Norden. 



•V-wrWiiws' o’N 'THE 
toKEIGN PEESS IN CHINA. 

rHE..H°;'gSD^k;qs: 

some veiy | Minisber to the 

J? Sfots recently at Ph.ladel- 
Sia in the course of a discussion on 
:^he Causes of the UnpppuHri^ of 

*e mentioned the consideration 
S /he former Mr. Ng-choy now 
Wu Ting-fang, enjoys in the United 

Z"fps as a Minister and a speaker, 

and we cannot doubt that his re¬ 

marks fell on appreciative ears. His 
Speech was an extremely adroit one, 

and had the air of not only telling 

truth which is often most deceptive, 1 

but of telling the whole truth, an 1 

aim always desirable but seldom at- i 

tained. Mr. Wu said 
I cannot help adverting to the charact¬ 

er of the foreign Press in Churn. Its 
renewal tone is calculated to set the whole j 
Jhinese nation against foreigners and | 
.hings foreign. Take up any foreign news¬ 
ier published in China, and you will 
ind that columns are devoted in almost 
3Very issue to denouncing the Chinese 
government and its officials, and con¬ 
temning everything which the people hold 
dear and sacred. Far be it from me to 
assert that all Chinese officials are men ot 
immaculate characters. I admit that in 
China, as in every other country, some of 
the officials are unworthy of public trust. 
But the foreign newspapers in China lead 
one to believe that the Chinese Govern¬ 
ment is nothing but a sham; that the 
officials are all scoundrels ; that the peop!© 
are ground dp'mt by fearful opgrsgswn. 

It seems to be their settled policy to pick 
flaws in everything the Chinese! do, and 
begrudge even a small crumb of justice 
which is their due. 

“The recent unfortunate uprising in 
China is a godsend to writers for the for¬ 
eign Press. It unfortunately furnishes 
them with just the kind of material for 
blackguarding the Government and people 
of China without stint. We Chinese re¬ 
presentatives abroad, as well as many high 
officials and intelligent Chinese, deplore 
as deeply and denounce as strongly as does 
any foreigner, the frightful atrocities re¬ 
cently perpetrated. 

“ It should be remembered that the vio¬ 
lence of the Tientsin and Peking mobs was 
not directed against foreigners alone, but 
also against a large portion of their own 
countrymen. The crimes committed by 
the Boxers are imputed to the machination 
of the whole nation. Even the diplomatic 
representatives of China abroad have not 
escaped the general condemnation, but 
have been treated as particeps criminis. 
Ur. Morrison, the correspondent of the 
London “ Times ” in Peking, went so far 
ae to charge my colleague in London, Sir 
SfjMi Lofengluh, and myself with bare- 

patcher11^01^ iU HiS tcleSraphic dis- 

sl hoP6ilob«.aJble to live down all 

S6rf8 ^ kmd- But the general 
mass of the Chinese people are not of so 
Philosophical a turn of mind. When thev 

tS tr-SW^rng atta£ks UCPP their coim- 
£tl,W;5lc bLeir traditions Tnd 

Jheir institutions made by the foreign 

newspaper^r^Chmi^h^^^TOndewtiuit]| 
they entertain anything of a friendly 1 
feeling toward their slanderers. I should 
like to mention that I and those Chinese 
who have a knowledge of some foreign) 
language, as a rule, stand up for the for-g 
eigners in China, and for this reason we. ) 
are generally regarded with suspicion by 
many of our conservative countrymen. 

“ Events of recent years in China have 
done much to increase the bitter feeling 
already existing between the Chines© andri 
the foreigners. The seizure of territory 1 

without proper compensation; the for- I 
cible taking of lands from their Chines©, | 
owners, who have been in continuous pos- 
session from time immemorial; the rough 
treatment received by those in defence of. 
their rights, sometimes resulting in blood-, 
shed; these have added fuel to the flam©j| 
and contributed to the unpopularity _ of 
foreigners among the Chinese. In. saying 
this, I do not wish to convey the impres¬ 
sion that the Chinese are entirely free 
from blame. They are at fault m that 
they generally are over-suspicious of . or- 
eigners, and do not study and appreciate 
the good points possessed by them. 

That Mr. Wu had no intention of 
being unjust to the foreign Press we 
are willing to believe, and it must be 
from ignorance of his own country, or 
rather of bis present country for we 
believe that he was for many years a 
British subject, that he made so many 
misrepresentations in his speech. 
The “general tone” of the foreign 
Press, he says, “is calculated to set 
the whole Chinese nation against 
foreigners and things foreign.’ Mr. 
Wu’s hearers would imagine from 
this that the whole Chinese nation is 
conversant with what appears in the 
foreign Press. Later on in his speech 
he says, speaking of the “general mass 
of the Chinese people: ” “ When they 
see such sweeping^attacks upon their 
country, their public men, their tradi- 

I tions and their institutions made 

by the foreign newspapers in China, 
it is a wonder that they entertain 
anything of a friendly feeling toward 
their slanderers.” If Mr. Wu really 
knew China, he would have told his 
hearers that what the foreign Press 
says has no effect whatever on “ the 
general mass of the Chinese people,” 
because not five people in a million 
in China ever see or hear or have 
any knowledge of the contents of a 
foreign newspaper. With the excep¬ 
tion of a few more enlightened 
officials who have articles from the 
foreign papers translated to them, 
it is only Chinese who have a know¬ 
ledge of some foreign language 
who ever read the foreign papers, 
and Mr. Wu gives himself away 
altogether by saying of them that 
they “ stand up for the foreigners in 
China ;” that is, the only people who 
read these slanderous foreign papers 
take their side. 

Mr. Wu denounces the foreign 
Press in China because its “ columns 
are devoted i^almost every issue to 

■ .. IB 

denouncing the Chinese Government 
and its officials, and condemning 
everything which the people hold 
dear and sacred.” As we have shown 
with chapter and verse before now, 
we have never denounced the Chinese 
officials in harsher terms than the 
Throne uses in denouncing them from 
time to time in the “Peking Gazette;” 
and Mr. Wu can surely have hardiy 
been able to continue to look serious 
when he told his hearers that the 
officials are “ dear and sacred ” to 
the people of China. It is Mr. Wus 
cue to report to the American people 
that the crimes committed against 
civilisation in China in 1900 were 
the work of rebels against the Chinese 
Government, and he says of this 
uprising that it has furnished the 
foreign Press in China “ with just 
the kind of material for blackguard¬ 
ing the Government and people of 
China without stint.” Now speaking 
for ourselves, we confess to having 
“ blackguarded ” the Manchu Gov¬ 
ernment of China—to use Mr. Wus 
own term. But we have never “ black¬ 
guarded” the people of China; and 
wherever we have found a good official, 
good from the Chinese standpoint or 
friendly to foreigners, we have been 
careful to recognise his value. In 
fact, we have always endeavoured to 
be discriminating and just; but in 
being just it has been impossible to 
avoid reprobating the Manchus who 
organised, promoted, and directed the 
outrages of 1900, and it is these 
Manchus, not the Chinese people, who 
sent Mr. Wu to Washington, and 
whom he is right in defending; but 
he should not make an unfounded 
lattack on the foreign Press in China 
:a portion of his defence. 

CHINA AND CHRISTIANITY. 

The result of the outbreak of the Box¬ 

ers, and of its sequels, upon China, ac¬ 

cording to the Shanghai correspondent 

of The London Times, whose account of 

it we have reprinted, was what might 

have been expected. That result is that 

it is necessary to modernize China, but 

very undesirable to Christianize it. 

No wonder! We have been for genera¬ 

tions sending missionaries to China to 

persuade the Chinese that Christianity 

inculcates a higher morality than any 

they know. Doubtless many of the mis¬ 

sionaries have exemplified their religion 

in their lives so as to impress the Chinese 

with its excellence. Doubtless many 

others have failed to do so. The Chinese 

judge the tree by the fruit. A mild Hin¬ 

du Swami relates how a British Colonel 

tried to convert him by dwelling upon 

the virtues of the Founder of Christian¬ 

ity. His answer was, “ Colonel, I revere 

the Founder of your religion, but you 

will excuse me for saying that you do not 

remind me of Him in the least.” 
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I inally, and in answer to the murder 

of the German Minister, the Chinese had 

the opportunity of seeing Christianity 

applied for the first time on a large 

scale. They encountered Christian troops 

engaged in “ punitive expeditions ” who 

behaved like fiends in human shape 

without any tincture or pretense either 

of justice or of mercy. It is true the 

Americans did not engage in these raids, 

and the Chinese pay them the honor of 

supposing them less Christian than the 

Germans and -the Russians. But the 

Americans behaved no better than the 

Japanese, who actually shone by con¬ 

trast with the European Christians, and 

who are not Christians at all. 

The result was inevitable. Every 

Chinaman who knevv of this exhibition 

of applied Christianity must have con¬ 

cluded both that it was necessary for 

China to civilize and modernize itself, 

and also that it was very undesirable to 

have any mixture of Christianity in its 

modern civilization. 

CHRISTIANITY IN CHINA. 'V 

To the Editor of The New York Times: 
I am a constant reader and great adr 

mirer of The Times, (as are many in New 
England.) But, in all honesty, I cannot 
let your editorial of Thursday regarding 
“ Christianity and the Chinese ” pass with¬ 
out protest. 

For the methods of some missionaries, 
especially those who have entered local 
politics, one can Offer no apology. But 
your correspondent seems pitifully ignorant 
of the tremendous work of the American 
Episcopal Church in Shanghai and the 
lower Yang-tse Valley. It is unnecessary 
to describe conditions before the war. But 
since the war 170 students have applied 
for admission to St. John’s College, Shang¬ 
hai, though only fifty vacancies existed. 

The college educates between 200 and 300 
students. Its graduates are found in every 
part of Chinese official life. For new 
buildings the following sums have been 
subscribed recently: 

Governor of Kiang-Su.$1,000 
Viceroy of Wu-Chang. 300 
Viceroy of Nankin. 300 
Taotai of Shanghai. 200 
Father of a student. 1,000 

Toward a new science building for the 
BOone School for Boys in Wu-Chang (cost¬ 
ing $3,500) over half has been already given 
by Chinese. 

In fact, an established work in education, 
&e.. is practically self-supporting. 

Bishop Graves writes, (on his return to 
Shanghai this Spring:) “ The first thing 
that struck me was that everybody was at 
work, everybody was hopeful, everybody 
had plans for extension and openings at 
hand for new work, everybody had some¬ 
thing to tell of progress.” 

I know these men out there. They are 
high-class graduates of Harvard, Yale, 
and Columbia. 

For further information, apply to the 
Church Missions House. 281 Fourth Ave¬ 
nue We lost no missionaries and little 
property. SIDNEY H. TREAT. 

Greenfield, Mass., April 5, 1902. 

Missionaries in China. 
To the Editor of The New York Times: 

As a constant reader of your paper for 
many years, I was very sorry to see your 
editorial on April 3 on “ China, and Chris¬ 
tianity,” because it betrays an ignorance of 
the facts which is very misleading to any 
one not particularly interested in the sub¬ 
ject. May I ask you, in accordance with 

your sense of justice, to give 

‘ • lajaaraBsafee-?*) Vv.,.' rv !■ : -Vv' 
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inence to a proclamation issued on Oct. 
11, 1901, by the Governor of Chan-Si, China? 

I, the Governor, find then, having made 
myself acquainted with the facts, that the 
chief work of the Christian religion is in all 
Places to exhort men to live virtuously. 
From the time of their entrance into China, 
Christian missionaries have given medi¬ 
cine gratuitously to the sick and distrib¬ 
uted money in times of famine. They ex¬ 
pend large sums in charity, and diligently 
superintend its distribution. They regard 
other men as they do themselves, and 

arn^tha? difff:renc®,between this country 
o?dJhnL?* we Cbmese, whether people 
them a = co^stant'y look askance on 
hav? treatJuffnS ng a foreign religion, and 
neJs hnf^Hth^111-’ ^ with generous kind- 
whleh W*, .^Justice and contempt, for 
vear thT n°Ught feel ashamed. Last 
tion aAa B°xer robbers practiced decep- 
nennlA L, °U#hi dtsturbance. Ignorant 

flowed them, spreading every- 
tinanfah ?.Lan+d uproar- They did not dis- 
thlv a*t Suntr?! or nation, or mission, and 
ktneu the W1 1 of these men, burned, or 

sword or spear, with unreasoning 
Sum e*treme cruelty, as if our people were 
wild savages. Contrasting the way in 
Hilo l?v,have i315611 treated by the mission¬ 
aries with our treatment of them, how can 
any one who has the least regard for right 

haviorT”011 n0t feel ashamed of this be- 

Jhe Governor who makes this proclama- 
Is ■50t a Christian, it seems to me 

hofl evidence of this kind ought to comei 
tlle peopIe along with such state-f 

ments as are contained in vour editorial 
v „ william'd. Murray! 

New York, April 5, 1902. 
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The New Joss House.Jta/ J4 

We congratulate the pious Chinese living 

among us upon their generosity in provid¬ 

ing funds for the erection of a new joss 

house which will be an ornament to Mott 

street. Their old-time place of worship 

is unworthy of the spirits of their venerated 

ancestors. It has seemed to us that the 

mild-eyed, kindly-faced priest who offici¬ 

ates at the altar there, and vends those 

joss sticks, the smoke of which is as in¬ 

cense in the nostrils of the supermundane 

world, was sometimes ashamed to accept 

the twenty-five cents offered to him fora 

hunch of the very best. The image of the 

cross-legged, bald-headed, lumpish demi¬ 

urge, or bugaboo, that sits upon the altar, 

is a piece of extravagance; the dragon 
would not scare anybody older than a child; 

YA.NO YU PROMOTED. 

The Chinese Minister Made President of | 

the Board of (Sacrificial 'Worship. j 

Washington, Jan. 22.—His Excellency 
Yang Yu, the Chinese Minister at Washing¬ 
ton, has just received notice of his promotion 
by the Emperor to be President of the Board 
of Sacrificial Worship, and expects to return 
to Peking when the term of his office expires, 
next June, to assume the duties of his new of¬ 
fice. It is understood that Yu Keng, at pres¬ 
ent Chinese Minister to Japan, will he his suc¬ 
cessor. The Presidency of the Board of Sac¬ 
rificial Worship is one of the most honorable 
and important offices under the Chinese Gov¬ 
ernment. Mr. Yang Yu’s duties will be to at¬ 
tend the Emperor when he goes to the great 
altar of the Temple of Heaven, near Peking, 
to offer sacrifices, and he will preside over th e 
Board of Officials which makes the prepara¬ 
tions for those imposing ceremonies. They 
occur five or six times a year, have retained 
their main features for more than 3,000 years, 
and in some respects closely resemble the an¬ 
cient Jewish rites. There are four supreme 
objects of worship to which sacrifices are of¬ 
fered: Tien, the heavens, which are the 
blime manifestation of the great creator; 
the earth, which is the source of 
wealth; Tai Miaee, 
peror, and Shlo 

su- 
Ti 

food and 
the ancestors of the Em- 

Tsih, the God of Grain, who 
is the special patron of the present dynasty. 
There are other minor deities to which sacri¬ 
fices are also offered, each having a separate 
temple In Peking. 

The Emperor alone conducts worship at the 
great altar of heaven, for he, being Tien-Tsz. 
the son of heaven, is coordinate with the dei¬ 
ties named, their vice-regent, and the third of 
the Chinese trinity (San-Tsal) of heaven, earth, 
and man. When he worships heaven the Em¬ 
peror wears robes of blue, which correspond to 
the color of the sky. When he worships the 
earth he puts on fellow, the color of the soli, 
and for the other ceremonies he has special re¬ 
galia. Gn the evening before the appointed 
day he goes from his palace to the great altar, a 
distance of about two miles, in the state car 
drawn by an elephant, and escorted by a thou¬ 
sand or more grandees, courtiers, and other 
officials, and in the palac® of fasting spends the 
night fin fasting and meditation. The sacri¬ 
fices consist of spotless white bullocks, with 
silks, jade, and other valuables. The animals 
are slaughtered and piles of fuel are arranged 
by attendants during the night, and at sunrise 
the Emperor appears in his priestly robes, at¬ 
tended by certain officials of the court, who 
stand by while he applies the torch and assist 
in the ceremonies. Tne odor of the burning 
flesh carries the prayers to heaven. 

• v.£y 

the red silk banners are not fit for a joss 

house, even a small and old one like that 

in Pell street. 
For a long time the rich Chinese here 

resident have mocked at the meanness of the 

place; but it is only within a recent period 

that they have been disposed to furnish the 

funds needed for the removal of this dis¬ 

credit upon China. The new joss house in 

Mott street will be an object of pride. The 

altar, the bugaboo, the great dragon, the 

banners, and all the decorations, are to be in 

the higher style of Chinese art. Upon the 

walls, texts from Confucius; upon the 

hand-carved ceiling, Chinese scenes; and 

within the bronze basin, incense that 

will charm the mind. 
We must say that our reporter’s account 

of the new house is entirely satisfactory. 

We have reason to congratulate the Chinese 

freemen here. 
The Chinese are free to follow their own 

religion in New York. Under our Consti¬ 

tution they have the same right to erect a 

joss house that the Christians have to erect 

a church, or the Jews a synagogue, or the 

Mohammedans a mosque, or the Mormons 
a temple, or the Theosophists a liaha. Our 

Constitution provides that in this country 

there shall.be “ nd law respecting an estab¬ 

lishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 

exercise thereof;” and it is this splendid 

provision that guarantees the religious 

rights of the Chinese in New York. 
Of the thousands of Chinese in this city, 

most of whom have been here for many 

years, very few have accepted the religion of 

Christianity. Ghristinn missionaries labor 
among them; Christian tracts, printed in 

Chinese characters and variants, are distrib¬ 

uted in their quarters; and Sunday schools, 

in which good young women are teachers, 

have been established for their benefit. 

They have the opportunity of seeing 

Christianity in practice, and of observing 

the lives of the people whose faith 
it is, and of visiting the churches where it 

is preached. They know that they would 

be welcomed into the Christian fold. But 

still they resist the importunities of their 

Christian friends: they prefer their own re¬ 

ligion to any other, and they adhere to it in 

a way which shows how strong is its hold 
upon their minds. The temples and pa¬ 

godas of their native land; the traditions 

they have derived from their ancestors; the 

wisdom of the ancient Chinese sage; the 

altar of the spirits; the dragon, the in¬ 

cense, and the ceremonial of the joss 

house: these things are far more at¬ 

tractive to them than the faith or 

worship of Christendom. Many of them 

are men of solid sense; we know that some 

of them are readers of The Sun, and we 

have reason to believe that not a few of 

. 3ft 
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SSlSfD ACTSH CHINA. 

" f*JTom IZbI-a coast. 

Troops 
ituarter. for 10.000 

Russia Prep h official* Employed 
•t **ort Arthur-BrUte* Keque9t_ 

. Corea Dismissed at Russia 

r;.ny-*-e -ch,nn- 
special Cable Deepatohes t* The Suk. 

«KJ ZZoT^Z lor 10.000 troop. « 

^ “Ctch .40. that there 1. <"«•»«'‘hat 
* British policy of complaisance and apathy is 

a a a British squadron of thirteen ships 

hasleft Port Hamilton and is proceeding north 
has left/ orl f Corea it is believed, with 

rfo.ro. “ppertiS arh. Britain-. UUS. 

hSSSSS..eti.nof Ruestaia 
Icorean Government to dismiss Mr. J. McUea y 

I Brown, its English financial adviser and chief 

L. customs and substitute a Russian ini his 

Lead there is reason to believe that Great Brit- 

lain will actively oppose the Russiamzation of 

■Corea and Nortn China. 
I Russia has obtained half a promise from the 
Grand Council at Pekin that it will dismiss Sir 

Robert Hart, the Englishman who is Director 

of the Chinese Maritime Customs, and other 
Englishmen in the customs service. 

Fifty German military instructors to the 

Chinese army received notice to-day that they 

I Will be paid off when their contracts terminate. 

1 The Daily Mail, which has given carte 
Manchc to its Tokio correspondent, is receiving 

Ifrom him nothing but brief commonplaces, lhe 

I paper says it is convinced that the Japanese au- 

Ithorities are censoring its despatches, and. tha 

I the reports of the tranq uillity prevailing in Japan 

■ are untrue. It mentions a secret despatch that 
I escaped the censors, which, it says, establishes 

I the fact that the course of affairs in China af- 

I fords a burning topic in the streets and clubs °f 
I Tokio. It declares that the attitude of t e 

Government is eagerly discussed, and adds that 

| the diplomatic situation may bo briefly stated 

Every point in question has been officially and 

satisfactorily arranged between Great Britain 

and Japan. The two powers have now 

a firm basis for mutual action. There is no 

formal alliance, but the cordial relations exist¬ 

ing between the two countries may shortly lead 

i to a naval demonstration by the combined 
I fleets. The British and Japanese warships will 

meet at a preconcerted rendezvous, and will go 

to the Gulf of Pechili, on which Port Arthur is 

situated. 
The Daily Graphic, which has good connec¬ 

tions with Conservative circles, and which is 

sometimes remarkably well posted, prints the 

following leaded article: 
I •* The sensational rumors of the last few days 

seem to arise from a misapprehension of the 

light in which recent events in the far 

East present themselves to the Govern¬ 

ment. Whatever the ultimate ends of Rus 

sia’s policy in that region may be, the terms 

on which her squadron has taken winter 

quarters at Port Arthur are quite regular from 

the point of view of international law and 

custom, and do not afford reason for protest 

from any other power. The Russian Govern- 

aent has informed the British Government of 

Ahe 8am_o time has given 

iance uuhl ui« oujuuiu w- —- 
Frt Arthur will be tempora ry. Great Britain 

” 'j-' . U hh>..alty Russia experiences in 

last, owing to the want of free access to the 

i in winter, and while noting the Russian 

-ances, it in nowise associates itself with 

imputation of ulterior aims.” 
JKRL1N, Dec. 24.—The Government has 

It-red the construction of a number of U(f 
taught river boats designed to carry machine 

rus They are to be built in sections for con- 

nience in transportation, and will be shipped 

io China on board German commercial liners as 

oon as completed, which it is expected they will 

'be within a short time. A large quantity of 

telegraph material has also been ordered by the 

Government for use in China. 
The Neuesten Nachrichten says that China is 

preparing to give suitable receptions to Prince 

Henry of Prussia, commanding the reinforce¬ 

ments to the German squadron in Chinese 

■waters, at the ports where he touches. | | 

THE HEW CHINESE THE ATT. 

abbrer shaTtU beyond his control, such OTlnese wxt 
be rendered unable sooner to return, whicn \ 
fact shall be fully reported to the Chinese - 
Consul at the port of departure, and by him 
certified to the satisfaction of the Collector of 
the Port at which such Chinese subject shall - 
land in the United States, and no such Chinese 
laborer shall be permitted to outer the United 
States by land or 6ea without producing to the 
proper officer of customs the return certificate 
herein required. 

ARTICLE 3. 
The provisions of the convention shall not 

affect the rights at present enjoyed by Chinese 
subjects, being officials, teachers, students, 
merchants, or travellers, for curiosity or 
pleasure, but not laborers, coming to the 
United States and residing therein. To enti¬ 
tle such Chinese subjects as are above de- ; 
scribed to admission into the United btates, 
they may produce a certificate from their , 
Government or the Government where they 
last resided, vised by the diplomatic or Con- to 
sular representative of the United States in 
the country or port whence they depart . 

It is also agreed that Chiness laborers shall 
continue the privilege of transit across the h 
territory of the United States in the course of 
their journey to or from other countries, sub¬ 
ject to such regulations by the Government of 
the United States as may be necessary to pro- ; 
vent the privilege of transit from being/ 

Foil Text of tlie Convention A-sre«tfl_lJppi» 

nnd Sent to tile Sen-.vte. \ 5 

Washington, March 24— The following i he 

full text of the Chinese treaty agreed upon on 

March 17, and sent to the Senate as a confi¬ 
dential document on March 19: 

Whereas. On the 17th day of November 

1880, and of llwangbau the sixth year, en 

moon 15th day, a treaty was made between 

the United States and China for the purpose of 

regulating, limiting, or suspending the00“' 
ing of Chinese laborers to and their residence 

in the United States; and 

Whereas. The Government of China. In view 

of the antagonism and much deprecated and 

serious disorders to which the presence of 

Chinese laborers has given rise in certain 

parts of the United States, desire to prohibit 

the immigration of such laborers from China 

to the United States: and 
Whereas, The two Governments desire to co¬ 

operate in prohibiting such immigration and 

strengthen in other ways the bonds of friend¬ 

ship between the two countries; and 
Whereas, The two Governments are desirous 

of adopting reciprocal measures for the better 
protection of the citizens or subjects of each 

within the jurisdiction of the other: 
Now, therefore, the President of the United 

States has appointed Walter Q. Gresham, Sec¬ 

retary of State of the United States, as his 

plenipotentiary, and his Imperial Majesty, the 

Emperor of China, has appointed Tang Yu, 

officer of the second rank, as his plenipoten¬ 

tiary, and the said plenipotentiaries, having 

exhibited their respective full powers, found 

to be in due and good form, have agreed upon 

the following articles: 

article 1. 

The high contracting powers agree that for 

a period of ten years, beginning with the date 
of the exchange of notifications of this con¬ 

vention. the coming, except under conditions 

hereafter specified, of Chinese laborers to the 

United States should be absolutely prohibited. 

ARTICLE 2. 

The preceding article shall not apply to the 
return to the United States of any registered 

Chinese laborer who has a lawful wife, child, 

or parent in the United States, or property 

therein of the value of $1,000. or debts of like 

amount due him and pending settlement. 

Nevertheless every such Chinese laborer shall, 

before leaving the United States, deposit, 

as a condition of his return, with the Col¬ 

lector of Customs of the district from which he 

departs, a full description in writing of 

his family or property or debts, as j 

aforesaid, and shall be furnished by said Col- t 
lector with such certificates of his right tore- 

... A . . . 1L . U rv TT H A /i '■ ' . 

-abused. . , ,, 
ARTICLE 4. 

In pursuance of article 3 of the Immigra- | 
tion treaty between the United States and 
China, signed at Peking on the 17th day of No- 1 
vember. 1880 (the 15th day of the tenth moon 
of Kwang Shu, sixth year), it is understood 
and agreed that Chinese laborers, or Chinese 
of any other class, either permanently or tem¬ 
porarily residing in the United States, shall a 
have for the protection of their persons and 
property all rights that are given by the laws 
of the United States to citizens of the most 
favored nations, excepting the right to be¬ 
come naturalized citizens. And the Govern- fi 
ment of the United^ States^j^rmMtBL^fiitofcs-, 

'ionsTas stated in article 3, to exert all its 
lower to secure protection to the Person and y 
roperty of ati Chinese subjects in the United q 
tates. _ 

ARTICLE 5. 
The Government of the United States having', 

by act of Congress approved May 5, 1892, as 
amended by an act approved Nov, 3,1893 re- , 
ouired all Chinese laborers lawfully within the 
limits of the United States before tne passage 
of the first named act to register, as in said | 
acts provided with a view.of affording them 
better protection, the Chinese Government 
will not object to the enforcement of 
such aots, and reciprocally the Government of 
the United States recognizes the right of the , 
Government of China to enact and enforce 
similar laws or regulations for the registra¬ 
tion, free of charge, of all laborers skilled 
or unskilled (not merchants as defined by said 
acts of Congress), citizens of the United Slates 
in China, whether residing within or without 
the treaty ports./And the JGrO-vetrn.naenu 

■ United States agrees that within /Wehe 
months from the date of the exchange of ratifl- 
cations of this convention and annually there- 

§ after it will furnish to the Government of 
i China registers or reports showing the full 

:>■ name, age, occupation, and number or place 
II of residence of all other citizens of the United 

States, including missionaries, residing both 
; -within and without the treaty ports Oj. China. 

I1 not including, however, diplomatic and other 
|l officers of the United States residing or trav- 
| elling in China upon official business, together 

with their body and household servants. 

ARTICLE 6. 

This convention shall remain in force for a 
period of ten years, beginning from the date . 
of the exchange of ratifications, and it six 
months before the expiration of the said pe¬ 
riod of ten years neither Government shall 
have formally given notice of its final termi¬ 
nation to the other, it shall remain in full force 
for another like period of ten years. 

In faith whereof we, the respective plenipo¬ 
tentiaries. have signed this convention and 
herwith affixed our seals. 

Done iu duplicate at Washington, March 17, 
1894. Walter Q. Gresham. 

Yank Yu. 

;IBi; 
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turn under this treaty as the laws of the United 

Kt&tes may now or hereafter prescribe, and 
not inconsistent with the provisions of this 
treaty; and should the written description 
aforesaid be found to be false, the right of re¬ 
turn thereunder, or continued residence alter 
return, shall in such case be forfeited. And 
such right of return to the United States shall 
be exercised within one year from date 
nf leaving the United States, but such 
right of return to the United Btates 
may be extended for an additional period 
not exceeding one year, in cases where by 
reason of sickness or other cause of disability 
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gpr A Great Commercial War. 

Notwithstanding Great Britain’s ostenta¬ 
tious friendship for China, it is well knowt'i 

; that for the last thirteen years British com-1 
| mercial and planting interests have waged! 

H|i the most unrelenting war against those ofl 
f|p China. The authority for this statement is| 

our esteemed contemporary, the London 
41 Times, which in a recent number, and at 

•4y4great length, describes ‘’the struggle be- 
• ,-42 tween India and China for the tea supply of 

the world.” With brutal frankness it de- 
! I dares that the Indian and Ceylon tea grower 
* ilias won the battle, albeit at a terrible cost 

’$• ; to himself, as well as to his Chinese rival. 
In order that the significance and the con- 

•' sequences of this struggle may be fully un- 
derstood, it should lie remembered that in 
1SS1 Great Britain consumed 118,000,000 

Impounds of Chinese tea; in 1893 she con- 
II sumed only 86,000,000. In 1881 she con- 
t 8 sumed only 48,000,000 pounds of Indian and 
iH Ceylon tea, while in 1S93 she consumed 

172,000,000. Thus it will be seen that dur- Iing the period named, Great Britain’s yearly 
purchases of Indian and Ceylon teas have 
increased by 124,000,000, while her pur¬ 
chases from China, with Japan included, 

ave decreased by 76,000,000 pounds. 
This great industrial revolution,” says 

he Times, “has been accomplished by an 
[international rivalry almost without paral¬ 
lel in the history of the world. The Chinese 

nd the British tea growers have fought 
ith all the characteristic qualities of the 

.... jwo races. British enterprise has been dog- 
vvjgedly met by Chinese persistence. The 

: economies in production, effected by British 
capital and cooperation, have been pitted 
against the parsimony of the Chinese peas¬ 
ant; British energy and dash against the 
inertia with which the Celestial clings to 
an established occupation, however slender 
the subsistence it may yield. During the 
course of the contest its racial character has 
become more pronounced. At its com¬ 
mencement it was the Indian tea planter 
versus the Chinese tea grower. But Ceylon 
has taken a rapidly increasing share, till it 

pj|| is no longer a question between India and 
China, but between British enterprise in 
Asia and the Chinese power of endurance. 
As it now stands, it is a gigantic struggle 
between the East and the West-, and between 
the ancient and the modern organization of 
industrial and commercial life.” 

As in the case of the opium struggle, the 
settlement depends upon the quality and 
price of the product; and the declaration is 
made that in both respects the British de¬ 
pendencies have the advantage. Indeed, it 
is claimed with an assurance which admits 
of no question that “ the Indian and Ceylon 
teas have now no rival in flavor or in high- 
class strength; and that as regards price the 
power of India and Ceylon to give the best 
value for the consumer’s money has so far 

Juan established” and-maintained. .But the 

We may, thereToreTwelTask if it, has cost 
the British tea planter nearly nine pence a 
pound to reduce the consumption of Chinese 
tea in Great Britain by 76,000,000 pounds, 
what will it cost to drive out the remaining 
86,000,000 pounds, and capture the Ameri¬ 
can market ? 

The effort the British tea planter is now 
making to effect an entrance into new mar¬ 
kets is extremely interesting. Only recently 
he invaded Australasia, sweeping all before 
him, and during the Chicago Exhibition he 
laid his plans for invading this country in 
earnest. Having raised an aggregate fund 
of £28,000, he distributed tea with a free 
hand to all comers, and, it is safe to say, did 
such a job of advertising with the countless 
throngs attending the Fair, as he has never 
attempted before. It must then seem proba¬ 
ble to the intelligent observer that the mo¬ 
nopoly of Chinese and even of Japanese tea 
in this country is drawing to a close. Great 
houses have been opened in New York and 
Chicago to supply the growing demand for 
Ceylon and Indian tea; and if the writer in 
the London Times is to be believed, no 
trouble or expense will be spared in adver¬ 
tising the one and decrying the other, till 
the Chinese teas are crowded out. The in¬ 
terests of India and Ceylon are identical in 
this matter, and they are both backed by the 
capital and the Government of Great Britaiu 
and its dependencies. The struggle is be¬ 
tween the British tea planter as against the 
Chinese tea planter, and Heaven help the poor 
Chinaman, for with his stupid and anti¬ 
quated Government and methods, his defeat 
seems almost certain. 

And thus it always is. Great Britain 
never fails to set up and maintain her own 
interests, or those of her citizens against 
those of other people. She advocates and 
enforces free trade upon China, and not¬ 
withstanding the misgovernment of Corea, 
and the emptiness of Chinese pretension in 
respect to that country, she supports China 
as against Japan; and when peace is de¬ 
clared she will doubtless hasten with her 
accustomed energy and skill to destroy the 
commerce of both. Like the Greeks bearing 
gifts, she seeks a lodgment within the 
bounds of a foreign country only to capture 
its business as far as possible. She lends 
her alliance to the weak but to betray 
them; and yet there are parties and states¬ 
men in this country who believe in her good 
faith and think it safe to trust her. 
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struggle is not yet ended, and the question! 
now is how much further can India and! 
China cut into their respective margins ofl 
profit ? India and Ceylon, in driving Chinal 
out of the British market, have captured! 
the greatest customer of the world, and they! 
are now bending their energies to the cap-J 
ture of the next greatest, the United States. 
In doing this they have so far reduced the 
average price of Indian tea from one 
shilling and five pence, or, say, bo 
cents in 1881, to »,¥ P^ce, or 1«U 
cents in 1898, or fully 50 per cent.; and the 
end is not yet in sight. Meanwhile ey on 
has grown from zero in 18S1 to a pio ucei 
of over 64,000,000 pounds in 1893, and is 

already a sharp rival of both India and t,h^o ar".: 



REGARDING ARTIGLE8 ON CHINA 
by Warner M. Van Norden. 

Wit.li this number we give to our readers 

I the introductory chapter of a series of papers 

by Mr Warner M. Van Norden, entitled “Guide 

| Posts to China 

Notwithstanding the yearly increase in the 

I volume of travel to the Far East, the demand 

for concise, usable data regarding China has 

not as yet been met by the publishers. We 

believe therefore, that many having in mind a 

visit to the world’s newest republic, will 

appreciate these brief notes. 

Last week, inadvertently, our printers 

omitted to give credit to the New York 

Times for their courtesy in consenting to the 

reproduction of the first illustration accom¬ 

panying Mr. Van Norden’s interview on the 

wisdom of the United States’ intervening in 

the Mexican situation. 
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•Guide Posts to China 
by Warner M. Van Norden. 

Chapter I. Introductory. 

Olopan. 

Olopan was possibly the ablest man Chris¬ 

tendom has ever sent to China. Yet how 

many have so much as heard his name? 

As pioneer, Olopan blazed the way, which 

Marco Polo was to follow six hundred years 

after. We may hardly conceive of the intre - 

polity required for such a venture. In the 

seventh century, for a man to start out from 

Syria and push his way across the Famine 

Steppes of Central Asia, along the sharp defiles 

jot the Altai, and through te slippery sands 

I °f Gobi to tbe lo% T’ang capital Kwan-nui 

I (modern Si-an-fu, 34° 17' N. 108° 58' E.), meant 

vastly more than did de Soto’s adventures in 

America in the early sixteenth, or Stanley’s 

crossing of Equatorial Africa in the nineteenth. 

A tew hundred characters chisseled into a 

I tablet 7 V* X 3 feet tells us all we know of 

j 01oPiln> yet what a wonderful story the petro- 

j grapher has given us. The outward journey 

j without doubt lasted from two to four years, 

tor travel was tediously slow in those days 

and the distance coverd immense. We boast 

j of our interior trips; but with good company, 

books and maps, with modern equipment such 

r CaDVaS C0Vered boxes well stocked by 

loss & Blackwell and Morley, folding beds, 

chairs and tables, with guns and fishing tackle 

*»ay be fairly comfortable' 

and jolly well amused; when in the humour 

for it, one may dabble with the. language, 

when weary of spluttering monsyllables, one 

calls the interpreter to do the talking. But 

Olopan was a Nestorian priest and he lived 

before the day of aluminium kits, alcohol 

lamps, and bull’s-eye lanterns. He slept on 

the native’s bed, whether it was of boards or 

brick. His food was what he could secure 

from day to day. When he felt like talking, 

he might bid his beads instead, for the verna¬ 

cular of the natives changed each hundred 

miles he covered. He was compelled to join 

this caravan or that as he could find traders 

going his way, when they halted he might 

stop also, when they forced their march into 

the moonlit hours, he could but follow. Then 

remember, there were no treaties in those 

days, with their extraterritorial clauses, and 

there were no gunboats, on nearby rivers, 

with their shining gnus and blue-jackets, and 

flags the dearest of all. 

Olopan was the first bearer of the “ True 

Scripture ” to China. He was also the foun¬ 

der of the Nestorian Church in China. So 

firmly did he build, that for 150 years Chris¬ 

tianity was the popular religion in all partslj^^H| 

of the then ten provinces of the Empire. 

“ Monasteries filled a hundred cities.” Bud- §| 
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dhist priests from India embraced the new I 

faith, and the cause of Christ seemed about H 

to become universal in the land. In almost I 

every city Marco Polo entered (15th Century) I 

he found Nestorian Churches. 

So great was Olopan’s ability at diplomacy 

that he was given the titles of “ Guardian 

of the Empire ” and 11 Lord of the Great I 

Law,” within three years after his arrival 

in China (about the space of time most people Hj 

require for a speaking knowledge of the lan- 
IggHglK 

gunge, granting them the advantages of teach- I 

ers and modern methods), T’ai-Tsung, the H 

Emperor, issued a proclamation regarding the 

propagation of the Gospel which concluded | 

with the impressive words “ Let it have free ig 

course throughout the Empire.” Olopan then, 

made possible the first of the three conspicuous 

occasions when China offered hospitality, hon¬ 

ors, and freedom for the promulgation of the 

Gospel to the wegk 

Marco Polo. 

It is a long jump from Olopan to Marco 

Polo, yet Polo is the next traveler of impor¬ 

tance to visit the interior of China. The quaint, 

tantalizing tale of the prisoner at Genoa, is 

to me the most interesting story yet told of 

China. Short and unsatisfying as it is, we 

find therein a vast store of data and legend 

most helpful to the student. The Great Kaan 

received Polo with even more honours than 

l||f 



those heaped upon Olopan by "a" T«S. 

Important minions to distant provinces were 

entrusted to the young Venetian; cities were 

given him to rule, possibly even the great 

port of Kinsay (Hang-Chow of to-day, 30» 14’ N 

12°° 8’ with its “ 12,000 bridges each 

guarded by ten soldiers”; Ms religion was 

encouraged; and presents were sent to the 

Pope in Rome notaby the asbestos napkin sent 

to the Pope to make a wrapper for the Holy 

Siularium of Jesus Christ.” Thus Kublai Kaan 

offered Christianity a second opportunity to 

evangelize the Chinese Empire. 

corded the strangers; there 

Chinese hatred toward foreign 
O , „ 7 

of trickery. These pioneers were Christian 

gentlemen of the best brand, wise as serpents, 

harmless as doves. 

To the student, the records left by Marco 

I olo and Ricci *are interesting and useful; 

they tell much of the customs of their day, 

and show us the very substantial changes 

which have taken place in China during the 

past millennium. We are frequently told of 

Ruggiero and Matteo Ricci. 

In 1579-1581 Ruggiero and Ricci appeared 

upon the scene. Ricci was of noble family, 

as had been Marco Polo. Sailing from Por¬ 

tugal, in 1577, as one of a party of Jesuits, 

he spent four year in Goa, whence lie proceeded 

to China as leader of an expedition to establish 

his sect in that land, an undertaking in which 

Xavier had failed. The party was equipped 

with an assortment of presents such as the 

Chinese had never seen before; clocks, globes, 

maps and books of engravings. Ricci him¬ 

self was a skillful cliartoghapher, and used 

his gifts for holding the attention of the lit¬ 

erati. On one occasion, having completed a 

map of the world, he called in his Chinese 

tiiends to see it; to his astonishment there 

were murmurs instead of applause. Asking 

the trouble, the learned men replied that he 

had placed their country, the gem of the un¬ 

iverse, in a corner. Rising to the occasion 

Ricci declared that he saw his mistake, and j 
taking a fresh sheet of paper, he drew a 

hemisphere, with very short prospective, and 

placed China directly in the centre, making 

: 
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the unchanging customs of China, yet there 

India, and the rest ot Asia appear very thin 

and near the circumference. Naturally this 

met with loud appreciation. Ricci was not 

as tactful, however in his dealings with the 

Buddhists, whom he attacked without mercy 

in his books. The Jesuits seemed to imbibe 

Ricci’s combative spirit, for after his death 

they waged a bitter controversy with the other 

Catholic orders in China, this lasted for over 

a century and caused widespread defections 

from the Christian ranks, and terminated the 

second great opportunity given by the Chinese 

for the evangelizing of their laud. 

... 
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is no land where customs change more frequen 

tly, or more radically ; the reason that one 

may purchase Mandarin coats in Peking at 

less than cost, is that the style in clothes in 

China is for ever changing ; now the sleeves 

are small, last year they were large, etc. In 

the matter of the disposal of the dead; Polo 

tells us that the Chinese of his day always 

burned their dead', in fact Polo generally speaks 

of the Chinese, as “ The people (who) are 

idolators and burn their dead, and live by 

Bade and handicrafts. ” Cremation is now 

disused, except in the case of Buddhist priests. 

Also he states that u they have paper-money ”, 

a thing which is today limited to one province, 

namely Hupeh. 

In regard to Olopan and his time, the Nes- 

torian Monument was found by accident; it 

was the same old story of a workman die- 

ging for a foundation for a house. As I have 

said this is the sole record we have of the 

first and greatest traveller from the West to 

China. It is a shame that this is so, for other 

tablets are undoubtedly awaiting the archaeolo¬ 

gist who will hut seek for them and who may 

have the tact and address to interest the Chinese 

in assisting him; We know where the early 

Nestorians made! their headquarters, and the 

cities in which they established their churches; 

yet no serious effort has been made to unearth 

these precious records. 

China Sea Traders. 
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The Foregoing Travellers. 

These early voyagers were each brought up 

under Roman influences; they were men of 

birth, who appreciated the forms and cere¬ 

monies of the country they were visiting. Their 

W: 

sever ■al expeditions stretched over a period 

of a thousand years, during which time we 

hear nothing of 

With the advent of the Dutch, Portuguese 

and British privateers in the China Sea ports, 

we find an entire reversal in sentiment dis¬ 

played between the Chinese and the occidentals. 

Now begin the dark days which disgraced 

China’s history during the 17th, 18th and 

19th centuries. At Amoy, the Dutch would 

enter into trade with the Chinese merchants, 

aud when their customers were well aboard 

their ships, they would up anchor and shanghai 

the lot. Naturally, such treatment was hardly 

appreciated; and the friends of the victims 

would render evil for evil. At Macao the 

coolie slave trade continued until 1874; and 

the gambling dens are still licensed bv thp 
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Portuguese government. Whilst, at Canton, 

when the Chinese protested against the British 

smuggling of Opium, the latter retaliated by 

blowing up the Chinese ancestral graves with 

o-unpowder. Is it to be wondered at that the 

books on China, written at this period are 

stigmatized with exaggerated, distorted, and 

false impressions. There are a few works in 

Dutch, and a few in French worthy of per¬ 

usal ; but they are 'so rare that they are only 

to be found in the larger libraries. The ac¬ 

counts of Lord Macartney’s mission to Peking, 

in 1793; and Lord Amhrest’s in 1816 contain 

many descriptions of the country through 

which they passed, but are marred by a lack 

of appreciation of the ceremonies of the Orient; 

the defect which iii both casses brought about 

the failures of their missions. During the 

past few decades the number of foreigners en¬ 

gaged in business in the China Ports has in¬ 

creased considerably, today there are, in 

Shanghai alone, 13,000 within the Settlement; 

in Tientsin and Hankow a couple of thousand 

each, and in other Ports several hundred each. 

Very few the of Port people are called upon to 

venture into the interior; the Chinese they 

know are those who have been born and 

brought up within the Settlement limits, and 

who have from necessity adopted many of the 

foreign ways and mode of thought. We have, 

therefore, little contributed by the modern 

traders, to the literature on China. Of the 

more recent works, the greater part have been 

written by the Missionaries and those interested 

in Missions. 

Recent Books on China. 

Especially since Boxer days, there have been 

a large nnmber of books published on China. 

The cause of Protestant Missions has prospered 

on the field through changed conditions; and 

it has been felt that in America and England, 

the interest in Missions had to be kept in line 

by means of frequent publications dealing: 

with the work, and its setting. Some of the 

most useful pictures of China are to be found 

in these productions ; at the same time it will 

frequently be found, that the writer s field ot 

vision has been of necessity limited ; his powers 

of observation have been warped by his zeal, 

and by his desire to accomplish his purpose 

in the impression conveyed. . 

Need for Guide Posts to China. 

Last year there were over two thousand 

Americans alone, to visit Canton; there were 

hundreds who reached Shanghai, Peking, and 

Tientsin. A few even pushed west over the 

French railway as far as Tai-Yuan-Fu (37 

53' N. 112- 29' E.). Whilst others took the 
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Chinese line north from Peking to Kalgan 

(40°- 48' N. 114° 49' E.), in order to see a 

spur of the Great Wall. The tourists have at 

last pushed their nose well within the Celes¬ 

tial Land, and that means but one thing; a 

o-reat crowd is sure to follow. There are no 

Baedeker and Cook’s lists for China ; no 

handy’ books for the those who would visit 

the world’s newest republic. 

What is there to see in China? 

What is there to buy in China? 

Where may one go in China, and how is 

one to reach the places ot interest ? 

These are the questions Avliich are being 

asked every day. In the following chapters, 

I shall attempt to answer, as best I may. 

Chapter II, whicli will appear in next 

Saturday’s issue of the u Roman Herald ” 

will give a general description of China, today 

Capter II. — Physiography 

The Vanishing Dependencies. 

In China, a national flag is quite a new 

thing; as, indeed it is in some of the countries 

nearer home. The Emperor always had his 

banners, the princes their’s. But. it was not 

until after the Chino-Japanese war, in 1895, 

when the Chinese inaugurated their new army, 

and ordered their foreign built navy, that the 

necessity for a standai'd representing the nation 

was felt. Even as late as 1910-1911 the Chi¬ 

nese flag was not considered by the great 

masses as being their flag, but rather the em¬ 

blem of the government, that meant, the Man- 

elms. This feeling was not unnatural; for 

the colour chosen was the Imperial colour, 

yellow being proscribed for all except the Em- 

perof. Again the dragon was considered as 

strictly belonging to the ruler; the Emperor’s 

person was called “ the dragon’s person ”, 

his face “ the dragon’s face ”, his children 

“ the dragon’s seed ” etc. The Chinese flag 

was rarely seen, in China, except above the 

custom houses, on gun boats, and on the ves¬ 

sels of the larger lines. The Yamens’ staffs 

surported the banners of the officials who oc¬ 

cupied them, never the flag of the nation. 

As to individuals, not one in a million pos¬ 

sessed a flag. It is not to be wondered at 

therefore that the Republicans went to the 

other extreme. They were bound to have an 

emblem which would represent the people, 

they yearned for a flag which every Chinese 

j would be glad to see waving over his home, 

j The leaders of the new movement experimented, 

j and experimented, at least half a dozen designs 

were pronounced perfect, only to be discarded 

a week or two after. At last they hit on the 
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possibly have found. Everyone bought a flag-. 

I was at Ivwei-lin at the time, the capital 

city and the river as its foot was converted 

into a gala, as it were over night. 

The flag of the Republic is intended to 

typify the coherence of China with the people 

of her Dependencies, and the Mohammandans. 

It does not suggest a union as is represented 

by the three crosses of St. George, St. Andrew, 

and St. Patrick in the “ Union Jack ”. Nor 

does it stand for a federal union of States as 

do the Stars and Stripes. In the new flag 

each component people of the Republic is 

represented by its own separate stripe, of 

its own chosen colour. The stripes are paral¬ 

lel, and distinct from each other. 

The first stripe in the new flag is red re¬ 

presenting the Chinese people; 

The second is yellow for the Manchurians 

or Eastern Tartars; 

The third blue for the Mongolians or Wes- 

teen Tartars; 

The fourth white standing for the Tibetans ; 

The fifth black for the Mohammedans. 

' VMl'v ’Jp?* 

Now, tlietrouble with the flag is that the coa¬ 

lition which it is supposed to stand for, exists 

only in name, not in fact. In Manchuria 

the Japanese dictate southof Chang-Chun, and 

their prominent men do not hesitate to say that 

their government intends to annex this ter¬ 

ritory as it did Korea. Northern Manchuiia, 

Mongolia, Sin-Kiang, and the Hi country are 

being prepared by Russia for early deglutition. 

And Tibet, it will not be long before Tibet 

will be a British posession. This leaves but 

two of the six components: China Proper, and 

the Mohammedans. 

Area of China Proper. 

China Proper contains 1,532,819 square 

miles; it is therefore a country equal in size 

to thirty three New York States, and compares 

with 4,277,170 square miles, the area of what 

was known as the Chinese Empire. When 

the map of China Proper is held up side 

down, its outline resembles the profile of a 

Chinese head; the Liu-cliow Peninsular being 

the queue, the Shantung Peninsular the nose, 

and Hangtze-Hu the eye (Hu stands for lake;. 

Location and Climate. 

Taking Patung (30° 57' N. 110° 26' E.) in 

Hupeh Province, as the centre of China; and 

Abilene, Kansas (38° 50' N. 97° 50' W.) as 

the centre of the United States; it will be 

seen that China is on the average something 

over 600 miles farther south than United 

States Pa-tung is about on a line with Sav¬ 

annah. This difference in the average dis- 

_ 

tance from the Equator, alone wouiu account 

for the fact that China is much warmer than 

the United States; but in addition to this, 

the isotherm runs higher in the former 

country; so that at Peking, which is on 

the same parallel of latitude as New York 

City, no foreigner may, in Summer expose 

himself to the rays of the sun without wearing 

a pith helmet of the style used in the tropics. 

Shanghai (31° 14' N. 121° 29' E.) is on line 

with Mobile, Ala., and Hong Kong (22° 12' N. 

114° 30' E.) is on the same parallel with 

Havana, Cuba. 

The Hwang-Ho, and its importance. 

The Hwang-Ho is by far the most impor¬ 

tant feature m China’s geography, as it has 

been in China’s history. (Generally speaking 

Ho is used for rivers wholly or in part un- 

| navigable ; Kiang is employed where the river 

is navigable). 
When in the dim past Asia emerged from 

the sea, the East coast was defined by an ir- 

regular range of mountains, which is today 

from one to four hundred miles from the sea. 

The isolated hills of the pi esent littoral provin¬ 

ces, such as are found in Shantung, were long 

rugged islands of the sea. Between these is- 

lands and reaching far inland amongst the 

rocky peninsulars stretched fjords and straits. 

t. that time the Hwang-Ho fed a vast in¬ 

land sea which covered what is now the Desert 

of Gobi (called by the Chinese Han-Hai, or 

Dry Sea). This sea was as large as four Cas¬ 

pian Seas, or eleven times the size of our 

Lake Superior. In course of time, the Hwang- 

Ho broke through the Tsing-Shan (shan means 

Mountain) and traversing the great loess pla¬ 

teau of Shansi forced its way to the sea. 

Loess is supposed to be the remains of a 

prehistoric water plant, it is porous, and per¬ 

forated by fine tubes which branch out like 

roots. It is friable, which means that it easily 

crumbles to powder. And herein lies its im¬ 

portance to China. The mighty flood of the 

Hwang-Ho flowing in a wide-spread shallow 

body has gauged this loess from its bed in 

incredible quantities and filled in all of the 

fjords and straits with tha richest kind of al¬ 

luvium. Of course, Hwang-Ho means Yellow 

River, and is so named from the colour of 

this admixture of loess, the same as Missis¬ 

sippi is the Indian word for Big Muddy. But 

whereas the Mississippi annually carries to 

the sea 406 million tons of solid matter, the 

Hwang-Ho carx-ies 796 million tons, nearly 

twice as much. A large portion of Chihli, 

Shantung, Honan, Anhwei and nearly all of 

Kiangsu has been reclaimed from the sea by 

this action of the Hwaug-Ho; and this has 

been done in comparatively short, a period, 



Tientsin was on the coast 800 years ago. 

Tiiere are said to be 300,000 square miles of 

this loess, lying at a depth varying from 20 

to a thousand feet; in places the roads have 

been worn by the cart wheels into ruts 70 

and 80 feet deep. 

These altuvial deposits were the early 

home of the Chinese, and have throughout 

the greater part of their history been 

the centre of wealth and government; it 

is therefore the most interesting field for 

studying China’s monuments, and promises to 

be the most productive ground for the ar¬ 

chaeologist. This section is also the most 

productive, from an agricultural point; I have 

never seen such a profusion of crops; even 

the market gardens of France and Belgium, 
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houses on tne property^there are no buil¬ 

dings of any kind; the space occupied by 

one of our barns would in China be til¬ 

led, and made to support a family. The 

Chinese agriculturist requires no chicken 

mm 
or those of Long Island cannot be compared 

to the little patches set in like mosaics throu¬ 

ghout Northern China. This is the portion 

of the country seen by those who take the 

railway journey from Tientsin and Peking 

south to Hankow ; from this view come the 

stories of China’s overpopulation and also of 

her deforestation. The farmers all live in 

the villages, as they do in most parts in 

Europe, they go out to their land for pur¬ 

poses of cultivating the soil, but do not live 

on their own land, as do our farmers in Ame¬ 

rica. This custom naturally crowds the vil¬ 

lages and makes them appear very thick to- 

1 getlier. As to the lack of forests, there never 

were woods growing over the alluvium. Ex¬ 

cept in the tropics one rarely finds forests in 

large level stretches of territory. The Steppes 

of Siberia, and the prairies of our Middle 

West, had little or no forests. Then again in 

these portions of China, much of the land 

was occupied as soon as formed, the same as ij 

it is now-a-days being claimed by farmers, 

where the Yellow River fills in along to coasts 

of the Pe-Chilili Gulf. The few hills to be 

seen, such as those which in the early days 

were islands of the sea, in Shantung, for in¬ 

stance, are rocky and broken, and unfitted 

for sustaining tall vegetation. 

1 China’s Trees. 

From careful observation in fourteen of the 

eighteen provinces of China, I should say 

that China has as many trees as France; and 

that they are distributed in very much the 

same way. In America, each farm has its 

little woods; one reads in the advertisements 

of country homes for sale; house 'with so many 

rooms, barn, sheds, chicken house etc., and 

so many acres divided into so much upland, 

so much swamp, and so much in woods. Now, 

in China, there are no farms such as we know 

them; in very few places are to be found 

house for chickens are hatched by men 

who make a speciality of doing so artifi¬ 

cially. The chicks are then sold to others, 

innkeepers, shopkeepers and those who have 

made a study of raising chickens. There are 

no swamps, they have all been drained and 

are being used for crops; or where this has 

not been possible converted into fish ponds 

for the cultivation of fish which in turn have 

been hatched by hand. So it is with the 

raising of timber, it is a business of itself. 

One finds many groves, mostly about temples 

and burial places, but not exclusively so by 

any means. Throughout Hunan (Southern) 

and in parts of the coast-provinces, also in 

Shansi, great trees line the roads and water- 

courses-with considerable effect. Camphor- 

trees, ebony, and cypress are common, also 

poplars and willows. For forests, one must 

go to North Chihli, in the district about Johol, 

where the mountains are covered for hundreds 

of miles square extending way up into Man¬ 

churia. This is an Imperial preserve, and 

has been kept intact by the Mancliu rulers; 

from the North comes the finest timber used 

in construction at Peking. Richard, the best 

authority so far, on the geography of China, 

speaks of Hunan as u a mountainous country 

covered with forests ”; this is true of the 

Southern and Western portions of the Province, 

where much camphor wood is cultivated for 

use in furniture making. In Fukien Province 

the poles are famous, and Foochow has been 

built up as a port largely through its export 

lumber trade. In Kwangtung, forestry has 

been reduced to a science; trees are raised as 

a crop, the mountain sides throughout the 

entire Northern half of the province being 

planted with trees. Bamboo is an extensive 

crop in all of the South, and even along the 

Hwang-Ho in Honan. 

Dr. A. H. Smith’s statement in “ The 

Uplift of China ” that “ The wasteful 

habits of the people, especially in the 

North of China, have resulted in the en¬ 

tire obliteration of the forests, so that the 

lack of wood not only for fuel but for econ¬ 

omic purposes is severely felt ”, is directly 
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contrary to what I founu to lie Hie cn 

The Chinese are not wasteful; why should 

they burn wood when they have coal and 

brush, is there any people which does burn wood 

except the Americans; and as to the lack of 

lumber, did Dr. Smith ever consider the quan¬ 

tity of timber required, and used eacli year 

iu China? It figures out almost one tree 

annually for each man, woman, and child in 

China. The lumber trade in China, is im¬ 

mense. 

Let me suggest the following estimate: 

For coffins are requir¬ 

ed each year. . , 

For boats .... 

Repairs to boats . 

Railways & Telegraphs 

Utensils, implements 

etc. 

New houses. 

Repairs to houses. 

Bamboo for every con¬ 

ceivable purpose . 

— 

Chapter III. —Vehicles of Travel. 
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We hear of Chinese being condemned to . 

9,340,000 trees 

12,160,000 do 

2,400,000 do 

2,202,000 do 

27,990,000 do 

58,909,000 do 

12,510,000 do 

124,550,000 do 

tHH 
250,061,000 do 

With the exception of a small amount of 

Oregon pine, all of the above demand is met 

from the forests of China and Manchuria. 

Mountains. 

Each province, expeting one (Kiangsu), has 

its mountains. In the West the highest peaks 

reach to a height of twenty thousand feet, 

with deep gorges of mighty rivers between. 

fifty stripes for persisting in sleeping on the 

railroad tracks. This seems rather silly to 

the Western mind, which finds difficulty in 

grasping the temptation of a crushed rock 

matress and a steel rail pillow. Yet there is 

more on the Chinese side than merely their 

partiality for hard beds; some of the lines in 

China have been an absurdly long time in 

course of construction, children have grown 

to manhood beside a track with never having 

seen a locomotive. It is more than forty 

years since the first rail was laid in China 

Proper, today there are but 2790 miles in 

operation. This figures out an average of 

about 77 miles a year, and compares with a 

yearly average in the United states, of over 

5000 miles. With one fifth of the world’s 

population, China Proper has but one two- 

hundredths of the world’s railroad mileage. 

The multitude of graves, and the difficulty 

encountered by the contractors in securing 

permission to remove them is frequently given 

m. 

m 

The gorges of the Yangtze, the Mekong, and 
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the Salween are among the great natural phe¬ 

nomena of the world. Hardly less beautiful 

are the mountains of Chihli, of Fukien, and 

of Kiangsi. The Chinese have a great rever¬ 

ence for their mountains, the summits are 

usually crowned with temples and monasteries. 

The foreigners have established several moun¬ 

tain resorts, which will be referred to later, 

the most well known being Killing (29° 30' N. 

116° 4' E.) in the province of Kiangsi. 

as a reason for the paucity of railroads in 

China. In the alluvial sections the graves are 

certainly very plentiful, but in the mountainous 

parts and along the rivers, where there are no 

graves to interfere with the progress of con¬ 

struction, the same delay occurs. In regard 

to the matter of the graves, the difficulty is 

two fold. Not alone are the abodes of the 

departed placesof worship and therefore sacred, 

they are much more than that. The Chinese 

believe that their ancestors have influence in 

the daily affairs of the home and fields, they 

are able to affect the quantity of rainfall, 

the hail, and the blight. For this reason one 

must conciliate one’s ancestors as well as re¬ 

vere them. But even taking it for granted 

that the dead parent or grandparent will not 

! 
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The next chapter will give the different ||g 

§jj|| modes of travel, in China, suggesting routes 

Poetical for the tourist. 

object to being removed to another grave, it 

must be borne in mind that the ancestor is 
In¬ 

dependent in what lie may do for the living 

mi'msm 

H upon the “ Tao ”, or World Order. Now, 

according to Tao ” there is but one I 

ip. • 
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y\y| place in which a man may be buried in order 

to do efficient work, that place is located, at 

| considerable expense to the family, through a 

geomancer; thus it will be seen that to change, 

the orientiation of a grave is a mighty serious 

matter, it might bring upon the family a bad 
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might mean ruin and starvation 

for all. 
Notwithstanding the above facts, graves are 

daily being removed in China; tact and dip¬ 

lomacy go a long way in the East. The mis¬ 

sionaries who better understand the Chinese, 

often purchase parcels which are fairly cov¬ 

ered with graves, and at a reasonable charge 

have the remains removed to other fields. It 

will frequently he found that it is the high¬ 

handed methods of the foreign contractor 

which is the true cause for misunderstanding. 

Whereas United States has one mile ot rail¬ 

road for each 374 of inhabitants, France has 

one for each 1780, China has only one mile for 

each, 133,334 of her people. 

Compared with travel in America, the rail¬ 

ways of China seem unreasonably slow. The 

bulk of the business done is in carrying fourth 

class passengers, for whom it is necessary to 

stoj) the trains at each station. There is no 

night travel, except on an express train once 

or twice a week. Passengers must alight 

when the train stops for the night, and put 

up at a native inn, not always an agreeable 

experience. 

: 
i 

For the present, I prefer the slow daily 

trains to the expresses. The roadbeds are in 

none too good condition, owing to hasty con¬ 

struction and subsequent neglect, and further¬ 

more the line is frequently weakened by 

depredations on the part of those dwelling 

along the route, the pullings of spikes by 

second-hand iron dealers, etc. 

The American form of railroad car has been 

adopted by the Japanese for their Manchurian 

line which connects Moukden with the Siberian 

lioute, but within China Proper one finds the 

Continental carriage in general use. The first, 

second, and third class cars are of the cor¬ 

ridor types seen in France and Germany. A 

buffet-car is attached to all of the better trains, 

and is invariably crowded, being used between 

meals as a smoker. The fourth class passen¬ 

gers occupy freight cars with standing space 

only; these frequently are without cover. 

Train service is a most casual affair. The 

day that we started for the Western Tombs, 

we were all seated in the railway carriage, 

when some one noticed that we had forgotten 

our food boxes; rather a serious matter for 

an interior trip. Our friend and guide, Dr. 

Chas. Lewis happens to be the appointed phys¬ 

ician for the line, he hailed the eoudnnw 
__ ‘ 

and suggested that he hold the train until his 

boy could run back to the compound for our 

precious luggage. The conductor not only as¬ 

sented, but suggested that he draw the train 

up the track a way so that the boy would 
--_ _ 

W4 

have less distance to carry the boxes, 

is half an hour’s delay in China! 

The question of excess luggage is not often 

raised. Going from Canton north to Lai-tun 

(94° N. 113° E.), a distance of 65 miles 

(4 hours) we had Pearly a ton of impedimenta, I 

enough for a two month’s journey, for all of 

which we paid tie large sum of 85 cents 

mexican. 

On account of the volume of short haul 

business, both in the freight and the passenger 

* departments, titfe kilroads of China have proved 

very profitable. Even allowing a generous 

amount for squeeze in cost of construction, some 

of the lines return as much as 15% on the 

capitalization. Chjna’s coal deposits and water¬ 

falls guarantee! fo| the future the gridironing 

with trolleys of the thickly populated alluvial 

districts. 

Boats. 

Not long ago tb travelling public hailed 

with delight the nws that one of the trail- 

decifled to construct an 

boats, thus giving 

1 WUU ucugm' 

1 satantlic lined ha; decide* 

4 inner lining i(. ft?h of its 

a double T^^KruG s)ipplimenting the water¬ 

tight eom^ar rents, which are now quite an 

old story. I w we bless our stars that we 

live in an a*1 when inventprs and transpot - 
© 

tation complies are ready to respond to 

every emergeifcy. How f curely we rest in 

our confident!' in these rew safety devices. 

Yet '11 sHid^yijg the indust 

j how frequently are we reminded of the words j 

of Solomon. 

“ Is there any thing whereof it may be p| 

said, see, this is new? It hath been already j|| 

of old time, which was before us. ” And more y* 

especially the following: “ There is no remem- 

brance of former things; neither shall there 

be any remembrance of things that are j 

to come with those that shall come after ”. 

Read what Marco Polo wrote in the latter j 

part of the thirteenth century, regarding 

Chinese ships : u They have but one deck, . 

though each of them contains some 50 or 60 

cabins, wherein the merchants abide greatly [P 

at their ease, every man having ope to him- - 

self. Moreover the larger of their vessels « 

have some thirteen compartments or severances j 

in the interior, made with planking strongly 

framed, in case of mishap the ship should || 

spring a leak, either by running on a rock || 

or by the blow of a hungry whale... In such M 
case the water that enters the leak Hows to y 

the bilge, which is always kept clear; and the ] 

mariners having ascertainsd where the damage i; 

is, empty the cargo from that compartment j 

into those adioining, for the planking is so 



well fitted that tlie water cannot pass from one 

compartment to aiipther Then Polo goes 

or, to tell us ho^n a ship needs repair 

I*1'" n' " __ " planking on 
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tlie Chinese put aim. her layer of planking on 

top of the old^ anfd repeal' 
■wiwiiii ii JaMMi _ 
yeai until they sometimes have as many as 

six thicknesses or skins ; in other words double 

and more keels. 

Each river town of importance has its own 

type of craft; in this one the poop is higher, 

in that the rudder is set peculiarly; from half 

a mile distant the lauban (captain) will tell 

whether the approaching boat is from I-Chang 

or Yo-Chow. The cross sections described by 

Polo are still to be found in every Chinese 

boat, for safety they are unsurpassed. The ‘HHH 

boats are always clean, in fact they are the 

cleanest places in all China. They are called 

house-boats because one lives on them for 

weeks at a time, and the lauban’s family 

knows no other home. On a boat thirty-three 

feet long, one has besides the boatman’s fam¬ 

ily, two to four trackers,one’s party and boy; 

there seems to always be enough room for one 

extra, if necessary. One sleeps, eats, and has 

one’s cooking done aboard these tiny craft. 

When travelling overland, when there happens 

to be no yameu, or clean temple for the night’s 

lodging, one hires a house-boat and camps out 

in that. Tents are never used south of Mon¬ 

golia. 

Ten miles from the largest ports, there is 

hardly a motor driven vessel in China, all 

are either poled or tracked by man power. 

The greatest market in world for gasoline 

motors will be in China. 

China Proper has 44,000 miles of river and 

canal comunications, water-ways which are 

navigable to the Chinese cargo boat of say 

twenty-five tons. This makes one mile of 

waterways to every 37 square miles of ter¬ 

ritory. United States has 7292 miles of water- 

The officers on the China steamers are noted 

for their affability, and the absorbing interest J 

of their yarns. Some of these men are well 

posted on affairs of the Far East, whilst others 

make the most ludicrous remarks. When off 

the coast a year ago in an extremely small 

steamer, I wandered on deck one morning, 

and accosting the captain asked him which 

province we were off, Che-Kiang or Fukien. 

The skipper replied “ How should I know, 

we never bother ourselves over the Chinese 

names, we know the lights and the islands, 

tliats all we care about ”. “ But you have to 

know the names of them, and they are all 

called by Chinese names, are they not? ” I 

asked. “ Well tliev mav be for what T know, 

but we have names of our own for them 

I then asked about Foo-Cliow, our destination ; 
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be said that he had never been up to the 

city, “ Just lay down at the anchorage, 

you guess I’m not going to trust myself in 

the hands of them Chinese devils ”. He had 

been running between Shanghai and Foo-Cliow 

for twenty years. 

Next week’s chapter will be on China's 

Monuments, beginning with the Western Tombs 

of the Manchus. 
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Chapter VI — Interior Trips. 

No Servants in Chinese Hotels. 3K:, vir .• • 
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fs considered navigable according the Ame¬ 

“ No man can serve two masters,” 

can he serve a score ? The hotel servant is no 

servant, he knows so many masters, that he 

neither “loves” nor “hates” lie does not 

“ hold to ” nor does he “ despise.” His heart 

contains naught but avarice and fear, greed 

for tips and dread of losing his sphere of bri¬ 

gandage. Service to be acceptable must be 

1 >w,.’X 
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prompted by devotion, why do we of Ame¬ 

rica and Europe persist in a system which is, 

by the law of human nature, impossible. I 

believe that our system of promiscuous service 
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rican Standard; this gives U. S. an average of 

one mile to every 369 square miles of area. 

France has 7543 miles, or one to every 

27 square miles. Holland boasts of 1500 

miles, or one to every 9 square miles of her 

land service. 

Along the coast, on the Yangtze and the 

West river there are steamers. British, Ger¬ 

man, Japanese and Chinese. Between Shan¬ 

ghai and Hanhow there ply half a dozen lines, 

so that one has almo-t daily service. These 
WL 

steamers are not as elegantly fitted out as our 

Hudson River boats, but they are extremely 

comfortable, and the service and table are all 
IBM 

|H that could be expected 

in hotels is responsible for half of the in.ll- 
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and loss of geniality of the gestion, rheumatism 

race. The whole scheme of our hotel man 

agement is vulgar and unsanitary. We de 

individual room, bed and perhaps 
•o 

niand an 

bath—yet we 

doors, by mercy 
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V 
eat food handled behind closed | 

knows whom, served on 

plates, sometimes wiped with the vilest of 

rags; and put in our mouths with spoons and 

forks almost direct from the mouths of others. M 

What do we know of the last person who 

slept on our bed, used our sheets, towels and 

napkins or drank from our glasses? 
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The Chinese inns may be divided into two| 
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o-eneral classes. At the poorer ones all sleep 

in o.ie large room, ranged about upon board 

benches against the walls. The proprietor 

cooks the food in a large pot over a brush 

flre which fills the room with smoke but not 

warmth. In Shanghai where baths are known 

by the Chinese the same water is used in the 

tub for half a dozen guests. In the country 

inns pigs and chickens often spend the night 

within the same four walls as the hotel guests 

The proprietor and his family occupy a shelf 

in one corner. The whole establishment is a 

picture of utmost promiscuity. 

Chinese Hotels Ideal in theory. 

At the better class inns note the difference 

The proprietor receives his guests at the outer 

gate, ushers them into the courtyard and shows 

them to their apartments; then he retires and 

leaves them to their own devices. The tra¬ 

veler is attended by his own sei’vants; his 

cook buys and prepares his food, of the same 

quality and cookery as he would enjoy at his 

own home table; the boy unpacks his masters] 

bed, the iron frame, mattresses and all, even ra 

to the mosquito netting. The master’s own) 

linen is spread, having been washed by his 

own servants. Folding chairs, table, in fact 

everything which one may wish is arranged, 

and all without a word. At a tenth the cost 

one lives like a lord, and sleeps like a child, 

and is a thousand miles from the tipping 

zone. 

I he Chinese inn of the better class consists 

ot three buildings forming three sides of a 

quadrangle, a brick wall constituting the 

fourth. Each building contains one or more 

apartment, a room with an ante-room. These 

are absolutely bare, not a stick of furniture 

in them, just the four walls, with perhaps a 

brick k’ong accross one end. Doors and win¬ 

dows all open on the central court. In a 

country where highwaymen and organized; 

bands ot robbers still subsist, it is necessary 

to present a blank wall on the outside. The 

courtyard is occupied by the caravan animals 

and the livestock of the proprietor. 

°* ^le “ nuJu^er one ” inn is 

ideal, it is far more exclusive than that o 

our hotels. Chinese inns have one great and] 

dreadful drawback. They are, with a few) 

exceptions, the dirtiest places in China. The I 

rake and broom are used at intervals, soap 

and water never. The courtyard is almost 

] impassable, mud and muck and litter are 

ankle deep. The rooms are dingy, full of 

cobwebs, and alive with vermin. They are 

invariably crowded, and one has difficulty in 

keeping out intruders who want to share one’s 

apartment. 

Those planning interior trips in China would 

do well to put up at the native inns only as 

a last resort—With a complete outfit, all one 

needs for the night is a place which is shel¬ 

tered, dry and clean and large enough so that 

everything may be spread about within sight. 

It must be remembered that owing to the pre¬ 

valence of many easily contracted diseases 

such as cholera and disentery, it is wiser 

never to eat anything which has not been cook¬ 

ed, and more than that, things must be eaten 

as soon as cooked (unless they can be carefully 

covered) betoi’e the flies have a chance to touch 

the food. Small portable brasiers are every¬ 

where obtainable—I always insist upon a 

couple of these filled with live eoals being set 

within a few feet of me so that I may actually 

ft see the water boil, and the food cooked. It 

j is impossible for the Chinese to understand 

! our extreme precautions in these matters for 

the reason that they are partially immune to 

these troubles, at least their cases are rarely 

as severe as those of foreigners, who being- 

exotics are peculiarly easy prey to the mi¬ 

crobes. The most devoted “ boy ” in his heart 

thinks us finical. It is surprising the variety 

which may be cooked over a small brasier. 

Rice in the south, and millet in the north is 

always the backbone of one of the daily meals 

but this is more from custom than necessity, 

for everywhere one may obtain a vast variety 

of vegetables, especially of tubers, cabbages, 

peppers etc. One must carry peas, beans and 

asparagus in tins. Frequently fruit is unsafe 

although abundant, and delicious. Fish may 

be obtained, and as invariably sold alive, may 

be trusted. Meat is often from animals dying 

a natural death. 

At Kiu-Kiang, one of the ports of the yan- 

gtze, lives a yankee who has proved a blessing 

to many a party. He puts up almost ^^rery 

kind of tin goods, sells them at a price less 

than that of the goods imported from America 

or England, and may be relied upon. Duff’s 

wild duck, beef, peas, beans, and peaches are 

invariably delicious. 

Tins of Bear Brand milk, and Carnation 
__ __ 

cream, also Australian and ‘French butter, 

were always in our outfit. And C. and B. 

preserves should not be forgotten. 

Jehol. 



trip Perhaps the most interesting interior 

for the tourist to attempt is to Jehol (118 E. 

41 N.) situated about 140 miles north east of 

1 eking. For those who do not wish to pur- 

t chase an outfit, one may be procured inclu- 

ding the “ boy ” at the Wagon-Lits Hotel 
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Peking. Interior passports should be applied 

for through one’s legation, and also such other 

letters as may be obtained to officials along 

the route so as to secure proper guides, and 

may be to ensure a few invitations to put up 

at yanjens or temples. The direct road is 

generally traveled by mule-litters, which are 

sedan chairs carried between two mules instead 

of being borne by two or more men. In this 

manner the journey each way may be accom¬ 

plished in four days. The road is too rough 

for the cart, although carts are sometimes seen 

on this route. For those who have the time 

a two weeks trip is strongly urged. Leaving 

T’ung Chow (only 15 miles, by rail, from 

Peking, to the east) by cart to the Eastern 

Mancliu Tombs, thence north through the 

great Imperial Forest to the Lwan River and 

Jehol Then, returning by the regular or K’ou- 

pai-kpu Pass. This latter way requires a mule 

ride over a range of mountains about six 

rockeries, temples and pavilions. No one is 

admitted without an order from Peking which 

until recently was rather difficult to obtain. 

It was to this retreat that Hien-Feng retired 

in 1860 when the British and French destroy¬ 

ed his summer palace near Peking. The 

late Empress Dowager, who ruled China tor 

so many years, accompanied the Emperor du¬ 

ring this flight, was with him at Jehol when 

he died, and there first displayed those rare 

talents for government for which she later 

became famous. North of the Palace is Po- 

tala-Su, a group of the most remarkable Lama 

Monasteries and temples in China. They are 

modeled after the palace of the Grand Lama 

at Potala, Tibet. 
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thousand feet in height, but gives one some 

of the grandest scenery of eastern China. 

T’ung Clow lies in the heart of the alluvial 

section of North China, one of the most crowd¬ 

ed agricultural districts of the world* The 

start therefore is intensely interesting, as one 

rides among the small garden patches, and 

through the closely scattered villages. With¬ 

in fifty miles the road reaches the foothills, 

which are less fertile, and contain fewer inha¬ 

bitants. The Eastern Tombs, are set on rising 

o-round, so that looking at them from a dis- 

tance every one of the mausolea may be seen, 

the roofs of imperial yellow standing out from 

the dark green of the surrounding cypresses. 

All about the Eastern Tombs is to be found 

some of the finest shooting in China. Reeves 

pheasants, roebuck, deer and swarms of black 

duck and geese are daily seen. The Great 

Wall is but a short distance norl li of the East¬ 

ern Tombs, once crossed one enters a vast 

wilderness—mountains and forests containing 

bold defiles and striking cliffs. 

Jehol or “ Hot Spring” lies in the Mon¬ 

golian Plain. It is a small ciiy containing 

1 about two thousand Manchu and Mongol fa¬ 

milies. It is known entirely for its historic 

palace of Pi-Shu-Shan-Chuang or Mountain 

Lodge for Avoiding Heat. A wall ot brick 

six miles in circuit encloses the palace park 

with its wooded heights, its lakes, gardens 
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[22nd February 1913] 

UU-, ^ -^CI „ 
THE NEW CHINA CENSUS 

he Average Density of Population of 
"China's Eighteen Provinces .. 208 
That of England and Wales bt>», a 

That ot Saxony 779. 

Ever since “ there went out a decree from 

Caesar Augustus that all the world should he 

taxed” statisticians have been figuring on the 

probable number ot people in the known 

world. Augustus had this advantage, u 

world of his day was under one government, 

and he had at his command the machinery 

for collecting accnrate returns. Unfortunate y 

Augustus died leaving his task incomplete. 

Then the world ramified, and with each drv- 

irt„„ the problem became more difficult o 

solution. Certain states, fearing lest a census 

mi„bt disclose their weakness to their enemies, 

refused to take any enumeration for decades 

at a time. The English seem to have held a 

superstitious dread of such a thing; as lute 

as 1753 a hill introduced into the House of 

Commons was violently opposed as “ subver¬ 

sive of the last remains of English liberty, 

and likely to result in some public misfor¬ 

tune One by one, however, the countries 

of the civilized world installed periodic enum- ) 

erations of their people, until recently the I 

unknown quantities in the question of the 

population of the globe were narrowed down 

to Africa, Turkish Empire, Persia, Afghan¬ 

istan, Indo-China, the Polar regions, Central 

America and China. At last China also has 

come to time. In February 1911, the Chinese 

Government Gazette or Cheng-chihkuan-pao 

announced the result of the first census which 

statisticians have been willing to accept, this 

shows a total population for China proper (the 

eighteen provinces, of 302,131,344, exclusive 

of children under six years of age; or « 

320,131,344 including infants. This comp 

with government guesses of 1851 ot 432m.l- 
Uon, I860 of 261 million; 1906 438 milhon^ 

and \lv. W. W. RoekliiU’s estimate, 1904 

I 270 million. 
I The Chinese method of taking a census dif¬ 

fers materially from ours. Tl.e doorwaysjre 

counted in each prefecture, then each total, 

multiplied by a figure which has been so 

upon as representing the average number 

persons to a family in that particular section 

P tt-xr Thus in north Chihli it is of the country. Thus in i 
estimated that there are in each household an 

average of 5.5 persons; in Shansi 4.2 pe - 

sons; in west Szechwan of 4; and in 

“cl; province .f Chekiang of 3.6. Fortlm 

whole country the average was set at . . 

' (The foregoing averages do not inc n e c l 

dren under six years of age). Certain checks 

were instituted, thus in Hunan having a nee 

eating population, the officials kept a da. y 

record of the piculs of the grain which were 

carried into each town; then allowing so much 

I weight of rice per head, they computed the 

number of mouths. Crude as these methods 

seem to Americans accustomed to the calls of 

the census man with his long list of questions 

1 it is nevertheless a fact that the various cal¬ 

culations produced approximately the same 

results. , 
The following table, sets forth the area and 

population of each province of China ; to¬ 

gether with a comparison for each, found in 

the states of America, and the countries of 

Europe. 

Names 
of 18 Provinces 

of China 

, Area Sqnare 

Miles 

115,830 
81,853 
75,290 

125,483 
218,533 
146,718 

77,220 
100,000 
46,322 
36,680 
38,610 
55,984 
67,954 
71,428 
67,182 
83,398 
69,498 
54,826 

Area Compares 

with that of 

Gt. Brit &Ireland | 
Minnesota 
Nebraska 

New Mexico 
France 

Montana 

So. Dakota 
Colorado or Italy I 

Mississippi 
Portugal 
Indiana 

Iowa 
Missouri 
Oklaliama 

Washington 

Idaho 
No. Dakota 

Michigan 

Population 
as per Census 

returned 
February l»ll 

Density Density of Population 
Population may be Compared 
to Square with that of 

Mile 

Total for China 
Proper . 

China including: 
Manchuria . . 
Mongolia . 
Sinkiang . . 
Tibet etc. . . 

1,532,819 

4,300,000 

One half Area 
United States 

Canada 

22,970,654 
9,422,871 
6,726,064 
3,807,883 

54,505,600 
8,049,672 
5,426,356 

23,696,366 
8,556,678 

13,942,655 
15,379,042 
25,813,685 
22,375,516 
21,256,144 

9,266,914 
20,583,187 
16,254,374 
14,077,683 

320,131,344 

Includ. Infants I 

333,404,555 

New York State 

Ohio 
Maryland 

Maine 
Connecticut 

New Hampshire 

Indiana 
Switzerland 

Austria 
Massachusetts 

|&t. Brit,. & Irelam 
Rhode Island 

Italy 
Germany 

Pennsylvania 

Japan 
Rumania 

Portugal 

New York 
State 

Delaware 

It may be noted that no province is as den- , 

I sely populated as: 

England and Wales with 558 people to the 

I square mile ; 
Java with 568 people to the square mi ; 

Belgium with 589 do do do 

Saxony with 779 do do > do 

, The census above mentioned does not give 

Ian enumeration of the Chinese who dwell in 

1 foreign lands. Yet this is of extreme impor- 

1,iu.ee; especially when considering the future 

I power of the Chinese people as a factor in 

1 the world’s trade. They are already estab- 

I lished in thirty-one foreign countries. We 

I think of the British as everywl.ere, yet in¬ 

cluding their colonies, there are only one quar¬ 

ter as many English, Scotch, and Irish living 

I outside of the United Kingdom, as there are 

Chinese beyond the borders of their eighteen 

1 provinces. 

Distribution of Chinese throughout the 

| World. 

China Proper 

Manchuria 

Java . • 

Formosa . 

Mongolia . 

Hong Kong 

320,000,000 

11,000,000 

3,256,000 

2,250,000 

2,000,000 

344 000 

300,000 

Straits Settlements. 

Sin Kiang • • • 

United States 

West Indies . 

Sumatra . 

Indo-China . 

Peru . • • 

South Africa 

Philippines . 

Boruio. 

Australia 

Mexico 

Canada 

Tibet . 

Hawa'i. • • 

Korea . 

Celebes . • 

New Zealand 

Three Guianas 

Brazil . . 

Chili . • • 

Europe • • 

Canal Zone . 

Equador . . 

281,000 

220,000 

155,000 

110,000 

93,000 

88,000 

77,000 

48,000 

42,000 

40,000 

30,000 

28,000 

24,000 

22,000 

18,000 

11,000 

340,476,116 

Warner M. Van NoudenI 



CHINA, AND UNITED STATES 

OUR TRADE IS SECOND ONLY TO 

THAT OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

Increase Has Been Going on for Ten 

Years—Chinese Prefer American 

Goods—Some Figures—Exports 

of Cotton Goods. 

% 
Washington, D. C., May 26.—Mr. Hugh 

O’Bierne, secretary of the British em- ' 
bassy here, has made a report to the 
British Foreign Office on the extent of 

commerce between the United States 
and China- 

The report is opportune to the recent 
movements of European powers, par¬ 

ticularly Great Britain, Germany and 
Russia, toward securing territory and 

commercial advantages in China. Mr. 
O’Bierne does not deal with the political 
phases which have made the Chinese 
question a foremost topic in European 

discussion, but his report tends to bring 
out that the United States has such 

large commercial interests in China that 
she is no less interested than the Euro¬ 
pean powers in the advancements 
made upon China. 

The report shows that the present vol¬ 

ume of United States trade in China rep¬ 
resents more than one-seventh of the 
entire trade of the empire. It is 60 per 
cent, greater than the trade of Germany 
with China, and comes next to the 
trade of Great Britain, that being the 
first in commercial importance. The in¬ 
crease in American trade has been go¬ 
ing on rapidly within the last ten years, 
and this increase has been entirely on 
the side of American goods, our exports 
increasing while Chinese imports' were 
decreasing. 

By far the most important branch of 
the trade is that in cotton goods. Mr. 
O’Bierna showed the importance of the 
Chinese market for United States cotton 
cloth by stating that last year China 
took $7,486,000 out of a total export of 
$17,281,000, or almost half of all our cot¬ 
ton cloths shipped abroad. He says 
Chinese, especially those of Manchuria, 
prefer the American drills and sheet¬ 
ings, as they are heavier. The great 
hulk of these cottons are shipped from 
the New England mills to New York, 
and then via the Suez canal. But there 
has been quite recently, a remarkable 
increase of shipment from the West, by 
way of San Francisco and Puget sound. 

Interior Provinces. 

Continuing, Mr. O’Bierne says: There 
is every reason to think that the effectixe 
opening up of the interior provinces to 
foreign commerce will be followed by a 
great expansion of the Chinese demand 
for foreign cotton, in whicl^’the Ameii- 
can exporters will have a very large 
share of interest. The dense masses of 
the Chinese population, clad almost ex¬ 
clusively in cotton cloth, offer a prac¬ 
tically unlimited market for cotton 

goods.” 
The export of American kerosene oil to 

China now ranks second in importance to 
that of cotton gods. Mr. O’Bierne says 
the Russian oil is the only serious foreign 
competitor with which the American 
product has to reckon. In 1&96 China 
took 33,000,000 gallons of American oil, as 
gainst 28,000,000 of the Russian oil. The 

of the American flour over their ow 
roughly cleaned product. He says the 
increasing industrial activity of China 
|and the building of railroads will secure 
to American makers a large proportion 
of the contracts for steel rails, locomo¬ 
tives, etc. He remarks that the iron and 
steel industry is one in which the United 
States have recently shown their ability 
to compete with all rivals 

In particular Mr. O’Bierne points out 
the importance of Chinese tru.de upon 
the development of our Pacific coast 
States. He says: 

“It must be noted that the Pacific 
States, though at present taking little 
part in the business, are, perhaps, more 
nearly concerned in its ultimate devel¬ 
opment than any other section of the 
country. These States are possessed of 
enormous natural resources, and their 
manufactures, while still of minor im¬ 
portance, are computed by Mr. Mulhall 
to hajVe quadrupled in twenty years. 
These should in the course of time find 
an advantageous market in the far East, 
and the Chinese demand must exercise 
a great influence on their eventual de¬ 
velopment. The Pacific seaports have al¬ 
ready begun to feel the benefit of the 
China trade.” 

If) AY, 

American kerosene is shipped in can® 
almost wholly from New York and Phi- 
adelphia, via the Suez canal, while the 
Russian is sent largely in bulk in tank- 

steamers. . 
Mr. O’Bierne also shows the increasing 

[value of our trade in flour and steel anc 
railroad materials. He says the Chinese 

full recognition of the superiority 
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YUNGLU WARNED 
LI HUNG CHANG 

Significant Facts Leaking Out 
About Proposed Massa¬ 

cre at Peking. 

ACTS OF MISSIONARIES 
IRRITATING 

They Should Have No Special Priv¬ 

ileges, According’ to Dr. Coltman. 

Who the Dowager Empress Is. 

Americans After Concessions. 

Special Correspondence of Commercial Gazette. 
PEKING, July 1—Little more than a 

year ago Baron von Ketteler, German 
ambassador, was murdered by orders of 
Yung Lu as he was on his way to the 
tsung-ll-yamen to discuss plans for an 
exodus of all the foreign ministers from 
Peking. His death opened the eyes of all 
the other ministers to the fate that await¬ 
ed them if they left the protection of their 
legation walls, and a complete massacre 
was thus averted. 

Passing the spot of the baron’s assassin¬ 
ation on my way to visit Viceroy Li Hung 
Chang, as Li lives a short distance in the 
street from which the fatal shots were 
fifed, I could not but remember the awful 
shock felt last year when It was made 
certain beyond question of a doubt, when 
even the credulous foreign ministers were 
convinced that one speedy massacre was 
intended. Li Hung Chang, when reminded 
of the annh-ersary, ran his long fingers 
through his scanty gray hair and heaving 
a sigh said: 

“Last year, just before I left for my 
appointment as viceroy of Canton. Yung 
Lu in conversation told me he inteded to 
attack and drive out all the foreigners. 
When I told him It was an utter Impossi¬ 
bility he replied, ‘Well, I intend to try It, 
anyhow.’ I could not believe he meant It, 
but It seems he did. 

“Do you hear the foreigners talk much 
against Yung Lu?” Li inquired. “Not the 
legation people,” I replied. “They see.pi 
to be satisfied with ^iVuaauddB tqSiu 
rroZS.0 kt! luaPH1103 sv .inwoi_JU.uk. 

plied. “I could not but help hum asTne 
had always been friendly to me. But,” ; l 
he continued, "he made an awful fool of 
himself this time.” 

About the Dowager Empress. 

One cannot be but surprised that the 
empress dowager, who has shown ability 
in many directions, should have been 
made to believe that her contemplated 
war against all the world had even a pos¬ 
sibility of success. The origin of that 
lady has often been incorrectly stated in 
print, and the lie that she was once a 
slave girl has been generally believed. 
The truth is that she Is the daughter of 
a Manchu taotai named Hui. She was 
selected as one of the secondary wives of 
the emperor Hsien Feng and bore him a 
son, who became the Emperor Tung Chih. 
Her sister was married to the seventh 
prince and bore him the present Emperor 
Kuang Hsii. So the empress dowager 
really Is widow of Emperor Hsien Feng, 
mother of Emperor Tung Chih and aunt 
of Emperor Kuang Hsii. Her father was 
intrusted to lead an army against the Tai 
Ping rebels while she was a secondary 
wife of Hsien Feng and before she gave 
birth to Tung Chih, and because he ran 
away in a cowardly manner he was be¬ 
headed by order of her husband, Hsien 
Feng. 

The first or proper wife of Hsien Feng 
died young without offspring, and the em¬ 
press dowager was Installed as wife after 
the birth of Tung Chih. Uanchus fre¬ 
quently ask if the foreign powers will ! 
allow they empress to cnnHime in control [ 
of the government should she return to | 
Peking in October. My reply is "I hope 
not.” In the meantime the legation is j 
being fortified all around with a strong 1 
fort-like stone wall 15 feet high, 4 feet j 
thick, and pierced with many loopholes 
for firing. 

Dr. Mnnim an Able Man. 

The new German minister, Dr. von 
Mumm, has shown himself an able man, 
and it is hoped he will remain here for a 

long time. The new French minister has 
been here but a short time, and no esti¬ 
mate of his strength is possible as yet. 
Sir Ernest Satow, the British minister. Is 
not liked by the British, but no British 
minister ever is. On the whole, it is con¬ 
ceded that he is an improvement on Sir 
Claude MacDonald. United States Minis¬ 
ter Conger, the cables say, is coming 
hack. After his wholesale whitewashing 
of the missionary looters this was to be . 
expected, as it has always been under¬ 
stood here that a man who would hack up 
the missionaries in China was secure in 
his post. Col. Denby understood the situ¬ 
ation and held his post for 12 years In j 
consequence. 

With the report that the court Is defl- J 
nitely coming back in October, schemes | 
to make money are getting afoot. Only | 
yesterday I was requested to secure 
American capital to finance a railroad i 
from Peking to Kalgan, a distance of 130 | 
miles. This road has been contemplated 
for a long time and no concession for It 
has as yet been granted. Opposition is 
supposed to exist on the part of Russia, | 
but Li Hung Chang assured me to-day 
that Russia would not object to Ameri¬ 
cans building a road to Kalgan. The 
Chinese themselves are now unable to 
build this road, and would doubtless be 
glad to have American rather than con¬ 
tinental investment. 

Hunt for Concessions. 

A large trade In skins, tea, fur, bones, 
lime and coal would be carried by this 
railroad but the passenger traffic would 
be comparatively moderate. Several 
years ago Italians tried to obtain a con¬ 
cession to build it, but at that time Chiao 
Shu Chiao was president of the railways 
board and he sat down on the project. 
Other railway schemes are in the air, 
and once the court is hack in Peking the 
concession hunters will be here in full 
force. 

The study of English is being taken up 
rapidly. Princes Su and Ting have a 
private tutor. Ui Hung Chang’s daughter 
has a lady teaching her jSnglish and the 
piano. Seventy boys, all sons of officials, 
have joined the class of Mr. Allardyce 
and have applied to enter the Imperial 
university as soon as re-opened, as Li 
Hung Chang says it undoubtedly will be 
In the early autumn. 

Word has just come from the court at 
Hsianfu appointing Na-Tung. an ex-box- 



■^J^y~to Japan to apologizeToTjlil with imperi^fArii^^c¥TonTiA and did not 
eader, 
murder 

Legation fSbrbeheaded the next best 
Tung is not tcibe’ him is to have 
use that ^Q^Xfapologi.er. He Is a 
him act as f^YV^i-uiess have to fur- 

whlch rich man and will d whlch will In 
nish his own expense^ ^ hJg ^ 

some measure Hlg colleague, Chi 
boxer diss‘p^th* 1i°tnworse than himself, lost 

gs head'foAiJ participations. 
1 Withdrawal of Troops. 

m1 of this month will probably 
The end' withdrawal of all troops 

Witness the excepting the force to be 
from Peking legation guards, which will 
known as th e vary in number from 

be Perm^®^f'ul at" the Dutch legation to | 
a meJ6+A American and 300 at the Ger- f| 

^rfhn alf there will be less than 2,000 W 
inrl should Tuan Shih Kai’s foreign g 

me"' Tenons to the number of 4,000, that | 
to preserve order after I 

the withdrawal of the rorei^n^troops.Je- | 
ride to turn boxers and attack the lega- 
Clu6 t, ernorrlc wnnlrl hflVft their i tions again, the guards would have their 

hThde new barracks built for the Ameri¬ 
can troops are a disgrace to the officer or 
man who planned them. The Germans 
have built decent barracks facing south, 
and thus avoiding to a considerable de¬ 
gree both sun in summer and cold in 
winter. The Americans have built a long 
row of shabby buildings facing west and 
another facing north, both of which will 
get the full effect of sun in summer and ! 
the fierce wind and dust storms and blow g 
In winter. The American soldiers will P 

spring from the lower ranks and spread 
upward. Consequently the question of 
whether or not the missionaries were well 
thought of by the official classes solves 
the question of their being a cause of the 
movement. The writer who has been 
for years in intimate contact with the 
most prominent officials in the empire is 
Willing to assert that missionaries as a 
whole have been detested by the whole of 
officialdom with a few exceptions. The 
missionaries were one of the principal 
causes of the trouble because they con¬ 
stantly irritated the officials by their 
presence in the yamens on behalf of 
their converts, causing much of the gen¬ 
eral anti-foreign hatred that exists 
among the official classes. 

The Catholics are more to blame than 
the Protestants for this state of affairs, 
but the Protestants must plead guilty to 
the same sort of irritation. In the settle¬ 
ment of indemnity claims the same thing 
is now appearing. Chow Fu. the Chihli 
treasurer, who has had the settlement 
of missionary claims in this province, 
said in speaking of these claims: 

“Yes, I have settled them all at last 
and it has been a most tedious affair. 

I seems odd that they should have been 
faced in directions that would insure the 
greatest discomfort to the men. As I 
heard a man remark the other day, “the 
American barracks are tne only buildings 

I built by foreigners in Peking that face 
- north.” 

suffer unnecessarily for the stupid, care¬ 
less blunder of some incapable plan- _ 
drawer. There is abundant room in the I 
compound and the buildings might have JL — P~--. -.. —-1 I 
faced any direction at pleasure. So it again comes out ahead of his lay brother 
seems odd that thpv should havp been Sm who may have to wait a year or more 

Protestants More Reasonable. 

“The ‘Jesus Christian’ missionaries 
(Protestants), were more reasonable in 
their demands, although they were too 
exorbitant in some instances and I had 
to force them down to reason, but the 
‘Lord of Heaven’ Christians (Catholics), 
were conscienceless in their extortionate 
demands and I found it hard to satisfy 
them. ‘Missionaries,’ he continued, ‘are 
like all other human beings—there are 
good and bad. Some men I could see 
were only willing to claim what they had 
lost, which was entirely just. Others were 
mercenary in the extreme and showed 
they were taking advantage of an op¬ 
portunity to enrich themselves.” 

In most of the provinces the mission¬ 
ary cases have been settled by the pro¬ 
vincial authorities; the claims being paid 
in cash. In this respect the missionary 

Hldljiinr Places of Treasure, 

What a busy time digging hiding places 
for Valuables there must have been in 
this city when the allied troops were ap¬ 
proaching last year! From the stories of 
looting one reads in the papers, it would 
naturally be supposed that every valu¬ 
able piece of porcelain, jade or bronze 
had been looted and carried away by 
the foreign dqvils. But not a bit of it. 
Much undoubtedly was so taken away, 
but now the Chinese curio shops have 
blossomed into existence again and have 
as fine ware on their shelves as ever. In¬ 
deed, as a great part of the looting was | 
done by Chinese rabble, many valuable f- 
pieces of porcelain were stolen by them 
from wealthy families and sold to the 
curio dealers. 

Peter Kierulff, a man who has been 
Paying curios in China for 30 years, said 
the other day he had seen more beauti¬ 
ful, more rare and more expensive porce¬ 
lains, bronzes and silk antiques in the 
last two months than before the out¬ 
break. This goes to show that no mat¬ 
ter how well or how thoroughly the for¬ 
eign troops thought they had looted this 
city the wily celestial had ways and 
means to conceal his treasures that baf¬ 
fled the search of the western_soldier. All 
the missionaries have fine collections of 
ancient porcelains that they claim have 
been presented to them by grateful na¬ 
tives. They have become' adepts in the 
value of a kiln mark or a dynastic sym¬ 
bol on the bottom of a plate or vase and 
can assure you that the article under 
inspection is a genuine Ming dynasty 
vase and is worth at least $200, but as 
the money will all go to the mission for 
good uses and the vase was a present 
they will part with it for the trifling con¬ 
sideration of $50, and their coolie will 
carry it to your hotel for you to save you 
unnecessary trouble. 

The Missionary Problem. 

The missionary problem in China is by 
no means an easy one. A great many 
attribute the late Boxer outrages to mis- 

s onn?eS alone; °thers consider mis- 
only °ne of several causes 

ancl not the greatest cause of the trouble 
while most of the missionaries them¬ 
selves declare they were in no wav 
sPonsible for the uprising y 
ifclfFP’one now knows that the Boxer 
$®j|ment was planned from the top was 

1 „■ |y leading Chinese offS,— 

still before his indemnity is paid. What 
proportion of the body of the next treaty 
with China will be devoted to the mis¬ 
sionary question remains to be seen. If 
they are given special rights denied to 
traders and others, as has been the case 
heretofore, and allowed by these treaty 
rights to force themselves upon unwilling 
communities, then just as sure as the 
sun rises and sets will anti-foreign feel¬ 
ing continue to he intensified and future 
missionary riots be as frequent as in the 
past. If I was making the new treaty 
I would devote one short paragraph to 
the missionary problem. It would read: 
“Missionaries are entitled to be treated 
the same as traders and to enjoy equal 
privileges with them of residence or 
travel.” 

Privileges. Their Special 

In the old treaties special privileges of 
residence in the interior, denied to trad¬ 
ers, was accorded the missionary. This 
was unfair and should be abrogated. The 
results of 40 years of missionary effort 
are not very apparent, if you leave out 
the hundreds of cases of riot and blood¬ 
shed that have filled the archives of the 
various legations. After the million.^ of 
dollars that have been spent by America 
and England in the attempt to Christian- 

elusions may he 
follows: 

ize China, to say nothing of the Catholla 
missions from the continent, there i5 
nothing to indicate that if the money ele- 

i an(* the forengn missionary were 
withdrawn that the so-called native 
church would be in existence after a few 
years at most. The missionaries indig- 

,,ny this.statement. They usually 
crittcism of their work and. 

methods by the rejoinders that the critio 
never came near a mission station,” 
ijever inspected their work.” and “being 

port ” ebeVer wouId not make a fair re- 

t\\ hile this has been true in many cases, 
.at is equally true that the missionaries 
1 not- 

aefter 

l \ 

accept any criticism of the char- 
or motives of their converts, but 

vvnen shown the non-result or bare result 
ot, years of work and expense in any given 
direction are willing to continue the same 
fruitless work providing only that the 
money supply is kept up from home. 

I ! 

Result of Observation. 

I spent 12 years as a missionary physi¬ 
cian m the employ of the American Pres¬ 
byterian mission, and during that time I 

pl?yf5ician as well to the English Bap- 
nnu I^lssl0.ns- &nd in touch with the work 
the1 S;laie<i Tith the members of all 
J?® ™Issi°nary bodies in North China 

were extender?eny that my observations 
Sv nf ti? d , ,my 0PPortunities for a 
’ "dy of the problem complete. 

1 ™ ake a large volume to discuss 
imnniiCn 111 a'l its bearings. My eon- 

um 
roughly sumnr__ , 

When evidence of practical 
common sense is compulsory to appoint¬ 
ment as a missionary results'will improve. 
IVtany missionaries have hindered much 
more than advanced the cause they are 
supposed to represent. A conscientious 
weeding out of missionaries practiced by 
tfje church authorities would greatly Im¬ 
prove the fruit. Protestant or Catholic 
native church members arn no more re¬ 
liable either as business men or servants 
than the raw heather). I prefer the latter. 

ROBERT COLTIiiN, JR. 
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INTERESTS IN CHINA. 

Beyond 

Ktt-K-b-Sir: A1 

the The^ Vast Business That Dies 
Philippines 

To the Editoe of The SuN-k<5ftr: Al? of 
the internal difficulties of the Chinese Empire 
with regard to the building of railways in their 
territory are susceptible of an easy solution; 
that is to say, let Americans build them. 

The Chinese saw this early in the present 
year, when the Imperial Parliament, by edict 
from the Throne, authorized and empowered 
his Excellency Wu Ting Fang, Envoy Extraor¬ 
dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the 
United States, to enter into a contract with an 
American syndicate; and when his Excellency, 
who, by the way, is trpbly qualified to nego¬ 
tiate, owing to his masterful knowledge of 
law. of the English language and of business, 
closed the most important contract ever made 
in behalf of an Eastern railway enterprise, 
involving, as it did, £900,000,000 sterling, late in 
April of this year, it was only because the war 
with Spain immediately followed that work 
was temporarily postponed by the American 
corporation. 

It seems a little strange that England now 
makes the crucial test of her influence in China 
the critical matter of the Newchwang conces¬ 
sion, because that railway so closely approaches 
Port Arthur, leased to Russia, and the Siberian 
transcontinental system which it has been 
more or less understood Russia intended to 
extend through Moukden down by way of 
Leaotong to her newly leased military and 
naval station. The fact remains, however, that 
English people (supposed to be the enormously 
wealthy Hong Kong and Shanghai banking 
corporation), duly secured the right to con¬ 
struct the Newchwang branch, to connect with 
the main line south (the only line already built 
in China); so now the question is, how far will 
the English Government go, so close to the 
sphere of Russian influence and activity, in 
support of the conceded legal position of an 
English corporation ? Right here it should be 
kept in mind that China gave to Russia conces¬ 
sions permitting Russia to assist China wher¬ 
ever outside aid was needed in Manchuria. 

It may be doubted if Russia, who has been at 
work on such a grand scale to complete her 
transcontinental system, is ready to go to war 
with England, making .Newchwang the casus 

belli, for the excellent reason that the trans¬ 
continental system, by which the Czar could 
transport his armies so readily to the far East, 
is by no means yet finished; nor could it pos¬ 
sibly be finished before the year 1900. The Rus¬ 
sians have been especially active, however, in 
Pekin during the last eighteen months, have 
succeeded in some important diplomatic affairs, 
supposedly through the influence of Li Hung 
Chang, and the vast imperial establishment of 
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the Czar has been carefully aud ceaselessly 
planning and paving a way for Russian aggran 

. the Celestial Empire. It was even dizement in _ 
said atone time that the Russians" hoped'to 
get a railway footing at Hankow, through the 
failure of the Belgians, hut this, when inquired 
into officially by the English authorities, was 
denied, and the denial permitted our English 
friends to breathe easier when it was publicly 
announced in the House of Commons 

The American press has pointed out that 
most of the trade of Newchwang is in American 
hands. In view of this fact, and of the reported 
new awakening in our own country to the duty 
of our Government to protect its citizens, it 
may be proper to inquire whether or no any 
steps have been taken at "Washington to safe¬ 
guard American interests in the pending con¬ 
troversy. All these questions intertwine them¬ 
selves into the so-called "problem ” of Ameri¬ 
can ascendancy in the Philippines, though to 
any other powerful Government it never seems 
to have been a "problem” at all whether or no 
it should retain splendid territory thrown into 
its lap by the capacity and valor of its soldiers 
and sailors and the ‘ fortunes of war ” As 
The Sun has so tersely and patriotically said: 
“Sooneror later, and the sooner the better, 
we shall have to signify our determination not 
to permit our treaty rights to be whittled down 
to next to nothing through successive appro- 

- ' T -* - 



■prfetfonsot s{5tieres^^tnfluence in 'China „v 
European powers.” " Sors de I’enfance, reveille 

'm to'i, said J. J. Rousseau to all drowsy dreamers 
in the domain of intellect. “ Wake up, America 
from your neglect of magnificent territorial 
and commercial opportunities and duties to 
mankind.” might now be said to the American 
Congress and Cabinet, as well as to a certain 
retroactive section of the American populace 
A drama of most colossal commercial and politi¬ 
cal possibilities is unfolding in the far East 
What is to be our national position in the events 
that promise to revolutionize trade and civiliza¬ 
tion tor hundreds of millions of people ? 

The™ ueed not be any “ back down ” on the 
part of either Russia or England, both proud, 
imperial and , tenacious of just claims. China 
need not be dismembered. The Russians and 
the English need not push their war prepara¬ 
tions. France. Germany and Japan need not 
ponder as to what part they should take in a 
tremendous international conflagration. The 
United States can preserve the peace and 
equilibrium of the civilized world by construct¬ 
ing all. the railways in China, guaranteeing 
equal rights to all nationalities, without favor 
or spoliation. Every newspaper in this country 
should urge its readers to use their best 
efforts to have the Government at Washington 
adopt a strong open door ” policy in China 

V announce to the world that American cit- 
„ lzens and American investments in distant 

lands will be protected with all the power of 
, the United States Army and Navy. These sen- 

$5 timents are respectfully submitted to President 
McKinley, the Cabinet and the Congress If 
there is anything in our "traditions” that in- 

j terleres with this proposition, so much the 
. , worse for the "traditions.” If China had not 

i been living up to her traditions ” for so many 
, J years, she would not now be seeking outside 

aid for the development of her vast resources 
;f, In his book China in Transformation,” just 

- v published, Mr. A. R. > 1 .quhoun shows plainly 
» enough that the battle in China has assumed 
; . the form of a struggle for railway concessions, 

G? ..^U1,611 one considers for a moment Great 
to Britain s practically unapproachable naval 

> >1 strength in far Eastern waters, and her trade 
* bnshments in China, it seems very remark- 

j able how listless or impotent she has been in 
securing railway privileges. Whileshestood by 
a Belgian syndicate got semi-control of the route 

1 from Pekin to Hankow. This has passed into 
* 5 ,°ther. and stronger, hands, with the consent of 

his Excellency Sheng Tajen, Imperial Direc¬ 
tor. whose headquarters are at Shanghai, a 

j centre of English activity. The road from 
Chinkiang to Tientsin, along the old canal, a 

' veritable bonanza, is not English, though to 
. whom it belongs, or may belong, does not at 

this writing seem certain, 
j There was a good deal of force in remarks 

. > made by Sir William Harcourt at Hertford on 
j July 27, when he said.referring to complications 

m China: They are of a very serious 
character. The country has beenforsome time 
disappointed, and, at last, it is becoming dis¬ 
gusted. A pretentious foreign policy lias proved 
to be nothing but an impotent diplomacy 
Their open doors are mostly closed; they are 
hardly ajar, and if you should squeeze in you 
would find that the front parlor is already oc- 

- cupied by a foreign family.” Russia, on the 
! other hand, to employ the words of the London 

Times, has had a definite motto (and results 
show how well she has adhered to it), "I)e 
Vaudace, d’ Vaudace, et toujours d’ Vaudace." 

It is hard to say what English statesmen have 
aotually accomplished in China during the last 
year. I see nothing of consequence, except 
the convention signed at Pekin by Li Hung 

ijj Chang. Hsu Ting-Iv’nei and Claude McDonahl, 
by the terms of which there was secured an ex- 

■ tension of British territory (or more accurately 
speaking of territory under British control) on 

; the mainland opposite Hong Kong. That con¬ 
i' cession, however, is most ambiguous as to rail¬ 
’s way privileges, its language on that important 
.] subject reading: "When, nereafter, China con- 

, structs a railway to the boundary of the 
Kanhing territory (which is opposite Hong 

3 Kong) under British control arrangements shall 
if be discussed.” Here English and American 

- interests may make a com bination, as American 
"!f concessions include "the right to build 

a branch from Canton to the sea,” and it is not, 
perhaps, too much to say. in view of the condi- 

V; tion of public opinion in Great Britain and 
, America, that that clause may lead to conse- 

i, quences of stupendous importance. Who can 
. say but that that apparently minor clause, no 
* doubt the best that McDonald could secure, 

i may not be the stepping-stone by which Anglo- 
American federation may be reached! 

Thuelow Weed Baenes. 
Metropolitan Club, New Yoek, Aug. 8,1898, 
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China Accepts Russia’s Ultimatui 

The special cable despatch to The Sun 

from Pekin which we published yester- 

| day morning was obviously of unusual 

1 importance. It appears that immediately 

\ after the issue of the imperial decree 

on Thursday of last week, whereby the 

Anglo-German loan was sanctioned, the 

Czar’s representative made a peremptory 

demand, which, in all likelihood, must 

lead to war, or to a further partition of the 

seacoast of the Middle Kingdom. The de¬ 

mand was that China should surrender to 

i Russia all her sovereign rights over 
\ Arthur and Talienwan for the same term of 
years and on the same conditions as those 
upon which Germany secured Kiao Chou 

, Bay, and also that Russia should receive 
; the right to construct a railway between 
Port Arthur and the Siberian trunk lines. 
Notice was given that if within five days 

! the demand was not complied with, Russia 
, would move troops into Manchuria. A sub- 
| sequent despatch from Berlin announces 
j that China promptly yielded to Russia’s 
ijj demand. 

It might have been taken for granted 
| that the Pekin Government, anxious to 
avert the nearest danger, would make, 
within the specified time, the conces¬ 
sions which Russia required. Its army 
iwas left in a chaotic state after the 
|war with Japan, and, although an at¬ 
tempt has been made of late to render a 
part of it effective, the work of organiza- 

Jtion and training has been committed to 
JRussian officers, who would, of course, be 
^recalled in the event of the Czar assuming 
■ja hostile attitude. The question remains, 
,'How will Japan and England receive the 
news that the sovereign rights of China in 

|the Liau-Tung Peninsula have been leased 
to Russia for a term of ninety-nine years, 
which would, of course, be equivalent to a 
lease in perpetuity. 

We are not without indications of the 
view that Japan will take of such a 

I transaction. Not long ago the Mika- 
! do’s Ministers called upon the Pekin 
| Government for positive assurances that 
I the occupation of Port Arthur by Russian 
| warships was only temporary, and would 
I cease on the termination of the winter,when 

the breaking up of the ice at Vladivostock 
I would permit the return of the Russian 
j vessels thither. Failing to receive from 
j Pekin a satisfactory reply upon this point, 
I the Tokio Government addressed a request 
for definite information directly to St. I 
Petersburg. The answer comes in the shape i 
of the ultimatum delivered to China, 
and in China’s meek submission to the 

I terms imposed. Under the circumstances, ] 
I Japan cannot, without a grave loss of 
f dignity, acquiesce in China’s acceptance 

Of the ultimatum. She must either re¬ 
sort to war to preserve the integrity 
of China’s territory from Russia’s en¬ 
croachment, or, recognizing that the work 
of partition will go on, must insist upon 
receiving her share of the spoils. 

We presume that an attempt at accom¬ 
modation will be made at China’s expense, 
for the naval power of Japan in Chinese 
waters is superior to that of Russia and 
France combined, and, so long as she main¬ 
tained that preponderance, she could place 
troops in Manchuria much faster than 
Russia could transport them across Siberia 
in the present unfinished state of the Trans¬ 
continental railroad. But what section of 
the mainland would the Japanese accept in 
lieu of the Liau-Tung Peninsula, which 
was taken from them on the plea that 
China’s territorial integrity must not be 
impaired ? She would, doubtless, accept 
Corea, but how could Russia permit a Jap¬ 
anese possession to be interposed between 
Vladivostock and her new acquisitions, 
Port Arthur and Talienwan? Another 
compensat ion which the Tokio Government 
might view with favor would be an agree¬ 
ment that, after the last installment of the 
war indemnity had been paid by China, the 
Japanese should continue to occupy the 
naval stronghold, Wei-hai-Wei, which 
hitherto, they have held only as security.' 
Against such an arrangement Germany 
would be likely to protest, for the sphere of 
influence, or hinterland, which the new- 

whkbsBSL— 
owners of Wei-hai- iaim, wou 
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be the province of Shan-Tung, upon whic1^ 
the Germans consider that they have estal^ 
lished a lien by their seizure of Kiao Chou0^j 

It is conceivable that Russia and Gere 
many might suggest the surrender to Japan 
of Fuh-chow Fu, or of some other port in Fuh 
Keen, the southeastern maritime province 

i which liesnearest to Formosa, and which is 
believed to have fomented the rebellion in 
that island against the Japanese authorities. 

| Fuh Keen, which would thus fall within the 
j Japanese sphere of influence, has an area 

lof more than 53,000 square miles, and 
jjj contains at least 15,000,000 inhabitants. 
H It -is bordered on the southwest byKwang- 

Tung, the province in which Canton and 
;:! Hong Kong are situated, and wherein Eng- 
' i land already exercises a virtual ascendancy. 

■t Corea, the northern part of Shan-Tung, Fuh 
.? Keen, or some other section of the Asiatic 
4 mainland, the Mikado will almost certainly 

: exact, if the Russians are peacefully to 
j acquire Port Arthur and Talienwan, the 
” possession of which will practically give 
i them the control of all the Chinese terri 
j tory north of theGreat Wall, and, by virtue-* 

• of that, a dominant influence at Pekin. j\ 
Would England side with Japan, if tt 

i latter power, failing to receive an equiv 
lent for Russia’s absorption of the Li' 

j Tung Peninsula, should consider itd 
j driven to make war ? One. would answf 

| the affirmative, if one had in view only tho 
| indications of Lord Salisbury’s intention 
I which were furnished by the speeches made 
j during the recess by Sir Michael Hicks- 
J Beach and Mr. A. J. Balfour. Since 
I then, however, the Premier himself and 
j Mr. Curzon, his lieutenant in the lower 
j house, have intimated that British inter- 
| ests would be sufficiently conserved if the 
I Czar would follow the German Emperor’s 
j example and declare that any Chinese har¬ 

bors occupied by him should be free ports. 
Such a declaration would be no more bind¬ 
ing than a treaty, and everybody knows 
what became of the Treaty of Paris, when, 
about fourteen years later, Russia saw an 
opportunity of defying it. Undoubtedly, 
should England support Japan, Russia 
would have to renounce the Liau-Tung 
Peninsula, or agree that Japan should have 
ample compensation. 

England, in short, by reason of her greatly 
superior fleet, holds, for tho moment, the 
key of the position in the far East. It re¬ 
mains to be seen whether she will seize the 
opportunity of asserting decisive influence, 
or let it slip by and wait until the comple¬ 
tion of the Siberian Railway shall have 
made Russia irresistible on land, and, there¬ 
fore, the prospective master of the Middle 
Kingdom. 

ENGLAND CHINA. 

Tempornrl 
Japan's Interests Can Only 

cord with Great Britain's. 

To the Editor of The Sun Sir: Altl 
the actual plmsoof the Chinese question 1 
peaceful, there is no reason to appreher, ^ 
outbreak of war the day after to-vnoriow. - w 
a conflict as would he provoked by an ai v 
hostility on the part of any of the squadrons 1 ^ 
sembled in Chinese waters at this moment l t 
not to be entered on lightly; and no responsi \ ^ 
Government will begin war wantonly, least \ 
all that of a country whose food supp ies 1 

to be obtained from abroad. 1 refer- ° €0 \ 
to Great Britain. The resources of diplomacy 
are bv no means exhausted in the treatmen t . 
the Chinese question, and it may yet prove tha 
all the noise raised as a result of the seizure c 
Kiao Chou by the Germans is for the purpose « 

j finding out just what the pretensions ot tn 
I various powers are with regard to China, am 
I fiow they can be reyo^ciled^ if possible. 



^Those most concerned in what is going on—, 
naturally, China and Japan, and they are both 
threatened. The powers looking: to the com¬ 
mercial and financial partition of China desire 
to avail themselves of the opportunity to effect 
their purpose before China has had time to re¬ 
cover from the blow she received from the 
Japanese in the late war, and before the Japan¬ 
ese navy has had time to develop its strength 
to such an extent as to make it the dominant 
force in the western Pacific. Russia, as you 
permitted me a short time ago to point out, has 
to secure an outlet in a climate more favorable 
than that of Vladivostock, for both political and 
commercial reasons; and. therefore, requires ter¬ 
ritorial concessions of rather a wide scope. At 
the same time she is not likely to push her pre¬ 
tensions to extremes before the completion of 
the trans-Siberian Railway, and its branch to 
the Chinese coast places her in a position to do 
so with effect. The Germans, having secured an 
eligible foothold on the coast, have now a basis 
for Hinterland claims should the opportunity or 
necessity arise for asserting them, and need not 
press for more at present. France has no appar- 
ent reason for any action that would precip¬ 
itate the breaking up of China, her attention 
being directed to the consolidation and exten¬ 
sion of her African interests. At the same time 
she would be bound to support those powers 
whose claims or demands on China conflicted 
the least with her own present and future inter¬ 
est in eastern Asia. 

The attitude of Great Britain is one requiring 
close examination, because of the magnitude 
and far-reaching character of her demands on 
China. Briefly stated they are: First, that China 
shall accept a loan guaranteed by Great Britain; 
secondly, that as security the customs adminis¬ 
tration shall be placed under her agents, with a 
contingent control of the likin or internal cus¬ 
toms; thirdly, the right to push the Burmese 
railways at once into Yunnan and Sechuen; 
and, fourthly, that no cessions of territory shall 
be made to any other power south of the Yang- 
tse-kiang. 

The acceptance of the first demand by China 
would be to establish the right of Great Britain 
to a controlling voice in all future financial 
transactions which the Chinese Government 
might wish or be forced to undertake. The 
first step in the Khcdivializing of China would 
have been taken. The acceptance of the second 
proposition would place Great Britain in a po¬ 
sition so to manipulate the administration of 
the coast and internal customs that, in connec¬ 
tion with the concession of the third demand, it 
would enable her to attract the vast bulk of the 

l internal trade of China to herself. 

R Tbe lhird and fourth demands hang together, 
but have to be treated separately. The conces¬ 
sion to Great Britain of the unrestricted right 
to construct railways from Burmah into the 
southwestern provinces of China would have 
the effect of turning them into commercial 

tributaries of Great Britain. A railway con¬ 
necting Rangoon in Burmah by way of Bhamo 

jpith Ichang at the head of navigation on the 
langtse-kiang would act as a suction pipe to 
draw away to the port of Rangoon the trade 

the most prosperous and flourishing 
Parts of China, and give products taking that 
route the advantage of many days in point of 
time and of distance in the race for the Eu¬ 
ropean markets. By just so much trade as 
might take the British route through Burmah 
would the potential trade of other powers, with 
no other but all sea routes from the coast at 

B b<3 diminished- The advantage 
British manufactures would have for entry and 
distribution into the vast and populous regions 
which the British Government proposes to pene- 
trate by means of railways constructed by Brit- 
lsh capitai, and affording employment to Brit 
isn labor and shipping, are too obvious o need 

en'argmgupon. A glance at the map will show I 

and comn6tter ‘Chin^^r, territorially ana commercially, would, bv fhp „„„„ ■ „ » 
the third and fourth of EnlJd', hT 7,°' 
Placed under her practical control. man *’ be 

The fourth demand in itself 
station ot any eVtl„Z ‘T^‘T "“‘ 
tonal acquisition beyond the nres<?n/h“ch terrl- 
of Tonquin. for which the ocenn ? boundanes 

and of Hainan, suggested by he Brir'^6 ]‘Sl' 
Would be no compensation. British press, 

M now conle to tho point where th» • * 
this country is involved T tbe lntorest of 

our interest in this quest8ay’ briefly> 
-s — ’1'iestmn appears to me 

to be identical with that of China and Japan- 
that is to say, tho maintenance of peace and tho 
friendly settlement of all the difficulties between 
the Chinese Government and other countries. 
It cannot possibly be for the advantage of this 
country to aid in establishing the financial and 
commercial, with the eventual political, predom¬ 
inance of any one country in China. The protes¬ 
tations in the British press and by prominent 
members of the British Government, that 
England does not ask for herself any 
privileges that she is not willing to see 
extended to all other nations, is fine political 
rhetoric, but one has only to point to India and 
ask how much Great Britain’s control and ad¬ 
ministration of that country, with its vast pop¬ 
ulation. have contributed to the general com 
merce and wealth of the world. 

I think it must be quite well understood by 
this time that one great reason why Mr. Joseph 
Chamberlain, speaking on behalf of his col¬ 
leagues in the British Cabinet, refused to enter¬ 
tain tho Colonial proposals for preferential 
trade, was only because it would have been bad 
policy just at this moment, and have interfered 
with the schemes now broached in China and 
elsewhere. 

In concluding, I would say, that if a practical 
opportunity offers, any diplomatic influence 
that our Government can bring to bear in 
the settlement of pending difficulties in China, 
might best be directed to the maintenance of 
the status quo. It is also the interest of China 
and Japan that it should be maintained. Fail¬ 
ing that, to put the truth of the position some¬ 
what crudely, the best thing that could happen 
for both of them would be that the European 
squadrons now in their waters should engage 
in the work of mutual destruction, and give 
them the time, Japan to complete tho organiza¬ 
tion of her fleet, and China that of her military 
power. Self-preservation is the first law of na¬ 
tions as of individuals; those that neglect its 
observance are lost, whether they succumb to 
force or cajolery. Tho Japanese will no more 
help Great Britain to esta. lish her supremacy in 
China by finance ana railways than they will 
aid Russia to do the same thing by other 
means. For the moment, however, the Russian 
danger is the one threatening Japan most, hence 
the temporary co-operation with Great Britain 
at Pekin; but once the Russian menace is avert¬ 
ed, Japan will of necessity resume her attitude 
of observation of the more subtle methods of 
British advance, for in the end they will be as 
fatal to the Japanese aim of full commercial in¬ 
tercourse with China. 

Tue labor of India is as cheap as that of China 
and Japan, and nearly as plentiful as that of the 
two combined. With.that labor and the means of 
access to the interior markets of China entirely 

under the control of British capital and admin¬ 
istration, Japanese trade would be as effectually 
kept out of China as if Russia obtained territo¬ 
rial control of Manchuria. The preservation of 
the status quo, therefore, is the point to be aimed 
at, in the interest of present peace and the ex¬ 
tension of the world’s trade with China without 
prejudice or privilege to any one country in par¬ 
ticular. 

New York, Jan. 22. 
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Chinese Railways and Railway Con- 
cessions. y 

It is obvious that if the/trunk linei of 
railway which are suggested by the geo¬ 
graphical and commercial conditions of 
China had already been awarded to groups 
of capitalists representing various Western 
nationalities, it would be easy to define 
beforehand the respective spheres of influ¬ 
ence which the great maritime powers are 
likely to claim. As a matter of fact, only a 
egmning has been made in this direction 

but it is worth while to consider all the 

to tbis Bubjoot. and, for that 
reason, Mr. Clarence Cary may be said 

and?6 rendered us a service by collecting 
ot tho TSm& them in the current number 
rLlwavfrMW- iHe P°ints ^st, what 
ondw lh already in operation; sec- 

or ^ under construction 
the cSn ^aUd thirdlT>tbe sections of 
ybe Chmese EmDn-cwn which the 

HHi 

\ of railway building has been grafted 
1 foreign countries. 

In China, which has a population vari¬ 
ously computed at from 300,000,000 to 
400,000,000, there are only 320 miles of 
railways which are now operated. To give 
details, there has existed for some time a 
line some 173 miles long, which runs north¬ 
ward from Tientsin along the Gulf of Pe- 
chi-li to the Kaiping coal field at Tong- 
shan, and thence to Shang-hai-quan, where 
the Great Wall reaches the sea. The length 
here given does not include about forty 
miles of partially constructed road extend¬ 
ing further north toward Mukden, which 
was the capital of the Manchu princes be¬ 
fore their conquest of the Middle King¬ 
dom. There is also, between Pekin and 
its seaport Tientsin, a well-built, double¬ 
track line, eighty miles long, which 
has been opened within the last few 
months. There is, finally, a short road, 
some twenty miles in length, which runs 
from a point on the upper Yang-tse 
to the iron mines at Tien-shan-pu. We 
pass to the roads under construction or 
projected. There is a railway of about 
eighty miles now building from Loo-kou- 
Chou Bridge, near Pekin, southwest to 
Pauting-fu, near the coal fields of the so- 
called Western Hills, whence, by aid of 
camel trains, Pekin draws her chief supply 
of fuel. Projected, but not yet begun, is a j 

short line of about fourteen miles from i 

Shanghai to its deep-water port, Woosung, j 
where a railroad actually was built a few 
years ago, but was torn up in deference | 
to Chinese prejudices. 

The foreign concession seekers, however, S 
have been competing for some time for the | 
control of a more ambitious project, name- \ 
ly, the proposed trunk line, over 700 miles V 
in length, which is to stretch from Pekin : 
to Hankow, at the junction of the Han 
River with the Yang-tse-Kiang. This 
road is to include the Loo-kou-Chou and 
Pauting-fu section already under construc¬ 
tion, and, when completed to Hankow, will 
be extended probably some 700 miles fur- 1 
ther south to Canton. As this line is to 
run through the heart of the empire, it 
manifestly should be built either by the 
Chinese themselves or by capitalists belong¬ 
ing to some country which contemplates no 
territorial encroachment. Such, doubtless, 
was the motive or the pretext which has 
caused Sheng-Tajen, the Director-General 
of the imperial railway administration, to 
delegate the building of the road to a Bel¬ 
gian syndicate, said to be composed of 
manufacturers whose primary aim is to 
market their products in China. Whether 
this contract will be carried out depends on 
the ability of the Belgian grantees to pay 
during this month of January the first in¬ 
stallment of a promised 4 per cent, loan of 
$22,500,000. This payment Mr. Cary 
deems improbable. 

That the Pekin Government cannot itself 
build railways seems evident from the diffi- 
cuity it is experiencing in the liquidation 
ot the Japanese indemnity. Half of it has 
been paid, but, to defray the other half 
$80,000,000 will be needed, which cannot 
he raised on the maritime customs revenue 
all of which is mortgaged for other loans! 
with the exception of a remnant annually 
amounting to less than $2,500,000. If 
Russia furnishes or guarantees the sum re¬ 
quired to discharge the moiety of the in¬ 
demnity still due, the Chinese will have to 
give her a lien either upon the land tax, I the salt tax, or the likin, an inland barrier 
tax. According to the latest telegrams 
from Pekin, the first named of these three 
imposts is to be accepted as security by the 

\'j., 1V ~ - . 
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Czar. But this will give him the right-ol 
placing a Russian supervisor in every fiscal 
district of every Chinese province. 

Let us look now at the railway build¬ 
ing privileges conceded by the Pekin Gov¬ 
ernment, not to individual or corporate 
foreign capitalists, but to foreign powers. 
The treaty recently concluded between 
Russia and China has given the first named 
power the right to carry a branch of the 
Trans-Siberian Railway across Manchuria 
to some convenient port either on the Gulf 
of Pe-chi-li, or on the Yellow Sea. We are 
told that already Russian railway con¬ 

i'? struction parties, guarded by detachments 
P of soldiers who are to establish military f 
! posts, are swarming forward in the Chi¬ 

nese territory on their march to the ocean. 
On the other hand, the Pekin Government 
has conceded to France the right to 
extend into Yun-nan any railway that 
the latter power may build in the 
valley of the Me-Kong or elsewhere 
within the territory of Anam or of Ton- 
quin. Ihere exists, indeed, a convention 
between France and England whereby it 
is agreed that any railway or commercial 
privileges conceded in Yun-nan to one of 
the two powers shall be shared by the 
other. The treaty scarcely could be car¬ 
ried out, however, without the concurrence 
of China, which manifestly is an interested 
party. Mr. Cart evidently thinks that, in 
the event of the partition threatened by 
Germany’s designs upon the province^ of 
Shan-Tung, England would do well to s*eek 
advantages elsewhere than in Yun-nan. 
She should claim, he thinks, the Yang-tse- 
Kiang valley, as well as large territorial 
accessions in Kwang-Tung, near her colony 
of Hong-Kong. 

That railways would be profitable in 
China Mr. Cary has no doubt. The build¬ 
ing of them presents no great difficulties 

\ unnan, the rich districtTof^tmi anc 
western China, where 60,000,000 people 
are believed to live. They are instructed to 
report upon what commodities the people 
" m bul ’ what Chinese products and raw 
material it will pay to import, and the best 
commercial routes by land and water. 

England and Germany have already or¬ 
ganized similar enterprises in China, and are 
planning others in Japan, Siam, and Corea, 
and in all these countries preparations are 
making to receive and to cooperate with the 
representatives of Western trade. 

these significant expeditions have been 
prompted by very alluring evidence that, 
as a result of the recent war, China in par¬ 
ticular, and other ©riental countries also, 
will give greater facilities to Western com¬ 
merce. There is money to be made there, 
and new business to be secured, and Europe 
is eagerly scanning the scene for all the fresh 
opportunities that may offer. 

o 
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excePt from the numerousTriver crossing?^ 
the country being generally rolling or level’ 

• Labor, too, is plentiful and of the cheapest. 
10, Much of the material, however, would have 
§f to be Procured from abroad. To judge from 
: the few examples, even short lines would 
H Prove lucrative. The railway which has 

I ®*lsted for some years from Tientsin via 
Ivaiping to Shan-hai-quan is said to yield a 

M 

ij; net profit from its operation, and the trains 
i< on the road lately opened from Tientsin to 

Pekin are crowded invariably. Even the 
* projected little line from Shanghai to 

YV oosung, if it could be pushed on to Soo- puoiiu.i on co boo* 
H chow and Nankin, would do a large busi- 
I ness. Throttled as it now is hv t.to 7;z-v™ as it now is by the likin, 
I or luland barrier tax, the inland commerce 
| ff China is enormous, and, if that fiscal 
I )b;stacle were removed from the path of 
It 'ailwavs, it would be capable of indefinite 
Expansion. 
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j| k The Efforts to Open Cl^nm, 

|| “Apart from the politica^?Sa^oeu^rmg of 
1 various powers since the Chinese-Japanese 
| War, to secure greater influence in China, 
I the efforts they are making to study her 
? markets and command a larger share of her 

trade are the most noteworthy steps they 
have taken recently toward greater com¬ 
mercial expansion. 

The Lyons Chamber of Commerce, with 
the cooperation of the French Government, 
has sent a commercial mission to China 
and has provided funds to support it 
for two Jears. Starting from Shanghai, 
the trained young men selected for this 
task are going up the Yangtse River 
to Chung-king, 1,600 miles into the interior MJ MfUW JIUtCD mtu - 

of the empire, which will be their base of 
operations. At this point members of the 

assigned t< 
Si-Chuen, 

fiber of his being. There was a ring 
in his voice and in his crisp sentences 
which attested his sincerity, and a 
manliness in his bearing which won for 
him instant respect.” 

UpeicbbiUUS. ./Yb bills {JUlil b -- 

party will be assigned to study the provinces 
* ~ M ' Kwei-Chow, and 

In the archives of the Presbyterian 
Board of Foreign Missions, in this city, 

there has just been found an edict pro¬ 

mulgated by the Emperor of China 
more than half a century ago, it being 

dated 1844, with relation to the treat¬ 
ment to be accorded to all those within 

the domain of the Chinese Empire who 
professed the religion of the “ Lord of 

Heaven.” The edict was called forth 
by disturbances which had arisen 

through some misbehavior of the 
French Catholic missionaries, and in the 
course of which many of the innocent 
had suffered at the hands of the natives. 
The edict was in the form of a memo¬ 

rial of Keting, Imperial Commissioner 
and Viceroy of the Canton and Kwang- 

Se provinces, to the Emperor. Among 
other things contained in this document 

is the following statement, which, in 
view of recent events, will be found of 
deep interest : “ Now, according to the 
request of the envoy of the French na¬ 
tion, Lagrene, that the virtuous profes¬ 
sors of the said religion in China should 
be exonerated from blame, it appears 
suitable to accede thereto ; and it is 
proper to request that henceforth with 
regard to all persons, whether Chinese 
or foreigners, professing the religion of 
the Lord of Heaven, who do not create 
disturbance nor act improperly, it be 
humbly entreated of the imperial benev¬ 
olence to grant, that they be exonerated 
from blame. But if such persons re¬ 
sume their former ways, and indepen¬ 
dently of their professions commit other 
crimes and misdemeanors, then they 
will be dealt with according to exist¬ 
ing laws. With regard to the French 
and the subjects of other foreign na¬ 
tions who profess the aforesaid relig¬ 
ion, it is only permitted them to build 
churches at the five ports opened for 
foreign commerce, and they must not 
improperly enter the inner land to dif¬ 
fuse their faith. Should any offend 
against the regulations and overstep 
the boundaries, the local officers, as 
soon as they can apprehend them, shall 
immediately deliver them over to the 
consuls of the different nations to be 

Russia and Cliinm^0 

According to a telegram from St. Peters¬ 
burg it appears that in November a second 
loan is to be made to China by French 
bankers, and to be guaranteed by Russia. 
Simultaneously we are informed that Rus¬ 
sian agents have gone to Pekin to negotiate 
for the establishment of a Russian-Chinese 
bank in that city. 

Of course, nobody imagined that the ser¬ 
vices rendered by the Czar to the ruler of 
the Middle Kingdom would not receive a 
quid pro quo. The magnitude of those 
services cannot well be overestimated. The 
treaty of Shimonoseki left the Manchu 
dynasty at Pekin in a critical position. The 
naval arsenal, Port Arthur, and the Liau- 
tung peninsula had been ceded to Japan in 
perpetuity. This meant that a Japanese 
fleet would command the Gulf of Pechili, 
and that a Japanese land force would be 
permanently stationed between Pekin and 
Mukden, the old Manchu capital. Nor was 
this the only precaution taken to leave the 
Chinese empire at the mercy of future ag¬ 
gression on the part of Japan. It was fur¬ 
ther agreed that the Japanese should retain 
possession of Wei-Hai-Wei, the other naval 
fortress on the Gulf of Pechili, until 
all the stipulations with reference to 
an indemnity and to the commercial privi¬ 
leges demanded for Japanese in China had 
been carried out. Whether Wei-Hai-Wei 
would ever be surrendered seemed doubtful 
in view of the ease with which a pretext 
for keeping it could be found; for, while 
with the assistance of English and American 
bankers the indemnity might be forthcom¬ 
ing at the designated times, it would prove 
scarcely practicable to guarantee the safety 
of Japanese merchants in the disaffected 
and lawless districts of the interior. At 
any moment the Mikado’s Government 
could have put forward a specious casus belli, 
and have renewed the contest under condi¬ 
tions far more propitious than those under 
which the late war began. 

Now, thanks to Russia’s intervention, the 
situation is completely changed. In con¬ 
junction with his French ally, the Czar has 
dealt with the treaty of Shimonoseki as the 
Berlin Congress dealt with the treaty of 
San Stefano. He has deprived the Mikado 
of what was really the chief prize of victory, 
namely, the Liau-tung peninsula, the grasp 
of which was indispensable to the fulfil¬ 
ment of the programme, “Asia for the 
Asiatics.” It is even beginning to look 
questionable whether Japan will be long 
able to exercise ascendancy in Corea, and 
the practical outcome of her ultimate ex¬ 
clusion from that country will be her defi¬ 
nite relegation to the role of insular exten¬ 
sion. Port Arthur lost, the Japanese have 
no longer any motive for inventing a pretext 
to keep Wei-Hai-Wei, after the promised 
indemnity is paid and the covenanted 
rights of trade have been nominally con¬ 
ceded to them by a treaty of commerce. In 
rescuing China, however, from a plight in 
which she seemed destined to eventual 
subjugation at the hands of Japan, Russia 
had no intention of offering a cat’s-paw to 
any other (European power. She would 

havi ■e done just this, however, had the mone * 1 
needed for the indemnity been lent bj 
England in consideration of a complete 
control not only of the present financial 
resources of China, but of the vast 
public works required for the develop-, 
ment of the country. No sooner, therefore,? 
had the Czar delivered the Middle Kingdom 
from the fatal proximity of the Japanese 
Port Arthur, then he came forward in thj , 
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Ho Yow. 

GRAVE charges against Co 
General Ho Yow, designee 
to inculpate Minister Wu 
Fang, all under the seal < 

Six Companies, "are on file in the 
eign Ofiice in Peking. A copy o 
charges was sent to the Ministe 
Washington, and yesterday he 

["here are 
■emember 
tress beii 

rile ot en^'“ooPOOo'torn French tankers. 

c„mPen,»t,on for the snrre^^ ^ appar. 

tuns ; t0„,ard the original 

now any doubt. 

“ Tm the despatch from St. Petersburg 

^correct, that all the rest of the money 
needed to pay China's debt to her late op- 

ponent will be obtained in the same way. 
Having practically become by virtue of 

Ihifguaranty the creditor of Ch.na fora 
verySlarge sum of money, the Czar will be 

justified by public opinion in taking the 
measures calculated to secure repayment of 
his advances, or at least interest upon the 

I debt The reported proposal to establish a 
Russian-Chinese bank at Pekin is the first 

step in that direction. The transfer of the 
J control of the Chinese customs from the 
I present English administrator to Russian 
hands is likely to follow at no distant date. 

I ijhe Russians may also be expected to su- 
I pervise the construction of railway and tel¬ 
egraph lines, should these be resolved upon, 

J although Frenchmen and Americans may 

not improbably succeed in obtaining many 
of the contracts. Gradually Russian influ- 

[ ence will make itself felt in every depart- 
| ment of the Chinese administration and 
become so dominant at Pekin that, should 

the Czar express a wish for Port Arthur as 
the terminus of the Trans-Siberian railway, 
the wish would undoubtedly be gratified. 

Eight months ago it looked as if the out¬ 
come of the war in the far East would be 

either the assertion of a Japanese protecto¬ 
rate over China, or else the complete regen¬ 
eration of the Middle Kingdom through the 
judicious application of English and Ameri¬ 

can capital. A third result, not then antici¬ 
pated, has actually taken place. It is Rus¬ 

sia which has managed to reap where Japan 
had sown, and to shoulder England and the 
United States out of the lucrative position 
V next friend to China. 

The American Troops in China. 

To the Editor op The Sum—Sir: Oscar 
IK. Davis hits the nail bang on the head in a 
■letter in to-day's Sux, in which he character¬ 
ises a statement, attributed to W. D. Reifuss, 
■holding.that “the Americans looted the Tien- 
Itein mint,” and that ‘‘the officers of the Am¬ 
erican army should have gone home million- 
latres,” as an absolute and unqualified lie. 

In almost a dozen letters received by mem¬ 
bers of my family during the last month from 

I Major L. L. Seaman, U. S. V.. written from the 
American army headquarters in Pekin, he 
states, re-states, and states a gain that neither 
the American officers nor soldiers have done or 
are doing any looting whatever. Furthermore 
A? s?r8,that Americas troops alone have 
respected the code of international warfare and 
refrained from theft both public and private 
pi "^eOhan^ appreciates this fact and has 
ag£bT Seaman about it time and 
vonH +h? 8 E*cellencV <wen went a step be¬ 
yond this, and expressed to Major Seaman 

^ire to offer the American people S 

spfrh ofhono? ° °f his.re*ard *<>r their 

d gladly ^bear^the 
a* of transporting two magnffleen? 

rtotA„Tfh'ooHn« ” ™»'"s 

/Vv. , (<jnf_E p- s. 

ise*±a,. 

'tter but there is no doubt tnah, 
Whatever the reason the public at 
home have had less than the tiuth 
told them, and have been encouraged 
to feel a sympathy for the Chinese 
which would disappear at once it 
they knew all the facts. Meanw 1 , 
this is another stroke of luck to 

ChlThas been very lucky for Chinal 
that she had a man at her disposal 
like H.E. Wu Ting-fang to send to 
Washington as Minister. By bis 
frankness, his readiness to accept! 
all that is good m western civihsaj 
tion, his capabilities as an after 
dinner speaker, and his unfailm 
bonhomie, he has captivate 
U. S. Government and the ties- 
When he could not possibly knovj 
what had really happened to th 
Legations—for at one time th 
Empress Dowager herself did no 
know—he stuck to it that the MinnJ 
ters were all safe and were H 
protected from the rebels by tn 
Empress Dowager, and he made suc| 
a score when it turned out that the 
were not massacred, that the ota 
Department have taken his woi 
for gospel ever since even again 
that of their own Minister M 
Conger, and their special commi 
sioner, Mr. Rockhill. Mr. Lo Feng- 
an equally plausible personage, h 
not had the same success in Englai 
because there are more people 
London than in Washington M 
know the truth about things CmneS 
and he discredited himself somewi 
by his transactions with the ArtijJ 
Club. It is evidently with 
greatest difficulty that the U. 
Government, mainly in conseque:1 
of its reliance on Wu Ting-fang, 
been kept in the Conceit ao Bek 
at all. If Washington had been 
to itself it would have objected 
the proposed indemnity as bey< 
China’s powers of payment, it wo 
have left the punishment of the | 
stigators of the outrages to be set! 
by themselves, it would have ch.j 
fully agreed to the restoration of: 
Manchu rule which has been a ciH 
to this Empire for years, and it wc|| 
have recoiled from any demand rap 
the demolition of the Taku fort 
the fortification of the LegatjM 
We allow that there is a great jjjl 
to be said in favour of the Amer HB 
view and we can still hardly bell®* 
that the Chinese Government m*| 
honestly to carry out the peace n 
ditions to which it has agreed;* 
we none the less consider this afCB 
of the United States is partly dijj 
the delay in the pacification ofjB 
Philippines, which, like the reopep® 
of the war in South Africa, is pa" 
China’s traditional luck. 

Local Orientals Apply to 
Home Government 

for Redress. 

Make Grave Charges of 
Neglect of Duty and 

^ <Xrr> N ftfiv Cu . . . .1 

Rumman] of Jjkius. 
<7* 

American mail of the 6| 

>♦♦» »Q 

it Consul- 1 
1 also I 
Ting I 

l of the | 
on file in the For- 8 

mg. A copy of the 
was sent to the Minister at 
;on, and yesterday he tele- ,fe 

graphed the Consul a synopsis of the || 
allegations and insisted on an tame- || 
diate investigation. This the Consul in- fc: 
rtituted at once and met with the Six 
(Companies last night. When inter- | 

:ed in regard to the matter Ho Yow r 

Yes, the Minister has been informed 
/ the Foreign Office that such charges 

.re on file and has telegraphed me to f. 
(investigate and learn their soufee. f 

number of charges—I do not | 
ail of them—the greatest . 

tg laid on the allegation that jj 
i am not conducting the fight against . 
exclusion as aggressively as the com- 1 
■plainants think I should. Another jj 

| charge is that I am neglecting my ot*- f 
cial duties and not protecting the in- I 
tercsts and welfare ‘of-my countrymen. 
We are informed by the Foreign Office 1 
that the charges bear the imprint of the ' 
Six Companies. The Minister has com- | 
municated with me and instructed me 
to investigate the origin of the charges. : 
This I have begun, and to-night met i 
with the Six Companies. They at once 
entered a disclaimer on their minutes, 
and that disclaimer will be forwarded to 
the Minister and by him to the ^Foreign 
Office. I am informed that tfie signa¬ 
tures ana imprint of the companies are 
forgeries. The signatures could *be 
easily simulated and any clever lvood- 
carver with a proof of the seal could 
cut one out. It is hardly probable that 

JSM.with the disclaimer. 



,61e of endorser, procuring by his guarantee 
a loan of $87,500,000 from French bankers. 
How much of this is to be given to Japan as 
compensation for the surrender of the Liuu- 
tung peninsula is not known; but., appar¬ 
ently, a part of it will go toward the original 
indemnity. Nor is there now any doubt, 
provided the despatch from St. Petersburg 
is correct, that all the rest of the money 
needed to pay China’s debt to her late op¬ 
ponent will be obtained in the same way. 

Having practically become by virtue of 
his guaranty the creditor of China for a 
very large sum of money, the Czar will be 

I justified by public opinion in taking the 
I measures calculated to secure repayment of 
I his advances, or at least interest upon the 
I debt. The reported proposal to establish a 
I Russian-Chinese bank at Pekin is the first 
I step in that direction. The transfer of the 
I control of the Chinese customs from the 
I present English administrator to Russian 
hands is likely to follow at no distant date. 

I The Russians may also be expected to su- 
I pervise the construction of railway and tel- 
I egraph lines, should these be resolved upon, 
I although Frenchmen and Americans may 
I not improbably succeed in obtaining many 

of the contracts. Gradually Russian influ¬ 
ence will make itself felt in every depart¬ 
ment of the Chinese administration and 
become so dominant at Pekin that, should 

l the Czar express a wish for Port Arthur as 
the terminus of the Trans-Siberian railway, 
the wish would undoubtedly be gratified. 

Eight months ago it looked as if the out- 
come of the war in the far East would be 

either the assertion of a Japanese protecto¬ 
rate over China, or else the complete regen¬ 
eration of the Middle Kingdom through the 
judicious application of English and Ameri- 

I can capital. A third result, not then antici- 
1 pated, has actually taken place. It is Rus- 
I sia which has managed to reap where Japan 
I had sown, and to shoulder England and the 
^United States out of the lucrative position 

. next friend to China. 
fW TOM 

The American Troops in China. 

To the Editor op The Sun—Sir: Oscar 
I. Davis hits the nail bang on the head in a 

■letter in to-day's Sun, in which he character- 
llzes a statement, attributed to W. I) Reifuss 
■holding that the Americans looted the Tien* 
Itsin mint," and that “the officers of the Am- 
lerican army should have gone home million- 
lalres, as an. absolute and unqualified lie 
I alrDost 3 dozen letters received by mein- 
I bers of my family during the last month from 
Major L. L. Seaman, If. S. V., written from the 

I American array headquarters in Pekin he 
states, re-states, and states again that neither 
the American officers nor soldiers have done r 
aredoingany looting whatever^ Furthermore 

ould overlook their rerno-coi ’ he the G?neral 

yV°ThefAir,y ■Shook th‘e -^Ue 0rf0theedinS*“ 

Involution was fired the Ail -e American 

men m?de of thed»ame ofay that has°ldier 

f °{ Am-ica. avy 
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The “North China Herald,” is partis/ 
set up by the Linotype Composing 

Machine. 

Sartlj-CIjiita Jjtrail). 
IMPARTIAL NOT NEUTRAL. 

6HANGHA1, WEDNESDAY, JAN. 9, 1901. 

CHINA'S LUCK. 

The crucial instance of China’s luck 
occurred in 1870 at the time of 
the Tientsin Massacre. The Power 
chiefly outraged by that great crime 
at Tientsin was France, but it was 
the good fortune of China that 
France was prevented from exacting 
the reparation on which she would 
otherwise have insisted by the break¬ 
ing out of the war with Germany 
in the same month. The apologists 
for China at the present time who 
point to the “ leases ” of Kiaochou 
Bay, Port Arthur, and "Weihaiwei as 
excuses for the recent attempt to 
drive foreigners into the sea forget 
conveniently that there was no such 
excuse for the Tientsin Massacre. 
It is quite possible that the 
outrages of 1900 might never have 
occurred if the outbreak of the 
Franco-German war had not pre¬ 
vented France from insisting on 

adequate punishment for the massacre 
at Tientsin. 

Jfc has been most lucky for China 
that the disinclination of her troops 
at Peking to come to close quarters 
with the defenders of the Legations 
prevented the consummation of the 
intended massacre of all the foreigners 
at the capital, and that the relieving 
force of the Allies arrived just in time 
to prevent the explosion of the mine 
that had been carried under the 
British Legation. Practically every¬ 
one in Shanghai, including foreign 
and Chinese officials, believed that 
the massaere had taken place and 
reported their belief by wire to the 
Governments and Press at home. 
This was another stroke of luck for 
China. When it was known that the 
foreigners in the Legations were safe 
after all, there was an immediate 
revulsion of feeling, and in England, 
and even more in the United States, 
public opinion veered round in favour 
of the Chinese, and there was 
'almost a feeling that they were 
being badly treated by the Allies. 
It was almost forgotten that the 
Chinese Government had up to 
the last done its best to ensure 
the viassacre of every foreigner in 
Peking; that it had laid several traps 
for the foreign Ministers, to one of 
which Baron von Ketteler fell a 
victim ; and that it would have suc¬ 
ceeded in its design of destroying all 
the foreigners if the allied troops 
had arrived a day or two later. Some | 
of the missionary societies, and j 
especially, we are told, the Chinaf 
Inland Mission, have helped to mis¬ 
lead the public by minimising thej 

■atrocities that have been practised on { 
their missionaries. This has been! 
done, no doubt, with a good inten-1 
|tion, the Societies being eager to j 
esume their good work as soon as] 
uiet is restored in the interior, anc 

.being afraid that if the truth is! 
known at home, their work will 
be restricted and that unmarriec 
women, at least, will he pro-j 
hibited from going outside the 
limits of Consular protection. There 
is, we are informed, a great deal of 
dissatisfaction among some of the 
missionaries with the Shanghai goJ 
vernment of one of the largesJ 
missions, but that the dissatisfied 
dare not say openly what they feel\ 
Under these circumstances we can¬ 
not form any just opinion on this| 
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and an effort will be made to appr5lrcfffr 
the guilty parties. It is quite possible 
that the charges emanated from dis¬ 
gruntled highbinders incensed at the 
efforts to stop their practices.” 

From a prominent member of the Six 
Companies, and who was in attendance 
at the meeting last night, further de¬ 
tails were obtained. He said: 

“We were informed that the charges 
comprised twenty-eight articles, and 
the inference drawn from the dispatch 
from the Minister was that if the mat¬ 
ter was not satisfactorily explained and 
disproved Ho Yow would be recalled. 
His alleged lukewarmness in the fight 
against exclusion was not considered 
the most serious; there were others that 
touched the national pride. One was j 
the charge that a great deal of his time 
was devoted to his racing stable and 
that his jockeys wore the national col¬ 
ors, a yellow dragon jacket. The royal 
Government will not permit this. 

“Then there was the charge of neg¬ 
lecting his official business. It was al¬ 
leged that he passed his nights in dissi¬ 
pation and consequently did nqt arise 
until 3 or 4 o’clock in the afternoon, and 
it was almost impossible for merehahts 
and others, whose business was urgent, 
to see him during business hours. There 
was another charge about his threaten- 

jj ing merchants; that he would imprison 
their families in China if they did not 
support him. There was another about 
his levying contributions on merchants 
to the extent of several thousand dol¬ 
lars as a testimonial to the Minister for 
services performed in an effort to have 
revoked a ruling of the Treasurer of 
the United States. Reference was also 
made-to his having some interest in the 

traffic in Chinese women and—but the 
other charges dealt mainly with his 
personal and domestic life, details of 
which I do not care to speak. The 
charges against the Minister were that 
he had previously been notified of all 
this, but had failed to call the Consul 
to account, and in that had shown neg¬ 
lect of his duties.” 

j “Did the Six Companies make and file 
the charges?” 

1 “They disclaimed them to-night at 
* the meeting.” 

“Yes—but did they make them?” The 
mask of Oriental imperturbability set 
tied over the face of the member of the 
Six Companies as he replied in a mono¬ 
tone, “They disclaimed it.” He sat 
silent for a moment and'then continued 
rapidly and forcefully: 

“Disclaimed it, of course they did; 
they would have been foolish to have 
admitted it—even if they had prepared 
and filed the charges or been inst’ru- 

mental in doing it. What /would have 
been the result? The members of the 
families of every official in the com¬ 
panies and all others who had a hand 
in the charges would have been impris¬ 
oned and persecuted in China. In Amer¬ 
ica you cannot understand what would 
have been their fate. Here, when 
charges are filed against a public official, 
does your Government send the charges 
to him and instruct him to make his own 
investigation ? That is exactly what our 
Government has done. The Minister at 
Washington and Ho Yow are brothers- 
in-law.” 

“Cannot your Government send a spe¬ 
cial envoy to conduct the investiga¬ 
tion?” 

“How will he get in? To whom will 
he be accredited if the Minister should 
decide to refuse him recognition? Will 
he be permitted to land? Will the royal 
Government stultify itself and discredit 
its Minister by sending a special envoy 
to investigate his official life while he 
still remains at his post? If the Min¬ 
ister and Consul are called home for 
the purposes of investigation, what will 
the investigation amount to in the pres¬ 
ent disturbed conditions there? It is a 
terribly complicated affair and no one 
can foresee the end.” 

Chinatown was excited last night, and 
throngs collected around the bulletin 
boards. Neighbor is afraid to trust 
neighbor, for they fear the result of 
open comment favorable to the charges. 
It is expected that several commercial 
organizations will call meetings and de¬ 
nounce the charges, and those resolu¬ 
tions, together with the disclaimer of 
the,Six Companies will be forwarded to, 
the Minister and through him to the 
home Government. However, no one 
believes that the matter will end there. 
Consul Ho Yow says he will sift the 
matter thoroughly and claims to have 
the support of the Six Companies in his 
effort to discover the parties alleged to 
have been guilty of counterfeiting the 

i seal of the organization. When qiies- 
! tioned with reference to the report that 
! l:.e and his suit had been attacked in the 
i theaters on Jackson and Washington 

streets and pelted with eggs and de¬ 
cayed vegetables and that the attack 
had some connection with the charges, 
the Consul made an indigrant denial. 

“I have not been in either theater but 
once during the past week, and then I 
was accompanied by a guest. We re- 
rriained but a short time and were treat¬ 
ed with courtesy. One of the attaches 
was at the. theater last night, but the 
missiles were not directed at him. but at 
the actors. The statement that I am in 
any way responsible for the suspension 
of the free list is absurd. I have no in¬ 
terest in either theater, and I do not 
know the management of either 

Ho Yow was formerly Vice-Consul 
and was promoted to Consul in 1897. He 
is educated and speaks gcod English, 
and is well known at the prominent 
clubs. He has lately become interested 
in turf matters and has acquired a num 
ber of flyers that he has quartered at 
the Veit dome farm in San .Tose. He was 
recently negotiating with C. A. Durfee 
for McKinney, and, it is said, offered 
S23,r>00 for him and $12,100 to J. W. Rea 
for Iran Alto. Local Chinese dissatis¬ 
fied with affairs at the Consulate have 
nublished charges against him, but this 
is the first time that the master has been 
brought to the notice of the Foreign 
Office and it is evident1 that the com¬ 
plainants. are now surprised at their 
temerity. 

LI HUNG CHANG 
CHINA’S SPHINX 

Staff Correspondence of The Mail and Express. 

Washington, Nov. 8.—It seems only a* 

few months ago that Li Hung au*/’ 

that greatest of Chinamen wit tie tx / 

ceptiou of Confucius, was our welcome/ 

but mysterious guest. We hailed his ar-| 

rival in New York harbor as if he had| 

been the victor of an earlier Manila, we| 

dined him, entertained him at banquets | 

—where he steadfastly refused to eat our | 

food; we covered him with gifts and with / 

flowers; we presented him with long me-1 

niorials and addresses; we hung upon his 

sibylline utterances as they were distilled : 
from FolKien Chinese through the “pid- j 

gin” English of an interpreter; and we an- j 

swered all his myriad of barbed ques- j 

tions. But we never understood him. He j 

came a mystery, like everything Chinese, | 

land he left us still a mystery. And now | 

his death but stimulates the West in its 

efforts to divine this shrouded master 

spirit of the East. 
Li Hung Chang was as archaic and as 

picturesque, a figure of a man as the 

world has seen since Abram came out of 

Ur, of the Chaldees. He belonged to a 

civilization as remote from ours as the 

earlier stone age, and we know about as 

much of the one as of the other. We 

I did not, could not, understand him fully: 

but we realized that in him the East had 

I again given birth to one of its stupendous 

[geniuses—adding another name to the roll 

[that includes Cyrus, Genghis Khan, Cou- 

[fucius and Mohammed. Altogether. Li 

| is perhaps the most marvelous man that 

[has yet stood on the soil of America. 

LATEST GENIUS OF EAST 

Incidents of American Visit. 

Services to His Country. 

Effects of His Death. 

H 

HIS NEW YORK VISIT. 

When Li Hung Chang visited New 

York, in the summer of 1896, I was as¬ 

signed to the pleasant duty of interview¬ 

ing him and of reporting upon his ex¬ 

periences in a life so new and strange to 

him. I remember well how he entered 

the lower bay on board the steamer St. 

Louis, with as much state and ceremony 

and display as a returning conqueror or a 
visiting monarch. The harbor was cov¬ 
ered with craft of every description. 
Hundreds of boats met the steamer far 
down the harbor, and formed a procession 
on each side of her, all of them blowing 
their steam whistles and fluttering their 
banners and streamers. The United 
States Government had ordered a fleet 
of warships to welcome him, and his ves¬ 
sel passed through a lane of battleships 
flying the American flag and firing sa¬ 
lutes in his honor. 

The water of the inner harbor was so 
crowded with boats that the huge St. 
Louis could hardly push her nose through 
them. A hundred or two Chinese, who 
had lured a steamer for the occasion, 
shouted patriotic songs and cries at Li 
and tore the air with beatings on tom¬ 
toms, firing of crackers and shrieking of 
horns. The people of the city thronged 
the docks and streets, and shouted wildly 
when they saw the sphynx of the East, 
clad in his gorgeous robes, leaning out of 
his carriage and staring at the “sky¬ 
scrapers" with all the uncurbed curiosity 
of a child. 

Earl Li appointed an hour on the day 
after his arrival for granting an inter¬ 
view to the representatives of the press. 
The hour he named was 8 o'clock in the 
morning, a time when reporters of the 
morning papers have been in bed only a 
few hours. He insisted upon an early 
hour, and a sleepy lot of us met hint in 
his reception room at the Waldorf Hotel. 

INTERVIEWS INTERVIEWERS. 

It was the most remarkable interview 
I have ever taken part in. Li asked a 
dozen questions to every one that we put 
to him. In vain did we try to learn some- 
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I- china from its, S1' 
iistor He would parry the ques- 
■isldn-' us how late we worked at 

night, how old M 

I1HHolier® T was much amused by my 
.mVilisheis. m ;sti0H when it came 

I said I was writing 

lit 

Sy^islast auesdon 

niy«tnac'e” a in Ml m amount I made would 
lU spat , much he would talk. 

{eoPFen"lLoh. now Minister to England 
■ rented this into choppy Chinese and 

translate^ ( gort of wild recitative. 

Tin" Earl laughed, and gave a half col- 
i,r in mv next inquiry. 

UmLi paid a brief visit to Washington 
President Cleveland was not here but 
h-d received him in .New York at the 
ia.d>William C, Whitney. He was nm nw-- c Whitney 

entertained here by the Secretary of State 
i several other Cabinet members. It 

,s noteworthy that this representative of 
he feudal age was very anxious to make 

a pilgrimage to Mount Vernon to lay a 
wreath on Washington’s grave. Bat he 
always admired America, and felt, as 
Minister Wu has so often said, that 
China also is at bottom a republic. 
He was a warm friend of Gen. Grant, 
and greatly admired Gen. Robert E. Lee, 
who. he declared, bore the same name 

as himself. 
Li’s visit to Europe and America was 

eally a sort of exile. He was in dis¬ 
favor. having been deprived of his “yel 
low jacket” and “peacock’s feather” for 
not driving the invincible Japanese from 
China, and had, in the expressive Chi¬ 
nese phrase, “lost his face.” He still 
wore on the top of his cap a magnificent 
diamond “button” of immense value, in¬ 
dicating his rank; and I remember his 
attendants carefully removed the cap 
and its glittering bauble whenever I ap¬ 
proached too near. 

After his return home he was restored 
to honor, and was again placed beside 
the throne of the Empress Dowager, and 
was more powerful than Kwang-Su, the 
Emperor himself. 

EFFECTS OF HIS DEATH. 

It is felt here that Li’s death will have 
deep and far-reaching effects upon China 
and upon the policies of this country and 
of Europe. In his death the last prop 
that supported the throne of the Empress 
Dowager, which is the real throne of 
China—has fallen. Li ever stood by the 
side of this aunt of Kwang-Su, who has 
clung tenaciously to the reins of govern¬ 
ment and kept the young sovereign in a 
protracted tutelage. It will be recalled 
that when Kwang-Su, a few years ago, 
attempted to set up reform in Pekin, the 
Dowager and Li adroitly turned the 
tables on the young man and shut him 

Even when negotiating the treaty 
Shimonoseki with his great rival and 
peer. Marquis lto, Premier of Japan, he 
served Russia by persuading the Japan¬ 
ese that it would be better for the yellow 
race in its struggle against the white 
spoilers for Japan to acquiesce in the 
demands of Russia, Germany and France 
and give up the portion of Chinese terri¬ 
tory she had conquered. Li knew what 
Japan did not take would eventually fall 
into the paws of Russia. But he made 
a famous declaration, absolutely true, 
though he used it for a false purpose. 

I-Ie said to Marquis lto: 
“We should establish an enduring 

peade in order to prevent the yellow race 
of Asia from succumbing to the white 

race of Europe.” 
Ito replied: “I indorse your Excellen¬ 

cy’s views with all my heart. 
But the alliance Li so shrewdly sug¬ 

gested and which Ito earnestly desired 
was not to be; and Russia still urges her 
Cossacks forward toward their goal at 

Pekin. . 
Another matter of great interest to 

Americans may be affected by Li Hung 
Chang’s death. I refer to the retention 
,f Wu Ting-fang as Chinese Minister. 

The real cause of the proposed recall of 
Mr. Wu was that Li thought him too 
friendly to ns. and wanted to replace 
him with one of his own following. The 
Emperor Kwang-su, on the other hand, 
is friendly to Americans and is the per¬ 
sonal friend of Mr. Wu and would, if he 
had the power, -retain him in Washing¬ 

ton. 
Perhaps Li's death may arrest these 

plans of the wily Viceroy and the Dow¬ 
ager Empress, and result in leaving Mr. 
Wu undisturbed in the post he has so 
•splendidly adorned and in which he has 
so signally served his own country and 

ours. t i 
Stanhope Sams. 
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THE FINAL CHINESE PROTOCOL 
CHINA AGREES TO PAY AN IN 

DEMNITY OF $333,900,000. J/il/iHiVii X VI’ 

Prohibits for Two Years 'the Importation 
of Arms and Ammunition and of Ma¬ 
terials Used for Their Manufacture 
—Method of Paying the Indemnity. 

p in his palace in the “Purple City” 
lid forced him to sign a decree making 
he Empress Dowager supreme. 
Will Tsi Hsi, or Tsi An—or whichever 

f her titles she may prefer—fall with 
he death of her ablest supporter ? If she 
oses her power, China may soon be the 
icene of a tremendous reformation, a 
transformation like that of Japan, but 
:eu times as great. Kwang-su holds be- 
:cre him as a model the present Emperoi 
if Japan, Mutsuhito, and will, if he gets 
an opportunity, attempt the reform of 
China. He does not deem it wise to go 
as far or as fast as Japan in adopting 
Western ideas, but he would gradually 
introduce Western civilization and insti¬ 
tutions. 

Li’s death will also, doubtless, compli¬ 
cate and increase the difficulties of the 
Manchurian question. He received the 
opprobrious title, in later life, of “Rus¬ 
sia’s hired man.” This he may not have 
fully deserved, but it is certain that he 
threw his great influence to the side of 
Russia in all disputes and controversies 
in the far East. 

HE SERVED RUSSIA. 

„ Washington, Nov. 5.—The text of the _ 
H final Chinese protocol was made public at f 

the State Department this morning. 
Articles I. to HI., inclusive, recite the pun- § 
ishment inflicted upon rebellious Chinese 

officials, and the reparation to Germany | 
and Japan for the killing of Baron von I, 
Ketteler and the Chancellor of the Japan- fe 

ese legation. Artiole IV. provides that “the |i 
Chinese Government has agreed to erect 
an expiatory monument in each of the 
foreign or international cemeteries which | 

were desecrated and in which the tombs | 
'were destroyed.” 

Article V. says: “China has agreed to 

prohibit the importation into its territory -- 
of arms and ammunition as well as of 
materials exclusively used for the manu- |fe| 
facture of arms and ammunition. An | - 
imperial edict has been issued on Aug. 25, 111 
1901, forbidding said importation for a term j. I 
of two years. New edicts may be issued / 
subsequently extending this by other sue- |,' 
cessive terms of two years in case of neces- | ? 
sity recognized by the Powers.” 

Article VI. recites that China has agreed 
to pay the Powers an indemnity of 450,- ® 
000,000 taels ($333,900,000) in gold at 4 per 
cent, per annum, and the capital to be 
paid by China in thirty-nine years. This 
article says: 

“The amortization shall commence Jan. 
1 UJ302’. and shall finish at the end of the year 

W—imianvinniiv* - • - -ip mi. . 

1940. The amortizations are payable an 

nually, the first payment being flXC<‘ 
the 1st of Januarv, 1903. Interest shall 
run from July 1, 1901, but the Chinese Gov¬ 
ernment shall have the right to pay ° 
within a term of three years, beginning 
January, 1902, the arrears of the first six 
months ending the 31st of December, 1901, 
on condition, however, that it pays com¬ 
pound interest at the rate of 4 per cent, 
per annum on the sums the payments o 
which shall have thus been deferred, In¬ 

al terest shall be payable semi-annually, the 
I first payment being fixed on the 1st of July, 

1902. The service of the debt shall ta e 

place in Shanghai in the following manner: 
“Each Power shall be represented by a 

delegate on a commission of bankers author¬ 

ized to receive the amount of interest and 
amortization, which shall be paid to it 
by the Chinese authorities designated tor 
that purpose, to divide it among the inter¬ 
ested parties and to give a receipt for the 

same. 
. j “The Chinese Government shall deliver 
i to the Doyen of the Diplomatic Corps at 
1 Pekin a bond for the lump sum, which shall 

subsequently be converted into fractional 
bonds, bearing the signatures of the dele¬ 
gates of the Chinese Government desig¬ 
nated for that purpose. This operation 
and all those relating to issuing of the bonds 
shall be performed by the above-mentioned 
commission, in accordance with the instruc¬ 
tions which the Powers shall send their 

delegates. The proceeds of the revenues 
assigned to the payment of the bonds shall 
be paid monthly to the commission. 

“The revenues assigned as security for 

the bonds are the following: 
“The balance of the revenues of the Im¬ 

perial Maritime Customs after payment 
of the interest and amortization of pre¬ 
ceding loans secured on these revenues plus 
the proceeds of "the “raising to 5 per- cent, 
effective of the present tariff on maritime 
imports, including articles until now on 
the free list, but exempting foreign rice, 
cereals and flour, gold and silver bullion 
and coin. . 

“The revenues of the native customs, | 
administered in the open ports by the Im- E 
perial Maritime Customs; the total revenues 
of the Salt Gabelle. exclusive of the frac- 

1 tion previously set aside for other foreign 
‘ loans. ._ 

“The raising of the present tariff on im¬ 
ports to'5 per cent, effective is agreed to on £ 
tie conditions mentioned below. It shall , 
be put in force two months after the signing 
of the present protocol, and no exceptions . 
shall be made except for merchandise 
shipped not more than ten days after the . 
said signing. All duties levied on imports 
ad valorem shall be converted as far as 
possible and as soon as may be into specific 
duties. This conversion 3hall be made in 
the following manner: The average value 
of merchandise at the time of their landing 
during the three years, 1897, 1898 and 1899, 
that is to say, the market price less the 
amount of import duties and incidenta 
expenses, shall be taken as the basis for 
the valuation of merchandise. 

“Pending the result of the work of con¬ 
version, duties shall be levied ad valorem.” 

Article VII. says: “The Chinese Govern¬ 
ment has agreed that the quarter occupied 
by the legations shall be considered as one 
specially reserved for their use and placed 
under their exclusive control, in which 
Chinese shall not have the right to reside 

^and which may be made defensible.” 
Article VIII. is as follows: “The Chinese 

Government has consented to raze the 
forts of Taku and those which might im¬ 
pede free communication between Pekin 
and the sea; steps have been taken for carry- 

J ing this out. 
Article IX.—“The Chinese Government 

has conceded the right to the Powers in the 
protocol annexed to the letter of the 16th of 
Januarv, 1901, to occupy certain points, to 
be determined by an agreement between 
them for the maintenance of open com¬ 
munication between the capital and the 
sea. The points occupied by the Powers 
are- Huang-Tsun, Lang-Fang, Yang-Tsun, 
Tientsin, Chun-Liang Cheng, Tong-Ku, 
Lu-Tai, Tong-Shan, Lan-Chou, Chang-Li. 
Ch’in-Wang Tao, Shan-hai-Kuam” 

b 



"Article X.—“ The Chinese Government 
has agreed to post and to have published 
during the two years in all district cities 
the following imperial edicts: 

“Edict prohibiting forever, under pain 
of death, membership in any anti-foreign 

S°“Edicts enumerating the punishments 
inflicted on the guilty. 

“Edict prohibiting examinations in all 
cities where foreigners were massacred 
or subjected to cruel treatment. 

“Edict declaring all Governors General, 
Governors and provincial or local officials 
responsible for order in their respective 
districts, and that in case of new anti- 

| foreign troubles or other infractions of the 
| treaties which shall not be immediately 

repressed and the authors of which shall 

THE PHILAWELPHIAHE^rK 

PUBLIC MEN ON PUBLIC QUESTIONS ■ 

| not have been punished, these officials 
S shall be immediately dismissed without || 
1 possibility of being given new functions 1 
5 or new honors.” ™ 

An important provision is in Article 
■ XI., as follows: 

“The Chinese Government has agreed 
| to negotiate the amendment deemed nec- 

essarv by the foreign governments to the 
1 treaties of commerce and navigation, and 
: ’ the other subjects concerning commercial 
" relations with the object of facilitating 
:i them. ” 

The same article provides for the im- 
j provement of the Pei-Ho and Whangpoo 
I rivers under the management of a con- 
si; servancy board. 
'3 Article XII. tells of the reform of the 
| Tsung-li Yamen, the office of Foreign 
| Affairs, and adds “An agreement has also 
1 been reached concerning the modification 

» of court ceremonial as regards the re- 
| ception of foreign representatives and has 
$s been the subject of several notes fr<fm the 
1 Chinese plenipotentiaries.” 
1 In conclusion the protocol says: 

“Finally, it is expressly understood that 
as regards the declarations specified above 

| and the annexed documents originating 
| with the foreign plenipotentiaries, the 
| French text only is authoritative. 

“The Chinese Government having thus 
I complied to the satisfaction of the Powers 
J with the conditions laid down in the above 
1 mentioned note of Dec. 22, 1900, the Powers 
if, 113 
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ave agreed to accede to the wish of China 

; to terminate the situation created by the 
disorders of the summer of 1900.” 

The present final protocol has been drawn 
up in twelve identical copies and signed 
by all the plenipotentiaries of the eon- 

:> tracting countries as follows: Of Germany, 
I M. A. Mumm von Schwarzenstein; ob Aus¬ 

tria-Hungary, M. M. Csikkan von. Wahl- 
born; of Belgium, M. Joostens; of Spam, 
M. B. J. de Cologan; of the United States, , 
M. W. W. Roclchill; of France, M. Paul 
Beau; of Great Britain, Sir Ernest Satow; 

j of Italy, Marquis Salvago Raggi; of Japan, 
M. Jutaro Komura; of Russia, . M. M. de 

] Gies; and of China, Yi-Kuang, Prince II Ing, 
I President of the Ministry of Foreign Af- 
j fairs, and Li Hung Chang, Minister of 
j Commerce, Governor General of Chili. 

played an important part 

[ling up the Far East. She opened 

to the commerce of the world, 

jas great possessions in Eastern 

fehe holds as crown colonies Hong¬ 

kong, which is the most eastern of Brit- 

■ ish possessions, and the Straits Settle- 
meuts. This colony consists of the Island 

of Singapore, the province of Malacca, 

the Island of Penang, the Bindings, 

farther south, the province of Wellesley 

on the mainland, the Cocos or Kuling 

Islands and Christmas Islands. The city 

of Singapore is the seat of government. 

England has a protectorate7 over the 

following States: Pahang, Johol, Tarn- 

bin, Seri Minanti, Jempol, Remban, | 

Sungci Ujong, Lelubu, Selangor, Perak, 

Brunei, Sarawak, and the territory of 

the British North Borneo Company. She 

also holds by lease the fortress of Wei- 

^hai-wei, in the province of Shantung, 

China, with 50 miles of adjacent terri¬ 

tory. She has besides a number of con¬ 

cessions in China, of which those at 

Shanghai, Teintsin, Canton and Hankow 

are the most important. 
With 1,000,000 square miles of Asi¬ 

atic territory, and 300,000,000 of people, 

with an Asiatic trade amounting to 

£200,000,000 annually, Eugland still 

looks with distrust, almost with fear, at 

the progress of Russia in Asia. In area 

in Asia Russia far exceeds England. 

She has an area of 0,000,000 square 

miles, but in population she has onTT]| 

one-thirteenth of that of England’s pos¬ 

sessions. . , 
At this time the trade of Russia with 

China is insignificant, being chiefly in 

tea but when she reaches Jhe eighteen 

provinces of China with her Siberian | 
_Ill marnQCO pnOfmOVlSl V. 
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road it will increase enormously 
Let us give England just praise for 

what she has done in the Far East. She 
has not undertaken to monopolize the 

commerce of the countries to which she 

has afforded outlets to the trade of the 
world. Each concession granted to her 

has matured to the advantage of all na¬ 

tions. The ports have been opened to all 

men Taxation has been equal. No spe¬ 

cial privileges have been claimed for her 

merchants or manufacturers. No re¬ 

ligious restrictions have vexed the con¬ 

science of the opponents of her faith. It 

may be said that civil and religious lib¬ 

erty have been enjoyed by all men in 

the localities which England dominates 

governmentally or socially. In China 

each step she has taken toward progress 

has been freely followed even if une- 

ciually—by all nations. Material rewards 

have resulted from this liberality. Three 

fifths of the foreign population of China 

is English. Sixty-five per cent, of the 

trade and tonnage belong to England. 
Her language is becoming the universal 

tongue. On the railroad and the steam- | 

boat, from the Engineer to the waiter, all < 

ranks and classes speak English. Her | 

business interests outweigh those of all ; 

other nations. 
In the early days of foreign inter¬ 

course with China, perhaps until the 

latter part of 1894, her influence was 
predominant. Her ships charted the 

coast. Her guns beat down the bar-1 

riers against foreign trade. Her Min¬ 

isters were supreme at Pekin. It is dif- j 

ficult to say how, or why, England lost || 

the first position of influence in the Far jj 

East, and has fallen to the second, but, 5 
by the consensus of the opinion of man- ^ 

kind, the first place is now filled by 
Russia. This decadence dates clearly 

from the close of the war between [ 

China and Japan in 1895. Russia stepped 

forward then, backed by France and 

Germany, and ordered Japan to give up 

the Liaotung peninsula, which by the 

treaty of peace had been ceded to her, 

while England stood aloof. On their 

chivalrous conduct in aiding China, Rus¬ 
sia and France have subsequently based 

all their demands on that Empire. The 

great international question of the day 

is: What are the purposes of Russia in 

China? 
Her policy prior to the recent dis¬ 

turbances in China was plain tg the 

world. No doubt Russia looks to build¬ 

ing up eventually a great commerce with 

China, but her plans hitherto have been 
directed to military and strategic de¬ 

velopment. She has swept across Cen¬ 

tral Asia, absorbing in her rush the 

weak and badly organized tribes which 

lay in her way. She has reached the open i 

water of the Pacific, realizing at las 

the dream of Peter the Great 
•«,. - -- -- 
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now holds the strategic points. Vladivo¬ 

stok, Port Arthur and Talienwan. 

When the Trans-Siberian road is com¬ 

pleted, and the commerce of the world 

has changed its base, then will come the 

struggle for commercial supremacy in 

Asia. 
It has frequently been stated that 

Russia has seized Manchuria, but no for- I 

mal notification of the fact has been J 
publicly made. It must be conceded j 

that as the matter of the partition of 

China now stands it is not impending, j 

but the world doubts . and dreads the 
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m^e an announcement ol Its' 

garding impartial trade and the integrity 

ot the Chinese Empire, and had the 

gratification of learning that all the 

Powers held similar views.”-Mr. Hay 

to Lord Pauncefote, Oct. 29, 1900. 
It is apparent that the Depaitmen 

of State has fully apprehended the situa¬ 

tion and has sought to secure safeguards 

Against discrimination affecting Amen- 

t n trade far in advance of actual dan- 

in s pire ala rm,but the purposes delineat- | 

ed were reassuring. They weie, firs , | 

to safeguard the Legation of Russia at j 

Pekin and to protect Russian subjects J 

against the insurgents, and, second, to I 

help the Government at Pekin in its | 

struggle with the insurrectional move-| 

ment, with a view to the earliest possi-| 

ble restoration of order. Among t^e| 
other purposes, the only one now neces-1 

sary to consider was “the set- $ 

ting aside of all that might! 

lead to a dismemberment of China.” teg 

It is explained that the'occupation of |> 
Newchang, and the marching of troops fc 

into Manchuria, were temoparary meas- Kj 
ures made necessary by the aggressive |. 
action of the Chinese. October 16, p 
1900, Germany and Great Britain | 

signed an agreement by which it was | 
stipulated that neither Government p 

“would make use of the present compli- P 
cations to obtain for themselves any ter- b 
ritorial advantages in Chinese domin- | 
ions, and will direct their policy toward j; 
maintaining undiminished the territorial I 

conditions of the Chinese Empire.” But !’ 
the next clause of this agreement may j; 
be fairly called “hedging,” in sporting I 

parlance. It reads as follows: “In 1 
case of another Power making use of the 
complications in China in order to ob- | 

tain under any form whatever such ter- i 
ritorial advantages the two contracting | 

parties reserve to themselves to come to j 
a preliminary understanding as to the j 
essential steps to be taken for the pro- \ 
tection of their interests in China.” 

That is to say, if Russia takes Man¬ 
churia, Germany will take Shantung, 
and England the Yangtze Valley—all 
of which may be fairly read between the 

lines. Our own diplomacy shines in 

splendid contrast with the lame and 
halting expressions of the other Powers. 
Always and everywhere our Govern-1 

ment has stood against partition. It | 

1 took occasion, even, March 1, 1901, to I 
warn the Chinese Government against | 
taking any action with any Power look- f 

ing to a cession of any of its territory. | 

It is cheering; also, to know that our I 

Government has been active and ener-1 

getic in presenting to the great Powers I 
just and correct views as to securing t 

' impartial trade in the so-called leased 1 
territories. In 1899 the Administration 
“invited the'Powers interested in China 

to join in an expression of views and I 
purposes in the direction of impartial 
trade with that country, and received 
satisfactory assurances to that effect 
from all of them. When the recent 

troubles were at their highest, this Gov¬ 

ernment, on the 3d of July, once more 

I B| 

^^^h^torv teaches that events con¬ 

trol the action of nations contrary to 

their most pointed promises. Even our 

own recent history has been held to fur¬ 

nish such examples. 
The recent Anglo-Japanese treaty is an 

event of great significance. This docu¬ 
ment pledges^reat Britain to assist 

Japan should she take active steps to 

protect the autonomy of China or Korea 

against Russia, if France or Germany 

intervenes against Japan. It means that 

England and Japan will fight the world 
should the partition of China or the seiz¬ 

ure of Korea be set afoot. As England 

is the greatest sea power, and Japan 
has a formidable army, the combination 

is a strong one. It is highly probable 

that this alliance will preserve the peace 

of the world—but will Japan give back 

Formosa, or England Wei-hai-wei? In 

any event, our part in this business 

should be confined to diplomatic action, 
There are strong intimations in our 

press that we should fight to preserve the 

autonomy of China—but the sober sense 

of our people will not approve of any 

knight-errantry. 
To my mind the problem of the future 

rests with China. If, taught by disaster, 

she organizes a strong liberal, enlighten¬ 

ed Government, which will secure abso¬ 

lute peace and the protection of foreign¬ 

ers in her borders, she will ward off for 
many years to come the dismemuermeut 

of her territory. If, on the other hand, 

riots against the foreigners continue to 

occur, if corruption in the administra¬ 

tion of pubfic affairs goes on as hereto¬ 

fore, if she fails to meet the obligations 
she has assumed, partition will inevitably 

supervene. It may be asked why we 

should concern ourselves with what Rus¬ 

sia or any other nation may do in China, 

and how we are to be injured by their 

action. The answer seems plain enough. 

It is a necessity of our condition, becom¬ 

ing more and more apparent every day, 

that we must find markets for the ab¬ 

sorption of our manufactured goods. 

Some day, of course, China, with her 

1 cheap labor and her home-grown prod- 

I ucts, will become our rival in manufac¬ 

turing, but at present she must buy 

abroad a great deal of what her people 

need. England and the United States 

stand together on the proposition now j 

1 that her prosperity means their prosper- | 

“ ity. To cut her up into .hostile camps j 

means the destruction of a very good 

customer for both countries. Our policy 

is to preserve her autonomy, and to 

make her people prosperous and rich. The 

partition of her provinces among the 

European Powers will have an exactly 

contrary effect. It is asserted by eco¬ 

nomic writers that forty-five per cent, of 

the trade of a dependency goes to the 

parent country. Besides, partition would 

lead to intestine strife and disorder, and, 

in all probability, to wars among the 

spoliating nations. Commerce perishes 

when war is on. We do not want to 

fight the world orto have'tlTe Import an 

nations engage in destructive strife. We 

want to feed and clothe humanity. No 

music is so sweet to our ears as the 

sound of innumerable looms or the 

j rhythm of countless revolving wheels of 

J commerce. 
vj It is a necessity of the situation that 

rJ| there must be more supervision over pub- 

ifii lie affairs in China than can be exer- 
|' sf cised over any other independent nation. 

Wm This necessity arises, not from the fact 

that the nation is what is called heathen, 

but because of its ingrained conserva¬ 

tism, its long isolation from association 

with the Western peoples and its hoary 

antagonism to foreigners. Left to her¬ 

self China would to-day drive every for¬ 

eigner into the sea. For that reason 

she cannot be left to herself. W hen tw-o 

en ride a horse one must ride behind, 
I.-prefer , that the-white man should |gjgte|? 

in front. We have treaties with |C: ; 

and she must be made to abide m 
[them. Certainly she has not strictly J 
Jna, 

[Jilltrill* vet laiujj — - fr A , v 

lie so in the past. Certainly she has J;? 
mt 
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strenuously striven to protect thejpa 

foreigners in her borders. Any foreigner 

who has resided in China would laugh 

your face if you were to undertake - in your face if 
to praise the Chinese Government for its 

promptness, or its honesty, in settling || 

international disputes. The delays, the! 

tergiversations, the double dealing of 

that Government, are known to all men. pjfe 

Its conduct in 1900 in declaring war § 

against all nations—even the United mM 
States, whose Admiral refused to join in ■!« 
the attack on the Taku forts—and in act- 

ually assisting the Boxers in their ef- |jf 

forts to murder the foreign Ministers ;? 

and their suites, has demonstrated its I 

utter incapacity, as well as its malignity. | 

If any pioposition can he proven by 

human testimony the responsibility of the 

Chinese Government for the terrible 

events of 1900 is settled beyond contest. 

The foreigner in China must be on his 

guard always against the recurrence of 

such events. Let the world not blame 

any nation for taking unusual precau¬ 

tions for protecting its people in China. 

Let the great schemes of public improve¬ 

ment for which charters have been 

granted be pushed to completion. Let 

the intercourse between public officials be 

regulated by common sense, and be not 

controlled by the proud pretenses of uni¬ 

versal dominion, which China has always 

arrogated to herself. Puffed up with 

pride, claiming that all nations are her 

vassals, absolutely ignorant of foreign 

affairs, after each reverse China has 

been more arrogant than she was before. 

Nevertheless justice must be done to her. 

Her autonomy must be preserved, if not 

in her interest, at least in ours. By firm, 

consistent and just treatment she may 

become a great, rich, prosperous counti*y. 

Let it he hoped that sometime in the 

future new statesmen will arise, who will 

not be evasive, corrupt or treacherous; 

| who will be willing to accord to the for¬ 

eign Powers and their people all their 

,> just rights, and who will, under interna- 

itional law, secure for their country those 

'rights which appertain to every civilized, 

independent nation. In such a stand-up 

fight for justice the conscience of the 

world will he at her back. 

| CHARLES DENBY. 
Evansville, lnd. 
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Taken from the Independent, 

December 26th, 1901 

A Tribute to Li Hung Chang 
By W. A. P. Martin, D.D., LL.D. 

President of the Imperial University at Peking 

[The week after Li Hung Chang’s death we printed an estimate of his life and work from Dr. Martin, who had 

prepared the article for us some months previous when it was reported Li was approaching his end. We are glad to 

publish these additional words from Dr. Martin just received from Peking.—Editor.] 

HINA’S Grand Old Man has fallen 
at last. He expired on the 6th 
inst., after a week’s illness and 

many years of infirmity. Long par¬ 
alyzed in legs and arms, he continued to 
bear the burdens of the State, apparently 
because there was no one to take his 
place. 

His career has shone the brighter in the 
deepening gloom that has settled on his 
country. After winning the honors of 
the Imperial Academy, he devoted him¬ 
self mainly to military affairs. The Tai- 
ping rebels having overrun his native 
province, Anhwei, nearly fifty years ago, 
he took arms and raised a force to drive 
them back. Fortunate in obtaining the 
co-operation of General Gordon and the 
forces of Great Britain, he succeeded in 
expelling them from Shanghai, Suchow 
and Nanking. In the war with Japan, 
1895, he bore a conspicuous part. Espe¬ 
cially noticeable was his mission to ar¬ 
range the terms of peace. While there, a 
bullet was lodged in his head, which he 
has now carried to the grave. 

In the war of last year he filled a simi¬ 
lar role. And altho he has been many 
times governor and viceroy, nothing has 
brought him before the eyes of the world 
like the peace which he has been the chief 
agent in restoring. He had, it is true, the 
co-operation of Prince Ching, but the 
onus of negotiation fell on Li Hung 
Chang. 

His name, long the best known in 
China, will shine with an imperishable 
luster. He was viceroy at Canton when 
the outbreak of last year occurred, and 

lllllll no sooner had Tientsin fallen before the 
advance of the allied Powers than the 
Dowager Empress turned to him to stop 

mmt-M m 

the march on Peking. That he was un¬ 
able to do, but after one year of negotia¬ 
tion he succeeded in making such terms 
as to permit the Court to return and to 
obtain for China a new lease of life. 

For over twenty years he has been a 
conspicuous patron of educational re¬ 
form. The University and other schools 
at Tientsin were founded by him, and he 
had a large share in founding the Impe¬ 
rial University in Peking. 

Six feet two inches in hight, well 
formed and muscular, he was in his 
younger days one of the handsomest men 
I ever saw. During the last twenty years 
I have had the honor of being on intimate 
terms with him. Five years ago he 
wrote a preface for a book of mine on 
Christian psychology, showing a freedom 
from prejudice very rare among Chinese 
officials. Another preface which he wrote 
for me is still more noteworthy, from the 
fact that it is one of the last papers that 
came from his prolific pencil. I had fin¬ 
ished a translation of Hall’s “ Interna¬ 
tional Law” (begun before the siege), 
and just two weeks ago I showed it to Li 
Hung Chang. The old man took a deep 
interest in it, and returned it with a pref¬ 
ace, in the last paragraph of which he 
says: “ I am now eighty; Dr. Martin is 
over seventy. We are old and soon to 
pass away; but we both hope that coming 
generations will be guided by the princi¬ 
ples of this book.” 

With all his faults (those of his time 
and country), Li Hung Chang was a 
true patriot; and for him it was a fitting 
task to place the keystone in the arch that 
commemorates China’s peace with the 
world. 

Peking, China. 



WILLIAM M. LAFFAN. 

I -FRIDAY, APRIL 18. 1902. 

It our trief^ja^js 
for M purpose. 

The Status of Chinese Exclusion. 

Ten days ago the House passed a Chi¬ 
nese Exclusion bill that is a much more 
rigorous measure than the present law. 
The increased severity was due to the 
efforts of some of the Pacific Coast Sena¬ 
tors and Congressmen, assisted by a 
so-called Chinese Exclusion Committee, 
appointed by the Governor of California 
and sent to Washington to establish head- 

I quarters and a lobby. 
The intense eagerness of these and 

other persons to represent the Geary 
act’s provisions as inadequate and in¬ 
effective, and to increase the harshness 
of our treatment of Chinese of all classes, 
prevailed in the House. The bill that 
passed that body is simply outrageous. 
We are not speaking of those sections 
which are intended to exclude objec¬ 
tionable immigrants, or honest Chinese 
laborers or artisans who might come 
into competition with American labor. 
Assuming that it is desirable for the 

| best interests of the country to shut out 
every grade of Chinese workingmen 
and mechanics, the fact remains that 

j the provisions aimed directly at the 
privileged classes allowed by our treaty 

| to enter the United States, the teachers, 
students, merchants, travellers, accred¬ 
ited officials, and other Chinamen whom 
we ought to Vie glad to admit and to 
allow to.remain here as long as they 
please, are in this bill unnecessarily and 

I brutally harsh, and in some respects 
[insulting almost beyond belief. 

The excuse offered by the promoters 
I of the House bill and of the similar meas¬ 
ure introduced in the Senate was, broadly, 

I that the existing Geary act failed to pro- 
lvide sufficient safeguards against per- 
jsonation and other frauds, and conse- 
lquently did not shut the door close 
enough. This was knocked sky-high 
in the Senate by the senior Senator 
from New Hampshire. Dr. Gallinger 

merely pointed to the census of 1890 

j and then to that of 1900. During this 
[ time, with the present law in operation, 
the Chinese population of the United 
States has decreased from 107,488 to 
89,863, or about seventeen per cent.; 
while the number of Chinamen in Cali¬ 
fornia has decreased from 72,472 to 

145,753, or forty per cent. 

The discussion in the Senate lasted 
ja week. It brought out very clearly 
the objectionable character of the pro¬ 
posed legislation, from the point of view 
of necessity, expediency or treaty obli¬ 
gation. The speeches of Senator Cul- 

LOM and Senator Foraker were par¬ 
ticularly impressive, as bearing on the 
question of national honor and good 
faith toward a friendly nation. On 
iWednesday the Senate rejected the 
exclusion Commission’s measure by 
the decisive vote of 48 to 33, adopting 

[the substitute offered by Mr. Platt of 

Connecticut, which keeps the presen 

laws in force during the lifetime of our 

treaty of 1894 with China, and, in case 

of the abrogation of that treaty by China 

in 1904, until a new treaty shall be con¬ 

cluded. The Platt substitute also pro¬ 

vides for the exclusion from our main¬ 

land of Chinese laborers coming from 

any of the insular possessions. 

The present Exclusion law expires by : 

limitation two weeks from next Monday, t 

The treaty by which China acquiesces | 

in our exclusion of Chinese laborers 

runs imtil December, 1904. The House 

has passed a bill introducing new, harsh 

and unnecessary provisions unwarranted 

by the treaty. The Senate has passed 

a bill strictly in conformity with treaty 

obligations, and at the same time amply 

protecting American labor, as experi¬ 

ence and the census figures prove. The 

Platt substitute should be accepted by 

the House and enacted before May 5. 

imJM: 
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China began to attract the attention of the 
Western world. In the recent war with i 

Japan, German officers were numerously 

and actively employed in the Chinese Navy, 

and to some extent they were also useful in 

the army. > 
Under the circumstances their dismissal 

at the demand of Russia would discredit 

the reported “understanding” between 

J^*The The Russianizing of China.' 

the Czar and the Kaiser in all matters re- 

lating to China. 
We can readily understand why Russia, 

in its insidious policy in the Orient, should 

regard the presence of British aids to the — 

Chinese Government as impertinent and 

dangerous. But if it be true that the Czar 

and the Kaiser have agreed secretly to di¬ 
vide and conquer, Germany suffers an ill 

turn at the very outset of the joint maraud¬ 

ing expedition over which William the 

Sudden has been blowing so prodigious a 

fanfaronade. The Russianizing process, 

however, to be complete, must needs in¬ 
volve the neutralization of German influ¬ 

ence in the Chinese Government as well as 

It is evident that in the present crisis 

China regards Russia as its “great and 
good friend.” With its customary semi- 

Oriental mystery, Russian diplomacy cov¬ 

ers China with a veil impenetrable to 
the gaze of the outer world; but now and 

then a measure necessarily radical dis- j 

closes some part of the vast programme j 

which doubtless was laid out and fixed j 

long ago and with infinite deliberation. ! 

Such a measure is the Russian demand ' 

that all the important foreign civil and 

military officers and instructors now in the 
Chinese service shall be dismissed. 

To realize the radical character of the j 

change which this summons proposes, it is f 
only necessary to consider the case of Sir 1 

Robert Hart, Director of the Chinese I 

Imperial Maritime Customs, whose dis- i 
missal is said to be “ half-promised ” ij 

to Russia. Probably no foreigner has | 

ever exerted so powerful an influence, f; 
or has been clothed with such important | 

|functions In the Chinese Empire as Sir f 

Robert Hart. A British subject and ’ 
frankly loyal to his native land and its ma- | 
terial interests, Hart for nearly a half cen- | 

tury has been the confidential adviser of 1 

the Chinese Government in all financial ( 
matters; he has not only organized the 

maritime customs machinery of China, a 

vast and far-reaching system of assessment | 

and collection of duties, but his influence I 

has been potent in the adjustment of all k 
the financial questions that have arisen to | 

disturb the equanimity of the imperial 

Government. The negotiation of foreign 

loans and the collection of domestic reve-, 
nues have not been consummated without p§g 

his intimate knowledge of their details; 1 /> 

and it is safe to say that the diplomatic k 
policy of the Chinese Government, so baf-1 

fling to the outside world, has always been l 
to him an open book. 

That the process of Russianizing China k. 

should require the dismissal of this man 

from his post, in which he has exercised so > 

enormous an influence, simply illustrates 

the thoroughness of the change which j 

China’s “ great and good friend ” requires. %' 
> In like manner the demand that the Eng- 

German officers and instructors 

that of the more subtle and pervasive influ¬ 

ence of Great Britain. 

How far this process will affect the ma¬ 

terial interests of other treaty powers than 

Russia, it is not possible now to say. Of 

course, the conquest of China, whether 

forcible or peaceful, would sweep away all 

treaty rights which other nations have se¬ 

cured from the imperial Government. But 

the substitution of Russian, or even Ger¬ 

man, influence for the influence of Britain, 

need not impair those rights. It would be 

necessary for the treaty powers, among 

whom the United States must be reckoned, 

to exercise great vigilance during the pro¬ 

cess of transfer; but, so far as our Govern¬ 

ment is concerned, our business will be 

limited to a proper care for the future safety 
of our existing treaty rights. * 

It would appear that the attitude into 

which Great Britain is to be forced in 

China will be humiliating to British pride. 

The Russianizing forces will substitute 

Muscovite dominance for English domi¬ 

nance. The work of more than a century 

of diplomacy and bulldozing will have 

been undone at a blow. The rest of the 

civilized world will look on with lively 

curiosity while these tremendous changes 
are being made. 

Exactly what part the noisy Kaiser is to 
play in this great game does not yet ap¬ 

pear. Is it possible that he has been drawn 
into a trap ? 

I CHINA ANI) HER ARMIES. 

SEX, M TJXITTO Y.S\ A XI> TA CTICS WITS 

WSICS TO FACE .TAFAX. 

jj Lsh and -luonuctors . 
I Who are employed in the civil and military | 

service of China should be summarily dis- f 1 
charged, is another evidence of the coming | 

( of a new order of things in China. English jj| 

engineers have been employed in the build- 

U>org;anized Hordes Lacking Discipline 

and Modern Arms, and Without Com. 

■alssarlat. Medical Service, or Means of 

Transportation — Troops and Leaders 

She Must Rely On—Official Corruption. 

Hong Hong, July 28.—Now that China and 
Japan are at war, and fighting has begun, it be¬ 
comes an interesting matter to know what 
preparations the huge Mongolian empire has 
made for military purposes, and what may be 
the size and discipline, condition and equipment 
of the armies she may bring into the field. 

China has its “ blue books” tlie same as any 
Other civilized power. These show her bat¬ 
talions to he like the sands of the sea, her sol¬ 
diery to he counted by millions, her equipments 
to be splendid and complete. But the figures of 

are mg an equipment of railways, the open- v j military strength in a Chinese “ blue book” 
ing of coal mines, and the regulation of 



assagai _ 
vastly exaggerated, and are contradicted by t 

consular reports of the different powers and the 

statements of observant travellers who have 

visited the leading cities of the land. 

At least one-half the entire grown male popu¬ 

lation is liable to military duty. This is one of 

the relics of the Manchu conquest of China in 

the seventeenth century. Atthat tifne the Tar¬ 

tar troops were arranged according to ban¬ 

ners, where nowadays they are divided 

into divisions and brigades. From this fact 

they took the name of Bannermen, which, 

from motives of imperial policy, has been pre¬ 

served ever since. The war was not, as is too 

frequently supposed, a struggle between two 

nations, the one Chinese and the other Tartar. 

It was really between a decaying and odious 

dynasty, the Mings on the one side and on the 

other all its foes, domestic and foreign. The 

victorious opposition was headed by the Man- 

ohus, who have reigned ever since. This will 

explain why the original Bannermen were Chi- 

nese and Mongol as well as Manchu in national¬ 

ity. In honor of their success, the Tartar con¬ 

querors decreed that the faithful Bannermen 

and their descendants should enjoy exclusively 

forever the privilege of being members of the 

** Imperial Banner Force.” Two centuries and 

more have witnessed these descendants increase 

in numbers until they are now said to aggre¬ 

gate 8,000,000 potential warriors, and, it may be 

added with perfect truth, not 8,000 actual; ones. 

Second in point of numbers, and even more 

worthless in military efficiency, is the army of 

|| the Green Standard, which is provincial rather 

?|e than imperial in character. Its muster roll is 

anywhere between 300,000 and 1,000,000. It 

® is a nondescript organization, or non-organiza- 

r£ tion, its separate units doing duty as policemen, 

,j constabulary, revenue officers, tax gatherers, 

roadmakers, caretakers, court attendants, farm 

•l hands, stable boys, and a great variety of other 

H civil occupations. The green standard is un- 

> ';■ doubtedly a historical relic or hen-loom, whose 

meaning is forgotten by the people of to-day. 

M Third, and more important than the two pre- 

8 , 
, ;i soldier 

».ie province or rvumia iws inOk nra~ 

?i®nnnTit\^i^-00aW^iiteq.1;Uppetl and well-drilled * i oops. Att.ei & victorious caiHiDfliffn v«- 
turned to his headquarters at bfankinsr But 
little has been heard of his forces sinfe that 

s?ll°o1 a.a(l arsenal at Foochow are 
still prospering, as it is said are also his military 
academies at Nanking and in Sze-Chnan In the 
north his men are equipped with Remington 
rifles and Krupp and Armstrong artillery; in 
I oochow they have advanced as far as repeating 
and magazine guns. 

In Formosa Governor-General Liu Ming Chang 
had all of his forces thoroughly trained bv the 
best British and German tacticians. They were 
so expert that in the last war with France they 
gave the tricolor an ignominious thrashing at 
lamsui. Though the Governor’s forces on pa¬ 
ver have been reported as high as 50,000, it may 
bo quest toned if he ever had under arms at any 
one time over 10,000 troops, for Tamsui has as .< 
deadly a climate as Panama. Li Han Chang, 
Viceroy of Quangtung and brother of Li Hung 
Chang, the Premier, has done good work 
in the same field. He has an army and navy in 
south China, and manages both with rare ability 
for a Chinese official.His soldiers serve limited 
terms, and as fast as their term expires their 
places are filled with raw recruits. At Wham¬ 
poa, near Canton, lie has a large and flourishing 
naval and military college, where the best na- 
U ve and foreign talent is employed in the facul¬ 
ty. The progress made is shown by the fact that 
many of the graduates have done special work 
for the Viceroy, such as the manufacture of 
cordite and other new explosives, the analysis of 
complex organic compounds, and the planning 
of forts, mines, and men-of-war, in which they 
displayed ability and scientific knowledge. 

The other prominent leaders of the Chinese 
nation are very much like their parents and 
grandparents before tnem, arrogant, self-satis¬ 
fied, conservative, and antiquated. They look „„ 
with unspeakable contempt upon the “foreign H 

„ devil,” and actually believe that a regiment of 
| braves, equipped with spears, banners, and tom¬ 
toms, is more than a match for a European army 
supplied with magazine rifles and Maxim guns. 

The four classes described make up the fight¬ 
ing material from which John Chinaman must 

|draw his armies. They are an unorganized 
force. Not only is there no general organization 
of these millions of potential warriors, but there 
is no way of bringing them together, no central 
rendezvous or headquarters where they caii 
meet, no national depot of arms or equipments 
for them to draw from, and no commisariat to 
provide for their physical wants in the event of 
their assembling. 

The real army of China is comparatively a 
sjnall and insignificant power. A late 

He constitutes at least two-thirds of | 

the actual soldiery of the empire. He enlists 

■ and is discharged as frequently as a hired girl, 

A and has a knowledge of drill and firearms 

scarcely on a par with that of a Western hoy in 

$ his first year at school. An American in China 

IH met one, a boatman by vocation, who had been 

S a soldierman off and on twenty years. In that 

period ho had carried a spear, a pole-axe, a 

shield, and a banner, but had never handled. 

If much less discharged, a gun of any sort. Tiie 

. r return 
_ ^i* „ .'ioitW'<i ia the “brave ” oi- lirptmlfli- Itoiu the eighteen provinces published in the 
ceding combined, is tne biave, or irregular g shen.pa0y a tending Chinese newspaper, places 

* American met others who had carried a musket 

five years, but did not know that it should be 

ill borne in any way different from a cane or a fisli- 

ing pole. When on duty he poked and pushed 

S with it very much as a Broadway policeman 

fS might use a night-stick. 
H The fourth class comprises the soldiers who 

• have been trained and drilled by Europeans. 

S They are more numerous than is popularly sup- 

posed,. ]fp to tipi Taiping rebellion European 
tactics and warcraft were either unknown or 

{ despised by the literati of the Flowery Empire. 

The remarkable success of Geu. Gordon and bis 

corps of British and American free-lances called 

attention even from the sleepiest mandarin to | geverai 

the number of the troops in actual service, in- 
I eluding sick men, men on leave, details, and sol- 
| diers on garrison and frontier duty, at 650,000 

men. The Kivnng-pao, the leading Chinese 
newspaper in Canton, disputes these figures, 
saying that they are the same as have annually 
appeared for twenty years, and that the actual 
number of men under arms of all sorts in the 
eighteen provinces is about 300,000. 

Of this army, wnatever may be its actual 
|! number, not more than 70,000 have received j? 
1 European training, and not more than 60,000 |j| 

‘ are armed and equipped in proper fashion. Of 
the remainder, 50,000 are armed with Spring- 
field muskets, muzzle-loading rifles, worn-out 
Remingtons, condemned Winchesters, second 
and third hand Martini-Henrys, and the cast¬ 
off weapons of European and American armies. 

The rest of the force, whether it be 100 or 
500,000 men, are armed with matchlocks, flint- 
and-steel guns, blunderbusses, gin gals, bows 
apd arrows, spears, pole axes, pitchforks, tri¬ 
dents, morgensterns, flails, battle axes, long 
swords and shields. A large and bulky portion 
of their armament consists of flags, banners, 
placards, gongs, cymbals, tom-toms, drums, 
grotesque helmets, masks, and properties such 
as are seen in western countries only in Christ¬ 
mas pantomimes. These are an organic part of 
Chirwpse equipment, and are used to frighten the ■ 
foe. 1 In Mongolian strategy a great General 
rdarches his men to and fro before the enemy 

action in __ times prior to engaging m 
the superiority of Christian modes of warfare, jg order to strike consternation into then nearrs. 

The impression then made has never been for¬ 

gotten and has borne fruit in many fields. Eu¬ 

ropean officers have been acting as teachers to 

the raw levies of China ever since. In the re¬ 

bellion at least 200,000 men were drilled to a 

greater or less extent, and of these a quarter 

still survive who can do military service. The 

European teachers in the past twenty years have 

trained thousands more who can go through the 

manual of arms as well as any corresponding 

body of men in Europe. 
This movement has not been a general one. It 

represents the energy and progressive tenden¬ 

cies of only a few of the great leaders of the 
umpire. In the north the Premier, Li Hung 
Chang, has done his utmost to develop the mili¬ 
tary strength of his country. At the present 
time he has an army of 20,000 men, drilled and 
equipped according to the latest ideas in war¬ 
fare. The veterans who once served him num¬ 
ber at least 100,000, and could readily be mar¬ 
shalled into a powerful army. Viceroy Tso- 
Tsung Tang was a worthy rival of the Pre- 

A ' mier. He also organized an army upon Eu¬ 
ropean methods, and when called upon in 1874 

Nine-tenths of the officers of the impeiial army 
would try to do the same thing to-day when 
about to attack a European army equipped with 
the latest death-dealing inventions 

This estimate of 70,000 soldiers^ thoroughly 
drilled and thoroughly equipped, errs if at all, 
in favor of the Flowery. Empire The tendency 
nf rnrftfnl observers is toward a lov er total. 
They base their calculations upon what they 
see at the various ports along the coast. ’ 
for example at Woosung, near Shangnai, tne 
soldi^t have modern riles of some. sort, but 
keep them locked up, and dnll jvitb oia 
fashioned muskets. At N mg-po anJ^attalum - 
braves some 300 in number practices with bow s 
and arrows. At Tamusi and Keelung the troops 
are provided with discarded Winchesters and 
Springfield muskets of the 1850 type. In Amoy 
in April, 1894, a thousand or more troops turned 
out to receive a new commander, and of the lot 
only fifty carried firearms. The others were 
glorious with banners, spears, and similar 
mediaeval implements of carnage. 

At Sliameen, Canton, in June, 1894, some 400 
soldiers were detailed to the foreign settlement 
and its neighborhood. Those who were equipped 
with firearms bore guns which were in vogue in 
1860-1870. Similar accounts could he given of 
every port on the coast, excepting, it may be, the 
well-drilled cohorts of Li Hung Chang, the Pre¬ 
mier. These will compare on equal terms with 
the best army divisions of E 

,. ith thfsTSSybf 70,000 reinforced by about 
30,000 of a second class, China will do hei fight- 
Ing. Her men are brave, patient, and long-suf¬ 
fering. They are wiry, strong, and active. They 
can do an immense amount of work and endure 
inordinate privations upon what seems a ridicu¬ 
lously small amount of rice and vegetables. If 
they win the first battles of a war, their num¬ 
bers will be doubled, trebled, or even quintupled 
by raw levies, similarly drilled, if not similarly 
equipped. If they lose the first battles of the 
war. it means greater disasters to China. The 
party which believes in the military system of 
the “ foreign devil,” holds its tenure of power 
by a mere thread. If their legions lose, their 
leaders will be decapitated or disgraced, and the 
direction of the War Department will pass to 
the hands of men who believe in the methods of 
Zenghis Kahn or of Timour the Tartar. War 
under such auspices degenerates into slaughter. 

As to a medical department, a commisariat, 
and an organization for transportation and lo¬ 
comotion, the Chinese military system is piti¬ 
ably deficient. There is no medical department, 
and not even a provision for medicines and 
surgical appliances. Li Hung Chang is said to 
have two surgeons in his army in the north and 
Li Han Chang one in that of Quangtung. 
These, with the few physicians attached to the 
naval squadron, are all there are to look after 
the armies and navies of the country. Iu war 
times rich Generals and mandarins often, if not 
generally, carry a doctor with them, very much 
as they take a valet or a cook. But these fol¬ 
lowers of Esculapius know nothing of anatomy, 
surgery, chemistry, and pathology. They are good 
hone setters; they show skill in treating boils, 
pimples, corns, bunions, warts, and prickly 
heat: they are quite successful at times with 
indigestion, cholera morbus, neuralgia, gout, 
rlieumatism.and affections of the bladder and in¬ 
testines. But beyond this they know nothing. 
In the presence of gunshot wounds and the 
diseases of camp life they are "worse than 
powerless. What little they do helps the disease 
and not the patients. When a fever breaks out 
in a garrison, the doctor removes the General to 
a “ lucky ” spot and waits till the malady 
vanishes from lack of victims. The mortality 
in every camp and garrison in China, in times 
peace, is greater than that in an unhealthful 
European city; in times of war the percentage is 
vastly increased. 

In cases of gunshot wounds the Mongolian 
practice is to leave the sufferer alone until the 
“ hurt declares its character,” i. e., whether 
mortal or not. In such cases, little or nothing 
is left to the doctor. There is no such thing as 
an army hospital in China! 

Nor is the commissariat in any better condi¬ 
tion than the medical service. The victorious 
Manclius of two hundred years ago lived off the 
people they conquered. Why should not their 
descendants who inherit their glory, power, and 
courage do the same thing. Such is the simple Srinciple upon which the army is run even to- 

ay. That this shall not seem a gross exaggera¬ 
tion, it is only necessary to cite the suppression 
of the Kuldja rebellion in 1874. Upon receipt 
of the news of the insurrection, the Throne di¬ 
rected Viceroy Tso-Tsung-Jang to suppress it 
and punish the ringleaders. Thanks to the care¬ 
ful preparations he had made, as already de¬ 
scribed, he took the field within thirty days at 
the head of an army of 60,000 troops 
and marched northwest toward the 
Kuldja capital. As his forces moved slowly on¬ 
ward it tilled the soil, sowed rice, potatoes, and 
vegetables, and reaped the crops. At some 
points it built roads, bridges, and temples for 
villages on the route, who paid, it is said, not 
more than the market rate. This style of 
progress was adhered to until the rebel country 
was reached.when Tso-Tsung-Tang had no diffi- 

. uulty in crushing the revolutionists. It took two 
years of marching, a week of fighting, and it 
’made the Viceroy famous for martial genius 1 

In a camp or garrison the sutler and cook are 
conspicuous by their absence. The soldiers form 
into groups or knots of from three to ten men, 
each of which does its own simple cooking. 
Sometimes they get their rice from the officers, 
sometimes from the General, and sometimes 
they buy it themselves. 

Transportation and locomotion are perpetual 
puzzles to Chinese Generals. The Government 
owns no troop ships and has no office or bu¬ 
reau which looks after the matter. A regiment 
in Hankow is ordered to proceed at once to 
Shanghai, some 500 miles down the Yang-tse 
River. The commander after a week of deep 
thought first tries to impress a steamer owned 
by Chinese. Failing in this he charters a British 
river or ocean steamer of some sort. This prov¬ 
ing unsuccessful, he seizes enough junks to ac¬ 
commodate his troops, and then floats and sails 
down stream to his destination. If the supply 
of junks has run short, he calmly waits until 
fortune or some powerful friend in the neigh¬ 
borhood secures him the necessary craft. 

When it comes to marching cross-country, the 
progress of a Chinese army borders upon the 
ridiculous. The General and the staff officers go 
in heavy sedan chairs, carried by four, six, or 
eight coolies. The chair is well furnished, and 
allows its occupant to sleep and eat, read and 
write. It moves at the rate of four miles an hour 
in smooth country and two or three in rough. 
With the General goes an astrologer.whose duty 
is to point out lucky days for inarching, and 
unlucky days, when devotional exercises are 
necessary to ward off malign influences—to indi¬ 
cate where halts should be made, rests taken, 
and deities and demigods recognized. His su¬ 
pernatural powers go so far that he predicts the 
places at which his employer may be taken in 
ambush, at which reconnoitering parties should 
be sent ahead, a nd at which battle would result 
disastrously. Under such auspices the move- 

plan army is often like tkat of a snail. 



: S^^^^t^^iMurrection m Tokien*, In 1891 there was an^ii|,oochow_ A General 

about eighty miles from^r! the city to sup- 
and a regiment starte “ud.iyg jn reaching the 
Dress it. and consume anfai, ^rom being an ex¬ 
scene of hostilities- example of the general ceptional case, is a faii^ex^^ P( meu in o^ina, 
management of la g ^ ooM provincea of Man- 
no matter wnetner lands of Ton-wan. 

^ThaevilB described are bad enough, but taken 
tiptlw heTare insignificant compared with 
togethei tney aic peculation which runs 
T ,^hmPi Hary as weFl a all official life. Ex- 
ttrough military as xjrmy under the personal 
Cepni^hiD of *Li Hung Chang, there is not a 
firanchof theservice nor a command however 
small but what is undermined and rotten with 
dishonesty. The position of Titai, which 
is admiral and generalissimo combined 
nos Attached to it a salary of about 
$6 000 a year, but its value ranges from 
«50 000 to $200,000 a year, according to the 
district where the post is situated From the 
Titai downward the same ominous discrepancy 
between salary and income is universal No- 
where is human ingenuity better exhibited than j 
in the thousand and one ways m which the State 
and individual are defrauded to enrich the mili¬ 
tary officeholder. A General draws pay for five 
regiments, when he has four; a Colonel for ten 
companies, when he has eight: a Captain for a 
hundred soldiers, when he has fifty. In Nank¬ 
ing is a brigade of cavalry—on paper. _ There are 
Actually twenty men mounted on ponies who are 
detailed on the courier post office. In Swatow 
is a huge Krupp gun. said to have cost $200,000. 
It is really a Quaker gun. handsomely carved J 
from wood and painted to resemble metal. 

When one of the great river harriers near Can- | 
tbn was finished, it was hailed with a flourish of ! 
native trumpets. It was described as a com¬ 
plicated but scientific structure of steel and 
iron, so strong as to defy the heaviest armored 
cruiser, and so arranged as to perforate and 
sink any vessel which might collide with it. No 
one cared to put the matter to a test, and the 
sham might have remained unexposed for years, 
but for a small Butterfield & Swire’s steamer, 
commanded bv Capt. Baxendale, which lost its 
helm one fine day, and went through the “ im¬ 
pregnable” barrier without the slightest injury. 
Volumes of similar stories might be adduced, 
hut would not make out a stronger case. 

This is the army and military system where¬ 
with China now' threatens the Mikado. It is 
also the army which some of the profound 
thinkers of Downing street think will be an in¬ 
valuable ally to 'Great Britain in the event of a 
war with Russia. 

The Chinaman in This Country as He 

Actually 

*T| Chinaman, Mr. SUNYOWE Pang, 

has a very temperate and an instruc¬ 
tive paper on “ The Chinese in America ” 
in the latest number of the Forum maga¬ 
zine. It seems to have been prepared 
with some incidental reference to the 
proposal, and we may add, the prob¬ 
ability of the extension of the Chinese 
Exclusion act by the present Congress. 
He makes no direct assault on that law 
prohibiting the immigration of China¬ 
men, except to speak of it as “ without 
a parallel in the history of the world; ” 
but his whole article is an indirect ex¬ 
posure of its injustice from a Chinaman’s 
point of view. 

He starts out by calling attention to 
the historical fact that “the coming of 
the Chinese into this country was not 
of their own volition; they were invited 
here” because of the impossibility of 
getting enough of other laborers for 
the building of the Central Pacific Rail- 
road. “ The road needed at least ten 
thousand laborers, but not more than 
eight hundred white men could be se¬ 
cured, ” and in the extremity Chinese 
labor was systematically sought and 
obtained. “ Coolie ships were kept run¬ 
ning between the Kwang-tung Province 
and San Francisco, ” and “ when the 
railroad was finished more than fifteen 
thousand Chinamen were turned loose 
°n the country for support. ” This 
number was increased largely because 
of the activity of the steamship agents 
m inducing immigration for the sake 
of. the fares. 

The result was that eventually in 
California white labor began to feel 
the competition of the Chinaman who 

were willing to take Jess wages. 
1876 arose the so-called “ Sand-lot agi¬ 
tation ” in San Francisco against the 
Chinese, which brought about the enact¬ 
ment of the United States law pro¬ 
hibiting the immigration of the Chinese 
and making them ineligible to citizen- 
ship. The number of Chinamen here tries of California were it not for Chinese 

had been exaggerated greatly, the esti¬ 
mates more than doubling the actual fl 

number found by the census of 1880, |# 
or 105,448. At present the total is about 

the same. 
The theory on which the Chinese Ex¬ 

clusion law was advocated and passed 
is that if not forcibly prevented Chinese 
immigration would swamp the Pacific 
States, and by becoming the controlling 
element in the population would sweep 
away Christian civilization. Mr. Sun- 

yowe Pang opposes to this, however, 
the “ matter of fact that the Chinese are 
not migratory. ” Those who have come 
here, he says, are from a few districts 
of the Province of Kwang-tung, in which 
Canton is situated, and the majority of 
them were villagers and peasants. 

The bar to their admission to Amer¬ 
ican citizenship and the prejudice against 
them have compelled the Chinamen for 
self-protection to live by themselves, so 
that “ there are no more clannish people 
on earth than the Chinese in America. ” 
Mr. Sunyowe Pang denies, however, 
the justice of the popular notion that 
“as a people earning much and spend¬ 
ing little, they might drain this country 
of its wealth for the benefit of China. ” 
The Chinese in this country, he says, 
are not parsimonious. “ Their savings 
may be estimated at not more than 
10 per cent, of what they earn and very 
often are invested in this country, and 
do not go to China. ” The Chinaman 
“is inclined to be a spendthrift when 
he can; ” “ he is an epicure in his own 
way;” “he is also fond of silk clothes 
and expensive shoes; ” “ very often be is 
a gambler; ” “ the food bought by the 
Chinese is often as expensive as that of 
the whites. ” If they lodge in mean 
houses it is because, as a rule, they are 
allowed in no better, though the families 
of well-to-do Chineso merchants in 
New York and San Francisco are well 
housed;- and “in New York there is an 
apartment house, up to date in every 
respect, occupied by Chinese families. ” 

To the popular impi'ession here in the 
East that all the Chinamen in this coun¬ 
try are laundrymen, he opposes the 
facts that while, of course, many are in 
that business, more are engaged in a 
large number of other industries. “On 
the Pacific coast and in the far West, 
where more of them are employed than 
in all the rest of the Union besides, they 
are mainly laborers. ” Many, too, are 
in domestic service, in which they get 
wages running from twenty to sixty 
dollars a month. They have been very 
successful in farming and mining in¬ 
dustries, the Chinaman being especially 
capable as a grower of vegetables and 
small fruits. “ In California, and in fact! 
all over the West, the raising of ‘garden 
truck’ is almost altogether in their 
hands.” “A Chinese vegetable farm, 

■ 

usually very small in extent, is a lesson 
in thorough and careful cultivation; not 
even in France or Belgium can such close 
cultivation be found. ” “ There is hard y 
a light industry in the country in whic 
they are not employed; ” “it- would be 
impossible to run many of the indus- 

labor. ” They have an aptitude for 
delicate work like embroidering an 
lace making, are adept in cigar making 
and are preferred in powder works. 
Many are employed in filling cartridges, 
an exceedingly dangerous and unhealthy 
occupation, which, however, does no 
greatly increase the mortality among 
them, so large is their stock of vitality- 
Chinese merchants are many and there 
are Chinese lawyers, doctors and den¬ 
tists; “ not long ago a Chinese lawyer, 
educated in London and New York, went 

to China to become tutor to the grand- 

| children of Li Hung Chang. 

Mr. Sunyowe Pang does not boast 
of many rich Chinamen in America, but 
fortunes ranging from one hundred 
thousand to five hundred thousand 
dollars are found among them, and 
they have “ one multi-millionaire, Chin 

Tan Sun, who owns whole towns and 
employs hundreds of white men and 
women in his factories and canneries 
and has several merchandise stores in 
San Francisco; ” yet “ he came to Amer¬ 
ica as a lad in the steerage and started 
in a kitchen. ” He is called “ Big Jim, ” 

on account of his stature of six feet. 
Another popular impression is dis¬ 

posed of as false by Mr. Sunyowe Pang. 

It is as to the famous Chinese ‘ ‘ Six Com¬ 
panies, ” so universally regarded as or¬ 
ganized for evil only. He explains that 
they are simply associations of China¬ 
men from six districts in the Kwang-tung 
Province, for mutual aid. He denies to¬ 
tally the story that “ they are virtually 
slave concerns,” and says that “ their 
mission is to look after the sick and dead, 
to write letters for illiterate Chinamen, 
to advise in business matters, &c., to 
look after the interests of their members 
when alive and to ship their bones back 

to China.” 
Mr. Sunyowe Pang’s final statements 

that “the spread of Christianity among 
Chinamen in this country has been 
steady and successful,” and that “as 
a rule, the Chinese who attend the one 
hundred Chinese missions are earnest 

their endeavor to understand and 
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embrace Christianity, ” will cause sur¬ 
prise in many people, if it is not received 
by them with absolute scepticism. His 
article as a whole, however, presents 
a view of the character of our Chinese 
population which conflicts with notions 
regarding it held by many of those who 

;| . have discussed the subject. 
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LI STILL A VIGOROUS MAN, 
J!W -JSJ—'-JT 

DR. SEAM AX DEXIES THAT THE EARL’S 
POWERS ARE FAILING. 

Barring His Begs, Which Are Hardly .Bigger 

Thau One’s Wrist, the Chinese States¬ 

man Is In Fine Condition—Onr Army 

Kations Unfit for Soldiers in the Tropics. 

Ur. L. L. Seaman, formerly Surgeon Major 
; of the First Engineers, United States Volun- 

|| teers, returned yesterday to his home in 
.• New York after a considerable stay in China, 

during which he not only secured some valu- 
■ able data upon the subject in which pro¬ 

fessionally he is particularly interested, the 
army ration, but acquired information and 
views of the general situation there which 

- form most interesting topics of conversation. 
| Ur. Seaman went to China to take command 

■}. of the hospital ship Maine, and was prepared 
to renew her supplies and contracts and 
extend her service for six months beyond 
the period for which she had been prepared, 

$ but the need for the ship having passed in 
I China, Admiral Seymour had sent her home 

pj before Ur. Seaman arrived in the Orient. 
: * The doctor thereupon went straight to Pekin. 

In the winter he saw Li Hung Chang half a 
■ dozen times, professionally and socially, 
i He was already acquainted with the Earl, 

having crossed the Atlantic with him some 
1 years ago, and having been entertained by 
| him at his palace on a former visit tcf China, 

pt Ur. Seaman says that the stories of Earl Li’s 
? failing powers are untrue. He said that the 

V aged statesman was all right, and that at the 
ai very time when the European press were re- 
•y porting his breakdown he found the Earl out 

V calling on the Chinese New Year’s Uay, Feb. 
'! 19, in one of the furious wind storms that 

prevail in Pekin, when the air is stifling with 
j ancestral dust and one can scarcely see fifteen 

3 feet. The doctor was astonished upon call- 
\ ing to find that Li himself was out in his sedan 

(•hair making official calls. Later in the day, 
, however, the doctor met him at the British 
legation with Sir Edward Satow, the British 
Ambassador. Ur. Seaman says that of course 
I,i cannot walk far, but that practically he 

| hasn’t walked for twenty years, being moved 
,’) * everywhere in his chair,like other high Chinese 

i officials, who simply form that habit in their 
•: self-indulgence; and that any man refusing 
to use his limbs must of course expect to 

! y have them atrophy. He said that Li’s legs 
‘6 are hardly bigger than one’s wrist, but that 
||j otherwise his physical condition is excellent 
a and his intellect is as strong as ever. The 
.' Earl’s regular medical attendant, he said, 

?$ is Ur. Mark, a native physioian who studied 
| in the Europeanlschools in China, and Isa very 

intelligent and cultivated gentleman. 
It was Li’s diplomacy all the while, Ur. 

j.| Seaman said, to try to get the allies scrapping 
i; among themselves, feeling as he did that if 

this could be accomplished China might es- 
■ cape, and it was this desi' e and purpose on his 

;1 part whloh accounted for his attitude in favor 
, j’ of Russia. For certain distinguished Chinese 
;/s diplomats abroad, who have also been serv- 
'Jf1: ing their country, Ur. Seaman has a profound 

admiration, growing out of their success in 
>■ cajoling the peoples to whioh they are ac- 

credited into the belief that the Chinese court 
|| was not responsible for the whole Boxer ris- 

ing, as Ur. Seaman says that it was, adding: 
> ' “Minister Conger was entirely correct in his 
;reports of the situation. The present con- 

ditions in China are simply monstrous! The 
Chinese were guilty of outrages upon the le- 

3 ‘i gations and foreigners. Yes, but these have 
d been repaid a thousandfold with cruelties 

that make one’s blood rise, atrocities that, are 
m unspeakable. I will not arraign one nation- 

* ality when there were so many at it, but look 
at the effect of these 'punitive expeditions. 
Hundreds of miles of territory devastated 
and the peoples ruined. , 

"Why. the war was over when Pekin was 
taken. There wasn’t. any fight left in the China¬ 
men after that. He doesn’t know how to 
ft shit; even the Boiers’aftd their sympathizers 
didn’t do much in the way of real war. They 
would shoot away at the besieged legations 
at night, and then in the daytime send in fruit, 

< md then begin their shooting again at night, 
setting off firecrackers to add to the din 
....1 1 

■■ ■ , v 

Lhat s their notion of warfare—to make a 
noise and scare away the spirits, foreign 
devils included. They wont learn anything, 
they are so fearfully proud and so sbornful 
of everything and every one foreign. Their 
ignorance of the outside world is bevond com¬ 
prehension. Why, even some of the officials 
actually thought that, a majority of all the 
foreigners in the world were there in China 
when the troubles reached their climax. 
A model-" battery of 100 Europeans or Ameri¬ 
cans, mounted in the positions of the Boxers, 
could have demolished the legations in half 
a day, a work whioh the Boxers failed to ac¬ 
complish by their entire siege. 

‘The moral effect of the war has been en¬ 
tirely lost through events that have hap¬ 
pened since it began. Had Pekin, that splendid 
capit al, been razed, its palaces, libraries and 
art treasures burned, and its population put 
to the sword, the punishment would have 
been severe, but the result would have been 
infinitely better. To have reserved the city 
for loot and desecration has impressed the 
Oriental with the idea that these practices 
are virtues in the eves of the foreign devil, 
and the hatred and contempt for him has 
been infinitely intensified. The influence of 
modern civilization has been lost and cen¬ 
turies cannot repair the inestimable damage. 

"But of these expeditions, in one of which 
12,000 people were slaughtered in one day, 
every one of whom was innocent, every one 
of whom was unarmed—what of them? 
The Chinese population of one entire city, 
all the Russian soldiers could And, except 
twenty men, at Bladagavinski in Manchuria 
—men, women and children—were swept 
into the Amu; River at the point of the bayo¬ 
net and drowned. I know this. A Russian 
officer, who is a personal friend, acknowledged 
it, saying that it made him blush for his 
country and his people and humanity to have 
to carry out such orders. And I have the 
testimony of others. The twenty who es¬ 
caped were bought off for 40,000 rubles, 
paid to the officer who ordered this carnage, 
Gen. .Grodekow, now Governor General of 
Manchuria, who has since been decorated 
with a diamond sword for his deed of horror. 
The number of people swept into the Amur 
in that one day by tne Russians was actually 
between 12,000 and 13,000. 

“These facts cannot be gainsaid; they speak 
for themselves and are open for the percep¬ 
tion of all. And these expeditions or which 
I have spoken are despoiling the country 
in which commercial America is most inter¬ 
ested. They have been sweeping through 
the territory to which the United .States have 
been annually sending millions of pieces of 
goods and other products of American manu¬ 
facture, the provinces of Manchuria, Pe 
Chi Li and Shantung. The British and 
Germans and French are laughing in their 
sleeves at all this, as it affects the commerce 
of the United States only, of which they are 
intensely jealous. Their territory is not 
being invaded and despoiled. Their interests 
lie In the districts about Kanchan, the Talley 
of the Yangtse-Kiang, Tonquin and to the 
south, where as yet there is no war and no 
interruption to foreign commerce. 

“Regarding the much-talked-of indemnity, 
it is like killing the goose of the golden eggs, 
China simply cannot pay the heavy indemni¬ 
ties which the Powers are asking. It seems 
to me that, as they know this, the punitive 
expeditions are carried on with the distinct 
aim of making it unquestionably impossible 
for her to pay, so that the Powers may in 
the end demand territorial compensation 
and so bring about the destruction of the 
integrity of the Einpire. The Chinese look 
upon the Americans as their saviors 

“The proposed Hsi Au Fu expedition, going 
\ 500 niiles through a devastated country after 
| the Empress, was a bluff. The Germans 
didn’t have the necessary transportation. 
Nobody except the Americans have any 
transportation in China worth talking about. 
The Germans couldn’t even take the Count 
von Waldersee up from Taku, and the United 
States Quartermaster had to lend them a 
mule team for that purpose. The Germans 
bought 1,800 camels, for the proposed expe¬ 
dition. Well, a camel takes up about fifteen 
feet of space as he is hitched by a rope to the 
one in front of him—that’s the way they 
travel—and it would be half a day’s journey 
from one end of the line to the other, about 
five miles away. They only make about 
twelve miles a day. The burden for each is 
about 400 pounds, and a man who agrees with 
the Teutonic idea that it’s a necessity to have 
beer in the ration figured that the train might 
carry enough of that to last about half way. 

“Count von Waldersee was not the only 
one who profited by our excellent and en¬ 
viable transportation facilities. The Ameri¬ 
cans furnished a forty-mule train to take Sir 
Claude Macdonald down to tidewater, and 
then the British wanted to borrow another 
train to bring back his successor, but the 
Americans said they couldn’t spare any 
more. (They hadn’t sent so much as a thank- 
you, or a cold bottle, in the way of acknowl¬ 
edgment of what had been done, and our 
Quartermaster thought it time to call a halt.) 

“But we’ve done more than transport them. 
We've clothed and kept warm large numbers 
of the Europeans there. We have sold them 
overcoats and underclothing and stoves. 
Count von Waldersee is enjoying the grateful 
heat of an American stove now. Both the 
transportation ?nd the commissary service 
of the United (fates Army have been eye- 

openers to the European armies. Not one 
single item of the Commissary s supplies 
ran out all winter until just before I came 
away, when the first complaint came in, and 
it was that the caviar had run short. And 
the reason for this was that our people had 
sold so much of it, to others." 

On the subject of the unsuitableness of our 
army ration for service in the tropics Ur 
Seaman is, after his last trip to China, more 
emphatic than ever in his declarations against 
the present order of things. For service in 
high latitude he says that the ration of the 
United States Army is ideal, the finest in the 
world, th$ envy of all the other armies. In 
Pekin this last winter, where the thermometer 
runs down to zero, the ration was exactly 
what the men needed and wanted. The 
soldier thrived on it. Even men whose health 
had become impaired in the Philippines 
Picked up again in the bracing atmosphere 
of the colder northern region on the fat, the 
heat-producing, ingivorating ration which 
Uncle Sam provides and prescribes for his 
soldiers. So well did it suit the men, both 
as to their physical requirements and their 
taste, that they desired even more than the 
regular allotment, and officers told him, the 
doctor said, that the company funds were 
depleted by the calls of the men for extra 
allowances of this excellent food. It agreed 
with them so thoroughly that Dr. Seaman found 
only one two-thousandt hs of 1 per cent, of the 
men in Pekin suffering from digestive diseases, 
as against from 50 to 75 per cent, in the late 
Spanish-American War and in the Philippines. 
The whole wide and eloquent difference Dr. 
Seaman ascribes to the ration. In the Philip¬ 
pines, where the Almighty has provided an 
environment of heat, he says, this ration 
which is so good everywhere outside the 
tropics becomes the greatest peril which 
the soldiers encounter. The system only 
assimilating what its needs require, the rest 
of this heat-producing ration becomes toxins, 
which the system then undertakes to expel 
in the readiest way by catarrh and diarrhoeas. 
In place of the heavy ration of the regular 
order he advocates the use of rice and light 
meats and fish, with, an abundance of fruits, 
the ordinary living of residents of the tropical 
countries, which, he says, produces plenty of 
energy without heat. 

"It is a crime," he says, "to compel men in 
service to eat in the tropics this ration which 
is in many ways a toxin there, while in colder 
climates it is the best in the world.” 

’AREWELL FEAST TO MR. WU, 
IWHO, MERCHANT HOSTS SING. IS 

A REAL JOLLY GOOD FELLOW. 

[Everybody invited to Sharks’ Fins In China 

—Told Meantime to Let Chinese 
Merchants In Here—«L J, Hill Would 
Like to See 30,<M*0 Conie—Mayor There 

The members of the American Asiatic 
Association and of the Silk Association 
of America got together at Delmonico’s 
last night to tell the retiring Chinese Minis¬ 
ter, Mr. Wu Ting Fang, for the last time 
that he is a jolly good fellow and to give 
him a rousing send-off before his departur e 
for China to become Minister of Commerce 

there. , , . 
It was rather a sad affair and nobody 

took it more seriously than Mr. Wu. His 
farewell speech was an hour long and there 
wasn’t the shadow of a joke in it until way 
down at the end, when Mr. Wu told his 
friends that he would never be able to enter¬ 
tain them in China as they had entertained 
him here, but he would give them sharks 

fins and bird’s nest soup. 
The parting guest gave the American 

traders with the East a little advice. He 
told them that they should start a cam¬ 
paign of education in this eountrv to ovei- 
come American prejudice against the 

Chinese, and declared that the trade wou 
be much greater if Chinese merchants and 
tradesmen were allowed to come to this 
country and see for themselves what there 

was to sell. 
On the toast list opposite Mr. Wu s na mo 

was the quotation, “Soirying most ° ,a“ 
that they should see his face no more,.tney 
accompanied him unto the ship. 

“I wouldn’t like that quotation at all, 
said the Minister “if somebody badn t 
t old me that it was from the Bible, i don i 
exnect you all to go to the ship with rne 
and I do object to the prophecy that you 
will see mv face no more. If I canjt_conie 



back here you can a ° the Silk Associa- 
»VrCongdonox ^ called 

tio'n was toastmaster. the United 
for toasts to the President oi ^ ;md the ists to the PrCj'*s* Dowager and the 
States and dheEmpieSAnD.ica, ^ 
Emperor of Eh^a. Then, as nobody 
by the diners steams- the toastmaster 
knew the Chines ’ ^ one of which 
read the freigners. that peo- 
»ae: "Be ““very part.1 
pie may come from ® president Roosevelt. 

This message iiom mc-io 

was read: 

pray acceptp0nveyeto the^Minister of China 
sooiation ana convey v odppm find my 

appreciation oi w understandings 
S countries 

Secretary sev- 
eonstant associat him a high apprecia¬ 

tion of Mr Wu®s great ability and open- 

^TWeisno race on the face of the earth, 
; 1 Mr Hill “that lias learned better 

ffld China the value of commercial m- 
tegrityi The Chinaman, knows that capi- 

taThebclhinese Vinister led the applause ij 
when Mr. Hill said that £>-^1, should ii 
0 MlOwed to come to the United States. beaHowedtocoi them cor 

“They wouldn’t dn 
me 
ive 

here,” said Mr- Hdhy ^"uidri’t^Uurt any 

an-yb°dVe ought to see that our national 
body, .we 0’lff “"‘t" prevent 'an ambitious 
legisiatkm wiU no P1|\e0nthis country to 
Cbin^an from coming tQ dr turn to btu “ ri 

sooiation and convey -ei,teem and my study.. ofTfermany, where he is 
the assurance of my n s done toward se- lhe universities 01 ou 
d ntireolation or wnar n good 

Mr. Wu was introau^.r r-e £h-gopher, I* a 
statesman, wi. * d most estimable 
eourteoui ’ gentleman and most 

frHed'began his speech Chinese fashion 
b.Hsayin| that he didn’t deserve that at all 
b^jS^.aiiinfr Mr Congdon a flatterer. 
aIEor himself, Mr. Wu. said that he had 
performed his duties as Minister in a way 
Satisfactory to his own conscience and in 
satistactoi y . belief that the age of 
SSfin d&orLcy had gone About 
trade ^ relationsPand the future he said 

in part: 

ejcome. th„ toast, “The Unde 
, . In pri ces of China,’’ William 
his , veloped called attention to the 

?a,;0lfuyai there is more anthracite in the 
pmiS of Yunan than in the State of 

^ISfeTiohn Foard of the Asiatic LCtx j ~ -- , 
.cy./'.iat inn also spoke, 

> NEW 

CHINA AND JAPAN. 

Mr. Walter del Mar’s Trip Wround the 

World via Japan.* 

N globe-trotting there are dis¬ 

appointments as well as en- 
_^ Viic ifflirnP'' 

Sfetiu’Se SB A rsoi 

3£ return 

instance110 I Xderstand 'That ^''lgoVover 

eo>intry0° «eAX ^ 
China [applause], and l a:m glad that the 
neode of this country still like out tea, ana 
not like some of the foreign nations have 
given it up and preferred the Indian tea. _ 
g Now, the question arises what steps shall 1 
wp take to improve or increase this tiade. I 
I am not a mercantile man but if you 
allow me, I will give you a little bit of m> 
own mind, which you may take for what it 
is worth. It is to come to a better under¬ 
standing, to have direct relat ons between 
tte merchants of this country and ol China, 
r Applause]. People of this country who 
Uant to deal ni China ought to have direct 
communication with them either by writing 
or by coming into personal contact with 
them If you go to China you will deal | 
directly with the natives, you will sen the H 
neople you will understand them better ■ 
and know their requirements, and m many 1 
cases you will learn something and you will 1 
get some hint to sell goods to them § 
* On the other hand it is also essential to 
increase your markets that you should facil- Sta 
itate the coming to this country ol Chinese R 
merchants and traders. LApplause] . O il | 

eople are a common-sense, piactical people. ^ 
they won’t buy what they do not see Ol | 
course, in regard to those well-known articles f 
hs flour, kerosene and two or three things well § 

[known to them, they will purchase. But i 
there are many other things. They have to | 
see for themselves before they can buy. And I 
if you allow them to come here to have direct | 
communication with them I am sure that your | 
trade with them would be vastly increased. | 
'Applause). ...... T 3 

I don’t know your political views. I am | 
1 quite ignorant of them. But I say this: The I 
policy pursued by your government within I 
the last five or six years, since 1 have been 
here, is fair and just, which is well known to 1 
my people, and from the head of my nation | 
to the peasant they know this just policy and 
they entertain a very friendly feeling for you. 
I Applause]. 

1 Mayor Low wras the second speaker. 
Mr. Congdon suggested that he talk about 
[good government. 
1 “ I do not know, ” said the Mayor, “ whether 
he means by the suggestion that the Govern¬ 
ment of China should copy New York or 
'that New York should copy China.” 
| Because of his doubt on the subject 
the Mayor said he preferred to talk about 

joyments, and in his journey 

around the world Mr. Walter 

del Mar gives us his varied 

experiences. His volume 

dwells most orr"Japan. Leav¬ 

ing London, he reaches Colombo, passes on 

to Ceylon, visits Java, and finally lands m 

China. The Flowery Land has been writ¬ 

ten about of late, and is still likely to be 

an object of interest. The main topic 

Mr. Del Mar heard discussed in Canton, 

Hongkong, and Shanghai was the condi¬ 

tion of unrest in China. Plere is a country 

with an enormous population, which is by 

no means homogeneous, and yet it has the 

most fixed characteristics, those of pride, 

adherence to precedent, and a stubborn 

conservatism. It is proud of its learning, 

•' proud of its so-called virtues,” but, as 

the author writes., “ the virtues are 

not the virtues most prized in Europe. 

The subject of the missionary is discussed 
at some’length. The foreign merchant in 

China does not regard the missionary with 

favor. 

He admits the missionary's great zeal, 
but insists that it is not accompanied by 
discretion: he sees the devotion, but sa^s 
it is without tact; he acknowledges the 
deprivation, but contends that the same 
labor and money expended m the slums 
of the big cities at home would yield bet¬ 
ter and more lasting results. They say 
that the Protestant missions are satisfied 
if each one converts two natives per an¬ 
num at a cost of over £100 each lhe 
Roman Catholic missions claim better re¬ 
sults, but a large portion of their con¬ 
verts are foundlings. In Hongkong this 
proportion is about 85 per cent. 

One trouble with the Chinese, one of 

the main causes of friction between them 

and the missionaries, more particularly 

those not Catholic, arises from their ap¬ 

parent determination to force the Chinese 

to abandon ancestral worship. “ But the 

missionary comes and denounces these 

observances of ancestral worship as idola¬ 

try; he preaches the doctrine of damnation 

to all who have not died in the faith; he 

asserts that the Chinaman’s ancestors are 

hell, and kneeling before the funeral 

AV.O/UOC KJi. imj Ull t aIG oUUJCLl 

Mayor said he preferred to talk about 
I something else and then told of the Asiat ic 
Itrade of his father, A. A. Low. ■ vi a,uo UI HIo itU'Hv/i ) H. IJG VV . 

Ik president James J. Hill of the Great 
I Northern Railway Company said that the 
■Wj“Nrts of Mi-. Wu had done more than any- 

ig else in years to break down the barrier 
prejudice between China and the United 

The merchant has been followed by ™ 
Consul, the Consul bv the missionary, tne 
missionary by the gunboat, the gunboat 
seizure of territory by one power ana loss 
of more territory as compensation to otnei 
powers. The historv of India and Eastern 

eountries is familiar to these stat,t,srn? *?' 
(Chinese,) and they are afraid of the 111- 
ture and the possibility of losing their in¬ 
dependent existence as a nation. 

We sometimes wonder w'hat the China¬ 

man thinks of Russia. Mr. Del Mar gives 

r his opinion as follows; 

They (the Chinese) have the most fear : 
and respect for Russia, whom they cbnj^o- g 
er the greatest power of the West, and less h 
hatred toward her than toward any otner I 
foreign nation. Whether this is because ) 
Russia has no active missions to Protect, 
and no great trade to push, or whether J 
their diplomatists have been more astute or | 
less scrupulous than those of other conn- 1 
tries, is not quite clear; perhaps all these « 
are factors in the position attained by | 
Russia. I 

We need not question that, from the f 

peasants to the courtiers in Peking, | 

throughout the whole country, in fact, | 

there is hatred of the foreigner—a hatred ( 

perhaps unavoidable in some degree, but jj 

certainly “ immutable.” 
We come to a more pleasing topic when | 

the author describes Japan. Around these ; 

islands there lingers a halo of romance, j 

due perhaps to the many laudatory descrip- i 

tions found in books. When you do come | 

across a writer who has some fault to find J 

with Japan you are inclined to look at the • 

work with suspicion. There is much to be i 

admired in Japan, but much that is not. j 

It is the moral side of the Japanese to j 

which Mr. Del Mar pays more attention 

than do general writers. Some of the top¬ 

ics treated by the author we need not dwell 

on in this notice. As to the language, it is j 

a singularly difficult one. For the Japan¬ 

ese “ 1 ” is an impossible letter. “ The Jap¬ 

anese learning English will say river for 

liver. * * * “ We never met a Japanese 

who could manage a phrase like ‘ labials 

lisped by little lips! ’ ” 

| Having received an invitation to the im- 

j perial garden party, Mr. Del Mar met the 

j Emperor and the Empress. They are thus 

j described; 

He is about the height of the average 
Japanese, and appears to be between 5 
feet 9 inches and 5 feet 10 inches. His 
toes are turned in, and he seems to walk 
wdthout straightening his knees. His 
coat was ill-fitting and his trousers so 
much too long that they not only wrinkled 

_ all down his leg, but were only prevented I by the golden spurs from getting under his 
heels. Slowly he passes by, saluting- occa- 

— sionally in response to the deep bows, ac¬ 
companied on the part of the Japanese by 
the sibilant drawing in of the breath which 
Is characteristic of the ceremonious situa¬ 
tion. At a short distance behind him, 
walking alone, is the Empress Haro Ko, 
upon whose cold, sorrow-ful face flickers 
a mournful smile. Her red lips are suf¬ 
ficiently open to show that she had dis- 

. carded the old custom of blackening her 
teeth. Her features are small ani re¬ 
fined, her nose distinctly curved. She is 
dressed in European costume, with hat 
and gloves, and carries a parasol. She 
walks, as all Japanese women do, with 

*AROl\D THE WORLD. THROUGH JA¬ 
PAN. By Walter Del Mar. Cloth. Pp. 435. 
Fully illustrated. New York: The Macmillan 
Company. $3. 

tablet means praying to them, and is there¬ 

fore a deadly sin to be followed by eternal 

punishment.” There are some broad¬ 

minded missionaries, but the narrow, tact¬ 

less, and indiscreet ones are in sufficient 

number to compromise all, and to raise a 

Keeling of hatred that not only extends 

to all missionaries, but embraces all for¬ 

eigners, and, as of old, the women and chil¬ 

dren are the most open in the display of 

hostile feeling. As far as China is con¬ 

cerned, this statement cannot be disputed. 

toes turned in, knees bent, and head and 
neck in advance. 

As to the geisha, a personage much j 

talked about in the United States, and 

whose qualities are not as wrell emphasized 

as they should he, the author says: 

These maiko, who are considered the 
most accomplished geisha in Japan, go 
through their parts in deadly earnest, with¬ 
out the shadow of a smile. They are 
dressed in rich, old-fashioned costumes, 
only to be seen, in Japan of to-day, in the 
theatres, and they are so thickly coated 
with paint and pow7der that it is difficult 
to see if there are any pretty' ones; but 
they are small, dainty-looking girls, with 
fine, delicate hands, and they all seem to 
be about sixteen y-ears of age. Most of 
them hay-e been trained from the age of 
six or eight, and make their first appear¬ 
ance in public at the age of twelve. They 
are apprenticed by their parents for a long 
term of years, and when their dancing days 
are over are reduced to play'ing the music 

| for others to dance. 

Mr. Del Mar, in treating the difficult 

topic of women in Japan, differs from 



Lafcadio Hearn, who writes that the n 

tive woman is “the ideal of the Eternal 

Feminine.” Quoting Mi. ce, who 

writes, “ It lias been well said that the 

position which women hold in a country 

is, if not a complete test, yet one of the 

best tests of the progress it has made in 

civilization.” In Japan there is no such 

standard, and the woman has not advanced, 

nor is it likely that a change for the better 

will come. 
Describing the physical traits of the Jap¬ 

anese, Mr. Del Mar sa>s. 
In one point the Japanese, both men and 

women excel, and that is in small, well- 
shaned hands and, as'a rule, good forearms. 
But the heelless clogs cause them to as- 
mfme an attitude, in most women, which 
seems to be an absolute deformity. They 
become pigeon-toed and unduly knock- 
kneed the knees are furthermore . never 
straightened in walking, the hips incline 
back and the shoulders and neck forward 
so that when the outer kimono is worn over 
the big sash they almost appear to be 

i hunchbacked. Moreover, the tight kimono 
! and heavy clogs induce them to drag their 
! feet and take Short, stumbling steps. 

| There are many things Japanese which 

j we rightly admire, but their gardens are 

| not to our taste. 
; To make an ordinary Japanese garden 
| onlv requires a cartload of rocks, a pail of 
I water, a modicum of ingenuity, and unhm- 
I upO imagination, all concentrated on a 
I space* the* size of’a mat. To make, a more 
I perfect garden a mimatui e pai dybse, 
i whose creation is considered half becio 
! manev,” add a dwarf pine tree, tortured out 
I 0f its natural shape with permanent ban 
1 dages and bits of wood and string, or some 
1 which “ the Patient gardener has inter- 
i laced tied weighted down, and propped up 
I i uo limiw and twigs. “ Multiply by a hun- 

ESSsam. saw sm ssaaKEUEfl®afcsaa a 
nine times. He ultimately bowled htmse 

out backward. 
When Prince Chun entered Emperor 

William shook hands with him coldly. 
Prince Chun said that the Emperor of China 
had sent the expiatory mission to Germany 
tio less of his own will than as a compliment 
to the Powers. The Prince added that the 
Chinese Emperor stood entirely aloof trom 
the Boxer disturbances in China, but m ac¬ 
cordance with Chinese practices he accepted 

t he responsibility. 
He then read the following message 

from his brother, the Emperor of China, 

written on yellow silk: 
“The Great Emperor of the Chinese Empire 

to his Majesty, the Great German Emperor: 
“Greeting: “Ever since the empires 

have been mutually represented by per¬ 

manent legations we have stood m unm- 
1 lerrupted friendly relationship with one 
another. Our relations became still closer 
when Prince Henry of Prussia came to 

Pekin, for on that occasion we had Die 
privilege of receiving the Prince fre- 
i uently and of being able to hold inter¬ 
course with him in an intimate manner. 

“Unfortunately, in the fifth month 
Pst year Boxers rebelliousiy penetrated 

I Pekin and the soldiers joined them. The 
result was the murder of your Majesty s 
Minister, Baron von Ketteler, a man who, 

' to long as he occupied his post at Pekin, 
raid careful attention to the interests i . l._urnra 

st; Ce ■zfcy™ 
results of the complications of the past year 
will be overcome, and that between Germany 
and China, as formerly, lasting peaceful 
and friendly relations will again prevail 
and conduce to the benefit of the two nations 
and the whole human civilization. In the 
sincere and earnest wish that this may be 
so I bid your Imperial Highness welcome. 

< The withholding of military and other 
honors from Prince Chun upon his arrival 
at the palace was intended to convey the 
idea that his errand was one of atonement, 
and the same reason dictated the main¬ 
tenance of a stern and frigid demeanor 
by Emperor William until the expiatory 
address was read and his Majesty had re¬ 
plied. Honors were then accorded the 
Chinese representative. A guard of honoi 
formed upon the terrace fronting the 
palace and as the Chinese Prince left the 
palace they presented arms and the band 

played. 
The Emperor visited Prince Chun at the 

Orangery this afternoon. His Majesty 
relaxed and they spent half an hour con¬ 
versing. Later Prince Chun, Kin Chang, 
Gen. Hoepfner and the leading members 
of the mission drove along the banks of 
the River Havel, where the Emperor joined 
them and accompanied them to an island 

where tea was served. 

___ VV li* anvi —I 

the^ limbs ’and twigs. “ Multiply by a Jiun 
dred and you have a place of pilgrimage 
like the “ two model landscape gardens of 
japan ” at the Kinkakuji and Gmkakuji 
Temples in Kyoto, which in the opinion of 
enthusiasts entitle the Japanese to be 
called the “ foremost landscape gardeners 

in the world.” 

our countries and to whom we were 1 RUSSIA - TAKES THE CREDIT. 

I Hits WUiun # 
In the volume are to be read descriptions 

of Japanese music, of theatrical performers, 

art, religion, and manufactures. The clean¬ 

liness of the Japanese is questioned. They 

have fairly clean skins, but they do not 

wash their garments. Then water goes a 

very great way in Japan. The whole family 

uses the same water, and then after that' It 

serves some household purposes. There is 

an amusing description of a dinner gii en 

at a club, where the geisha assisted. 

We were given an elaborate dinner which 
included a number of peculiar delicacies. 
Under the head of hors d oeuvres (kuchl- 
tori ) was tsukudani, tiny smoked trout 
(ail with bay leaves and soy. Ihere was 
soup containing young sardines or white 
bait (shirasu.) and thin slices of plain iav, 
fish’ (sashimi.) as well as a second course 
(ni-no-zen) of fish served m vinegar with 
stewed vegetables, (namasu.) Fish cake 
(ka maboko.) a salad, (sunomono,) and a 
rath™ taste ess sweet made from seaweed 
were also offered us. Everything uneaten 
bv us even to bits of fish we bad par 
eaten,’ was neatly done up in bttle boxes 
tilled with rice and sent awaj in oui 
jinrikishas 

CORDIAL TO CHINESE PRINCE AF¬ 

TER APOLOtn IS MADE. 

4j 

K . , it ntier's Presence. Admitted to the Kaiser 

sr,M cam '^“‘'Sifrecelved 

Baron von Richthofen, t 

! retary for Foreign Affairs. chun 
Fmneror William received Pnno 
bW- room. The Kaiser remained 

seated throughout the u'te^!^ Fmneror 
the Chinese Prince approached the Ei P 
..he bowed .low on co-some witaeBge ;-r 

Of our COUUMTOO a..u — _ ■ . 
bound to pay our special acknowledge- 

“ Wre regret most deeply that Baron von 
Ketteler met so terrible an end among us. 
The fact that we were not in a position to 
to take due protective measures was pain¬ 
ful to our feeling of responsibility. It was 
our feeling of responsibility that prompted 
ds to erect a monument on the spot, as a 
.•jcm that the crime would not remain un¬ 
expiated. Further, we have sent to Ger¬ 
many with this letter Prince Ichun Tsai 
Fong, at the head of a special mission. 
Prince Tchun, who is our own brother 
will assure your Majesty how deeply the 
events of the past year have grieved us, 
and how deeply the feeling of penitence 

and shame still animates us. 
“Your Majesty sent your troops from 

far distant to put down the Boxer rebellion 
and restore peace for the welfare of our 
nation. We have therefore commanded 
Prince Tchun to express personally to 
vour Majesty our thanks for your efforts 
fn promoting peace, We cherish the hope 
that your Majesty’s indignation has given 

place to the old feelings of friendship. 
“That, the relations of our empires may 

be even more extensive, intimate, and of a 
beneficial character than hitherto is our 

firm assurance.” 
Emperor William, in responding, em 

phasized with clear enunciation the most 

striking passages of his reply. “No joyous 
or festive occasion nor the fulfilment of a 
simple act of courtesy,” he began im¬ 
pressively, “brought your Imperial High¬ 

ness to me, but a deeply melancholy an 
, » After referring to Baron serious event. Alter leiem* » 

von Ketteler’s murder, he continued. 
“I really believe that your highness, 

imperial brother personally stood aloof 
| from the crime and the subsequent acts 
I of violence against the inviolable legations 

i and peaceful foreigners. All the greater 

is the guilt which falls upon his advisers 
I anci his Government. These must not 

J delude themselves into helieving that by 
an expiatory mission alone they have made 
atonement and obtained pardon for their 

euilt This can only be done by their 
future attitude in conformity with the 
prescriptions of international law and the 
usages of civilized nations. 

“If the Emperor of China conducts the 

impresses China With the Fact That She 
Saved Chun From Kowtowing. 

Soeclal CaHe Despatch to The Sun. 

London, Sept. 5.—The correspondent of 
the Times at Pekin represents the Chinese 
as chuckling over Emperor William’s de¬ 
mand for the abasement of Prince Chur 
whose prestige will be increased, wb J 
the reputation of foreigners will be dm 

ished. _ i 
He ascribes the Chinese firmness on the 

point to the Russian legation, which dail> 
advised Li Hung Chang to maintain the 
Chinese position, assuring him that the 
Czar was interceding with Emperor William 
to spare China from indignity, thus cleverly 
strengthening the idea of Russia s friend- 

ship for China._ 
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KSTER LOB PA' SPENDING MILLIONS 
1Iiav _ - , /rnT TQTJ T It WASHING!ON TO ACCOMPLISH 

W ■FF jt nF CHINESE EXCLUSION L 
THE MONSTER ANTtEXCLUSION LOBBY IS DOING 

T rrrs- -—- - 
srrrrs^3«-»,£2r«- - 
Senator Mason, of mines, confessed thath a 

admission came in face of the fact that only a 
few months ago he had advocated the enactment of a rigid 

exclusion act. 
Then came John W. Foster former Secretary^te'^^Secr'ea^ was loud in his defense 

“r^Wd from the country hy a law framed out of on 

of the 

injustices The 
ices-” u-ooi-’rtn'hflt; other resources at hand in Washington. 

T1 ?fctine“tSon melfe ml's millions of dollars in added profits for these corporate 

Interests! U al means starvation for millions of American workingmen. 

the 

Mysterious Forces af| 
Work in ConspiracyI 
Against Prosperity 

of American Work\ 
■ 

ingnian. 

Pacific ic Coast Steam¬ 

ship and Railway 

Companies Pour Out 

Cash to Bring About | 
Yellow Invasion. 

[Some Features of the 1 
Monstrous Plot Crop 1 
Out and Open Eyes\ 

of Friends of Fxclu- f 
sion. 

Special Dispatch to The North American. 

WASHINGTON, January 26. 

Mysterious forces are hard at work here 

in an effort to defeat the re-enactment of 

a Chinese exclusion law. But however 

mysterious these forces may be they are 

none the less powerful. The vast strength 

of untold millions of wealth is back of 

them, and unless the people of the land 

are speedily aroused the threatened “yel¬ 

low invasion" may yet come. 

Every day brings some disclosure of the 

subtle work that is being accomplished 

by this great secret power. The public is 

startled to hear that John W. Foster, 

former Secretary of State, has appeared 

before the Senate committee on immigra¬ 

tion with a vigorous appeal in favor of al¬ 

lowing the present Chinese exclusion law 

to lapse a few months hence. He dwells on 

chooses to call the years of in¬ 

justice that have been heaped upon the 

Chinese by officers of the Immigration 

Bureau. Tie asserts that “respectable mer¬ 

chants" from the Orient have been ruth¬ 

lessly. turned back from our doors. The 

public is no less startled to learn that the 

worfls of this American champion of the 

Chinese cause "made an effective impres¬ 

sion on the members of the Senate com¬ 

mittee.” * 

Wealth’s Conspiracy Against Labor. 

In this speech was disclosed a part of 

the plot that has been invented by the 

forces at work here against exclusion. 

The former Secretary of State is one of 

the instruments employed to dazzle 

eyes of the national lawmakers. 

But this is only a minute part of the t 

plan. There are underground wires run- fe 

1 ning to every point in the exclusion for- v 

tification, where, by some sudden attack | 

or cunning trick, a breach may be made, j 

Men with hundreds of millions of dollars . 

are in league to throw wide the gates of | 

the land to the Chinese. The great steam- ” 

ship lines, allied with kindred railway 

systems, are supplying the steam for the p 

mysterious forces that are -working des- | 

perately to foil the re-enactment of the : 

Geary law or any measure that will ex- 

| elude the Chinese. 

Lobby Has Millions to Spend. 

The fund that is available to defeat the ' 

exclusion act would make independently K, 

rich hundreds of men who would befaceto 

face with starvation if they were robbed f 

I of their wages by a flood of Chinese cheap 

1 labor. But this vast corruption fund will 

I be used for no such philanthropic purpose. 

1 It will all be poured into the hopper right s 

jhere in Washington. 

Another subtle move of the anti-ex- I 

elusion forces was revealed recently in a f 
pamphlet that was sent broadcast over j; 

the land. Whence it came none seemed f 

to know at first. It contained a vigorous 

appeal for the admission of the Chinese 

and recited the so-called wrongs that that j 

nation had suffered at the hands of the 

Geary law. 

Mason’s Change of Front Significant. 

“It. was inspired by Wu Ting Fang, the 



Chinese Minist 

ment, a few 

heels of this, 

of Illinois, was forced to 

er," came the announce^ 

days later. On the ve 

Senator William E. Mason, 

admit in the 

—-^ 

Extraordinary ar 
3US i • 

Senate that he had been instrumental in 

the distribution of the fatherless pam¬ 

phlet. And this in the face of his posi¬ 

tive avowal only a few months ago that 

he was in favor of the most stringent ex¬ 

clusion law that could be framed. 

Herein was disclosed another step in the 

amazing’ conspiracy to unbolt the gates 

of exclusion and throw the key in the 

well. The subtle forces were at work 

with the instruments then in their hands. 

But they have many others no less ef¬ 

fective, and these will be brought- into 

play whenever the opportune moment pre¬ 

sents itself. 
;; The friends of exclusion are just be- 

| ginning to get their eyes open to the sit¬ 

uation. They are once more aroused to 

the industrial peril that threatens the 

land. Their apathy since the convening 

of Congress has given the secret forces 

of the anti-exclusionists the very ad¬ 

vantages that they sought. The exclu- 

sionists, secure in the conviction that the 

I Geary law or one on similar lines would 

be passed, took no notice of the danger 
signals around them. But while they 
slept the all-powerful corporate lobby 

was getting in its finest work. 
Strange things go on here at the na- 

capital And even the most casual 

i observer can’t overlook all of them unless 

he be blind. For example, when a lobby 

that has millions in resources is at work 

strange and inexplicable events will take 

place. It would take a blind man, indeed, 

not to see some of the tenacles of the 

anti-exclusion lobby. It never sleeps. Its 

underground forces arc at work on every 

weak spot in and out of Congress and the 

vast army of American laborers may well 

tremble at its peril. . _ 
Terence V. Powderly, the Commissioner 

of Immigration, has been aroused to.the 
danger of a jidal wave of cheap labor 
Only a few days ago he gave the Senate 
Committee on Immigration a valuable ob¬ 
ject lesson of what may bo expected 
should Congress succumb to tlie secret 
forces employed by the anti-exclusiomsts 

and fail to extend the Exclusion Act 
The Commissioner produced two China¬ 

men who had slipped in through a knot- j 
hole in the Geary law. They were lam ed | 
in America four years ago as respectable j 
merchants,’- members of a fictitious bnis;i , 
ness firm in Chicago. They had bubed j 
their way into the land by the Payment . 
of a paltry $20 each and were listed as 

i <-merchants.’- They were in fact tneiely 
i Chinese coolies, of exactly the type that 
i stands ready at a moment’s notice to 
I sweep over the country in a mighty army 
! whenever the exclusion bars arc dovn. 

California Knows the Danger. 

| California and other Pacific States are 
j awake to the fact that industrial dw- 
I aster will follow in the wake ot an open 
! door for the Chinese. They have had a 
: sharp taste of just such an invasion. U 
•was their alarm at the progress made by • 
' Urn secret steamship and railway lobby | 
i for the side-tracking of' the exclusion act 
1101 , pvt-T,-.-,>ri I Civernash from 
that brought Edwaid J. battle 

I san Francisco a lew days ago to battle 

f°Fo?twoi0hours and a hall yest.oMay 
Avernash addressed the House conimi - 
ee on foreign affairs m answer to the 1 
xroents of the Paclnc coast bill tor the 

exclusion of Chinese l3A>or. , 
’ This vigorous speech has done mu 1 , 
too to stir the flagging adherents of 
exclusion here to renewed efforts. It h 
opened their eyes to the alarming pi ?fress 
that lias already been made oy v nat i* 
doubtless the most powerful and most i - 
sou reel ui lobby that has ec ei in ' 
Washington. 

^ __ and ominous 
An Ominous enoUg-\1) jn view of the 

Prayer jater murder in Peking of 

the German Ambassador, and we know 
not how many others, are the following 
lines from a poem published in China, 
and entitled “An I chang Exile’s Prayer, 
written after the tragedy at bungpu 
and the farcical compounding of dam 
ages for a small sum. After referring 
to the murders and outrages which would 

a once have started crusades, but are now 
1 overlooked, the writer proceeds: 

“ Because we know not whose it next shall be 
To guard his home against the howling mob, 
To be the victim of their fierce attack, 
And then of mild, politely-penned dispatch 
To leave his mangled carcass in the street 
With face uncovered, while the Consul sits 
In some Viceregal Yamen, over tea. 
Assessing the small value of the dead. 
And last, because the sacredness of hie 
Rests on nice points of quality and clothes, 
Therefore it is* oh! Lord, that now we pray 

1 

proposed points to the'north and west 

of the present line of the South Man¬ 
churian Railway would in effect estab¬ 
lish a parallel line, which would be a 
competing line with that acquired by 
the terms of the peace of Portsmouth. 
According to the China-Japan conven¬ 
tion signed at Pekin in 1905, a few months 
after the conclusion of the war with Rus¬ 
sia, China bound herself in general terms 
not to parallel the railroad system .from 
Changchun to Newchwang and Port 
Arthur, awarded to Japan as one of the 
fruits of victory. 

Japan’s assumption of a right to die- , 
tate to China who should and who should 
not own railroads in Manchuria, backed 
as it is reported to have been by England, 
would seem to indicate that Japan’s! 
original intention of freeing the dis-, 
puted territory from the grip of Russia I 
and turning it over for the exercise of 

! Chinese sovereignty has suffered modi- 
: fication. Particularly apparent is Japan’s | 

exercise of the prerogatives that attach 
Therefore it is, oh ! nq^moves"?^ deeds^of j to something stronger than a mere sphere 
When next the rabble moves to j • Qf influence when the fact ig taken into 

1 tU --- - w 

j of influence when the fact is taken into 
account that the proposed -Hsinmintun- 

| Fakumen-Titsihar line would no more 
\ parallel the South Manchurian Railway 
| than the Pennsylvania system in this 
“ country could be said to parallel the New 

York Central system between New York 

and Chicago. 
At the Pekin convention of 1905 Japan 

gave over into Chinese hands the newly 
constructed spur line between Hsin- 
mintun and Mukden, thus coupling up 
the Chinese railroad running out from 
Pekin and north along the coast of 
Liaotung Gulf with the trans-Siberian 
system at this important point. From 
Mukden south the two railroad systems 
keep a rough parallel at about 150 miles 
apart to the gulf. In August last the 
Japanese Government learned of the 
proposed extension of the Chinese rail¬ 
road north to tap the Russian owned 

^n([ -® | line near the Siberian boundary, and al- 
, i 15tier I though the surveys were to establish 

Plenty of “ gold lace ’’ has the howl gn ^ new raiiroad at no time nearer than 
mob found, and the “tramp ot solid m-i l00 miles t0 the South Manchurian tracks, 
fantrv ” follows, with its “ inexpensive ^ gome place6 as far away as 300 

blood, , , , , 
Let not the pillage or the slaughter be 
Of Customs hireling or of merchant churl, 
Or humble missionary, glad to gam 
Exit from trouble to a martyr s crown 
But rather grant, when the incited mob, 
Like unleashed bloodhound, seeks its nearest 

That:itYmay find obtrusive on its path 
Some personage important to the stat 
Or hieh official representative, _ 
Some traveling faddist, potent in the pre 
Or information-gathering V. r., 
Some Anti-Opium League authority, 
Aristocratic trotter of the Globe, 
Or human atom authorized to wea 
Gold lace upon the edges of his'Rothes, 
Upon whose taking ott there shall ensue 
ffifie steady tramp of solid infantry 
And inexpensive Chinese funerals, 
That with the thunder of artillery, 
And sack of goodly cities, there may be 
Restored again that wholesome deference, 
That usual and necessary respec 

Which, from the VlVIdse great good." 
And thus, from evil, shall arise g & 

Qiinese ‘funerals.”'“The writer signs! 
himself “ Tung Chia,” but is surely not a| 

hinese. 

§.\ ——- ' v° 
I Manchurian Railway^r* , ^ 

j A recent despatch from Tokio mentions 
m I the fact that England has come to the 
||| aid of her ally in the aggravated dis- 

! pute between Japan and China ovet their 
1 respective railroad rights in southern 

1 Manchuria, and through her Ambassadoi 

* at Pekin has put sufficient pressure upon 
Prince Ching, who had been conducting 
STe negotiations for China, to cause hts 
abandonment of China's right to extend 
SfSSTtkilrbad in southern Man¬ 

churia from Hsinmintun to Fakum^ and 

eventually to a junction with the Bussi« 
segment of the trans-Siberian system at 
Titsihar. Incidentally the An’glo-Chinese 
syndicate, which had agreed with China 
on November 8 to finance the construction 
of the proposed railroad, will attempt to 
reebver damages for breach of contract 
that has been forced by the English 

Government. : 
The Japanese contention is Liat an 

x tension of the Chinese railroad to the 

lUllGD l/v - 

and at some places as far away as 300 
miles, a prompt protest was registered at 
Pekin by the Japanese representative. 

The Chinese in their answer urged the 
distance between the South Manchurian 
lines and the proposed Chinese line as 
being such that the proposed railroad 
could be in no sense laid in violation of 
the 1905 convention. Specific examples 
were drawn from Europe, where it was 
shown that the Paris-V ienna line could 
not be considered to be a competitor of 
the Berlin-Vienna line, although in most 
places they approached one another 
closer than would the two systems in 
Manchuria. Still Japan was obdurate, 
and in the last note the Emperor s ad¬ 
visers sent to Pekin after, news of the 
dealings with the Anglo-Chinese syndi¬ 
cate there was a tone which one Japanese 

paper calls peremptory. 
Turning back a few years to the his¬ 

tory of Russo-Chinese relations prior to 

the outbreak of the war with Japan 
Lamsdorff-Yang-Tu convention ou 



January, 1901,_ofters 

and the present that )„Btru- fel 

S’w*VIII. of the earlier oon- 

rention provides «^= „„ ,M1 n0, 

- without the conjnt o ^ prWlel!„ ,o 

■**amm'ZLL «W»W Ru‘s1*’ “ 
Mongolia, Tarbagatai, ill, 

Kboten, Ac. China shall not 

other power in 

to say, in Manchuria 

Kashghr. Yarkaiid,K countries with- 
UerseH construct a taire ay 

out Russia’s consent. ’ . 

Almost immediately after getting wind 

of thTs move Japan made a friendly pro¬ 
nto Count LamsdobFP that the text 

0thMnhS‘^“”nrowSf“fe 

consideration before China should finally 

S.nr;:S'rtSn w| 
belief that the Powers could have any | 
interest whatever in this agreemen ■ | 
between two independent nations Japan | 
importuned Lord Lansdowne to ask | 

Russia to extend the time in which China 
| could consider the ultimatum concern¬ 

ing her sovereignty in Manchuria. Lately 
she appealed direct to St. Petersburg for 

revision of the convention on Russia s 
part. Then followed the Anglo-Japanese 
Agreement and Russia consented to ac¬ 
cept ftnany amendments to the origma 
convention. The article forbidding China 
to build railroads in her own territory oi 
Manchuria was not amended, however. 

!SE TALK HOLDS DINERS 
•-TSAJ.c^ 

II SSI ON EH TV AX THE STAR 

AT A GREAT BANQUET. 

lal Delegate Applauded, Though 

of the 800 Present Couldn’t 

crstand Him Until the Interpreter 

Busy—Good Word for Missionaries. 

sntatives of the missionary boards 
Heading merchants of the city gave 
last evening at the Waldorf-Astoria 
imperial Chinese commissioners 

^■making a study of industrial and. 

. 

Along the front of the speaker’s table was 
a bit of lavender silk, on which was this 
sentiment in Chinese characters in silver: 

“May you be the highest officer in your 
province!” 

That is equivalent to wishing the greatest 
prosperity that can come to any Chinese. 

It is a frequent sentiment at all great cere¬ 

monies outside of those of royalty. 
The speakers’ table also had three large 

banks of flowers known in Chinese as san 
chu goo, which, being translated into ordi- | 
narv English, means tulips. These deli- i 
cate flowers were lighted up by little red | 

electric liehts concealed among them. 
Among the attractive features, also, |J 

was the presence of two young Chinese T 
women, relatives of Mr. Woo, one of the 
secretaries of the commission. They were r. 

dressed in native costume. They were 
Miss Bessie Sze and Miss Elinz Soon. How % 
the one named Bessie obtained that modern sf, 

cognomen was not explained, but both were 

as lively and as much at home as any Ameri¬ 

can Bessie could have been. 
Their costumes were of Tight blue silk 

and when the Rev. Dr. A. J. Brown referred 
in his speech to the dress of Chinese women 
as more becoming than that of American 
women there were many approving glances 
toward the two Chinese young women and 
they showed that they appreciated the 

situation. One of them is a student at 
Wesleyan Female College in Macon, Ga., 

and the other is about to enter a medical 

college in Philadelphia. 
Before the dinner tne members of the 

commission assembled in a private room 
adjoining the Astor Gallery and there tjiey 
received the leading American guests. 
When the others had taken their places 
in the dining rooms the procession of dig¬ 
nitaries was formed and moved in, to vig¬ 
orous handclapping. Seth Low escorted 
Tai Hung-Chi, the ranking commissioner, 
and the Rev. Dr. J. G. Fagg came next, 
with Viceroy Tuan. 

The viceroy was selected to do the spea k- : 
ing because Commissioner Tai is to do the 
honors to-day at the luncheon of the Ameri- i 
can Asiatic Association. The rest of the ! 
party were told off two by two. When the ■ 
speakers’ table was filled there were at it, ; 
besides the two commissioners, Lieut.- i 
Gov. M. Linn Bruce, representing the State ( 
of New York; the Rev. Dr. George Alex- J 
ander, Cornelius N. Bliss, President Butler : 
of Columbia, ex-Secretary of State John ^ 
W. Foster, the Rev. Dr. A. H. Bradford, i 
Sir Chentung Liang-Cheng. the Chinese / 
Minister; the Rev. Drs. Gamewell, Hitton f 
and Brown, Bishop Greer, Rear Admiral conditions in our country. The bt.j o** li> ^icci. ucai Jiunmai > 

was the largest of the winter and | £oghlan’ Brig,-Gen. Fred D. Grant, Morris * 
:the v,„m Efe K- JesuP’ Ogden, James B Rey-I 

nolds, Prof. J. \V. Jenks, besides half av 
dozen members of the commission. 

Dr. Bradford made the invocation and | 
the dinner went on. When the coffee was ? 
served, Robert C. Ogden called the as-1 

®f. the largest ever held in this city 
1 than eight hundred men and women 

the grand ballroom and the adjacent 
jtory rooms and overflowed into 
9r Gallery and a room to the south. 

^Bnnor revealed a star in the after 
■peaking line in Tuan Fang, one of 
•onamissioners. He spoke entirely in 

^Hbut he had the ease of the most 
““pushed modern banquet speaker. 

I his hands on the table before him, 
at his notes from time to time, 

and lowered his voice at intervals, 
Redout some of his words, spoke others 

^adjusted his glasses, stroked hir, 
xsionally and was thoroughly at 

K. 

Ie many gestures, chiefly little 
adeways here and there, and once 
^ pulled up his long sleeves, afte 
* the Western stump speaker. He 
osest attention of the audience 
>o one in the room but about a 

unese could understand a word 
en he sat down the room rang 

Jause 

K?”a,TTeC.°r?‘«?. o'aborately 

semblage to order. By that time all the 
diners were crowded into the large dining | 
hall, making a brilliant scene. Mr. Ogden 
presented Mr. Foster as the toastmaster. 
He eulogized Mr. Foster as one whom China V 
loves as much as tho United States does. || 
Mr. Foster said in his speech: 

When I meet a Chinese gentleman I have 
the impulse to stand uncovered in his pres- & 
ence and to make a profound bow out of * | 
respect for his groat empire and race, ante- jU 
dating in their existence and civilization all 

■■ national flags of the Uffited Stati7 

t&ece of the Chinese imperial yehow.' 

others of which we have any record, with 
achievements unsurpassed in literature, in 
philosophy, in art and in useful inventions. 

It is this feeling which has prompted this 
great gathering in the metropolis of our 

$H country to welcome the distinguished mem¬ 
bers of the Imperial Chinese Commission, 
who have paid our nation the high compli¬ 
ment of coming to study our institutions 
with a view to introducing reforms in their 
ancient system. The message we bring 
them to-night is that the institution which 
has done most to make our country great 
and happy is that which many centuries 
ago was brought to our'forefathers by mis¬ 
sionaries from Rome. That institution— 
Christianity—has permeated our entire politi¬ 
cal and social fabric, and is the foundation 
of our social fabric. 

8 

m 

m 
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Lieut.-Gov. Bnxo^m^Afien introduce 
to give a welcome from the State. He 
told the commissioners that 300 years ago 
the place where they sat was “a howling 
wilderness” and asked them to open their 
eyes to our virtues and keep them closed 
to our shortcomings. He said the strength 
of our nation lay in the “homes of the com¬ 
mon people, which are the source and 
springs of our national greatness.” 

The Rev. Dr. A. J. Brown, secretary of f 
the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions, 
was then introduced to make the leading 
speech of the evening. He had an address 
of more than 6.000 words, which he con¬ 
densed into a talk of twenty minutes and 
drew forth repeated applause. ! if**#® 

His speech was A justification and a plea 
for foreign missionaries in China. He told jgi 
of the ancient institutions of the empire 
and said the Chinese were wearing silk j, 
when our ancestors were wearing skins 1 
and living in caves. He said the dress of 
a Chinese gentleman was far more becom¬ 
ing than that of the after dinner di'ess of 
the moderns, as any one present could see. 

He read a description of our heathen 
methods of dress and eating by a Chinese 
writer that drew forth peals of laughter. 
He declared that the missionaries did not 
intend to supplant Chinese laws or customs, 
and he drew an eloquent picture of the tomb 
of Confucius and compared his teachings 
with those of Christ. 

Then Viceroy Tuan was introduced as the 
man who had saved the lives of the Christ¬ 
ians in his province at the time of the Boxer 
uprising. The entire audience arose to 
greet the viceroy. His full speech was read, 
after he had finished, by Alfred Sze, one of 
the secretaries of the commission, who is 
a graduate of Cornell, 1901, and has re¬ 

ceived two degrees from his alma materi." t. 
The viceroy said: 

On behalf of my colleague, his Excellency £ 
Tai Hung Chi, and the members of our com- 
mission I thank you for the honor you do. us >. 
this evening. It is a great pleasure to meet®, 
you all who are so friendly to China. 

The Rev. Dr. Brown has just mentioned fii 
to you the part I took during the Boxer 
troubles. I really deserve no great credit’ • 
for what little I did at that time. I did only; 
what I thought was my plain duty, a duty 
that I owed to my country, to the people 
who lived in my province, and in fact I may, 
say to the world. That duty I have always ; 
endeavored to perform, and In future, If 
occasion should arise, I certainly would do 
the same—that is, I would protect life and" 
property under my care, to the best of my 
knowledge and ability, irrespective of race,, ' 
color, religion or social standing. Be he a 
merchant, a missionary, a student, a laborer,: 
skilled or unskilled, the same treatment will 
be given him. 

Since our arrival in this country we have 
had every opportunity to see the material 
side of your great country. All business 
and manufacturing establishments have 
thrown their doors wide open to us and af- ’ 
forded us ample facilities to look into the 
American way of doing things. Your Gov¬ 
ernment has likewise given us the same un¬ 
restricted facilities, for all of which we are C 
very, very grateful. It is needless to say 
that we are deeply impressed with the vast 
resources of the country and the marvellous 
energy of its people. We are pleased to note, 
however, that in the midst of this wonderful 
material expansion you have not lost sight . 
of the moral upbuilding of the country. We 
are, therefore, glad to meet here this evening 
representative Americans who are engaged . | 
in this benefioent labor. 

This country undoubtedly owes it* Im¬ 
mense wealth to the development of its vast • 
resources. Everywhere in this broad land ; 
from the Pacific to the Atlantio we see signs 
of progress and activity. The spirit of mod¬ 
ern enterprise seems to be in the very air ( 
you breathe. But this spirit, in order not to \ 
be injurious to society,' must be guided by a 
strong sense of moral obligation. 

W’e take pleasure this evening in bearing ■ 
testimony to the part taken by American 
missionaries in promoting the progress of the . 
Chinese people. They have borne the light 
of Western civilization into every nook and 
corner of the empire. They have rendered 
inestimable service to China by the laborious 
task of translating into the Chinese language 
religious and scientific works of the W’est. 



They help w ««**-*'--— —-- 
to the poor and the suffering by the estab¬ 

lishment of hospitals and schools. The 
awakening of China, which now seems to be 
nt hand may be traced in no small measure 
to the hand of the missionary. For this 

service you will And China not ungrateful. 
It is a great pleasure to us to learn from 

von Dr Brown, as the spokesman of the 
American missionary boards the assurance 

that, the missionaries you send to China have 
“no desire to interfere with our national 
customs” or “to denationalize any Chinese 
Christian ” nor have they any political ob ject 
-that they go to China “solely as a private 

' with no official status whatever. 

difficult to start China on„.„ j,a,„ U1 UJUUC1U 
progress, but when she does move it will be 

; c.'.- K-i ^ ;jv. 

i impossible to stop her. 

The audience greeted Sir Chentung stand¬ 
ing and the orchestra made a bluff at Chinese 
music. 

Vi 1 ^ 

Among those at the tables were the Rev. 
Dr. Lyman Abbott, Professor and Mrs. 
Francis Brown, the Rev. Dr. J. M. Buckley, 
Justice and Mrs. H. W. Bookstaver, R. 
Fulton Cutting, Mr. and Mrs. M. A. De 
Haven, W E. Curtis, Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln 
Cromwell, Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Hamlin, 
the Rev. Dr. N. D. Hillis, J. C. Havemeyer, its 
Edward A. Koenig, T. B. Kerr, W. G. Low, | 
John McDowell, C. W. McCutcheon, Henry “ 
McKay, the Rev. D. Parker Morgan, E. E. 
Olcott, W. M. K. Olcott, Dr. and Mrs. W. M. 

Furthermore, we understand you.that "it is 

apart of the fundamental poheY £f ^e ^‘ Polk, Mr. and Mrs. John K Parsons, Mr. 
| 8ion boards to respect the laws of the cou and Mrs. C. j. Peabody, W. J. Schieffelin, 

try,” and it is the policy of the b A. D. Shepherd,Charles A. Schieren. W. H. 
1 discourage the interference of missionaries Van Steenbergh, F. E. Woodruff and Mor¬ 

in law courts when their convert is an inter- Williams _ _ T ' nay Williams 
i ested party in the suit. May ask you to-— 
| go a step further by changing the word dis- 

>l courage” to "forbid ? . 
Morris K. Jesup knocked the workings 

( nf the Chinese exclusion act in a brief ad- 
dress After telling of the three treaties 

T with China and their ready acceptance by 
| the Chinese, he said: 
' Now what have we done? What has Con- 

' press done’ It is a pitiful spectacle—for we 
| have broken faith. Congress has done the 
A things which it ought not to have done and 
I left undone the things it ought to have done. 

It has bent to the demands of labor and.the 
exigencies of politics. Shall we not demand 
that Congress do what is right, honest a d 
true? Shall, we not show that we stand by 

| oar honored President in his efforts to make 

a fair and honest treati? 
Bishop Greer told the imperial commis- 

• sinners that they will find in New York 
what they’ll find in no other city-the whole 
world here. President Butler of Columbia 

' then spoke- He said: 
We find ourselves welcoming with cordiality 

n and gladness these ambassadors of peace 
and good will from China. Our welcome 

| may will begin by offering to them, and 
: through them to their nation across the 

broad waters of the Pacific, an apology for 
the petty and mischievous indignities that 
we have offered to their scholars thejr rner- 
chants, and their men of light and fading 
who have wished to seek our shores as 
travellers and as guests. We are growing 
wiser and kinder now, and the best sentiment 
of the American people demands that these 
barbarities of ours come to an end. 

The East and West are at bottom two 
different ways of looking at life and its prob¬ 
lems two different and sharply contrasted 
nhUosophies. So it is that each owes it to 
itself and to the other to search with patience, 

SSbMtk ftlnd,1?e“ ,0Ha„.°0nT“at , more complete understanding. That 
and , m bo rewarded, we may well believe. 

There Is neither East nor West, 
Border, nor Breed, nor Birth 

When two strong men stand face to face,^ 

Tho’ they cotne from the ends o 

TBe Rev Dr. Manoius H. Hutton said 
ttet this expsdition might be the histone 

iTafv0' & “SkowelJ of Pekin 

it 'uafnetinn how the Chinese are turning 

| *Xw lie to break out all over the 

| HTchentmng Li.hg-Ch.h|Vhi,oegM.W 

’'5 ter to the Lmted ►. biack willow 

t S2St anT^ound UP the evening. He 

8 If*. h.« the wl.h 
.. - Of China to see her wakefr m h^ ^ world i8 

, has been sleeping s . awakening. 

m hardly is approaching, if M But the. day of aw akening ^ ]Unmistakable 
it is not already at hand, me 

m sign is the unrest of Received of the m The contradictory reports_recm^ ^ the 

I 

§ The contra^^"^a'r; explained by the 
1 happenings m China are^exp ^ interpret 

of foreign observers to 

rSge bodies move slowly, but when they 
move they gather momentum raPld y~ 

—■oHmaMiSR “ ™ 

speed the Partins Guest. 

It falls very seldom to a Minister, on 
leaving the scene of his labors abioad, 
to carrv home with him the good wishes 
of the people to whom he was accredited, 
to anything like the extent that Mr. Wu 

does. 
We are sorry to have him go. we 

believe that he is sorry to go. He has 
won admiration and respect. Ameri- , 
cans of all sorts have praised him to 
his face. His skill in public business 
is only equalled by his social charm. 
He Is a cultivated gentleman, taking an 
interest in everything worth while. 
His customary Oriental gravity sets off 
by contrast his ready wit. His tongue 
is never at a loss for the right phrase to 
describe with illumination what his eager 
eyes have seen. He is a dignified fig¬ 
ure in diplomatic circles, and among 
the best of after dinner speakers. ■ 

We can never forget the services that 
Mr, Wu rendered to civilization at the 
time of the siege of the legations at 
Pekin. While Europe was in despair, 
Washington , remained calm. President 
McKinley and his Cabinet, enjoying 
the advantage of the Chinese Minister’s 
information and advice, had confi¬ 
dence that the outcome of those terrible 
weeks would be satisfactory. Then, when 
the relief expedition proved successful, 
it was the United States Government, 
still informed by Mr. Wu, that took 
the steps which led to the preservation 
of the autonomy of China, and possibly 
prevented a fight between Russia and 

Japan in the East. 
A statesman like Mr. Wu is not only a 

j useful servant of his own people but a 
:] good influence on those to whom he is 
* sent. He broadens the views of those 

with whom he comes in contact and 
makes them see the absurdity of being 
provincial and narrow in their estimates 

of foreign nations. 
No other diplomatist at Washington 

has quite so many difficulties to contend 
with as the Chinese Minister. The la¬ 
borers of his country are excluded from 
our borders. Mr. Wu has discussed this 

||i question with perfect good temper. 
« Even those who did not agree with him 
| were the first to admit his cleverness in 

He has shown cour- making out a case, 
age, and at the same time discretion, in 
bringing the subject before the American J people. Instead of causing any irrita¬ 
tion, he has convinced those who listened 
to him that he was but acting as a true 

: patriot in trying to gain concessions for 
his fellow-countrymen. 

Mr. Wu is a gentleman, a scholar and 
a good judge of a great many things. 
There is reason to believe that next to 
being a great Chinese, he would prefer 

to be an American citizen. 

ii, ■*jp J,: 
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KCiflflPKdiJrc rrociamauvm 
Issued by H.E. Ts’en, Governor oe Shan-sx, on The 29TH day of the eighth moon, 27TH year 

of Kuang-Hsu (iith October, 1901). 

Proclamation 

CHE Governor hereby notifies by proclamation that, in the 
second paragraph of the agreement made by Mr. Hoste 
with the Foreign Office at T’ai-yuan Fu, it is stated that 

the China Inland Mission wishes no indemnity for the chapels 
and dwelling-houses that had been erected or bought in the 
following fifteen cities, viz.: P’ing-yao, Kie-hiu, Hiao-i, Si-chau, 
Ta-ning, Ki-chau, Ho-tsin, K’u-wu, Lin-fen (Ping-yang hu), 
Hung-tung, Yo-yang, Ch’ang-chi (Lu-an Fu),T’un-liu (Yu-wu), 
and Lu-ch’eng; also the city of Ta-t’ung, to the north of the 
province, all in Shan-si, whether they have been burned, 
destroyed, or partly destroyed ; and the same applies to the 
articles of furniture, miscellaneous goods, books, etc: ; it being 
agreed by the said Mission that they will themselves effect 
repairs and replace lost property. 

In the 6th article it is stated that the Mission requests the 
Governor to issue a proclamation to be hung up in each of the 
church buildings 

courses 

»r 

7 H 

for the erection 
of which no in¬ 
demnity has been 
asked, stati n g th at 
the Mission, in 
rebuilding these 
churches with its 
own funds, aims 
in so doing to ful¬ 
fil the command 
of the Savior of 
the World that all 
men should love 
their neighbor as 
themselves, and 
is unwilling to 
lay any heavy 
pecuniary burden 
on the traders or 
on the poor. I11 
this the object of 
the Mission is not 

j in any way to 
seek the praise of 
men. The Mis¬ 
sion asks that 
the proclamation 
stating these 
things may be 
posted on a wood¬ 
en board, var¬ 
nished, and hung¬ 
up in each build¬ 
ing for worship, 
in order that 
henceforth there 
may be perpetu- 

I al peace in its 
[vicinity. 

These statements are supported by the despatch of the 
I Foreign Office enclosing the agreement. 

I, the Governor, find then, having made myself acquainted 
Iwjth the facts, that the chief work of the Christian religion is 
1 in all places to exhort men to live virtuously. F'rom the time 
Iof their entrace into China, Christian missionaries have given 
[medicine gratuitously to the sick, and distributed money in 
times of famine. They expend large sums in charity, and 
diligently superintend its distribution*. They regard other men 
as they do themselves, and make 110 difference between this 
country and that. Yet we Chinese, whether people or scholars, 
constantly look askance on them as professing a foreign 
religion, and have treated them not with generous kindness, 
but with injustice and contempt, for which we ought to feel 
ashamed. East year the boxer robbers practiced deception, and 
wrought disturbance. Ignorant people followed them, spread¬ 

ing everywhere riot and uproar. They did not distinguish 
country, or nation, or mission, and they, at the will of these 
men, burned or killed by sword or spear, with unreasoning and 

^rEeme^cruelty, as if our people were wild savages. Con- 
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REDUCED FAC-SIMIEE OF THE PROCRAMATION. 

trasting the way in which we have been treated by the mission¬ 
aries, with our treatment of them, how can anyone who has 
the least regard for right and reason not feel ashamed of this 

behavior? . . _ . 
Mr. Hoste has arrived in Shan-si to arrange mission affairs. 

He has come with 110 spirit of doubtful suspicion, hatred, or 
revenge, nor does he desire to exercise strong pressure to obtain 
anything from us. For the churches destroyed in fifteen sub¬ 
prefectures and districts, he asks no indemnity. Jesus, in His 
instructions, inculcates forbearance and forgiveness, and all 
desire for revenge is discouraged. Mr. Hoste is able to carry 
out these principles to the full; this mode of action deserves 
the fullest approval. How strangely singular it is tliat we 
Chinese, followers of the Confucian religion, should not 
appreciate right actions, which recall the words and the dis- 

of Confucius, where he says, “men should respond 
with kindness to 
another’s kind 
actions.’’ By so 
doing we allow 
those who follow 
the Christian re¬ 
ligion to stand 
alone in showing 
what is true good¬ 
ness in our time. 
Is not this most 
dishonorable on 
our part ? 

On the whole 
it appears that 
while the Chinese 
an A foreign re¬ 

ligions have dif- 
ferent names, 
they are at one 
in exhorting men 
to be virtuous. 
The Chinese and 
the foreigners are 
of different races, 
but they are the 
same as to moral 
aims and prin¬ 
ciples. 

From this time 
forward I charge 
you all, gentry, 
scholars, army 
and people, those 
of you who are 
fathers to exhort 
your sons, and 
those of you who 
are elder sons to 
exhort your 

younger brothers, to bear in mind the example of Pastor Hoste, 
who is able to forbear and forgive, as taught by Jesus to do, and, 
at the same time, to exemplify- the words of Confucius to treat 
with kindness the kind acts of others. Let us never again see 
the fierce contention of last year Then not only- will our 
country be tranquil and happy, but China and the foreigner 
will be united and enjoy together a prosperity which will, by 
this behavior on the part of the people, be more abundantly 
displayed. 

To enforce this on all persons, soldiers or people, is the aim 
of this special proclamation, which let all take knowledge of 
and obey. 

To be posted up in the preaching halls of the above men¬ 
tioned places. 
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N.B.—The Governor is a native of Kuang-si, and son of tliej 
former Viceroy of Yun-nan and Kwei-chau. 



THE NINGHAI 
TROUBLES. * 

(EROMAA corresponds; m 
r»* tkL £ i 'Ms^dp.O-4. ' 

References to'these troubles have ap¬ 

peared in the “Echo de Chine,” and on 

one occasion a translation of an account of 

them appeared in the columns of the 

“Daily News.” I have received a letter 

from a reliable Chinese correspondent 

giving some account of the troubles, and 

the causes leading to them, which may be 

of interest to your readers. 

It appear that on the 13th of the 8th 

moon (3rd October), a man named Wang 

Sih-t‘ung led about a thousand 

followers from the country side north of 

the city of Ninghaihsien (Taichoufu), 

against the city. They bore aloft a banner 

with the name Wang upon it. Finding 

the gates closed, they forced their way 

through them. They then posted notices 

with the following orders: “The magis¬ 

trate is the parent of the people, the 

shops are for legitimate trade, the Pro¬ 

testant Church is to exhort men to 

become good ; no one must on any ac¬ 

count give annoyance to any of these. If 

any disobeys he shall be at once behead¬ 

ed ! ” Criers with cymbal and trumpet 

preceded the mob, announcing: “ We come 

to make away with the injurers of the 

people, and to avenge the wrongs of 

all. Let no one be alarmed ! ” The mob 

made its way directly to the Roman 

Catholic Church, and set it on fire ; then, 

searching for the priest, they beheaded 

him and hacked his body. They also 

caught a convert named Lo Ren-shou, and 

taking him to a village near by named 

Huang-tau, beheaded him there. They 

also searched for other well-known con¬ 

verts, especially three named Wang Ch‘u- 

ch'uan, Yen Yung-ch‘ang, and Cli'ien 

Rih-lun. Not finding them, they demo¬ 

lished their houses. There was a clothing 

shop on one of the streets, opened by a 

Roman convert. The house being a rented 

one, the mob merely carried off his goods ; 

thus showing the perfect control under 

which it acte l, and the single purpose in 

view. A certain shop 

issued last year a bill of goods, in which 

in writing the name Roman Catholic 

Church the character ^ was 

written in running style, with the top 

stroke to the right, so as to resemble Jt 

the word for “dog.” Thus, instead of 

Heavenly Lord Hall, the name looked like 

Dog Lord Hall. The converts in revenge 

compelled the shop-owner to pay them 

$100 : and gave him no rest till, in self- 

defence, he himself joined their church. 

But now Wang Sih-t‘ung compelled him to 

pay over another $100 to the mob. But not 

one of the rest of the people was given any 

annoyance; and after one night in the city, 

Hh^nobdeparte^TTher^er^^^^SS 
few or no soldiers in Ninghai, and the 

people were on Wang Sih-t‘ung’s side, so 

that no opposition was attempted to his 
actions. 

As to the causes leading up to this affair: 

Three years ago, Wang Sih-t‘ung had some 

slight quarrel with Roman Catholic con¬ 

verts in his own village. The latter, taking 

umbrage, would not let it drop, but 

brought charges against him, and got an 

order for his arrest. The year before last the 

Magistrate Sun Suh-p'ing made 

several unsuccessful attempts to arrest him. 

At last the Roman Catholic priest became 

very angry, and demanded his immediate 

arrest. The magistrate then went in per¬ 

son, with soldiers, and arrested him. But 

both soldiers and people to the north of 

the city were displeased, and some thou¬ 

sands gathered together and came to the 

city, refusing to disperse till Wang Sih- 

y‘ung was released. Reduced to extremity 

the magistrate released him ; and then 

gave up his office. Nor were those sent 

to take his place able to settle the matter 

satisfactorily. Mr. Sun was really a good 

official; and those who followed him came 

only temporarily. At last came a Mr. 

Tung, as acting magistrate. As Mr. Sun 

had lost his office on account of the 

Romanists, Tung became wholly sub¬ 

servient to them ; whenever the priest’s 

card came in, all was settled accord¬ 

ing to his wishes. For a year or more, 

indeed, not even the priest’s card has been 

needed ; any member of his church was 

j sure of the official’s protection, and the 

j yamen underlings feared the converts. The ] 

mere mention of the name, Roman Catholic 

Church, held all men in fear. Thus it is 

that though only working at Ninghai for 

ten years or so, this church counts a mem¬ 

bership of near 1,000. Unfortunately, the 

priest did not enquire closely into his 

j to Hangchow to assist in the preparation: 

for the provincial examinations, and a Mr. 

Siao (|||) was transferred to take his place 

for three months. Now, before he had 

been a month at his post, comes this great 

misfortune of the killing of the priest and 

the burning of the chapel, for which he is 

in no degree responsible, but for which his 

death is demanded by the Roman Catholic 

authorities. Mr. Siao bears a good record 

J as an official. The fourth day after reach- 

I ing his post, he went out iu citizen’s clothes 

| to search for and capture gamblers. He 

was both clear and just in settlement 

j of law suits. But it would seem that 

ymmm ,) it is hard to be a good 

I official ! 

converts’ cases, but seems to have taken 

their word for everything, and was greatly 

deceived by them. The chapel became like 

a yamgn. There were four members ap¬ 

pointed with jurisdiction over all cases of 

the converts in the four quarters of the 

surrounding country. These each carried 

a document purporting to be the command 

of the resident priest In these documents 

was indicated what sort of cases should be 

settled by payment of so many dollars, or , 

by giving so many feasts, or by mutual 

explanation and harmonious agreement ^ 

Bub the dollars were most in evidence. | 

Between ten and twenty kinds of cases ^ 

were given. The existence of these 

documents was matter of public knowledge, 

many persons having seen them. The recent 

troubles find their source in these causes ; 

and if they are not wisely settled, these 

troubles will bear fruit in still greater ones 

to come. 

While the cause lay with the so-called 

converts of the R. C. Church, the nurturing 

of the seed must be laid at the door of the 

officials. Mr. Tung, however, was ordered 

* 
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(from OUR OWN UcfitRESPONingjljW 

lyiP* Y7> 10th October. 

I riic Ninghai Trouble. I j 
In your issue of Saturday, under 

“Notes on Native Affairs,” appeared an 

account of a serious outrage in the hsien 

city of Ninghai, as first reported by the 

“Echo de Chine.” That there has been 

serious trouble at Ninghai is perfectly 

true, but the account as given by the 

“Echo de Chine” is far from being cor¬ 

rect . 
The following statement of the genesis, 

growth and consummation of the affair 

may be taken as correct, as your corres¬ 

pondent lias carefully investigated the 

case for several days, and has authority 

from Ninghai for his account. 
Some two years ago, a man named 

Wong Sih-dong was arrested by the 

Magistrate of Ninghai, on certain charges 

preferred against him by the Roman 

Catholics. The people took up Wong’s 

case, and petitioned the Mandarin for his 

release. Their prayers not being granted, 

the people approached the Protestant 

missionary residing in Ninghai to use his 

influence in getting Wong released. The 

missionary refused to interfere. Ihe 

populace then decided to act for them¬ 

selves, for they marched to the yamen, 

broke the prison doors, and released \\ bug 

and several other prisoners. 
This Wong Sih-dong is the leader in 

the present troubles; hits reason, and that 

of the people, for being in arms being the 

unjust and arbitrary dealings of Roman 

Catholic members and the native priest 

Tsii. That there are substantial grounds 

for their complaints against thosU \ 

sociated with the Catholic Church wi. ' 

clear to all when the following “ fac 

are calmly considered. 
(1) Fully a fortnight before the rece1^ 

troubles the Protestant missionai' 

stationed in Ninghai came specially tin 

Ningpo to make representations to the 

Roman Catholic Bishop of impending trou¬ 

ble, unless one or two of their agents were 

restrained in their oppressive actions. 

In this interview M. Faveau acted fo; 
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the end ef September it «“ to° *° 
prevent the peeple from taking the law 

into their own hands. 
(2) Up to the time of writing, not one 

Protestant missionary or convert has 

been molested, nor any property belong¬ 

ing to them destroyed. > 
(3) The insurgents sent proclamations 

to the yamen, the pawnshops, and the 

Protestant mission, in which they em¬ 

phatically declared their object to be the 

arrest of three or four Roman Catholic 

members, and that the penalty of death 

would be meted out to any who molested 

Protestants. 
(4) In their destruction of Roman 

Catholic members’ houses, they abstained 

from using fire, so as to prevent innocent 

neighbours from suffering. On the other 

hand, the Roman Catholic church was 

burnt as it stood in its own compound. 

Now as to the actual procedure taken 

by the mobs. The city of Ninghai is 

simply the centre of the storm. For 50 

li around the city the villages have con¬ 

tributed their companies of armed men. 

The 3rd October saw the entry of three 

distinct bodies of men into the city, one 

of which had previously burnt the Roman 

Catholic church and the house of a mem¬ 

ber at a place called “ IJongton,” 40 li 

north of Ninghai. At another place called 

“ Doli,” the soldiers had been repulsed 

by the villagers. Hence, when these 

bodies of men marched into Ninghai, the 

officials were practically unable to prevent 

them from fulfilling their purpose of 

burning the Roman Catholic church, 

which took place about noon. 

Wong Sih-dong took up his quarters in 

the city temple, where, after making 

strenuous efforts in other parts of the 

city to quiet the people, the Magistrate 

visited him, and pleaded that there 

might be peace, offering his own life if 

only his people would remain peaceable 

and law-abiding. The promise was made 

that when certain Roman Catholic mem¬ 

bers were caught, the city would be left 
in peace. 

Later on, the native priest Tsii had | 

an interview with the Magistrate, in 

which he asked for soldiers to back up 

a force of armed men which he said was 

at his call. The Magistrate refused to 

send the soldiers, and Tsii was forced to 

go in hiding; he was ultimately found I 

in a tobacco shop by the mob. On his 

discovery, the people declare, he fired 

several shots from a revolver, injuring 

one man severely and one or two others 

slightly. This further enraged the peo¬ 

ple, who dragged their victim to the 

public execution ground, where, they be¬ 

headed and disembowelled him. One 

■bks in vain to hear a good word for this 

native priest. If he sinned greatly, great 

has been his punishment. He is said to 

been the tool of an unscrupulous 

man named Wong Ko-don, who was also 
captured 

“ Dzoyiin ” and 'who was released 

on the payment of $1,600. Two or three 

others were caught and also ransomed by 

payment of $450. 

Thus the case stands at time of writing. 

Soldiers have been sent, from Ningpo and 

Taichow. It is not a rebellion against 

the officials, but an organised movement 

against the oppression of the Roman 

Catholic adherents in the Ninghai dis- 

drict. Not for one moment would your 

correspondent suggest that the foreign 

priests in Ningpo support and encourage 

the members of their communion in their 

oppression of the people. Much, un¬ 

doubtedly, takes place in the country 

districts of which they do not know and 

of which they would be the first to dis¬ 

approve. One’s sympathies, however, go 

out to the people, who now will have to 

reap the harvest of unlawfulness. 

The French cruiser Pascal was outside 

Chinghai to-day, and her steam cutter 

came up to the Settlement, but did not 

stay for long. It is to be hoped no 

political capital will be made out of this 

affair, especially as there seem grave 

easons for blame on both sides. _ 

by the people at a village called 

THE TROUBLE AT NINGHAI. 

To the Editor of the 
“ North-China Daily News.” 

Sir,—With regard to the trouble that 

occurred a few weeks ago at Ninghai, you 

published two different versions, that of 

the “Echo de Ob me,” which accuses the 

mandarins of negligence and weakness, 

and that of an anonymous correspondent 

of Ningpo, who pretends that Fr. Tsii 

and the Catholics were responsible for 

the outbreak of which they were the 

victims. 
Let us see which of these opinions is . 

correct according to the mandarins in i 

power. The Prefect of Taichow, Mr. Sin, 

having been sent to Ninghai to make an 

inquiry and quell the uprising, wrote as 

follows to the Taotai of Ningpo: — 

“ The Brigand Wong Sih-dong this 

time is the cause of a great outbreak. 

He stirred up the whole country, united 

the robbers, made flags and collected arms 

and ammunition. It is quite evident that 

1 under the pretext of religion he wanted 

to excite a great revolution. If he is not® 

stopped immediately the little fire willfl 

become a great conflagration which can 

not be mastered.” 

Mr. Siu has put a price of $3,000 on 

Wong’s head and the Governor Nieh 

has added $2,000 more, so that the total 

sum offered for his capture is $5,000. 

Wong Sih-dong is a highway robber. 

Formerly a literatus, he became in 1900 

chief of the brigands for the purpose of 

putting into force the edicts of Prince| 

Tuan. He is one of the “ Boxers ” who 

burned the churches and massacred thej 

missionaries. 

Whilst about the 20th of July of that 

terrible and mournful year, the blood¬ 

thirsty bandits in Kiuchou werema.ssacr 

^Mr. I’h^mpsonand his ten oompanionisjj 

in misfortune; whilst at Wenchow ancj | 

elsewhere pillage, burning of houses, anc V 

extortion of money from those Christians C 

who managed to escape death was t ie 9 

order of the day, Wong Sih-dong at the ■ 
same time and in virtue of the same | 

edict (namely that of the 29th of the fi 

I 5th moon, falsely antedated by Governor I 

Liu and dispatched throughout the whole fl 

province) pillaged the Christians at I 

Ninghai and burned their houses and our | 

chapels. If Wong at that time did not I 
massacre a missionary it was simply be- 1 

cause he did not meet with one. 
He was afterwards condemned to death I 

and then to a life sentence, but he never I 
received his punishment because of the I 
weakness of the mandarins , on the con ■ 
trary he continued to vex the Christian | 

with impunity, until at last he eonsum- | 

mated his wickedness by the late bloody | 

scenes of Ninghai, similar to the former | 

ones perpetrated by the “ Boxers in I 

1900. 
Now as to this last outbreak let- us see 

what was the attitude - of the local 

authorities of Ninghai. Did they really 

do all they could to afford effectual pro-, 

tection ? The following is authentically I 

what their civil superiors .say of them: I 

the Governor Nieh telegraphed to General I 

Ly and to Taotai We, of Ningpo : 

“In the Ninghai affair the mandarins| 

both civil and military were wanting in« 

diligence in procuring effectual protec-1 

tion. Their culpability is undeniable. | 

.'They shall be punished ac-| 

cording to the gravity of their offence and| 

certainly shall not be spared.” All the I 

mandarins of the place are guilty. No-1 

thing was done to prevent the outbreaki 

nor to stop it when it commenced. The I 

bandits found the gate® of the city open, | 

they entered without the least resistance 

being made, burned _qur__establlshments | 

and masscred Fr. Tsii before tine verf 

eyes of the soldiers, who were ordered nof 

to interfere. 

The Titai and Taotai of Ningpo, in th 

following passage taken from one of thiei 

letters, state precisely who were the mos 

guilty officers, without excluding the othe 

offenders: — 

“ The brigand Wong Sih-dong anc 

others carried their audacity to such sf 

pitch that they assembled mobs and 

massacred the missionary and some of 

the Christians and burned the churches 

The sub-Prefect Siao, mandarin of the 

place, did nothing to prevent or1 stop, the 

trouble. The Lieutenant-Colonel Tsiu. 

who was sent to quell the uprising, did 

nothing to ensure protection- Their of¬ 

fence is without the least excuse. . . 

The Prefect Siu has ordered some of hi: 

soldiers to guard Lieutenant-Colonel ^ 

Tsiu. The sub-Prefect Siao is in a liket 

condition, so that both of them are the 

same as if in prison.” 

These two accomplices (have become 

enemies and accuse1 each other mutually. 

Mr. Tsiu has written letter after letter 



to his family, to his friends, 

mission to accuse the. Sub-Prefect of having] 

refused to receive Fr. Tsii at has yamen 

and of having gi/em an order in writing 

to the Lieuteniant-Oo'lonel not to allow 

his soldiers to lire on the bandits', etc. 

Mr. Siao on his part naturally accuses his 

adversary Tsiu, leproaching him for the 

publication of an odious edict, and of 

having done nothing to stop the rebellion- 

They are entirelv adverse to each other, 

and their reciprocal accusations air® 

equally well founded. Both of them had 

friendly relations with Wong Sih-dong 

and adopted the measure of letting him 

do as he wished. They have been, sus¬ 

pended from their ofhoe and are to be 

conducted under escort to Hangchow to 

be judged. They will probably receive a 

severe punishment. They were traitors 

and accomplices. No one has any excuse 

or pity for them. Their super!ore 

inferiors can speak of them only wib 

indignation. 

To the official documents I have cited I 

will add no personal reflection. I have 
many other documents in my possession 

and they all speak of Wong Sih-dong as 

the “bandit,” Wong, t‘ufi Wong® 

Sih-dong, etc. ; whilst his companions are 

called “brigands'' or “rebels.” It is in 

vain that one seeks in these documents 

a word of blame against Fr. Tsii and 

the Christians ; whilst on the other hand 

it would seem natural for the mandarins 

to bring forth, if it were possible, charges 

against these poc victims in order to 

diminish their own responsibility in the 

affair. Their silence is therefore an 

eloquent answer; they only speak to 

denounce the true culprits, and they 

evidently mean what they say, a® the 

tsaprlrhs are daily being arrested, judged, 

It would almost see n as and executed 

tfiougiT’tEeise' superior officers had sworn 

to repair the evils caused by their in¬ 

feriors, but alas, they cannot restore life 

to the p ior victim! At least let no one 

disturb their graves ! 

1 am, etc. 

M. A. 

Ningpo. 21st October. 

THE CHINESE TAX 

A Protest Against Its Imposition 
by the CanadianPajdiament. 

>* 

great country and that aii lire wel¬ 

come without respect to color, religion 
or nationality, for all are alike under 
the British flag—did I say all, no, there 
is an exception in Canada. 

Under the same flag at another pier 
that is washed by the Pacific’s waters 
a noble ship is arriving. She has a 
fine record, and is a thing of beauty 
within and without, and her pas¬ 
sengers run into thousands every sea¬ 
son. Down her gangway comes a 
humble band of workers, each with a 
hamper that is trunk, hat-box and 
lunch-basket combined, seeking a 
chance to make a better living than 
their own crowded country gave them. 

Is there any special train for them, 
any benevolent society to give a wel¬ 
come to poor John Chinaman as he 
lands? Oh, no;..the only man on the 
lookout for him is the customs officer 
to collect duty on this human mer¬ 
chandise, duly invoiced, consigned to 
order and landed in good condition. 
So, marshalled by the consignees and 
checked off by the landing waiter, they 
pass through after paying^l^O. per 
head, to begin life in a new’ and 
strange land. Now, what does Long 
John get for hi^pfO, which has taken 
months of hard work to accumulate? 
Does this fee give him citizenship, a i 
status in the country, or, in fact, any 
right at all other than those which the 
European mongrel arriving at Quebec 
gets for nothing? Will some one 
please give a plain, honest answer to I 
that question if he can; if not then | 
let us on the lowest grounds of com- f 
mon honesty—to say nothing of any F 
nobler reason, do away with this abom- | 
inable law that disgraces the statute | 
books of Canada. If the Chinaman is j 
undesirable, tell him so plainly and i 
warn him to stay at home at his peril, t 
or make the same law for the Rus-1 
sian, German and Italian immigrant I 
if we need the money so badly. Im- I 
migrants from Britain do not come I 
under the same category, as with all I 
their faults they are our brothers and I 
welcome in any part of our country. | 
The European is assisted from his I 
hovel to a home and in some instances L 
raises nothing but a squalid family to j 
be a burden to the more industrious 
taxpayers. The Chinaman, whether 
as laundryman, laborer or cook, is an 
indefatigable worker, and I speak from 
experience in saying that with any 
sort of decent treatment is a faithful 
servant; yet, in spite of the tax, of his 
industry, patience and modesty, is the 
butt' of the ignorant, an object of deri¬ 
sion and often of cruelty. 

What must the educated and 
thoughtful Chinaman think of us with 
our blatant talk about our free coun¬ 
try and superior civilization, when he 
knows how we treat his less favored 
countrymen who come here. And 
more than this, is it expedient that 
we should hamper the progress of the 
nation's diplomats by putting such an 
argument in the mouths of foreigners 
as thjs petty tax makes against us. 
Again let us ask ourselves is it right, 
is it honest, is it British? I cannot 
imagine such a law being framed in 
England or passed by the Britsh House 
of Commons, and it certainly is not a 
credit to Cafiada. 

MICHAEL PATRICK. 

Montreal, October 5 
——rrnrr 

Hi*. vicinity of Manchuria promises serious 

The paper asserts that Russians alone pos¬ 

sess the capacity for living peacefully with 

Asiatics, and declares that therefore peace 

can only exist in Manchuria yhen Russians 

alone deal with the Chinese. For this reason 

Russia cannot admit north of the Peiho any 

influence but her own. Russia, it. adds, does 

not wish new acquisitions or to attempt any¬ 

thing against the territorial integrity of China. 

Continuing, the paper says’- 
“By all means open the doors to the whole 

of South China. Exploit it and preaoh the 

Gospel wdth the aid of the sword. That is 

your affair, but we cannot open the doors of 

north China.” 
The Novo8ti, on the other hand, regards it 

as necessary to open China to foreign trade. 

It thinks the agreement is, peihaps, accept¬ 

able in view of the need of some objective. 

Nevertheless, regarding the partition of China, 

it remarks that practice has not conformed 

with theory. Germany, it says, began the 

partition by seizing Kiao Chou Bay, and France, 

Russia and England must follow the example. 

The Birachevija Viedomoati sees signs of trouble 

over the agreement, which it describes as very 

strange and problematical. It believes firmly 

that there is no need for any diplomatic combi¬ 

nations for the purpose of defending the integ¬ 

rity of China and says that Russia will know 

how to secure the safety of what she has ob¬ 

tained without agreements and in spite of them. 

The Peteraburgski Viedomosti, the best-in¬ 

formed journal on Chinese matters, has as yet 

made no comment. 
The Herold sees in Lord Salisbury’s accept- 

! ance of the agreement the most imprudent 

and most frivolous affirmation of the British 

mistrust of Russia. It says that the imperial¬ 

ist Tories in Great Britain appear to think that 

I as little reliance can be placed on the integrity 

I of the Russian policy as upon their own prob- 

| ity. 
The Roasia regards Russia as being practl- 

j cally isolated in the Far East It says: “There 

] is a definite end toward which we must strive 

] without deviation or wavering and without 

9 seeking a modus vivendi with any European 

I or other Power. Thank God, Russia is strong 

| enough to march alone." 
1 The Exchange Gazette considers that the 

| agreement is ominous and idnrming because 

| it is directed toward what doeJnot need further 

1 protection, since all the Pow^j 

I respect the integrity of China. 

Is had agreed to 

REPLY TO TIIE FRENCH NOTE. 

To" the Editor eft The Gazet 
Sir(—Almost every -week since navi¬ 

gation opened there have been accounts 

in your paper of great bands of im¬ 

migrants arriving from all Europe on 
the way to the West, there to develop 
the resources of our great countiy. 
Special trains waited them, and sym¬ 
pathising spectators helped them o 
their way with much enthusiasm a d 
many little acts of personal kindness. 
And quite right it was that, they 
should get every help and encourag - 
ment to make up for the wrenen 
which even a poor man may feel in 

. leaving -his native land, even with a 
I prospect of making a better home m 
i a strange country. And quite I'lght 
I that we should tell them this is a 

/ r-/ 'I'i-'.'TF' 1 xS* -livj'JW.f td -wifl 

•RUSSIAN TONE 

1 CAlo -VI oir.v 

IN 

Press Considers the 

the Safety of What She Has Obtained WU „ 

out Agreements and in Spite o 

Special Cable Despatch to THE SUN. 

ST. PETERSBURG, Oct. 22.-The RuSSimi 
nowmaners made no comment on the Anglo 

’SSment until (o-duy. Th. ■*>«*> 
Onds It von- distasteful, and says. 

“It is a pity that these competitors, Germany 
and England, will have commercial relations 
with us. Their presence in the immediate 

Official Correspondence Upon the Latest Pro¬ 

posals for China Made Public. 

Washington, Oct. 22.—The Secretary of 

State made public to-day the latest correspond¬ 

ence between the United States and France 

in the form of two memoranda concerning 

the French proposals for a settlement of the 

Chinese troubles. A verbal assent to the Fren ch 

programme was at first given by this Govern¬ 

ment, but later, for the purpose of preserving 

the record of negotiations, the response of 

the United States was put in writing. Curiously 

enough, the American answer makes a special 

point of the two measures—the integrity of 

China and the open door—which Germany and 

Great Britain have pledged themselves to main¬ 

tain in their joint agreement, made public on 

Saturday. The memoranda follow: L 

(Translation.) 

“Embaaay of the French Republic to the United 

Statea. 
“Washington, Oct. 17, 1900. 

“The Government of the Republic has highly 

appreciated the response which the Govein- 

ment of the United States has made to its note 

of the 4th of October: it has been especially 

gratifying to it to observe the sentiments o 

sympathy for France which have evident y 

inspired that reply. 
“Ail the interested Powers have adhered 

to the essential principle of the French note. 

In so far as concerns the points which have 

called for comments on the part of certain 

cabinets, they could, it would seem, be dis¬ 

cussed among the Powers or between their 

diplomatic representatives at Pekin in the 

course of the negotiations and receive such 



moaincahuur “S j and 6peedily attain MjBfore the Cabinet There was a general ac- 

i^«0eommo°n end. . to sh0W the * 1 quiescence among the Cabinet officers in the 
tb®The essential thing is .now has declared I 'J course outlined, which, as Secretary Hay later 
Chinese Goyernmenb the powers are | 1 expiained to Count Quadt, had been consist- 

£tEg£iyTcS Si 1 -Sr pursued by this Go™n«. 
decided to respec Government; but that § the independence of its Uover^ ^ ° the E 

they are none the less e a right. § 

regard °it would seem that if the I “In this regard itwoum ^cepted as the | 
proposition winch has^ D communicated to |. 
basis oi neg ations eWearieS by the Mimsters I 
the. Chinese Piemp^.® Qr in their name by their f 
of the Powers at a“mature to have a | 

dean, J upon the determinations oi 1 
happy influence and 0f ills Government. ■ 
the Emperor of ornua collect vo th%n^s0wrthoutTa^g toat“this collective 

„ '^Unld in no wise interfere with the exami- | 
step would in no in the French proposition | 
^ which p reservations made by certain | 

g0^hemMintstrefai:or Foreign Affairs would be I 

The only point in the agreement which re¬ 

quired much thought and careful study was 

1 the third clause, relating to the steps .to be 
I taken bv Great Britain and Germany if any 
] Power attempted to seize territory in Ctona- 
1 The agreement on that subject read as follows 
| "Thirdly—In case of another Power making 
I use of the complications in China in order to 
i ohtain under any form whatever, such terri- 
I torial ’ advantages, the contracting parties 
I reserve to themselves the right to come to a 

irn mat tms is aiso wio m, 
parucmaxu, —y ■;esident of the United States § 

the Honorable Secretary of State, and | 
a^o, °X l.rnav have thought it opportune to*; 
send to the Minister of the United States m ft 
Pekin instructions m this sense. || 

"The Secretary of Statejojhe French Charge I 

‘■Memorandum in response to the memoran- S 
toimto regard to the bases and conduct of | 
^^t^tions for a settlement of pending, ques-1 
Sn^hetween the Powers and China delivered | 
to the Secretary of State by the French Charge j| 

4'^ThereGo0v<er nm0* l * * * *nt° ’ of the United States is I 
rratffied to learn thatoUl the interested Powers | 
have adhered to the essential principle of the I 

Scinch note of Oct. 4, and trusts that such B 
reservations as they have suggested will, like | 
those mentioned in the reply of the United j| 
States prove no embarrassment to the progress I 
of the negotiations, in the course of which they 1 
can be frankly discussed with a view to a com- | 

it does, in accord with the I; 
Vrench Government, that the essential thing | j 
now is to prove to the Chinese Government te-i 
that the Powers are ready to meet it in the path |:J 
of peaceful negotiation and that they are united | I 
In their repeatedly declared decision to respect Erl 
the Integrity of China and the independence nl 
of its (?overmnent, while equally united in W 
the resolve to obtain rightful satisfaction for 1 
the great wrongs they and their nations have | 
suffered, this Government has instructed its 1 

rafflnister in Pekin to concur in presenting to the V 
Chinese Plenipotentiaries the points upon which J 
we are agreed as the initial step toward nego- $ 
tiations and toward the reestablishment of J 
the effective power and authority of the Im- | 
pedal Government. c. . v. 

“The Government of the United States be- « 
lleves that the happy influence upon the deter- 

1 minations of the Chinese Emperor and of his 
i Government, which the Government of the 
French Republic anticipates as the result of 
this step, would be still further induced if the 
Powers were to include as part of their initial 
Relaxation a collective manifestation of their 
determination to preserve the territorial in¬ 
tegrity and the administrative entirety of China, 
and to secure, for the Chinese nation and for 
themselves, the benefits of open and equal com¬ 
mercial intercourse between the Chinese Empire 
and the world at large. _ , 

“Department of State, Washington, Oct. 
19, 1900.” 

nreliminarv "understanding regarding the 
eventual step to be taken.for,the protection 
of their own interests in China. 

The advisers of the President were some- 
what mystified at first as to the real meaning 
of this clause. To some it appeared to b ud 
Great Britain and Germany to adopt mutual 
offensive and defensive measures to prevent 
the violation of China’s territorial integrity. 
The main question considered was, however 
whether acquiescence m the^omitoct would „ ,, 
bind this Government to join with Great Brit !§* 
ain and Germany in the measures that might 
be deemed necessary to prevent partition. 

As far as it can be ascertained this Govern- 
mpnt has determined to interpret the dans© 
as6binding only on Great Britain and Germany 
and ^ nTt affecting anv other nation andl it is 
understood that in making plain to the Govern- 
ments at London and Berlin that this is tne 
President’s view, the answer of the Government 
will assent to the principle involved while not 
consenting to be a party to carrying it out 
conjointly with the two contracting parties, 
the United States having no intention of aban¬ 
doning its consistent policy of. acting inde¬ 
pendently of the other Powers m all matterfe 
affecting China,, except in Purely military- 
movements, having for their object the pro 
tection of the lives and property of foreigners. 

phobia Is so intense that they refuse to re¬ 
joice over Germany receiving the advantages 
oonoeded by England and even deprecate 
them.0 

London, Oct. 23.—The Berlin correspondent 

of the Daily News says he is firmly convinced 

that.although there is no secret Anglo-German 

agreement, there is a secret agreement between 

Russia and Germany binding the latter not to 

meddle with Russia’s Interests In north China 

and to leave her a completely free hand there. 

Such a promise, adds the correspondent, would 

not collide with the Anglo-German agreement, 

because Russia would be shrewd enough not 

to make a formal annexation, and yet would 

foothold in Manchuria. 
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RUSSIAN BELIEF IN 
CHINESE RISING 

Bel 

PARIS MUCH RELIEVED. 

Dr. Coltman’s Views Con- 
firmedbyPrinceOukhtomsky 

and Colonel Vereshchagin. 

SPRING OUTBREAK PLAN 

Explanation About Russia Changes the Feel¬ 

ing Toward the Anglo-German Note. 

Special Cable Despatch to The SUN. 

Pabis, Oct. 22.—It is evident that much relief 

1 Is felt here because of the explanation that Rus- 

| sia was not omitted from the Powers which 

K received the Anglo-German note. The ten- . |. 

■ dency now is to reJ oice at England s self-ex- ; 

I elusion from the Yangtse Talley. The belief 

I grows that England has promised Emperor M 

I William financial aid to secure his display of M 

I friendship for Great Britain. The attitude 

| of the United States toward the Anglo-German 

1 agreement is much commented upon here. 
The Journal asks what consideration Ger- 

pi many received for signing the agreement. 

Emperor William, forgetting his famous tele- || 

gram to President Krilger some years ago, 

publishes the new agreement with Great Britain | ■' 

Uprisings in Manchuria Said To 

Be Prepared with Greater 

Slrength Than Ever. 

JAPANESE AGENTS SUGGESTED 

m 
■ 

Likelihood of Trouble Accounts fer 

spatch of Large Russian Fleet 

to Far East. 

De- 

on the day the ex-President of the Transvaal 

sailed for Europe. A great change has come jfi 
over Germany’s policy, the Journal says, since ft 

8 Count von Billow has taken hold of its l 

THE GERMAN-BRITISH AGREEMENT. H foreign affairs. 

I 

This Government’s Answer Will Be an Indorse¬ 

ment of the Principles Involved. 

’ v Washington, Oct. 22.—'The American answer 

to the invitation from Germany to acquiesce in 

the purposes of the British-German agreement 

to prevent the partition of China and maintain 

the “open door” will be a cordial indorsement 

I The Matin says Prince Hohenlohe retired | 

j as Chancellor because he refused to sign the M 

I agreement. The M atin recalls the rights which if 

1 France has derived in China under various 

I treaties, especially that of Aug. 4, 1893, and ti 

I says these rights cannot be interfered with. 

* The Echo de Paris and other papers express 8 ■ 
the opinion that the agreement wds completed j open door ---- ----r_ _ _ p8i; ____ 

of the principles contained in the agreement. ^ by a secret treaty aimed principally against 

This was made plain to-day by Secretary Hay || RUSSian annexation, of Manchuria. This paper 

declares that England will reap all the advan¬ 

tages by the new agreement. While she Is 

fighting in South Africa, Germany will fight 

xms was made plain to-aay oy secretary nay 
lo Count Quadt, the Charg6 d’Affaires of Ger¬ 

many in Washingon, who called at the Stated 

Department to lay before Mr. Hay a copy of 

the arrangement entered into at London. Mr. 

Hay informed Count Quadt verbally that the 

American Government was in accord with the 

principles of the agreement, which conformed 

so closely to the declarations to which the United 

States had consistently adhered from the very 

Peginning of the trouble in China. Count 

Quadt was told that the action of Great Britain 

and Germany was pleasing to the United States 

and that a formal answer in writing would be 

handed to him within the next, few days, 

i Yesterday, and again to-day, the President 
and Secretary Hay had gone over the points 

to the British-German agreement, accepting 

,®e newspaper text cabled from London as 

accurate. At a special Cabinet meeting held 

at the White House to clear up public business 

Of immediate importance before the President’s 

departure for Canton, the views of the Presi 
TfiStm | regard to the agreement 

for her In China. England has also succeeded 

in increasing the disagreement between the 

Powers and in this way will be able to make 

the crisis in China last until the South African 

war is ended. 

NO SECRET CLAUSES. 

; were laid be- 

German Denials That Anything Is Hidden In 

the Agreement With England. 

Special Cable Despatch to The Sun. 

Berlin, Oct. 22.—It is positively stated by 

persons whose authority is hardly question¬ 

able that the rumors of a secret clause or clauses 

in the Anglo-German agreement are baseless. 

There is reason to believe that Russia approves 

the agreement, though her formal assent has 

not yet been communicated. 

The topio continues to fill the press, where 

satisfaction is still generally expressed. There 

are, however, one or two papers whose anglo- 

Tshecial cable to the herald.] 

The Herald’s European edition publishes 
the following from its correspondent:— 

St. Petersburg, Sunday.—The opinion of 

Dr. Robert Coltman, Jr., published in the 

Herald, stating that another outbreak 

j against foreigners is imminent in China, at- 

| tracts mu h attention hei'e, and, v.toat is 

more, coincides with the general opinion of 

those who know China wrell. 
Some time ago I travelled with Prince 

| Oukhtomsky, the president of the Russo- 

j Chinese Bank, who knows China by heart, 

j The conversation dropped upon the prob- 

I abilities of a further rising in China. 

In Prince Oukhtomsky’s opinion, nothing 

could prevent such an outbreak taking 

place. 
Again, while I was visiting Colonel 

Verestchagin yesterday, to see his unique 

collection of Chinese rarities which he re¬ 

cently brought back from China, the opin- 

jion given by Dr. Coltman, as above, 

|came up. 
Colonel Veretchagin (who, by the tvay, is 

la brother of the world famous artist) warm- 

lly indorsed the American doctor’s opinion, 

land said he was convinced another anti- 

jforeigner rising was as sure as anything in 

|the world could toe. 
At the same time there comes another 

Irather startling confirmation of trouble to 

|come in a letter from Kharbin. 

According to the writer, among the in- 

Jhabitants of that district a resumption of 

Iscenes and uprisings such as took place in 

linoo is arranged for the spring of this year, 

Sonly in much greater strength than was the 

lease last time. 
But what is more curious is a state- 

Iment that the Japanese are largely mixed 

in the whole affair and that Japanese 

spies and agents have for a long time been 



veiling'"throughout China and Manchuria 

^stirring up a restless sentiment among the 

Ipeople. 
How true the suggestion of Japanese in- 

iterference may be it is impossible to say, 

Mmt what is absolutely sure is that the 

{troubles of three years ago in China are 

^considered in responsible circles to be most 

pliable to recur in the near future. 

' This may be taken as accounting for the 

:particularly large fleet Russia has sent out 

Sand which is now oi^tfye way .to..the Far 

I Eastern waters. 
It will also account for a certain symptom 

|0f special military preparations in Southern 

illussia, which newspaper correspondents on 

{the wrong track attributed to the fear of de¬ 

velopments of the Macedonian question. 

CHINA’S THREAT OF TROUBLE. 
aject 

QUESTION RAISED IN THE HOUSE 
V OF COMMONS. 

~- lUV(e>^3i 
Government Has Received Information of 

an Expected Outbreak In Kansu, but 
Chinese Foreign Board Enters Denial 
—The Feeling Expressed at Hong Kong. 

-,-v ' ' ■ . 

ii»vo lino 
however, be forgotten that many of our 
leading local Chinese, men of education and 
intelligence, who of necessity sympathize 

I with any rational and pacific movement for : 
the reform of their country, would for such 

1 sympathy alone, if expressed in China, be 
regarded as criminals fit only for torture I 

I and decapitation. The reform laws of the | 
young Emperor and the reactionary edicts 

! issued and the crimes committed by the 
Empress Dowager are not yet forgptten. 

EMPEROR IS MELANCHOLY. 

Rifles and Stores of Ammunition 
Seized by Shanghai Officials. 

| shanghai, Sunday.—The authorities here 

a have seized hundreds of cases of rifles and 

3 large stores of ammunition 

I; downs near here. 

in Chinese go- 

\ GAINST ALL EFFORTS 
A OF HIGHER OFFICIALS 

I Outbreak, Thinks Mr. John Bar¬ 
rett, Possible Owing to In- 

demnity Tax Oppression. 

[SPECIAL CABLE TO THE IIERALH.] 

The Herald’s European edition publishes 

|the following from its correspondent:— 

>■ London, Sunday.—Mr. John Barrett, for- 

j xnerly United States Minister to Siam, who 

I now in London, travelled extensively 

; throughout China last year, and because of 

! bis experience in the Far East is in a posi- 

; fieri to give a valuable opinion upon the 

I statements of Hr.. Robert Coltman that an¬ 

other outbreak upon foreigners in China is 

imminent. 
"If such an uprising occurs,” said Mr. 

Barrett, "I don’t think it can possibly attain 

I the same dimensions as the last outbreak, 

) but 1 am not admitting that in my opinion 

| such an outbreak is probable. 

') "It is, of course, possible, but if it does 

! occur it will be despite the efforts of almost 

I all the higher officials. 
"When I was in China last year what im- 

5 pressed me was the earnest efforts of the 

i great majority of the officials of the higher 

| class to lift China and place her in a posi- 

j tion where she can take her place among 

I other nations of the world. 
I "These officials I found thoroughly in earn- 

j , gt, but they, had a hard task before them. 

{ They were combating centuries of prejudice 

! ahd practice. But when China does awake, 

I vchen she develops her own resources, when 

1 the element of lawlessness is subdued, she 

I v.'iU be a great factor in the world’s trade. 

"I am a great believer in China’s potenti- 

| alities, political and material. There is un- 

Idoubtedly a great deal of dissatisfaction 

I rampant in China, and a bitter feeling exists 

1 among the lower classes toward foreigners. 

'Tin my opinion this feeling, which was so 

i plainly demonstrated during the Boxer up- 

irising, has been intensified since then by the 

i Powers insisting upon China paying heavy 

indemnities. 
in "It is the middle class and the poor who 

If pay this tax. You may be sure that every 

I tax collector who has a hundred taels to col- 

| icot in his district squeezes at least five hun- 

1 clred out of the unfortunate people and 

| blames the whole burden upon tne wicked 

foreigners, who must have their monej . 

"In this way the hatred of the ignorant 

Chinaman is kept alive by the oppression 

caused by the collection of the indemnity 

tax.” 

Special Cable Despatches to Thf. Sun. 

London, March 9.—Replying to a question 
in the House of Commons to-day, Viscount 
Cranborne, Under Secretary for Foreign 
Affairs, said the Government had received 
no information of a Boxer movement or of 
anti-foreign feeling in China, but the British 
Consul-General at Hankow reported that 
he had received trustworthy information of 

I a threatened movement in the province of 
Kansu. The British Vice-Consul at Tien¬ 
tsin had made a similar report. The 
British Charge d’Affaires at Pekin had 
warned the Chinese Government about this 
threatened uprising. The Chinese Foreign 
Board stated that there was no confirma¬ 

tion of these reports. 
London, March 10.—A despatch from 

Shanghai to the Daily Mail says that the 
rebels in the Province of Kwangsi are 
being supplied mith munitions of war by 
the imperial troops. The insurgents have 
captured several cities, and government 
authority in the province is practically 
non-existent. The populace in the Prov¬ 
ince of Shantung axe destroying Christian 
churches. 

Paris, Maroh 9.—The London corre¬ 
spondent of the Matin sends a despatch to 
his paper in which he gives the substance 
of an interview with Baron Hayrashi, the 
Japanese Ambassador at London, in regard 
to the disturbed situation in China. The 
Ambassador takes a pessimistic view of the 
situation. He considers the insurrection¬ 
ary movement as anarchical in character. 
It is directed against the present dynasty 
and is due to the heavy taxation and the 
dishonesty of officials. The day the in¬ 
surgents are properly organized the forces 
of the Government will be utterly crushed 
and the prestige of the Boxers lost. It is 
not likely that there will be any anti-foreign 
agitation. , , , 

On the other hand, the Chinese Ambassa¬ 
dor, who was also interviewed by the cor¬ 
respondent, expressed the opinion that the 
Chinese people were devoted to the Manchu 
dynasty and that the Throne was perfectly 
secure. He admitted that the discontent 
was attributable to the heavy taxation 
which was made necessary by the payment 
of the indemnity to the Powers in gold. 

NOT ENJOYING 
XEYA BACK 

COURT’S JOUR- bALl .xjaitv TO PEKIN. 

j Empress Dowager Alert and Keen as Ever 
—The Court Has Had Some Trouble Get¬ 
ting Food Along the Way—Troops Line 
Rest of the Route Into the Capital. 
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The Sun has received from the Hong 
Kong Daily Press a proof slip of an article 
on the rumors of an uprising in Canton. 
The following is an extract from it: 

The fears entertained with regard to the 
rising in Canton city on the night of the 
Chinese New Year have fortunately proved 
to be unfounded. We made oautious in¬ 
quiries at Canton, but nothing was known 
to confirm seriously the apprehension of 
the Government here. The arrests which 
the Dolice have recently made at the in¬ 
stigation of the Viceroy of Canton betray 
nothing beyond the existence in our nutst 
of certain persons of the common class who 
may or may not possess feelings of resent¬ 
ment against the officials of their native 
country There is nothing very remarkable 
ffi thhu and we are not of opinion that any 
serious secret undertaking which may have 
for its object the reformation of China, or 
the overthrow of the Empress Dowager, in 
whiohever way it is accepted, is likely to be 
brought about by the class of persons at 
present in the custody of the police. 

We are now in the position to know that the 
Viceroy of Canton really desired the arrest 
of a reformer of aggressive instincts, who 
has escaped. In consequence the Viceroy 
on Thursday offered $40,000 for his capture 

We think it1 will be generally agreed that 
it is unwise and unfair for the oolony to 
harbor men who are engaged in plotting 
or committing any crime against a friendly 
power, and the police are in every way justi¬ 
fied in suppressing any suoh societies as 

: 

Special Cable Despatch to The Sun. 

Pekin, Jan. 5.—The Chinese officials 
to-day invited the ladies of the several 
legations to occupy a silk shop on Chien- 
Nen street to witness the arrival of the 
court. This invitation is supplementary 
to the one sent jmsterday asking the ladies 
to occupy a booth outside the Chien-Nen 
gate. The Ministers also have been in¬ 
vited to witness the ceremony, but it is 
understood that they will not accept. Their 
families and the other members of the 
legations, however, will see the spectacle. 

Advices from Paoting-fu, the provincial 
capital, state that the city’s accommoda¬ 
tions are greatly overtaxed by the large 
retinue of the court. Hundreds of those 
belonging to the court [are being [fed in 
cloth pavilions, while others eat in the 
open air. The court entered the city by a 
circuitous route between high mat walls 
in order to avoid the unlucky western 

ghost. The shopkeepers placed food 
offerings, and sandalwood incense was 
burned in the streets through which the 

court passed. 
The imperial party is quartered at the 

Viceroy’s yamen, where, last year, the 
allies tried and condemned the Provincial 
Treasurer, who was a relative of the Em¬ 
press Dowager, and other officials for their 
complicity in the. Boxer troubles. The 
yamen is decoratdd with lanterns. Hun¬ 
dreds of the finest embroidered scrolls are 
at the windows, and the walls are covered 
with painted silk. The room of the Em¬ 
press Dowager is lined with wadded silk. 

The furniture is of ebony, with blue and 
yellow satin coverings. The throne chair 
Is of ebony inlaid with blue jade. I oreigners 
have been warned not to appear on the 
streets of Paoting-fu before the departure 

of the court. 
A thousand of Yuan Shih Kai's soldiers 

arrived at. Pekin to-dav from Paoting-iu. 
Troops are now stationed in large bodies 
along the entire, fine. Many foreigners 
to-day inspected the road to the station at 
Machiapu, where yellow tents have been 
erected for the imperial family and blue 
tents for the military commanders and 

civil officials. 
Few foreigners have witnessed the court 

cn route from Honan. The progress has 
been orderly, but. there has been „a con¬ 
stant crush at all the stopping places. The 
road was filled by the retinue for eight 
days after the court’s departure from 
Kaifeng-fu. A photograph of the court 
was taken at Ohengte-fu, where the soldiers 

and populace were polite and friendly. 
At Fangy the runners and underlings 

preceding the court devoured the food 
which had been prepared for the Emperor, 
and the commissariat officers, to avoid 
disgrace, committed suicide. Three hun¬ 
dred cooks were retained at Chengte-fu. 

They secured their pay in advance, and 
then, being unable to provide for the hun- 
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gry multitude. ^ The question of yj 
ever they courtL - • food has been ; 

not supp1 y'n®2°es' witnessed the court’s :| 
i Three missronanes ^u The imperial I 

departure fror f( by a few hundred 1 
partJ, ls a«»“^;“Tyot infantry and! 
cavalry, _ ^ men with shovels and l| 
a large * ™it gee ^ th0 | 

b,'TS„',JinlondSon for the paaeage of | 
roads aie i numbers of natives! 

thmCe along the roads and awaited! 
rpasS/rfhe Emperor and the Em-1 

PXEmpaegror is melancholy and listless I 
and pays no attention to the crowds that 1 
See?along the roadside as he passes, nor | 
5 1 he selm to see the devout Chinamen 1 
fc burn incense as an act of worship I 
The Empress Dowager, however, is alert 
Ind active, and keenly watchful of every¬ 
thing that happens. When the party ar¬ 
rived at Paoting-fu the master of cere 
monies commanded the spectators to kneel. 
The foreigners present stood still, where¬ 
upon the master of ceremonies ordered 
that hats be removed. This order was 
obeyed, and natives and foreigners bowed 
to the Empress Dowager, who bowed and 

smiled in response. mb! 

^WUCHANG. 
(from our own correspondent.) 

A DOM 10MESTIC TRAGEDY. 

A tragic story has just been told me 

that illustrates some of the worst features 

of Chinese family life. A boy of twelve, 

but that would be only ten or eleven as 

we reckon age, was engaged to a girl of 

the same age as himself. The boy was ill 

and his parents sent fur the girl to whom 

he was engaged to come and see him. 

When she came she was told to boil some 

medicine. 'Ihis she did, the boy took the 

medicine and shortly afterwards died. 

The parents of the boy heard the girl 

talkiiig in her sleep, and from what she 

ra|d they found she had put some opium 

|in the medicine and so poisoned her be¬ 

trothed. They questioned her and she 

confessed to having put the opium in the 

medicine but said she had done so in 

obedience to her parents’ orders, who 

lapparently for some reason did not wish 

|their daughter fo marry the boy. Native 

public opinion exonerates the girl but 

|coiidenms her parents. 

THE POLITICAL SITUATION. 

For some time Wuchang has been .as 

Iquiet as if not quieter than we have ever 

Iknown it. The camps and temples both 

■inside and outside the city are crowded with 

I soldiers and extraordinary precautionary J measures a> e being taken to prevent trouble 

I arising, but since the execution of the self- 

Istyled Reformers there has been no dis- 

Bauce of any kind and the foolish and 

dangerous rumours that caused so mu h 

Hble earlier in the year have emirely 

Nd. Not only foreigners, but the ( hi- 

IMi are grateful to Cha"g Chih-tung fo>- 

W^leSS m Pr0tecfci"g the best interest' 
. the provinces under his car, 

[that . • , , ls eare, and feel 
fcramo.il .o.,ld b, a great calamity. 

■ 
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Unhappily, for the last week or so the" 

possibility of bis removal has been seriously 

discussed, and in consequence the Hankow 

Consul-General, Mr. Fraser, has modified 

his views as to the advisability of English 

ladies returning to Wuchang, Hanyang and | 

those parts of Hankow outside the foreign | 

Concessions. Not only does he try to dis- M 
suade ladies from returning, but both he | 

himself and the Chinese authorities are ft 

opposed to men returning to their work in | 

the country. 

COURT INFLUENCE. 

It seems very evident that the power of 

Prince Tuan and other Boxer ministers is m 
'} still very great, and as soon as they and thep;,' -. 

Empress are in safety at Hsian, the anti-p 

foreign movement will be pressed. This k 

morning I heard from Chinese sources that 

the Empress has ordered the Governor of m 

Hupeh, Yii Yin-lin T j^pjyjC aiK^ tk‘31|? 

Governor of Honan, Yii Ch‘ang 

change posts. Our present Governor is a | 

Conservative, but he shares wi h Chang | 

Chih-tung the reputation of being an lion- 

est, incorrupt official, and in spite of Kj 

certain reports to the contrary, which 

have been denied both by the Viceroy Kf 

and by various correspondents of the U 

“N.-China D .ily New», ” has stood 

by Chang in his endeavour to protect 

foreigners and foreign property in Hupeh. 

Yii Ch‘ iiig, the. Governor of Hoiun, is Baid 

I to have favoured the Boxer element in 

I Honan, and the treatment of fugitives 

I from and through Honan is in thorough 

| accord with his statement. The Chinese 

I view the impending change with great 

anxiety. If a Boxer Governor is appointed 

to Wuchang it is feared the next step will 

be the attempt to remove Chang Chih- 

tung, perhaps to call him to Hsian to 

consult with the Emperor, and Yii Chhuig 

will then be the acting, if not nominal, 

Viceroy of Lianghu provinces, which God 

| forbid. 

1 TROOPS. 

We have already referred to the crowd¬ 

ing of the temples with soldiers. Many of 

j them are of course recruits, but they are 

being carefully and diligently trained on 

the German system. Those who are j| 

trained are a fine-looking set of men; every ft 

camp has a gymnasium, and consequently I 

the physique of the men is splendid. We 1 

saw a number the other day who were 

being exercised. A band of about twenty 

men were drawn up in line, the word of 

command was given, and they started off 

at full speed, jumped over a small bamboo 

hedge, climbed up a stone embankment four 

or five feet high, crossed a water moat some 

j twenty feet across on round beams and 

then clambered over a fixed palisade ten 

feet high ; all this they accomplished in 

splendid style. At the camp where this 

was done we noticed a number of deep 

pits, at the bottom of which were bamboo 

stakes and various palisades of different 

kinds, all of which are now used for tire 

same purpose of training the men to storm 

j strong positions. 

CONFERENCE 
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_ on rSpEH or 
ANTI-CHINESE LEGISLATION OF 

MAY 5, 1892. YJL&. S 
American statesmen, Christians, phfian-jH 

thropists and patriots are earnestly request-^ 

ed to co-operate in securing the repeal ofH 

the obnoxious features of the Act of Con-® 

gress, approved May 5th, 1892, entitled “An* 

Act to Prohibit the Cuming of Chinese l>er'S 
sons into the United States,” with thefl| 

attendant “Regulations” of the Secretary || 

of the Treasury, of July 7th, 1892. 
The Act of 1888 (known as the Scott law)B 

was declared by the Supreme Court of the® 

I United States (May, 1889) to be “in con-g 
travention of the express stipulations of theg 

j Treaty of 1868 and of the Supplemental | 

] Treaty of 1880.” This Act of 1892, embody-1 
ling the provisions of that Act and going || 

j much beyond it, is a more flagrant violation 
Jofour treaty with China, which stipulates^ 

that “Chinese subjects residing in thej$ 

| United States shall enjoy the same priv-ji 
ileges, immunities and exemptions in regard ,jt 

to travel or residence as there may be en- ^ 

joyed by the citizens or subjects of the pi 

most favored nation.” 
By the Act of 1892, every Chinese laborer j| 

in the United States must procure a certifi-M 

cate of residence before May 6th, 1893, un- jl 

der penalty of arrest, imprisonment at hard $ 
labor for a period not exceeding one year B 
and deportation to China. “Any United® 

States customs official, collector of internalI,, 

revenue or his deputies, United States |j 

marshal or his deputies,” may make ar-| 

rests. The trial must be before a United 
States judge from whose decision there is! 

no appeal. Right of trial by jury is denied. £ 

It is made mandatory on the judge to order j), 

that the convicted person “he deported ] 
from the United States ” as provided in the t 

Act. If any one for unavoidable cause is 

unable to procure his certificate before May j 

6th, 1893, then, in order to escape the pen- * 

alty, he must “ clearly establish ” the fact’' 

of his inability to the satisfaction of the i- 

iudge,” and also satisfy the Court “by at! 

least onfe credible white witness that he 
was a resident of the United States” on or 
before May 6th, 1892. In many cases this is 

impossible. An unfriendly judge may de¬ 

clare that he is not “satisfied.” Then fol¬ 

lows the penalty. If one loses his certificate jj 

he may procure another only from the 

officer who granted the original, the costs ; 

of this and of his arrest and trial being at 
the discretion of the Court. 

So much for the Act itself. Now for the 
“ Regulations.” 

The applicant must appear in person be- 

fore the collector or his deputy and swear ■ 
to the exact year, month aud day, witn] 

| other facts concerning his arrival in this 

country, together with certain particulars 

about himself. He must bring three un 

mounted photographs as prescribed, one foi 
the form of application and one each for the 

original and the duplicate certificate off 

residence. Itmustbea “truephotograph.” 
“ If the collector or his deputies have any 

doubt in regard to the correctness of the 

photograph presented they will refuse to re¬ 

ceive the application and require a correct 

r«w^’ How easy to question the “ correct- 
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ness” of a photograph. He must also 

| bring with him “two crediable witnesses 

I of good character” to make the prescribed 

affidavits. The collector or his deputy is 

sole judge to to their “credibility” and 
“ good character.” Often, because of the 

migratory habits of the Chinese, it is im¬ 

possible to get these two witnesses; or if 
obtained at all, at great expense ; who must 
swear that they are “ well acquainted ” with 

the applicant, that “we know of our own 

knowledge that on the 5th day of May, 1892, 

he was within the limits of the United 

States, residing at . . . ,” and other facts 

about his arrival, residence, occupation, etc. 

If unable to furnish these witnesses “ satis¬ 

factory to the collector or his deputy, his 

application will he rejected,” unless by 

some other proof he can convince the 

Commissioner of Internal Revenue that a 

certificate should be given. In case of loss 
of the certificate “ a duplicate may be issued 

under the same conditions that governed 

the original issue;” with this new obstacle, 

viz., the man must “establish to the satis¬ 

faction of the collector of the district in 

which the certificate was issued that such 

loss was without fault or negligence on the 

part of the applicant.” Suppose the origi¬ 

nal was procured in San Francisco and six 

months later lost in New York, how is he to 

“establish ” this, even after the expense of 

a journey across the continent for the 

duplicate certificate ? 

Merchants who are owners or part owners 

of a bona fide mercantile establishment are 

exempt from the operations of this law, 

though for self-protection, they also may 

procure certificates of residence. 

This important Act was rushed through 

the House, the “previous question ” being 

ordered, with but fifteen minutes’ discus¬ 

sion on either side. The vote was as fol 

lows: In the House—yeas, 186; nays, 27; 

not voting, 115. In the Senate—yeas, 30; 

nays, 15; not voting, 48. 

The grave objections to this legislation 

are that it is a new departure for this coun¬ 

try to require certificates of residence; “ it 

tags a man like a dog ” on the “ Ticket-of- 

leave ” system of Botany Bay; it puts the 

iburden of proof on a man that he is not 

violating the law, thus reversing all princi- 

i pies of justice ; it requires no affidavit or 

i indictment charging guilt; it subjects a 

man at any time, or anywhere, to arrest at 

(the discretion of a horde of officers ; in 

lation by vmu» , a Hindrance and menac 

to Christian missions in China of great pro¬ 
portions and promise; and, therefore, should 
be obliterated. 

In view of these things and in accordance 

with the expressed desire of officials of 
twelve great organizations, engaged in mis¬ 
sions to the Chinese in this country and in 
China, a special conference on the subject 
was held at the Bible House, New York 
City, January 26th, 1893. Representatives 

were present from the Domestic and For¬ 

eign Missionary {Society of the Protestant 

Episcopal Church, the American Baptist 
Home Mission Society, the American Bap¬ 
tist Missionary Union, the Presbyterian 

Board of Foreign Missions, the American 

Missionary Association, the Board of For¬ 
eign Missions of the Reformed Church of 

America, the Seventh Day Baptist Mission¬ 

ary Society, the American Board of Com¬ 

missioners of Foreign Missions, the Evan¬ 

gelical Alliance of the United States, the 

Young Men’s Christian Association, while 

representatives (unavoidably detained) of 
the Missionary Society of the Methodist 

Episcopal Church and of the Board of For¬ 

eign Missions of the Southern Baptist 

Convention, concur in the action of the 
body. 

The Conference appointed a committee of 

seven to endeavor to secure the repeal of 

the obnoxious features of the Act of 1892; 
and appointed the undersigned a committee 

on its behalf to make this statement to the 
American people and to request the imme¬ 

diate and strenuous co-operation of editors, 

ministers of the Gospel and others for the 
accomplishment of the desired result. 

What is done must be done quickly, as this 
Congress expires March 4th, and the pre¬ 
scribed penalties take effect May 6th. 

Wherefore, this Conference, fairly repre- j. 

senting the sentiments of at least thirty-five [ 

millions of the people of this land, does t 
hereby most respectfully and earnestly pe- f 

tition our representatives in Congress for I 

the repeal or essential modification of the t 

hasty legislation of May 5th, 1892. 

By order and on behalf of the Conference. | 

Special Telegram to The Patriot. 

Washington, July 24.—Recent de¬ 

velopments with reference to ad¬ 

ditional facilities for trade with China 

lend interest to some figures showing 

the growth of our commerce with that, 

.entry, presented by the Department 
mmerce .and-Labor .ttneugh im 
u of Statistics. 

Exports to China in the fiscal year 

1903, aggregate about $19,000,000, 

against less than $4,000,000 in 1893. 

The total value of our exports to 

China in 1903 exceed those of any 

earlier year except 1902. when they 

were above the normal by reason of 

the very light exports to China in 

1901, in which year importations jvere 
greatly interefered with by existing 

hostilities in that country. This fig¬ 

ure of $19,000,000 of exports direct 

to China does not, by any means, 
show, however, the total of our ex¬ 

ports to that country, as a large pro¬ 

portion of our exports to Hong Kong 

also enter China. Exports to Hong 

Kong in the fiscal year just ended 
aggregate over $8,000,000, making our 

total exports to China and Hong 

Kong about $27,000,000, against a to¬ 

tal of $8,000,000 in 1893. 
Growth of Export 

Comparing this growth with that of 

our commerce with other parts of the 

world, it may be said that our total 

exports to Europe in 1903 aggregate 

a little over $1,000,000,000. against 

$662,000,000 in 1893, having therefore 

increased less than sixty per cent, 

during that periodj those to North 
America amount to about $215,000,000 

against $119,000,000 in 1893, having 

thus increased about eighty per cent.; 

those to South America aggregate 
about $41,000,000, against $32,000,000 
in 1893 an increase of about thirty 
npr rant.: those to_Ashi_irEjj0j_-Ml | 'Cl toilwi * w »-». a, ■* n 

gregate about $60,000,000, against $16,- 
000.000 in 1893, an increase of 2,5 per 000,000 
cen f. 
year is 
000,000 
comparable 

for' the 

H. L. Morehouse, 

J. Kimber, 

F. F. Ellinwood, 

Committee. 

JYov York City, January IS6th, 1898. 

cludje* the 
waiian Islands, 
a part of the 
the United 

many cases it makes exceedingly difficult, 

‘ if not impossible, requirements concerning 
'witnesses; it gives enormous discretion to 

[ collectors and to deputies concerning the 

j rejection of witnesses and applicants, with 

no appeal and no penalty il they abuse their 

power; it imposes heavy expense and much 

trouble to many in procuring the requisite 

evidence; it is barbarous in its penalties 

upon the innocent who may be unable to 

comply with its requirements ; it presents 

the lamentable spectacle of a Christian na¬ 

tion breaking its treaty with a people whom 

we are endeavoring to win to the acceptance 

of the Gospel. 

The Act, with its attendant regulations, 

is a dishonor to the United States; a breach 

of faith with China; a hardship and wrong 
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VALUABLE TIf BE 
WITH THE WENT 

in 
TO ‘ < iceama. ’’tire total 
about $36,000,000, against $11,- 
in 1893. but are not properly 

le with those of 1893 be¬ 
cause of the fact that they do not in- 

commerce w ft h thV- Ha 
which is considered as 
domestic commerce ol 

States and separately 
stated. To Africa the total expmts 
for 1903 aggregate about $3o,000 0 _ 
against a little less than $6,000,000 m 

3 893. 
Asia Trade Grows 

It is apparent from these figures 

that the growth in our exports to Asia 

has been more rapid than to anyer 
section of the world except A[n t\’ 
a!ffi the growth in the expats to 

has been a very important fi 
of shipments to 

the growth of our 
those to Japan, 

it may be said31 nigregatVAbout St’1 

S3S?“ SA- 

China 
tor in 
Asia. 

the growth 
Comparing 

exports to China; with —^tal exports 

it to' Japan in 
II 000,000, against 

increase to Japan 

Bulk of the Increase Has Been j 

With China m the Last 

Few Years 

1 ly greater than that to tm y 
I The following table shows the 

total 
the United 

HONG KONG IS THE LEADER 

The following 
value of exports from _ re¬ 
states to China and Kong K ^ t0 
spectively, in each 5^ l903 being 
1903. the figures for June 

estimated: Exports to 

Hong Kong 
--- rrt $4,216,602 

’4,209,847 

to 

Year. 

The Year 1902 Broke Records for Traffic 

y^1" "liTtefestial Kingdom===Scme 

Statistics for Ten Years 

1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 

Exports 
China" 

- $£$80,457 
5,862,326 
3,603,840 

;;; 6,921,9s3 
. .. 11,924,433 

4,2a3,040 
4’,691,201 
6,060,039 

M 
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"1898 “•• .. . 
1899 . . . 

1900 • • . 

1901 \.• 

1 1903 

14,493,440 
15,259,167 
10,405,834 
21,722,906 

•ID,000,000 

8,485,87 R 
8,009,848 
8,030,10a 

*8,000,000 

—) 

NATION’S REPROACH. 

SERMON O^/RHE CHINESE 

EXCLUSION ACT. 

FuU Text of Rev. E. Donehoo’s Dis¬ 

course Sabbath Morning. The Fifty- 

second Congress Scored, and “Geary’s f 

Bill" Unmercifully Criticised. 

- 1 
Rev. E. R. Donehqo, pastor of tue Eighth p 

Presbyterian church, delivered a strong ser- | 

mon on the Chinese Exclusion Act, Sunday j 

■morning. The discourse was delivered in f,, 

■ithe eloquent style, characteristic of the | 

speaker. Rev. Donehoo is widely known ? 

iroughout the country, as one who has taken 

exceptional interest in the protection of > 

lithe Chinese in America and his sermon o*| 

| Sabbath last will attest this fact. The text * 

yas from Prov. XIV:34 — “Righteousness | 

exalteth a nation, but sin is a reproach to any j 

people.” 

■ He said: “Nations, like corporations, 

rave no souls,hence, 3.ome argue, they ought G 

■ spoils of office stood on the avenues ot 

Capitol, to viewfihe imposing pageant inci- j 
dent to the inauguration of our recently elect-1; 

■ed President, the Fifty Second Congress of 

the United States completed its constitution¬ 

al existence, and passed into history. Com¬ 

pared with similar bodies which preceded it, 

I have not the data before me to decide in¬ 

telligently whether it surpassed its pre¬ 

decessors, in true merit, or in lasting infamy. 

That it contained in its composition men of 

integrity, patriotism, statesmanship, philan¬ 

thropy and unquestionable piety, I am ready gj| 

•to affirm. That it has done some things 

which are worthy of commendation, I also 

•concede; but that all its acts are to be indis- 

i 

-criminately approved, or even accepted as 
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ine their legislation exclusively to matters 

ertaining to their material welfare, leaving 

|,11 that relates to morals severely alone. I 

io not know that I would find so much fault I 

iritli views such as these, if carried out with I 
I 

scrupulous exactness, provided only the 

nation would not legislate in the interest of 

imorality and do things which are sinful, 

;ruel, dishonorable, cowardly. 

We Americans never weary of contrasting] 

■our broad and humane system of government | 

with the monarchies of Europe, where indi¬ 

vidual rights are so often flatly ignored or 

•flagrantly disregarded. We look upon every 

anan who treads this blessed “Land ot the 

Free” as a king in his own right, who 

acknowledges no man aS his master, and 

owes allegance to no law which in its spirit 

encroaches unjustly on his libei ties or personal 

rights. After reading about the despotic 

pwer which is exercised over men in some 

Dmitries ol the world in this nineteenth cen- 

I have wondered to myself, how it 

>uld be possible for me to remain there for 

k period of twenty-four hours, without run- 

ig the risk of being cast into some loath- 

re dungeon for rebellion against the 

were that be or getting my neck into a 

jht noose. And, if perchance, a free-born 

n of our tavored Republic should happen 

made the victim of such tyranny, when 

iporarily sojurning in, some country where 

Sspotism’ holds umlispufed sway, our Gov- 

iment would be expected to demand 

ampt redress from the offending nation for 

ch an outrage upon one of its citizens. 

Yesterday, while cannons were booming 

ad vast throngs of ardent patriots from every 

°omer of this broad land, greedy for the 

Laving been prompted by motives worthy of j 

the true statesman and friend of his 

man, I am very far from admitting. 

The Fifty Second Congress has won dis¬ 

tinction, if for nothing else, for having en¬ 

acted in hot haste, and then refusing to undo 

its foul work after earnest solicitation, the 

most infamous law that ever disgraced the 

since LUc days 

of Justinian. I refer to what has come to be 

known as “the Chinese Exclusion Act,” or 

as some prefer to designate it, * ‘the Ceary 

Act,” from the name of the man who fath¬ 

ered the brutal statute. My reasons for 

rising such strong language against our law¬ 

makers, who are responsible for the passage 

ot this disgraceful measure, are the following: 

1st. The bill itself is the most unjust, in¬ 

human, dishonoring to the fair name of 

which our nation grandly boasts, and brutally 

•cruel towards innocent victims against whom 

it is directed, that was ever enacted, or even 

attempted, since we became a nation. By 

the treaties which our Government made 

with China, we guaranteed to every subject 

•of that empire the right not only to visit p 

our country, but to remain here indefinitely, 1 

assuring them during their sojourn here all I 

mfjjf 
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.the privileges hnd immunities which are | 

'accorded to the most favored nationalities in ; 

the world. Trusting in the honor ot this 

great country these inoffensive people came 

Iramongst us, until today after a period of 

more than 30 years since the immigration j 
l,i began, there are scattered throughout the I 

' * length and breadth of this vast Republic ; 

about 100,000 natives of China, a smaller; 

number taking them altogether than may be 

J, confidently expected to be dumped upon our | 

shores in the next twelve months of the very | 

off-scourings of Europe who 

amongst us to scatter broadcast their pestiv- 

erous doctrines pollute our channels of virtue 

and justice, and imperil the long continuance 

of our free institutions. What have these 

hundred thousand Chinamen done to provoke 

such harsh measures against them? They 

have taken the bread out of nobody’s mouth, 

offended against no law of the State or 

Nation, disseminated no incendiary teachings; 

they are quietly pursuing their humble vo¬ 

cations, content with the crumbs which fall 

trom our tables; patient under of times re¬ 

peated cowardly abuse; and wherever mis¬ 

sions have been organized amongst them 

they have cheerfully contributed more of, 

their hard earnings to aid in disseminating? : 

the gospel amongst their countrymen than 

any other class of like means amongst whom > 

wa i 
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mission work has been undertaken in all tne ■ ;ysL 

circuit of this round globe. While the filthy 

hoards from Europe are sweeping over our 

land, devouring every green thing like the 

locust of Egypt, polluting our streams of jus- Wfc 

tice, prostituting the elective franchise until 

it is hardly worth while for a native born 

citizen to go near the polls, our legislators 

have done absolutely nothing to check this 

ever-increasing evil, save to pass a law at 

the instignation of the very worst class of 

foreigners that this eott-wtty is jeursed with, 

against these inoffensive people who have no 

votes to sell, no beer to distribute, no in¬ 

fluence with loafers and thieves to use; and 

no familiarity with courts ot justice or jails or 

poor-houses, as is too often true of those 

who were most prominent in urging this in¬ 

famous law upon our legislators. 

2nd. Another reason for denouncing the 

action of this Fifty Second Congress is that 

they hurried the bill through Congress with 

a precipitation which cut off all debate which 

prevented the protests of the decent portion 

of our people from reaching their ears in time 

much less from circulating and forwarding | 

remonstrances against such an abomination in 

the name of law and justice. Nobody was 

allowed the opportunity to study this wicked 

measure until it was reported from the com¬ 

mittee, passed by both houses and signed by 

the President. This bill therefore is entitled 

to the distinction of being the hastiest and 

least considered piece of radical legislation, 

and at the same time the most intamous 

measure, ever passed by any Congress since 

the days of the Colonies. 

3rd. From the day that the terms of this 

bill became known only one single sentiment 

has gone up from the decent, self-respecting, 

God-fearing people of this country, east and 

west, north and south. Religious bodies of 

all kinds, associations, conferences, conven¬ 

tions, presbyteries, synods, general assem¬ 

blies, Missionary Boards of all denomina¬ 

tions, in fact the entire religious element, 

which means in effect the bone and sinew, 

the wealth and decency, the integrity and 

patriotism of the country, have protested and 

remonstrated and plead and reasoned with 

Congress to undo this cruelly unjust and 

dishonoring piece of legislation, but all to no 

effect. The Colonies rebelled against the 

mother country for the passage of a Stamp 

Act, and all the world applauded them. Our 

young nation went to war against Great 

Britain for impressing American citizens into 

marine service, and prosterity justified those 

patriotic men for defending the rights of the 

humblest citizen. Tod^y our notion stands J 
before the civilized world in the unenviable 

position of having inflicted the coarsest in¬ 

dignity upon the people ot China, the most 

unreasonable and cowardly injustice thac was 

ever known in the history of nations. We \ 

invited these people to come here on the same v 

terms that our people who have gone there to 

trade and travel and proclaim the gospel of \ 

peace ard good will availed themselves of, 

and after we got them here we turn round 

and demand ofthem impossible requirements, 

fix on them reproachful stigma, cast them 

into prison for that which no stretch of 

reasoning can construe into a crime, and then 

load them up and deport them, as England 

was wont to deal with the worst of her felons 

in other days, to the land from which we 



inveigle them and where our own people~are 

enjoying the very protection which we have 

to our everlasting disgrace, withdrawn from 

theirs. 

F 
Some of our newspapers are saying: 

|| “Why, if these poor Chinamen are such a 

H law-abiding people, why dont they come np 

p and register like men, even if it is a mean law, 

and allow the future to undo the injustice 

| done them?” Well, I will tell you why they 

are not crowding the Collector’s office and 

meekly submitting to be registered and 

branded like so many discharged felons: 

i They are not registering because they can 

y not. Their positionis a hundred times worse 

: than that the meanest thief or cut-throat who 

| emerges from the Penitentiary, for the latter 

has no impossible demands exacted of him, 

he needs nobody to vouch for him; and his 

past life and place of abode have nothing 

whatever to do vyith his remaining in this 

country and enjoying its protection. But 

the Chinaman must not only submit to be 

measured and catalogued and photographed 

and labeled, but must produce two white 

witnesses to swear that they knew him ten 

years ago, (and not one Chinaman in fifteen 

can do that. There is hardly a Chinaman 

in this District so far as I am aware, who 

can comply with this one requirement,) and 

1 unlea; he does so, he must go to jail until 

r 

sentence is formally passed upon him and h 

■ is consigned to the Penitentiary, from whic 

|j aftei a years service he must be deported tc| 

§ China. “Why don’t they come forward an ' 

| register?” You say, but I say, why don’t 

they cut their own throats? 1 hey can do 

the latter far easier than the former, for they 

■; cannot register at all no matter how much 

i they be inclined to do so. They are not 

; conspirators against the law, as some ignor- 

’ antly asssert. They are not “banding to¬ 

gether by the advice of some one,” as has 

been flippantly charged, “in order to defeat 

the law”; they are simply helpless under 

this cruel law, and utterly unable to comply 

with its demands. They are forced to sit 

still and wait to see whether this great nation 

whose protection they were lead to seek 

through false representations and fait hless 

pledges which it made to their mother 

country, is now going to brutally crush them, 

cast an indelible disgrace upon them in the 

eyes of the civilized world and ship them back 

home branded as felons in a manner that 

will cause their own people to flee from them 

as though they were the vilest of lepers. Oh, 

that my voice could be heard throughout the 

land! Then I 

X/Viv^_CHINESE EXCLUSIOlft^Vu-, 

The bill relating to Chinese exclusion 

adopted by the House last Monday as 

a portion of the General Deficiency Ap¬ 

propriation act, without consideration 

even by any committee, marks the utter¬ 

most limits to which demagogic legisla¬ 

tion can be carried. Under cover of 

merely continuing existing law radical 

changes in the law have been made. The 

constitutionality of the most vicious pro¬ 

vision, that concerning determination by 

executive action of claims to American 

citizenship, is open to serious question. 

In 1894 Congress passed a law making 

the determination of executive officers 

as to the rights of aliens to enter or re¬ 

main here final and conclusive, even on 

the courts; this law goes further and 

gives petty Immigration Inspectors pow¬ 

er finally to determine even claims to 

American citizenship. In reaching such 

result the officers are required to deny 

their victim the right to have counsel 

present, during their examination or that 

of the witnesses, the proceedings being 

wholly by “ star-chamber methods.” 

Even if, under such conditions, conclu¬ 

sive uncontradicted proof of American 

citizenship be given, nevertheless deci¬ 

sion to the effect that the subject of the 

investigation is an alien is conclusive. 

The right of appeal to the Secretary of 

Commerce and Labor is, in such a case, 

an empty formality, involving the deter¬ 

mination of a question of fact only, 

which the Inspectors are supposed t* be 

better able to determine. Under the act 

of 1894 Judge Lacombe once accurately 

characterized this sort of legislation as 

applied to conceded aliens by pointing 

out that even if the immigration officers 

should choose or hold that Lord Roths¬ 

child, concededly an alien, is likely to 

become a public charge, no court in the 

land could reverse their holding and re¬ 

lieve him from an order of deportation. 

The present proposed law carries this 

principle one step further and subjects 

every person, irrespective of race, color, 

or ancestry, to the drastic principles of 

the Chinese exclusion law procedure, at 

the whim of petty executive officers. 

As /an example of deliberate express 

violation of treaty faith this law is with¬ 

out precedent. In its first section it ex¬ 

pressly strikes out of the existing act 

the words “ so far as the same are not 

inconsistent with treaty obligations. 

UM—Miiiiiiaii—mill wra-raw™---'—III iiu^kv, 

tiation is a breach of national good faith, 

and almost a casus belli, such barefaced 

disregard of treaty obligations as the 

present act stands for is painful. Mr. 

Justice Brewer’s recent public utter¬ 

ances concerning such Chinese exclusion 

legislation, that we ought to send our 

missionaries to Congress instead of to the 

East, does not seem to have received 
much consideration. 

While the great Powers of the world 

are busily engaged trying to get their 

share of the invaluable trade with China 

our country, by such legislation, is doing 

its best to discourage such trade in 

practice. All the changes made by this 

bill are in the direction of excluding 

large classes of non-laboring persons. In¬ 

stead of providing for the exclusion of 

all laborers merely, and defining this 

term satisfactorily and comprehensively, 

the new law provides that all persons of 

Chinese descent, not specifically author¬ 

ized to enter, shall be deemed to be la¬ 

borers, without right to dnter or remain 

here. The result is that “ traders,” ac¬ 

countants, merchants' clerks, manufac¬ 

turers, artists, actors, restaurant keep¬ 

ers, (under recent departmental rulings,) 

interpreters, ministers, doctors, and 

many other classes of persons, whether 

desiring originally to enter the United 

States or returning, all are excluded. 

Merchants, even under the present law, 

are harassed and in many instances 

prevented from returning to this country 

length and breadth of this 

would plead with every soul in which there^ oftpr 

against fL **** ^2 Sf.oM 
beseech every friend of humanity to help t 

undo this barbarous law by invoking the 

highest courts of our land to pass upon thej 

constitutionality of this unrighteous measure; 

assured as I am that no upright or intelligent 

jurist could possibly fail to decide that it is a 

I bad law, a cruel law, an unjust law, and in 

plain violation of every principle of honor, 

decency and right between man and man, 

! yea, and in bold contempt of that eternal law 

| which was proclaimed on Sinai and exern 

plified by the blessed Savior of mankind 

‘Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. 

things by the Senate in 1902. This bold 

and public disregard of treaty obligations 

is resorted to, notwithstanding the fact 

that the Attorney General and the Cab¬ 

inet, after careful consideration, have 

just correctly decided that China s re¬ 

cent notice terminating the treaty of 

1904 does not repeal or supersede a single 

Chinese exclusion law on our statute 

books! In days when the Administration 

has evolved the principle that the non¬ 

ratification by the Legislature of a for¬ 

eign country of a treaty after its nego- 

after business trips home, by a law re¬ 

quiring them to prove their mercantile 
status by at least two non-Chinese wit¬ 

nesses, as also by the same testimony 

the fact that they were engaged in no 
manual labor whatsoever, outside of their 

mercantile business, for a year before de¬ 

parting for China, which is obviously 

almost impossible of proof by white tes¬ 

timony. The stupid provision excluding 

Chinese labor from our Philippine pos¬ 

sessions, though all competent judges 

concede that their presence there is es¬ 

sential to economic progress, is continued 

by this law. 
The act is made to take effect at once, 

notwithstanding the fact that the last 

treaty with China runs on until next De¬ 

cember, when the notice terminating it 

takes effect. It is to be hoped that the 

Senate at least will carefully considei 

this measure before confirming the <lC 

tion of the House, violative as it is of ti c 

most important principles of our Bills 

Rights, of sacred treaty obligations, and 

reason and common sense. It is only 

the circumstance that this bill has as 

sumed the guise of one intended n'elu-' 

to exclude Chinese labor, and as sue h 

is supposed to be popular with the 

masses, that accounts for its passage 

without a hearing and without consid 

I eration. 
II 
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CHINESE AFFAIRS. 

If the Nichi Nichi’s Peking telegram, 

elsewhere translated, may be trusted, 

the Chinese Government does not ap¬ 

pear to be altogether unconscious of 

the urgent necessity of providing an 

efficient administration for the Man¬ 

churian provinces — a necessity to 

which we have invited, the attention 

of the Chinese statesmen on more 

than one occasion. The political 

future of Manchuria, if not of China 

| herself, depends in a large measuie 

upon the way she grapples with this 

delicate question. If she succeeds in 

maintaining good order in those pro¬ 

vinces and thus giving no valid ex¬ 

cuse for the Russians to further 

tighten their grip over the districts, 

she may not be able to oust the un¬ 

welcome intruders altogether, but she 

will have the sympathy, if not the 

active support, of the civilized worldin 

with regard to the government of 

anchuria. But unless it is aban- 

ed, it will be quite impossible to 

duce even a semblance of re- 

, simply because there is at 

nt no Manchu statesman of 

feient calibre to undertake the 

difficult task in question. 

There are indications of an im¬ 

pending change of some sort in the 

political situation in Peking. In the 

first place, Viceroy Chang seems to 

have at last decided on paying a 

visit to the Court, and in view of his | 

known relations with some of the 

powerful statesmen in the North, his 

presence in the capital may possibly ® 

lead to some important develop¬ 

ment. It may, for instance, re¬ 

sult in his virtual downfall as (03 

a ruling force, if his enemies sue- ?< 
ran 

ceed in seizing the opportuity for p 

getting him transferred to a sinecure 

in Peking, as they have been plotting 

for some months past. Or it is 

equally possible that his personal pfj 

now his death, if it takes, place 
would leave behind him no figure 

great enough to step into his place 

without at once exciting most vehe¬ 

ment jealousy and antagonism in the 

breasts of a dozen or more influential 

persons. Viceroy Chang may seemj 

a likely candidate, but unfortu 

nately his prestige among the elder] 

statesmen of China is not high enough 

for the important post in question 

Viceroy Yuen is doubtless 

enough to fill it with great credit, bu 

he is obviously too young for it.I 

The result may, therefore, be a| 

struggle between the rival aspirants 

for the great prize—a struggle which 

could not prove beneficial to China. 

FRENCH GOVERNMENT VICTORY. 

Chinese Loan Bill Passed by Chamber 

of Deputies—Excited Debate Foi- 

lows the Division. 

m 

her resistance at any further encroach- case, he may either go back to Wu- 

ment on the part of Russia. It is, 

therefore, satisfactory to learn that 

China appreciates the importance of 

introducing some reforms in the 

administration of Manchuria. But 

we cannot help entertaining grave 

doubts as to her ability to undertake 

the task in a satisfactory manner. 

In addition to the ordinary difficul¬ 

ties attending attempts at administra- 

tive reforms in. China, reforms in 

Manch 

interviews with the Dowager Em- H 

press may result in an increased Im- || 

perial confidence in him. In that 

una are beset with further 

Jtacles arising out of the peculiar 

dynastic connections 
regions 

Peking-. 

which those 

to the Court at 

incident of those 

connections, is the time-honoured 
Practice 0f appointing 

•Manchu nobles 
none but 

he „ the Governor- 

BS °f the ‘Manchurian provinces. 

18 highly questionable whether the 

JT Howager’s appreciation of 

itris keeu ^ t„ re. 
this trn ,v ° le aband»>™eut o: 
^traditional policy of her 

chang with his prestige enormously 

enhanced, or if he prefers to stay 

in the North, he will be one of the 

most influential advisers about Court. 

In any case, therefore, his impending 

trip to Peking is likely to lead to 

some important development. An¬ 

other circumstance that demands at¬ 

tention at this juncture, is the news 

of Yung Lu’s illness. According to 

some Press despatches, many people 

in Peking seem to despair of 

his recovery. Should these fears prove 

well-founded, the result might pos¬ 

sibly be the precipitation of a political 

crisis the outcome of which it is ex- 

London Times—New York Times 

Special Cablegram. 

LONDON, Nov. 29.—The Chinese loan 

bill was passed in the Chamber of Depu¬ 

ties yesterday, says the Paris correspond¬ 

ent of The Times, who regards the pas¬ 

sage of this measure as a striking and 

important victory for the Government. 

Had the Waldeck-Rousseau Ministry 

fallen, says the correspondent, the Pres¬ 

ident would have had only a single man 

available to form a new Cabinet—namely, 

M. Ribot. Acquiescence in such an alter¬ 

native would have been virtual suicide 
for the Republican Party. Happily the 

leaders understood the danger, check¬ 

mated the Opposition, and consolidated 
the Government. 
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By Ths Associated Press. 

PARIS, Nov. 29.—The Chamber of Depu¬ 

ties, by a vote of 335 to 213, yesterday, 

adopted the Chinese loan bill, after reject- 

_ inS two paragraphs of the final article, 
RJ which the commission had inserted against 
stJ the wish of the Government. These para¬ 

graphs excluded religious congregations 
from the benefits of the loan, and provided 
that indemnities be distributed to private 
claimants only, as China paid the install¬ 
ments. Both paragraphs were thrown out 
by big majorities. 

The adoption of the bill was followed by 
an exciting epilogue. Joseph Lasies. (Anti- 
bemitic,) introduced a motion affirming 
the confidence of the Chamber in the dis* 
cipime of the army, and expressing grati- 
j,ude f°wa£d t^le officers and soldiers of 
the French expedition to China. Henry 

Socialist,) proposed an 
A Y ?. Y ,this motion, condemning the 
r-nYY and fbo missionaries in 
™thmves and pillagers.” 

i Waideck:Rousseau, the Premier, ot>- 
nnftn .up™-1,,0" Yd .Y addition, pointing tremely difficult to foresee. Although Lt thatV?e°sidenta Loiibet^n^Gemlndrl 

far inferior in intelligence or courage the Ya fo,h„ad a?rSady expressed 

to the late Li Hung-chang, Yung Lu 

House’ 

is at present the most powerful per¬ 

sonage in China next to the Dowager 

Empress. A section of the Reform- 1 

ers would doubtless be delighted, 

if he passes away as feared in Pe¬ 

king, for he is unfortunately mis¬ 

understood by many of them. 

the Government’s recognition of the serv¬ 
ices of the members of the China xpedition 
by going to Marseilles to welcome them 
upon their return to France. 

Regarding the missionaries, M. Waldeck- 
Rousseau said it was not for Parliament to 
pass judgment on them. 

A noisy debate followed, in which mem¬ 
bers of the Chamber were repeatedly called 
to order. Among these was M. Lasies, who 
pointed to Gen. Andre and cried: “ Every 

£ one here defends the army except that 
i man! ” 

Finally the Government accepted a mo¬ 
tion to the effect that the Chamber as¬ 
sociated itself with the Government in the 
homage paid by it to the Expeditionary 
Corps to China This motion was adopted 
by a vote of 314 to lt>3. 



Objection to the Ports- China’s -v . -- 

Wfr1 ,b 
It will be remembered that before before 

the conclusion of the yVtce of Ports¬ 
mouth the Pelcin Government notified 
the belligerents and the other Powers 
interested in the Far East that unless it 
were permitted to take part in the con¬ 
ference it would not hold itself bound 
by the agreement reached so far as it 
might affect Chinese territory. For 
obvious reasons China’s participation in 
the negotiations was deemed inadmis¬ 
sible by both Russia and Japan, but both 
of those Powers must have recognized 
their incompetence in international law 
to formulate terms obligatory upon 
outsiders and must have reserved for 
subsequent diplomatic discussion the 
procurement of China’s assent to cer¬ 

tain conditions. 
The provisions of the Portsmouth 

treaty in which China is directly con¬ 
cerned are four: first, the stipulation 
that Japan shall acquire that part of 
the Manchurian railway which runs 
southward from a point twenty-five 
miles south of Harbin and that the 
section north of that point shall be re¬ 
tained by Russia; secondly, the transfer 
to Japan of that part of the Liaotung 
peninsula winch was leased for twenty- 
five years by China to Russia; thirdly, 
the agreement that Russia and Japan 
shall be at liberty to keep' in Manchuria 
for the purpose of guarding their re¬ 
spective sections of the railway fifteen 
soldiers per kilometer, an arrangement 
which, fdr the two Powers taken to¬ 
gether, would give an aggregate of 
15,000 soldiers; lastly, the agreement 
that the belligerents should have eight¬ 
een months in which to withdraw their 
armies from Manchurian soil. 

To Russia’s retention of the northern 
section of the Manchurian railway 
China does not object; nor can she do 
so so long as Russia conforms to the 
conditions of the franchise authorizing 
that Power to construct and operate 
the line. As regards the southern sec¬ 
tion of the line, it is open to argument 
whether a railway franchise granted 
to one foreign Power is assignable to 
another: circumstances might ?be im¬ 
agined under which such an assignment 
would be viewed with intense disap¬ 
proval at Pekin. Suppose, for example, 
Germany ha^ been the assignee I To_ 

Japan’s acquirement of the southern 
section'd the Manchurian line, howeve , 
China does not object, and, should s m 

desire to take it over, would doubt 
concede that in equity the Japanese had 

a claim to be reimbursed to at least t 
extent of the actual value of the rad¬ 
way. What is true of a railway fra 
chise in Manchuria is true a fortiori. of 
the twenty-five year lease of P°^rthu 
and Dalny. It is certain that when the 

lease was granted to 
Government never 
assignment to another Power, and least 
of all to Japan, which had recently been 

compelled by the Franc0' l“SSto china. 
ultimatum to retrocede lease 

Nevertheless, in the case o i:sDOSed 
the Pekin Government seems disposea 

to recognize accomplished a > 
should she want toregoverPgjjAjt , 

which it is well known commands the 
entrance to the Gulf of Pechili, will 
doubtless be willing to pay for it. 

I Against two of the four conditions 
j above named, on the other hand, China 
1 has formally protested. No military 
j expert will dispute the Pekin Govern- 

ment’s assertion that nine months would 
| afford ample time for the withdrawal 
| of both the Russian and Japanese armies 
i from Manchurian soil, inasmuch as the 
j military authorities on both sides have 
f railways and plenty of rolling stock at 

-j their disposal. Given the distance, the 
§ number of soldiers, the condition of the 

■ track, the number of locomotives, to- 
I gether with the number and capacity 
j of the cars, the time required to move 
| an army beyond the Manchurian fron- 

; j tier is a matter of arithmetical calcu- 
j latien. Even admitting that the total 

;-1 number of the Russian and Japanese 
i troops in Manchuria is not far from a 

million men, we must recognize that 
g with the existing railway accommoda- 
|| tions they could be withdrawn in nine 
It! or even in six months. China, there- 

fore, as a neutral that has already suf- 
r . fered serious losses through the pro- 
M longed occupation of her soil has a 

right to demand that evacuation shall 
1| be effected within a term considerably 

f shorter than eighteen months. 
| No less inexpedient from China’s 
1 point of view must seem the arrange- 

ment by which Russia and Japan are 
between them to keep in Manchuria as 

1 railway guards no fewer than 15,000 
1 soldiers. No self-respecting country 
J would tolerate a state of things certain 
I to cause incessant friction and collision 
; with its own local authorities. The 
i Pekin Government declares itself en¬ 

tirely qualified to protect the enjoyment 

the rigid exclusion of Orientate the labor 
members were up in arms. There. was 
a hot fifteen minutes, and then President 
Gompers of the American Federation of 
Labor, who was on the committee, went 
away, declaring excitedly that he would 
not stand for such resolutions. The other 
labor members followed his example, and 
the rest of the committee prepared the 
following resolutions which were sub¬ 
mitted to the convention toward the close 
by Chairman Shaw of the resolutions com¬ 

mittee: 

' 

of the railway franchises which it has [' 
granted in Manchuria and claims that 
there will be time enough to talk about 
importing foreign guards when she shall 
have failed to discharge her duties. 
Even then she would have a right to be 
heard as to the number of guards 

i needed. 
,We have no doubt that Japan will 

meet China’s protests in a conciliatory 
mood, and in that event we do not see 
how Russia can venture to show herself 

I recalcitrant. i .1 

TnTpoon answers gompers. 

Resolved, That we heartily indorse the 
position taken by the President that the 
Chinese Exclusion laws forbidding the ad¬ 
mission of laborers ought, to be maintained 
and rigidly and honestly enforced. 

Resolved, That a rigid examination of all 
incoming passengers from the Orient be made 
at the port of departure as recommended 
lor incomers at the Atlantic ports so as to 
liminate entirely if possible the hardships 

of detention and deportation. 
Resolved, That we request Congress to 

provide better facilities for inspection and 
examination at the Pacific Coast ports, sim¬ 
ilar to those provided for at Atlantic ports. 

Resomd, That in the words of the Presi¬ 
dent’s recent message, “our laws and treaties 
should be framed—not so as to put Chinese , 
students, business men and professional 
men of all kinds—not only merchants but 
bankers, doctors, manufacturers, professors, 
travellers and the like—in the excepted class.’ 
but to state that we will admit all Chinese, 
except Chinese of the coolie class, skilled 
or unskilled labor. 

A motion to adopt all four resolutions 
brought Walter McArthur, a delegate 
from San Francisco, to his feet amid shouts 
of “Question!” McArthur made a general 

attack on the Chinese. 
tJIf th©s3 resolutions axe adopted, lie 

said, “you are going to pass them without 
having heard the other side. 

From all sides of the hall the words “Ques¬ 
tion, question,” were shouted, and Gompers 

said bitterly: 
“You have called for a vote, but you 

can’t call the question off. Ii ^bate is 
shut off now it won’t be shut off in other 

quarters.” 
The first three resolutions were then 

carried, and Gompers agreed to state his 
objections to the fourth before it was acted 
on. He said he personally knew and re¬ 
spected President Roosevelt and felt an 
embarrassment in expressing himself as op¬ 

posed to some of his sentiments. 
“The fourth resolution,” he said “is in 

most part a quotation from President 
Roosevelt’s message, but it is my God given 
privilege even to differ from him. Halt 

. of the excluded Chinese would come under 
X the pretence of being merchants and stu- 

| 1 dents, when they are really laborers. 

\ TILT ON CHINESE IMMIGRATION 1 
AT THE CONFERENCE. 

b 
Labor Men Object ^^utlons Indorsing 

Roosevelt’s St and-Agree, However, 

When They Are Modifled-Chinese 

Editor Makes a Oefenee of His Race. j 

i The National Immigration Conference 

! which has been meeting m the Concert 
j Hall of Madison Square Garden, wound up 
S nteht. It came near being dead- ? melt, niffllb. Ah CCVIELVs -- — 

| locked on the question of Chinese excu- 
sion, and the protest of a Chinese e^tor 

I from San Francisco was one of the features 

I of the session. 
| The committee on resolutions was divide 

|on the Chinese question, the labor mem¬ 
bers being lined up against practically 
all the other delegates on the commit ee. 
When the members of the committee pro¬ 
posed anv resolutions except in favor ot 

Ng Poon Chen, editor of th9 Chung Sai 

Yat Po of San Francisco, an Americanized 
Chinaman, then took the floor and said he 

could stand it no longer. 
“To my mind,” he said, “in ways that are 

dark and tricks that are vain, the Christian 

Americans are peculiar. You are scare 
because China has a popula tion of 400,000,000. 

If it were as thickly populated as Europe 
it would have 1,200,000,000. Men were driven 
here by persecution and they persecute us. 
They have the old Middle Age idea of the 
lash. The Jews come here from peroecu 
tion in Russia and then want to perseci 
the Chinamen. Mr. Gompers came here as 

an immigrant and he wants to keep us out. 

“The distortions of facts that I bave( ea’_ 
here.” he continued, his voice rising, ma 
my blood boil. One set of foreigners P- - 

secuting another set of foreigners. 
“There are estimated to be 106,000 . hm - 

raen in this country. What! Are all you 
workingmen, so many millions of you. h 
boast how brave you are, afraid of these 



time of rliffirnlf 
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The speaker then replied to the charge^ 

that the Chinese could not assimilate Ameri¬ 

can ideas. 
“You don’t give us the chance.” he said, 

“but you keep on saying the same thing. 
I’ll bet my boots—all the boots I have—that 
if you give us a chance to join your unions 
we'll do it We want nothing but fair play- 
nothing but what your great. President, Mr. 

Roosevelt, says we should have.” 
Terence V. Powderly then attacked the 

Chinese. He said the • interests of the 
Chinese and Japanese‘were opposed to the 
interests of Americans and declared that 
when he was Commissioner of Immigration 
there were many instances of Chinese 
laborers trying to pass themselves off as 

students. 
Finally when it looked as if the con¬ 

ference would adjourn deadlocked on the 
point, the following substitute for the fourth 
resolution, put, forward by Delegate 
Cochrane, was carried: 

“Our laws and treaties should be so 
framed and administered as carefully to 
except Chinese students, business and pro¬ 
fessional men of all kinds, not only mer¬ 
chants, but bankers, doctors, manufact- 
urers, professors and travellers from the 
action and enforcement of the exclusion 

laws." 

' With this substitute all the resolutions 
were then adopted as a whole. 
;The morning session began a, little after 

10 o'clock, Senator Higgins of Delaware 
presiding. He deprecated the stand taken 
by the labor unions on the question of 
Chinese exclusion, stating that it was not a 
labor question and favored a discrimina¬ 
tion sue), as was advocated by President 
Roosevelt in his last message. The Chinese 
editor, Ng, also spoke. Said he: 

“You exclude the yellow man. You fear 
the yellow peri). You sit down on the yel¬ 
low newspaper. 1 edit a paper turned out. 

kv IJ^RIAL DECREE. 

RE Aim-FOREIGN ^YMJENTS.’hvjl 

To have international relat inne» 

smoothly maintained it is necessary to 

enter on friendly terms with the 

Powers and the Government have 

entered into treaties of commerce with 
Powers in the Orient and Occident witli 
the view of promoting Our friendly 
relations with them and as We are 
carrying on the same honestly and 
impartially Onr friendships with the 
Powers cannot be injured, and thus 
the Powers are all intimate and peace 
is maintained which fact is known to 
-everybody. However recently there 
ar;e rumours current and are being 
spread to the effect that there is fear 
of sudden uprisings of anti-foreign 
namire, and thereby the public is 
seared. These rumours certainly 
originated with some people of bad 
c aracier just to cause excitement in 

to let rowdies have the chance 
ot causing troubles or by those who 
^»have Our interna'ionai relations 
spotted °r to influence the natives and 

Xfc £obiect of th™ own 
am ~ any case such rumours 
ard rr t0 the Seneral situation 
stimieref1°re.1lt becomes necessary to 

affatfcly t PreS(?nt condifi°n of 
* p ,at .tbe Same time to clear 

■ doubts and suspicions now 
failing O* 

and it is necessary to rely upon 
Powers to maintain the peace of the 
world. This is well known to Us and 
there is no reason for Us to try to 
break the peace. Therefore all the 
people of China, the sovereign and his 
subjects, high and low, all shall be¬ 
ware not to be obstinate but should be 
eager to carry on Our reforms proper¬ 
ly so as to attain the end that our coun¬ 
try shall be properly administered, and 
lead the Empire to be a strong and 
wealthy power. All students should 
be loyal to the Empire by studying 
the learning for which they are re¬ 
sponsible and when they finish their 
course of study they will he appoint¬ 
ed to proper positions and therefore 
in no case shall they indulge in in¬ 
terfering in diplomatic matters or 
discussing national questions but 
steadily devote themselves to their 
studies. In one word the unity of 
Onr people is necessary yet there shall, 
be no anti-foreign sentiments. Our 
rights shall be maintained yet at the 
same time it is necessary not to for¬ 
get to carry out Our treaty obligations 
which must not be violated. All men 
of learning ought to understand these 
points; if not there is no difference 
between the -ignorant people and them- | 
selves and it will cause troubles which p 
will merely result in causing damage I 
to the localities. From the date of 
this decree being promulgated all | 
the Tartar Generals, Viceroyp and \ 
Governors are strictly ordered to in- j 
struct their subordinate local officials p 
to sincerely protect the lives and m 
properties of any foreigners and mis- A 
sions and if there is anything nn- I 
satisfactory the matter should be I. 
placed into the hands of the officials || 
concerned who will settle the matter l| 
properly. If any spread rumours and 1 
cause troubles these are the peoph pt1 
who do not know their own position || 
and such persons shall be arrested and f| 
duly tried and punished. If the pro- 
lection be inadequate and any troubles f| 
be caused such local officials shall be in 
severely dealt with and there shall be 
no leniency. The said Tartar Gen¬ 
erals, Viceroys and Governors are 
hereby ordered to notify the public of 
Our intentions and endeavour to pre¬ 
vent beforehand any troubles in order 
to meet Our desire, which is to main¬ 
tain friendly relations witli the 
Powers aDcl to preserve the peaceful 
life of Our people. 

PRINCE PLE 
FOR CHINAMEN 

Kong Yu Wei Says They Look 
io America. 
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Held or the Chinese Empire Reform Asso¬ 

ciation Declares That the One on 

American Goods Will East While the 

Exclusion Act Is In Force—Says He 

Wants Admission into the 
m 

States IVot Only for Students and 

.Merchants, but for All Classes 

Chinamen—Declares That President 

Roosevelt Told Him He Would Do His 

Best to Remove Cause of Friction. 
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Kang Yu Wei, head of the Chines Empire 
Reform Association, and a big man in the 
Flowery Kingdom, who is making a tour 
of the United States, was interviewed to¬ 
day in his apartment in the Waldorf-Astoria. 
His Excellency said through Mr. Chew 
Kop Heon, his interpreter, when ques¬ 
tioned about the Chinese exclusion laws of 1 
the United States: 

“China has always been free. Foreigners 
of all nationalities have had as much liberty 
as the Chinese themselves. We want to be 
treated as wa treat others, especially by 
Americans. We do not only wish the free 
entrance into the United States of students . 
and merchants, but all classes of Chinese. 

“We look on America as the greatest 
country in the world, and, but for the ex- f 

elusion act, our best frien . Is it any wonder 
we want to come here, and is it an wonder 
t at we will use all the means in our ower ’ 
to gain admittance? The boycott on Ameri- I 
can goods will last while the ex lusion act 
is in force. 

“The object of the Chinese Reform Asso 
ciation, of which I am the head, is to free 
China from the trammels of tradition— 
to have her educated in all the arts and 
sciences and introduce a constitutional 
form of government in place of that which 
now exists. We look on the United States, 
where liberty and justice are free to all 
its citizens, as the best place for the edu¬ 
cation of our young men of all classes. 
Without modern education China will 
e\er remain in a black despair of anything 
better than she now has and will be the 
prey of European aggression. 

“Japan is doing much for us, for she has 
been quick to learn the advantages of 
European culture and quick to use them. 
She has had every book worth studying 
n science,'art and military skill translated 
nto Japanese, which Chinese read like 
their own tongue. Japan is the salvation 
of the East, for from her example springs 

new life in the breasts of all patriotic Chinese 
“The object of our society is not to bring 

about a revolution by bloodshed, as many 
of our enemies would make the world be¬ 

lieve, but by introducing a desire for freedom 
and knowledge into China.” 

.“Are not the Chinese who are drilling 
and studying arms in this country not going 
to be used in an armed revolution?” His 
Excellency was asked. 

“No.” he answered, “we have no thought 
of using force. We will use intelligent 
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persuasion. _ . . _=_ 
used as instructors in the event of necessity. 
If the exclusion, laws are removed a great 
many Chinese will come here to study 
military science, for we look on American 
methods as being just as good as those of 
the Germans under which Japan studied, 
and far more congenial and cheaper. ” 

“Did President Roosevelt make a positive 
answer that the exclusion act would be 
repealed when you interviewed him?” 
was asked. 

“He did not,” came the reply. “He said 
he would do his best to remove the cause 
of friction, and when I told him of our pro¬ 
jects and jfdeas, he just said, as I understand 
he always says when he is pleased, ‘Good 
Good.’ ” 

Here his Excellency imitated the Presi¬ 
dent’s gesture and smile like a vaudeville 
artist. 

“President Roosevelt appeals to me,” he 
continued, “above all the heads of na¬ 
tions I have met on my journey through 
the five continents. I think so much of 
his country that my own daughter is being 
educated in it. ” 

Here his Excellency turned and beckoned 
ffiis pretty little daughter, Miss Kong Tung 
Pih, a student of Barnard, who expects 
to take her degree next year. The little 
lady bowed and blushed and sat on the 
sofa beside her father, just as an Ameri¬ 
can girl would. 

“What do'you think of the present war in 
the East?” was asked. 

“Ah ” said hi3 Excellency, “my enemy, 
the enemy of all good in China, was the 
cause of it. The Dowager Empress gave 
Manchuria and its resources to the Rus¬ 
sians. She made secret treaties with them, 
giving them all they wanted that she might 
have their support. Japan, in the interests 
of her own integrity, was forced to make 
war in the interests of the integrity of 
China. Russia has a big stomach and is 
very hungry. She likes to expand on the 
resources of other nations. 

“Japan does not wish to fill the stomach 
of Russia, so she is fighting. Japan 
knows the situation in the East better than 
any one and is acting in the interests of 
herself and China. The Russo-Japanese 
war has awakened the Mongolian. There 
is a stir for better things and China will 
take her just share. Japan has progressed 
with wonderful rapidity, but when China 
is wide awake the West will stand aston¬ 
ished at our progress. Geography is 
against us; we cannot penetrate all China 
at once from the sea. 

“Japan commenced on all sides of her 
little kingdom at once, for she is surrounded 
by water. We are situated differently. 
Progress must cross many rivers and des¬ 
erts and must penetrate the intellects of 
400,000,000 people before we can do what 
Japan has done. But when we have, our 
boundless resources, our immense empire 
and our limitless population will be an 
influence in the affairs of the world.” 

“Do you think Japan will ultimately rule 

China? ” 
“I do not! China does not! We look 

on Japan as a great, but too small a power 
to take us in hand. No one can rule China. 
She will rule herself as she has always 

done.” , , .. 
Here again his Excellency turned to the 

Dowager Empress. 
“Whenthe enemy of China’s advancement 

is dead,” he said, “and her son on the throne, 
the reformers will rule. The Emperor 
himself is progressive, but the Empress 
has been criminally retrogressive. I torn 
every ruler of Europe not to recognize 
ner when she usurped the throne ml • 
I told them she would ruin all prospects ot 

peace aSd advancement in China. They 

did not listen and my words have come 
true. Nevertheless, I think if America 
and the European Powers were to ask her 
now she would abdicate. She is old,; 70 
years old, and tired of the crime of her 
rule in China.” ® 

His Excellency is going to stay two weeks 
in New York and then make a stay in Boston. 

Kang Yu Wei called on Mayor McClellan 
to-day. He told the Mayor that New York 
is the greatest city in the world. The 
Mayor talked with the Hon. Kang Yu Wei 
for some time and then gave him a letter 
that will admit him to all the city institutions 
that he may want to visit as a course in his 
study of American methods of govern¬ 
ment. 

Till at the last lersel . to mail 
Like perfect music unto noble words 
Nor equal, nor unequal; each fulfip8 
Defect in each. i 

Mrs. E. J. Cornfoot, the Hon i 
Treasurer, read the financial statement! 
which showed the accounts to 
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THE ANTI-1 

SOCIETY. 

The drawing room at No. iO 
Nanking Road, kindly lent for the 

occasion by Mrs Reid, was well filled 
with those interested in the work of tbe 
above-named society yesterday after¬ 
noon. Rev. Dr. F. L. Hawks-Poit pre¬ 
sided and amongst those present was 
Mrs Little who had only just returned 

to Shanghai. 
In addressing the meeting the 

Chairman said that he had read with 
a deal of pleasure the Society’s report 
and accounts which had appeared in 
the Shanghai Mercury and the 
Celestial Empire- He congratulated 

the Society on the year’s work ; on 
the extension of the work—it seem¬ 
ed to be under weigh throughout the 
orovinces. The Society had secured the 
co-operation of the leading officials 
who had shown themselves interested 

in the work ; V ceroys and Governors 
of Provinces, the Governor of Shan 
tung, the Viceroys of Chihli, Yunnan 
and Kweichow, Hupeh and Hunan, and 

Szechuen, and also the Empr ss Dow . 
ger. Several proclamations had beer; 
issued during 'he year by both Viceroys 
and Governors. Influence in Chin i ex 
tended from above downward as well 
as from below upward. In connection 
with this the speaker referred to the 
influence of the late Queen Victoria 
The Society was also to be con¬ 
gratulated on their success in arousing 

public opinion; on the way they 
were conducting their propaganda 
_by enlightenment and persuasion 

instead of by force—and lastly on the 
single-minded devotion and untiling 

energy of their President whose cease 
less ^efforts seemed to show that she 
had solved the problem of perpetual 
motion ! Before proceeding with the 
business of the meeting he would say 
another word—one of encouragement — 
In all enterprises like this they needed 
at times to ascend the hill of Inspira¬ 
tion—to have before one’s mind some 
lofty and noble ideal. 1 he Society 
was doing a noble part in a noble 
undertaking, the raising of the standard 
of womanhood in China. Westerners 
had found that noble ideal beautifully 

expressed in Tennyson’s lines : 

ABSTRACT OF CASH ACCOUNT. 

Receipts during year 1903-1904. 

Balance from 1903.341.84 f 
Contributions during current 

year ••• ... ... ... ... 43b.08 j 
Interest on savings bank ac¬ 

count. 8.421 
Subscriptions from 

Chinkiang. 95,5 j> m 
Tangchow . 1400 J 
Kiukiang..   14.00 
Swatow ... ... ... ... 4.00 
Tientsin, $93.56-discount of 

93 cents . 92.63 1 

$1,006.47 

Expenditure. 

E penses of annual meeting ... 4.50 
Printing 1,000 annual reports 

Tls. 44 . 60.60 
Asking for contributions 

through English and Chi¬ 

nese Press. 10.00 
200 pairs of Chinese shoes for 

St. Louis Exhibition.too.00 
Pigskin box for the above . 315 

Silver badge for our delegate 
at St. Louis Exhibition ... 3.50 

j Specimen shoes sent to outports. 5.48 
Printing of tracts, pamphlets 

block cutting etc.322.35 
Stationery 82.35. One “ Chinese 

Intelligence ” $ 2   435 
President’s travelling expenses 

in the in erest of our society 7.50 
1 Advertising^ Hallcock’s almanac 25 00 

■ ash at savings bank 455-29 
Cash with treasurer 4 75 460 04 

$1,006 47 

J L Edkins, 

Hon. Treasurer. 

|Audited and found correct 
Jas. Williamson 

8thNovembfr 190.]. 
I SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS 

[PAID BETWEEN NOVEMBER 8ni AND 23RD. 

To Rev. t >. Cheesman for print¬ 
ing etc .1 '6.23 

To S. D K (Shanghai). 40 60 
To S. D. K (t hentu) . ?-4 39 
For Prin ing etc at ( hentu- 

Yunan-fu. 53 SS 

$ 234-80 

M. Cornfoot, 

Hon. Treasurer. 

Audi'ed and found correct, 

Jas. Williamson. 

21st November 1904. t . 
The adoption of the statement o 

accounts was moved by Miss Ehvtn, 
seconded by Mrs. F.A. de St Croix, j 

and carried unanimously. 
The Chairman here read a letter | 

from the Shanghai Taotai’s secretary! 

—
-
-

 



regret 

Ability to be prt 

His 

$:nt. . , 
r, „ the H n Secretary, in her 

Mrs. Rex, ^ have not quite a full 

P0!"1 work to report on as we are 
S Annual Report a little earlier 

suing°U ttis year. Much good work 
done. From Sha.fr- 

?'„« been sent oat to vanous part! of 

I China 

has 

rear 

'or 868 tracts and, now that stock 
be° „ taken, « find a great many 
uc ■■ run low, and 

some 
means 

print. This 

the expenditure of money, so 
m our treasury is replenished, I 

ordering more literature, 

SLativ as it is needed, as we do not 
.ant to run the risk of leaving our 
Basurer with bills to meet, and no 

jnev in band to pay them. 

his year the first lime °ur 
rature has .been printedl in other 

igirts of China, as well as at Shanghai. 
B Sing-nan.fu the English Baptist 
™ has a Printing Press and 

veral of oir tracts have been re- 
then: ; also at Chentu printing 

has been dom for our Soc'ety, thereby 
saving heavy freight expenses. 

Our Committee has met regularly 

each month till July and now meetings 
are resumed. The following changes 
hare take place in the personn-1Mrs. 
B E. A. Allen, Mrs Griin, Mrs. 
Hippis'ey and Mrs. Walshe have left 

hanghai, and Mrs. Dunne, lately our 
cretary a: Amoy, has joined the 

Ixfccutive Cominitee. Mrs. Edkins 
igned thei Treasureship and Mrs. 
irnfoot is row acting as Treasurer, 
t may bi of interest to report that 

pairs of small Chinese shoes were 
idly takmi by Mrs. Carl to sell at the 

Louis Exhibition, hoping, thereby, to 
rease our funds. We have not yet 
rd the result. 
drs. Little!, our indefatigable Presid- 
, has hadj a hard year’s work which 

i been crowned with great success. 
mer mbnths are no excuse for 

pping work with Mrs. Little—cold, 
eat, rain or shine seem but additional 
isons, as they occur, for renewed 

fort 
JfeMany of the Secretaries at the out 

prts have responded to our request 
it they should send a report of 
i>rk done. 

Miss Robinson of Chinkiang writes: 
Parcels of literature continue to be 

lied for, the latest request coming 
3tri a native gentleman, who was 
^self willing an anti footbinding 

tct, and who asked for a copy of each 
°urs. AjJhinlciang gentleman, at his 

eautiful country rtsidence, has been 
Ipecially active in distributing litera¬ 
te in the villages about him, and in 
l«cmg copies in the boys’ school near 

r He has also contributed liberally 
his means and induced others to do 

^ewise.” Miss Robinson further te 11s 
a lady, aged 42, who has successfull 

|bound and rejoices in her newly 

m . agiht>, and whose little 
I'gnter who was always ailing, when 

amT &Und feet> is now well and 
• * binese have a proverb 
||uaoseabove do, those below will 

—__ 
imitate,” and we trust that these wealthy 
Chinese of Chinkiang will soon have a 
large following of the humbler classes. 

From Hankow we hear that much 

literature has been distributed. 
Our new Secretary in Hongkong 

h pes that good work will be done next 

year. 
Mrs. Evans of Yangchow says she 

has not been able to do much personal 
wot k, but she has had great help from 
the missionaries, and a large amount of 
literature has been distributed. 

Our Secretary in Wuchang is leav 
ing for Shanghai, but she reports that 
literature has been widely disseminated 

there. 
From Soochow 

ing account. Miss 

anc 
UU-J.r-V-i-'ii' 1 '"''iWMf™* 
ire grateful and glad 

comes an 
Anderson 

interest- 
says : — 

IN 

“Soochow seems thoroughly in- 

terested in the movement. One in¬ 
fluential lady has established a Society 
which meets once a month in her own 
home: this is entirely free of foreign 
help and is the result of Mrs. Little’s 
visit to Soochow.” Miss Anderson 
hopes that before long they will be in 
a position to pay for all the literature 
they distribute from that centre. 
She further says' “ Chinese ladies 
never tire of ‘ foot talking ’ they 
earnestly discuss the evils and 
remedies. They say that young ladies 
expecting to marry soon do not unbind, jj 

They must have the little red shoe 
to wear with the red skirt, as a big 
red shoe does not appeal to their 
sense of beauty. A very great many g||j 
children have not bound and numbers ‘ tlan 
are unbinding. The mothers say that 
by the time the younger children are 
ready to marry, the styles will have 
changed and there will be a new skirt 
for the big footed bride.” 

An interesting report of work done 
comes from Mrs. Goforth, our Secretary 
for Honan. She tells of Mr. Goforth 
having received in his study, during the 
trien ial examinations at Chang-ti-fu, 
1,262 students and to each of these 
Yuan Shih Kai’s proclamation which 
we issue was given Later on, a visits 
was paid by them to the great heathen 
festival held at Hsun Hsian. While 
there, during 12 days, they came in 
contact with thousands of women and the 
opportunity vas availed of to speak 
against binding. But the most en¬ 
couraging item of all is that the native 
Christians have now organised among 
themselves an anti-footbinding society, 
the chief mover being a graduate. 
Each member promises to give so much 
a year and this fund is to go towards ^ 
the opening of a girl’s school, at which i 1 Proc,amation. 

only girls with unbound feet are to be * cnr"l= r,f 

admitted. Great impetus was gi en 
to Mrs. Goforth’s splendid work by 

her intercourse with Mrs Little at 
Peitaho in the summer of 1903 and all 

the good results above have followed. 
From Ichang, Miss Moore writes 

that it is an easy matter to dispose 
of all literature sent her as the 
missionaries — native preachers and 
colporteurs going into the country 

frequently come asking for a supply 

to get it. 

Mrs. Taylor of Wanhsien tells of a 
public anti-footbindirg demonstration 
in one city in which 70 families took 
part, one of the leading spirits being 

a, sciencejtudent. - - - 1 
j Frorn~^MrsT^[evius of Chefoo,~wei 
get ihe following ac ount ;EI“"VVhen ' 

I came to China 50 years ago, the 
vile custom of footbinding seemed 
so firmly established that £ do not 1 
remember ever having a thought of 

the possibility of its c asing. Who 
could then have dreamed of 'he 
change which has already taken place 
among the officials and literati through¬ 
out the land ? And here let me express 
my sincere appreciation of the work 
accomplished by our President. With 
out her strength of purpose and her 
well planned modes of attack m this 
novel and most difficult campaign we 
should have realized much less success 
and should have far less reason to be 
hopeful for the future. I being one of r|v 
the oldest missionaries in this part of 
China, was naturally one of the first 
to attempt to induce the women 
and children to unbind. Like other 
reformers J came in for my full share 
of criticism not only from the natives, 
but from foreigners too, who thought 
that in such an early stage of mission- , 
ary operations, it was unwise to interfere 
with the established customs of the 
country. Not 10 years ago wh n we 
were starting our Chefoo Tien T-u 
Hui we had to encounter some very 
disagreeable opposition. I well remem¬ 
ber some remarks of a group of C i ris 

women at the close of one of our 
meetings. Said one of them —and she 
stamped her little foot in indignation — 

* For me I shall never, never, unbind j 
my feet! If I cannot go to heaven 
without doing so, why then I’ll go j 
to the other place! Certainly a' 
great change is taking place in 
public opinion and in another half 
century, footbinding will probably be 
the exception. Among 120 women 

| connected with the Presbyterian Church 
J at Chefoo, there are only 5 or 6 with 
a bound feet. The national conscience 

among Chinese seems to be somewhat 
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aroused on ihe subject 
with other changes caused by inter¬ 
course with foreigners this one of no 
longer binding the feet of their girls 
has come, and come to stay. A few 
days a„ o a Chinese gentleman called 
on me to get anli-footbinding books. 
I gave specimens of all I had and 
many extra copies for distribution, 
was sorry I had none left of the fine red ]y 
placard containing Chang Chih Tung’s, p 

1 would suggest that II 
some of the smallest tracts be printed | 

in bright colours and made attractive i. :. 
as placards. They would be sure to 1 

attract notice especially if pasted in |p 

conspicuous places. It might be well 
to have a supply of such ready for the 
festivities of eacji returning New Year.” 

* x Mrs.'Dunne, ViirMaie Secretary at 
Amoy, mentioned our society to the 
chief of an important clan in the city of 

Choan-chen. He gave a small subscrip¬ 
tion towards it and said he him.self had 



started a crusade against footbinding 
. in his native town. He commenced by 

On Novemb 

forbidding the practice in his own 
family. His reasons he said were, ist, 
because the customs was condemned 
from the throne, and therefore would 
go out of fashion, and 2nd, because it 
was cruel. JVe should of course put 
the second reason first. 

Our Newchwang Secretary Mrs. Van 
Ess has now been able to return, but 
of course, work there has been at a 
standstill. She hopes for good results 

. next year. 
M rs. Kilborn tells us of a city too li 

from Chentu in which 800 women are 

r ist Dr. Bergen tn 
principal of the Shantung College, was 
kind enough to interpret for me to a 
very full gathering of all the College, 
young men anc preceptors as also of 
the Chinese Christian men in the 
neighbourhood. 1 his College won its 

said to have unbound their feet in o ie 
month. 

Each month a notice is posted up at 
the gate ot the Magistrate’s yamen 
giving the names of those who have 
unbound. 

There is a steady demand in Chentu 
for Tien-tsu-hui literature and scarcely 
a day passes in which some are not sold 

; in Dr. Kilborn’s book store. 

The proclamation issued by Viceroy 
Si, has done much to awaken the 
people. 

Mr. Faers of Sui Fu sends the I 

great name at Tengchowfu, but is now 
very conveniently established at Wei 
hsien cn the railway line between 
Tsingtao and Chinanfu, the capital of 
Shantung. For years past its graduates 
have been going forth to become 
teachers or headmasters, and owing to 
the English Baptists and American 

11 Presbyterians having joined forces, it 
®| is likely soon to assume the rank of an 

. University, of which the Theological 
I College is at Chingcheofu further 
along the line, and the Medical College 

i at Chinanfu. Thus the wide reaching 
importance of this meeting extended 
far beyond the number present, large 

! though this was. Next day Li, General- 
in-chief of the Province came out to 
call with a view to convening a meeting 
of men in Weihsien city against my 

mmamm. 
another, that 

. 

for four years he had 
perm-jped no binding in his family; a 
third, it was of no use asking them to 
say anything in favour of binding for 
they were all of one mind in condemning 
it. All stood up to testify their disap 
proval, then as the speakers left the 
platform, each raised one hand, teeth 
were clenched, and such a clapping 
ensued as must have made their hands 1 
tingle. Then left to themselves j 
they at once proceeded to form a local 
Chinese T en Tsu Hui. 

return. But owing to the change { 
of Governors, which obliged him to 
leave for the capital next day, as also 

v,. * -  -- w.~ , to a tobacco tax r ot occurring near 
following : —“ In the first place we must j Weihsien just when it was to be held, 
send a note of thanksgiving for right th,s meeting- had to be abandoned 
throughout this year has been one of 
progress. Both the Prefect and the 
City Magistrate here issued proclama¬ 
tions which have been posted far and 
wide through this Prefecture. Only 
this month while in the country I found 
in every district a large number of 
women unbinding and when I asked the 
reason they replied “ How can we do 
anything else when our Emperor, 
Viceroys and Magistrates thus exhort 
us.” We have held a number of very 
successful meetings in the city. md 
have now 78 families on our books 
who have given up this practice. 
Mrs. Little spoke at one of our public 
meetings giving one of her most telling 
addresses. At the Triennial Examin¬ 
ation, we distributed a packet of Anti¬ 
footbinding literature to every student 
which was afterwards most warmly 
acknowledged by letters from a number 
of their leaders. 

From Tientsin we are glad to 
hear of increased sympathy among 
foreigners with our work as shewn by 
the number of new life members and 
new subscribers. rI his br nch of our 
Society is quite self-supporting. 

I expect more accounts full of 
interest will be coming in, but we 
cannot wait for them and enough has 
been wr tten to prove how valuable 
and encouraging the w>rk cf this 
Society is, and 1 trust it will meet with 
increasing support from all who aie 
interested in the prevention of cruelty 
to little helpless children. 

Mrs. Little moved the adoption ot 
the Hon. Secretary’s report but be 
fore doing so said :—The bulk of oui 1 e- 
port hasalready some days ago appear¬ 
ed in the Mercury and Celestial Em¬ 
pire. It is too long to read here, but 
to complete, it requires this little re¬ 
cord of work recently done. 

meeting 
The General, however, sent the ladies 

of his household and the wife of h s 
Secretary to a very little gathering 
of ladies, that Mrs. Bergen took most 
kind pains to arrange for, and at which 
the other ladies of the Presbyterian 
Mission assisted with zeal, lhe large 
girls’ school attended on both occasions. 
They also are about to be teachers, 
and all but one already unbound. 
Owing to all the officials having 
hurriedly to make up their accounts, 
welcome the coming and speed the 
parting Governor, Chinanfu had to be 

left unvisited. But a most useful series 

of meetings was organised by the 
English Baptist Mission at Chingcnoufu, 
an old world city, now brought into 
rapid communication with the woi Id 

by the German line 

A special meeting had been arrang 
ed with die Mahomedans, all the 
Mollahs attended, and all the Eldeis 

I had been summoned from the country ; 
! very grand refreshm nts were arrang- 
i ed, ai d we were invited not only to see 
- the Morgue but to walk into it, keeping 
ion our boots. It was declared that 
] binding was Cv ntrary to the r religion, 
j and t .e order given that all girls of ten 

1 years old and thereabouts should be 
unbound. There was great enthusiasm. 
Mr. fvledhurst interpreted at this as 
also a another very useful meeting at 
Liukt:, the centre of the best silk dis 
tricl, where the Magistrate Chang had 
convened an assembly of representa¬ 

tive men only, from all the country 
i round,and addressed them very warm- 
j ly himself, at one time interrupting my 

I discourse to say “ You men, what are 
you ? Do ) ou require a foreign lady 
to come and tell you of ihe sufferings 
o your own children ? He also said 

at the Theological College, and 
Christian Chinese men thronged the 
large New College Hall; where a 
meeting of Christian women and girls 
assembled another day when Mrs Al¬ 
fred Jones interpreted with great readi- 

I ness and fluency AH the school girls 
1 but four were unbound. The remark of 
:: the women was rather touching: ‘ Why 

did not you come ten years earlier 

ithen we too might have Pr°fi'e^ 
Tsao the Prefect there assembled the 

: young men of three official schools 

| (one for silk culture) at his own Sj.ec.a 
8 school, together with several of the 

oentry. 1 he rc >m was over crowded 
but I think o ly 13° were present on 

both occasions. * ' r. Harmon a most fini¬ 
shed Chinese speake interpreted .1 

the hristian meeting all had stood : p 
against binding at the Prefect’s meeting 

*=> 1 1 ■ r__ Ln/J unw hino’ in 

that Chou fu, now made Viceroy at 
Nanking, having memorialised the 
throne to forbid binding had received 
the answer : You go forward and do 
all you can in accordance with our 
edict, already issued, and foot binding 
will cease of itself. We left the meet¬ 
ing understanding that an association 
was to be formed 

Mrs. Little aJded that she felt great 
pleasure in being for the first time free 

W.tn tne worm from all official connection with the 
Fir* thestudents Secretary’s report and therefore ma 

and we asked if anyone had any.htng 10 

ft 

j position to move its adoption, 
1 record of work done was a very re¬ 
markable one. In especial she would 
(wish to call attention to the really 
1 admirable work done by Mr. and Mrs. 
I Goforth in Honan and to the grea 

i good fortune of the Society in having 
secured Mr. C heesman’s kind help and 

J the immense convenience of the Bap- 

B tist Mission Press, Singanfu It is not 
often 1 hat an official of any Society wt 
have the opportunity of pushing i s 

in’erests from Ichang along the 7 
miles of Yangtse to Chungking, from 

there through eleven days of 
| journey to Chentu, a d still furthe 

I the frontier city of Kwanhsten, 
I seat of the celebrated partition of the 

waters that fertilises the whole pro 

. Wince. Again, through the S1X " 
^land journey from Chentu to u » 

holding meetings in all the PrinC.'^ e 
tracts and using influence 

been said 

,, itc favour One young man a! flies, scattering -- , 
once got up, and said that all that tad |everywhere ; on again throug =ect_ 

’ ainst it was only too true ; j weeks land journey ’ f 0Pnt,er of mm ' led line of rail and to the frontier 
........ M OTV 
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IP' ■ alld yet in the same year nave 
jonqiJin, > f addressing- crowded 
theopportun y important cities of 

meet'n€ With the above given little 
Shan ung- vv ,rd Mrs. Little 

fao^ove the adoption of the 

SeiCre!heycourse^f her remarks Mrs. 
mentioned that she had also 

word of sorrow to express, that 
tJ relatve to the resignation of 
Ei Ed kins as Hon Treasurer. 
Mrs Edkins had worked with the 
So ietv for the last ten years. Mrs. 
Little also drew attention to a 
proclamation exhibited on the wall of 
nf the drawing room, issued by a 
Viceroy in favour of the movement 
as well as to some photographs taken 
by means of the X Rays showing the 

result of binding. 
: The motion was seconded by Mrs. 
Reid and carried unanimously. 

The Rev. W. A. Cornaby moved 
that the officers for the ensuing year 
be as follows: President, Mrs. 
I ittle ; Treasurer, Mrs. E. J. Cornfoot; 

Treasurer, Miss Richard 
Rex: 

Assistant 
Scretary, Mrs. Rex; Assistant 
Secretary, Mrs F. A de St. Croix ; 
Vice-Piesidents and Other Members, 
of General Committee, Mrs. Barchet 
Mrs. Bourne, Mrs Von Hirsch, Frau 
Knappe, Singnora Nerrazini, Madame 
Ratard, Miss Warren, Madame Oda- 
Mri, Mrs. Carl, Mrs Graves, Miss 
Mel’vn, Mrs. Walker; Executive 
Committee, Mrs N. P. Anderson, Mrs 
F. A de St. Croix, Mrs. Cornfoot, Mrs. 
J. J. Dunne, Miss Elwin, Mrs. 
Little, Mrs. Reid, Mrs. Rex. Mr. 
Cornaby congratulated the -Society 
on its success. He had been thinking 
of the change that had taken place in 
China since he anived here not so 
very long ago, and whilst ;n Hankow he 
did not see for three or four years a 
woman who had not her feet bound ; 
after a time it gave him a “turn” 
to see a woman with natural feet. 
Things wf re different now. He had to 
confess that he had read but little 
lately concerning the movement other 
than in native papers, and in them 
there was plenty to read. They were 
taking the matter up vigorously. It 
would almost be worth while to publish 
in i hinese a bogus article against the 
anti-binding movement in order to see 
what a storm of indignation it would 
raise. Publ c opinion had been aroused 
by the efforts of Mrs. Little and this 
Society. Gifted < hinese ladies hid 
come to write themselves against 
this pernicious habit. It could not be 
very long now, with the Court set ing 
the fashion, before a complete reform 
would take place, and the practice of 
unbinding showed that the Chinese 
were on the inside of progress and this 
pvould probably lead to advancement in 
many other directions as well. 
[ Miss Warren seconded and the 

jnotion was carri d unanimously after 
which the Rev. J. B. 0,t made a few 

BP mat ks in support. He said that he 
Prst became interested in this move¬ 
ment some twenty-three years .-go, 

P the hospital in Hong- 

_. 

kong, a you , woman suite ing trom 
gangrene, the result of binding her 
feet, i be doctor in charge told him 
(hat the u i; remedy for her was the 
amputation of Loth her feet. Since 
then he had seen so much suffering that 
one’s sympathy was drawn out. In the 
course if his duties he never re- 
commendei youths to a certain 
theological college unless they first 
ga^e him a promise in writing that they 
would not marry women with bound 

feet. 
This brought the business of 

meeting to a conclusion and 
the Chairman on behalf of the 
committee thanked those pre ent 
for their attendance. 

Mrs. Rex proposed a hearty vote of 
Ranks to the < hairman for presiding 
and also to Mrs. Reid for so ki dly 
lending her drawing room. This was 
cartkd with acclamation and the meet¬ 
ing (hen terminated. ..— 

add tha 

DUOIT AMOR PATRIAE 

APRIL 19th, 1906 

THE KAISER AND 
THE CHINESE 

COMMISSIONERS 

Todr Excellencies Tuanf 
I Fang and Tai Hung-cki, two? 
of the live travelling High 

j Commissioners for the study | 
| of political and administra-l 
.tive systems in Europe and I 
| America, have recently 
cabled to the Peking Gov- c 
ernment from Berlin stating | 
that, upon their arrival at 

I the German Capital, they 
Iwere met at tho railway 

whe saw 

station by tho former 
Consul-General at Shanghai, 

i Dr. Knappe and some other 
Ipromfeent German officials 
[Under orders of tha Kaiser, 
land escorted to a house 
|which had been specially 
prepared for their residence 
by the German Go vein mens 
[during their sojourn in 
Germany. The High Com- 

rmssioners add mat, when 
they went to audience next 
morning, they were very 
cordially received by the 
Kaiser and the Kaiser in and 
entertained to luncheon in 
the Imperial Palace. Daring 
the conversation, the Kaiser 
touched upon tho subject of , 
the reorganization of the 
Chinese army and solemnly 
and sincerely advised the 
Chinese Government to pay 
more attention to the train¬ 
ing of her army, which is the 
first and foremost important 
factor for the maintenance 
of the independence and 
prestige of the country. The; 
Kaiser further mentioned! 
that, as the condition in 
every country differs from 
another, it is unnecessary 
for the Chinese Government 
to copy everything from 
Japan and other nations for 
the reformation of her 
military forces, bat what is 
most essential is to teach 
the officers and soldiers the 
motto of loving their own 
country and to die for their! 
country in time of peril and 
emergency. 

The above account of the 
Kaiser’s cordial reception of 
the Chinese High Commis¬ 
sioners must be gratifying 
to all lovers of China 
whose desire is to see their 
country on relations of the 
greatest amity with all 
foreign nations, but more 
especially with Germany,|| 
whose past policy in China 
has been one of such 
unblushing aggregsiyen/gg. 

Aside from the cordiality 
of the recaption itself, the 
[Kaisers action is significant 

f an important change in 
!his policy toward China. 

s direct results of this 
[altered policy, recently the 

errnan railway guards in 
MiHii 



ShautaDg wore withdrawng who went to Germany 
and their barracks sold to 1 mission of apology, to per 
the Chinese Government; |j form the Kowtow hefon 
i.1. A P <\«»wAn MAOrfil A A j 1 • 

v**w -- -i n ivuii 

the German Postal Service | him. 
■:'f- the same province was" in urv,mw R In short, so DiacK m 
abolished and gave place b ^een Germany’s record i 
to the Imperial Chinese «,ft nai 
Post ; the relations between —-i 

the German Authorities at 
Tsingtaa and the Chinese 
Authorities at Chiaanfu 
became much more friendly; 
and very recently, the con¬ 
cession which was originally 
granted to some Germans 
to build a railway from 
Chinanfu to Chinting, to 
connect with the Pcking- 
Hankow railway, was sold 
back to the Chinese on 
reasonable terms. la the 
national Capital itself, the 
German Minister, acting on 
instructions received from 
his home Government, has 
taken the lead in wiihdraw- 

black has 
in 

China daring the past 
decade that it will require 
many, many acts ol sub¬ 
stantial friendliness before 
China’s patriotic sons can 
condone the past. To for¬ 
get they will never be able 

bucit amok PATRIAE 

JANUARY 30th, 1906 

the hailway question 

IN CHINA 

ing the German garrisons 
from Peking and Tientsin. 
All this is satisfactory so 
far as it goes. But in view 
of Germany’s past career of 
brutal aggressiveness to¬ 
ward Chin^, the Kaiser will 
have to do a great deal more 
before he can atone for his 
ciirnes and misdemeanors. 
The Chinese can never 
forget that it was ho who 
precipitated an incipient 
partitionment of their coun¬ 
try ; that by his order his 
army of vengeance slew 
thousands and tens of 

"thousand's” of innocent men, 
women and children during 
the “ Boxer ” year, brides 
committing uninentionablv 
barbarities; that. it 
greatly owing to bis m 
L” policy that China 
mulcted to the enormous sum 

4of four hundred and iiKy 
1 lion taels as indemnity 
I the Boxer” outbreak 

So much lias been said and wiitfen «»—«■» 

foreign capital. While it is not to 

he denied that “China for the .. 

Chipete ” » tmdoubtecily the safest 

and most expedient policy in the 

present critical juncture of China’s 

history, yet in view c£ the existent 

economic conditions in China, it may 

be worth our while to consider 

whether the new attitude of oar 

Government and people i* practicable j 

ia cccsxiance with our beat 

national interests. 

That railways are imperatively 

needed in China for developing her 

internal trade, for unifying and 

consolidating her people, and for 

^reading knowledge and enlight¬ 

enment among the ignorant masses, 

admits of no doubt. The Chinese 

policy of building their railways en¬ 

tirely with their own capital, and to 

| ^ free from all connexion with 

* foreigners except perhaps employing 

their technical knowledge and skill 

would be wise if practicable. But 

we propose to prove thtt under 
hhhhHHHE CO mucii uas ic<;u smu Hyjpi"'”. ,, . .... 

.. . . „ pJi present circumstances, the bmldmg 
agaiust railway, raining and othei M P, nss,iat,mt.e 0f 

couoessions in Vanina, wm rAionu^ gSH , . , , . , 

and proactive, that to the ordinary J W «■£> -jg* 

China, both minting II of railways without the assistance ot 

1 afraid to launch their capital into 

them 

: ri-sV 

observer it would appear that the 

Chicese people are quite determined 

to have little or nothing to do with 

foreigners and their capital in the y 

economic development of their coun- 

| try. As a result of an agitation — i 

fl gtarted by the Chinese Press and 

j strenuously supported by the 

students who are studying in 

America and Japan, the Chinese 

Government succeeded sometime ago 

in redeeming (not cancelling, 8ssome 

fondly but mistakenly believe) the 

Canton-Hankow railway concession. 

In the first placd, the novelty of 

railways to the Chinese makes them 

1 ■ bj 

m 

There are Very few Chinese 

who comprehend the potential 

earning power cf railways, or 

their stability as permanent 

investments. Only those who have 

seen the actual working of railways 

in foreign countries can ha\e any 

confidence in them as a safe chant e 

for the investment of capital- But 

as this class of men is exceeding y 

small, all the capital they cou 

bjyfl 

Canton-Hankow railway concession, k m « ibignificant, and 
Encouraged bytbis apparent success, N prorioe w ill be MP> _ hor, 

a portion ol the Siangan people have E » w* auftree to burld a sin,.e 

been clamoring for the redemption or 

cancellation of the Shanghai-Nanking 

Kail way contract, bringing forward 

arguments in support of tbeir casa 

some of which tie pertinent and 

based-on Lots, while other* are 

puerile and wild. The Chinese 

Government by their recent action, 

not only with regard to railway and 

me " jduaci —- . „ mining eoncacsions, but all industrial 

that it was he who. ordered 1 projectg> to have adopted the 
b - * nu™% U p0|icy Gf the closed door against liiidiil VT wa . rUilin 

I the staff of Pnnca Ohng, 
■ - —-- ~ i Min a . . .wossninimm 

line. 

Secondly, tie lack of 8°'P^ 

wealth in the oountry » a“ 

serious drawback to0“pitalists 

out of railway prejeots- -T ^ 

in China find littlo dithcrrUy ^ 

vesting their money in un i^ J 

which give quick rl|« 

project which cannot > J 
good profits is 6,uai°^at clss 0t | 
Kailways coming rmdtvtih- 



which 

|iD(3a»tn , roturcs until after afl e(j geatr^cTraise the funcls necessary t 

not"''they not ca^1 for the redemption. He at iirst | 
VC,M8’ iveators until tho| ftgke^ for the whole sum required, j few ) 

r* in\-— TfB xkja. v*-*~ ** ' 

|fdnry T economic conditions have! lheu rbdUcedit to one halt, and finally 

efc8Uoatiiely revolutionized. Sol begged for one third. In return, he 

ea(be present economic con-1 got__prorais?8 only. Compelled by 
lS aH ■ cuino r>romoiersl .. . ._L t-.™of fib American _ . ' htein in China, promoters g 

iit^-obte. industrial f 
railway u 

Ujeeh o' «"* '*”*&** y" 
Ioonnl« •!n'ost insurmountable 

Iscalties in prceurtog tbe oeces- 

ary capital- 

H Thirdly, tbe fear °f miamanfl«e' 

ETJ cI inudB 18 
Otter postal which 

the stringent terms of tie American 

China Development Company, by 

which tbe decision to sell back the 

concession could be revoked, unless 

the full redemption price was paid 

within a fixed date, Chang Ghih-tung 

was pWd in a fearful quandary, 

from which ha only extricated himself 

__ by the contraction cf a foreign loan.g 

Item th^coniing forward of capital. I Tbc Wngtung gentry obtained| 

Ifoe.e investor* have been taught I posge8Siou of the Cantou-h tmshui| 

I , v.x-rimmo to regard I ^ which was finished and already | 

I suspicion the! ^ing a good income soma four! 

llentionsof project promoters, and! months ago, but since then bey°n<jj 

Lauy of them having been a col numing tbe ab-ady comply Imejg 

Ete‘a am twice shy.Tbis is especially | and drawing thesr salaries there=|- 

true with regard to mining projects I from, they have not expended one| 

■ the paat I dollar on construction work on tbe j 

I Fourthly, the official element | main line, which they were so auxtousi 

Lch enter, into all undertakings I to build tbemselves. The ^try of| I «v importance is another factor! Kuaugtung and Hunan are still kc ep| 

adversely ttel ing op the farce of trying to rai«| 

investment of | capital, but the Hupehites have! 
already given up the situation! 

as perfectly hopeless. Even tbeif 

ardor of the Kuangtuug andp 

Hunan gentry has greatly cooled,® 

since they discovered that without! 

any capital for carrying on thej| 

work of railway construction, the| 

prospective fat sinecure® which they |" 

had in view when they so patriotic-1 

ally clamored for tbe cancellation § 

of the concession have not material-1 

ized, and that so much of their 1 

disinterested (?) zed was expended! 

in vain. The ISz’chuea-Hankowlj 

railway project is another instance H 

of failure in raising Chinese cipital. 

For more than two years, the cffi-1 

cials and gentry of Szvchuen have I 

bee a putting forth every effort tof 

get native capital for the construe-1 

tion of their proposed railway, bull 

to-day the money raised will not! 

suffice for defraying the preliminary | 
..■mmlv ii —MjMpuMnn— r- ■ 

| which affects 

fne and easy 

I capital. Both by custom and 

Precedent, none can be the Director 

or Manager of any undertaking 

[oven of a commercial character, 1 

Jnlese he holds a Taofcai or a higher! 

lank. But the general reputation! 

cf men of that class is unlikely toj 

inspiie public confidence and sup-1 

k | 
I We have given the above salient rea¬ 

sons to prove that railways will not 

oe easily built with Chinese capital. 

We will now proceed to mention a 

Joncrete example to further demon¬ 

strate our proposition. As far back 

18 the winter of 1903, tbe popular 

imitation for the cancellation of the 

--anton-Hankow railway was started. 

Wr two years of continuous 

imitation in which the gentry of 

iuangtung, Hunan and Hupeh made 

he most heroic efforts, the American 

^hina Development Co. finally agreed 

10 ^roP the concession upon tbe 

^Payment of a fixed amount for 

gumption. Chang Chih-tung made 



them a large influence wit& 
the Government of China. 

It was not strange then 
that the Administration in 
Peking was soon surround¬ 
ed by a host of foreign 
concessionaires, eager to 
build railways. The German's* 

ss 
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RAILWAYS IN CHINA 

THEIK CHARACTER 

private capital, in search! 
merely of a good iavestmen 
it is commercial. Withthki 
clear understanding 0f th 
case, we may divide all tt ! 
railways of China into f<Z 
categories: (a)| Com*," 
cial, (b) Commercial-nfjin: uuiui ran waya. xuc ucuuauv* , \ /-^^"P'Jllti- 

in J888, made an agreement (c) Political-cona^.. 

When China was finally 
opened up to the trade of the 
world, the world discovered 
two thing’s: first, that the 
free interchange of com¬ 
merce was tremendously 
hampered by lack of proper 
transportation facilities; sec¬ 
ondly, that, in establishing 
these transportation facilities 

with the Chinese Government 
for the construction of a 
railway in Shantung, and 
this was followed by agree¬ 
ments with Great Britain, 
France, Russia, Belgium, the 
U. S. A. and Portugal. 

The central fact to be 
grasped in all these agree¬ 
ments is that the Govern- 

L 

ment of China, proposes to 
own all the railways. The 
Government is the high con¬ 
tracting party on the one 

for China, they were not only i side and some foreign 
building for an increased syndicate on the other. In 
commerce, but that they 
were investing in something 
which promised large profits 
of itself and which also g^ve 

fjjBtSRrf 

r:m 

ESS® 
• V->. I 

: 

jast so far a9 this foreign 
syndicate represents its Gov¬ 
ernment, it is political. In 
just so far as it represents 

cial, (d) Political-strategical 
The Canton-Hankaw§ anld 

the Taokou-Tawan ro ads are 
exam^es °f the pure ly com¬ 
mercial roads. The projected 
Portuguese road between 
Macao and Canton might 
also be added to this list. 
The projectors of this road, 
although negotiating; their 
concession through the 
Portuguese Minister, have 
no official status. The 
syndicate is composed of 
Chinese and* Portuguese 
merchants and jLe stock is 
divided equally between the 
two. The board of directors 
is half Chinese and half 
Portuguese. All disputed 
-aBMi> 

questions are to be settled/;: registered as a British cor- 
solely by the board without fporation, and it is to be sold 
Government interference, I back to the Cmnese for an 
and finally, the road is to [ amount equal to that ex- 
be registered in China in | ponded in itsWrnctiom 
accordance with the new | :V aluabtc mining concessions 
Chinese Commercial Laws 
published in 1904. We 
venture to call this a mouel 
railway agreement—one that 

are also attached to it as a 
bonus. That this agreement 

what, in the west, is >> 1» 

A 
f Wl 

§§i 

rai 
am 

offers a good investment to 
the foreign capitalist, while! 

is called a “snap 
evidenced by the fact that 
whereas the bonds netted 

within the British “sphere 
of influence” and strongly 
backed up by the British 

Government. 
When this class of railways 

was inaugurated, chl"a 
no proper system of eo^- 

mercial laws. ]so 
she has such a system, 
would wish to see the com- 

any transfer therr articks 

it does not impair Chinese the Chinese only £90. each, 
sovereignty. The road is tojithey were, in fact, so . 
revert back to the Chinese!) £97 L.2, the premium going 
Government at the end of fifty r the foreign promoters 
years, without any payment and at present the bondsaie 

on the part of the latter. 1 worth £105 ! 
Let us consider fm‘ 

mM 

tif 

for a 

1 moment an example of the 
I second class of railways. 
j The Shangbai-Nanking road 

m is being built entirely by 
British capitalists. 

worth £105 I . 
The Corporation furtherj 

receives a commission of z/0 
on all purchases. 

The Railway is political 
oasmuch as it is constructed 

1W 

»h—itr.r, ’ra.-ffcir;, r.'»ray,*T5i 



- . .iim w, primarily, 
fc!ic8l inflnen°e in China. 

f>l The political-strategical 
LJ is represented by the 

fa i, SMll «“■ Tne.e 
roads, in case of war, could 
lo ured b.V China s enemies 
to transport troops into her 

attention, as it marks an® 
epoch in the history of the 
country. In this opening,!: 
the. action of China was; 
voluntary, and Governor 
Yang, in his address at the 
formal opening, laid special j 
emphasis upon this voluntary | 
action. 

It is expected that the j 

I’ ilories and as a line of f opening of two more im- 
P location This last portant marts in Shantung 
CT^ most objection- |j "will soon follow, and anyone 
fc charactcrandibemost j| ^has been w^chmg the 

detrimental to China s rights 
,8 an inde£emient natiom„ 
f jpcorporatiun; so as to 

ionic under it. 
Thp Peking-Hackow and 

2tao-Tsinanfu roads may 
,e taken as represent- 
iivts of the third class. In 
ddition to the features 
ientioned, of the Shanghai 
anking road, these two 
,acls have their interests 
01 e or less identified with 

interests of their re- 
cc'ivc governments, and 

the 

trend of affairs during the 
past few years in that j| 

I province cannot but feel 1 
| that the aim of the Chinese | 
3 Government is to head off | 

the predominating control\:, 
Germany was seeking to | 
establish for herself. No 
doubt the chief credit of this 
counter scheme is due to: 
Viceroy Yaan Shih-kai, who 
has not lost his interest in 
Shantung since he relin-1 
guished its governorship and 
became Viceroy of Chihli. t 
He and his successor 
Governor Chou Fa and after 

Subscription, $7.50 per anunru 
him the present popular 
Governor Yang, have been 
working continuously to 

, ! check Germany in her design 
U01T AMOR PATRIAE : | fthfclfcin finnrftmp. noli final 

JUNE 6th. 1906 

ERMANY IN SHANTUNG 

That Germany is gradu- 
Nly relaxing her hold on, 
Ithe historic province of 
>haiatuog, the indirect result 
|f the recent war, there can 
03 no doubt. Chinanfu, the 
Npitai of the province and ; 

|0ne of the most enterprising 
I&ties in North China, has 

wm 

no 

( 

; I to obtain supreme political | 
1 and commercial control in I 

the province. About a year j 
ago the Chinese authorities 
requested the German Gov¬ 
ernment to withdraw its 

troops and barracks situated| 
not far from Tsingtau, witk- 

;|j in Chinese territory. Tnis 
request was refused at the ! 
time, but with the signal || 
defeat of Russia and the r 
fall of Port Arthur, a change 
took place in the situation, if 
Not only have the German; 
troops been withdrawn and; 
the barracks sold to China,; 

Isiternafirmf ? ,?P8ne(* M ] but the railway concessions 
Kade. Vhk ePen^aD^| ] from Chinanfu northwards; 

mo ©ven-ig worthy |.'4to Tientsin and westwards 
Juore than ordinary! 

to Chingfia^7“Fy which the 
Germans sought to extend 
their railway system in the 
province, have been restored 
to China. Recently when 
Governor Yang declined .to 
renew the contracts of thnW** 
German military instructors 
when their terms expired, 
the Germans made 
strenuous objection. 

By thus voluntarily throw 
ing open these important; 
marts to international trade, 
Germany’s scheme of pre¬ 
dominant interest and in¬ 
fluence is thwarted, and she 
is put on the same level as 
other countries seeking trade 
in the province. In the 
Chinanfu settlement, the 
Chinese authorities have 
preserved their sovereign 
rights and advantages. 
Land in the international 
settlement can only be 
leased for a term of thirty 
years, at which time the 
Government can buy out 
the interests of the holder at 
a value fixed by a commis¬ 
sion. The land must be 
built on in three years, and 
plans must be submitted to 
the local Board of Public 
Works. All postal, tele¬ 
graph, lighting and water A 
services, also policing, are 
exclusively in the hands of 
the Chinese authorities. 

Thus the authorities of 
Shantung have achieved a 
political success in the 
opening of Chinanfu, and 
China is to be heartily 
congratulated upon the 
favorable change which has 
taken place in the situation, 
in Shangtung vis-a-vis Ger- te 
many. 

But China will never rest 
satisfied until the German 
Kaiser makes up his mind 
to restore Kiaochou to its 

mu 



rightful owner, and eo long' 
as he retains it, so long 
will it be regarded as 
another Alsace and Lorraine 
by the Chinese, and there 

1 can never be other 
feelings than those of 

| hatred and resentment. It 
?; the Kaiser were as good a 
I statesman as he is a soldier, 

he would graciously offer to 
1 right the wrong he has 
I inflicted on this country, and 
I try to undo the past by 
1 really lending a band to 
|| help China in Tier present 
if hour of need. 

as 

BOOT NOT APPREHENSIVE 
ioo4~ ' lli. ‘At 
SECRETARY DOES NOT ANTICI¬ 

PATE FIGHTING IN CHINA. 

Military Preparations Merely a Pre¬ 

caution, in View of tlie Boxer Ex¬ 

perience—Reports of the Anti-For¬ 

eign Ferment in China More Alarm¬ 

ing titan Facts Appear to Justifyl— 

Situation One of Future Concern 

Bather than Present Alarm—Army 

Officers More Concerned Over the 

Outlook—Chinese Have Strong Rea¬ 

sons for Hating the Foreigners. 

[Special Dispatch to The Evening Post.] 

Washington, February 14.—Secretary 

Root, at whose suggestion additional regi¬ 

ments of infantry and batteries of artil¬ 

lery were dispatched to the Philippines 

to he near at hand in case of an anti-for¬ 

eign outbreak in China, is not appi ehen- 

sive of any armed conflict. He does not 

think that it will be necessary to send 

troops to China to protect American in¬ 

terests. But, moving with his customaiy 

prudence, he felt, in view of our expei i- 

ences during the Boxer rebellion in China 

in 1900, that this Government would be 

justly censurable if every precaution was 

not taken, that we might not be caught 

again in a state of unpreparedness. 

The very freedom with which the object 

of sending troops to the Philippines has 

been disclosed has given rise to reports of 

a much more alarming nature than the 

facts would seem to justify. Secretary 

Root to-day directed Charles Denby, chief 

clerk of the Department of State, and an 

expert on Chinese affairs, to examine thor¬ 

oughly all the recent reports from Mr. 

j Rockhill and our consuls in China and 

: to extract from them every paragraph or 

j sentence having reference t*> conditions 

that might lead to trouble. None of the 

•. reports that has come to Secretary Root s 

| desk, it may be said authoritatively, can 

i be properly described as “alarming. That 

I there is a ferment in China against foreign- 

f, ers, and particularly Americans, and that it 

j is growing, all of the reports agree. This 

1 feeling has not, however, yet assumed such 

proportions as to be considered seriouilf 

menacing in its aspect. “There is not one 

chance in forty of an armed clash with 

China,” one excellent authority puts it. 

The Chinese minister here has not made 

any representations to Secretary Root re¬ 

garding our action in sending troops to the 

Philippines, with the announcement that 

they were to be used in China if the cir¬ 

cumstances warranted. The present situa¬ 
tion is one of future concern rather than 

of present alarm. 

The calm with which the State Depart¬ 

ment views what may come is not shared 

by officers in the War Department, who are 

not so well informed. An ofBcer of the 

General Staff who made a special journey 

of observation to China, where he visited 

Shanghai, Canton, Pekin, and went as far 

into the country away from the cities as it 

was practicable, has returned to Washing¬ 

ton, fully expecting trouble. He remarked 

to-day: 

“China has nearer 150,000 trained troops 

than 60,000, and there are at least fifty Jap¬ 

anese officers serving with the army as drill 

masters. The allies could not repeat the 

performance of 1900, and the march to Pe¬ 

kin, unless with a much larger force, and 

after a hard and trying campaign. Every¬ 

where that I went about the cities and in 

the country I found the lower orders of the 

people ugly and sulky. They treated all 

foreigners with scarcely veiled contempt. 

The coolie classes, I believe, are ready now 

to massacre every ‘foreign devil’ in China, 

hut they are being held in restraint by the 

more intelligent, who counsel delay. /It 

seemed to me that everywhere I went the 

people were in a sort of ferment of discon¬ 

tent and rebellion against foreigners. 

“The reason is not far to seek, in my 

opinion. Any people would resent the 

treatment that foreign whites—American 

and European—accord the natives in China. 

They seem to show the great masses of the 
Chinese no consideration Whatever in their 

personal feelings. No Chinese are allowed 

in the parks in the foreign quarter in 

Shanghai. They may not even listen to the 

open-air band concerts, and great placards 

at the park entrances warn the natives to 

keep out. Foreigners driving out from Pe¬ 

kin go along in a slap-dash style, and the 

natives have to scatter to get out of the 

way to keep from being run over. 
“The missionaries are the only foreigners 

I found in China who were treating the na¬ 

tives with any sort of courtesy and decen¬ 

cy, and I believe that many of them would 

be spared in any general uprising.” / 

THE ORDER FOR AMMUNITION. 

[Dispatch to the Associated Press.] 

Washington, February 14. Regarding 

the order given by the Ordnance Bureau 

of the War Department to the Fraukford 

Arsenal for five million cartridges for tlje 

Krag-Jorgenson rifles, it was explained to¬ 

day that the supply of small arms am¬ 
munition had been permitted to run low in 

the Philippines, in view of the contemplat¬ 

ed change in the rifle, and that the otip- 

ply now ordered will he used to replenish 

it The capacity of the Frankford Arsenal 

is about 250,000 cartridges per day. 
At the State Department it is learned 

that while there is much disparity In the 

reports of consuls, owing probably to the 

existence of different conditions in the 

north and south of China, the general pur¬ 

port of the advices is that there has been 
interference with American trade by 

h„wntt. but that there is lack of tan 

gible evidence of an uprising. 
Anisri o-i y. 

petroleum, condensed milk, tobacco n 
ing machines, and the like have been 

under the ban, and the trade in those 
tides greatly injured. Eyen as far\. 

1 as the Straits Settlements, outside nf m " 1 
.-an-- ..-Enin;: 

sew- 
Piaced 

• -' iM 

proper, it is reported a Chinaman vrouhT 

jeopardize his life if he offered for sale 

or purchased an American sewing machine. 

IN TOUCH WITH THE MISSIONS. 

Some Concern in This City Over the 

Situation in China. 

That some uneasiness over the situation 

in China exists among those having in¬ 

terests there, was admitted to-day at the 
offices of the American Board of Foreign 

Missions, where it was started that a num¬ 
ber of cablegrams from Chinese mission 1 

stations had been forwarded at once to the 

State Department at Washington without J 
having been given publicity in New York. 

The Rev. Dr. A. J. Brown, who for years 

fyas had supervision of the missionary 

work in China, remarked that matters had 

come to such a pass that in the more trou1- 5 

bled districts missionaries had been given 
general instructions to keep in close cable 

communication with the home office. 
“There is no occasion for alarm over all 

this,” said Dr. Brown. “But the situa¬ 

tion is such that all the judgment and 
tact in the State Department is necessary 

to successfully cope with it, and until 
the policy of the administration is an¬ 

nounced it is better that all of us should 

be extremely careful in what we have to 

s?.ir.” 
In consultation with Dr. Brown to-day 

was the Rev. Henry W. Luce of Shantung 

College, at Wei-Hsien, Shantung province, 

China Mr. Luce has spent the last eight 

years in China, and is one of the best 

posted men on the situation in Amenca. 

He said: 
•■It is probable that the men who know 

most- about the situation wouM be the , 

least willing to act as prophets foi that 
land. The situation on leaving China about 

November 1 was something like this. 

BOYCOTT KEPT DOWN IN NORTH. J 

“My station is in Shantung in the j 

North. Under the strong administrate 

ot Yuan Shih Kai, who seems to be at 

the present time the wisest and strongest 

official in China, the boycott was kept 

to know and the reply was that to know, the disease 
by no means died out, tha 
bad ‘struck in’ so to speak; or m other 

words, that the movement was spreading 

inland, that some of the leaders of the 

ouiicls who seemed to have been most ac 
* 'starting tha movement were among 

to step u; but 

the affair had gotten beyond the’r 

At that time in Shanghai there 

quantities of American fodbmany 
that were unmarketab e’ ^ were 
merchants, even Chinese 

meeting with heai. • united States 
PH board coming back to ^ saying 

there were Americans ' , ruined. 
that their business was praot cally 

This was the case in °hM 
talking machines, it 

a good many of the 

Chinese newspapers are managed bY Jap 
e have suspected that toy 

tive in 
those who were 

firm, who dealt in 
been understood that JKjffil Chinese 

Kffigj anese, a and some 
m 



... ;n stirring up the boy- 

Kve liad a sh'°'r ' , hat commodities from 

’<■ “r-“yr “t U °»™ *•“ thr i 
&U *™ “ such action. I >” I 

»» «**“, „„ facta to »• 1 

- «f »«' I suspicion. tnar b 

'In re8al" nhinese are ally- | 
trade of f 

n 
nos 

■hether it is so 

regard to 

Japanese and 
Chinese 

i t^-el7%riteardherumors 1 
ie West, I have nQ facts in my | 

that effect, a ^ believe that such 

Tla°snet0Undouhtedly the whole move- 
tbe case. vising of a national 

Sent and those who 

t iHt ed on the boycott movement have 
fave cal’ . -nneft'led somewhat to national 
indoubtedly 1 bitter treatment some 

:f theU to enter the United States. 

-ifiT m-ohable that this national pride | 
K " 0cPnt time Is confined largely to gg 

1 "rSve hee. —M i. Western g 
nen something of Western I 

,_3 ^ V* m»CC! nf flU |earntHeSaandKha°sWnot reached the mass of 
counti ies, ,  L ± a+?n it is 

She peo£h^J^J«ii 

iur 

loqsible for skilful men to use this idea 

W stir up people, especially in this day 
Ihen newspapers of all shaues are multi¬ 

plying rapidly in China. Anything foreign 
is distasteful to the Chinese and it is prob¬ 

able that the appeal is made more strongly 
|o this feeling than to any other. Previously 
Mere has been no special feeling against 
Americans and it is regrettable that such 

strong feeling has been aroused agains 
country. Until the present boy- 

■tt no nation has been held in such high 
Lard as the United States. In meeting 
■Chinese in the past, it has always been 

(marked pleasure to us when asked what 
r honorable country was, to say that 

re were Americans. It was always sure to 

,11 forth from them expressions of ad¬ 

oration for our great land. 
J‘As to the present conditions, my in- 

imation for the last two months has been 

[cond hand, and as I said before, one 

iuld hesitate to act as prophet for the 
fements for that land for the Immediate 

;ure. We know that there is a large sub- 

■ata of superstition in the hearts of the 

iple and that skilled men can use that 
ierstition to arouse them to almost any 

tree of excitement. One feels as he 

ts toward that land and notes the con¬ 

cerns there that anything or nothing may 

ipen. It does not seem to me, however, 

,t it is a time for panic, but rather a 

te to exercise careful judgment and 

tdiness. Seriqus trouble may arise. On 

other hand, it is very possible that the 

ible may gradually pass away. 

1 

ATTITUDE OF OFFICIALS. 

JTo really gauge the situation, one would 

*3 to know both the attitude of mind of 

{officials in the south of China and 

Sir power to carry out their views. One 

Eld also need to know the state of mind 

V the common people, and so far as I 

jow at the present time, both of these 

kfients are largely uncertain. Whatever 

fy be the immediate outcome, sooner or 

ler it will pass by, and it is certain that 

|the end we shall find that China is more 

lake than ever. The possibilities in that 

(ion physically and mentally, as well as 

a military point of view, are very 

(t, and sometimes one thinking into the 

j*6 carefully is almost dazed at the pos- 
(Jties that may come to the world aa 

I great nation moves out into the current 

■odem history. One feels that Napo- 

observation 

“When China is moved she will move the 

world.” She has been moved and she is 

moving; and though I may be biased in my 

view, it seems to me that a fair considera¬ 

tion of the question on all its sides will 

lead a careful observer to believe that the 

hope of that land for its own real advance¬ 

ment as well as the real safety of the 

world depends on a wide extension of Chris¬ 

tian influence in that land. If with its 

military and commercial power it moves 

into the current of the world unrestrained 

by the force of its Christian civilization, 

one may well wonder what the outcome of 

it all will be. 
“At the present time the Christian 

Church in China has an influence far be¬ 

yond that which might be indicated by its 
numbers. The men of the best scholarship 

and most sterling character in China are 
coming from our Christian colleges. This 

kind of work for China pressed vigorously 

for the next twenty years, will do much for 
determining the kind of influence that Chi¬ 

na is to have upon the world. We believe 
that we should carry to China not only 

our oil and our cotton goods, but from a 
real altruistic motive, carry to her the 
best fruits of our civilization and learn¬ 

ing. If we could look a hundred years 

ahead we would probably be willing to give 

liberally for this, even from a point of 

view of self-defence. 
“Bishop Bashford of the Methodist 

Church, speaking to a group of men in 

Shanghai, said that he thought that the 
American workmen might even give to 

missions, as an economic measure. It has 
been reported that one of our senators has 

suggested that Chinese indemnity be re¬ 

turned to China to be used in the estab¬ 

lishment of schools and colleges, and to 

endow our American schools and colleges 
already existing there, which are the best 

in China. This in my mind, would not only 
be a fine and noble thing to do, but quite 
in keeping with the highest and best lines 

of modern statescraft. China for years has 

feared the white peril, and she has been 
saved from being divided by the noble ac¬ 

tion of Christian nations, in which our 
own country has had a notable part. If 
there is a yellow peril, and some men think 
there is, we may be glad on our part to 
be saved from it by China entering into 
the world animated by Christian ideals and 
purposes. She will do so if the uplifting 
Christian influences at work now in China 
received the support and practical encour¬ 
agement they need from Americans whose 
own blessings have been multiplied in this 
present day by these same influences work¬ 
ing in the past centuries in England and 
America.” 

THF, DANGER IN CHINA. 

1 

on that land is true- 

R. P. Schwerin's Warning to 3Iission_ 

aries to Get Ont of Interior. 

R. P. Schwerin, vice-president of the Pa¬ 

cific Mail Steamship Company, who has 

come East to testify before a Congression¬ 

al committee on the exclusion question, 

said yestrday: “There is likely to be great 

trouble in China this summer. I wouldn’t 

give a cent for the life of any Caucasian 

missionary who doesn’t get out of the in¬ 

terior. The boycott is back of it. The 

Americans were the most popular foreign¬ 

ers with the Chinese after the Boxer trou¬ 

bles of 1900. The moderation of our ar¬ 

mies in the field did it. But China has 

gone far since 1900—farther than any race 

in the same time. The awakening of China 

is here, and one of the first things they 

saw when they awoke was the treatment of 

the Chinese by the Americans. 

“The general awakening is due to the 

work of the Chinese Empire Reform sso 
ciation. This is a new organization and 

it has grown wonderfully- Its °^ec s a 
not anti-foreign, and neither^ is i°v0 u 

tionary. It teaches the reorg*“1Zaao°ption 
the empire on modern lines, th Pform 
of Western methods of industry, th 
of laws and resistance to dismemberment 
by the Powers. Toward the attempt of 
foreign Powers to gain Chinese b 
they are hostile. Toward foreign = 
I™ trying to introduce Western ^ustrial 

methods they are friendly. m0Vement 
China is far above all this, the mo 
comes from much farther down the line, 
but the throne has had to recognize both 
the reform movement and the anti-ore g 
a citation. The Government is trying 1 

has given it out that Ptr?b(. exclusion law 
has promised to see i^^then how much 
is modified. Yon can seethen how m 
depends on the action of C 

r * '• ' 

THE FUTURE OF CHINA. 

John \Y. Foster Says It Depends Much on ij 
the Resalt of the Russo-Japanese War. 

Washington, Nov. 25.—Th© Hon. -John «. 
W. Poster, former Secretary of State, and i 
for many years adviser to the Govern- | 
ment of China, delivered a lecture to-mght | 
before the National Geographic society I 
on the Chinese Empire. j 

To show that the spirit of intelligence was ,, 
brin g awakened in China, Mr. F oster porn ted f 
to the recent establishment of a domestic i 
postal system, to the rapid establishment. , 
of colleges and schools on the Western model i 
and the increasing number ox students i, 
sent abroad, particularly to Japan. He t 
referred also to the rapid establishment J 
of newspapers within the last few years, t 
scarcely 3n important town now being g 
without one, to the proclamations against 
footbinding issued by many of the viceroys, 
and to the material development of rail- J 
way construction. As to the future o, China l 
Mr. Foster said: 

“We cannot anticipate the same rapid ; 
development in Western methods which ] 
has attended the history of Japan during j 
the last half century. If for no other cause, j 
the different temperament of the race 
will prevent it. But it is quite certain that 
China has entered upon the task of inter- 
nal reform and transformation, and that 
the development, though it may be re¬ 
tarded. will not go backward. Its future 
depends much upon the final result of the 
present Russo-Japanese war. II it shall 
terminate with the permanent withdrawal 
of Russia from Liaoting and Manchuria, 
Japanese influence will be in the ascen- 

1 dency in China and the reform movement 
will go forward more rapidly. Already 
they are exercising a greater influence on 
the people than any other nationality. 
It is said that 70 per cent, of the foreign 
teachers are Japanese, and they are largely 
represented in the Chinese army. Their 
commerce with the country is growing 
more rapidly than that of any other na- 

have never regarded the ‘yellow peril’ 
with serious concern. Japan is too greatly 
leaver ed with the spirit of modern ideas 
to make race hatred a controlling motive 
of its foreign policy. If the present move¬ 
ment in China continues the anti-foreign 
feeling there must be greatly modified. 
The wonderful development of Japan’s 
military power certainly adds a new factor 
to the international problems of the world, 
but its policy will be along economic rather 
than racial lines. 
t> “Happily the ruling power to-day in the j 
Far East is Great Britain. Her Govern¬ 
ment has most heartily supported the efforts , 
of Set retary Hay to maintain the autonomy 
of China and an ‘open door’ there. 

“It is fortunate that the interests and 
the policy of the United States and Great 
Britain in the Far East so fully harmonize. 
Japan has manifested with equal hearti¬ 
ness its conformity to the same policy. 
There is no reason why the other commer¬ 
cial nations should not pursue the same 
line of conduct. Hence, if internal peace 

I is preserved the ancient Chinese Empire 
may look forward to an era of unprece¬ 
dented development and prosperity and 
add many more cycles to its unparalleled 
Mstory.” 

1 
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Lumber.. 275 798 (Well understood in Peking, and that it 
Furniture........ . og’^a not so much as Minister to the Govern- 

T , 0 nxent as it is as Minister to the American 
In the same yaar our dhief purchases from J people that Mr. Wu is about to return to 

WHAT THE TREATY WITH CHINA 
MEANS TO VS. 

The Steady Growth of American Trade 

Since 1875. 

To the Editor of The Sun—Sir: Now that 
our new commercial treaty with China has 
been signed, sealed and delivered, a brief 
study of our past trade with the “Celestial 
Empire” is of interest, as foreshadowing what 

the future is likely to bring us. 
Take first the record of our sales to China, 

by five and ten year period years, as it appears 
in the official reports of the Chinese Govern¬ 
ment and made known to us by the Bureau of 
Statistics Of our Department of Commerce 
and Labor. The figures are in haikwan taels: 

China were: 
American 

dollars, gold. 
Opium.. 1,297,803 
Furs, and manufactures of.*,..,..,. 818,457 

....... ,. „• » 

1,000,000 
8,893,508 

189,845 
8,974,643 
1,908,821 

Straw matting, estimated^. 
Raw silk........ 
Spices...,.. 
Tea 
Wool.,«...,,i 

A study of these figures gives us a partial 
idea of the present and future value of Secre-1 
tary Hay's fight for the “open door” lo China,] 

Walter J. Ballard. 
Schenectady, N. Y.. Oot. 16. 

ID, BRITISH SUBJECT,! 
• China's Our 

total imports. share. 
1 1876. _ 69,995,000 1,016,000 

| 1885. _ 89,407,000 3,315,000 

j 1895. _ 179,947,000 5,093,000 

j 1900. . 211,070,000 16,724,000 

1902. . 815,363,905 30,138,713 

RETURNS AS ENVOI1 

Here we see that China is not by any means 
the decaying empire, commercially, that the 
critics of trade expansion in the Far East 
would fain have us believe in considering the || 
future of the Philippine Islands as a factor in 
Far Eastern trade generally. We see that 
China’s imports increased nearly fivefold in 
twenty-seven years. At the same time our 
share of China’s import trade increased nearly 
thirtyfold in the same twenty-seven years. 
Yet the American “Anti-Imperialists' continue 

to wail, “^eep out of the Ear East.” 
Compared with other countries, our share 

in China’8 1902 import trade shows up well, f 
considering that the other nations named' 
have their own ships to carry their goods to 

China. The figures are: r<J#ls 

Great Britain... 57,624,610 
Incan      85,342,288 
India.'".':.:.... 88.037.439 
United States..   30,138,713 

We are now fourth on the list, whereas in 
1870 we were at the bottom of China s long list 
of supplying countries, our total that year 

being only 374,000 haikwan taels. 
Nominally. Hong Kong heads the list with 

her 188,524,169 haikwan taels, but that is mis¬ 
leading. The Chinese Government is careful 

to explain that imports entered as from Hong 

| China Again to Send to Us a 

Minister Whose Career 

Is Remarkable. 

DID MANY QfUEI 
5=5', 1 

UEER THINGS 

Surprise in Washington That State 

Department Permits His Return 

—Will Appeal to People. 

Kong really come from “Great Britain, Amer¬ 
ica, Australia, India, Straits Settlements 

and the coast ports of China. ” In a few years 
Manila will be our Hong Kong. Since 1870 
our direct sales to China have grown from 
874 000 haikwan taels to 30,138.713 haikwan 
taels, a nearly ninetyfold increase, against 

Great Britain’s not quite two and one half 
fold increase, from 24,181,000 to 57,624,610 

haikwan taels. 
Reokoned in American money our sales to 

$2,946,2091 
15,269,167 
18,603,369 

67,624,610 
33,037,439 
36,842,283 
30,188,713 

China show: 

1890.... 
1900 
1903. , . 

Comparing 1892 with 1002, the shares of each 
of the principal selling countries were: 

1892—Taels. 1902—Taels 

. 

United States.6,002,wo 

The average value of the haikwan tael in 
1902 Is given by the Chinese report as 63 cents, 
American gold. In the fiscal year ended June 

80. 1903. our chief sales to China wer® merican 
dollars, gold. 

289,637 
Wheat flour.. • •. 
Books, maps, engravings, &o 

1 Bloyclea. 
: Passenger and freight cars..*. 

Clocks and watches... 
Cotton cloths.-.**’ 

l Fruits and nuts.* ’ * 
Electrical appllanoes (not machinery)..•• 

Builders’ hardware.... 
Electrical machinery.. 

(i Sewing machines.. 
Locomotives (four)........- 

J Typewriting machines 

Mineral oils 
I Paper, and Its manufacture#. •••««* 

pi ;• | Bacon.. 
‘; j Hams 

'■/, Cigars and cigarettes 
• » • M.* eo-A • A ***• 

.♦M#»***«*»**ll^ 

30.649 
20,315 
32.650 
28,230 

18,689,860 
65,913 
47,079 
63.890 
21,061 
26,625 
25,400 
27,060 

1,886,089 
25,933 
16,233 
84,925 

701,443 

PEKING, Sept. 24.—The reappointment 
of "Wu Ting-Fang to his former post as 
Minister of China at Washington wasfc 

I gazetted this afternoon. He was reap- i 
1 pointed late yesterday. The Americans | 

here ascribe the action taken by the | 
1 Throne to the friendliness of the American 
i press to Mr. Wu, and express indiffer- 
| ence regarding the reappointment. 
I After leaving Washington Mr. Wu held 
I the lowest Ministerial post in the Foreign 
| Office, and was transferred to a subordi- 
| nate post in the Board of Punishments, 

where he brought about a revision of the 
I Penal Code and some civil codes and 
"I framed regulations governing limited lia- 
$ Uility companies, -which are all said to be 
'i of questionable value, as the effect ott 
1 their operation in China is not likely to 
’S be of any real use, and so far they have 
1 amounted to nearly nothing. 
1 The Foreign Office does not appear to 
jj have taken advantage of the experience of 
1 Mr Wu except during the boycott of 
| American goods. After the question of a 

revision of the Chinese exclusion law was 
dropped he was relegated to an infenoi 

post and then retired. 
In some circles here the career of Mr. 

Wu as a Chinaman abroad is viewed as 
being only second in s^c^Sb,1fF^nr i Hung 
standpoint to that ot the late Li Hung 

®MinS of theSera ^ which China sent 
linguists and not statesmen abroad. 

Special to The New York Times. 
WASHINGTON, Sept. 24.—The reap¬ 

pointment of Wu Ting Fang, a natural- 

J Washington. The Peking Government an 
;<! prehends that anti-Japanese feeling here 

1 will involve an acute revival of the anti- 
Chinese feeling. If Mr. Wu can “jolly" 
the American people out of their dislike 
of his countrymen it will not matter 
whether he maintains effective relations 
with the Administration, or is merely pex--1 
milted to remain on sufferance. 

It is rather surprising to Washington 
that the Administration will permit him! 
to return. Probably no Minister or Am¬ 
bassador of any foreign country ever 
trespassed so far on the laws of hospital- 
ity, personal and international. Nor was 
there any excuse for Wu sinning on the 
ground of ignorance, although he was ac¬ 
customed to carry off his pranks with I 
an ingfinue air worthy of a New York j 
soubrette. He was educated in England, 
he speaks the language like a native, and 
he was sufficiently familiar with Amer- 
ican laws, customs, and literature to de- 
liver able addresses upon them and to 
contrast them cleverly with Chinese in¬ 
stitutions. On one occasion Speaker Reed 
undertook to have some fun with “ the 
Chinaman ” at a dinner, and Mr. Wu 
turned the tables with witticisms at the 
expense of the “ Czar ” and ms autocratic 
rule of the House in a fashion that over¬ 
whelmed that statesman. 

Therefore when Mr. Wu delivered an 
address before a Southern audience, in 
which he calmly proposed intermarriage 
between the races as the solution of the 
negro problem, it was simply impudence 
on his part. When he developed the 
habit of propounding embarrassing ques- 

' tions to women whom he met in Wash¬ 
ington societv it became worse. Several 
Washington husbands and fathers fm&liyj 
let it be known that they would thrash 
him diplomatic immunity or no di¬ 
plomacy, if he persisted, and he revised 
me. ust or questions. 

Mr Wu came to Washington in 1897 
and left in 1902. In that time he made 
ooq sueeches, many of them of excep- 
tfona? merit.’ But by the time of his 
departure he had worn his welcome so 
thin that the State Department was daily 
expected to demand his recall. Officially 
his worst offense was writing a letter to 
China in which he suggested a boycott 
on American goods in retaliation for the 
wch^ion act This letter was printed, 
yet the State Department now declares it 
has no official evidence of his connection 

WlIthistmore0thant'thirty years now since 
a round-faced young Chinaman named 
Ho Kai went into the then youthful Brit¬ 
ish colony of Victoria, on the Island of 

, Hongkong and set about acquiring an 
l education'in the English schools Before 

long he acquired British citizenship and 
wfth it the name of Wu Ting-Fang Both 

I of these he has kept to this day. One he 
I has celebrated widely, hut the other he 
1 has permitted to lapse from public recol- 
3 lection and especially during his diplo- 
1 mntic prominence in the service of China. 

I and it was arranged for him to complete 

se^^fohSoe returned to Hongkoni ft 
and soon axreiw«iiu o ^ representing 

poSmSt ot M«'»“t5il0Sot°”.t0'o,„b8! 
native courts, but that d d ighments ha 

SSSHutSldSt accord Site the British 
sense of Humanly. „de a fortunate 

Meantime he had^ mad ^ inherited a 

marrlT aSdht&t” money was the Mg? 
subsequent financial prosperity, ri 

| EE SiCChinar|f Washington arouses 

J ?erP“ln1tt»i”St“et Mr”wJ’Ugef'TwU. 
I popularity among Americans throughout 
i,\ +Vipi rmintrv. who were attracted oy 
| Ibillty as a public speaker and all-round 

g “^success as an effective displomatic 
agent of his country was quite a differ 
mt matter. And despite the polite dis- 

I ^iniwBovc. issued from the State Depart- 
its knowledge of Mr. 

1 fortune, - 
of his subsequent imcLiie.et ^“*-h'ad' then 
once came near losin&f • ance and liked a penchant for Kamtes o chance a_e 

m high play. ultimately f revolt. 
4 brought his wife to the P al0ng, when! 
* The Chinese Hlew Year cam - i | debts 

every honest Chinaman gays^uB^ Wu 
in and squares up with all,in w)fe. 
I could not Pay. nor would « lat.on thing 

K«S frvipreiiDOn Wu did tne regu went 

1 Wu connection with the recent Chinese 
boycott of American goods, there is rea- 
so^ for believing that his diplomatic effi- 

, _j. c<a to f Oi3 Till1 
ciency hi 

W- '■ 

■ Thereupon Wu did tne wfint 
prepared for smcide and acma y mi 

m through the motions of swallowmghey 
! 1 Mrs. Wu repented She .nes0^nt)nue to 

tingulshed husband t0 ndCOnwhen 

llve '°rthahter ltSawas ^possible, 
not 

he | 

replied that it was ^ tne1 
heP could not Pay Hi| a ld pay ! 
frantic lady declar®d^„„rtunelv. pumped 

Kd ?oaVo»‘“intY.‘-g.sph.ro of use- 

,UAn!f bolioved her. that. Tu™ SWh K.h j 
the successor of recognized 
Svor of the Throne has now™ £ t 

for believing that ms Olploinauc em- umm Klhtwt here' for tbeL^HglnaLly 

? -.. 1 “ S’ s ’"’H iSSrssggygL 
I 
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November 14, > 904- 

DEATH. 

On Sunday afternoon, 13d! November, 1904, 
at 1 Nagasaka-cho, Tokyo, Elizabeth Thorn¬ 

ton, Head of S. Hilda’s Mission, aged 52. The 
funeral will be on luesday at 2 p.m., from S. 

Andrew’s Church. 

THE FU1URE OF MANCHURIA. 

Viceroy Chang Chiii-tung is said to have 

memorialized the Throne with reference to 

the future of Manchuria. His opinion is that 

if Japan succeeds in driving Russia out of 

the Three Provinces, China must recover 

them, and the only equitable way of doing 

so is to pay to Japan a fair indemnity. 

That seems to us to be a very sensible pro¬ 

position, especially as it is accompanied by 

advice that every nerve should be strained : 

to organize an army capable of thereafter re¬ 

sisting Russian aggression. China ought to 

be able to protect herself. That she is not 

must be attributed to her policy of trusting 

to reason rather than to force; a policy 

that does her much credit and places 

her on a higher pedestal of civilization 

than that occupied by any of those who 

point the finger of scorn at her. But of 

what use is it to talk of civilization now-a- 

days ? The hard, incontrovertible fact is 

that no law has any final force except the 

law of might. Every nation devotes itself 

to increasing and perfecting its armaments. 

Latest of all the United States has allowed 

itself to be carried away by the turbid stream, 

and is beginning to shout for imperialism 

and a monster navy. As for Japan herself, 

she never established the least title to inter¬ 

national respect until she showed that she 

* could wield weapons of destruction as stout¬ 

ly as any other Power. It was in vain 

that she gave proofs of her attachment to1 

enlightened progress and of her craving | 

after good. Supercilious tolerance little 

' short of contempt remained her reward. 

But when she showed that she possessed in 

full measure the heritage of savage animals, 

claws and fangs, then the refined Occident, 

began to regard her with favour and de¬ 

ference. The sole avenue to international! 

consideration in this 20th century is that of! 

physical prowess, and no security against! 

the laids of civilized states can be obtained! 

except by developing force to resist them. 

China has to step down into the dust of the! 

&iena if she wants to remain an independent! 

entity. Perhaps it is too late. Many! 

shrewd observers think that it is. At any 

rate there lies the only road to salvation. 

Whether Japan be morally superior to thej 

nations of the West we do not know orj 

pretend to judge. What we do know, how¬ 

ever, is that she is required to live up toj 

a standard which not one of them attains. 

Therefore it is conceivable that having ex-1 

pelled the Russians from Manchuria at im¬ 

mense cost of life and treasure, she mayj 

consent to do what no other Power in the 

world would do under the circumstances, 

step down and efface herself. The thing is 

not wholly impossible. But to count on it 

would be utopian, and China had better not) 

deceive herself with any futile hopes. When 

! the day of settlement comes it will not be j 
j altogether one-sided. Japan will doubtless 

be prepared to lend China aid to the extent 

of training and even leading her troops, but 

she is not going to perpetually discharge the 

unrewarded task of guarding Chinese in- 

[tegrity. 

Ghow-fu Sends Letter. 

According to Shanghai papers, the 
following despatch was sent by viceroy 

Johowfu to the British Consul General 
[Shanghai: “Hitherto the Chinese 
IGovernment has been held responsible 
for damages in anti-Christian dis¬ 
turbances only, in which the Chinese 

[local authorities failed to afford the 
necessary protection In the case of 

The International Settlement, where 

the Chinese officials have no power to 
make any arrest or to put a notice, the 
responsibility of protecting the mer¬ 

chants rests with the Municipal Police, 
who collect the taxes. In the riot of 
the 18th, the police were not called 
out to maintain order, but were only 
kept to protect the stations, thereby 
affording an opportunity for the loa¬ 

fers and ruffians to plunder and loot. 
Chinese soldiers moreover, were not I 
permitted to carry arms and hunt out 

the rioters. Such being the case, to| 
make the Chinese officials responsible! 

for the damages inflicted by the rioters! 

is unreasonable.” 

^ W'-< 

. hcC. 
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DUCIT AMOR PATRIAE 

APRIL 17th, 1908 

[MEMORIAL OF DUKE 

| TSAI AND HIS FELLOW- 

arscn&ls, the police sys-j 
]tern, the courts of justice,! 
the postal geivice, and other! 
departments of government-! 

jal administration, 

j In addition, the mem- 
orialists had many interviews 

| with the ministers and! 
[statesmen of Japan such as| 
IMarquis Ito and others, also1 
|noted jurists and scholar* 
I from whom they obtained|| 

COMMISSIONERS 

Wegiveoelowtranslat on, ° a q{ coaservativo 
of a memorial seat to the and ^ licies. 
Tnrone by Bake Taai and am g ki ^generally, the 
two Fellow-Commissioners U - -■ -r   

much valuable information 
with regard to the principles 
of legislation and the relative f 

V Tl _ . ___ rtriVhnAWTTO riVT.li R 

| regarding their experiences 
■Jin Japan. 

The memorialists state 
that upon their arrival at 
Tokyo, they at once present-1 

fled their credentials at the 
'Court of the Mikado which 
Tact was duly cabled to the 

^Throne at the time. 
Since the Restoration in 

^Japan, all their laws and 
principles of government 
have been borrowed from 

iEurope, but with certain 
| modifications to suit the 

conditions and customs of 
lithe Japanese people.. These 
^adopted laws and principles 
Sof government were subse¬ 

quently amended from time 
to time. Their details are 
so complicated, however, 

tefthat unless one were, to 
.study them in their practical 
Working, it would ba difficult 
jto grasp their bearings. 

During many successive 
days, the memorialists to¬ 
gether with their secretaries 
and interpreters went to 
inspect the Upper and Lower 

principle of the J&panes 
government is to give the 
ministers and people a voice 
in the discussion of public 
affairs, while the supreme 
power of administering the 
Empire is retained in thel 
hands of the Mikado. They 
latter has absolute power in| 
certain cases, but nothing' 
of national importance is 
withheld from the knowledge 
of the people. The Japan¬ 
ese people are clever, 
strong, industrious and 
economical, while their 
political systems, are homo- ? 
geneous and perfect. Their 
success in becoming a strong 
nation is due to a certain | 
extent, to reforms in their | 
laws, to skilful organization 
of their army and navy, and 
to government encourage¬ 
ment given to agriculture 
and commerce. But the 
foundations of their present ^ 
greatness as a nation has || 
been derived from generate 
education. Since the time of 
y1© Restoration, a system of 
compulsory education has 

mspecs 1 prevailed throughout the 

different ‘ ^dacationall country, by wMch every 

institutions in Tokyo, ^fcfig“d to attend School. 
Pn-llC afd private, | Atl Japanese are tanght the 
military head quarters. tnei ^ Jm*** 

duty of supporting their 
Government by the payment 
of all lawful taxes, by H 
serving in the army 0P 
navy, and by cherishing a 
deep love for their country. | 
By the aid of learning their 
laws have been perfected 
their education well provided 
for, their righteousness 
advanced, their military 
service strengthened, their 
industries developed, and 
their manufactures im¬ 
proved. They are net 
ashamed to imitate others, 
nor are they unwilling to 
practise self-sacrifice. By 
combining the material 
civilization of Europe with 
the learning of China, Japan 
has succeeded in moulding 
a special character for her 
people and nation. The 
administrative departments 
wbww"" > - '. Ate; 

of Japan may not be with 
out flaws, yet the fact 
that in the course of about 
thirty years,an Empire which 
consists of three islands only 
has so strengthened itself as; 
to have contended successful¬ 
ly against one of the world’s 
greatest military Powers is 
an achievement not to be 
lightly regarded. As to 
Japan’s statutes and laws, 
it was alter repeated revi¬ 
sions and amendments by 
her Mikado and Ministers 
that they attained to their 
present state of perfection. 
The memorialists will make 
careful translations from por¬ 
tions of their statute books, 
they will forward to the 
Throne copies of the rules 
and regulations of procedure 
in the different legislative 
and administrative depart¬ 
ments, they will keep, a 
careful record of information 
obtained in interviews, and 

they will gather 



. ,,.i„,tnver facts asi par basis that they may 
of advantage to beofservice. Itissiipalatad 

W!- ,„;th the view of that the men be drilled ni| 
Fhl-a;Xm adopted for her the Eaglish method in con-; 
having t"CB * with the foreign' 

| needs. 

BitoriFlU®, *7.50 pa, aanum 

ducit amor patriae 

the CHINESE 
VOLUNTEER CORPS 

On North Chekiang road, 
the companies of 
and business men ere facing 
and marching away, i he 
unwieldy bodies are gra- 
dually losing their stn ness. 
A few of them are seen \ iding 
to Chang’s Garden or Jess- 
field—the men of the embryo, 
cavalry. There has been a 
demand for rifles, fcad a 
piece of land is being 
obtained for a rifle-range. 

Men are asking, “ What 
will be the out come of the 
Volunteer Corps?” “Oh! It 
U all a farce,” rejoins one ” 
and “ besides there is no 
occasion for their existence. 
We have our Palice- force 
and the foreign volunteers.” 
Another says, that they may 
drill away, bat as they 
must first obtain permission 
from the Municipal Council 
to keep arms, there is every 
reason to believe that they 
do not get any. 

We understand, that the 
Chinese authorities are 
aegotiating in behalf of 
the volunteers, with the 

ripal authorities, for 
some definite plan to 
)laee them upon a pro- 

formity with the foreign! 
volunteers and not in the I® 
American, as hitherto. Audi 
tho Council will engage af; 
new Mapr from England to1 
drill them, and then, and only 
then, will the Chinese 
Volunteer Corps be recog¬ 
nised by the Settlement 
Authorities. 

In view of these condi¬ 
tions, it will not be difficult 
we presume, to arrive at 

* _ —MW—  

hasty conclusion. At present, 
tho men have not acceded 
to the conditions. Because 
they think that to change 
from the American drill to 
the English one, it would 
mean so much labour lost, 
for it is almost four months 
since they started. Besides, 
all the officers are acquaint¬ 
ed with the American drill 
only, having learnt it at an 
American Institution. These 
difficulties can be easily 
overcome, however, as the 
amount of drill they have 
already gone through, will 
not be totally lost. For a 
mao who ean really drill 
well in one way, it would 
not take long for him to 
master the other, especially 
when the languages are the 
same and the methods, simi¬ 
lar. Then, as the range of 
military knowledge nscessar v 
to a volunteer covers the 
ground of a cadet the 
officers would require adi- 
tional lessons any way, so 
that they might as well 
learn the English method—» 
and that more thoroughly. 
With their rsuporior know¬ 
ledge in English they can. 
always command respect l 
enough to be non-conk P0: 
missioned .officers. 

There b one condition, 
however, the Chinese au¬ 
thorities should not fail to 
advance, and that is the || 
Chinese Volunteer Corps may 
be placed under tho command 
of an English Major, but it 
shall be mutually understood 
that they shall be for the - 

m 

ifi 
■mW 

express purpose of protect- 
ting the lines of peaceful 
Chinese and their property, 
for that is one of the princi¬ 
pal reasons which called | 
tho Volunteer Corps intop 
existed. During the late! 
[riot, the Consulates, thep 
[Town Hall, and tie Country- 
Club were guarded by Vo¬ 
lunteers and Marines, while 
the policemen w\re no 
where to bo found, vith the 
result that the lives and 
property of Chinese were 
totally at the mercy of tho 
rioters and ruffians. Several 
Chinese shop were 0]enly 
looted, for those men vith 
mercenary intention \ere 
equally keen in looting, <bi- 

or foreign nese or foreign proper 
mattered little to them. 

The above condition is 
wo admit, selfish, but it is 
advanced by the memory of 
one incident of 1900. Pre¬ 
vious to entrance of the! 
Boxers into Peking, alls 
missionaries and Chinese^ 
converts hastened to the; 
Legations for protection. 
After the first rush was 
over, men at the legations 
availed the lull to repair to 
their several homes to get 
their for gotten valuables 
and other things in order to ; 
prepare themselves against) 
a lengthy beseige. Fore-?; 
ianers and Chinese alike 
issued forth each straight: 
to his home. Among them: 
one foreigner asked several’ 
Chinese Christiansto help 
him to remove his valuables. 

m I: 



■nr, i. ' , f ' Tt ^ • What a request! Upon re¬ 
fusal, that worthy cried, 
“You dogs, iflhad the power. 
I would lock every one of you 

a a * /* « « •VT . * 

out,” 

— 

(of the Legations). 
Such was a missionary and[l 

B educationalist’s behaviour 
Iduring the time of general 

alarm . and unsafely. One 
can of ten feel his presence 
in society by his self* asser¬ 
tiveness^ 

To what an extent Shang¬ 
hai will grow, no one can 
predict, so there may be a 
day when Chinese Volunteers 

|will be required to lend a 
•i helping hand in the 
I preservation of order and the 
I protection of property in a 
Jcity, which one day may vie 
| with one of the largest ports 
I of the west. The men in the 
I ranks it should be remember¬ 
ed, are quite interested in 

1 the welfare of the model 
| settlement as most foreigns 

are, therefore let there be 
implicit trust on both sides. 

| That is a step to “ reform 
| in real earnest—at both 

'GERMANS DISTURBERS, 

| SAYS SIR LIANG-CHENG 

Minister Declares They Want the 

World in Which to Bustle. 

>)x/TTV'^A'' 

CHINA DOES NOT DESIRE WAR 

And Will Take Terrible Vengeance on 

Persons Responsible for the 

Harming of Foreigners. 

T- , ,, V'/' 
harmed, the Emperor’s soldiers wfli 
pounce upon the community that harbors 
the miscreants and lay it waste should 
they be unable to find every one of the 
scoundrels responsible, directly or indi¬ 
rectly, for the trouble. 

“ The slaughter will be sickening If the 
Government is driven to reprisals. Yuan 
Shl-ICai, the great Viceroy of Pe-chi-Li, 
set the example for this sort of rigid 
work in the Boxer uprising of 1900. The 
slaughter of the Chinese by the Emperor’s 
soldiers will be more horrible than that 
of Yuan’s soldiers six years ago if the 
miscreants now working to involve China 
In foreign trouble do not desist. 

“ Millions of dollars have been expend¬ 
ed by the central Government in the last 
six years in bringing the army up to a 
proper condition of efficiency. China does i 
not want to go to war. We are a peace- 

I able people. War is hateful, awful, hor- 
S rible—hell 1 ” 
1 “Is there likelihood of a foreign war? ” 
| was asked. 

None, so long as the outside world 
lets China manage her own affairs.” 

“ Is it a fact that Germany or Germans 
are mainly responsible for a large part 
of the trouble threatened in China? ” 

“ The Germans are aggressive,” the 
,, Minister replied. “ Since the dawn of 
v your civilization the Germans have been 
i the disturbers of the peace and repose 
ti of other peoples and nations within what 
| is now the Christian domain. They seem 
1 always discontented with what they have. 
I Their energy appears to demand the 
I whole world in which to bustle. I do not 
| say that they are responsible in any sense 
I for what is going on behind the scenes in 

China, I merely tell you that I have 
heard that stated in well-informed and re¬ 
sponsible quarters. 

“ I am keeping my Government in¬ 
formed of all I know and all I hear. I 
have pleaded with the authorities at 
Peking to be careful to see that foreign¬ 
ers of all classes are treated unusually 
well in China while this agitation lasts. 
I have learned that my advice 1» being 
followed all over China. 

“ The Chines© have adopted a new in¬ 
ternal policy. There will be no more con¬ 
cessions to foreigners. The granting of 
concessions to foreigners has been a too 
fruitful source of trouble to be continued. 
And so we shall attend to our own af¬ 
fairs in future, and we hope the outside 
world—the Christian world—will permit 

us to do this. 
«When I reflect that all of Christen¬ 

dom is an armed camp I am convinced 
that we are more peaceably and neighbor¬ 
ly inclined than is the Christian world. 
I suspect that statistics would show that 
there are to-day more men in uniform , 
and with deadly weapons in their hands 
than at any other period in the world’s 
history. Even China is armed to pro¬ 

tect itself.” 
“ Why is the Government of the United 

States strengthening its military forces 

i In the Orient?” was asked. 
| “ That is something I do not under- 
) stand,” replied Minister Chentung. 

SAYS MISSIONARIES ARE SAFE. 

Telegram from Shanghai Received by 
the Presbyterian Board. 

The Presbyterian Board of Foreign 
Misslons sent the following telegram on 
Friday to its mission station at Shanghai: 

X,! “ Are any of our missionaries in peril? 
If so, who and where?” 

The board yesterday received the fol¬ 
lowing reply: 

“ Missionaries not In peril. Everything 
is encouraging.” 
mamma 

■ 
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| BIG CHINESE ORDER FOR ARMS. 

Includes ioo Cannon - Prof. Fryer 
Thinks Outlook Very Serious. 

U BERKELEY, Cal., Feb. 17.—Prof. John 
i Frver head of the department of Oriental 
1 languages of the State University, says 

WASHINGTON, Feb. 17.—Sir Chentung 
1 Liang-Cheng, the Chinese Minister, is 

I quoted as saying in an interview: 
"4 “ There is no danger whatever of an up- 
:./! rising in China against foreigners. It s 
I lrue> of course, that there is political agi- 
1 tation in China, but its object is to crea e ianguaBcB — - , * ^ 
I such excitement as to cause international | a copy o£ a Chinese newspaper, which 
1 complications with a view to crippling, i£ | has just reached here, contains_ the_ news 

§| not wholly destroying, the present dynas- 
t? ty. My Government is amply prepared o 
M meet any emergency. I do not mean tha 
f§ China is threatened with a revolution, u 
M that a small party of malcontents is sav¬ 

ing despeiately to stait a ie strong or III in^ China believes that the present trouble HI 
the movement would not be ferrous ^ in cmna, ^ tVlat tV)£ 

p that the Chinese Government has ordered 
jl'i 1 000,000 small arms and 100 cannon from 
|f Manufacturers in Germany in prepara- 
fl tion for the threatened war with foreign 

H powers. 
■* Prof. Fryer, who has spent thirty years 

• dangerous. 
“ My Government is keeping rne mmu 

% ly informed. If as a result of the ag a. 
• on a worthy foreigner is 

HMi« the most serious that the nations have 
it had to deal with since relations with the 

Chinese Empire were established. Hi* 

J 
BBpi 
maa w I *>' * 

|| tion now ^ojng MM 
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Further reports with regard to the dis¬ 

turbance at Nan--chang in Kiangsi province 

iava been received in Tokyo. A Shanghai 

telegram (Jiji) says that by the assistance of 
the Chinese authorities five foreign nursing 

sisters and twenty-seven missionaries, includ¬ 

ing three Catholic priests, have arrived at 

Kiukiang. Mr. A. P. Quirmback, of the 

Methodist Episcopal Mission, is still at Nan 

chang. The eldest daughter of Rev. Mi 

Kingham, who was severely wounded by the 

rioters, died while on her way by steam- 

launch to Kiukiang. The corpses ot the 

foreigners who were murdered by the natives 

were brought to Kiukiang on February 27th. 

The French cruiser Descartes and the Ameii- 

can gunboat Eleanor have left Shanghai for 

1 Kiukiang. . , t . 
The Asa/n s Shanghai correspondent gives 

a curious report as to the Chinese trouble at 

I Nan-chang. Wan-kuan, who murdered the 

' magistrate of Nan-chang, is not a native, 

according to this correspondent, but a French 

\ missionary whose real name is Laksier (?) 

{ It seems to be suggested that the foreigner 
£ i,ad disguised himself as a Chinaman. Before 

\ the murder the priest invited the Magistrate 

| to his church and there through a converted 

S native named Liu made an illegal demand 

| upon the official. The last named resisted 

the demand and a vvaim debate ensued with 

$ the result that the Magistrate seeing no other 

I course open attempted to commit suicide, 

y While he was in the act of turning a 

I sword against his own throat he^ was 
K qgt upon by Liu and the Fiench 

priest, who stabbed him twice, inflicting 

wounds to which he succumbed on Feb. 

27th. Wan-kuan, alias Laksier, fearing the 

anger of the Chinese, set fire to his church 

and sought to escape but was caught while 

fleeing from the burning building and 

killed. The foreign newspapers of Shanghai, 

adds the Asahi’s correspondent, express 

svmpathy with the murdered official but if' 

deep indignation at the outbreak. The m 
Governor-General of Kiangsi is reported to 

have requested the French Consul at Shang¬ 

hai not to despatch a warship to Kiukiang 

until the troubles have been settled by the 

native authorities. The French cruiser 

Descartes, however, has gone up river and 

a British gunboat is proceeding to Nan-chang. 

A later telegram from Shanghai states j 

that order has been restored in Nan-chang 

and that five thousand troops are stationed 

at various points. _ j 
We learn from a Peking telegram in the 

Jiji that in consequence of the Nan-chang 

outbreak the Governor of Kiangsi has ten¬ 

dered his resignation. A Chinese official 

version of the origin of the outbreak says 

that pretexting a desire to entertain the 

magistrate of Nan chang the French mis¬ 

sionary invited him to his house and 

took him to a private room where he 

produced a letter and asked the official 

to sign it. On the latter refusing because 

the request made in the letter was injurious 

to the public peace, the missionary menaced g 

, 

- 
him with a revolver and finding himselt tlius 

intimidated the magistrate attempted to com¬ 

mit suicide, injuring himself with a sword. 

A telegram to the Kokumin from Peking 

says that on receipt of a report that the 

Hunghutsz from Manchuria were crossing 

the frontier into Chili, German troops were 
concentrated at Shan-hai-kwan with a view I 

to preventing the banditti from committing 

*"a sensational report is published by the 

Hochi to the effect that Russian workmen j 
employed on the Amur _ portion of Jlie 

Siberian Railway have joined with Mon 

golian tribes and mounted banoitti. i hey 
are making preparations to create a rebellion 

against the Russian Government 
Keen as must be our sympathy with the 

victims of these terrible outrages, the ques¬ 

tion of real moment is the significance at- 
U Oil Ol 1 Cd L  - — 0 . , 
taching to them in an international sense. tacmng mem -.-- . . ^ r 
Do they really represent the beginnings of | 

a general anti-foreign movement in China 

or3 are they merely a recurrence of acts 

which have marred the story of China 

relations with the West ever since her people 

discovered themselves to be degraded beings 

in Occidental eyes? Japanese papers seem 

a little perplexed to answer these questions. 

The Nichi Nichi Shimbun which for obvious 

reasons must be held to speak with excep¬ 

tional discernment writes in very stiong 

terms. It says that the so-called policy ot g 

Rights’ Recovery is in reality inspired by 

anti-foreign feeling. Granted that China 

succeeded in getting back into her own 

hands all the mining, railway, and 

other privileges hitherto granted by her 

to foreigners would she herself utilize them . 

It is exceedingly doubtful. . The stior.g 

probability is that her motive is uniquely to 

recover these privileges without any thought 

of what should be done with them aftei 

recovery. Thus this movement is to be j 

regarded not as the outcome of China’s ; 

deliberate perception of her own capacities, \ 
but rather as an outbreak of the resentment . 

that has been smouldering for yeais in the 

bosom of the Chinese in consequence of 

their masterful treatment by foieigiieis. 

Pushing its analysis a step further our 

contemporary thinks that this outbreak 

reflects in part the influence produced in 

China’s mind of the Russo-Japanese Wai. 

| The Chinese, seeing simply the victories won 

by their. Oriental neighbour, formed a new 

estimate of Oriental puissance and without 

analyzing their own capacity arrived at the 

conclusion that merely by combination . 

anything could be achieved. Thus their ; 

anti-foreign feeling is a kind ot sentiment j 

built entiiely on an entirely hollow founda- j 

tion. Neverthless the premise must be | 

admitted that the present commotion has its 

origin in anti foreign feeling and that if a 

match be applied to this magazine by any 

strong and ambitious hand a very serious 

explosion may result unless the 1 eking 

Government takes speedy steps to deal with 

the trouble in its early stages. It is not 

impossible that the very integiity of the 

Empire may be imperilled. 
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agrees that the 
China have their orimii 

feeling but says that their 
cause according to the views of 

eigners and Japanese alike is to besought 

, , tl,at Japan’s signal victories open¬ 
ed Uuna s eyes. It is very well that China’s 
eyes should be opened,but howcan we regard 
as the result of a genuine awakening lierpre- 
sent violent and murderous attempts to 
recover her rights? Were she really j„ 
earnest she would have paused to consider 
her own resources before engaging in this 
desperate scheme. It is reported that Japan 
has conveyed a warning to China but no 
practical effects are yet visible. If China’s 
awakening were a gradual process : if she 
proceeded by deliberate and circumspect 
methods to assert herself she would deserve 
to be congratulated. But nothing can be 
mote hazaidous than an essay to recover all 
at one coup tights and privileges which have 
been enjoyed by foreigners for many tens of 
yeats. By sucn action she not only imperils 
her own independence, but also threatens 
to involve in serious trouble Japan also, whose 
position will compel her to assist in restoring 
order within her neighbour’s territory. 

The Chuo Shimbuu while admitting that 
great disturbances generally have their prox¬ 
imate causes in petty events thinks never¬ 
theless that the events now occuring in China 
are not prompted simply by anti foreign 
feeling but have their origin in a desire to 
exclude foreigners altogether from the trade 
and industry of the country. In that respect 
this disturbance differs from the Boxer riots. 
There is in fact a combination of sentiment 
and business, a combination which 
considerable force. Some people say that 
what we are now witnessing is the awaken¬ 
ing of the Chinese people. We do 
share that view. The real awakening o 
a nation would not be signalized by 
such unreflecting displays of anti-foreign 
sentiment. Could anything be more silly on 
China’s part than to grasp at the recovery 
of rights which she cannot herself enjoy? ft 
Could anything be more foolish than to™ 
slaughter missionaries for that purpose 
when the murder of one missionary 
icost China Kiaochow? In a word China 
s staking her very existence on a most 
reckless enterprise and Japan should spare 
no effort to restrain her. 

The Yomiuri Shimbun on the contrary 
says that according to the reports thus far 
received the Roman Catholic priests them¬ 
selves would appear to have been directly 
responsible for the Nanchang trouble and 
that it would consequently be premature to 
ascribe the affair to anti-foreign feeling. 
Nevertheless it will have the effect of in¬ 
tensifying that feeling and thus we come 
back to the old trouble that if the relations be¬ 
tween foreigners and Chinese are ever to be 
pleasant and smooth the conduct of religious 
propagandists must be subjected to greater 

restraint. 
The Kokumin Shimbun writes vehemently 

vith regard to the extraordinary charges 
•referred bv the New York Tribune against 

the Japanese. It describes these charges as 
a deliberate attempt to injure the friendly 
relations existing between Japan and Ame¬ 
rica, and as an exhibition of ignorance 
seldom displayed in the columns of a 
newspaper. 

v. 

great 

The Examiner, noting the discussion that j ^ 

has grown out of the recent letter of Mission¬ 

ary Fulton in The Evangelist, comes strongly 

to his support in calling for common protec¬ 

tion in all parts of China without reference 

to “ treaty ports. ” Our contemporary proceeds : 

Let us grant for a moment the correctness 

of this statement that the foreigner has no 

rights under the treaties. But the Chinese 

Government has allowed our missionaries in 

the face of day to go everywhere, and in so do¬ 

ing, it has tacitly granted them the right of 

residence. Supposing that they have no rights 

under the treaties, it would be competent for 

China to say to them : “You must not go in¬ 
land.” It would have been competent for 
China to have ordered them to withdraw and i 
to have enforced its decree. That is one 
thing. But it is a very different thing for the 
Chinese officials to stir up the mob, already 
inflamed to madness against foreigners by the 
recent humiliating defeats, and for the mob, 
with the silent or expressed approval of the 
officials, to set on fire the houses of the mis¬ 
sionaries, to spear them, to murder their inno¬ 
cent children, to burn them in their own 
homes, to dig out their eyes—this is a very 
different thing. Even though these foreign¬ 
ers are guilty of the flagrant crime of being 
missionaries, though they have dared to erect 
hospitals and to treat gratuitously millions ot 
Chinese patients, yet after all they are human 
beings and they are entitled to be treated as 
human beings, and the nation whose citizens 
they are have a perfect right to demand for 
them the treatment everywhere accorded 

H among civilized nations to human beings. 
™"™ Under recent legislation the Chinese, with a 

few trifling exceptions, are excluded from this 
country. But suppose that, unchecked by tne 
authorities with their at least passive permis¬ 
sion a thousard Chinese should settle in 
America and should engage in peaceful am 
humane pursuits. Would the fact that they ; 
were here contrary to the law justify the local 
magistrates in stimulating a mob to attack 
and murder them and their women and chil¬ 
dren? The Nation, on its own showing, would 
be compelled to answer in the affirmative. 

But the facts are distinctly not as stated in 
The Nation. The following, which we receive 
from a source entitled to absolute confidence 
states the case clearly and correctly Up to 
1860 the right of American missionaries, as ot 
those from other nations,.was hunted to the 
treaty ports of China ; but the treaty of Tient 
sin in that year opened the country at largej to 
the entrance of missionaries as well as other 
representatives of foreign powers. The treaty 
which the United States has with China 
assures to the citizens of the United States all 
the rights that are granted to the most 
favored nation, and our missionaries, wherever 
they go in China, are not only underJibe pro¬ 
tection of the American government, but have 
a right to expect protection from the Chinese 
government while pursuing their proper duties, 
in accordance with the terms of the treaty 
above named. The case is not simply that 
missionaries of various nations, our own in¬ 
cluded, have since 1860 penetrated farther and 
farther into the interior of China without op¬ 
position from the Chinese government, and so 
have enjoyed virtually the protection of the 
Chinese government; but the situation is niuc 1 
more positive and clear. Our missionariesi in 
the province of Shansi, six hundred miles 
fromPthe sea, are as much under the protec¬ 
tion of the American Government as those in 
Tientsin itself, and the Chinese government 
has in many a case acknowledged its obliga¬ 
tions to afford protection to missionaries m 

[the interior provinces. ” 
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! foreigner5 ill-treat natives, A conversation 
day with a 

t }iod the other 
gentleman revealed a growing bitternese 

iainst the foreigner that somewhat sur- 

oris.d me until he explained the cause of 

l He «ave four main reasons for com¬ 

plaint which I will put in the order of 

seriousness as considered by the natives:— 

p_Tho proud and slighting manner of 

foreigners poking Chinese in the ribs to 

gat them out of the way, even using sticks, 

umbrellas, hands or feet to strike tor kick 

if the stepping aside is not sufficiently ex¬ 

peditious. 
2#_The spoiling of farmers’ ground by 

«hunters,” rand the losses incurred by 

villagers from dogs taking away ducks, 

chickens, etc. 
3.—The dilatoriness in payiug accounts 

and the harsh manner in which shroffs are 

treated. My friend spoke of the shame of 

some respectable shroffs being turned into 

4.—The beating and abusing of coolie*, 

houseboys, and even of cooks. 
We have all witnessed too frequently 

I the summary and thoughtless treatment 

which calls forth tho first complaint. With 

regard to the second I explained the 

| thoughtfulness of the Paper Hunt Club 

and their method of compensation so far as 

II knew it. I am sceptical of the predatory 

deposition of foreign dogs, and explained 

that the thefts must have been committed 

[ unknown to the dogs’ owner*. 

There is 'only [too much reason for the 

I third complaint. £,Too muchee by-and- 

bye ” is the manner in which one shroff 

expressed the characteristic of many in the 

East so far as clearing off of obligations is 

concerned. I heard the other day of a 

popular young man kicking a patient 

! shroff out of his office and consigning 

| him to a region which, although vague to 

some, is not suggestive of comfortabla 

thoughts to Occidentals or Orientals, 

i With regard to the fourth complaint, I 

would simply ask, is it fair to expect an 

intelligent carrying out of commands which 

are frequently expressed in English to 

servants who as frequently are ignorant of 
I that language ? 

I have no doubt that many of your 

I readers will readily recall instances which 

I have come to their notice of the ill- 

I treatment of natives. One incident cornea 

I vividly to my mind as I write. It illus¬ 

trates the unexpected results that may 

from the corrective tendencies of [arise 

wheels, and a quick swerve. Before the 

native could collect his thoughts the 

driver’s whip darted out; but instead of 

gtill further surprising the stranger, ih 

coiled round and dislodged tho hat of a 

Japanese gentleman near by, who was 

considerably surprised and disgusted. I 

saw no apology made ; in fact the trap 

never stopped. 
Surely something can and ought to be 

to stop such conduct. Perhaps, 
unnecessary to take up 

further space. Verburn mp'enti; to the 

unwise, however, we would suggest that a 

consideration, calling for an altered attitude 

to the natives, is the fact that we are 

foreigners and the oft illtreated Chinese ■ 

are the natives. 
I am, etc., 

G. McIntosh. 

13th April. 

■'sped able I 

done 

however, 

To 

THE ILL-TREATMENT OS? 

NATIVES BY FOREIGNERS. 

he Editor of the 

“ North-China Daily News.” 

Sir,—-Kindly allow me a few words in 

reply to thei two correspondents who have 

referred, in the two last issues of your 

paper, to the other side of the subject of 

the ill-treatment of natives by foreigners. 

Being a. cyclist, I admit the frequent 

annoyance caused by dilatory, obtuse and 

obstructive pedestrians. I also do not at¬ 

tempt to defend the conduct referred to 

in tho cases mentioned by your corres¬ 

pondents, but must say, from fully seven¬ 

teen years’ experience in Shanghai, that 

such cases a,re remarkably rare. That such 

circumstances are unusual says a great 

deal for tho seemly and law-abiding be¬ 

haviour of the Chinese population. 

But your correspondents miss the point. 

One wrong does not justify another. The 

Chinese consider such beatings as I referred|| 

to as! iniquitous. I notice that a native 

newspaper this morning refers to striking 

with the whip as being a criminal offence. 

jEven, however, if the Chinese did not so- 

regard such actions' it surely is the: part H 

of those who boast a higher civilisation to' 

show a good example. 

Your correspondents, however, still fur¬ 

ther miss the point by referring only to- 

coolies. China is not a nation of coolies, 

although, many foreigners seem to- think 

so, and what is particularly objected to 

is the manner in which respectable re- 

teidenta and strangers from the country 

are beaten or ordered to' “ get out of the 

way.” As D. MacG. staid in hisi letter the 

other day, “ The blow dealt here in 

Shanghai may be felt in Kansui or Yun 

seats could be occupied by resj 

Chinese. The peremptory orders to leave I 

led the student to point out that he hac I 

a right to be there. The only reply was, I 

“I’ll have a policeman to turn you out.” 

On his explaining that the characters on I 

the bench indicated that the seat could I 

| be occupied by Chinese gentlemen, the I 

order to leave was repeated with the | 

threat: “ If you say any more I will throw 

you into the creek.” No wonder that the 

youlng man in telling the sitory said : 

Chinese gentlemen are so treated °w 

great must he the grievances of the lower 

classes from such men a.s these.” 

This is not tho time to go into a dis¬ 

cussion of racial apathies and antipathies, 

but ^sufficient has been said to sho w the 

truth of Tom Hood’s lines: 

“ EVil is wrought for want of thought, 

As well as want of heart,” 

I trust there will be a little more 

thought, and a greater readiness to adopt 

Charles Reade’s maxim: “Put yourself 

in his place.” 

I am, etc. 

G. McIntosh. 

17th..ApnI. 

! nan. 

Seven years ago when a good deal was 

choleric Jehus. The other night on Nan- 

Ipng Road a native of leisurely habits was 

jci’ossing the street near the Town Hall. 

IThere jvas^olatter of hoofs, a rattle of 

said about the causes of the Chinese anti- H 

foreign spirit, a Chinese student told in 

his college paper how in a, visit to Shang¬ 

hai he had been ejected by a foreign lady 

and gentleman from one of the seats on ||| 

the foreshore. In those days the Muni¬ 

cipal Council indicated by Chinese 

characters on the backs oif the seats what Hi v uta’ 
BHBM—W—■ 8—B1 

AN APPRECIATION AN* 
AN APPEAL. 

To the Editor of the 

“ North-China Dailt Natrs.” 

Sir,—Don’t let my hand-writing alarm 

you, I can easily understand your decision 

that no more letters b9 received on the sub¬ 

ject of “ the ill-treatment of natives by 

foreigners.” As, however, many Chines# 

friends have been following the discussion 

with interest I would ask, «s a favour, that 

i few words of appreciation of the Chinese 

servant be inserted, in reply to the sweep 

ing statements made by “Subscriber,” in 

your issue of Saturday morning. I must 

confess that my experience is a limited one, 

my cook having been in our employ for 

seventeen years, and the few changes in 

the other departments have not been 

■ufficient to offset this lack of variety. Does 

not the more varied experience of th# 

majority of your subscribers, however, en¬ 

dorse the statement of Consul W. H. 
Medhurst made fully thirty years ago? 

He says : “ Nowhere, perhaps, is this ten¬ 

dency in the main towards honesty 

more notable than amongst the personal 

establishments maintained by foreigners at 

the ports. Their houses are as a rule plenti¬ 

fully furnished with articles of luxury and 

vertu, often of considerable value, very 

much as is the case with well-appointed res¬ 

idences in the West, and although the 

occupants never think of locking up even 

their jewellery, stray money, etc., yet it i# 

rarely that anything is missed through the 

fault of the indoor servants.” Other quota¬ 

tions might be given from Mr. Medhurst’s 

thirty year*’ experience in China, but the 

above may be *ufficient to remind many of 

your readers that though in one sense they 

do not miss much, through having Chinese 

servants, in another sense they would miia 

% 
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tery much if there were no 

•' to be had. 
So much by way of appreciation; and 

new for a word of appeal, Again I would 
quote from Consul Medhurst’s experiences 

| of over thirty years ago. In 1872 he wrote: 

; " There is perhaps no country in the world, 
frequented by the English-speaking race, 
in which the merchants are so lamentably 
ignorant of the customs and resources of the 
locality in which they live as they are at 
this moment in China, and this is entirely 
to be attributed to a want of familiarity 
with the language.” Now, do the many 
more foreigners now in China know more 
about tho country and its people than their 
predecessors did? I do not think that the 

knowledge of the people and our nc 
quaintance with them has increased in 

proportion to the information to be had 
now as to their manners, customs, language 
laws, etc. As therefore from this lack of| 
knowledge actions are misunderstood and 
words misinterpreted especially when racs 
prejudice is reinforced by a feeling of 
superiority in all departments of life and 
knowledge, I would appeal to all foreigners 
in the East to become more fully acquainted 
in the best sense and for the highest pur¬ 
pose with the people among whom we| 

dwell. 
In writing the above I have been mindful 

4 of the veto already referred to, and endea¬ 
voured to avoid anything that would appear 
like discussion of the dropped topic. If, 
however, without any breach of your own 
restriction, you can allow a brief reply to 
Mr- Murray’s query in this morning's 
issue, I shall be grateful. Mr Murray is 
evidently doubtful of the value of my 
experience’in the matter of the testimony 
offered. The admission that I was a cyclist 
should have been sufficient to show that 
the writer has not “spent his seventeen 
years in the privacy of his own secluded 
apartments.*’ And much as I dislike put¬ 
ting my side forward I may add that having 
fully 140 Chinese printers under my 
immediate oversight, with intimate ac¬ 
quaintance with workers in associated lines, 
has afforded sufficient opportunity for 
forming conclusions, and justification for 
bearing testimony. It is a matter for sincere 
thankfulness to me, as it is to all who 
come into true and adequate contact with 

the Chinese, that growing knowledge of the 
Chinese means growing appreciation and 

desire to be of real help. 
I am, etc., 

G. Mclrrosa. 

20th April* 

OUR RELATIONS WITH CHINA. 
SO 

By THEODORE S. WOOLSEY, LL.B., M.A., 
Professor of International Law at Yale University. 

U-stK (f 
Hawaii and tne Philippines ns Step¬ 

ping-Stones — Chinese Views of 

Washington's Farewell Address- 

Minister W n' s Application of the 

Monroe Doctrine — Various Treaty 

Provisions — Exterritoriality the 

Badge of Inferiority—The Price for 

Missionary Outrages — Significance 

of Secretary Hay’s Negotiations— 

Bearing of the Open-Door Policy 

on Philippine Trade. I 
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J A strong argument for the annexation of 

! the Hawaiian Islands, perhaps the con- 

| trolling reason for that action, was their 

j value as a stepping-stone to the Philip- 

! pines. 
J The importance of retaining the philip- 

! pines, when the treaty of peace with Spain 

1 was being negotiated, and later when its 

j ratification was in question, was urged not 

| only on account of their own fertility and 

I resources, but also and particularly because 

1 their fortunate situation would aid this 

I country in extending its trade with China. 

China, then, in the plans of commercial 

progress which the Spanish war has left 

behind it, is the goal, the end of the road. 

Our eyes and our thoughts thus being 

turned Chinaward, we should study with 

1 some interest our past relations with that 

1 populous empire, its position in the family 

| of nations, and the future steps necessary 

to strengthen our trade with it and in it. 

These questions are not simple ones. 

I China’s place is and has been an anomalous 

one. I can hardly hope to do more than 

emphasize this fact, and trace its bearings 

upon the future. 
It Is altogether likely that China herself 

will study such questions with growing care 

and anxiety. She has had some rude shocks 

of late years. The Japanese war was one, 

costing her Formosa, loss of prestige, and 

a money indemnity. It would have cost a 

cession of territory on the mainland also 

U but for the protection of three European 

Powers. And when these have finished tak¬ 

ing their pay for such protection, poor China 

’! may well regret having accepted it in the 

j first place. Now when her despoilers pull 

; J together, China has small chance. Her po- 

' 1 licy, of course, lies in trying to balance 

. I one set of them against another set, to keep 
^ international jealousies alive—in short, to 

"d play the game which has kept the Tuik so 

on, he added somewhat pathetically," you 
must be true to those great principles which 
we, too, cherish. So far, so good. But then 

comes the point of the speech. Referring to 

our Monroe Doctrine as the settled policy 

of the government, he remarks in a natural 

and childlike way that it is a good doctrine 
and well fitted for Asiatic use; that China 

is no farther from Manila than Porto Rico 

from Florida; and that the natural logic 

is that the Monroe Doctrine should be ap¬ 
plied to every part of the world where oV 

possessions may lie. if this attractive pro¬ 

gramme is anything more than gentle sa¬ 
tire, it should be an invitation that we take 

a hand in the partition game ourselves, and 
insist upon a status quo in China in our 

own behalf. The Russian advance in Man¬ 

churia, extension of German influence in 

Shantung, the broadening of British trade 

in the Yang-tze, all would be “dangerous 

to our peace and safety” and inimical to 

our free institutions. To all such encroach¬ 
ments, accordingly, we proceed to put a stop, 
as In the case of Venezuela. 

It is natural at this point to ask whether 

we have earned, by our past treatment of 

China, the distinguished position of family 
friend which his Excellency Wu Ting Fang 
would assign us. 

1 
I 

™ long in Europe. 
iJ It is with some such thoughts as these 
<3 

that, one reads the address which the Chi- 
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nese Minister gave at Philadelphia on 

• Washington’s Birthday last February. How, 

he asks, now that your great country has 

become a neighbor of mine, can the best 

.relations be cultivated? Very wisely be 
arAwers his question. You must study the 

Chinese and try to understand us better, in 

our social and commercial and international 

relations. You must train young m<jn in 

diplomacy, make them learn our language, 

and study our politics on the spot. You 

must have a colonial policy and a trained 

staff of colonial officials. Then, quoting 

Washington’s farewell address, “observe 

good faith and justice to all nations,’’ and 

EARLY TREATIES WITH CHINA. 

Our early treaties with China, of 1844 and 
1858, defined the conditions under which 

Americans should be admitted to a country 
heretofore excluding foreigners. They are 
unilateral In the sense of making no recip¬ 

rocal provision for the admission of Chinese 
into the United States. They show two 
tendencies, Chinese exclusiveness and Ame¬ 
rican distrust. For, American citizens were 

admitted for trading purposes, and to cer¬ 

tain ports only; while, on the other hand, 

they were to have exterritorial privileges, 
the right to be tried by their Consuls. More¬ 

over, the duties to be charged on imports 

and exports were laid down in the treaties, 
and their vessels in the open ports were not 

to be subject to Chinese jurisdiction. The 
second of these treaties enlarged American 
privileges somewhat, in opening to the citi¬ 
zens of the United States all ports open to 

any foreigners, giving them the most-favor¬ 
ed-nation treatment, and adding religious 

{ freedom to “profess and to teach,” which 

| should include Chinese converts. 
Exterritoriality is the badge of a nation’s 

inferiority. That nation allows another to 

play the sovereign on its soil. It is as if 

an English thief caught plying his trade 

in New York must be tried by his own Con¬ 

sul instead of the nearest police-court 

judge. Imagine a Cunarder at her dock 

on the North River to be still under 

British jurisdiction, or a tariff on im¬ 

ports to be laid by a treaty with Ger¬ 

many instead of by Congress, and all thi3 

because our system of justice was dis¬ 

trusted. Thus from the first we have dealt, 

all nations have dealt, with China as a state 

on a lower plane, yet recognizing Its sove¬ 

reignty. Here comes in one of the anomalies 

referred to. We exact the performance of 

her obligations from China as being an in* 

state, hut our - 
To'Uaou. .»* «*«•*» **0.1 
ty attitude towards her q 

reignty. ^tension of Ameri- 
In 1868 there was an extern the re- , 

can privilege in China re ^d granting I 

ligious-freedom clauae ° residence as any! 
as wide a right of visitto ^ ^ chineSe 

other Power enjoyed, tr derable num- 

bad come to our shores tlme there was 

bers. But then for the freely ad- 

reciprocity, the Ph‘nese on the footing 
mitted to the United S h natur.ali- 
of most favored nation, tho^g - 



_-nSy denied.' That the Chi-- 
zatlon was nmtuft y ce made free use 

nese of a J lvn That.the Californians 

ground that the duty of protection rested on 
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Bi ’ their cheaper v>«-e>—- 
jealousy of thel discontent found prompt 
known- And ^ legislatlon and 
expression treaty of 1880 re- 

ln, tld the admission of laborers • in 

HE terms’ “Whenever, in the opi- 

86 o the' government of the United 

States ” the coming of Chinese laborers, or 
fhe rfresidence, endangers the interests or 
th ‘ ord€r of the country, China agrees 

fh^t said government “may regulate, limit, 
£ suspend such coming or residence, but 

llh. not absolutely prohibit it And acts 
“f congress passed in 1882, 1884, and 1888 

made this limitation effective. But this, 
H not enough. The laws were evaded. 

New laborers entered as if old ones return- 

Ml from a Visit. It was hard to identify 

aliens to American eyes all looking much 
alike So in 1892 the Geary exclusion act 
was passed. The earlier legislation had been 
aimed at newcomers; the Geary act was to 

apply to Chinese already here. All Chinese 
Kthe United States were ordered to regis¬ 

ter, and to deposit a description and photo¬ 
graph for identification with the internal- 
revenue collectors, under penalty of de¬ 

portation at public expense. That the 
Geary act was in violation of articles ii. 

and iii. of the treaty of 1880 can hardly be 
questioned. Against it the Chinese govern¬ 

ment protested, the Chinese refused to re¬ 
gister extensively, while the Chinese compa¬ 
nies carried the question of constitutionality 

to the Supreme Court, only to have the act 
upheld. But as only $100,000 had been ap¬ 
propriated to pay deportation charges which 
would amount to millions, the act failed to 

be operative. It was amended and the time 

for registration extended the next year. 

In 1894 this Geary act was accepted in 

treaty form by China. Many onerous co.ndi- 

' tions of residence were laid down, and re¬ 
turn was forbidden to laborers after a visit 
home, unless the individual was registered 

and had left a family here or possessed 
$1,000. The registration provision was made 

reciprocal. It may thus be applied to Ame¬ 
rican merchants and others resident In Chi¬ 
na; if desired. Since 1894 the Chinese have 
registered extensively, but each year sees 
appropriations for the deportation of the un¬ 
licensed, perhaps of those who want a free 

passage home. Through all this the Chi¬ 
nese have kept the noiseless tenor of their 
way. After the exclusion act they raised 

their wages, because of the lessening of | 
competition. They are smuggled in and •pro-1 I 

vided with registration papers, and get along | 

fairly well, only always on the inferior plane 1 
I have described. 

the state, not the national government, anu 

that no negligence or culpability on the part 

of the state of Colorado was shown. There 

was also mobbing in Washington Territory, 

and that disgraceful massacre of Chinese 

coal-miners at Rock Springs, in Wyoming, in 

1885. In the latter instance, as a matter of 
generous treatment, not of right, the Chi¬ 
nese government was paid $147,748.74 for 

distribution among the sufferers. 
Rather different from this was the claims 

convention of 1858, which allowed claims of 

United States citizens against China to the ^ 

extent of some $700,000 to be deducted from, | 

and therefore secured by, customs dues at ri 

three treaty ports. Of this sum $200,000 has | 

never been distributed. 

Besides all these treaties and statutes, jj| 

there have been many hampering local laws M 

on the Pacific Coast, over which the nation- 
al government has Decontrol, although re- 

sponsible for them to China, nevertheless. 
In enumerating this cumulative series of ^ 

restrictive measures, I do not seek to cri- Vj 

ticise the action of the United States. In 
fact, that action seems to me on the whole '■; 
excusable if not justifiable. Every state W 

may lay down the conditions which limit im- r, 
migration, if no treaty is thereby violated. Jj 

Those aimed at paupers, criminals, and con- 

tract laborers are familiar to us on this [:J 
coast. An unlimited influx of Chinese would £ 

be an evil. Our early treaties admitted mer- b 
chants, travellers, and such, not laborers, > 

to China, and thus gave an example of 11- * 
mitation. The exclusion of additional Chi- 

nese laborers from this country has been 
agreed to by treaty. The registration re¬ 
quirements which supplemented exclusion 

are drastic, and for a year or so were un¬ 
doubtedly in violation of treaty, but these 
too have since received treaty sanction, and 

are in terms reciprocal. Whatever inequa¬ 
lity of treatment has existed has grown out 
of that peculiar international status of Chi¬ 

na of which the expression is exterritorial¬ 

ity. 
JAPAN AND CHINA COMPARED. 

It is interesting to compare Japan with 
China in this particular. Japan, too, after 
her introduction to Christian nations, was 
clothed in the same strait-jacket. How gall¬ 
ing it was to that high-spirited nation is 
a matter of history. Freedom from it was 
won, first by the introduction of a system of 
law so administered as to guarantee just 
treatment of the persons and property of 
foreigners; second, by the building up of a 
military and naval strength which nrovad 

ifj 

Kovf-n imi aid ,rd,;,.mdont stale. A' tua >, 

her status falls far short of sovere gn y, 

except when other Powers are insisting upon 
the performance of her obligations to them. 

And perhaps in the main she has been as 

gently dealt with by the United States as 
by any. For our aggressions, if they be 

such, have been in self-defence, the exclu¬ 

sion of Cinese laborers in order to protect 
our own laborers from ruinous competition. 

Whereas, the aggressiveness of other Pow¬ 

ers has lain in such compulsory cessions of 

territory, in such forced permits to trade, 

and in such concessions for mines, railroads, 

and other industries, wTung from the gov¬ 

ernment, as fairly to warrant the statement 

that the partition of China has begun. In 

this violent search for new markets the 

United States has taken no part. Yet our 

commercial interests in China are large 

and are menaced. The basis for our claim 

to equality of commercial opportunity, com¬ 

monly called the open door, is sound and 
does not appear to be always understood. 

It is this: By treaty we have obtained 

from China certain rights, and are put on 

the footing of the most favored nation. No 
cession of territory covered in any way by 
our treaty rights can avoid carrying them 

with it. For instance, the annexation of 

Hawaii by the United States could not wipe 

out its obligations to Japan. These must 

be assumed and satisfied somehow. But 

there might be a difficulty in securing the 

recognition of our treaty nights as pertaining 

to leased territory, and particularly to 

“spheres of influence.” As against China 

the claim might be enforced, but not so 

easily against Russia, for instance, in Man¬ 

churia. Thus some kind of guarantee of 

fair and equal treatment from all the na¬ 
tions now busy wresting concessions from 

China is peculiarly timely. Our treaty 

rights with China were something, but not 

enough. 
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SPHERES OF INFLUENCE. 

The “sphere of influence” is a new-fan- 

gle£ phrase which seems to have a different 

meaning in each country where it is used. 
In Central Afriea, savage, almost, unex¬ 

THE POLICY OF EXCLUSION. 

This transference of the policy of exclu¬ 

sion from the Chinese to ourselves, which 

marked the decade 1880-1890, is still in pro¬ 
gress. Thus, in 1897, through the efforts of 

our Minister, Mr. Denby, the right of Ame¬ 

rican missionaries was recognized to go and 

teach where they pleased, under govern¬ 

ment protection, also to buy and hold land; 
®j41e, on the other hand, after the annexa¬ 

tion of Hawaii in 1898, further Chinese im¬ 
migration thither was forbidden. 

Somewhat the same inequality of interna- 

position is noticeable in another di- 
Jpn. Mobs in each country have been 

§§[ly guilty in attacking, occasionally in 
subjects of the other, and in de- 

€ their property. After the Denvel 

ln 1879, both Evarts and Blaine 
compensation, on the 

re- 

well-known 

the readiness of the state to insist upon its 

rights. 
Contrast the alertness, the solidarity, the j, 

virility, the modernity of Japan, with the t 

medisevalism and lack of cohesion of China. ; 
The one is a swordfish, the other a jellyfish. 

The one is a political force, the other, . 

unhappily, is an international prey. And 
the reason for this striking difference I 

is that China is not able to insist upon a j 
consideration and fuller rights and a high¬ 

er international status than she gets. When 

a Chinese mob killed two German missiona¬ 

ries in 1897, it was worth the cession—under 

the form of lease—of a valuable port, Kiau 

.Chau in Shantung, and the back country with 

its mines,' a promising foothold for future 

concessions. The same event in Japan, if 

it could occur, would mean nothing more 

than an indemnity. To liken these mis¬ 

sionaries to the kid staked out to attract 

some prowling beast, while the hunter lies 

hid, would be a manifest impropriety. 

China then gets only the rights which 

she is able to enforce. Legally, she is a 

plored, it is the reservation of a region by 

a civilized Power which it is not yet in po¬ 

sition to “protect” or annex. It warns oth¬ 

ers to keep their hands off. The habit of a 

certain Englishman at a hotel in Athens, 

where two London dailies were taken, il¬ 

lustrates this perfectly. He used to sit on 

one paner until he had finished the other. 

But the interior of China is not unappro¬ 

priated territory. A sphere of influence 

there differs, therefore, from the African 

species. It means rather the right to trade 
in certain regions, with concessions for trade 

development in them, as distinguished from 

the open ports or' leased areas. To share in 

the trade of these newly opened regions is 

properly within the grant of the concessees. 

If American trade is to be extended in 

China on an equality with that of others, 

there are two courses open. This country 

might apply to other Powers than China, 

using what arguments it can, or paying what 

equivalents it can, for the privilege of shar¬ 

ing in their rights. 

Or, second, it might open China’s eyes 

to the fact that she is confronted by gra- f 

dual dismemberment; that she can find no 

protector unless she learns to protect her¬ 

self; that this means the adoption of mo- ' 

dern methods of administration, of disci¬ 

pline, of armament, in both civil and mili¬ 

tary lines; in short, that she must copy 

Japan. The extent of internal disturbance 

which would result, the time which would 

be required, the probability that such a pro- 



cess could outstrip dismemberment, or that 

protectors could be found during this in¬ 

cubation, all are factors of great uncertain¬ 

ty. But if the United States and Japan, for 

instance, should act as joint sponsors for 

the introduction of China to modern ways, it 

would call for the most astute diplomacy, 

to be sure; yet, like the “promoting” of a 
big “industrial,” might prove immensely 

profitable. Such a plan would be in line 

with the Chinese Minister’s suggestion above 

referred to. 
Fortunately, as it seems to me, the sim¬ 

pler and safer of the two plans, the one 

least at variance with past policy, has been 

adopted and carried through with signal 

success, so far as appears, by Mr. Hay and 

the present administration. The country is 

thus committed to the European policy 

of partition rather than to such a 

scheme of grand politics as has been i 

suggested, which would lead it no one 

knows whither. The kind of assur¬ 

ance sought from the Powers having a foot- | 

hold in China is well expressed in Mr. 

Choate's note to the British government, re¬ 

cently transmitted to Congress with the 

other portions of this correspondence. He 

urged the desire of the United States to 

obtain from each of the various Powers 

claiming “spheres of influence” in China 

a declaration substantially to the following 

effect: 

DECLARATION to which the powers are 
COMMITTED. 

(1.) That it wil in no wise interfere with 

any treaty port or any vested interest within 
any so-called sphere of interest or leased 

territory it may have in China. 
(2.) That the Chinese treaty tariff of 

the time being shall apply to all merchan¬ 
dise landed or shipped to all such ports as 

are within such “spheres of interest” unless 

they be "free ports,” no matter to what na¬ 
tionality they may belong, and that duties 

so leviable shall be collected by the Chinese 

government, ' 
X2J> That no higher harbor dues on vessels 

i 

or railway charges on goods if belonging 

to the United States shall be levied than 

are paid by the subjects of the Power en¬ 

joying the concession. 
This application Great Britain declared 

her readiness to grant, “in regard to the 

leased territory of Wei Hai Wei and all 

territory in China which may hereafter be 

acquired by Great Britain by lease or other¬ 

wise, and all ‘spheres of influence now held 

that hereafter may be held by her in 

tion that the plan was operative. 

There are two possible obstacles to the 
successful working of these agreements. Not 

being in treaty form^ but a mere unratifled 

acceptance of proposals, a violation of the 

understanding by spine one Power would 

seem to be quite possible, and not heinous 

like the breach of a treaty; while upon 

violation of one agreement, all the others 

would lapse. Again, the practical value of 
these concessions to any Power remains to 

be proved. Official hostility and local op¬ 

position may easily make profitable business 

impossible. For if it were necessary to use 

force to protect merchants and their prop¬ 
erty in the interior from mob violence, or 

to punish these mobs for their violence, 

trade, in the teeth: of popular prejudice, 

could hardly be lucrative or attractive. The 

most populous and fertile regions in the 

world can hardly be (turned into good mar¬ 

kets by dint of killing. This is a risk that 

must be run. The people must be patiently 

dealt with and gradually won over. 
We are not told that any equivalent has 

been offered to the Powers for their ac¬ 

ceptance of the American proposals. Since 

Spain enjoys under treaty, for a time at 

least, the open door into the Philippine 

trade, it is very probable that other nations 

will bo granted the same rights there, al¬ 

though our interpretation of the most-fa¬ 

vored-nation clause insists that where a 

trading privilege has been specially paid for 

by some equivalent by one Power, it need 

not be extended to others. But the open 

door to the Philippines could hardly be de¬ 
nied to Powers opmh f,-. to this government 

their concessions in China. Perhaps the "do 

ut des” principle and its converse fore¬ 

shadow the time when wars will be com¬ 

mercial, not military, and economic experts 

will be the masters of strategy. However 

this may be, let us hope that the further 

opening up of China will be a peaceful pro¬ 

cess, a commercial process, a process by 

which China will be benefited, not injured. 

At the end of it for her, unless disintegra¬ 

tion should precede, is a goal not yet at¬ 

tained—complete sovereignty, full member¬ 

ship in the family of nations. 

civilized 

less 

peoples know little" 
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MPULATIONS RESPE PECT- 

China, provided that similar declaration is 

made by other Powers concerned.” 
Germany likewise defined her policy m 

extreme Orient to be that of the 

open door, with the same proviso 
the assent of the other interested Powers. 

This was explained later as meaning a 

solute equality of treatment of all natrons 

with regard to trade, navigation, and com- 

mere 0,** 
The answer of Russia was rather less. ex¬ 

plicit pledging itself not to claim exclusi 

I privileges in those ports “which lie beyond 

1 ?he territory leased to Russia." 
far as appears, opening up its Manchu. 

“sphere” to foreigners. 
Japan and Italy simply “adhered ^ 

to the proposals of the United a e ’ 
France promised that she ‘‘ready ^ 
ply in the territories, leased to h 

“equal treatment ttf the citizen 
jects of all nations, especially m the patter 

of customs duties and naviga ion ailwayS.” 
well as transportation tariffs on 

Upon receipt of these six favorable re^ 

sponses, Mr. Hay, by circular note 
Ambassadors, informedJhg_statesj^Mm 

treaty stipulations 

ING MISSIONARIES. 

The fact that the strictures of Mark 

Twain upon the missionaries in Peking 

are regarded with extreme disapproval 

by the missionary class, and by the na¬ 

tive Chinese as “brave, generous, and 

honorable,” is instructive. The mission¬ 

aries may be quite right and the Chinese 

all wrong; but since this is a matte. in 

which the Chinese have a perfec i 8 

to be wrong if they want to, and 
. „ to an opinion of 

missionaries no riBht 
any kind on the subject, except as 

their motives in choosing a line of con¬ 

duct which has been largely instrument¬ 

al in precipitating the trouble m China 

we are compelled in fairness to attach 

more importance to the native approval 

of the strictures referred to than to the 

emphatic disapproval which represents 

the missionary view of the matter. 

The experience of a good many year* 

in several countries has shown that 

treaty stipulations relative to the pro¬ 

tection of missionaries and their propel y 

have no value as guaranteeing their 

lives or insuring respect for their belong¬ 

ings. The reason for this is that semi- 

and care 
what promises their Governments 

have made concerning voluntary immi¬ 

grants who are personae non gratae to 

those among whom they live and work. 

This is equally true of peoples claiming 

a high degree of civilization—our own, 

for example. To maintain missionaries 

in a false position b^t'dX,ghow of force, 

as has been dqnd ^n^ore than one in¬ 

stance, does not make for‘peace or good 

neighborhood. In some instances treaty 

provisions relative to missionaries have 

been crowded upon the nations agreeing 

to them, and have not represented a j 

spontaneous eagerness for the benefits of I 

a Christian propaganda. In other cases 

they have been assented to with no very 

clear knowledge of what a missionary 

really is, or what industry he can display 

; in making trouble for himself and others. 

More often than otherwise those who 

have engaged to respect and protect 

missionaries have had more occasion to 

regret their promise than to discover in > 

it a cause for congratulation. Even in 

cases where the missionaries have done 

a great deal of good they have been a 

disturbing influence, and those for whom 

heathen traditions and customs have the 

sacredness which attaches to national 

institutions have had occasion to wish 

that the missionaries had remained at 

home and kept their Occidental civiliza¬ 

tion wrhere it was more strictly indige¬ 

nous. We do not claim to be experts in 

the formulation of trial balances relative 

to missionary work; but we venture the 

opinion that the amount of good accom¬ 

plished by the Christian missionaries in 

China is infinitesimal compared with the 

injury resulting from the great revolt of 

the conservative forces of that empire 

against foreign aggressions, chiefly those 

of the energetic but not always discreet 

teachers and exemplars of the Christian 

religion. 
The conviction is growing among 

thoughtful people that the interests of 

international peace tvill be promoted if 

it is understood that our Government 

does not find it consistent with its duty 

to put the missionary on any other oi 

different plane from that of the ttadei 

or volunteer explorer; and that it . houl 

not ask of other Governments what it 

could not in good faith promise them 

such promise was expected or demanded. 

Where the conditions are such as e\ ents 

have shown them to he in China, for ex 

ample, it should require no argument to 

show that at least a temporary lemku 

of missionary effort would tend to ea 

the wounds of the terrible pumshmen 

which has been inflicted by the Iower" 

It is simply impossible for the C une- 

Government to extend protection 0 

sionaries outside of the districts e 

ively policed by foreign troops; an 

this is the case it would seem^to e 

duty of this Government to ^ 

to American missionaries i 

they must not look for effective]? 

tion if they take chances not wanante^ 

by considerations of ordinary 1 

It we wanted a part fit 

Ime 



Tnd were seeking a pr_e^a ^lficing Rand were see., * gelf.sacrificing 

|L and holding ^ ag the calf « . ,P us as 1.“- 
Issionai'y mWh » > u8ed ,o bait 

fc our 

ise to consider any 

Dill rPf* 1 2 * * S!’irvnrovis"ons relative to the 
'Existing treaty temporarily 

! mutual consent, and to 
Abrogated by people that lf 

[|iVe Tect*follow a reckless and fool- 

■ ey, e p0ljcy they must do so on then 
bardy poh y &nd without the ex- 

Pa?onP°onf a substantial military and 

naval backing- 

[HE iNDEWlNITYjteGOTlATlONS- 
for Demands Yet 

N;;"7umpon-%3t.ga«r May 

Be Nearly $500,000,000. 

\ Special to The New York Times. \y>\ 

^WASHINGTON, March 

Em"s!rntanlckhrto the State Depart¬ 

ment and from the department to the Com 

toner during the past few 
♦vipm deal with the question of indemnify 

low being argued at Peking. The depai - 

pient will not make them public because the 

State of the case is still chaotic and no um 
IS ball. for indemnity claim, ha. been 

jThe American indemnity v,illp iu 'tt; 
R"r, 000,000, and Commissisoner Rockh - 
trying to get the other powers to agree to 
he American basis. No information has 

let reached the State Department either 

from Mr. Rockhill or from any other source 

Which indicates what the demands of 
|i her powers will amount to or what any 
■ne power will demand. The present dis- 
lute is not over any figures offered by ne 
fer another power, but over the question oi 
what shall be the basis. .mi 
■ Assuming that the other powers are will- 
fcg to accent the scheme of adjustment pro¬ 
mised bv the United States, allowing a cer 
Iain amount for each missionary killed or 
injured and another allowance for property 
destroyed, the sum total °fthe claim would 
be considerably less than $250,000,000. it is 
not doubted that under economical admin¬ 
istration, with order completely restored 
and with free access to the interior of Chi¬ 
na, the Chinese revenues would be able to 
meet this charge against them within a 
reasonable time. 

But it appears almost hopeless now to ex- 
, pect the other powers to accept the same 
basis of compensation that would satisfy 
the United States Government. Not only 

, is there a vast difference in the scale ot 
the demands based on military expendit¬ 
ures, but there also is a very radical ditfer- 
ence of opinion as to the treatment of the 
native Christians who have suffered in per¬ 
son and property by the Boxers. It is be¬ 
lieved that if the native Christians are to 
.be treated with the liberality proposed by 
some of the European nations the lndemnl- 
jties claimed will be nearly ¥500,000,000 in 
(the aggregate, an amount, it is declared, 
Iciuite beyond the ability of China to meet. 

BERLIN, March 20.—Commenting upon 
(President McKinley’s proposal that the 
powers should demand joint damages from 
China, each of them taking a share of the 

I same, the Berliner Tageblatt points out 
1 that Count von Billow, speaking in the 
Reichstag on March 15, declared this to be 
the best method. The paper adds that con¬ 
sequently there is complete agreement be¬ 
tween the German and American points of 
View. 

I 
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WHAT ARE PASSPORTS WORTH ? 

To the Editor of the 
Nobth-China Daily News. 

gW)_In all that has been written con? 

cerning the recent riots, no one has yeb 

j| called attention to the fact that to maltreat 

the citizens of a country who are protected 

with passports is to insult the country 

which issues them. If the foreigners who 

have been mobbed, robbed, driven from 

home, wounded and murdered, had been 

under the protection of their national 

flags would it not have been resented aa 

an insult to the flag if these crimes had 

been committed under its shadow ? We 

have supposed that our passports were 

valid proofs of citizenship .and eflicienb 

guarantees of .protection. If, however, 

we have been mistaken ; if the honour 

and dignity of our respective countries 

are not as much concerned in the proteo- 

i tion of their citizens as in demanding 

respect for their flags } if our passports are 

given not to protect, but to get rid of ua» 

| then it is time that we knew it. 

Those who venture into the interior of 

China, whether as travelled, traders, or 

missionaries, put little or no confidence in 

the specious promises and grandiloquent 

proclamations of the Chinese, but they do 

expect that their passports will be treated 

with respect; and that they will be pro? 

tected in virtue, of their citizenship by the 

power and prestige of their own govern? 

ments, 
There aro a variety of opinions as to the 

advisability, necessity, and utility of 

missionaries residing in the interior, bub 

ib is not just to accuse them of recklessness 

when they establish their residence in 

isolated situations, under the impression 

that they are entitled to -protection by 

treaty and passport. As loyal citizens 

missionaries are entitled to the same respect 

and protection as all other citizens, and no 

more. As citizens they cannot expect S protection when they go beyond treaty 

rights and obligations 3 and it is the duty 

of their governments to warn them when? 

ever they transgress their privileges, and 

to withdraw their passports when for any 

reason they cannot guarahtee their safety. 

To aeouse missionaries of being fool? 

hardy, because they go into dangerous 

places, at the oall of duty, is as though 

one were to condemn the leader of a 

forlorn, hope, because he ventures hia 

life in order to secure victory for those 

who may survive his almost certain death. 

The duties of a man as a missionary 

may differ from his duties as a citizen. 

As a citizen it is his duty to uphold the 

honour of his country by obedience to 

her laws and deference fco her officials, 

as well as in other ways, As a mis? 

aionary he is a servant, or if you please 

a soldier, of Christ, and as suoh he 

must obey his marching orders, and 

go anywhere and everywhere that his 

ptain orders. Generally speaking, his 

as a missionary will not lead him 

to go beyond his privileges as a citizen 

forego his citizonsTn^no^^orwar 

jng in the promise, “ I will he with you. ’ 

No one, citizen, soldier, or missionary, should 

rashly and presumptuously go into danger j 

but when the oall of duty is clear, impera¬ 

tive and unmistakable, he who takes hia 

life intoffiis hands and ventures into well? 

known danger, for the sake of the- bodies 

or soula of his fellow-men, is a hero. 

What should be done now is for om? 

Minister and Consuls to issue clear instruc? 

tions to every one of their- nationals as to 

the limits to which they are privileged to 

go, and as to the extent and pature of the 

protection which they can guarantee, and 

then each person, missionary or merohanb, 

must decide for himself as to his own duty 

and his particular place of residence. 

In the present crisis it is imperative thas 

those in the interior should remain at their 

posts, for if they leave them, the Chinese 

will be encouraged to extend their outrages 

up to and even into the limits of the treaty 

ports. s. 
I am, etc., 

J. N. B. Smith. 

Ningpo, 28th August. 
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AMERICAN MISSIONARIES 
PETIMN TO THE U.S. GOVERN- 

MENT. 
hurch on A meeting was held "at Un'bn 

Saturday afternoon of missionaries of all 
denominations, United States citizens, or 
ivho belong to missionary societies of the 
United States, to take action with regard 
to petitioning the United States govern¬ 
ment to define more clearly the right of 
missionaries to reside in the interior, and 
secure full protection from the Chinese 
government for all missionaries. 

Some thirty-five missionaries attended 
the meeting, the chair being taken by the 
Rev. Y. J. Allen, d.d., and the Rev. W. 
M. Crozier acted as Secretary. 

The object of the meeting was set forth 
as follows : — 

Whereas, we, citizens of the United 
States, engaged in Mission work in China, 
realise the present unsatisfactory status of 
our rights under the Treaties now exist¬ 
ing between the United States and China, 
and feel convinced that something can and 
should be done to have our right of resi¬ 
dence in the interior more clearly defined, 
and to secure fuller protection from our 
Government. Be it resolved : 

1. —That we appoint a Committee to 
prepare a statement and petition to the 
President and Congress of the United 
States setting forth the ill-defined condition 
of our Treaty rights, and asking that an ex¬ 
plicit statement be made in the Treaty of 
our right of residence and of holding pro¬ 
perty in the interior. 

2. That we invite Protestant mission¬ 
aries of all denominations who are United 
States citizens or who belong to mission- 
ar societies in the United States to sign 
a petition ; to. pass resolutions approving 
it at the various mission meetings this 
autumn and next spring and forward copies 
of the same with the petition to our re¬ 
spective Boards requesting prompt and 
vigorous co-operation on their part and 
on the part of our General Assemblies, 
Conventions and Conferences in bringing 
the subject to the attention of the Pp 
sident and Congress of the U.S. 

but they may ; and in such cases he should 
yP; 

mmanuH 



3.—That we organise a systematic agita¬ 
tion of the subject in our church papers and 

other periodic ils, and request prominent 
lawyers to present the legal aspect <cf the 
cause as they have opportunity. 

A draft petition was read. It set forth 
the ill-defined and unsatisfactory status of 
the rights of missionaries under the Treaty 
now existing between the U S Govern¬ 
ment and China. It maintained that mis- 

S^sionaries in the interior have a constructive 
i right to be there, but that the Treaty does 
| not in explicit terms guarantee this right. 
A While the Chinese Government virtually 
q acknowledges the right of the missionaries 

to reside in the. interior, and of holding 
property there, it imposes such restrictions, 

h that these rights are practically destroyed 
, < in niany instances and the spirit, of the 
II Treaty is violated ; for instance frivolous 
ji and extreme objections are raised on the 
h ground of fungsimi ; it is necessary to 
S notify the officials before a bargain for the 

purchase of property can he legally con- 
:j' summated ; property can only be held in 
/I the name of the native church ; landlords 
ft and middlemen are persecuted and so are 

intimidated in order to prevent the sale or 
;$ rent of land ; while the execution of the 

Treaty and interpretation are practically 
left to the discretion of the local magis¬ 
trates. To remedy all this, the meeting 
was called to ask the United States 
Government bo add an explanatory clause 
to the Treaty setting forth in explicit terms 
the rights of the missionaries to reside in the 
interior and to hold property in their own 
name and in that of the foreign church for 
mission use ; to remove all unjust conditions 
and restrictions imposedby theChineseGov¬ 
ernment which practically destroy the 
aforesaid right and violate the Treaty ; and 
to call upon the Government of China to 
order the removal from all government 
books of articles contrary to the Treaty, 
and that the Blue Books of China which 
deliberately record the foul calumnies 
against missionaries, such as taking out of 

people’s eyes, kidnapping children, etc., 
be withdrawn from circulation. 

During the reading of the draft peti¬ 
tion, instances were given in illustra¬ 
tion, and quotations made from native 
boo^s which contain such calumnies as 
these :—that the native Christians rise like 
a cloud and rebel in time of war, that 

TO PEKIN BY WAGON TRAIN. --- facilities at tns time 15s’first soldiers , 
anded in China has been the subjeot i ' 
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ADVENTURES OF A A AMERICAN PARTY 

WITHOUT A A ESCORV, 

Difficulties of Getting From ^Tientsin to the 

Capital —Groundless Rumors of Boxers 

—Uncle Sam’s Flue Army Transporta¬ 

tion Facilities— Amusing Incidents. 

From a Staff Correspondent of The SUN. 

Pekin, Nov. 1.—Lack of the ordinary 

transportation facilities in China has been 

responsible for a great many interesting 

experiences for a great many people, ex¬ 

periences that won’t be forgotten in a hurry. 

The distance from Tientsin to Pekin by road 

is only eighty miles, yet the very quickest 

time in which the journey has been made is 

fotir and a half days, notwithstanding the 

fact that the armies of the civilized nations 

of the world have been in practically undis¬ 

puted possession of the territory more than 

two months. One reason for this is that 

when the Chinese began to destroy things, 

I and tackled the railroad they were not con- 

. — —wu „„„of more or 
ss oomraent, but his transportation facil- 
ies at, the present time are the envy and the 

admiration of the armies of all the world 

that are gathered here. And he has enough 

of them, so that in an- emergency he is able 

to he p the others out, as for instance when 

Sir Claude MaoDonald started on his jour 

ney to his new post'in Japan and the English 

didnt have proper transportation for him 
and his family and his baggage they sent 

to the American Quartermaster’s Depart¬ 
ment and Sir Claude and his family 

ATI t.D Tun ff P.bnll In « — _1 1 
w xiio ttunny were 

taken to Tung Chou in an ambulance and 

& 

1 

foreigners have no sense of shame in the 
medical treatment of women, that they 
scoop out eyes for the refinement of silver, 
that the priests give the people pills to 
befool them, and secretly administer 
medicines which entirely change the na¬ 
ture of women, that graves are dis¬ 
turbed for the purpose of removing 
the brains of the occupants, and that when 
dead bodies cannot be obtained, those of 
live people are taken. The merits of the 
proposed petition were fully discussed and it 
was finally decided that a new committee, 
consisting of Messrs. Allen, Fitch, Beebe, 
and Wood, should draw up another petition 

and call another meeting, the time to be 

appointed by the Chairman. 
The meeting then closed with the singing 

of the Doxology. 

I- u' I mga 

Up §1111 
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tent simply to tear up the tracks. They 

tore them up and then they took the rails 

off and buried them, and the first rain that 

came washed away the disturbed earth, made 

level the whole country and rendered impos¬ 

sible the location of the burial places. They 

burned the ties. They broke up the fish¬ 

plates and the bolts that held the rails to¬ 

gether. They left not a thing that might by 
any possibility be used in rebuilding the line. 

This Journey from Tientsin to Pekin is 

I scarcely ever made without the traveller's 

undergoing more or less interesting experi¬ 

ences, due usually either to His own fear or 

the fool fear of green soldiers along the line 

whose imaginations constantly conjure up 

long lines of Boxers t--'\'»ting for blood. For 

instance. Major Vidal, the military attach^ 

fa of the French Legation, and Mme. Vidal 

j were returning from Tientsin a few days I ago with their daughter. Major and Mme. 

Vidal were on ponies and their daughter, a 

a girl of 13, was riding in a Pekin cart with a 

\ Russian lady. They had camped over night 

\ at Yang Tsun and had started early. Ten 

miles from the town they were overtaken 

by a German officer, who was riding furi¬ 

ously and who shouted at them: 
“For God’s sake, come back! come back!” 

"What’s the matter?" demanded Major 

Vidal. 
"Come back! come back!” roared the Ger¬ 

man. "There are 1,000 Boxers just beyond. 

My God! a Russian lady and a little girl went 

up this road in a cart only half an hour ago! 

God help them!” 
, Now the feelings of Major and Mme. Vidal 

| may be imagined. For a moment they were 

j speechless. Then the Major said to Mme. 

/ Vidal, “Go back quiokly. I will go on,” and 

j iie spurred his pony to a gallop to the rescue 

1 of his daughter, the German following him. | 

Left alone, Mme. Vidal hurried back to an 

i American camp a few miles down the road 

I and reported what had happened to an Amer- 

* lean officer. He told her that the report was 

I foolish and then he hustled out a guard and 

, told her to come with him; If there were any 

S Boxers the guard would finish them. Aft®r 

: a double-quick march they overtook the 

Major and the Pekin cart unharmed. I he 

German officer had disappeared. Needless 

to say, there were no Boxers and there had 

been none on the road from Tientsin since 

the allied forces laid waste the country and 

killed all the Chinamen in their path. 

UNOPB SAM'S USEFUL MULES. 

Practically all the land transportation 

to Pekin at the present time is being done 

by the United States. Land travel, slow 

though it is. Is three days quicker than water 

travel: so mo3t passengers who have to make 

the journey do so by oourtesy of the Quar¬ 

termaster’s Department of the United States 

Army. The Sun correspondent went to 

Pekin on the first of the American army 

transport trains that made the journev un¬ 

escorted by an- JI 

----- -w -- —m au amnuiance and 
their baggage was transported in seven 

American four-mule baggage transports 
And again when Count von Waldersee, the 

German whom the representatives of all the 

other nations delight to call commander- 

|n-chief, wanted to come to Pekin and didn't 

have transportation consistent with his dig¬ 

nity, he sent to the Quartermaster’s Depart¬ 

ment and was drawn here by four American 

mules, which still draw his official carriage. 

But to proceed to the story of the trip of 

the first unescorted transport train. This 

train was made up of twenty four-mule wag¬ 

ons loaded with winter supplies for the 2,000 

men who,are to spend the winter in Pekin 

protecting the American legation. Besides 

the supplies there were four passengers 

to whom had been extended the courtesies 

of the Quartermaster’s Department. One 
was a captain in the English army, a member 

of the staff of Gen. Gaselee, who had found 

himself in Tientsin with orders to go to Pekin 

and no way under the sun to get there. The 

second was the correspondent of The Sun. 

The third was a man with a cinematograph 

machine, -which was labelled in big white 

letters “War Correspondent," and the fourth 

was an itinerant missionary in a white hel¬ 

met. He had escaped from Pekin when 

Pekin got too warm for him and he had heard 

that it was safe to return and took this op¬ 

portunity to make the journey. Besides 

I these, of course, there ;,were twenty drivers; 

there was a wagon master and last but not 

least, in his own estimation, at any rate 
there was a guide, wBjfv wore fur trousers 
and carried a Mauser wrothe. 

neriences. 

THE WAflON TRAIN. 

It was 2 o’clock of an afternoon when this 

wagon train drewup in frontof Quartermaster- 

General Humphrey’s office in Tientsin for 

its last inspection prior to the start. It may 

be explained here that while the train was 

without escort, its journey had been so planned 

that if nothing happened it should reach 

each night at about dusk the camp of some 

of the soldiers who were holding the line of 

communication from the seaboard to the 

Chinese capital. The four guests occupied 

the seats of the four wagons that brought 

up the end of the train. The first of these 
four wagons was driven by a former Eighth 

United States Cavalry man, with more or 

less contempt for all "skinners,” as drivers 

are called, and with supreme contempt for 

the particular lot of drivers who had charge 

of the wagons in this train; and it was his 

comment when the word was finally given 

to get. off that if the train ever reached Pekin 

at all "it wouldn’t be the fault of the blankety- 

blank-blank carpenters who had got jobs as 
drivers, and the blankety-blank-blank gov¬ 

ernment that would hire blankety-blank - 

blank carpenters to drive a blankety-blank- 

blank mule train anyway, by blanke y- 

blankety-blank-blank.” 

The route out of Tientsin lay through the 

native city, that picture of complete destruc¬ 

tion which the European and American armies 

left in their trail as they went to the rescue 

of their Ministers in Pekin. Tientsin had 

been filling up for days with Chinamen who 

had got over their scare and had decided 

that it would be safe for them to return to 

their ruined homes. They were gathered 

by thousands in the ruins of the houses where 

they had once lived, and from these t ley 

stared at the first modern army transporta¬ 

tion train that they had ever seen. A Chinese 

cart is less than one-quarter the size ol an 
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Indian end of the bridge and there they shied. | 

He put up his whip and ooaxed them. Finally 
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black clouds of ducks. 

out of 

xTenin had hardly been passed when every¬ 

body in this wagon train discovered off in the 

northwest a most peculiar cloud display 

The clouds were perfectly black and they had 

the appearance of being torn by the wind. 

They were of most unusual shape. They 

seemed to be swirling around and around m 

the air but always coming closer. It was 

1 fully half an hour before the discovery was 

f made that the supposed clouds were not clouds 

at, all but flocks of wild ducks. There must 
have’been millions and millions of them. 

Thev flew directly over the wagon tram. 

The sky was black with them. They were so 

thick that when they passed between the train 
the sun was obscured. They were too high in 

the air for shooting, but they were close 
enough to be easily distinguishable, and 

they made everybody wish that he had a gun 
and the ability to hit a small blaok object 2,000 

yard? away. . 
| The train got to Pei Tsang just after darK 

and the millions of ducks were still flying over 
it. At Pei Tsang there was a camp of Japan- 

ieso_soldiers on one side o.f the Pei-ho and a 

[camp of British Indiamen on the other. The 

| Pei-ho had to be crossed there and the Japs 

[had constructed a pontoon bridge just wide 

j enough for a span of mules to cross abreast 

and draw a wagon after them. Crossing it 

at night was out of the question and so the 

train stopped there until daylight. The 

orders were to start again at 5 o’clock in the 

morning and the fortunate ones who had 
brought cots stretched themselves out on 

them, and the unfortunate ones who hadn't 

brought cots rolled themselves up in blankets 

on the ground. The blue sky was the cover¬ 

ing of all. 
Itwasjustdaylightat5. Theold Eighth Cav- 

alryrmn came around with a bacon and hard¬ 

tack sandwich for his guest and a dipper of 

coffee made with Pei-ho mud and then he 

went off to inspect the pontoon bridge, tie 

came back, unhitched his leaders, tied them 

on behind, and remarked to his passenger: 

"Say, pard, take my advice and walk aways 

to help digest that bacon. I tell you what it 

is, they ain't nothin' that will digest bacon 

like walkin', and a feller what ain’t used to 

hikin' it oughter always walk after he’s eat 

bacon. If he don’t he’s liable to get sick. 

Go on, pard. and walk aways, and I’ll pick 

ye up the other side." 

Now this kindly advice was not under¬ 

stood at the time, but it was when the Eighth 

Cavalryman’s guest walked across that 
pontoon bridge. As stated before, it was 

just wide enough for a wagon to cross. The 

river was running swiftly. The water was 

seventeen feet deep. The boats that formed 

the bridge bobbed more or less when there 

was no weight on them. When a man walked 

across they bobbed enough to make him 

seasick. What would happen when four 

mules and a wagon got there could beimaglned. 

"I’m the last of this yere wagon train,” 

said the Eighth Cavalryman after he had 

unhooked his leaders, "but I guess I had 

better take this bridge first and show some 

of them blankety-blank carpenters what 
drivin’ is. Gee! hawl get up there. Dyna¬ 

mite!”—and he oracked his whip and used 

the butt of It on the off mule that he called 

Dynamite, beoause he said “the orltter’s 

kicked daylight through more men than 
Reilly's battery ever shot it through.” 

ticklish work on thb bridge. 

they went forward. The first boat sank f 

eight or ten Inches as the weight of the mules | 

came on it. They hugged each other close | 

and pranced. The old Eighth Cavalryman | 

talked to them as if they were humans. The g 

second boat was bobbing up and down iin I 

front of them, and they stepped on it just | 

as the weight of the wagon came down on | 
0 bridge. It was a mighty anxious 

moment. The mules pranced and fell against 

each other. The boat sank under their 

weight, but the driver kept them going steadily 

and so boat after boat was passed. Now the 

mules would be almost on a level with the 

driver’s seat and now they would be away 

below him. There was perhaps a foot to 

snare on each side of the wagon wheels and 

any false step meant disaster, but the old 
cavalryman knew his business and at last 

the mules felt the solid ground and pulled 

awav like good fellows up the bank on the 

I opposite side. There the cavalryman stood 

up on his seat, his arms akimbo, and said 

with grunts of satisfaction: 
“Now watch them blankety-blanked car- 

I penters get drowned! 
The second wagon was just about approach¬ 

ing the end of the bridge. The 250 or more 

Jap soldiers were all gathered on their side 

I of the river, grinniiig expectantly. They 

I evidently had much the same feeling as the 

I ex-cavalrvman. The second wagon got 

3 along to the middle of the bridge, when, a 

I of a sudden the mules reared. One, pushed 
B by the other, leaped off into the water. The 

I other was dragged after him. The wagon 

swayed a moment, there was a crash, and 

over it went. The driver was in the bottom 

of one of the boats cursing his luck, and a 

mechanic who was on the seat with him, 

was struggling in the water with the mules. 

The remarks of the old Eighth Cavalryman 

at this juncture were interesting, vociferous 

enough to be heard ten miles to Tientsin 

and long enough to fill two columns of The 

Sun- ... . . . 
The Japs ■were all'"activity iir~an instant. 

They threw off their capes and rushed down 

the bridge with poles and ropes, Which they 

shoved over into the water at the man who 

was clinging to the side of one of the boats to 

keep from being swept down the stream. 

The Japs got him out in a minute. With the 
aid of the other drivers they lassoed the mules 

that were kicking and plunging in the water, 
hampered by their harness. It took just half 

an hour and a bookful of cussing to get those 

mules out, and it was another half hour before 
the wagon was unloaded and by main strength 

was lifted on the bridge and was drawn across 

the rest of the distance by man power. 

adventures of the wagons. 

The story of how all these twenty wagons 

got across this bridge would make this report 

of the trip of Uncle Sam’s first unescorted 

wagon train too long, so a summary only will 

be given. Wagon number three got as far 

as the middle, one wheel fell off the bridge 

( and one mule tumbled overboard. Number 

j four and number five got across all right. 
Numbers six, seven and eight were driven by 

men who perhaps didn’t know much about 

j driving, but who knew enough not to try to 

I drive across the bridge. They led their 

| mules across, and with the aid of Jap soldiers 

‘ their wagons were brought over b> hand. 

Number nine came to grief as number two 
had done. Number ten lost a mule. Number 

eleven, twelve, thirteen and fourteen followed 

six seven and eight. Driver number fifteen 

declared he’d do the trick with four mules 

and actually started when the wagon master 

compelled him to hitch two of his mules behind. 

He cursed the wagon master. He swore 

that any idiot could drive across that bridge 

with a twenty-mule team, and he cracked 

his whip and started, and in less time than 

it takes to tell it he was pitching head foremost 

into the water, and his wagon was tumbling 

after him, while all the other drivers were 

I having fun at his expense. The Japs fished 

him out, too, and fished out his mules. And 
then they helped to unload and load up the • 

j wagon again after they had fished that out. f 

Fifteen’s experience was enough. All the . 
other wagons were brought across by hand, f 

and instead of starting from Pei Tsang at ^ 
daylight it was well on toward noon before. • 

tlie train was on its way. 
The next stop was Yang Tsun, where four | 

troops of the Sixth Cavalry had a camp, p 

and where Col. Wint, who was in command, t 

invited the guests on the transport train 

to come up and make themselves at home ; 

with him. The Colonel trotted out ham and 

eggs and vegetables and jam enough to j 
feed an army. Meantime the wagon master, r 

the guide with the fur trousers and the driv- 

ers were having a hustle. To cook they had 

to have a fire, for a fire they had to have , 

wood, and in the length and breadth of the *, 

country around there wasn’t a stick to be 

had. They foraged here and they foraged 

there and they came back swearing and j 

empty handed. They begged wood of the ! 

cavalrymen,who told them they hadn't enough 

for their own use. Off in the distance there 

was a little mound. He of the fur trousers 

conferred with the wagon master, and then | 

they started off for this little mound and began . 

to dig and dig. By and by they came to a ( 

box; they ripped off the cover, and they toted 

it back and built a fire. So the supper of 

the teamsters the second night out from 

Tientsin was cooked on a fire made with the 

cover of a Chinese coffin. 
"Pretty tough,” commented the corre¬ 

spondent when he saw what was being done. 

"Yes,’’ said the guide, "but the man that 

had it had used it so long he didn’t need it.’ 

The next morning there was another hunt 

for wood and wood was just as hard to find. 

It was really necessary to turn the occupant 

of the Chinese coffin out entirely and to use 

the rest of the wood to fry the bacon and 

boil the coffee, while the hundred and one 

Chinese dogs that had surrounded the camp 

during the night revelled over the bones 

and fought and snarled and bit and barked j 

in disposing of them. 

IN CAMP BY THE ROADSIDE. 

The next stop was to be Ho Si Wo, where 

there was a garrison. Whether it was the 

excitement due to a horse trade he had made 

or not the man with the fur trousers got the 

wagon train off the main road somehow 

this day. Ho Si Wo was never sighted and 

it came dusk with no garrison in sight, with 

Ho Si Wo evidentljr behind some distance 

and Mathao evidently ahead some distance 

—Mathao being the first garrison after Ho Si 

Wo. The start that morning had been made 

with scarcely any breakfast, for somehow 

or other with the snarling dogs quarrelling 

over the bones of a Chinaman, the bacon 

and the coffee cooked over the fire made of 

a coffin hadn't tasted just right and nobody 

had eaten much. So at dusk everybody 

was hungry and more or less out of temper. 

The drivers didn’t want to go on to Mathao 

—that is, they didn’t when they all began to 

howl at the wagon master to stop. Later 

on they wished they had gone there. The 

guide with the fur trousers pretended to have 

had some experience a6 a scout and he picked 

out the camping ground. 

"What we want,” he said, "is a place easy 

to defend”—and he selected a triangle made 

by three roads and entirely surrounded by 

cornfields, a place where, if there had been 

any enemies around they could have sur¬ 

rounded the camp, getting within fifty yards 

of it without ever being seen. 

It wouldn't have been so bad, but the doctor 

of the Sixth Cavalry, who had ridden through 

from Pekin the day before, arriving at the 

Yang Tsun camp late the night that the trans¬ 

ports camped there, had said that there had 

been a fight at a town four mile3 from Mathao 

when he came through. He had heard the 

firing and could not be mistaken. He had 

expressed the opinion that the country around 

Mathao was full of Boxers. Now, this was 

not known generally by the drivers when they 

shouted to the wagon master and demanded 

that he stop for the night. It was known to 

the English army officer, to the itinerant mis- 



correspondent. The English army officer, 

who had had more experience than any one 

else in the party, objected strenuously to 

making a stop at such a place. Said he: “We 

are in the enemy’s country. You have a 

$200,000 wagon train here. Think what a 

And'it would be for the Boxers if there were 

any of them around!” 
TALE OF BOXERS. 

This was to the wagon master, and it was 

said about twenty minutes after the train had 

stopped. About two minutes after it was 

said there were sounds of rifles up in the town, 

bang! bang! bang-bang! and bang-bang-1 

bang! and a moment later the man with the! 

fur trousers, his hat gripped tightly in one* 

hand, his gun in the other, his long hair stream¬ 

ing behind came down one of the roads like 

a racehorse, shrieking: “Ammunition! Am¬ 

munition!” Through the camp he went on a 

two-legged gallop. “Ammunition!” he roared. 

Four drivers threw beltloads of cartridges 

at him, and up the street again he dashed 
i • _ _ _evrvl n n otlnn PnnfT 
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without giving a word of explanation. Bang 

—bang—bang! sounded the guns again. 

Then there was silence, which was broken a 

little later by the rumbling of wheels and the 

sound of voices of men evidently laboring 

under excitement. 
Then a procession wheeled into camp. 

It was led by the man with the fur trousers 

who had his rifle over his shoulder and ai 

smile of triumph on his face. After him 

came five teamsters dragging behind them a 

seven-pound Krupp gun with the breech 

block gone. The people in the camp crowded 

around and listened to the story. The five 

and the man with the fur trousers said that 

thev had gone up into the town to reconnoitre 

and that almost the flrst thing that they had | 

seen there was a group of ten Boxers who 

were evidently holding a council of war. 

Instantly7 they fired upon them and the Boxers 

fled Many7 people had been on the streets, ^ 

i but the moment the firing started the streets 

had become de erted. Tne peoole had dashed 

into their houses and locked the doom. Ihes^ 

houses now. the worthy teamsters said, 

I were full of Boxers and without any question 

j the Boxers were forming their plans ior a I night attack. As a matter of fact, of coiirse, 

' the trembling Chinamen were hiding under 

!i their beds, fearful that the game of killing 

i and looting that marked the advance of the 

1 allied forces to Pekin was to be resumed 
1 The teamsters went on. They said that 

„fher thev had fired at the ten Boxers and 

if ® d faiied to hit any of them they had searched 
j and bad discovered the Krupp gun, 

I sj°th©y tod captured it and brought it tat. 

I r, ' It was useless, of course, without 

a"breech-block and the breech block they 

| tere satisfied was in the possession of the 

I C^ne9„e'dark now and the moon had not risen. 

they coum about twenty re- 
There were six nnes aim 
vovers in the crowd. The man with the 
fur Trousers, because of. his experience as a 

t was selected as sergeant of the guard, 
scout, was notified that ho would have 

ET'Tt- on a picket line to be maintained 
a° dine- the night. While supper was being 
dur. 1 t-vo Frenchmen came along and 

sSiotoSSto c«>«to ‘tv 
to, thev added to the „ener.l ttay.ty to 

telling how men were shot every day on 

road „ m X’Sret. vent 

W ° 

Jap. came along. 
“Halt!” commanded the sentry. 

The Jap halted ith him?” 
“What in thunder will I d , d •• 

roared the sentry, ”I’ve got him haded. 

The Jap’s mule started ahead aga 
■■Halt!” bawled the sentry again. ^ 

“Pet him go,” shouted four or 

teamsters. , fr.rward and 
The Jap’s mule again started fo ^ 

then seemed suddenly to spy the sentry and 

bolted off through the field, the Jap yelling 

back a choice collection of Japanese, the 

sentry howling for help and the whole camp 

in an uproar. This was the first exciting 

incident of the evening. Then it was dis¬ 

covered that the missionary was missing. 

Search was mode for him everywhere. Not 

a trace of him could be found. What had 

become of him nobody knew. Nobody had 

seen him go away7. The cornfields wer® 

beaten for him. The wagons were search**# 

for him, but there was not a trace of him 

and at last lie was put down as the first loss 

the party , had suffered. 

The guests spread their cots down by the 

wagons, rolled themselves up in their Tilankeis 

and went to sleep. The hours passed and tn« 

moon came up. Not a sound disturbed the 

camp. It was about 2 o’clock when tfie cor¬ 

respondent woke up flrst and found a mule 

eating his blanket. Dogs were prowling 

around the camp. Away off down the road 

he heard a whistle—whee—whaa—and then 
silenoe. Again it sounded—whee—whaa—and 

off in the distance there came a bellow, un 

mistakably the voice of the old Eighth oavalry 

I man. 

—was hit: iHlameb I'1 Hu luul 

ment of those who didn’t have guiis to I 1 

the man with the fur trousers, and on .VY j 

trip from Tung Chou to Pekin he resolved 

to put that crowd to shame. At a point nl 1 

a high road, on the right, there was a 0°"* ! 

field. In the cornfield there was a hog tm ' 

hog was fully twenty-five yards away j 

his horse slid the man of the fur trousers! i l 

down he squatted, tailor fashion. Up to h' f 

shoulder came the trusty Mauser cartin'3 « 

The trained eye glanced along the barrel * 

A minute passed. Then two minutes. Thi 1 

was to be a shot for fair. Another minute8 1 

bang went the gun. The hog pricked 

up his ears and started running, but fronJ 

the cornstalks nearby there went up an awful 

squeal. The shot had hit another hog that 
had been loafing around out of sight 1 

Thus ended the incidents of Uncle Sara'*’' 

first unescorted transport train from Tientsin I 

to Pekin. Pekin was reached in four and a 
half days without the loss of a man, or a 

pound of stuff and only one mule short. 

El F0ETE . 

s “What’s the matter, v’ dam fur-panted 

fool? Are y’ scared t’ come out here? Dp 

you want me to leave me post t’ come in and 

get y’ to relieve me?” 
“N-n-n-n-no,” stammered the man of the 

fur trousers, “I jrj-just wanted to make sure 

it was you. W-when I w-w-whistle y-y-ypu 

w-w-histle back. Then I’ll know it'-s-s-3 

you.” 
“Aw! go bury yer head in the sand,” bawled 

the Eighth cavalryman, “and gimme.a si10® 

at what's loft. Yer a brave man, you are.” 

It was 4 o’clock in the morning when the 

strain of the night's watch became too great 

and the wagon master said he guessed they d 
pull out. While breakfast was cooking the 

missionary, covered with dirt and dust, his 

white helmet streaked with dirt, his face 

almost mud colored, appeared. 
“Whar y’ been,” demanded everybody. 

He didn’t answer, but'a driver did. 
“Whar d’ye spose I found 'im? said the 

driver,—"up there a-sleepin’ with the gods 
He pointed toward the nearest building 

to camp. It was a temple. There had 

been forty gods in it. Somebody had come 

along with a brickbat and battered their 

heads off and torn them down from their 

altars and they were lying strewn about 

the floor. The missionary knew something 

about China and he had gone up to sleep 

among the gods, knowing if the Chinese 

came -they wouldn’t search the temple 
“You see,” said the missionary with a 

perfectly straight face, “1 couldn't. v®^ 
well do sentry duty and 1 wanted to do my 

share toward protecting us all. You.don.t 

know these Chinese, but 1 do. They are a 

very superstitious people and if they had 

attacked us last night all 1 would have had 

to do would have been to raise up among 

the fallen gods there and speak andthey g 

would have fled In terror. Oh yes tbaj• | 

true; 1 know the Chinese and that s just^ 

what they would have done 
The caTT was hitched to the first wagon 

ot th, ,ra‘» and th, wagon «" ’ j} 

this time American who^j 
gun was turned over to ^ grinned at* 

commanded that jg experiences and 

SedTorcesTTt 

“"Nevertheless." he .aid. "It was “ 

well to capture the gun. 
the scout shows his skill. 

The days on this wagon train were long and 

weary ones, and much of the time it was more 

Importable to walk than it was to ride 

The monotony was broken by occasional 

shots at dogs. ’ The man with the fur trousers 

always got the flrst shot, because he was at 

the head of the procession, and the men w 
Ins down the length of the train would fol- 
f11 v,im If truth must be told there were 

°It« m.to do*, in China a. the end of the 

.« there had been at the beginning. Not 

'RENCH AND GERMANS WILL 1tfOVE 
INTO SHAN SI (Qi < <a! 

Imperial Troops at Huailu Defy Li Hung Chang 

and Assume a Threatening Attitude—Firm 

Action Considered Necessary—May Clash 

With Tung Fu Hsiang and Prince Ching. 

Special Cable Despatches to The Sun. 
From THE SUN Correspondent at Pekin. 

Pekin, April IB.—it is understood that 
the Chinese troops at Huailu, southwest 
of Paoting-fu are still threatening. Them 
General is unwilling to heed Li Hung 
Changes orders to remain in the Province 
of Shansi. His reply to these orders was I 
offensive and conceited. The troops re 
mostly from the southern provinces. 

The German and French oon in¬ 
gents are planning to attack thenb 

s- M-f(edarmta rT,rv«i 

““understanding the Chinese chamc- 
temregard some action in Shansi desirable. 
The last of the German contingent w 
leave here to-morrow. 

A prominent Chinese censor, who is als 

connected with the ‘ 
Pekin recently memorialized the 
recommending the dismissal ol tae dler 

of the board., retaining 

laries, whoso number“ corruption, 
as a means of toer°ommg^^proving 

0 wilh 

lt Yesterdayfthere was a further exhibition 

of British ^/espe. 
Heaven. Count ^ British artiLlery 
dally desirous of ®eem* satisfactory, 
driving, which prov tlonal gathering 
There was a large mt Russian 
including the member* th9 

legation. Gen. Gas® day8’ compe- 
prizes won during gir partab 
i -i-: ^rinfi Indian x * m_ tition. One Indian Two G®r- 
Singh, received ^ur prizes^ ^ 
mans and one Frenc farewell 

Last night Gen. Chaff 
dinner to the Generals toh {rom Pekin 

Paris, April 15. A ROOiling f»r a 

describes the with 
fight. Five hundred G (Monday) 
a® ammunition tram “r,'thoy will 
morning for “/^Mongolian hordes 

Tung Fu Hsiang. , 000 men at I 
A German brigade 0 ' for the 

Paoting-fu will . leave> - ^ q{ hoiding 
west, with the object, P ^ pr0Vince 
the other passes kad ^ tattle wgj 
of Shansi and of provoking a m 
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—— Q-f rynpg pn HsIsm^S 

Action Postponed to Indicted Are 

%urM others of prlsoncrs to the 

p*^ ir.-S« 
the 

Pekin. Feb. yesterday the Ministers 
Chinese peace en d voted to demand 

held a separate see ^dotber high offloials 
the death of the P presented to the 

named in the ^^tion of Prince Tuan. 
Chinese, with the e ^ Hslang Three 

Duke Lan and Gen- T d. Rang Yi> L1 Ping 
of the twelve men m ^read dead. Hsu 

Heng and Hsu T^K'glu are prisoners ln the 
Chang Yu and Kill b The Chinese have 

F'”»'sSrteMfc-' 
I two who may 0*ul?e °ttn* the Chinese rep- 
I During the Jon t {<. would be impossible 

Iresentatives said a other Princes be- 
to kill Prince Tuan and ttejth^ 

Icause of their rel » P Minister, retorted; 
M. Picbon. the French i 

SfSRKTChinese representative 
b Pekin, Feb. 6—The twelve men Indicted 

hi, iho Ministers are: 
Prince Chwang. who was officially oom- 

mander-in-chief of the Boxers, and as prefect 
SCnee was responsible for offering a reward 
t ^frrrm 80 to 60 taols for every foreigner 

”um *"d ,OT 
5 Chinese who protected foreigners. 

d Prlnra Taa». who TO «*• Kto"*"1‘""'"'.“'G 

tb. Boxer “»7““tBoxer.‘>So^S the 

"^pTSdent of the Tebngr-li-r.men he 

suspension 

As 
of 

M 
- 

relationship 8w^s° beheaded by order 

Prince having the same 
of the 

I Empress Dowager. . "That was a 

To tbf, the ”^d,^of rebel- 
Iverv different case. He was guu r 
Uous conduct toward the Government 

M Pichon said: "Then you mean to say 

that Prince Tuan is not likewise 
I he did what he did by order of the Govern 

linent?" 
The Chinese made no reply. 
Prince Ohlng demanded why twrive names 

I were on the list now when the original list 

contained only ten names. Minister 
Sir Ernest Satow, the British Mlnlste, 

ronlied' "This is the only list ever presented 
to your Excellencies It contains twelve 

° Pichon said: "You need not feel em¬ 
barrassed by^ the other two. We will take 

care of them. 
This was a reference to the two Chinese 

| held prsioners by the Japanese, whose names 
were the last, added to the list. One of these, 
Hsu Chang Yu. was a leader in the execution 
«f the two members of the Tsung-ll-Yamen, 
which he personally witnessed. As one o 

| the victims was kneeling for the axe he said 

| to Hsu Chang Yu: 
"You kill me now, but before the twelfth 

I moon you will kneel In my place. 
This remark was prophetio, as the French 

plan to kill Bsu Chang Yu on the same spot. 
While not demanding the death of Prlnoe t 

I Tuan and Duke Lan, the Ministers will de- B 

I mand that sentence of deoap tation be passed 
on both The Emperor will then be per¬ 
mitted to immediately commute the eentenoe 

| to banishment to Turklstan. 
They will also Insist that the death sentence 

1 be passed on the three officials who, though 
I named In the indictment, are already dead. 
1 Under the Chinese law this will deprive them 
| of all the honors they possessed ln life, oon- 
I flscate their property and deprive their chU- 
1 dren of the right to hold offloe or receive 

honors. 
1 In the case of Gen Tung Fu Hsian* the 
[Ministers will demand that the severest 
I punishment be Inflicted on him ultimately. 

The Chinese representatives have handed 
Ito the Ministers a secret decree pointing 

ut the Impossibility at present of inflicting 
Ipunishment on Gen. Tung Fu Hsiang. It 
lstates that he has gained the confldenoe 
J Chinese and Mohammedans alike, and If he la 
punished with the slightest degree of pre¬ 
cipitation the inhabitants of the two prov 
aces, who are naturally unruly, will rervolt, 
a which case the first to suffer in the prov- 
aoes would be the Christiana and the mis- 
ionaries. The decree then promises to 
nflict the heaviest punishment In the future. 

■ The Ministers will hold another meeting 
|to-day,^aftRr which the death demands will 

ihie for the anti-foreign edicts, 
^/rthem beW that of July 2. theearry- 
f™ out of which resulted In the massacre 

foreigners in Shensi. He ordered the 
°f,f froons to attack the legations, and 
Chinese troops ceggation of hostilities. 

CTto *b. bead o, the dart. * l=b 

™ 4 beheading of two members of 
STS^i-Sb 'o' favorin* foratoar. 

the. I fnthor of the ultimatum of June 19. 
611 j- tbe Ministers to leave Pekin in ££ 
aommand ng thamo ordered hU troop. ^ 

tTTm'IZ f5« '■>»■“> »” *»• «*?*■• 
, iv... *v*e principal author of th© 

“urd™ t Baron von K.ttal.r, tba Carman 

'“SSTlan. «« °[ 
f tha Poxers He was vice-president of 

police, and was responsible for off®^ng re¬ 

gards for foreigners. He was one of the first 

to open the gates of the city to the Boxers 
Yinglien, one of the chief Boxers and a 

vice-president of police. He was an accom¬ 

plice in all the criminality and took a great 

I nart in the anti-foreign movement. 
^ Chao Hsu Kiao. who by reason of 

his great influence ns a member of the 

Grand Council and as Minister of Jus¬ 

tice was one of the leaders in the under¬ 

takings against foreigners. He urged the 
Chinese Government to give freedom of ac¬ 

tion to the Boxers and is specially respon¬ 

sible for the execution of the two members 

of the Tsung-li-Yamen. 
Yu Hsien, who reorganized the gBoxer 

Society and was the author of the 
massacres in the Province of Shansk He 
assassinated with his own hand a number of 

foreign missionaries. 
Gen. Tung Fu Hsiang, who proposed with 

Prince Tuan and carried out at Pekin a plan 
for the annihilation of foreigners. He 

commanded the troops who attacked the 
legations and his soldiers assassinated the 

Chancellor of the Japanese legation. 
Hsu Tung, one of the officials most hostile 

toward foreigners, who advised their ex¬ 

termination. He was an accomplice in all 
the Boxer plots and exercised all his influence 

in their favor with the Empress Dowager. 
Hsu Chang Yu, son of the last named; same 

indictment against him as against his father; 

also charged with being the principal author 

of the murders of members of the Tsung- 

li-Yamen. 
K.ih Siu, one of the most hostile to foreigners, 

who used all his influence in the service of 
the Boxers; also one of the authors of the ex- 

The indictment also relates the crimes 

of Kang Yi and Li Ping Heng. Both these men 

are dead. Hsu Tung is also dead. His 
ecution of the members of the Tsung-li- 

Yamen. . .. 
son‘Hsu Chang Yu, induced him to commit 

suicide and promised that he would follow 

his father’s example. He placed a rope around 

his father’s neck and kicked the stool upon 

which he was standing from under him. 

When he found that his father was dead 

the son changed his mind about following his 

example.__. 

the peace conditions, for the jn 
of official examinations for d The 
places where foreigners are a e ' antj_ 
second edict forbids the formation , . mcnt 

foreign societies, recites the 
of guilty persons, and says the local official^ 

will be held responsible for the ma n lg 
or order. If trouble occurs the oi 

will be removed without delay ana w 
again be allowed to hold office ves- 

These edicts, together with that o 

terday arranging for a conference o 

officials to devise a plan for r®fon? . _es 
Government, are received here by al - 

Chinese conservative reformers 
great enthusiasm. The native newspapers 
hall them as foreshadowing the dawn 
new era, but they recognize that 
eign Powers must still hold a str"ng 
on China and compel her to fulfil these 

promises. 

FC0L. DENBY’S INDICTMENT AND 

DEMAND. 

[communicated, ] 

Inasmuch as the China Mail is a con¬ 
servator of important historical documents, 
a full text of the demands made by I oreign 
Ministers at Peking in regard to the Sz 
Chuan outrage and the Ku Cheng massacre 
©ught to appear in it for preservation. 
That of Col. Denby has recently appeared 
in an American paper, and was obtained 
directly at Pekin, by Mr Curtis, at that 
time a visitor there. This full statement 
has not been generally seen. Its appear¬ 
ance, even at this day, will be matter of 
gratification. To Americans especially, it 
will be most welcome. It was thought at 
one time, by some, that His Excellency 
Col. Denby was not fully apprehensive of 
the situation or perhaps not[sufficiently | 
prompt. It will be seen that neither ap¬ 
prehension was just. His Excellency did 
present |and press home an exceedingly 
lucid statement of the case. Nothing bet¬ 
ter could have been asked for by his 
countrymen. The breadth and liberality 
of Col. Denby’s demands will be noted,— 
as especially, in demand No. 2—that by 
Imperial Proclamation not simply Ameri¬ 
cans but ‘ foreigners ’ should have their 
rights restored in Sz Chuan. It [was emin¬ 
ently proper that, in such an emergency, 

representatives of all nationalities the 
should indicate to the authorities that in a 
matter of this kind common cause should 
be made. England did the same thing in 
her wars with China in demanding pro¬ 
tection for unbefriended people of exposed 

places. 
The quotation now is from the letter of 

Mr Curtis in the Chicago Record. 

W. A. 

I can do no better than give verbatim 
the indictment which Col. Denby present¬ 
ed to the Tsung Li Yamen after the riots 
in Szchuen and the demands he made for 
reparation, which were as follows 

cam A FULFILLING PEACE TERMS. 

Irdlct Reaches Shanghai, and Reformers There 
Are Enthusiastic. 

Special Cable Despatch to THE SUN. 
:From The Sun Correspondent at Shanghai. 

Shanghai, Feb. 8.—Two important Im- 
[perial edicts were Issued to-day The first 
lprovides, in accordance with Article III of | 

‘ 1. There can be no doubt that the local 
officials are responsible for the disturbances. 
This appears from the following written do¬ 
cuments, among others ; A proclamation 
issued by the Taotai, general manager of 
foreign affairs, which repudiates the recent 
Berthemy convention (permitting foreigners 
to purchase property); a proclamation issued 
by Chou Taotai, a Hunan man, and chief of 
police for the two hsiens (wards) of the ca- 

I pital, wherein he states the horrible false¬ 
hood that foreigners deceive and kidnap 
small children ; the proclamation of the 
Viceroy Liu., May 29 last, that the for¬ 
eigners caused the trouble at the Tuan 
Yang feast; placards which were put up 
and not removed by the police to the effect 
that “foreign barbarians” are hiring evil 
characters to kidnap small children that 

may extract oil from them for their 



use ; that the English, French and3me„. 

cans did not drive out the Japanese, and 

that they must, therefore, be driven out. 

‘ 2. All these things were done or suffered 

to be done by the authorities. They all 

tended to excite and encourage the rioters. 

* 3. From proof in my possession it also 

appears that the rioters assembled at the 

northeast corner of the city and had to go 

through the entire length of the parade 

around and past the soldiers’ camp to 

the first point of attack—the Canadian 

methodist mission. No effort was made to 

stop them, and when the missionaries lied 

to the camp for protection they were driven 

out and one lady was brutally kicked by a 

soldier. 

« 4, The Roman catholic mission, only a 

stone’s throw from the vice-regal yamen, 

was badly looted and demolished. 

‘ 5. Until the above-mentioned proclama¬ 

tions were issued the attitude of the people 

was friendly. 
< (b There were thousands of soldiers m 

and about the city, and there were three 

camps with several hundred foreign-drilled 

troops in each, and they did not attempt to 

protect the foreigners. 
« 7. The destruction and looting at Cheng- 

tu extended over thirty-six hours, and 

during all this time the officials did nothing, 

and this notwithstanding the fact that there 

was a cessation of rioting for five hours. 

‘ 8. The soldiers and yamen runners par¬ 

ticipated in the rioting. 
* 0. When at daylight, the second day ot 

the riots, some missionaries went to the 

yamen of the Hua Yang Hsien, the magis¬ 

trate, for protection they were told that he 

was asleep and were denied admittance. 

i 10. The telegraph operator at Ohengtu 

was forbidden to transmit messages for the 

missionaries, while at the same time mes- 

sages were being sent stating, it is said by 

the viceroy himself, that a mutilated child 

had been found. It was ten days before 

the fate of the missionaries was known at 

Shanghai, Imagine the horror of this sus- 

The local officials did nothing to 

restore order until instructions reached 

them from Pekin, , ,. , 
if 112. It is apparent from the immediate 

I occurrence of riots at many other places in 

I Szechuan that there was a concerted action 

I betwmn the capital aftd wtym 

of the viceroys themselves. 

‘ 5. That when the demands for damages 

are presented—as they will be—they be 

promptly paid, and if possible that they 

be paid out of the local treasuries, so that 

the local authorities may suffer pecuniarily 

for their crimes. 
1 6. That the author of one of the pla¬ 

cards mentioned, one Chou, who has beeu 

promoted to be acting taotai at Yachow, be 

immediately degraded and rendered incap¬ 

able of ever holding office again. 

‘ 7. That a proper and suitable military 

force be kept under stringent orders at 

Chung King. 

‘ 8. That the Taotai Lu be kept at Chung 

King. . , . , 
‘ It is still uncertain what combined ac¬ 

tion the western powers will take on the 

! questions involved in the Chengtu riots. 

; That something open, bold and aggressive 

must be done is apparent. Riots, in which 

peaceable foreigners are periodically burn¬ 

ed out of house and home and subjected 

to untold sufferings, must cease. If these 

things can occur treaties amd imperial pro¬ 

clamations are waste paper. 

‘ China at this time owes it to herself, if 

not to the foreign powers, that riots should 

be made impossible. I submit that unless 

the imperial government is willing to admit 

that it is unable to control the provinces 

that are remote from the capital, the 

western powers must look to it tor protec¬ 

tion. I should exceedingly regret to have to 

conclude that the imperial government is 

powerless in Szechuan, but if facts anci re¬ 

sults do not show that conclusion is well 

founded, then the western powers will be 

compelled to devise other measures to pro¬ 

tect the foreigners who, under the treaties 

and with the open and acquired consent ot 

the imperial government, are residents ot 

China.’ 

. ■ ■ payment o __.u 

!, 7 to t*le French mission at Cheni.m'TH 
he es-vioeruy, Lm Ping Chang, out of v7 

QWft private funds ’ * private funds, 
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Thereis no doubt that, with the knowledge 

of the officials, a general plan was organize 

to drive out of the province all foreigners. 

‘13. These riots swept away in a tew 

days the fruit of years of toil and sacrifice, 

done and endured with no object except 

to do good to the Chinese people. They 

made homeless and wanderers twenty-fou 

American citizens, and they objected to 

violence, insult and injury many helpless 

women and innocent children. 

‘ These facts are undisputable. it re 

mains to discuss the remedies—if there can 

be remedies-for the wrongs and sufferings 

above detailed. * Phina • 
‘ I demand of the government of China 

«1. The irompt, condign and adequate 

punishment of the guilty officials, whatever 

their rank or station may be. j 

‘2. That by Imperial ^ 
foreigners be Permitted immediately to re 

turn to Szechuan, to tak.e can rebuild 
property, and tha^ UfntJm^ea by the local 
their houses they be ™rnisne J 

officials with suitable abiding p - Qr_ 

• 3. That the viceroy of .Szechuan 

dered to issue a proclamation dec 8 

foreigners have the right to reside and pro 

secute their work in that provinc . 

• 4. That a,a imperial procUmatoon mtw 

rehearsing the right of mission very 

side in aid carry on their work m every 

part of China and that copies of th‘» P 

mation be put in every yaiue“J^l^L^^7£ 

The French acted more promptly. The 

catholic bishop and his priests, whose pro¬ 

perty wa3 destroyed with that of the baptist 

i. and methodist missions in Szechuan, did 

1 not leave the province with the American 

* and British missionaries, but remained at 

their posts, and the French minister at 

Pekin M. Gerard, immediately secured 

the consent of the central government for 

an investigation by Bishop Durand and 

three Chinese commissioners. The bishop, 

having been burned out, was at once 

installed in comfort in the yamen of the 

provincial treasurer at Chengtu and ^ated 

with great respect and kindness by the 

Chinese officials and people. 1 ho resu t 

of his investigation, which were telegraphe 

to Pekin, were made the ba3is of the follow- 

Sg demand, upon the central government 

by the French legation : 

‘1. The degradation of the ex-viceroy, 

U?[' The 'dismissal and degradation of hi, 

secretary, who hu been made taota. 

“if ’Se^detr’d Kn"mU,a, of the 
( Chengtu, who stirred up 

thT trouble by circulating falsehoods con- 

celntag foreigners and then refu«d to 

protect the missionary prope ,, jlief 
1 «4 The degradation of Chou, the cmei 

of police, who was the author of the Placar 
that° excited so much mischief, and ffis 

punishment by the native cour s of Chma. 

V < 5 The full reinstatement of the catholic 

missionaries throughout the Prince of 

Szechuan, the full recognition of their rights 

and privileges by all the local and prow - 

Sal officials and their protection in the 

^U6.e>The immediate rebuilding of all mis* 

sions, churches, hospitals, schools, dweUingB 

and other buildings that were destroyed at 

the expenaeof the local officials. 

MR. WU ON CHINESE EXCLUSION. 

Says Chinamen Would Not Object If the Law 

Was Made Applicable to All Races Alike. 

Washington, June 17.—Mr. Wu, the Chi¬ 

nese Minister, speaking of the movement 

recently inaugurated by the Chinese in the 

great cities to oppose the reenactment of 

the Geary Chinese Exclusion law, which 

will expire next year, said to-day: 

“While this matter of the Chinese organ¬ 

izing to oppose a reenactment of the Geary 

law has not before been brought to my at¬ 

tention, I can say that it is probably true, 

and if so, they have been induced to take 

this course, no doubt, by the recently pub¬ 

lished statements that the American labor¬ 

ing people are already beginning to agitate 

the question of a continuance of Chinese 

exclusion. They may also feel that their 

own continued residence here may even 

be rendered more difficult. At present, 

and especially in view of other questions 

which are to be settled it seems to me almost 

too early to begin a discussion of the Chinese 

exclusion matter. There is now existing 

a treaty between the United States and 

China, which was entered into in 1894 and 

which does not expire until 1904, by which 

China consents to a restriction of immigra¬ 

tion to this country. That we accepted 

and therefore cannot complain, but speak¬ 

ing off hand and without reference to the 

specific terms of the treaty, it does not seem 

to me that in the face of it the United States 

would pass an act excluding the Chinese 

for, say, ten or twenty years. I don’t know 

that this country could do so, unless it acte 

arbitrarily in the matter, which I don’t be¬ 
lieve It would do. China has consented 
to the present restriction, but it has J1 treaty” 
sented be'-and the limitation of would 
cn r don’t believe the United estates vouia 
proceed*to enact a law which would exclude 

th‘^The' greo tin is take whfefi 'tl* e Chinese made 

political influence, as do the Ger- 

as? 
S'e1?”to thoir nun,bets; th.y 

simply work a^d.”la,?ge of their vices, but 
-So it is not btheirvirtues that they are 

rather because of their vn bere Mind 
denied the privilege of ,00^^^^ tQ anyim 

you, I would not o >J _ *.... might enact, 
migration law wh'ch this country m * . e 

no matter how harsh *“J^like-the Euro- 
made applicable to all the Afrl- 
peans, the Japanese. - discrimination 
oans and others—but it; is tne hich hurts 
which the Chinaman peoples 
him, the fact that he o lal1 the t0 fee 
of the. world Is sinkled o have heard 
that he is not wanted here 1 t0 the Oon- 
that there is a growing opgosi japanese; but 
tinued immigration of tne o v them from 
there is no iegislation to re. tr not because 

Ja.mnfs'strorig and^JWnais'wealc? haS 
J PIt is only the interpretation hwpagttw0 

been placed "P00^,® {f^/especially severe, 

SthS fVS”t (or ■»«?“*oS?Ior tit 
understood, as criticising • ^as understood 
interpretation. Former ^laKnrers while now 
to apply only to Chinese laborer^ cla9S0S l 

it is made aP?lioa^?<*£jc but taking my o£« 
don’t wish to be egotistic, u should retire 

- ould be excluded. i I w 
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JrETREAT OF EUROPE FROM CHINA. 

;hlna Finds Defen^^ss European Harmony 

Than Before—Color Line in European Armies. 

From the London Spectator.ifW 6 .O ( 

It seems dear from the German Emperor's admis¬ 
sions from M. Delcassfi's speech In the French Cham¬ 
ber and from the Ill-concealed disappointment of all 
traders In China, that Europe has agreed to order a 
retreat from the Far East. She Is slclr of her enter¬ 
prise which was commenced In a moment of emotion, 
and not only abandons It, but expresses In half a dozen 
languages the relief of her peoples that It Is not to be 
continued. This Is rather an Important fact In modern 

history, for It carries with It certain results. 
One is that In the next dealings with China each 

nation will act by itself, avowedly for Its own Interests, 
and as far as possible by some road in which it can 
remain lonely. There Is not room obviously on the 
main road for so many carriages abreast, and the con¬ 
sequent chances of collision are a little too serious for 
their owners' equanimity. Another result is that 
China has discovered a new method of defence, or 
rather has accepted the new one pointed out by Gen. 
Gordon forty years ago. When she lights she Is beaten, 
but when she retreats she Is safe. The invading force 

arched through northern China, they relieved the 
gations, they plundered the capital, and then they 

food gazing Into air, very nearly helpless. The Court 
_,d retreated to Sian, and though the European 

Generals could plunder villages and kill peasants, 
they could not reach either the Government or the 

.'armies of China. 
T There Is a second result which Is even more Impor¬ 
tant. The States of Europe cannot act together for 
any length of time even when they try. So far as 
appears, the attempt at first, while the lives qf the 
Ambassadors were In peril, was made In all sincerity, 

. but the moment that danger was over the Powers fell 
apart. Their Jealousies and fears of each other were 
too real, and extended too deeply among their peoples, 
to admit of common action. A commoij expedition 
with common objects and common results has de¬ 
creased, instead of increasing, the harmony of Europe. 
We ourselves In particular are less near a thorough 
understanding with Russia, or Germany, or France 

than we were before. 
f- The third result is perhaps most Important of all, 
though its importance is confined to ourselves. It 
has become most difficult in any future combined 
operation to use our Indian troops. The Generals, of 
Course, never objected to their cooperation, but the 
soldiers of the Continental Powers did. The intense 
German contempt and dislike for men with dark skins, 
which events are revealing In other quarters of the 

•.World, extended itself even to Indians who were fight¬ 
ing by their side, and curiously enough was shared 
by the French, who had Annamlte soldiers In the 
field. Insults were shouted at the Sikhs, and col¬ 
lisions were only averted by their perfect discipline. 
It will be necessary In any future combined movement 
to leave them behind, and what with this unmannerli- 

mess of their comrades, and the Invincible dislike to 
their employment In South Africa, we run the risk of 
being deprived of one-half our effective strength. 

{People talk of the impropriety of using colored men 
(against white, and If they are to live side by side we 
agree with them; but If the Russians ever Invade India, 
are we to send the Sikhs to the rear? It Is one of the 

any evil results of this expedition, which has had no 
ood ones except the rescue of the legations, that It 

has Increased the difficulty of employing native troops, 
whom we have always regarded In China and In 
Africa as a most trustworthy left arm. The retreat 
of Europe Is under all the circumstances a relief, but 

1th the relief have come some grave and by no means 
consolatory reflections. 
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THREE POWERS 
TO POLICE 

CHINA, 
ENGLAND, JAPANj 

AND THE UNITED 

STATES. 

Tho latest phase of the Eastern situation 

according to late advices from Washington 

is that England, Japan and the United 

States are to police China. 

It is said that Germany, France Russia 

and the other Powers will agree to the 

proposed scheme for maintaining order. 

It will necessitate America keeping a 

larger fleet in Asiatic waters, and more 

troops in the Philippines, the nearest base 

to Chiua. 

Japan is in such proximity that she 

need make no extra preparations, and 

Britain also has all the men and ships 

needed for any ordinary emergency. 

Whether forces are to be landed to put 

down the anti-foreign movement now 

getting impetus in China was not learned. 

Here is a Chinese statesman’s view of 

the future of his country. 

“ China is changing. It is certain 

that the next ten years will see trouble 

here in earnest. China has an army now, 

of sorts ; perhaps not quite such a model 

force as the London Times correspondent 

tries to make out; but still an army which 

is rapidly growing larger. The cry of 

China for tli'e Chinese is ever louder. 

If the Dowager were to die now 

there would probably not be much dis 

urbance. But if she lives four of five 

years more there will be serious trouble 

her death. The army will then be 

strong. There will be a dynastic change 

accompanied by intense nationalist feeling. 

Missionaries will be massaored by the 

thousand and the foreign Customs abolish¬ 

ed. Yuan Shihk’ai, the greatest Chinese 

official of to-day, would be more than 

human if he did not try to found a new 

dyuasty when a favourable opportunity 

were presented. He is at present Viceroy of 

China’s most important province and joint 

Commander in-Chief of a growing cen¬ 

tralised army. 

The present dyuasty has run its course 

aud must, almost certainly, shortly 

give place to a new one. The power 

of to morrow will be in the hands of 

the man with the army ; just as it 

was in the days of the fall of the Roman 

[ Hepublic. A man wifi come who will not 

only be Emperor hut Dictator. China 

wdl not divide again into separate king 

ionas, for it will be held together by a 

common hatred of the outside world and 

by the force of the Dictator’s army. His 

use to power will be signalised by the 

murder and ejection of foreigners. For, 

though he will have risen by force 

of arms, yet his policy must neces 

aarily be influenced, by the educated, 

or rather half-educated classes. He 

will fear assassination and rebellion. 

Then will be the time for Russia aud Ja- 

pau to join bauds. And if China has not 

grown too strong. Russia and Japan will 

divide the spoils of war. But if the Dic- 

fator has worked well, the war will be a 

war and the issued doubtful. No mere 

bombardment of the Taku forts or capture 

of Pekiog will be enough. The capital 

will have been shifted south and the 

mvading armies would have to be f 

I equipped for a thousand-mile march in-1 

I land to meet an army of ferocious devils, k 

fighting for the yellow skins. 

“ Yes ! China is changing, and in a t 

short time will again occupy the world’s 

stage. The Chinaman is essentially drama- ^ 

tic, aud wishes his country to regain its 

position as the centre of the world 

at any cost. The Chinaman has a 

lofty disregard for life, particularly 

auolher s but he has a genius for 

making history. Do not be misled by 

those who cry out peace when there is no 

peace. A red-hot hell is coming, a final 

hell which will end the old Chiuese Em¬ 
pire ; possibly begin the new, A madman I 
prophesies. Time will sho7/ if Apollo : j 
made him mad.” St; 
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TOPICS OF THE DAY 

CONSCIENCE MONEY FOR CHINA 
AS if it were not enough to astonish the old-school diplomats 

of Europe by giving Cuba independence when we might 

have done otherwise, Secretary Root “ is likely to produce con¬ 

sternation among the united Powers,” one Washington corre¬ 

spondent remarks, by his intimation that our Government will re¬ 

linquish to China most of the indemnity awarded us as damages 

for the Boxer outbreak in 1901. The power to forgive China this 

debt rests with Congress, but the American press take it for 

granted that Congress will carry out the Administration’s wish. 

It is evident from the various accounts that the editorial writers 

around the country have been executing some remarkable mathe¬ 

matical feats in trying to figure out just how much China gains by 

our clemency. 

We were awarded $24,000,000, in round numbers, on Septem¬ 

ber 7, 1901, to be paid in forty years, with interest at 4 per cent. 

In the six years since then China has paid $6,000,000, and Mr. 

Root recommends that when $8,000,000 more has been paid, 

the rest of the debt be canceled, as the $14,000,000 will cover 

our loss, with interest. The problem is, How much are we 

giving China? The editorial mathematicians reckon the sum vari¬ 

ously up to $55,000,000, while the New York Tribunes write^ 

lightly brushing aside the entire question of interest as irrelevant 

and bothersome, brings it down to $13,000,000. An expert ac¬ 

countant to whom we submitted the problem points out, however, 

that China’s payments of $1,000,000 a year have scarcely more 

than covered the interest, so that we are virtually forgiving China 

the entire debt. At the rate China has been paying, it would take 

several hundred years, and several hundred million dollars, to 

wipe it out. 

There is a keen suspicion that the claims of the other Powers 

were even more exaggerated than our own, and our papers im¬ 

agine the statesmen of Europe reading of our action with gasps of 

dismay. Russia’s claim on China is $87,500,000, Germany s is 

$60,000,000, France’s $56,000,000, Britain’s $24,000,000, and so 

on down the line. As the New York Evening Sun remarks with 

satisfaction: 

“ Our friends, the great Powers of Europe, will be hurt, shocked, 

and irritated by the pleasant piece of intelligence communicated 

by Secretary Root to Sir Chentung Liang Cheng on the eve of 

that diplomat’s departure for home. . . . • • - 
14 When the Powers turned in their bills most of them treated 

China as an unfortunate debtor who was not in a position to object 

to anything. The most extravagant demands were made. The 

looting of the imperial palace was almost respectable in compari¬ 

son with their claims. The whole business was calculated to give 

the Chinese a very peculiar notion of Western civilization and 

moderation. 

“ Quite apart from the question of abstract justice China’s 

friendship is worth while. She is waking up. She has shown 

that she is not going to allow herself to be exploited by Japan. 

She is rich in men and natural resources. Her development may 

be as rapid as was that of her island neighbor. If it is, she, and 

not Japan, will be the great native Power in the Far East. The 

Chinese are not ungrateful. They can never forget what we did 

for them when their case was desperate.” 

The New York Evening Mail recalls the fact that this act of 

justice, far from being anything new, is right in line with Ameri¬ 

can precedent. To quote: 

“Against the slur of materialism and commercial greed so com¬ 

monly cast upon our people, they can offset the fact that our his¬ 

tory is clean of any case where this country has played the footpad 
and the high wayman among the weaker nations. Should Congress 

adopt, as doubtless it will, the proper attitude of the Administra¬ 

tion in refusing to share in the loot of China, it will be but adding 

to a long succession of honorable precedents. 
“Against Venezuela in 1868 and against Haiti in 1885 awards 

were made in favor of the Government and citizens of the United 

States. Both awards were wrongful. Both were practically 

annulled by the voluntary action of this country. Honesty com¬ 

pelled like dealing with Peru in 1862, and the thanks of the South- 

American Government for‘a spontaneous act of moderation and 

justice’ are in the archives at Washington. In 1883 we repaid 

voluntarily to Japan the sum exacted in 1863 as an indemnity for 

the expenses of the naval expedition in conjunction with three 

European Powers — an incident which has not recently been re¬ 

called by Japan and some of its present allies. 
“ In the matter now involved the right is unmistakable. China 

protested from the first that the indemnities demanded after the 

Boxer troubles were excessive. The United States was willing to 

grant the Chinese plea for reference of the claims to The Hague 

tribunal. The European Powers refused, and China submitted 

under military duress. 
“ America has chosen to investigate for itself. It has found that 

the missionaries who claim $10,000,000 were entitled to $2,000,000. 

The actual expense to our Government was less than $10,000,000 

more. Yet under the international award China’s ultimate pay¬ 

ment to this country would be approximately $54,000,000. 

“The case is covered by the conclusion of John W. Foster in 

his ‘Practise of Diplomacy,’ that the United States has not hesi¬ 

tated when fully possest of the facts to undo any injustice inflicted 

upon friendly Powers by means of claims commissions; and that 



August 29, 1895. 

OUR DUTY IN CHINA. 

The situation in China it is not entirely easy to un¬ 

derstand. The various reports as to the investigation at 

'■ Kucheng seem to have resolved themselves into a state¬ 

ment that it is going on, tho slowly 'and somewhat un¬ 

satisfactorily, under the supervision of the Consular rep¬ 

resentatives of this country and England. It is some¬ 

what difficult to know whether the report of destruction 

olics, live in the country, conduct their benevol_ 
philanthropic as well as religious work, treat, it is said, 
a million cases a y ear medically, and have the love and 

honor of large numbers of the people. To undertake to j 
call all these people to the treaty ports whenever a band 
of coolies gets stirred up by some political propagandist, 

is not only absurd, it is an outrage. The British and 
American Governments can stop it if they will, and we 
have no hesitancy in saying that they will. 

w nuuw nacuia tue icpuii ui ueauucuuu 

of mission property near Fuhchau is in addition to that 

’ already spoken of or merely another version of the same 

& 

already spoken of or merely 

event. It nlust be remembered that we receive news 

from China through different sources ; by telegraph dis¬ 

patch, chiefly to London direct from China ; then by 

telegraph from San Francisco on the anival there of 

papers or letters from China,and lastly by letters or papers 

arriving here. It thus happens not infrequently that the 

same item is published three times at intervals of a week 

or ten days, and in slightly different form, so that there 

appear to be three different items. Allowance must 

also be made for the predilections of different news¬ 

paper correspondents. Some will emphasize the mis¬ 

sionary and others the anti-missionary side of any 

political question. On the whole we believe it 

entirely safe to trust the patriotism and good 

sense of Mr. Denby, our Minister at Peking. He has had 

many years of experience,and has won the confidence of 

all who have been in position to understand his peculiar 

difficulties. We believe it to be true, also, that he has 

the confidence of the Imperial Government, and that 

the report which has been circulated in some of the 

papers that America and England have both been eclipsed 

by Russia is not well founded. At the same time, we 

sympathize fully with every effort to convince the Gov¬ 

ernments, both at Washington and Peking, that Ameri¬ 

cans are deeply interested in the fate of men and women 

well known all over this country and held in highest 

esteem, and that the authorities will be held sharply to 

account for any remissness in the full performance of 
their duties. 

Undoubtedly their task will be a difficult one. The 

news of the murder of two Spanish priests in the South 

of the attempted revolt of troops at Tientsin, and of a 

Mohammedan uprising in the north, shows that there is 

a widespread feeling that the present Government is not 

to be greatly feared. There are many signs that the 

enemies of the dynasty are taking advantage of the situ¬ 

ation to do all in their power to discredit it. Were there 

any unity of action among them we might feel almost 

certain that the days of the present rule are approaching 

their end. The difficulty of communication, however 

between the different sections and the mutual jealousies 

of the mandarins will probably leave the balance of H 
power with the Government. 

It is pleasant in this connection to read the common- 

sense article by Julian Ralph in last week’s Harper’s 

Weekly on the question of protection for missionaries in 

China. So much has been ,said about the absurdity of 

allowing missionaries to remain in the interior of that 

country with any expectation of protection that it is a 

relief to find a man in no way connected with missions 

declaring that the absurdity is on the other side, and 

claiming that the difficulty is due chiefly to the failure 

of the Christian Governments to compel the Chinese 

Government to keep its own pledges and protect them. 

Mr. Ralph shows how utterly absurd is the charge that 

the riots are the legitimate result of unwise action of the 

missionaries, and says that as a matter of fact the mis¬ 

sionaries live in peace and comparative safety where no 

tourist or merchant could even travel. The most trifling 

action may be interpreted by the Chinese as involving an 

aspersion upon their religion ; and yet over two thousand 

Protestant missionaries, not to sneak of the Roman Cath- 

MIS- THE NEW vI)OCTRINE CONCERNING 

SIONS. 

Backed by the statements of Henry Norman 

in his “The Peoples and Politics of the Far 

East,” by similar opinions in Mr. Curzon’s 

Pioblems of the Far East,” and by editorial 

assents of these bold affirmations from The 

London Standard, The Pall Mall and the St. 

James Gazettes, the usually trustworthy New 

lork Tribune suggests the new doctrine as a 

legitimate and necessary deduction from the 

“acknowledged fact” that the Chinese do not 

want Christian missions, which is, that our 

missions are an intrusion, an international 

impertinence. We say “suggests the doctrine,” 

because, while giving it as an opinion of oth¬ 

ers, The Tribune leaves the question with mis¬ 

sionaries and their supporters. To print this 

array of snap judgments on a question of 

Christian policy and duty of the very gravest 

moment without a note of dissent, is construc¬ 

tive confirmation. This is an unexpected 

stroke which will give pain to a vast con¬ 

stituency in England as well as at home. As 

to the old slanders here repeated, that mis¬ 

sionaries do more harm than good, we have 

only this to say, that they have been so often 

smitten by rebukes of their spirit and pulver 

iized by authoritative statements of fact as to 

make their recurrence in The Tribune at this 

'late day a very great surprise. Of the “ac¬ 

knowledged fact,” we give herewith a positive 

and deliberate denial. “The Chinese” who do 

not want missions are the wretches, half civil¬ 

ized and wholly barbarian, who have instigated 

the recent massacres. They are now dodging 

punishment by letting the government officials 

cut off the heads of a few dupes and dum¬ 

mies. They are the rascally politicians, the 

office holders, present and would-be, who re¬ 

sist reformation as such creatures do every¬ 

where and for the same reasons. The mass of 

the people are not, and never have been, op¬ 

posed to foreigners or unfriendly to missions. 

The very last word has been spoken on this point 

by Gen. Foster, quoted in these columns and 

sent through the press of the whole country 

two weeks ago. That word still stands undis¬ 

puted, the deliberate judgment of a states¬ 

man, a diplomat, a keen observer, and a 

Christian gentleman. We put it against all 

hasty generalizations of doctrinaires, or the 

reckless and vacuous vaporing of touring dan- 

junketing seaport visitors. 



When we touch on the new doctrine of mis 

sions, which is the outcrop of these misstate¬ 

ments and shallow observations, we confront 

something suspicious, and yet specious, as the 

j horse of Troy. For eighty years the American 

and English Christians have acted by a com¬ 

mon impulse and on a profound conviction of 

' duty. Life and treasure have gone into the 

work. Behind the missionaries has stood, not 

so much the government of any country, as 

the consensus of civilization. Is it not strange 

that suddenly this magnificent array of senti¬ 

ment, worthy of the world as it is and as it is 

to be, should be confronted and called to a 

halt by the haughty wave of a highway¬ 

man’s hand'? No more missions to China 

because English statesmen and Ameri- 

; can Christians must recoil from this das- 

dly attempt to intimidate by assassinat¬ 

ing nelpiess missionaries, and to prevent eva ™ 

gelization from the "West by threats of similar 

outrage? Sifted to the final grounds, this is 

the basis of the new doctrine that our mis- 

.; sions must be treated as international intru¬ 

sions and impertinent interference with our 

, neighbors. 

This doctrine brings up the duty of the 

Christian governments to their own citizens 

acting as missionaries in foreign lands. Eng- 

| land has made the name of Englishman as 

sacred as was that of Roman. Americans 

i have a reasonable amount of respect and de¬ 

gree of security wherever our gunboats can 

penetrate. Perhaps, too, the citizen of the 

United States has had an advantage over his 

kindred in Europe for various sentimental and 

political reasons. From Dr. Fulton’s letter it 

would seem that China is an exception, proba¬ 

bly because our distance leads to more daring 

trespass on our people. Whether the protection 

of missionaries is to be made"the question of 

standing or falling missions, we do not know. 

Our idea of a true missionary is one who goes 

because he has heard a Voice. His call and 

his commission are not of earth. But we do 

know this, that the tardy action of our gov¬ 

ernment in the Ponape outrage by Spain, was 

deeply resented by the whole Protestant world, 

and that an Administration which will allow 

the forty years of pioneer work in the Pacific 

Islands to be stopped short and interdicted by 

a decree from Spain, will hear from the people 

of this country a verdict of condemnation. 

Here is a good place to study the international 

question of missions. The Spanish outrage in 

Ponape, for which she paid damage to the 

American Board, and the Kucheng outrage, 

are alike in spirit and in principle. It is to be 

regretted that our government has acted in 

the one case with that lazy leisure which 

locks the stable door and assesses damages 

on the thief, after the stealing has been 

boldly done. The time has now come for a 

change in this policy of neglect or reluctant 

notice of our missionaries and their rights. 

We commend Dr. Fulton’s appeal to both 

Church and State. The existing uncertainty 

cannot continue. We mistake the temper of 

these times ; we must believe that a doctrine 

of missions which for years has prevailed, has 

now suddenly broken down, if England and 

America are to ask their missionaries to come 

home, at the behest of political brigands in 

China, or more politic and polished schemers 

in Japan. 
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It is the opinion of the natural man' in his unenlighten¬ 
ed state that foreign missions are of no use, that the money 
spent to maintain them is thrown away, and that the mis¬ 
sionaries are wasting their time, and might better stay at 
home and work. The natural man is apt to judge the 
usefulness of all enterprises by their capacity to pay an 
annual cash dividend. Enterprises that pay large cash 
dividends he thinks well of, and enterprises that don’t lie 
sniffs at. Foreign missions seldom pay cash dividends, 
and very seldom earn the natural man’s approval. Tell 
him that the Chinese are murdering missionaries, and he 
replies that there is no reason why the missionaries should 
not stay at home, where they would be safe. Being un¬ 
converted himself,and having neither faith nor grace nor 
expert knowledge, the natural man cannot see the neces¬ 
sity of converting the heathen. It is an axiom with him 
that missions are a curious extravagance of deluded en¬ 
thusiasts and a fiscal imposition. 

If is to be hoped that the natural man may happen to 
read what Minister Denby said in a letter written last 
March to the Secretary of State about the missionaries in 
China. Mr. Denby has lived long in China, and knows 
whereof he speaks,and he says it is indisputable that the 
Chinese are enormously benefited by the labor of the mis¬ 
sionaries. He speaks with enthusiasm of the hospitals, 
schools, colleges, and orphan asylums which the mission¬ 
aries have started. Of his own knowledge he says that 
the missionaries are self-sacrificing and devoted,that their 
influence is beneficial, that they are leaders in charitable 
work, that they make converts, and that such converts are 
mentally benefited by conversion. He says that Protes¬ 
tant and Catholic missionaries from nearly every country 
in Christendom are at work in China, and, in his opinion, 
they do nothing but good. Under treaties they have a 
light to be in China, and no amount of antagonism can 
Jeep them out. Mr. Denby says there are supposed to be 
40 000 Protestant converts in China and 50,000 Catholic 
converts, and he speaks of there being about 3000 mis¬ 
sionaries, who, he thinks, should not only be tolerated, 
but should receive protection from officials and encourage¬ 
ment from other people. 

The cause of missions has hardly received so good a 
notice as this from an influential layman since R. L. Ste¬ 
venson intimated that the missionaries in the South Sea 
Islands were about the only good white people that, the 

South Sea Islanders ever saw 
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Behold they sleep the martyr’s sleep of death 
Where neither hate nor fear can touch them more, 
Now on that evil stricken Kucheng hill 
Their homes lie desolate ; and all their place 
Is silent ever more. The cursed day 
Which as it dawned looked down upon their doom 
Shall in the memory of Englishmen 
Live with the horrid carnage of Cawnpore 
And every butchers deed of pagandom. 

Fair English women delicately reared, 
Brave pioneers of mercy and of truth, 
Forsaking tlnir sweet lieritags of birth 
Their kindred and our common island home 
To case the burdens of a heathen land 
These first. And with them fairliaired English babes 
Children—the music of whose prattling speech 

Made light the hours of an exiles home. 

At dawn they slept; sweet sleep and innocent, 
Silence and day break on the Kucheng hill, 
No merry greeting to the dawning day, 
Had sounded yet within those cottage walls, 
When on that peaceful and defenceless scene, 
As if let loose by all the powers of Hell 
Their cowards work of savage butchery ; 
And thus the fearful end. 

Black charred ruins on the green liill-side 
Show now, where unprotected Britons dwelt 
A carved stone above the murdered dead 
Beside the Min ; poor lovely orphaned babes 
With parents death-cry lingering in their cars 
And all that mornings horror in their eyes : 
These and the far off heavy stricken homes 
Of eight devoted women. Such the crown 
And climax of our recent policy 
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Tis-done and now 
1 to such deeds ; The butchery is past. 

Here comes the fitting -- * , 
Tlmt sequel which the record of the past 

Some coldly supercilious mandann 
Shall meet a British Consul, thereupon 
Loim winded shifts and quibbles ol debate 

Spun to their farthest; lying witnesses ; 

Such mockery of justice as the East 
Alone can show : till—at the weary last 

The money value of the butchered dead 
Assessed at the cheapest rate, is paid 
Then with a quittance duly signed and sealed 

Tis done. Soon Time with dull oblivion hand 

Coveis the evil spot. And thus it ends. 

* * * * 

Ends ? Nay, it cannot be. Now let the past 

Look to itselfBut for this horrid deed 
And for the urgent message clarion-tongued 
Wherewith it speaks let each and every one 

Who still would live and call himself a man 
Now bear himself as worthy of the name 

Let every difference of place and creed 

All apathy of customary ease 
Join in one purpose, resolute, supreme, 

To bring down retribution adequate 

Upon the guilty, and avenge the slain 
So that once more the name of Englishman 

Return unto its former place of pride 
And that again as in the by gone days 

All those who bear it, in whatever land 
May look in hour of need to England’s arm 

Strong to protect ; no spot upon this earth 
When English blood falls ever unavenged. 

No'days are these for mild Diplomacy 

For mincing gait and softly worded speech 

And niceties of official etiquette, 
No time is this to let such courtesies 
Tread their slow labyrinth to abortive ends 
Peking is neither Paris nor Berlin 

This is the heart of Asia and it needs 
No modern followers of Macchiavell. 
Your budding Talleyrands and Metternichs 

Are out of place. Deeds it is, deeds not words 

The hour calls for on our evil state 
Not Euglands now be any gentle voice 
Of deprecation—for we sorely need 

A Nelsons aim a Cromwells policy 

But spite of past disgrace and party jeers 

We hold it true that England still is great, 

And that the spirit which our fathers knew 
That spirit which has made her what she is 
Lives in her sons to-day. We English men 

Are something more than bartering traders slill : 
We can arenge the murder of our kill 

And put a curb oil Asia’s insolence 
And at this tale of thrice damned butchery 

On land and sea shall English hearts beat fast 
With firm resolve of vengeance to be done, 

Our fiags stillflics. The glories of its past 
Are every Anglo Saxon’s heritage 

And heaven grant the hour has not yet come 

When it shall be our symbol of disgrace. 

North China Daily News. 
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ARMIES IN CHINA; 
Wyv-fi . Isml 
TAFFBE CIUTFC! SI- 

ARTICLE IX 
ISES MR. MIL- 

" SCRIBNER'S." 

He Points Ont Misstatements Regarding the 

March of the Relief Column to Pekin, and 

Says Mr. Mlliard Must Have Based Them 

071 Hear,ay’ Supplemented bj' Imagination. 

Chaffee has forwarded to the j 
ar epartment tho following communica- i 

ion pointing out the false and exaggerated ! 

statements in Mr. Millard's article entitled! 

nnKi?°v.m?ariSOn °f the Ahmies in China," 

uary hed m Scrlbner’s Magazine for Jan-1 

"Headquarters China Relief Expedition, 

"The aa- , Pekin'China, March 14, 1901. 
Adjutant-General United States Army, 

- 1V «tfh WOton. DC- 

“Sir: I have recently read Mr. Millard's 

article entitled “A Comparison of tho Armies 

in China, published in Scribner’s Magazine 

for January, 1001. 

This article Is an exaggerated statement 

In many instances and extraordinary as a 

whole. Tho high coloring would bo without 

Interest to tho Department or to me if several 

misstatements regarding matters which affect 

the interests of tho Government, were not 

made a part of his story. Mr. Millard must 

ff surely base his statements on hearsay, sup¬ 

plemented by his Imagination, regarding tho 

march of the relief column to Pekin. He 

was not with that column, although his read¬ 

ers when perusing his article are led to Infer 

that he was. He did not arrive in Pekin 

until about the middle of October, or two 

months after the arrival of the relief column. 

He undoubtedly saw much devastation on 

his way up. He did not see the Russian 

and Japanese troops of the column shooting 

and bayoneting harmless and helpless people 

as described by him. Particularly he has 

no right to say that 'our armies are not free 

from these wanton sacrifices,’ for the Ameri¬ 

can force was absolutely free from them. 

“Mr. Millard makes a very important mis¬ 

statement when he says: ’Every town, evety 

village, every peasant’s hut in the path of 

our troops was first looted then burned 

A stretch of country for ten miles In width 

was thus swept.’ This is not true. Fully 

three-quarters of the houses are standing 

to-day, and a larger proportion were stand¬ 

ing when Mr. Millard passed over the road. 

Many are now shorn of doors, window's, 

and all woodwork which has been used for 

fuel by passing troops this winter. During 

the march of the column from Yangtsun 

to Pekin, part of but one town, Chang-chia- 

wan, was burned; it having been agreed in 

conference on Aug. 7 at Yangtsun to sup¬ 

press burning. This agreement was ad¬ 

hered to, except in the instance stated. Later 

on some buildings, particularly at Tung- 

Chow, half destroyed, were burned by de¬ 
tachments following the relieving army. 

"The best of millet does not grow higher 
than 4 ieet, but a trifle of 0 or 8 feet seems a 

small matter to Mr. Millard, and may be taken 

as a measure cf the inaccuracy, due to either 

lack of knowledge or desire to pervert the 

facts, which characterizes many of his 

statements. But it is unfortunate that he 

should mislead our farmers with the state¬ 

ment that this grain stands to or 12 feet high 

It is possible Mr. Millard refers to ‘kaelia, ’ 
or broom corn, which grows to the height 
he states. 

"Mr- Millard says, 'That within a week 

after their arrival in Pekin over one-third of 

the American force' was in the hospital ’ 
This statement is in effect made twice by 

Mr. Millard in his article. From the official 

records can be obtained the following facts- 

On Aug. 1 at Tientsin, there were 22i on 

sick report, principally from the Ninth In¬ 

fantry. On Aug. 4, when the command 

left Tientsin for Pekin, the number of sick 

had dropped to 138, or 3% per cent. This 

drop was due to the natural zeal of the men 
to take part in the march to the relief or Pekin 

On Aug. 8, after the capture of Yangtsun, 

the report showed <89 sick, or 5.5 per cent! 

This included 58 wounded at Yangtsun and 

33 men n ore or less deb lit ted. who, although 

not actually ill, were considered in unfit 

condition to endure the rigorous campaign 

which was expected. These men, while 

technically on sick report, were sent to Tien¬ 

tsin and performed guard and other duty. 

On Aug-, u, when the command loft Matow 

only thirty-five miles distant from Pekin 

90 were left there under the same conditions 
as the 33 above alluded to. These men con¬ 

stituted in a great measure the guard which 

was necessary to leave at that place, and 

although technically, carried on sick report: 

they performed full duty. Exclusive of these, 

the total sick in the command was 208 or 

7 4 Per cent. On Aug. 17, or two days after 

showed* a total 

(fisher al Hospital at „„ 
(states hospital ship Relief in iaku Ba. on 
Aug. 15, thus making a total of 311 sick, or S-O 

cent., a gain of 1.2 per cent, over the per 

| 

number of ,si<^k at Matow. On Aug. 20 there 
were 300 on sick report, including 05 at Matow 
and Tientsin of the original 129. 1 he numbe r 
actually sick was 295, or 8.2 per cent ., a gain 
of 2.2 per cent, since Aug 1 and 4.4 per cent, 
from the day the inarch to Pekin began. 
Between Aug. 20 and 51 there was a very 
gradual rise in the sick report to 418, or 11.0 
per cent., a gain of 3 per cent, since entering 
Pekin, a id 5 5 per cent, since the first of the 
month. This was the higli-water mark, 
as since that time there has been a gradual 
decrease in the percentage of sick in this 
command; II 6 per cent, is far from, being 11A1 A J v ll l !>/ 

over one-third jf| 
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more than 33 per cent, 
of the American forces. 

“No one objects to the high admiration 
exoressed by Mr. Millard for the Japanese 
army, its equipment, <ie. However, when 
he says: ’On the march to Pekin their field 
telegraph line prevented the allied army 
from losing connection with its base; the 
American Signal Corps, a branch our ser¬ 
vice is wont to boast of. did manage to string 
a wire and keep it open at least part of the 
time, being on all sorts of improvised poles 
in a treeless country, it naturally fell by 
the wavside with annoying frequency not . 
so with the Jap telegraph; it was provided k 
with telescopic metal poles and braces, and 
when once set stood: an hour after the camp jr 
was pitched after a day’s march the Japanese K 
field telegraph would open up communicu- , . 
tion with the next station in the rear’—he is 
dallying with error. The fact is. the British W 
and American telegraph line, jointly con- isS 
struefed and operated, was the only line ' 
brought forward with t ie troops. The worst BJ 
annoyances were caused by malicious cuts 
and removal of a por ion of the wire. The : 
poling was temporary, of course, and not as ;.-C' 
substantial as it would have been had better wB 
material been available. The Japanese did' 
not have telescopic metal poles, but the British 
did have some, and these were used in 
the combined American-British line. The 
Japanese line was strung on very light, bam- (- 
boo poles a week after the troops arrived M 
in Pekin. . 

“Mr. Millard savs: -It was quite notice- j 
able that during engagements (he .Japanese r 
wounded received much prompter attention 
than those of other nationalities and tri- ’’jjh 
umphs of triumphs’ the Japanese field hos¬ 
pitals were plentifully supplied with ice. 
In a sweltering climate, where an incipient 
ice famine had made the cooling substance tyS1,; 
precious even in Tientsin, the .Japanese Kfff 
field Medical Corps carried ice all the way 
to Pekin! It was a miracle of foresight; ; 
and efficiency which amazed the ambulanceWj 
sections of the other divisions of the blister- 
ing annv, when on some days prostrations j ; 
from heat were running up into the hundreds. 
and men were dving for want of a bit of ice.’ . ; 

“Our wounded received prompt attention, f 
the .Japanese did not carry ice, and had none j 
on the march to Pekin unless an ice deposit * 
was found bv their troops in some of the 
towns through which they passed. No one 
heard of such a thing until informed of it ( 
bv Mr. Millard. Yesterday Major Ives, fenS 
the Chief Surgeon of the American forces, 
was sent to the Japanese headquarters to 11 
make Inquiry and to ascertain exactly their j 
arrangements: how much ice was provided $ 
for the march, Ac. The Chief Surgeon of 
the -Japanese army has no knowledge that j 
any ice was found, and says his hospitals A 
had none. 

"Some knowledge of the impedimenta may *5 
be obtained by comparison of the weight of 1 
supplies, excluding ammunition, furnished - 
daily to eac'i soldier of the two armies: Japa¬ 
nese—4 ounces rice, 4 ounces dried fish or : 
meat per dav; a total of 8 ounces. American ■< 
— lfi ounces bread, 12 ounces meat,. 2.4 ounces A i 
beans, 2.4 ounces sugar, 1.6 ounces coffee, A 
equals 34.4 ounces net. For transportation -' 
of this vehicles of equal capacity are required 
in the ratio of one Japanese to four American. 
The Japanese soldier carried on the 
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march 
an overcoat, which they used for coveriag 

t-Gnt in c\ddition. Our wapT)!! nnrl 

with the coFufmandthlro5- ^cient as 

of 35.1 sick, including 97 of the'above i29r£- 
lerred .to as being at Tientsin and Matow 
Exclusive of the 97, there remained ^4 in' 
eluding 35 -o,, in- 
added 

wounded. To these might be 
wJL<,l™Axare. transferred, from the 

'oads were nowhere 
d:d not rmAAAYT its Inadequacy 
u a not reta/d in any manner our own trbons 
nor those of any other nation'onX vw 
Fn-e hundred pounds will sink a .Japanese 

waiBts?nkPffn«mf° th° mUd than 3'000 Pounds v ill sink one of our wagons. Our transporra- 
oJ?m--^VaS !?ore mobile than that of any other 

and on that account the quarter- 
gf&er- to avoid frequent halts while on the 
march, usually delayed his start from camp 
until several miles bad been covered by the 
trains which preceded him. His arrival at 
camp was never Inter than forced upon him 
by the movement of other trains Jn one 
instance, however, he took the wrong road 
bv following the train which preceded him 
and passed the camp some two miles nnd 
that night did not camp with the troops nd 

"Regarding the supply of water, Mr' Mil¬ 
lard says: ‘In this problem of water s innlv 
the Japanese stand for efficiency, the Ameri¬ 
cans for deficiency, with the other nations 
straggling along somewhere behind ’ This 
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m wTiicn there were several in every village?' 
The British packed sotne water by means of 
‘bhistis’ on males. No other force carried 
water except in canteens or water bottles. 
The. Japanese did not employ filters to supply 
troops with water. The well water was un- 
obieetionable to the eye, hence was freely 
drunk bv all soldiers: coolies used the Pei- 
ho water, soldiers very seldom. No one 
believed that in a section of country where 
perhaps a million people lived, 20,000 sol¬ 
diers could not. obtain water that would not 
kill on siffht, nor did any one expect or fear 
the Chinese would poison their wells. 

"Mr. Millard also says: The Japanese 
drank only aerated water, prepared regularly 
bv the field filters, or water carts moving 
with the column to permit replenishing the 
canteens at any time without hindering the 
march or scattering the troops.' Not a 
scintilla of truth is contained in this Inst 
quotation from Mr. Millard’s article. We 
lost two men from the effects of the great 
heat. If our soldiers had not been sparing 
of the water in canteens, or in the event they 
could have obtained water freely, we would 
have lost- probably a hundred men in ad¬ 
dition to the two, and our sick report would 

premeditation 01 ms government ~or .. 
officers; tor the marked decay of individual 
Will-power, without which nothing difficult 
.can be accomplished by an army; for bale¬ 
ful countenances observed when hardships 
abound and difficulties accumulate, distress 
surrounds. Soldiers do not like sympathy; 
sympathy is . for women and children. Sol¬ 
diers are men, but they do like fair com¬ 
mendation when deserving of it, and espec¬ 
ially when their fortitude has been severely 
tested. Commend our soldiers for manfully 
undergoing privations and they will readily 
respond again; but prate of their privations, 
deficiencies and heavy burdens and they 
soon learn to dread the hour that shall dis¬ 
turb their ease; the spirit becomes one of 
submission rather than One cheerfully em¬ 
bracing the opportunity to exhibit their en¬ 
durance and their stamina. 

“Very respectfully, 
"Adxa K. Chaffee, 

".Major-Gen. U. S A., Commanding XT. S. 
Troops in China.” 

° tre« the 
is slow, 
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fact that no attemptTs ma 
Chinaman as a rational being 
he Is conservative, his methods of thlnld 
and aoting are not our methods, but he hS 
his feelings and his train of thought. ^ 
if we would deal satisfactorily with hln-^H^ 
must endeavor to understand him. We 

“A Chinaman, like anybody else, will 
any contract when he Is forced into It- kSn 
when you foroe a man to follow a n'ou 
he does not believe in that man will be f7 
ever endeavoring to find a means to ei^" 
cumvent his persecutors. If you look b v 

; 9 at the international dealings with Chinn „ 
I wiu tod that nearly every contract that h°U 

I been made with her has been forced upon 
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her against her will. 
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have reached the figure alleged. On some ft POWERS ERRORS TN (TETN A 
occasions it is best to be extremely temper- I T W ^AiunWHOAllH U-LLLlMil. 
ate in the use of water. Exertion under stress 
of great heat is one. Ji’Champ the bit—pebble 
in the mouth—but go seldom to the canteen,’ 
has-been the advice given to me by men 
who have had great experience. 

"Mr Millard also says: ’That officers of 
other nations are amazed at the quantity, 
quality nnd variety of the TTnited States 
ration ’ They have also remarked: That 
while in barracks or near the commissary 
base our privates enjoyed comparative 
luxury; on the march they rarely ha ve more j 
than bacon and hardtack. Once it began to 
move, our commissariat broke down to the 
level of the poorest of the poor. Lack of 
adequate transport was the cause.’ No 
troops of the column were better supplied 
with food than ours, as mav fc>e seen from the 
ration components that I have previously 
enumerated 

“In addition to Mr. Millard’s statement, 
his illustrations are liable to convev wrong 
impressions. It may be inferred that the 
Japanese field ambulance bearers, as pic¬ 
tured by him, and their carts aa illustrated, 
were part of the Jaoanese equipment. They 
are Chinese carts picked up in Pekin or per¬ 
haps Tientsin. They did not form a part of 
the Japanese column. His illustrations of the 
British Indian sour kettles is a fabrication, 
for nothing of this kind pertained to the 
Brit;sh column. The Rajput commissary 

‘cart, which, by the way, is a Chinese affair, 
might have been seen in Pekin some time 
after the arrival of the troops there, but it 
was not a part of the marching column. The 
Russian field kitchen pictured by Mr. Millard 
is a large caldron for making soup. The 
fire is lighted some miles out ox camp and the 
soup is ready for the men wnen.camn is made; 
usually the soup is made of rice. It may be 
inferred by the reader of Mr. Millard’s article 
that the British Indian galloping ambulances 
pictured by him was also a cart of the English 
equipment of the marching column. The 
ambulance made its appearance two months 
after we arrived at Pekin. The United States 
.forces were the only forces supplied with 
wheeled ambulances for carrying sick, of 
which we had four with the column. 

“The adoption by Mr Millard of the 
method he does to make comparisons—cred¬ 
iting some of the contingents in the relief 
column with facilities they did ixot have* 
with doing unusual things for the care or 
their men which they did not do, and by 
alleging our sick list to have been three times 
greater than it really was, establishing a 
visionary condition of affairs—is without vis¬ 
ible motive other than to erect himself into 
a suffering hero or to support other inten¬ 
tional misstatements. It is difficult to be¬ 
lieve -hi* motive good. He knew, of course, 
that very few of his readers would have any 
knowledge of how impossible it is to elim¬ 
inate certain privations and hardships from 
a soldier’s life on inarches and in campaigns, 
and especially where a struggle against the 
elements of nature, which Sometimes, produce 
a condition more trying to the individual 
will power than battle, isinvolved. He could 
hardly help knowing also that a cleverly 
presented exaggeration of any conditions 
would be accepted as a truthful statement 
by the uninitiated or inexperienced person. 
Who would be unable to test’its truthfulness. 
I believe it is important tinder the . circum¬ 
stances that I furnish to the Department 
the, foregoing statement in rebuttal for such 
Use as may be deemed best 

“And I may add, although perhaps it is 
not germane to the subject, that if corre¬ 
spondents have studied with care the effect 
produced upon soldiers by exaggeration 
of their hardships by comparison or other¬ 
wise, or the effect of frequent,- reference to 
their hardships and privations, they must 
have discovered that the1 effect is positively 
injurious to the soldier, the service and the 
government, and is largely responsible for 
the absence from the evening campfire of 
the one time songs which cheered and rested 
the men, following the long march, day of 
fatigue or battle; for the'absencs of the camp 
joker, who provided the best substitute in 
the world for water, bread, meat, &c . when 
not plentiful or not present, owing to some 
incident of war or of the march, wdtich every 
£8ilS.sJ;_S?-mier knows is never the result of 

SIR ROBEBT HART SAY, 

TAKE TO FORTIFY LEGATIONS. 

m IT IS A 
Of 

MIS- 

tng that the Chinese are notfsensitlve Th 
are extremely so, and the manner In 
a thing is proposed to them goes a very W 
wav. PeonlA f m n cri n a _, . * uu» 

more 

Thinks Our Effort Should Be to Make the Chi¬ 

nese Realize That Legation Ground Is 

Sacred—Chinese Question No Nearer a Soln- I 

tion Now Than Before the Trouble. 

London, May 24.—The Express gives the i 
following account of an interview with Sir 
Robert Hart, Commissioner of Customs in 
China: 

"I do not think that we are any nearer 
to a solution to-day than we were before 
the trouble,” he said. “The acceptance of 
the peace negotiations will not really advance 
the situation iu any way; for China is for 

!, the moment at bay, and will sign anything. 
Nor have I at all a high opinion of the terms 
laid down by the Powers. Some of the con- 

| ditions are futile and unnecessary, and much P 
Thas been omitted which should have been 
Hinserted. I look on the proposed fortified 
^legation quarter as a very injudicious move 
lit is a mistake strategically, politically and 

socially. 
{ "Strategically, because, however strongly 
I such a place may be fortified, the Chinese 
• will be able to capture it if they wish to; po- 
f liticaily, because a legation is in theory 
saored ground, and it should be our pur¬ 
pose to make the Chinese understand that 
it must be so in practice. 

“We ought to throw the onus of protecting 
the legations on the Chinese Government, 

S and take measures to see that they do protect 
them. How can we have serious political 

<: dealings of any sort with a oountry whom we 
i cannot trust even to this extent? 
| "Socially it Is a mistake, beoause the pres¬ 

ence of such a stronghold in Pekin Will make 
jj the Chinamen ‘lose faoe,’ which is a more 

serious matter than some folks think; but 
above all it will oause relations between the 
white man and the Chinaman to be more 
strained and unsatisfactory than ever. 

"If you are going to fortify the legations, 
which are in theory a protection in them- 
Belves, how much more necessary must it be 
to fortify the dwelling places of all other 
foreigners throughout China who will have 
no protection? For purpose of good rela¬ 
tions in the long run surely the principle 
of untrammelled intercourse is the one to 
be fostered and encouraged.” 

"Do you mean to imply by this that the 
time has come for the foreign troops to be 

way. People imagine that Russia is 
^ unpopular with the Chinese than are th 

H other Powers, but such is not the case 1 
|sjl "Whatever territory Russia may have 
S quired, and whatever means she may have 
™ adopted in ocoupylng that territory her 

success at Pekin is not wholly due to China’s 
knowledge of Russia’s power, or to bribery 
Russian officials always treat the Chinese 
dignitaries with great courtesy and ami¬ 
ability, and the Chinese like their methods' 
Only recently a member of the Tsungli-* 
Yamen said to me: ‘The Russians are so 
polite that when they take something from 
us they do it so nioely that we feel we must 
thank them. Whereas even when certain 
other nations fall in with our views they do 
so in a manner whioh makes it clear that 
they have no respect for us. “’ 

"And what are your views in regard to the 
list of men whom we demanded for execu¬ 
tion?" 

"I certainly think it was just that some¬ 
thing of the sort should be done; but I con¬ 
sider that the way in which the demand was 
made was an instance of that want of tact of 
which I have spoken. We should, in ooming 
to terms of peace with China, have made it 
clear to her that we looked for the adequate 
punishment of certain officials; but we should 
at all events have gone through the formality 
of appearing to consult her as to the people 
and the best means of punishing them. 

"I am bound, however, to admit that, in 
conversation with Li Hung fChang the other 
day, he said to me: ‘If the Powers had not 
made out that list and demanded that these 
men should be beheaded, not one of them 
would have been punished by us.’ This very 
candid remark, of course, gave me food for 
reflection; but you see the Chinese are after 
all having very much theft* own way in this 
matter.” 

“Has the foreigner improved his position 
with the Chinese by this display of strength?” 

"That all depends on how he makes use of 
his temporary advantage. If we expect 

mm 

withdrawn, and that we should hand back g|j|| 
the control of Pekin to the Chinese?” 

"Not at all, for were Pekin to be without 
foreign troops to-day there would not be a 
foreigner alive in this oity to-morrow.” 

"Then how can we establish this rule of 
peace and good will and mutual confidence 
which I gather you believe to b© feasible?” 

"It will be a work of time and of delicacy. 
I think we should, in carrying on our ne¬ 
gotiations, sometimes try and put ourselves 
in the Chinaman’s shoes, and look at things 
from his point of view. Hitherto, speak¬ 
ing generally, we have not admitted the fact 
that he has a right to a p oint of view at all. 

“The failure in the policy of Western 
nations in dealing with China is due to the 

Chinese into h SUddenl}r be able to push the 

the Japanese & progTessive ra°e hke 
Not only would ft ? make a gfeat mi8take- 
the Chinaman v * impossible for us to alter 
out elsewhere ,.riature’ but- as I have pointed 
be most cam/ f 18 essential that we should 

the mater 0, ° treafc him very gently in 
make hS do ^0na‘ Why do ™ to 
all, why m 18 and d0 that? “d. above 
and make a u or d do we want to arm him ua make a go]djer of h.m? 

a aoldiera wJennkthf6aVen ^ 5® WaS DOt place anft I th recent outbreak took 
be some r e,n:ajr thank Heaven that it will 

thV next rT ^ he becomes one, *>r on 
tions he Pasion when he attacks the lega- 

be, if we wV J3*coeed- 0ur endeavor must 
. sb to have people live in China, 

to put Chinamen 
and • If m tbe waT of understanding 

become the feigners before they 
become strong enough to crush him.” 
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fcro THAT CHINA ACT. 

P^tT'. n„nnot rubier 1 

PLAN 

I J/l^yk . irnAe/ Pnnlsli Tung Fu 
| She Say. She Cann^ Who Are Snr- 

HS,a^Rrf by Friendly Troops —Final List of sr™.. '»»" 
rS&SSZXXZZ , 

Pkkin. Jan. 22.—At a meeting of the foreign 
I , a «♦-th« residence of Sir Ernest Satow, 

“ SS"<=■“»“• 
~nly to the preliminary demand note was 

riidAred The Ministers are unanimously 
Tthe opinion that China has misconstrued 

Article XII. of the note, as the memorandum 
I of the Chinese envoys says: 

"Inasmuch as China has complied with 

and signed the treaty presented by the foreign 

I representatives to the satisfaction of the 

(powers the forces at present ocoupying 

|Pekin and the Province of Chihli should, in 

(accordance with the terms of the note, be 

(withdrawn.” 
I The Ministers decided that as this misap- 

(prehension existed in the minds of the Chinese 

(plenipotentiaries, steps should be taken at 

|once to impress upon them the necessity of 

|reading the article in question to mean that 

(the troops would not be withdrawn until 

■all the articles in the note had been complied 

(with to the satisfaction of the Powers. The 

■Ministers were unanimously of the opinion 

■that China must proceed at onoe to issue the 
(edicts demanded in the note and inflict the 

Ipunishments called for. 
| Several of the Ministers have received in- 

Istructions that they must insist on the death 

penalties being carried out. Others, like 

Ir. Conger, the American Minister, have not 

men Instructed on this point. 
Most of the discussion at the meeting of 

|the Ministers was in regard to this matter of 

punishments, and there was a decided dif¬ 

ference of opinion as to the necessity of in- 

Iflicting the death penalty in the cases of some 

lof the princes. On this subject it is inter- 

lesting to call attention to an ediot issued by 

(the Empress Dowager, whloh was received 

(by Li Hung Chang and Prince Chlng to-day, 

land which says: 
"I cannot punish Tung Fu Hsiang any further 

|than I have already deoreed.” 

This General is now in the Province of 

I Kansu surrounded by a strong arrmy. Prinoe 

I Tuan is also in that province, where he is stay¬ 

ing with his father-iri-law, and many Mongol 

I princes are gathered there to see what is 

| going to be done. Even if Tuan is cornered 

Tung Fu Hsiang will certainly protect him. 

The Mohammedan revolt in that province 

which has been mentioned in these de¬ 

spatches before complicates matters inregard 

to these two particular offenders. 

The Ministers have agreed to present at 
their next meeting lists of those persons 

whose punishment they will demand. These 

lists will then be combined in one general list. 

Then the Ministers will be ready to meet the 

Chinese Commissioners. 

The discussion of other points in the Chi¬ 

nese note was not finished: that is, no decision 

was reaohed. 

It will probably be of interest, more par¬ 

ticularly to the people o-f the United States, 

to know that owing to the attitude of the 

American Government and the American 

Minister China was not more severely 

squeezed in several important particulars. 

Great Britain, Germany and France, in the 

order named, favored a proposition that 

China be most severely treated. They in¬ 

sisted upon naming the offending Chinese 

princes and officials in the note and declaring 

that they must be killed. Russia and Japan 

were always against this proposition, but 

it appeared almost certain to be adopted 

until Mr. Conger made his position in the 

matter perfectly plain. Great Britain was 

the first to give way in the matter of naming 

the officials. Sir Ernest Satow, the British 

representative, did this without instructions 

1*1* sake of harmou),-.. jHA a-ng ntymotly 

■ 

taken to task for it by his Government. 

Subsequently Mr. Conger moved to strike 

out the death penalty. There was a long 

fight before he induoed the other Ministers 

to agree to this. Mr. Conger also succeeded 

in getting the word "irrevocable" removed 

from the preamble of the note, but through a 

mistake in his cipher instructions the word 

was afterward restored. 
Sinoe the delivery of the signed notes to 

the Ministers there is considerable talk here 

as to whether the terms are severe enough. 

Those foreigners who have lived in China j|| 

for twenty or thirty years agree that they j.;: 

are not. They say that the Chinese char- | 

acter is such that the natives will not be t’, 

affeoted by mild treatment. They unques- j. 

tionably hope that the death penalty will I 

be insisted upon for all those named in the |>. 

edict of Sept. 15. It is believed that Great P* 

Britain will continue to insist upon the death 

penalty when the matter is brought up in {; 

the conference. She will probably be again j!P; 
backed by Germany and France. France fe: 

Is also expected to insist upon the payment 

of indemnities to native Christians, but in »jL 

this she will not have the support of Great pf® 

Britain, the United States. Russia or Japan, §•<; 
and it is unlikely that such Indemnities will 

be demanded unless the concert of the Powers m 

is broken. 
Shanghai, Jan. 23.—Evidence is accumu- | 

lating which tends to show that the present 

delay on the part of the Chinese Peace Com- p 
missloners in fulfilling the twelve articles in 

the preliminary demand note is due to the ■ 
strong opposition of the Empress Dowager. 

She now desires new negotiations opened. 

She does not want to accept the twelve articles 

as in the nature of an ultimatum from foreign 

Governments, but rather as debatable m, 

propositions. 

She is now trying to throw the burden of f’i 

refusing to sign the note on Viceroys Liu Is;;- 

I he scheme proposed by him is that 
China shall not attempt to borrow in a lump 
suni the aggregate amount of the indemni¬ 
ties demanded, but that each Power shall 
accept Chinese bonds for the specific amount 
due to it, and that these bonds shall be re¬ 
deemed within a certain limit of time, say 
fifty years. The securities for the redemp- 
tion of these bonds are to be, not the customs § 
duties, no increase of which for the pur- $i 
pose is now proposed, but the following 
revenues, to wit: the likin, the tax on opium 
and “the regular tax on house owners.” 
Let us see what these revenues now yield. 

According to the Chinese Board of Reve¬ 
nue, the total collections of the likin, or 
inland transit dues, in all the eighteen 
provinces amount to 17,000,000 or 18,000,000 
taels; the tael, it should be remembered 
is worth about 70 cents in gold. According 
to Gen. James H. Wilson, however, these 
figures include, first, the likin on foreign 
opium, amounting to about 1,000,000 taels, 
which is accounted for in the maritime 
customs returns; and, secondly, the likin §| 
on salt, estimated at nearly 7,000,000 taels, 
which appears in the separate official state- 
ment of the product of the salt monopoly,r 
Gen. Wilson’s deduction is that the actual j” 
yield of the likin, aside from foreign opium, 

and salt, otherwise accounted for, is only f, 
from 9,000,000 to 10,000,000 taels. If we | 
accept the last-named figure, the present b: 
annual value of the likin in gold would not BH 
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[Run Yi and Chang Chlh Tung and Sheng 
(Director of , Railways and Telegraphs and | 

|High Commissioner of Commerce. She says | 

|the foreigners believe and trust these men. | 

[They made a compact with the foreign repre- 1 
| sentatives last summer during the Boxer I 

[uprisings to proteot foreigners in the south- I 

[eastern provinces and faithfully carried § 

| it out. For that reason, she says, these offl- | 

eials should now be able to exact better I 

terms from the foreigners. 
M. 

who are bitterly opposing each other. Vung 

I u, Generalissimo of the Northern Army, 

is counselling moderation, while I.u Chwang 

Ling, late Governorof the Province of Kiangsu, 

and now a Privv Councillor, and Chen, the 

present Governor of Shensi province, are 

encouraging the Empress Dowager in ail 

her hostile plans These two men are chiefly 

responsible for the present deadlock, and f 

if their suicidal policy is pursued further I 
hostile demonstrations may be expected. 

These men are most bitter toward Vice¬ 

roys T.iu Kun Yi and Chang Chih Tung. Tt K| 

now appears that these Viceroys can only |f 
maintain their present attitude with the as- Isistance of the foreign Governments, who f| 

should demand the removal of Privy Coun- i 

cillor Lu Chwang Ling and Governor Chen M? 

The Emperor himself is powerless and aim- lH 

less. 

Aaaqj,. j 
I He Chinese Indemnity: I How 1 he umnese indemnity: i How Sir j 

Robert Hart Would Pay It. 

According to a telegram from our corre¬ 
spondent at Pekin, Sir Robert Hart, who. 
for many years, has been maintained by 
the Chinese Government in the office of 
Commissioner of Maritime Customs, has 
lately had a conference on the indemnity 
question with a committee appointed by 
the foreign Ministers. He explained in 
detail a plan by which, in his opinion, China 
could raise the money to pay the various 
claims. As, in spite of Germany’s oppo¬ 
sition, his plan met with the approval of 
a majority of the committee, we may prob¬ 
ably assume that it will be ultimately 
adopted. 

exceed §7,000,000. What has Sir Robert jjfpj 

Hart in mind when, among the revenues to « 

be pledged for the indemnities, he specifies G 

the tax on opium? We have already seen 
that a tax on foreign opium amounting S 

to about 1,000,000 taels is accounted for in & 

the maritime customs returns from the 
treaty ports. According to Gen. Wilson 

however, foreign opium supplies 'also a 

large part of the return, estimated at 

5,000,000 taels, from native maritime and jjC 
inland Custom Houses which are not under | 
Sir Robert Hart's supervision. There < 

is, of course, a great quantity of domestic 
opium produced, which is taxed as it passes L 

from place to place in the course of dis- Aj 

tribution; but, as this tax figures in the 

likin, we have already accounted for it in fj 

the 10,000,000 taels attributed to that source. j8 

As to foreign opium, although exact data p 
on the subject are not obtainable, it seems t,j 

to follow from what is said above, that the 

combined annual yield of the duties imposed 
on it at treaty ports, non-treaty ports and [■{ 

inland Custom Houses, can hardly exceed 1 ■ 
3,000,000 or 4,000,000 taels, or, say, at the j1?1 

outside, $2,800,000 in gold. 
What is meant by “ the regular tax on j 

house owners?” In Cren. Wilson’s exhaus- |' 

tive account of China’s fiscal system, we 
find no reference to an impost described 

in the terms quoted, and we infer that what i 
our correspondent has in view is the well- 

known land tax which in China has been ; , . 

long looked upon as the principal source |f 

of revenue. As we pointed out on a pre- i| 

vious occasion, the yield of this tax for all ffsjS 
the provinces should, according to thef*. 

Chinese Red Book, amount to 32^845,4741| 

taels in silver, and to 4,356,382 piculs of i • 

rice, or to about 40,000,000 taels in all. This W 
was fixed at about5 >' 

m 

assessment,' however, .-f 
the beginning of the century, and is con-|*; ^ 

siderably in excess of the sum actually 

collected. Gen. Wilson computes that, in 
the years preceding the outbreak of the 

Boxer troubles, the annual return from 

this source was not. more than 27,500,000 

Hjl taels, or rather more than §20,000,000 in 
' 1 gold. At the same time, Gen. Wilson 

thinks that the Imperial Government could v 
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i easily raise an annual income from this 
j source alone of 104,000,000 taels, if a tax 

I of only a quarter of a tael per acre per 

year on the land actually under cultiva¬ 

tion were imposed and honestly collected. 

To sum up, we find that the revenues 

upon which Sir Robert Hart would make 

the aggregate indemnity due to foreign 

Powers a first charge, now represent, or 

would represent, if peace and order were 

restored, a total annual revenue of $29,- 

800,000, which, however, according to Gen. 

Wilson, could be largely augmented. Of 

course, the whole amount of this revenue 

has been hitherto required for imperial 
and provincial purposes, and it is difficult 

to see how China could afford to set aside 

more than a third of it for the interest and 

sinking fund incident to bonds redeemable 

in fifty years. 
If no more than this can be done, the 

aggregate indemnity should not exceed 

$200,000,000, for even this sum would re¬ 

quire China to provide at least 5 per cent., 

or $10,000,000 annually for interest and 

o mArtizstiftTl. 

fsLUV- -' o \ »c Ficml 

assessed 

China’s Fiscal Resources. 

We learn from Pekin that the foreign 

Ministers, who are now engaged in discuss¬ 

ing the indemnity question, have delegated 

do a committee the task of ascertaining from 

Sir Robert Hart and other authorities, 

native or foreign, the amount of revenue 

drawn by the Chinese Government from 

taxes under normal circumstances, and the 

-extent to which the revenue might be in¬ 

creased by different fiscal arrangements. 

As it happens, a great deal of trustworthy 
Information on this subject is forthcoming 

in the book on China just published by Gen. 

James H. Wilson, whose data are taken 

from a series of articles which originally 

appeared in the China Mail, and were re¬ 
printed in pamphlet form at Hong Kong in 

1885. The figures, of course, represent the 

income secured at a time of comparative 

tranquillity, and not that obtainable in a 

period of social disorder and political con¬ 

fusion. 
Gen. Wilson points out that the sources 

of the imperial revenue are five, to wit: 

the land tax, the salt monopoly, the likin, 

or transit dues collected on inland com¬ 

merce, the maritime customs, and, lastly, 

the money accruing from “ contributions,” 
" assessments ” and subscriptions, and, also, 

from the sale of official rank and titles. 

The yield of the land tax for all the provinces 

as given in the Chinese Red Book, should 
amount to 32,845,474 taels in silver (a tael is 

now worth about 70 cents in gold) and to 
4,356,382 piculs of rice, or to about 40,000,000 

taels in all. This assessment, however, was 
fixed at about the beginning of the century, 

and is considerably in excess of the amount 

actually collected, which, of late years, 

has not averaged over 27,000,000 taels per 

annum. Gen. Wilson deems it certain that, 

with a proper registration of the land, such 

as is required by the theory of the Govern¬ 

ment, and with a rigorous system of col¬ 
lection and accountability, a very much 
larger revenue, or, say, 104,000,000 taels, 

might be procured from this source. 

With regard to the salt monopoly, it seems 

that there is no restriction upon the amount 
produced; but the Government requires 

that it shall all be sold in the first instance 
at fixed rates to Government agents, who 

establish depots near the Sjilt works. The 

distribution and re-sale of the salt is man¬ 

aged by salt merchants licensed by the salt 

il commissioner in charge of the circuit. The 

Government makes a profit on the original 

jj sale, ^nd taxes the salt at a fixed rate per 

picul, t The profits on sales and the tax 
: 

upon the salt are collectively 
computed at 9,680,000 taels per year; but 
here, as in the land tax, there is room for a 
large inci ease in revenue under a more care¬ 

ful system of administration and account¬ 

ability. In Gen. Wilson’s opinion, founded 
on the belief of close observers, the Chinese 

Government might, without increasing the 

cost of salt to the consumer,' derive from 

that commodity a revenue of 20,000,000 taels, 

or at least double the amount that now 

finds its way into the imperial treasury. 
The likin is a tax levied on all classes of 

goods in transit; internal Custom Houses, 

commonly designated by foreigners as 

squeeze stations, being established for its 

collection on all trade routes. It is not an 

ad valorem, but a specific duty, assessed 

upon each bale, box, piece or picul. The 

amount collected at any one station is in¬ 

considerable, but, if the goods have to go any 
great distance, and, consequently, to pass 

numerous squeeze stations, the tax becomes 

an intolerable one, and exerts a powerful 

influence upon the repression of trade. Gen. 
Wilson estimates that the sum received 

annually from this source by the imperial 

treasury does not exceed 11,000,000 taels, 

which is generally believed to be but a 

small part of the collections actually made. 

We may mention in this place that the actual 
yield from the sales of honors andtitles and 

of the taxes levied for licenses, and under 

the names of contributions, assessments 

and subscriptions, was placed in 1885 at 
only 1,500,000 taels, which, according to 

Gen. Wilson, is scarcely a tenth part of 

what it ought to be. 
We come, lastly, to the maritime customs 

arising from a duty of 5 per cent, ad valorem 

in silver on all foreign merchandise. These 

customs duties are collected by a corps of 

officials representing nearly all national¬ 
ities, Sir Robert Hart being Inspector- 

General. Under his management, the an¬ 

nual receipts have grown from about 4,000,- 

000'taels to an average of something over 

22,000,000 taels net, after all costs of collec¬ 

tion have been paid. Besidesthis, a further 

sum, computed at 5,000,000 taels, is collected 

at native maritime and inland Custom 

Houses. 
If the figures above given be brought 

together, it will be found that the annual 

revenue derived from all kinds of taxes 

by the Chinese Imperial Government in 

1885 did not exceed 73,500,000 taels, or, say, 

$51,450,000 in gold. Gen. Wilson maintains 

that the likin, which greatly retards internal 

trade, might be abolished, and that, never¬ 

theless, the public revenue of China could 

be trebled. This could be brought about, 

he says, by a re-survey and re-assessment 

of the taxable lands, and by an increase of 

the tariff on foreign goods to 15 per cent. 

ad valorem in gold. We should then have 

the following figures: land tax, 104,000,000 

taels; salt tax, 10,000,000 taels; miscellan¬ 

eous taxes, 2,500,000 taels; total, 116,500,- 

000 taels, equivalent in American gold to 

$81,550,000, to which should be added the 

receipts from maritime customs, which, 
under the Increased tariff proposed, would 

be, it is asserted, $75,000,000 in gold. The 

final aggregate would thus be $156,550,000. 

Gen. Wilson’s conclusion is that, if these 

fiscal changes were made, and if, through 

the adoption of such administrative reforms 

as might fairly be required, the expenses 

of the Chinese Government could be kept at 

$51,500,000 in gold, there would be left about 

$100,000,000 per year with which to meet 
unforeseen expenses, and pay interest on 

foreign loans and indemnities for injuries 

and damages to foreigners. 
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Grotesque Misrepresentation of the Ait 

^UnpXiTl Commander Corrected. I 
To Tlx L1 VnTTAB .... fr-I G I 

in CoimuRimer corrected. ( c 

To the Editor op The Sun-s^V ; i 

Henry Savage-Landor begins his , « 1VIr 1 
of the doings of the allied armies j 
with the assertion that the aim of ,u 

llRR hftAn t*i\r^ «__ x. Uie DOok 
to Kive a record of events as ,hf,,r 

occurred, and to avoid national or ner(1. I 
Prejudice." Thereupon he proceed! ? L 
report as facte events which never occur Ffa 

and to develop a vehement prejudice P1 
whiot,. lr Ji’Sb • 

tamly personal. Gen. Chaffee needs M 
defence of his actions in China from 1 n° I"' 
any one else, but it is only fair to those W1 f j 
are honestly looking for the truth about tJ fel 
events of last summer in China that ^ fij 
gioss misrepresentation of plain fact* 1 
MvSavage-Landor makes in his discussion 9 
of Gen. Chaffee should be exposed 

It will be remembered that on the uth of 
August, the day after the relief of the Wa- 
tions, the Americans attacked the Imperial ' ' 
city. The attack began at the Chi on Kate ; f 
and was delivered directly against the courts ^ 
and gates which formed the Imperial passage 
from the Forbidden oity out to the Tartar 
wall. When everything had been carried 
up to the gate which opened into tho For¬ 
bidden oity, and the Chinese had been driven J 
away from that, so that ail that remained 
to do was to blow open that gate and enter 
the oity, Gen. Chaffee stopped his men. Later 
in the day they were withdrawn, and camped 
for the night outside the Tartar wall. It 
will also be remembered that at the time 
Gen. Chaffee gave no explanation of hl3 

change of plan. It seems that Mr. Savage- 
Landor never ascertained what the reason 
for tho cessation of the attaok was, and to 
supply the deficiency In his information he 
has invented this preposterous distortion 
of fact: 

It seems that the Russian General had sent one of 
his aides to Gen. ChafTee with a message, and that 
the latter had received the messenger In a manner 
and with words not usually employed by gentlemen 
in dealing with gentlemen. In these operations 
against tho palace the Russians were to be reserves 
and supports. 

On receiving such an extraordinary and uncalled- 
for reply from the American General, the Russian 

| Immediately withdrew his men. Thereupon Gem 
Chaffee found himself faced by a difficulty In making 
the final attack, and, lacking support, did not think 
himself Justified In making the attempt. Moreover, 

| It Is stated that a message had been sent to him from 
the legations to "stop firing at the Imperial oity aa It 

j might offend the Chinese.” 
I The faot remains that a day which with a little 
more grit on the part of their General might have been 
notable In the history of American fighting—a day 
which will always shine gloriously In the memory 
of those who saw how the brave American line offi¬ 
cers and soldiers fought and how they nearly reaped 
a magnificent victory—was spoilt within an ace of Its 
orowning Joint by the I&ck of manners of one man. 

The truth about the Russian participation 
in this affair, or the lack of it/ is soon told. 
It WA3 known among the Americans the 
evening that the allies entered Pekin that 
Gen. Chaffee had planned the attack. It 
was understood at the time that he had in¬ 
vited the Russians to take part. When the 
attaok began the next morning no Russians 
had appeared. A battalion of Japanese 
troops came up, apparently under orders to 
take the position themselves, but the Ameri¬ 
cans were ahead of them, and they soon 
withdrew. After the fighting had been 
going on for more than an hour one company 
of Russian infantry came to the Chien gate 
and took position behind the Americana. 
When the Chinese had been driven from j 
their first position by the unaided and un-1 
supported efforts of the Americans, and 
our men were advancing to the next point | 
of attack, this company of Russians tagged 
along in our wake. It was apparent to any 
one who had eyes to see that all the Russians 
wanted was to get some of their men into the 
Forbidden city at no cost to themselves, 
so as to seize upon any desirable places and 
establish guards there. Gen. Chaffee is 
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Beheading; of Only Four Demanded Now, the 

Death of Eleven Betas Insisted On at First 

—Russia’s Action Arouses Suspicion Min¬ 

isters to Spend Their Vacations in the Hills. 

Special Cable Despatch to THE SUN. 

From The Sun Correspondent at Pekin. 

Pekin, April 1.—A majority of the Ministers 

have mutually agreed to yield somewhat fnct that not nan ox mo , j iidve mumtuiy itgiccu mj yicivi 3uuio" 
the r engaged in the attack, and of || on the question of the punishment of pro- 
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39e who were 
technically In it only a minor 

rt- any actual fighting. 
Chaffee was undoubtedly disappointed 

lr, not taking the Forbidden city that day, 

Ind he undoubtedly yielded to the desires of 

the other commanders in stopping lus attack. 

He gave me a non-committal answer to my 

ery as to the reason for the withdrawal, 

Qa did several other English-speaking offl- 

aer@ I then went to Gen. Fukuehlma, the 
Japanese second in command, and he said 

vew simply that the reason was the desire 

to proteot the Forbidden city. Subsequent 

events have shown how wise were the Japa¬ 

nese in this desire, and how great is the prob¬ 

ability that if the Russians had not broken 
faith and violated the agreement for a gen¬ 

era! attack, which was made at the conference 

at Tung-Chou on Aug. 12, the Imperial party 

would have been held in Pekin to the great 

advantage of all concerned. For those who 

know Gen. Chaffee's way of dealing with 

obiectionable persons, the animus of Mr. 
Savage-Landor’s misrepresentation will not 

be hard to discover. Oscar K. Davis. 

New York, June 25. 

OUR CLAIMS AGAINST CHINA. 

w. . -- '"l _ 
J(Aggregate of the Indemnities That May Be 

Demanded Placed at 825,000,000. 

i-: Wazhington, March 20.—At the request of 

Secretary Hay, statements of the cost of 

transporting the American forces to and 

from China and their maintenance in that 

■ountry have been submitted to him by the 

Secretaries of War and the Navy to enable 

llm to determine the amount of pecuniary 

pdemnity to be demanded from China on 

Bcount of the recent troubles. For the same 

purpose, statements heve been submitted to 

lr. Hay of the number of officers and men 

Df the American forces killed and wounded, 

being the Intention to compel China to | 

t>ay for these losses, the money probably " 
to be given to the familes of the killed and to 

the men incapacitated by their wounds for fill 

[ vincial officials who were implicated in the 

Boxer troubles. This decision was reached 

before the Chinese plenipotentiaries re¬ 

quested the Ministers to lessen their demands. 

The list prepared by the Ministers con¬ 

tained the names of 140 officials whose pun¬ 

ishment was demanded. This has been 

reduced until now it contains less than a 

hundred, while the demand for the death of 

eleven officials has been reduced until now 

the beheading of only four is asked for, one 

of them being an official at Ifueihuacheng 

who was responsible for the murder of Capt. 

Watts-Jones and a Catholic abbot. This 

official has, however, already escaped. 

This leniency is partly due to an explicit 

order from the American Government, which 

failed in this matter to support the wishes 

of the British and French Governments. 

These three countries are especially con¬ 

cerned in securing redress, aa the largest num¬ 

ber of those massacred were Americans, 

British and French. Many of the Chinese 

wish to have the list increased rather than 

diminished, because they are anxious for 
the removal of the reactionary party, the 

members of which were directly implicated 

in the massacres. The Ministers, however, 

make no distinction as to the party affilia¬ 

tions of the accused, but seek only punish¬ 
ment In the cases of the really guilty officials 

in propo; lion to the degree of their guilt. 

The Ministers have also decided to omit 

the names of certain Pekin officials because 

the Pekin list has already bden presented 

and the Ministers were at that time ignorant, 

regarding the action of certain officials, who 

it has since been charged, aided the Boxers 

to massacre Christians and Chinese who were 

regarded as friends of the foreigners. The 

eiscape of these officials is due to the fact that 

the Ministers failed to secure information 

against them at the proper time, though such 

information was in the possession of the for¬ 

eign civilians. 

Notwithstanding the fact that a large por¬ 

tion of the protocol has not yet been settled, 

the Ministers are already planning to with 

<■ 

jictive service. .... . 
The cost to the United States of the trans- Eg draw to temples in tlje western hills, where 

is and « 
inese I 

Donation and maintenance of troo 
the participation of warships in the - 
troubles was more than $5,000,000. The 
Ixact figures are not obtainable, it being 
teemed inadvisable to make them publ ic. 
The casualties numbered 120 killed and 254 
Jounded, divided as follows: Army, 95 
filled, and 177 wounded; navy and marine 
orps, 25 killed and 77 wounded. No de- 
iision has been reached as to the amount 

to be asked from China for each man killed 
or wounded. In addition to the amounts to 

demanded on account of the army and 
navy, there will be demands for indemnity 
'or the massacre of American citizens, princi- 
felly missionaries and their families, by the m 
■iliriPRA. find t.l'IA H Ast’.T'll Ibi'.IrtFI n f ilVlfN A m ari nn n B9HI Ihinese, and the destruction of the American fit; 
fgation in Pekin and other American prop- 
tty. A rough guess of the aggregate of 

_Jie Amerioan claims places it at $25,000,000. 
Hhis will include what are called national 
indemnities, or damages for the affront given 

H> the United States by the asaults of im- 
ffienal troops on United States officials and 
those m their care. _ 
■ Senator Morgan of Alabama has submitted I 
I , Proposition to the Secretary of State, M 

whichi has the double purpose of settling the 
Manchurian question and enabling China to 
l®eet the demands of the Powers. His sug- 
I.Bastion is that the Powers consent to the pur- 
■“*pase of Manchuria by Russia, and that With 
i»iit;Proceeds China liquidate the claims to the 
wK^L^nce,r.?Sd- The price that would be 
LSte? ?r°iuld be sufflclent. Senator Morgan 
Wrt Lrile*aTe a surplus with which China 

fi>worcln8wtute re,forms demanded by the 
lent nfflnFwi ^hat,7as Raid by Govern-i 
■noriHn^1 m Kdayi 14 ,s not Hkely that the 
Tot onnAc a11} ad°Pted, the United States 

F TP°8fd t? th9 Partition of China in any 
Pam.ato/,iji0r?n is i:t? favor of letting 

PtKe indemAi+^rk^itration Tribunal determine 

Lllent McKTnleyU ' assu^ested by Pres- 

they will spend their summer vacations 

The French Minister wrill not leave Pekin 

until May, -when his successor will arrive there. 

The Chinese plenipotentiaries will take no 

| vacation, but will remain at their post of duty. 

Thus far the Ministers appear more dilatory 

than the Chinese. 
Japan is still closely watching Russia’s 

movements, while the other Powers merely 

regard Russia’s action as one of impropriety, 

and as unnecessary; as, without a conven¬ 

tion, she still dominates Manchuria", Mon¬ 

golia and Turkestan. Her attempts to se¬ 

re the signing of the convention will merely 

rouse suspicion, criticism and resistance. 

Information is being sought as to whether 

he Imperial edicts, issued in accordance 

ith Article X of the protocol, have been 

ipublished in the provinces. The tiiigsionariea 

“are really tfrg o,jilj: pq.es who "are. able to as- 
QH certain""'Hie facts outside the treaty ports. 

In fact, the places where foreigners fear to 

visit especially require the publication of 

the edicts. 
x The Belgian Minister reports that the re-, 

construction of the Pekin-Hankow Rail¬ 

way has been completed, and that the ex¬ 

tension of the line has begun. The former 

foreign employees have mostly returned, 

a*d full arrangements are being made for 

their protection by the military, either by 

French troops, or, in case of evacuation, 

by Chinese soldiers under foreign officers. 

Work is busily proceeding at both the north¬ 
ern and southern terminals. 

GERMAN POLICY IN^CHINA 
• i«0^ 

GERMAN 
WALDERSEE MI EL SEE TII 
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CLAIMS ARE PAIR- 

Good Faith In That Respect Wilt Determine 
Length of Ills Stay r-Each Power to Specify 

Its Expense- Dill In the Reichstag to Fay 
the Expense of the German Expedition. 

Special Cable Jjesphtch to THE SUN. 

Berlin, March 14., -Count von Binow 
introduced a bill in the Reichstag to-da>, 

appropriating 12:1,000,000 marks for the ex¬ 

penses of the German expedition to China. 

Jn introducing ihe bill the Chancellor said 

that slow but continuous progress was being 

made in the negotiations between the Powers 

and the Chinese peace envoys. Germany, he 

said, had refused to receive Prince Chun, 

the brother of the Chinese Emperor, who had 

been appointed to come here on a specia 

mission for penance for the murder of Baron 
von Iletteler, the German Minister at Pekin, 

until the peace negotiations had been defi¬ 

nitely concluded. 
Detailing the present status of affairs at ( 

Pekin, Count von Bulow said the Powers , 

had not yet arrived at an agreement on the 

question of the amount of indemnity to be . 

demanded from China. It had been decided, 

however, that each Power should specify 

the expense it had been put to for the ex¬ 

peditions to China, and that this amount J 
would be communicated to every other Power. 

Then the Chinese Government would have j 

to make propositions as to how these sums ; 

should be raised. 
The length of the stay of the German troops I 

in China, the Chancellor said, would depend 

on the development of affairs and especially • 

on the good faith of the Chinese Govern¬ 

ment in settling the German claims. When j 

adequate guarantees were given by China 

that these demands would be properly met | 

the German troops would leave the Province 

of Chili. , 
Chancellor von Biiiow expressed the hope 

that German troops would never again have . 

to visit Pekin, and that only German mer¬ 

chants and missionaries will be seen there 

in the future. 
In conclusion Count von Billow declared 

that Field Marshal Count von Waldersee. 

the German officer who is chief in command 

of the allies in China, would not remain there 
a day longer than the situation required 

or ihe Powers desired his presence. 
The Chancellor said that some of the Powers 

had economic interests in China, while others 

had political ones. Germany, he declared, 

belonged to the first class and had signed 

a convention with England on that basis on 

Oct. 18. This convention did not contain 

any secret clauses and did not refer to Man¬ 

churia, as was stated in certain quarters 

hen it was signed. Manchuria, the Chan 

k'‘ 
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;e!lor said, was of little importance to Gcr-h 

Insurgent Forces Now Ten Miies 

North of the British Borders. 

POWERS NEARER SETTLEMENT rM1,1 

1 wx^ tfcsnrte 
0 Fra United States Agrees to France’s Note 

—Great Britain Approves Ger¬ 

many’s Plan. 

m 



HONGKONG, Oct. 9.-The “ Triads 

»ave met and repeatedly defeated the im¬ 

perial troops near Kow-loon. They are 

daily gaining fresh adherents, and the 

present indications are that there will be a 

Boxer rising similar to that which occurred 

in North China. 

The whereabouts of the rebels in the 

Hinterland is not known, but is believed 

' to be ten miles north of the British bor- 
., £ tiers. 

A detachment of 1,000 Chinese troops 

took up a position at San-Chun yesterday, 
and 1,000 more arrived there to-day. 

It is said that the authorities here have 

received information that a general rising 

in the southern provinces has been planned 
ior the month of November. 

j Ten thousand more troops from India 

a have been requisitioned for Hongkong. The 

>(i Sixteenth Bengal Lancers and the Hong- 

k°n§ Regiment have been recalled from the 
•;* porth to Hongkong. 

whether or not the Ger- 
aie the moving’ force in this project, 

fapt°t^atrnr»f01rClUSi0n is drawn lTOm ® tact that L^ount von Walderseo is iM>t 
head. Each nationality ap¬ 

pears to be moving at the will of each mill- 
tary commander, and military affairs in 
dmna appear to be in hopeless confusion. 
Satisfaction is felt here in the fact that the 
American troops are not in any way in¬ 
volved. 

The punishment of banishment in the case 
of Prince Tuan is declared to be much more 
severe than it would appear to Western 

, minds, and in view of the fact that Tuan is 
a prince of the blood royal this banishment 

i is actually a very heavy penalty. 

Oct. u,ii1Sn are — 
i mn§' a small expedition to the p an' 

district in the Western Hills to inveL^110 
the supply, it will leave here ?£lgate 
v^ln^se who have arrived here 
?coU-n‘F?° assert that Gen. Tuiw-Fi ! ?.ai- 

arg'e force of his troop! wiJi'SIan 
known61-6- His Present whereabout 

ENGLAND INDORSES GERMANY. 

LONDON, Oct. 11.—4:50 A. M.—The Hong¬ 

kong specials this morning all refer to the 

gravity of the situation in southern China. 

In some quarters it is urged that it would 

be better to employ British than Indian 

troops in China. 

AMERICA AGREES WITH FRANCE 
United States Govern.ment Replies to 

the Latest Note from Paris. 

WASHINGTON, Oct. 10.—The reply of 

the United States Government to the lat- 

| est note from France offering suggestions 

as to the settlement of the troubles in 

; China was completed late to-day and de¬ 

livered to M. Thiebaut, ChargS d’Affaires 

of the French Embassy. By him it was 

forwarded immediately to his Government. 

No official statement of the contents of 

the answer was obtainable. There is no 

longer any doubt, however, .that this Gov- 

eminent approves the main propositions 

i laid down in the French note. 

As to the first of the proposed terms, the 

punishment of the principal culprits, this 

Government has already declared itself in 

unmistakable terms. As to the second, the 

maintenance of the prohibition against the 

importation of arms, this Government will 

not declare itself to the point of making it 

an absolute prerequisite to further nego¬ 

tiations. As to the third and fourth propo¬ 

sitions, providing for equitable indemnities 

to States, societies, and individuals, and 

formation of a permanent guard for 
the legations, in Peking, a cordial assent 
will be given. As to the fifth, which re- 

$ quires the dismantlement of the Taku forti- 
g locations, this Government is not disposed 
" to go quite to the length of making it an 

indispensable condition, as does the French 
note. 

The sixth of the French conditions reads 
as follows: 

’’ Military occupation of two or three 
ppmts on the road from Tien-Tsin to Pe¬ 
king, which would thus be always open to 
the legations wishing to go to the sea or to 
forces proceeding to Peking from the sea.” 
I his paragraph would seem to make it ob¬ 
ligatory upon the powers to maintain garri¬ 
sons at these points, and while the condi¬ 
tions are such as to make their present oc¬ 
cupation necessary for the safety of the 

. members of the legations, and others desir¬ 
ing to travel between Peking and Tien- 
Usm, this Government is disposed to make 
the demand as a matter of right, to be ex- 
ercised by any or all of the powers at will. 

Recent events in China have so far set 
back peace negotiations that it may be a 

; matter of weeks, or even months, before 
the peace Commissioners will be able to get 

I to work. Ill-considered military operations 
are said to be responsible for the check 
TaT dlP Tv ill Tfl W, n rtTT L n r-. w, t* i L l v, r, ... n 4* 

BERLIN, Oct. 10.—Great Britain’s an¬ 

swer to Germany’s second note was re- 

I ceived this morning. It is an unreserved 

and unconditional acceptance of the Ger¬ 
man position. 

A high official of the Foreign Office made 

H the following statement on the subject this 
iaj afternoon: 

“ Great Britain is following the example 

I of tire United States. At the same time 

™ she has directed her representative in Pe¬ 
king to proceed in accordance with Ger- 

■ many’s second note. Her answer makes 
no mention of the German note of Sep- 
tember, but there was no necessity for any 
reference, because the September note mere¬ 

ly laid down certain general principles. 
while the second note developed them into 

a practical suggestions.” 
So far as the French note is concerned 

the impression gained in official circles 
Is that it will be shelved indefinitely since 
it is not regarded here as touching live 
questions. _ Official opinion seems to be 

«that it will not disturb the harmony of 
g|the powers, since it will soon be forgotten. 

The situation is regarded as somewhat 

french go to rescue priests 

miles south. S ilsien- sixty 

A military order has been issued to tn 
German troops to occupy the raiho J f 

Yang-Tsun to Peking The resTn/T 

th^hrrbwof'ChfnlIdWanT Rrsians- and 
lotted to the British. W Ta° has been al- 

Count vonnWalde?seetrefus^ietd Marshal 
edge Li-Hung-Chang^ar ackI>owl- 
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AMERICANS LEAVE CHINA 

TIEN-TSIN, Oct. 8.-The American ma 

nnes from Peking have arrived at Taku' 

where they will be joined to-morrow by the 

SrnCavitebattali0n and SaU °n the Indiana 

a more hopeful by the Vossische Zeitung, 
I view of the fact that Emperor Kwang-Sii 
iis apparently regaining authority. The Na- 
Mtional Zeitung says: 
| “ The official text of the imnerial edict 
^punishing the guilty proves that the de- 
>|cree is not so unimportant an affair as it 
Iwas recently asserted to be.” 

The policy of the United States in China 
iis again criticised in the press. “ The 
iAmericans,” says the, Lokal Anzeiger, I” desire above all other things to plav a 

leading role, but if they were to retire alto¬ 
gether from China they would do more 

Sgood than harm.” 
The Boersen Zeitung, discussing the aues- 

f[|tion in a similar strain, remarks that “ the 
Americans wish to withdraw from their 
Chinese adventure after having hindered 

^Jmore than furthered the action of the pow¬ 
ers.” 

Lieut, von Krohn, who was wounded in 
||the expedition led by Vice Admiral Sey- 
laroour, returned a day or two ago to Ber- 
Blin. He has since visited Emperor William 
a upon his Majesty’s special order, 

iRUSSIA CONTROLS MANCHURIA. 
-A special dispatch LONDON, Oct. 11. 

I from Shanghai says: 

“ Heavy Russian reinforcements are 

moving northward from Port Arthur, with 

! the object of relieving pressure upon Muk- 

1 den. 

Every place of importance in Man- 
m——————B 

churia, from Kiatka to the Primorsk 

LONDON, Oct. 11. — The Morning Post 

publishes the following dispatch, dated Oct. 
2, from Ho-Si-Wu, on the Pei-Ho: 

“ Gen. Chaffee refused to convey any 

baggage, althought three baggage wagons 

had been obtained. The American soldiers 
are glad to go to Manila. The accommo¬ 
dating and polite attitude of the British 
and Japanese toward Gen. Chaffee is verv 
noticeable. ' 

“ An American to-day expressed to me a 
new view of the American withdrawal ‘ I 
favor the withdrawal of our troops’’ he 
said. ‘ They fought well to reach Peking 
but since that time they have done as little 
as possible, even for Americans. Their 
presence, being aggressive, only hampers 
other countries. A thousand men under 
Gen. Wilson can do more than 5,000 under 
Gen. Chaffee.’ ” 

Signal Corps Line to Peking Ready. 

WASHINGTON’ Oct. 10.—Gen. Greely 

has received a cablegram from China, say¬ 

ing that the Signal Corps line from Tien- 

Tsin to Peking along the Pei-Ho has been 

completed. Within a short time it is ex¬ 
pected the Signal Corps line will be com¬ 
pleted from Tien-Tsin to Taku, making a 
through connection over the United States 
military line from Peking to Taku. 

LEGATIONS' DEFENDER RETURNS. 

F. D. Gamewell and Several Mission¬ 

aries Reach San Francisco. 

SAN FRANCISCO, Oct. 10.—Among the 

arrivals from the Orient on the steamer 

American Maru is F. D. Gamewell, to whose 

energy and engineering skill the safety of 

the beleaguered Peking legations was in a 

large measure due. 

which diplomacy has met in reaching a set¬ 
tlement. Through the efforts of the State 
Department a steady pressure has been 
brought to bear upon the Chinese Emperor 
to induce him to return to Peking. The 
representations from the great Southern 
A iceroys to the Emperor, setting out the 
Impossibility of supplying the Court with 
money and food if it persisted in retreating 
to Signan-Foo, was but one of the means 
which had been resorted to. All efforts 
were neutralized, however, by the spas¬ 
modic and unnecessary activity of the al¬ 
lied military forces. In the opinion of offi¬ 
cials here there was no necessity whatever 
for the Pao-ting-Foo expedition, and that 
“7ar'+"-~ —- - - - -etermined 

boundary and from the Amur to the Great 

Wall, is now in Russian hands.” 

“ The Russians,” says the Moscow corre¬ 

spondent of The Standard, “ are pushing 

the railway from Kharbin eastward with 

all possible speed. Troops are daily ar¬ 

riving from Amur to reinforce the army 

that is endeavoring to force its way south¬ 

east to join hands with the expeditionary 

force from Port Arthur, which has failed to 

execute the task appointed, as it met with 

great opposition. Large Chinese forces are 

massed in the neighborhood of Mukden. 

“ The Russian Generals are arranging 

Winter quartern for the large armies in 

Manchuria. Ten thousand troops will be 

quartered at Irkutsk, ready to move up 

with the first opening of the river to navi¬ 

gation in the Spring.” 

“ I do not hesitate to say,” said Mr. 

Gamewell, “ that the United States should 

EXPEDITION TO PAO-TING-FOO. 

TIEN-TSIN, Oct. 9.—The expedition to 

Pao-Ting-Foo has been fixed for Friday 

next. The column will consist of 7,000 Brit¬ 

ish, German, French, and Italian troops. 

insist that the leaders of the uprising | 

should be punished to the fullest extent. 

Whatever Is done should be made suffi-1 

ciently severe to have a lasting effect upon 

the Chinese. It is no fault of the Boxers 
that all our missionaries over there are not] 
dead to-day. If we make light of this thing] 
and pass it by, merely demanding an in-1 
demnity, it is my opinion, that the same 
terrible scenes will be repeated within a 
few years.” 

Mrs. Goodrich, a missionary, and her 
three children, have also arrived here frt>m 
Peking. The Rev. J. A. Miller and wife, [ 
Miss Kate Ogborn, and Mr. and Mrs. O. 
Cady were the other missionaries on board 
the American Maru. Dr. Miller and wife 
were stationed at Pao-ting-Foo, 100 miles [ 
distant from Peking. On account of Mrs. I 
Miller’s illness they left for the coast about] 
the last of May. The day after their de-[ 
parture the railroad track was torn up. ] 
There were three missions and fifteen mis-1 
sionaries at Pao-ting-Foo. Thq Rev. Millerl 
is certain that none of them is now alive. I 

Miss Ogborn comes from Central China, I 
and Mr. and Mrs. Cady from Western] 
China. • 

..-i SSwtW.r,-. 



anf^hina. 

Germany’s loyalty to its War Lord and 

hts aggressive foreign policy has been put 

to a hard test by the outcome of affairs in 

China. The attempt to seize the military 

hegemony of Europe by the von Walder- 
•ee appointment has come to naught 

through the rapid course of events, while, 
instead of direoting the course of diplomacy, 

It was only by a sudden turn-about at the 

last moment that Germany put herself in a 

position to follow in the wake of the United 

States and the other nations concerned 

in the settlement of the disturbances. As 
a consequence trouble is brewing and a 

stormy time is expected when the Reich¬ 
stag meets in November. 

Instead of cheering for " Deutschland 

voran ” the Germans, it seems, are count¬ 
ing uneasily the cost of the expedition to 

China. The uneasiness is not diminished 

by the discovery that among the European 

Powers represented at Pekin none was 

found to back the Kaiser’s ambitions or 

his desire for vengeance. According to 

the Berlin correspondent of the London 

Times the German Empire has seldom 

passed through “ a period of greater na¬ 

tional discouragement and anxiety,” and 

severe criticism of the Government’s policy 

Is heard not only from its opponents but 

even from those who have been its sup¬ 

porters through thick and thin. To the 

taxpayer, of course, the Chinese com¬ 

plication means an increase of taxes, and 

his feelings are expressed in a general 
decline of securities in the stock market. 

For the political parties, particularly those 

which support the Government, it means 

readjustments and unwilling concessions, 
for even if the War Lord alone may declare 

war, it is the Reichstag that must vote 
| supplies. 

Emperor William, it will be remem- 

[ bered, found it difficult last spring to carry 

I through the vote for the increase of the 

navy. It was only by appeals to patriot¬ 

ism and by pictures of the dangers to which 
the Fatherland would be exposed that by 
the vote of the Centre party a grant was 

passed for part of the naval programme. 

The portion sacrificed in the compromise 
that became necessary was the sum re¬ 
quired for the construction of cruisers, 
the Reichstag explicitly declaring its readi¬ 

ness to provide for the national defence 

and its unwillingness to pursue the policy 
of “ world conquest.” In the debates 

the need of the cruisers for the success of 

the Kiao Chou venture was fully discussed, 

and that part of the measure was voted 
down deliberately. The Kaiser should 

have no illusions as to the opinion of the 

Government majority in the Reichstag 
about his “Welt-politik.” 

The Social-democrats, a very strong 

minority in the Reichstag, with more than 

two million voters behind them, as the 

party of opposition, will surely attack the 

conduct of the Chinese expedition, just 
as they voted against the increase of the 

navy. Since the death of Liebknecht 

it is said that they are drawing closer to 
what is left of the Liberal party, which 

would make them still stronger* in the 
Reichstag. The Agrarians, to whose 

demands the Government has ever been 

ready to yield, have their own axe to grind, 

the imposition, namely, of high duties on 

grain. They fear that the Government 

may find it inexpedient or impossible to 
carry out their plan on account of the per- 

mexities arising from the war expenditure, 

and in consequence they 
as the Socialists in their attacks on the 
Chinese policy. Constitutionalists hold 

that the Kaiser should have called together 

the Reichstag before taking action. The 
aggressive Germans on the other hand 

feel sore over the Kaiser’s fizzle and criti¬ 

cise the very foundations of the Prussian 

power. “ The stormy billows of the‘Welt- 

politik ’ have overtaken us entirely^ un¬ 

prepared," says the Berliner Neueste ^ ach- 

richten. “A fleet, cables, coaling stations, 

military organization for service beyond 

the sea, all is lacking. The Intelligence 

Department is the most wretched imagi¬ 

nable.” Even if the whole Centre stands 

by the Kaiser’s venture, the meeting of 

the Reichstag will be stormy. 

There is little likelihood, however, that 

the delightful dream of Germany’s down¬ 

fall will come true that is inspired in the 

London Spectator by the article in the 

Times. “The German Empire is a very 

recent institution,” the Spectator remem¬ 

bers, “ which was cemented in war by 

pressure from without rather than by 

cohesive forces from within. It must not 

be forgotten that it contains States added 

solely by right of conquest,” and it medi¬ 

tates on England’s experience with Scotland 

and Ireland. The military outlook in China 

for Germany is gloomy. “ Our own recent 

experience makes it quite conceivable 

that some disaster or ‘ entanglement ’ 

may arise in the course of the campaign 

to winch the Kaiser has so rashly com¬ 

mitted his lieutenant,” and then “ wild 
excitement ” might be directed against 

the originator of the expedition. A finan¬ 

cial cataclysm is at hand: 

"Blacker than all are the signs, too numerous to 
detail, that Germany Is very possibly on the verge of 
a great Industrial and commercial crisis. The fabric 
of Prussian society is unstable a3 an Inverted pyr¬ 
amid; the workman Is discontented, the commercial 
classes have plunged Into speculation, the upper 
classes have the monopoly of the bureaucracy and the 
army. The Kaiser has tried to force the pace In all 
departments of the nation’s life, and his people havei 
readily seconded him. In the attempt to capture the 
markets of the world. Germany has sold her goodsj 
under oost price until heT capital has rim dangerously 
low. Her commerce has in consequence had to sup' 
port Itself largely by means of the great financial! 
houses. It is a ‘ kept ’ commerce, and the financiers,] 
who are naturally timid, will call In their capita 
on the first clear signs of a ‘ slump.! ” 

If things go badly, the Kaiser must bej 

the first to lose power and influence. What 

is worse, if he should be obliged to atteni 

to domestic troubles, England cannot loo. 

for aid from Germany in internation 

politics, for “ it has been said, and wi 
some truth, that the Emperor is the onl; 

German who does not hate England.” 

The Spectator admits that it does no 

expect Germany to break up at one* 

but “ the signs of warning and danger 

it sees are hardly such as to make Engla: 

less hated in Germany, if she is really hat.^ 

there. Neither is 'the British comme 

of the Times likely to be relished: 

* The truth is that the present condition of G ermani 
the combination of inordinate ambitions with inad| 
equate means, the prevalence of intense social di 
satisfaction, and the conflict of classes and interesi 
which have yet to be decided, are scarcely realt'sl 
abroad. People still believe in the Invincibility 
Prussian energy and organization, and are una 
to distinguish between the violent language in whl 
German foreign policy Is now often enunciated and i 
methods by which Prince Bismarck, in a caief 
circumscribed field of German activity and interesi 
was often able to achieve triumphs of diplomacy.” 

Both journals look on the placing of t 

German loan in the United States as 

“ humiliation ” and both look on the comi 

struggle between the agricultural and in 

dustrial classesasa^mte^ny threat 

Germany alone, and not thought of in 

England. Their utterances are of interest 

as showing the tone taken by extreme 

Conservative journals toward the one] 

Power that might be a useful ally to Eng¬ 
land in case of European complications. 

Fortunately Lord Salisbury is a stafdj 
man. He has not allowed himself to |J 

moved by the angry demands of the TimA 
and its Pekin correspondents for viole| 

measures in China, nor has he permitth 

the growing irritation at Germany’s cor 

mercial competition to stand in the w; 

of England's true interests. The Germ? 

Emperor on his part has recovered quick, 

from his Attila fever and the agreement 

the two countries to act together in tlj 

Chinese entanglement puts an end for 

time to the greatest threat of disturban<| 

among the Powers. By accepting tlj 
policy of the “ open door," it will be oil 

[served, the new allies in substance 
approach the position taken by the Unite® 

States from the start, and acquiesced 1$$ 

already by every other interested natioH 

save themselves. 

The Kaiser in spite of his eccentricities ijfj 

a young man of great force. Ifhehasafacj& 

ulty for getting into messes, he has also 
power for getting out of them in uncorifl 

ventional ways. The China business ma K 

bring about a domestic row which KaiseRs 

and Reichstag will settle among themselvef r 
Should it end in limiting somewhat thf| 

arbitrary acts of the Kaiser, it may benp 

misfortune for Germany or even for Raise f 
Wilhelm II. 

STOP BLOODSHED IN CHINA. 

PR E SIDE XT ORDERS * ROCKHIEL TO 

OPPOSE FURTHER EXECUTIONS. 

,7Cs-> 

Punishment of Provincial Officials Should Be j 

Left to China—Punitive Expeditions and f. 
Decapitation Will Keep Country in a State 

ot Unrest—Opposite View Held by Most I 

of the Ministers at Pekin—Russia Also 

Opposes Infliction of More Death Sentences. ' 

Washington, March 13.—New instruc¬ 
tions of a definite character were sent by 

cahle this afternoon to Mr. Rockhill, the , 

President’s special commissioner to China. 

They concern the demands of the Ministers , 
of the Powers for the punishment of a num- 4 

ber of Chinese provincial officers accused i 

of being concerned in the massacre of mis- 
eionaries, foreigners and native converts. 

The instructions are important in that they 

express the desire of the President that 

moderation will prevail in the demands of 

the Ministers, and reiterate the President’s 

hope, previously communicated to Minister 

Conger, that the shedding of blood in China 
will cease. 

The instructions were sent at Mr. Rock- 

hill s request. A cable message that came 

from him this morning told of the desire of 

a majority of the foreign representatives 

at Pekin to insist on the punishment of \ ro- ',Wj 

vimeial dignitaries, and he asked that full PfkK 

instructions of a definite character be trans- M 

mitted for his guidance. Secretary Hay 

had a long talk with the President on the 

subject, and on his return to the State De- U4 

partment the despatch to Mr. Rockhill was Urn 
| prepared. 

Extreme moderation in future punish- 

ment demands is counselled by the Presi- i;'.ft' 

dent. His position, as 6et forth in Secre¬ 

tary Hay’s despatch, is that, having secured 

the decapitation of some of the highest nobles T 

in China and the degradation and imprison- i 
ment or banishment of others, the Powers i 

should have the Chinese court carry out 
future punishments without dictation. 



Mr. Rock hill is told that it will be impost 

for the President to determine at this dis¬ 

tance the specific treatment that each Chienso 

guilty of killing and torturing foreigners 

should receive, but that generally he hopes 

there -mil be no interference or suggestion 

on the part of the foreign representatives 

at Pekin to bring about their punishment. 

In other words, Mr. McKinley wants the 

Chinese Government left alone in admin¬ 

istering punishment to its subjects who have 

violated treaty provisions, and his instruc¬ 

tions to Mr. Rockhill convey the intimation 

that the desire of the majority of the Pekin 

diplomatic corps for more blood is something 

with which this Government has no sym¬ 

pathy. 

The President, it is understood, believes 

that the foreign negotiators should now turn 

their attention to the remaining topics of 

negotiations, which include indemnities and 

the revision of commercial treaties. In 

the opinion of the President, China will re¬ 

main in a state of unrest unless punitive 

expeditions by foreign troops and the exe¬ 

cution of Chinese officials at the instance of 

the foreign Ministers are discontinued. 

The President and the Secretary of State 

are firmly opposed to the policy of punish¬ 

ment by designation, as it is termed, They 

: regard such a cotrrse-as Contrary- to American 

ideas of right and justice. Punishment by 

designation means the naming of certain per¬ 

sons by the foreign Ministers with a demand 

that the Chinese Government inflict on them 

the highest penalties within the power of the 

Throne. In most casts this amounts to a 

direct demand that the accused persons 

be decapitated. Originally the Ministers 

named the penalties, but through the in¬ 

fluence of the United States this was changed 

to a general demand that they should be the 

most severe that China could inflict. It so 

happened, however, that the Ministers de¬ 

cided that the Throne was sufficiently strong 

to inflict capital punishment on some high 

dignataries, and compellled the Emperor to 

acquiesce in their view. If Minister Conger 

joined his colleagues in this coercive effort, 

he did so without the approval of the Presi¬ 

dent and the Secretary of State. 

The reports that Russia is to send more 

troops to China and make a demonstration 

in the Gulf of Peehili have not been made 

known to the Government through any offi¬ 

cial source. One high Government officer 

said this afternoon that official information 

was all to the effect that Russia was with¬ 

drawing her forces from China. Count 

■ Cassini, the Russian Ambassador.said to-day. 

speaking as an individual, that no official 

declaration had been made by his Govern¬ 

ment about the reported agreement for the 

transfer of Manchuria to the temporary con¬ 

trol of Russia, but any such agreement must 

involve the maintenance of order in the oc¬ 

cupied territory and the maintenance of 

Chinese territorial integrity. He counselled 

caution in accepting the reports of Russia’s 

intentions, and said he had not been advised 

of the alleged Manchurian compact. Count 

Cassini made it plain that he was not speaking 

in his official capacity. 

aid China in every way'irffi 

signature to an agreement recognizing Rus¬ 

sian predominance in the whole northern 

part of the Empire. The Chinese Peace 

Commissioners have attempted to minimize 

the importance of this agreement in the hope. 

| it is thought, of provoking discord among 

1 the Ministers. 

The move made by Russia to-day will 

please the Chinese for two reasons. In the 

first place, it means that the punishment of 

the provincial officials will be prevented 

J temporarily to say the least, and secondly, 

it will have a tendency to break the una¬ 

nimity of the Powers. 

As the matter stands now Great Britain, 

j& Germany, France, Italy, Austria, Belgium 

1 and Holland believe that these officials should 

be punished. The position of Japan and 

America is uncertain. The action of these , 

two countries is deemed most important 
in settling the policy of the allies. 

In the opinion of the majority of the Min¬ 

isters it is merely a question as to whether 

strict justice shall be administered and a 

policy adopted that will bring security to 
' '■ ———!■ 3 
the country, or one of laxity that will lead w 

to more danger and trouble. 

Investigations made up to date go to show 

that at the lowest calculation 240 foreigners 

and 80,000 native converts were murdered as 

a direct outcome of the Boxer troubles, which 

had official connivance. These massacres 

were distributed about this way: Protestant 

missionaries—men, women and children in 

U Shanei, Chili, Mongolia and C'hqJjiang, Biitish, | 
i, 11S; Americans and Scandinavians affiliated 

with American societies, 78; Catholics—French, 

Italian, Dutch, German and Belgians in 

J ; 

p 

Manchuria, Mongolia, Chili, Hunan, Szechuan, 

H Kiao Chiao, Thibet and Honan, 49. 

Most of the foreign Ministers believe that | 

the perpetrators of these outrages deserve i;; 

severe punishment, and that it should be r™ 
imposed in order to maintain justice, which 

is the basis of all law. The list contains 

the names of 140 officials on whom strict 

punishment is demanded, even so far as the 

ijl imposition of the death penalty, but the Min- 

isters insist on the beheading only of eleven, 

* namely: 

The Sub-Prefect at Tung Ping Chow, 

Province of Chili; the official of West Mon¬ 

golia, where the Bishop of the Netherlands 

and three priests were murdered; the Sub- 

Prefect of East Mongolia, the Prefect of 

Fencho-fu, the Magistrate of Paicheng, the 

Taotai of Kueihuajeng, the Sub-Prefect of 
I 

RUSSIA OPPOSES EXECUTIONS. 

Pekin Considers This Move a Break in the 

Concert of tho Powers. 

Special Cable Despatch to The Sun. 

From The Sun Correspondent at Pekin. 

Pekin, March 12.—The Ministers held a 

meeting to-day and discussed the question 

of the punishment of the provincial officials 

who are regarded as responsible primarily 

for the Boxer troubles and who are directly 

implicated in the massacres of missionaries 

and converts. To the surprise of every¬ 

body the Russian representative appeared 

as an opponent to any further punishment 

of Chinese officials, no matter how guilty 

they may have been. 

This was the first decided break in the 

concert of the Powers. The Russian rep¬ 

resentative got his orders from St. Peters¬ 

burg. It is understood that he was told to 

Hsinchow, the Taotai of Shansi, the Military 

Governor of Mukden and two officials at 

Chuchan and Chekiang. The Ministers will 

also demand posthumous punishment for 

Yu Lu, late Viceroy of Tientsin. 

They will demand in addition that nil the 

other guilty parties shall be sentenced to 

such punishments as imprisonment, banish- 

ment and degradation. Such treatment, it 

is believed, is better than tho Russian policy 

of killing thousands of helpless people in north 

Manchuria. 
One of the Ministers said to-day that if 

the representatives of the Powers should 

yield in the matter of the killing of one of 

these guilty officials there never would be 

security hereafter for a missionary or a for¬ 

eign merchant under the Chinese Govern¬ 

ment. The same diplomat said that if the 
American Government was now indifferent 

to this question all its foreign prestige and 

interest in the welfare of its citizens will 

suffer. 
The correspondent of The Sun learns that 

the Russians are expecting the speedy ar¬ 

rival of transports with additional troops, 

and that when they reach here that country 

will make a demonstration in the Gulf of 

Peehili. This action will be Intended partly 

as a warning to China, but mainly a 

a warning to Japan to keep her hands 

off if she has any idea of attempting-to hin¬ 

der Russian aggression. It is estimated 

that at the present moment there are-100,000 

Russian soldiers in Chinese territory and yet 

the Foreign Office at St. Petersburg is trying 

to convince the other nations that Russia 

has no ulterior purpose in China. 

. 

RUSSIA MAY COXCEDE SOMETHING. 

Chinese Court Hears a Favorable Report Re¬ 

garding Manchuria. 

Special Cable Despatch to The Sun. 

From The Sun Correspondent at Pekin. 

Pekin, March 13.—It is now reported that 

one of the Cabinet Ministers at Singan-fu 

has telegraphed ,to the Chinese plenipoten¬ 
tiaries here informlhg.f them (hat informa¬ 

tion has reached Shiffen-fu to. the effect that 

the Russian Govermrient is ready to recon¬ 

sider some points of the Manchurian agree¬ 
ment. It is impossible to verify the accuracy 
of the report. A well-informed foreigner 
declares that the early signing of the agree¬ 
ment is inevitable, despite the fact that Li 
Hung Chang and Prince Ching are protest¬ 
ing agamst it and at present decline to affix 
their signatures. 
,, tier many ’ s reply to China concerning 
the Russian agreement, which is equivalent 
m substance to the warnings given by the 
other great Pow'erg that if an exception 
is made in the case of Russia it will establish 
a rule for the other nations to act upon, in¬ 
spires the Chinese to make further protes¬ 
tations, and the plenipotentiaries have tele¬ 
graphed to the Emperor requesting him 
to delay by every means in his power the 
conclusion of the treaty. Notwithstand¬ 
ing this the situation is unchanged. 

The Ministers are still considering the 
rules to govern the collection of indemnities 

Field Marshal Count von Waldersee's ar¬ 
rangement for the summer distribution of 
the allied forces establishes the Germans 
in the mountains northwest of Pekin. 

The success of the recent German expe¬ 
dition near Fou-ping has caused the French 
at Pao-ting-fu to become anxious to send 
an expedition southwest of that city, where 
conditions prevail that are similar to those 
that caused the despatch of the German 
expedition. They feel that if allowed to 
send such an expedition they could retile 
honorably from Pao-ting-fu for the summer 
in accordance with Count von Waldersee’s 
plan, to -which they have unofficially con¬ 
sented. 

Missionaries of the American Board are 
holding memorial burial services at Tung 
Chow. The number of Christians who suf¬ 
fered martyrdom at that place was nearly 
400. The local residents are paying the 
burial expenses and furnishing ground for 
cemeteries. They will also provide part of 
the Indemnity. 

Edicts have been issued In accordance 
with Article X. of the protocol, which 
provides that edicts for the suppression of 
the Boxers shall be posted throughout the 
Empire for two years. The edicts, however, 
are not entirely satisfactory to the Ministers. 
One of them states that all local officials 
who fail to suppress anti-foreign disturb¬ 
ances will be removed and never allowed to 
hold office again. Accordng to the terras 
of the protocol,’Viceroys, Governors and 
other high officials are to be held responsible 
and punished for outbreaks against for¬ 
eigners, but the edict above referred to does 
not in words bold them to account. 

The transports to convey the Amercian 
troops to Manila are expected to arrive at 
Shanhailcwan toward the end of April uh- 
1 aco important events here make a modifi¬ 
cation of the original plan necessary. One 
company under command of Capt. Brewster 
has been ordered to remain here as a legation 

^Ifreadv some of the legations have com¬ 
menced the work of constructing fortifi¬ 
cations. Germany is most energetic in this 
work She is building extensive barracks. 
Tt is expected that the last legation will be 
completed early in April. Such energy, if 
it becomes known in 8ingan-fu, is enough 
to frighten the court and keep it awap from 

It lias been decided that Sir Robert Hart, 
Director of the Imperial .Maritime Customs, 
shall be allowed to retain part of the cus¬ 
tom" property inside the arena taken for 
eeat.ion purposes. Hewill receive an equiv¬ 

alent for the property under Ills control 
which has been seized for the purposes of 
the legations. A majority of the Ministers 
appreciate the value of his serviccsanrhcld 
that the work he has done entitles him to 
remain inside the limits of the legations 
territory, though the property and his office 

are Chinese. __ 

LI HUNG CHANG DROPPED? 

Report That Viceroys Not Friendly to Him Will 
Conclude Russian Treaty. 

Special Cable Despatch to The SUN. 

Shanghai, March 13.— Accc-ding to Chinese 

reports a secret edict has been issued order- j 

ing Viceroys Liu Run Yi and Chang Chih 

Tung to supersede Li Hung■Chang i„ nego¬ 
tiating'’ the Manchurian 'convention with 



CHINA’S FULL COHPLIANQE. 
' A >V~------ ^ f 

'mJpRESS DOWAGER ISSUES A A OTHER 

EDICT AT MINISTERS’, DEMAND. 

I Civil Service Examination Suspended in Places [ 

Where Foreigners Are Not Protected—No 

Report on Yesterday’s Executions—Two of 

the Condemned to IJve Until To-morrow. 

Special Cable Despatch to The SUN. 
From a Staff Correspondent. 

Pekin, Feb. 24.—In addition to the decree 

ordering the punishment of dignitaries 

who were implicated in the anti-foreign 

rising, the Empress Dowager has issued 

another decree, which is satisfactory to 

the Ministers, ordering that there be posted 

throughout the empire notices of the sus¬ 

pension of the civil service examinations 

wherever Christians are not protected by 

the ^officials. The only questions now re¬ 
maining for settlement are those relating 

to idemnities and the withdrawal of the 

military. 

Full credit must be given to Field Mar¬ 

shal Count von Waldersee for bringing 

about the present promising condition of 

affairs. No matter how distasteful his 
methods have been to people who do not 
approve of the mailed fist policy, it is that 

policy that has sent the Chinese Govern¬ 
ment to its knees and brought about com¬ 

pliance with the demands of the Powers 

as presented through their Ministers. 

Little trouble is anticipated in the matter 

of the punishment of provincial officials. 

The lists of these are still incomplete. It 

is not certain that the Ministers will demand 

capital punishment in the cases of these 

guilty provincial officials, at least, not im¬ 

mediately. It is known that Mr. (longer 

the American Minister, is personally not 

in favor of further demands, and some of 

the other repsesentatives are not as keen 

as they form erly were for the infliction of 
the death penalty. 

It is presumed that the suicides and exe¬ 
cutions ordered in the edict of the Empress 

Dowager occurred to-day, but reports have 

not yet been made. Hsu Chang Yu and Kih 

Siu, the two officials who are prisoners in 
the hands of the Japanese, and who are in¬ 

cluded in the punishment edict, will be exe¬ 

cuted on Tuesday. The delay in putting 
them to death is not due to the Chinese. 

The question of indemnities is bound to be 
long-drawn-out. Judging from recent de¬ 

velopments your correspondent is warranted 
in stating that there is little likelihood of the 

total demand coming within $300,000,000, 
which Sir Robert Hart, Direotor of the Im¬ 

perial Maritime Customs, says China can 

pay. Almost without exception it has been 

the policy of the different foreign Govern¬ 

ments to pile up expenses. "Spare nothing; 

China will have to pay," is one of the com¬ 

monest expressions heard here. 

The Ministers of Great Britain, France, 
Japan and Italy have each presented a plan 
for the colleotion of the indemnities and the 
Principle on which they should be assessed. 
No two agree as to details and some differ 
radically as to general principles. The Ameri¬ 
can, German, Belgian and Dutch Ministers 
have been appointed a committee to agree, 
if possible, upon a general rule. They will! 
meet to-morrow, but it is certain that there! 
will be many meetings before an agreement! 
is reached. 

Coercing; China, 

>V Mr-.. •• > i ti 

'China has beeD “punished,” anti the 

foreign avengers have been gratified. If 

reports from the Celestial Empire are t.o 

be credited the heads of five of the Chin¬ 

ese dignitaries named by the council of 

foreign Ministers in their joint note 

have fallen; three of the marked men 

had previously died and three were per 

mitted by the Powers, as a special act 

of grace, to commit suicide. This is 

the fruition of six months of negotia¬ 

tions by sharp witted Western diplomats, 

backed up by the military might of the 

whole civilized world. What good has 

been accomplished by this insignificant 

outcome of such mighty effort? A 

mountain in labor has brought forth a 

ridiculous mouse. A dozen Chinamen 

have been done to death—a matter of 

no particular moment in a country where 

human lives are cheap. But is the pen¬ 

alty imposed on China likely to make 

the Chinese more friendly toward for¬ 

eigners in the future than they have 

been in the past? Will China be a 

safer and more pleasant dwelling place 

for the Occidental stranger? 

The Chinese may be cowed for a 

while, but in the long run fear of foreign 

vindictiveness will prove a poor reliance 

as a restraining influence. The impres¬ 

sion momentarily produced will soon 

wear off, but the rankling feeling of in¬ 

jury produced by the contemptuous and 

inequitable treatment of the Chinese by 

Europeans will abide. How insignificant 

is the effect of coercion on the Chinese 

appears from a summary of intelligent 

Chinese opinion made by Sir Robert 

Hart in the current number of 

The Fortnightly Review. No punish¬ 

ment which the European Powers 

could inflict on the Chinese can he Imag¬ 

ined that would be severer than' the 

disruption of their ancient Empire and 

the denationalization of the inhabitants 
of its fragment. Yet this extreme pos¬ 

sibility is contemplated with stoical 

equanimity hy the philosophical Chinese. 
Here is Sir Robert’s epitome of their 
view's; 

A pithy sentence with which one of the 
most celebrated of their historical ro- | 
manees commences, written ages ago, gives t 
not only their philosophy of history, but * 
the explanation of the calmness with which 
they view the stirring events which make 
history. “Divided long, unites; united j 
long, divides,” it says, and the feeling j 
that cause and effect have played, do play, 
and will continue to play in the way thus 
expressed, seems to be part and parcel of t 
the Chinese mental equipment—one might f 
almost say a Chinese category. If all that l 
my Chinese acquaintances had to say f 
during our many talks were compressed l 
Into a single paragraph, it might be in- \ 
terpreted thus: “What you tell us is very ' 
true, we have not marched with the times! i 
You must remember, however, that we are i 
uot a military people; we have cultivated 
the arts of peace and all our teaching leads | 
us to detest war and to look down on tne | 
profession of arms. Every province, of 1 
course, has its military, but they are police 
rather than soldiers and are just good 
enough to preserve order and suppress re¬ 
volt; till recently there was no necessity 
for fitting them to meet foreign troops in 
the field. We are being forced to change 
matters, however, and are changing, al¬ 
though, as a civilized people, we think to 
do so is to retrograde, and it is quite pos¬ 
sible we may be going too slow' and may 
be caught unprepared. Perhaps it is be¬ 
cause we do not like it we are going so 1 
slow; but if right is right, why should it f, 
not be acknowledged—why must it lie f 
hacked up by might? Our history, you l: 
know, does not date from yesterday, and ^ 
the ‘black-haired race- has had experiences $ 
of every kind during the long cycles our f 
records tell us of. We are uot up to date fe 
now- that we have to carry on intercourse i 
with the armed Powers of the world- we ft; 
are weak, and possibly history is about to i 

$ 

■ast, 
_tf 1»eat IFsoT 'n ijascflb ng,-^ 

; sia may take the north, Germany the ea 
France the south and England the centre, 
and it may even t,P a good thing for ub 
that: such should happen—it may even be 

mm hotter, too. for us than for them! Our 
new rulers may in fact rule us for our good r 
quite as much as for their benefit, and in -fy/-, 
process of time, while our northern conn- 
try men are seemingly become Russians, 
and the others Germans. French and Eng¬ 
lish. wo shall have learnt all they have 
to tench—we shall see introduced all that 
goes to make states rich and powerful— 
and we shall have improved upon that 
teaching, picking their brains and develop- 

t: 

’ 

n 

ing our price to an extent they may be the 
last to notice. Then, one fine morning it I 
may be a hundred, it may be two hundred 
years hence—a wave of patriotic feeling 
will thrill through the length and breadth 
of the land and we shall say; ‘Now gen¬ 
tlemen, you can go home,’ and home they H 
go—'Divided long, unites!’ ” 

Upon a nation which can thus calmly 

regard the greatest of calamities as a 

temporary visitation; upon a people 

w-hich counts a century or two as but a 

day in the cycle of its history, and which 

has such abounding faith in the per¬ 

sistency and ultimate triumph of its na¬ 

tional characteristics, coercive and puni¬ 

tive measures, however exemplary, evi¬ 

dently involve labor thrown away. The 

^Powers might as well try to brand tb;/| 

fj«;ea with hot irons. 

CHINA HOPES TO ESCAPE. 

a 
te- 
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Considering Results of Refusal to Sign the 

Manchurian Treaty. ^ 

Special Cable Despatch to The Sun. 
From The Sun Correspondent at Pekin. 

Pekin, March 27.—The Chinese officials 
are considering the complications that may 
arise from China’s refusal to sign the Man¬ 
churian treaty. They fear Russian resent¬ 
ment, but trust that the serious social trou¬ 
bles at St. Petersburg will distract Russian 
attention from the Chinese question. 

Stringent rules have been issued regulat¬ 
ing the control of the Summer Palace in 
order to prevent further destruction and 
looting there. 

News is again received of the threatening 
attitude of the Chinese troops on the Honan 
border, southwest of Pao-ting-fu. There ia 
danger of a collision with the French, which 
it is believed would cause an advance of 
foreign troops against the Imperial forces. 

Because of the popularity of the American 
administration in the Chinese city a large 
delegation of officials and merchants met 
Capt. Tillson to-day and requested his good 
offices in securing an alteration of the orders 
from Washington for the removal of the 
troops. The Chinese fear that this section 
will be transferred to the German, whose 
methods are diametrically opposite to those 
of the Americans. It Ls believed, however, 
that it will be impossible to effect a change in 
the orders. 

Missionary Stonehouse, who was murdered 
a few days ago in the Tungan district, sixty 
miles south of Pekin, was buried to-day. 
There was a large representation of foreign 
and Chinese mourners, including Sir Ernest 
Satow, the British Minister. 

The bodies of seven American marines 
who were killed during the siege and buried 
in the compound of the Russian legation by 
the side of Russians who were also killed in 
the defence were removed to-day. They 
will be shipped to San Franoisc. on a trans¬ 
port sailing in April. N - 

It has been learned that there is a slight 
division of opinion among the Powers as 
to the method that< China should adopt for 
paying the indemnities to be demanded by the 
various Governments. 

The American Government proposes that 
the payments shall be gradual, extending over 
a period of not more than fifty years. Ger¬ 
many insists, however, that the money shall 
be paid at once through the medium of a 
foreign loan, as the Chinese themselves at 
the present time are only able to meet the 
interest and a small part of the principal 
of their outstanding obligations. 



The Chinese favor the American view. 

Some people think it is doubtful if the total 

amount of the indemnities to be demanded will 

ever be paid. 
Although the question of the punishment 

of provincial officers implicated in the Boxer 

uprising has not been discussed at recent 

meetings of the foreign Ministers, it is under¬ 

stood that all the Powers are of opinion 

that these officers should be punished, not¬ 

withstanding Russia’s protest. France is 

naturally strenuous on this point as she is 

the protector of the Catholic missionaries. 

Japan and the United States appear to be 

agreed that as a matter of principle these 

officers should be punished and that the pro¬ 

test of any one Power should not be allowed 

to frustrate the will of the majority. 

The majority of foreigners here regard 

It as an important point that these Chinese 

provincial officers should be punished in 

proportion to their crimes. They believe 

that these punishments should be meted out 

to all criminals, whether they are mandarins, 

nobles or ordinary citizens. It is probable 

that ten of the Powers will act together on 

this point and allow Russia to protest if she 

desires. ,, 
Prominent Chinese would really be sur¬ 

prised if punishment of these officers were 

not demanded and inflicted. They look 

upon the matter with calmness, believing 

that the officers referred to are dangerous per¬ 

sons so far as concerns reform, or to Chinese 

who are desirous of bringing about reforms. 

OUR RULE POPULAR IN CHINA. 

Many Thousand Chinese Petition for the Reten¬ 

tion of Our Troops. 

Special Cable Despatch to The Sun. 

London, March 28.—A despatch to the 

Mornino Post from Pekin states that the Chi¬ 

nese who are petitioning for the retention of 

the American troops number many thousands. 

It adds that although the transports for the 

conveyance of the troops to Manila are ordered 

for April it is unlikely that the Americans 
wm withdraw their forces while the present 

conditions prevail. 
Ttie United States legation expresses 

confidence that it will be possible to hand 

over the municipal government to the Chinese 

in April, but as the French and Germans are 
selecting summer cantonments in the hills 

near Paoting-fu this confidence seems to be 

unwarranted. 
The French intend to construct a railway 

to Koglan as the first step of a transmongo, ia 

line to Lake Baikal. 

RUSSIA’S PURPOSE IN MANCHURIA- 

The Assurances Given to the United States, 

Although Verbal, Have Been Accepted. 

Washington, March 27 —If verbal assur¬ 

ances which Russia has given to the United 

States in regard to the Manchurian convention 

'are all that they appear to be Russia’s pur¬ 
pose in negotiating the agreement was un¬ 

selfish and almost philanthropic. The Czar’s 
Government, so the American authorities 

have been informed, has no desire to use its 

control over Manchuria for any other pur¬ 

pose than to facilitate the evacuation of that 

portion of China by Russian troops. Russia 

would have the United States to believe that 
as a mere measure of safety to her interests jp 

in Siberia she desires to restore law and order 

in Manchuria, and when that has been ac- || 

regarded as sumolcnt lb Ju&tlly this Uov~~ 

ment in calling Russia to account if the Man¬ 

churia compact becomes a fact. 

There has been a pretty general under¬ 

standing here, based on remarks of officials 

familiar with the ins and outs of the Chinese 
negotiations. thatRussiasubscribed in writing 

to the principle put forth by the United States 

that there should be no arrangement made 

between China and any of the Powers in re¬ 

gard to territorial and other concession 

without the concurrence of all the old Powers. 

It was learned definitely to-day, however, 

that Russia did not make any direct response 
to the invitation of the United States to ex¬ 

press herself on this subject, but through 
one of her representatives merely renewed 

| verbally her assurances that she was in thor- 

| ough accord with all the views of the Ainer- 

j jean Government concerning the treatment 

1 °fThi3 communication was not made through 
i Mr Tower, the United States Ambassadfir 
\ at St. Petersburg, to whom remarks m 
I response to the American invitation should 
“ properly have been delivered. Ita? 

who transmitted to the Foreign Office at 
St. Petersburg the memorandum expressing 
the desire of the United States that there 
should be no concessionary arrangement 
between China and any nation except with 
the concurrence of the Powers, but Devond 
acknowledging its receipt the Russian Gov¬ 
ernment has said nothing about the memo¬ 
randum to Mr. Tower, ft is therefore prob¬ 
able that the renewed indorsement of the 
American policy, which was taken by this 
Government as an intention to preserve the 
Drinciple mentioned, was made to the State 
Separtment by Count Cassini, the Czai s 

* Ambassador in Washingt9n The Principle 
of unanimous assent to individual conces 
sionarv arrangements was set forth in the 
memorandum made public yesterday, which 
wns telegraphed to the American diplomatic 
representatives in the capitals of(< the Powers 
on March 1. with this direction. The iolioy 
ing memorandum, which was handed to the 
Chinese Minister on Feb. 19, is transmitted 
to vou for your information and comnninica- 
fioh to the Government to which you are 

a°Th01 decision of the American Government 
not to engage in a oontroveray with Russ 
over Manchuria, which might lead to iric 
tk>n and perhaps something more serious, 
was probably due to some extent to the as¬ 
surance of Russia that her only Purpose in 
securing control of that portion of China 
was to facilitate its evacuation by Russian 
troops For this Governinent in the lace 

if that condition appears will be determined 

given by Russia to China to assent to its pro- 
1 visions, excited some surprise, but the offl- 

sffcrts.r ? 

f menUonedlhe Manchurian agreement in any 

2 of his despatches. 

<L GERMAN THREAT TO RUSSIA 

-- 
French Statesmen See One in The « Speech of i 

Chancellor ^>n Bnelow. 

Special Cable Despatch to The Sun. 

Paris, March 5.—The speech of Chancellor 
von Buelow in the Reichstag to-day, in which 
he referred to the commercial relations be¬ 

tween Germany and Russia and said among 
other things that "Germany is no more de_ 

pendent upon other countries than they are 

dependent upon us,” is received with aston¬ 
ishment in Paris. It is considered that the i 

speech conveys covered menaces to Russia, I 

the phrases selected being evidently stronger I 

than would be called forth by a mere com- I' 
mercial disagreement. 

Berlin, March 6.—Chancellor von Buelow I 

declared in the Reichstag to-day that he *. 

had been foremost in the endeavors to main¬ 

tain friendly relations with Russia. He 

was convinced that German and Russian 

interests were side by side in most matters, 

and they need never, with mutual good will, 

cross. There was no antagonism between I 

the two empires, but there must be com¬ 

plete equality. Germany was no more de¬ 

pendent upon foreign countries than they 

were upon her, either politically or economi¬ 

cally. i 
Referring to M. De Witte’s recent article 

in the press on the German tariff, he declared 

it was the duty and right of every country 

to consider carefully how far to go in the 

matter of concession without prejudicing ! 

its own interests, but this did not imply hos- | 

tility. He hoped to reach an understand- 

CHINA’S ATTITUDE IN DOUBT. 

complished to withdraw her forces and leave 

the Chinese to run the country in accordance! 
with the advanced ideas of adminisira ion| 

which will be instilled in them by Russianf 

\ officials and more than a hundred t ousan j 

;. soldiers. 
But these professions of considerate m- 

' tention have not been put down in blac 

; and white by those who have made them o 

American officials. They have all been Jer- 

bal, and between individuals would be bin mg 

- in honor, but between nations they have no 

l that force which a written communication 

i contains. Nevertheless, the assurances ave 

> been accepted by the United States, an are 

London Uncertain as to Whether or Not She 

Has Rejected the Manchurian Treaty. 

Special Cable Despatch to The Sun. 

London. March 28,-The reports from 

various sources concerning China s at 

tilde on the Manchurian treaty are so co - 

fiicting that it is impossible to djgmtoe 

here whether or not she has definitely re 

jected the convention. The Times says 
that the reports of a definite rejection are 

acquiring great consistency. The extre^e 
reticence maintained at LI Hung Chang s 

yamen points in the. same direction. 
The movement against compliance with 

the isolated mandates of Russia and in favor 

of an appeal therefrom to the concert of the 

Powers is gaining such strength and breadth 

that the Court may consider the estranging 

of Russia a less evil than jeopardizing the 

authority of the throne and, perhaps, even 

the existence of the dynasty. The Yangtse 

Talley is again, as last summer, proving 

the centre of China’s stability. The action of 

the viceroys of Wuchang and Nanking is 

carrying the whole of the central and south- 

witli them. _„ .rn provinces. 

ng with Russia, but the basis could only j 
be complete reciprocity and the full inde¬ 

pendence of Germany. He added: 
"To direct our course in all circumstances 

without distinction, according to the criti¬ 

cism of a foreign power, no matter which, 

does not imply friendship, but vassalage. 

Our foreign Policy, now as formerly, Is de¬ 

termined neither by love nor hate, neither by 

dynastio considerations nor ties of relation¬ 

ship, but solely by calm, sober and deliberate 
consideration of the interests of the State ” 

CLEAN BILL FOR MISSIONARIES. 

Minister Conger Says They Are Not Guilty of 
Extortion. 

Special Cable Despatch to THE SUN. 

From The Sun Correspondent at Pekin. 

Pekin. March 5.—Urgent telegrams have 

been reoeived from the United States, in¬ 

cluding one from the American Board ot 
Foreign Missions, asking for a statement 

of the facts in connection with the acts of ie 
missionaries which have been characterized 

by correspondents and others as looting and 

extortion. Minister Conger will give a lettei 

to the missionaries here stating tha 

collection of indemnities was not extor i . 

but the payment was voluntary on he p 

of the Chinese officials, and was moderate m 

amount. Half of the goods taken ^ere aba 
The seizure of th© property •<- 

justified by the prospect that a e“t 
was inevitable, and there was no government 

to look after the distressed 
proceeds of the seizures were used e 

for these people. , T i Hung 

In consequence of the arranged by 
Chang a compromise will be a for the 

which part of the property de¬ 
legation quarter will be returnedL tothe^ 

nese. This property includes the y 

the Board of War, the Board of Reven 

and the carriage park. 

YU YING 
DING RESTORED TO POWER- 

Friend of the Boxers Reappointed Gov 

of Hupeh Province. 

Special Cable Despatch to SUN^^ 

From The Sun Corxespoadent^^^^^^ ^ 

SHANGHAI. March 5. Th ^ months ago 

ernor Yu Ying Ling, „nnosed Viceroy 

was removed becausesympathetic with 
Chang Chih Tung and was symp ^ ^ oW 

the Boxers, has been reaPP a residence 

post of Governor of Hureti, w ^ ,g noW 

at Wuchan: opposite Hann^ - ■ 



5!eno® an0 
opposition or 

[ ’* Heslre to check ^J^ftch the latter s 
to ft c, r fhe viceroy and nations owing 

in ibe 

fes^tnMtteprc"re' 
OUTRAGES BY THE ALLIES. 

W '5 
r^77^-c n, ADDED WITH GERMANS CHARGED 

SHEDDING OF 

O-Q 

WILFUL 

BLOOD. 

Attacks on the Chinese Imperial Forces -French 

and Italian Troops Accused of Oppression 

and Ill-Treatment of Natives-American 

and British Methods Clean—Why the Chi¬ 

nese Court Will Not Return to Pekin 

-Americans File Claims for 9300,000. 

Special Cable Despatch to THE SUN. 

From a Stall Correspondent. 

PEKIN. Nov. 27, 8:25 A. M.-The complaints 

et the policy pursued toward the Chinese by 

Field Marshal Count von Waldersee are bitter, 

and they are undoubtedly more or less justi¬ 

fied. The first demand that the allies made 

upon the Chinese alter the occupation of Pekin 

was that they restore order in the country 

and disperse the Boxers. Nevertheless north¬ 

ern China is the scene of continual disturbances 

and there is publio disorder in Hunan. The 

natives of China are the same In one respect 

pa the natives of Europe or America. In times 

of disturbance the worst element of the pop¬ 

ulation is relieved of the ordinary restraints 

of government and works its will upon those 

who would be peaceable. 

There is not a country in the world that could 

bring order out of the chaos that exists and has 

existed in China without a strong military force. 

The whole world cries that China must re¬ 

store order, while the chief military commander 

of the allies sends out expeditions that have 

not lost an opportunity to attack and kill the 

imperial troops who are engaged in attempting 

to restore order. The expedition to Pao-tlng- 

fu was the occasion of such an attack. The 

rear guards of the imperial force were fleeing 

to escape contact with the expeditionary force, 

doing this in compliance with an order issued 

by the commanders of the expedition that the 

imperial troops must keep twenty li away from 

the allies. 

GERMAN OUTRAGES REPORTED. 

On Nov. 18 a German column under Col. 

Torek left Hsuanhaa-fu, leaving a force of 

Imperial troops to the southwest of that place. 

Subsequntly Col. Yorok sent a column of cav¬ 

alry after the Chinese, and it was officially re¬ 

ported that in the fighting that ensued thirty 

Chinese were killed, while not a single German 

was hurt. The facts in the case are that the Im¬ 

perial troops, in obedience to the orders not 

to interfere with the foreigners, were fleeing to 

Shanghai to avoid them when the cavalry at¬ 

tacked them in the rear and killed thirty of them 

before they could make their escape. 

On Nov. 19 a German column under Major 

Muhlenfels, consisting of two companies of 

infantry and some cavalry, was sent northward. 

It was officially reported that at Anhai-Chuang 

the column encountered a force of Imperial 

troops and Boxers and a fight followed, in which 

fifty Chinese were killed. Again no Germans 

were injured. Nearby missionaries are author¬ 

ity for the statement that the Chinamen who 

were killed were neither troops nor Boxers,but 
peaceful villagers. , 

THE AMERICAN WAT 

This is what the Germans call restoring order. 

The American and British methods are very 

different They send out expeditions to re¬ 

store order when it is necessary, but there i* 

no killing of non-combatants. 
On Nov. 22 the residents of a village south 

of Pekin reported to Gen. Chaffee that a band of 

robbers were looting in that vicinity and ter¬ 

rorizing the country thereabouts. They asked 

that protection against the robbers be afforded 

them Capt. Cabell’s troop of cavalry started 

for the place at midnight. They were guided 

bv villagers to the haunt of the robbers which 

at daylight was surrounded. The bandits 

resisted and the entire band of eight men were 

killed. The women and children were not 
harmed. They were gathered in houses and 

well taken care of. The carts and other prop¬ 

erty of the band were ordered sold and the 

proceeds divided among the women. 
The troopers returned to their camp that 

night, and the villagers cheered them as they 

left. At the German headquarters the credit 

for the affair was claimed for the Germans, 

whereas, as a matter of fact, they were ig¬ 

norant of the expedition until it returned. 

FRENCH AND ITALIANS ALSO ACCUSED. 

Complaints as bitter as those against the 

Germans are made against the French and 

Italians. The French are rebuilding the rail- 

road from Pao-ting-fu to Pekin, and in order ||| 

to obtain material for this work they visit Mg 

the villages along the route and fine each 500 |'L\ 

ties or some other contribution. There is 

pome excuse for this action because it is alleged 

that the destroyers of the road lived in the vil¬ 

lages, but those who destroyed the line are 

not those who have to pay the fines. 
The Italians are charged with criminal ar- 

saults on women and with robbing villages. 

Mr. Tewksbury of the American Board of 
Missions asserts that in the vicinity of Tung 

Chow the Italians are terrorizing the people, 

and that the women are hiding in the fields 

to escape outrage. On Nov. 22 800 women 

from a dozen villages fled. 
Some American missionaries have pro¬ 

tested against the action of the Italians. They 

assert that the plan of the missionaries to ob¬ 

tain indemnities from the Chinese themselves 

is endangered, because of the terrorism and the 
depopulation of villages. It is asserted that 

the Italians even take clothing from the na¬ 

tives in the fields. 
■When the allies arrived here the mission¬ 

aries were most bloodthirsty in their demands, 

and declared that China must be taught a | 
lesson she would never forget. Now, even i 

they are satiated with blood-letting. They 

are the principal complainants against the 
treatment of the Chinese. 

PROMOTION FOR AN ANTI-FOREIGNER. 

While the Chinese complain of their treat- |f 

ment by the foreigners they persist in doing: 

things which indicate their approval of the; 

treatment of the foreigners who were besieged) 

here. A recent edict promotes Li Ping Heng’sj 

eldest son to the position of Independent Mag-j 

istrate of Kiang-su. His eldest grandson is I 

also promoted and permission is given to him 

to compete for a post of the metropolitan 

grade. Li Ping Heng is a notorious anti-for¬ 

eigner. It was he who prevailed upon the 

court to behead five members of the Tsung- jfei 

li-Yamen because of their friendliness toward'"1 

foreigners. Custom here demands that th 

disgrace of a father includes that of the sonfg 

Therefore the promotion of Li Ping Hengfte 

son is a mark of approval of the father. 

The Ministers will formally protest against 

the promotion edict. Minister Conger lias 

sent a message to Li Hung Chang on the snb- 
ject. 

PEKIN DOUBTS REPORTS AS TO OUR ATTITJTDE. 

Telegraphic information from a Washington 
source to the effect that the United States Gov¬ 

ernment has instructed Minister Conger*'to re¬ 

sist the demands for the razing of t'aja forts 

and the infliction of the death penalties is 

believed here. 
Wang Wen ghao has notified the Ministers 

of part of the reply to the request that the -.m 

press Dowager and Emperor return to Pekin- 

Their Majesties say they would like to return, 

but that it is impossible for four reasons: First, 

that foreign soldiers are still in Pekin; second, 

that inasmuch as part of Pekin has been de¬ 
stroyed the Emperor, if he returned to transact 

his ordinary duties, would be compelled to pass 

the foreign suburbs daily, and such an indignity 

would be impossible: third, that on returning- 

their Majesties would probably encounter 

foreigners at Chenghsing-fu, and they would 

not trust their promises that they would be un¬ 

harmed: and fourth, that there is no sign of 

the peace negotiations beginning. 

FRENCH GRAB TERRITORY AT TIENTSIN. 

It Is reported from Tientsin that the French 

have grabbed territory there that is in area 

three times as large as the present concession. 

They have posted a notice of permanent juris¬ 

diction, and declare that all transfers of prop¬ 

erty within the seized area since June 6 are 

illegal. The Americans have complained 

against the seizure and Minister Conger is in¬ 

vestigating the matter. The grab is similar 

to that recently made by Russia, and is a gross 

violation of- the treaties with China. 

THIRTY AMERICANS ASK $300,000. 

Some idea of the bill for individual damages 

that will be presented to China may be gathered 

from the claims that are now being filed at the 

legations. The claims of Americans already 

reach the approximate sum of $300,000. This 

is the amount asked for by thirty claimants, 

nearly all of whom are missionaries. Of course, 

if the claims are accurate it will be seen that 

prior to the siege of Pekin the missionary was 

not b&dly off so far as this world's goods are 

concerned. Claims are still being filed. 

Prince Ching, one of the Chinese plenipo¬ 

tentiaries, has sent a note to the American 

legation thanking the Americans for estab¬ 

lishing soup kitchens in their district for the 

benefit of the poor Chinese. 

FRIGHTENING THE EMPRESS DOWAGER. 

The reports received here from Singan-fu 

are again encouraging. All are to the effect 

that the Empress Dowager is at last realizing 

the seriousness of the situation and is becoming 

frightened. While these advices are received 

from an official Chinese source, they are be¬ 

lieved to be reliable. 
Li Hung Chang and Prince Ching, the Chinese 

peace commissioners, have for a long time 

been between two fires. It was to their interest 

to impress the Empress Dowager with the 

seriousness of the situation, while at the same 

time they strove to obtain a modification of 

the demands of the Powers. Chinese official 

advices are to the effect that they sent many 

notes to the Court, and that lately their informa¬ 

tion was calculated to frighten the Empress 

Dowager. Among other things, they said that 

the Powers were angry because of the con¬ 

tinued absence of the Court from Pekin, and 

were discussing the question of upsetting the 

present dynasty and establishing a new one. 

They also informed her Majesty that the Ger¬ 

man and French Admirals had visited the 

Viceroy of Nankin and demanded why he was 

sending tribute to Singan-fu. The Admirals 

informed the Viceroy that this must stop, 

and furthermore they had the Viceroy tele¬ 
graph to the same effect. 

TRYING TO ESCAPE FROM TUNG FIT HSIANG? 

The Commissioners also sent a note to Gen. 

Yung Lu informing him that he was accused 

of protecting the officials. Whojserphrdshment 

was demanded, particularly G«*h. Tung Fu 

Hsiang, and that the Powers might possibly 

demand his head with the others. To-day an 

indignant note in reply was received from Gen. 

Yung Lu. He protested against the charges, 

and deolared that he was using every endeavor 

to satisfy the Powers. Furthermore, he added, 

that the Throne is now planning to send Gen. 

Tung Fu Hsiang on a mission to Kansu. If 

this plan proves successful the Court will be 

out of Tung Fu Hsiang’s power and it then can 

punish him. _ 

mM 'as 
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Advices from the same official source are to 

the effect that the Empress Dowager is now 

« <° KaSS"S^S. 
Sra Tbow punishment Is demanded The 

5--- r pc:r •»“ s “ a demands ol the Th, ^ 

! Ministers are awaiting instructions from their 
home GoTemments before they can act any 

further they having agreed upon the demands 

and forwarded them for approval. 
Tli© English announce that there "will b© 

horse racing on Dec. 1 on a course that has 
•: been prepared near the Temple of Heaven. 

GERMANY'S "RUTHLESS PROCEDURE." 

! punishment for Soldiers Whose Letters Are 

i published at Home. 

Special Cable Despatch to THE SUN. 

Berlin, Nov. 27.-The army order issued 

bv Field Marshal Count von Waldersee at 

the beginning of the operations against Pao- 

ting-fu is published here. The order enjoins 

‘ruthless procedure" against the Boxers and 

hostile Chinese, and instructs the troops to 

protect the property and lives of the peaceable 

Chinese. . , , . 
Another order issued threatens punishment to 

any solider whose letters concerning the war 

are published in Germany. 
---—,m, fcjKi 

Who Blocks the way to Peace With 

K China? ( CT& 

Vo candid reviewer of rednt events in 

China and of the measures taken hy our 

State Department can doubt tha , 

oSer treaty Powers had made the halted 

States their mandatory, all the questions 

ToZl out ot the Boxer uprising would 

now be in a way to settlement 

There were good reasons for allowing 

the United States to take the lead in nego- 

ttations, provided the ’Zl 
sincere when they declared that they ha 

ssi r/rr xrpu ». 
• Seat Powers the United States have never 

f «£ * ('n7"e tew"“ 

j the Chinese Governme.rt ,d«r- 

out arousmg any euspicion floatlom 

S? otrs^ie Sahment to? effecting a 

:-raSa^ 
i 

tion Mr. Hay s V , tiais of Ll hung 

■ was to recognize ^^entiaf' of the Em- 

, Chang as 1 purpose of arrang- 

press Dowager, f v.mnress Dowager, 

backed, as she would be, for such a. pur 

pose, by the great Yangtse Viceroys. 

But, it may be said, how can the Powers 

enter into negotiations with the Empress 

j Dowager, now that she has taken refuge 

I in singanfu, an almost inaccessible strong- 

i hold in the Province of Shansi? We answer 

| that the place of residence selected by the 

| Empress Dowager has nothing to do with 

I the successful conduct of the negotiations 

1 for peace, provided Lx Hung Chang or 

| gome other representative of hers, shall 

I exhibit proper credentials which may be 

j;jt easily verified. Those who think other- 

7 wise have short memories, and forget 

7 under what circumstances the last war 

if between China and European Powers was 

m settled. When, in 1860, the Anglo-French 

fl expedition, after taking the Taku forts 

M and capturing Tientsin, entered Pekin, 

111 they found themselves in a position almost 

S exactly analogous to that which confronts 

the allied Powers to-day. The Pekin Gov¬ 

ernment had violated international law in 

j a similar, if not worse way, for Sir Harry 

\ Parkes and other diplomatic representa- 

j lives had not only been treacherously 

1 taken prisoners, but they had been sub- 

I jeeted to torture. Moreover, the reigning 

5 Emperor, Hien Fung, husband of the pres- 

1 ent Empress Dowager, had fled to Jehol, 

:j a remote place among the mountains be- 

yond the Great Wall. Then, too, Hien 

| Eung could not even pretend that he pos- 

j sessed the power quickly to reestablish order 

throughout China, for since 1853 the leader 

| of the Taiping rebels had proclaimed 

1 himself Emperor, had established his cohrt 

'] at Nankin and was master of a large part 

: ii of the Yangtse V alley. 

yj In spite of these facts, England and 

i France recognized the authority of 

i prince Tung to represent the fugitive 

ruler Hien . Fung, and treaties of peace 

1 Were ratified in the latter’s absence. 

j| Those treaties have been observed for 

| f0rt,y years, until they were violated 

'] during the present summer by acts for 

I which the Empress Dowager may repu- 

| diate responsibility and consent to make 

I any reparation that may be asked for short 

| of the mutilation of the Middle Kingdom. 

m So far as pecuniary indemnities are con- 

1 cerned, it will merely be needful to double 

§ or treble the present duty of 5 per cent. 

I ad. valorem imposed on foreign commodities 

p received at treaty ports. The additional 

Generalissimo"'were3to be"bohitnect. ■ i(6 

ought, therefore, to be recalled, unless 

his Imperial master has some unavowed 

purpose in sending him to China. 4 
Undoubtedly the murder of Baron von 

Ketteler has given Germany a casus belli 

but we doubt very much whether Emperor 

William could fight China single handed, 
should the other treaty Powers agree upon 

terms of peace. In the first place, it is 

doubtful whether the Reichstag would 
appropriate the funds needed for such a 

' costly undertaking, and in the second 

place, the enlarged and reorganized Chinese 
fleet, officered as it would be by European 

experts, would probably be able to dispose 

of all the warships which Germany could 
afford to place in Far Eastern waters. It 

should be remembered that, if Russia, 

Great Britain, France, Japan and the United 

States should decide to make peace with 

China, they probably would forbid Austria 

and Italy to render Germany assistance, 

and would leave the Emperor William 

to fight it out with the Empress Dowager, 
a fight from which in no event could he 

emerge with dignity. 
The truth is that, as events-have turned 

out, the Waldersee business has become 

ridiculous, and, if Emperor William insists 

on going on vpth it, we cannot well avoid 

the inference that he has objects in view 

inconsistent with Count von Bulow s 

circular letter in whioh he disclaimed any 

wish of carrying further the dismember¬ 

ment of China. 

i 
: 

CHINA’S” BEST FIGHTERS. 

75,000 ME\ MADE UP THE 

OF HER ARMY. 

PICK 

revenue "derived from this source would 

|1 more than suffice to pay the interest on a 
i i __nnu rnoanri- 

‘ s Dowager, for the purpose of arrang- J | loRn large enough to satisfy any reason- 

tog terms of peace. The Empress Dowagw, || aWe demand. 

tlrust be remembered, was acknowledged | . ^ o—anv has refused to 
It must ue i _ nffpr the couv 

. dentials, but we have agreed to treat wff 

neL and ability to restore and mamta 

order in China. 
nf fact if we disregard 

I basin and in the whole ot ^ 

'% China. Indeed, the regi ^ upon to 

i Chinese Government i with the 
reassert its authority and comp y ^ pmc_ 

obligations of Internationai q{ chiWi 

|§ tically confined to the doubt that 
I and to Manchuria. There is no doub^ ^ 

the Empress Dowager, if V™™" demands 

Li Hung Chang to grant the jus 

, „t the allies, could, without much clelay; 

reestablish order in t}ie disffiBeted^sec^^ 

Why is it that Germany has refused to 

follow our lead and to treat for peace 

through Li Hung Chang, without con¬ 

descending to indicate any alternative 

course? Is it Emperor William’s wish to 

keep north China in an anarchical condi¬ 

tion until the arrival of Marshal Von Wal¬ 

dersee, whom, after all the har g nte 

has been done, he would foist upon the 

allied troops as their Generalissimo? Does 

he fear that otherwise Von Waldersee 

would be made a laughing stock by arriving 

with too close an approach to comedy a 

day after the fair? It is really absurd 

to suppose that the other treaty Powers 

are going to detain their troops in Pekin 

after the primary purpose of the expedi¬ 

tion has been accomplished, and to post¬ 

pone all attempts to negotiate for peace, 

lest the susceptibilities of Emperor Wil¬ 

liam and of his favorite General should 

be wounded. The simple truth is that 

there is nothing now for Marshal Von 

Five Different Forces Armed With the Latest 
Weapons—The Unnumbered Boxers and 

| Their Origin—Tientsin’s Many Arsenals, the 
Native City and the Foreign Settlements. | 

From a Staff Correspondent of The Sun. \ 

Tientsin, June 30.—The first thing the old 

Tientsiner tells the new comer is that, as the 

Chinese word “ho” means river, this town is 

on the Pei River and not the Peiho River. The 
latter expression is equivalent to saying the 

Pei River River. 
Tientsin is a dual entity. There is the city 

and there are the settlements. The city’ is the 

walled part inhabited almost solely by C hinese 

and missionaries. The settlements are the 

foreign concessions whioh join the city on the 

south. Through the settlements the Peiho 

runs approximately north and south. ie 

concessions are bounded on the east by 

3 river, and across it from them there were, 

i before this row began, a lot of mud hut vil¬ 

lages and the big military college. The walled 

city is a rectangle with the long side running 

approximately northwest and southeas.. 
most due south of the southeast gate of the 

city lies the Japanese oonoession. To the 

east and south of that is the French concession, 

which is joined on the south by tlie Bri is r 

and the German in that order. A little norm 

fi of the French settlement the river makes a 

bend to the westward, then swings north ana 

east again. In thi3 big bend the r”a,n , ra* , 
road yards and the station were situated, being 

reached from the settlements by a bridge 

the river at the end of the Rue Chemm e 
through the French concessions. Between in 

settlement < and the city there were severa 

mud hut villages. In fact, practically a 

space was thus occupied. 
Around the whole of Tientsin, walled city 

and settlements, runs a high mud wall, erec e 

in 1860 to keep out the foreign devils who were 

then invading China. Well outside this wall 

on the east was an arsenal where arms and ai 

sorts of war material were manufactured, 

the west, also outside the mud wall, was another 

arsenal, used principally as a storehouse oi 
n.. _nrxiPxr another 

vyguhva . Afar^hal VoN arsenal, used principally .. 
there is nothing now for Marshal vo Tnside_the walled city is another 

Waldersee to do in the Province of Chihli m 

to which, in any event, his functions o I 



~"r+h ol it was the famous 
hory and to the no pekjn expe(11tion so 

ku arsenal ha' nd destroyed with its 
.ppily stumbled upo munllions and guns 

lllons of dollars w th .several streams 
0 the east oftheo.tyth^ ^ Th@ Qrand 

““ lh‘re “* 

‘"«rd ®«»b,",t °* 
The railroad oo ^ westward In front 

the river, and - . It passes through the mud 
ot the east ars £ du0 e£ust of the north end 

WallbyBriS concession, and runs northwest 

■M&i 

ot the ^ "jt leaves the station on a curve 

t° 8ieast thus forming a huge Y. Just 
td the nor _ if ^as9es the mud wall to the 

t-v a o o-ain the Chinese have erected 

^!Tbattery. and this is the one that has 
Sen giviL the settlements such a merry time 

^ufjapln-ChinrWar gave Lord Curzon the 

ninortunity to have his fling at the author of 

«P " Vellow Peril" and he took it. Now the 

U try his skill once more. 

||| war with all 

The China that is 

the civilized world to-day is the 

KSSSS SU. « *« f >■ 
in her infancy so far as fighting development 

isi concerned. She has grown, but th^growth 

been too rapid, and now she has attempted 
what is relatively a small equipment a 

ak which she might have accomplished if she 

[had been oontent to wait until the^apphcation 

of the methods which the war with Japan taught 

iher she must adopt had become more general. 
IThe Chinese army that is really worth count¬ 

ing as an army now numbers about 75,000 men. 
They are armed with the most approved weap¬ 

ons of the latest pattern. They have the new- 

it and best ammunition. Every day they 
and across the river north of the French con¬ 

cession and shoot bullets by the hundred clear 

■oss the settlements and over the mud wall 
the south. They have the best field and 

ige guns made, and great stores of ammuni- 
,n for them. As far as supplies are concerned 

| Chinese are quite ready for their war with 

the world. 

Five different forces make up the pick of the 

inese Army. The best of them is the army of 

,000 men commanded by Gen. Yuan, who 
[til a few days ago was Governor of the Prov- 

of Shantung, and who was relied upon to 
p that province quiet and to protect the 

ieigners in it. These men have been drilled 
some years by Capt. Mflnter, a Swede, who 

promoted to the rank of Major-General in 

Chinese Army. Capt- Miinter is now in 
intsin and one of the most interested observ- 
of the progress the Chinese have made in 

,e art of war. In the province of Pechili there 

Ire about 15,000 trained men under Gen. Nieh. 
e headquarters of this force was at Lutai 

ove Tientsin. These troop s were at first 

tit against the Boxers, but it was not a gen- 

ine attack and it is known now that instead of 

e 500 reported killed there were only four, 

'terward Nieh came down to Tientsin and 

tere were constant reports that he really was 

ing to prevent trouble between his men and 

ie allies. Then oame the story that he h ad 

int his men against the Boxers, who are now 

arming around the walled city, and that he 

been thoroughly defeated, with the result 
nearly all his army had disbanded. It 

•s been learned since that in fact they went 

ir to the Boxer side and now they are prob- 

part of the force that is making it so in- 

tysresting for us here in the settlements. Nieh 

self is reported to have been kidnapped and 
taken away with all his family. 

IjPekin is guarded by two forces, one of Man- 

chus under Ching Wang and the other of 

Mohammedans under Tung Fu Shan. This 

man is one of the most rabid foreign haters in 

China and a part at least of his army was en¬ 

gaged against the Seymour expedition a little 

’ Tond Langfang on the road to Pekin. The 

m force numbered about 20,000 men and 

Fu Shan had 10,000. The other body 

ued men had headquarters at Shanhai- 

aud numbered about 10,000. Sung was 

tunese General in command, but he is In 
ealth just now and his seoond in command, 

Ma, is acting. These troops have come 

TT Slmnhaikuan and are now taking 
1X1 the attacks on the settlements 

Besides these 75,000 men no one knows how 

many troops the Chinese have. The Boxers 

are unnumbered and innumerable. They are 

brave with a fanaticism the equal of any showu 

by the dervishes in the Soudan. They ab¬ 

solutely believe themselves to be invulnerable 

and whenever one of them falls . the others 

either say that he has only gone to sleep for a 

few days and will wake again after a little while, 

or that he never was a true Boxer, and had not 

completed the instruction and exercise which 

surely would have made him safe against all 

the machinations of the foreign devils. The f 

Boxer society originated several years ago 

in the Province of Shantung, when Li Ping Lu 

was a Magistrate in one of the more considerable 

fcowns. There was a bad year for crops, such 

as this has been, and there was more robbery 

and outlawry than could be handled in the 

ordinary oourse. Li Ping Lu organized the 

Boxers to deal with the brigands, and they 

did it very satisfactorily. The name of the 

society is I HoJTuan, frequently written I Ho- 
huan. It is translated in various ways. One 

tudent of Pekinese told me that it meant simply 

"one closed fist." Here in Tientsin I have heard 
three of four translations. Mr. Denby, son of 

the ex-Minister to Pekin,who is said to be a very 

good Chinese scholar, uses the form I Ho Tuan, 

and translates it this way: "I” means right¬ 

eousness; "ho,” means harmony and 

“Tuan” means trained bands. The whole name, 

therefore, means the "righteous and harmon¬ 

ious trained bands.” That translation has the 

merit of agreeing with the alleged origin of the 

organization, to put down the gangs of brigands 

that were infesting Shantung. Li Ping Lu was 

degraded recently. He was removed from 
the Governorship of Shantung, to whio h he had 

climbed, because he did not put down the 

Boxers at once. Then he was made Viceroy 

of Shanusi. 
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from Sir Claude Maedona ... 

British Minister to China, ' ,. u 

the Government awaits before re£T)pn 
to Russia. The delay in the receipt of the rex¬ 

ports attributed to the slowness of the C nes 
Chaffee's message, 

open the 
telegraph service. Gen. 
showing the difficulty of keeping 

r? 

sin. Tien- 

Undoubtedly the Boxers are gaining strength 

every day. Thus far ail the events of the war 

except the destruction of the arsenals about 

Tientsin have been decidedly in their favor, 

and even these misfortunes are easily turned 

to good account by them, for we have not re¬ 

tained one of their strongholds, and they easily 

say that they have chased us all out and won 

great victories. The repulse of the Seymour 

expedition was in fact a great victory for them, 

and they are in position to win others about 

Tientsin now. Above all, they have our Min¬ 
isters and their guards shut up in Pekin. It is 

known certainly that they have killed one of 

the Ministers, and there is not much ground 

for hoping that any of the foreigners who were 

in Pekin when the fighting began vrill get away 

alive. What hope there is centres about 

Jung Lo, the Commander-m-Cbief of the Chi¬ 
nese Army, who is aforeigner hater of the milder 

and more conservative class. Men here who 

know him well say that he is smart enough to 

realize what a play it would be with the Powers 

for him to protect the legations and the people 

in them, knowing well that the end of this trou¬ 

ble is likely to be a revolution in the Govern¬ 

ment of China, through which he might come 

to great power. Against this hope there is 

the fact that several weeks ago, before the 

Boxer movement became so widespread, Jung 

Lo sent word to his good friend Chang Yen 

Mo, in Tientsin, that he was in disfavor with 

the Empress. Chang Yon Mo took the hint 

at once. He is the Chinese Director of Mines 

and Railways, and he immediately sent word 

to the foreign director warning him to get all i:} 

the foreign staff in from their posts in the §.' | 
country without delay. The warning was in 

time, so that all the mining engineers except 

two got in, and these two, being well up toward 

Mongolia, where hospitality is part of the re¬ 

ligion, stand a good chance to escape to the 

northward into Siberia. 

Oil MW 

line of communication, is regarded as signifi¬ 

cant of what would follow if only a par o ^ 

the allies seek to remain in the capital. 

The Standard prints a Tientsin despatch | •; 

dated Aug. 25, which says that the first party . 

of Pekin refugees, consisting mostly of Ameri- ^ . ■ 
can missionaries, has arrived there after a 

journey in a boat lasting four days. No 

hostile Chinese were met, and there was no 
sniping, but the refugees found it impossible '*■ 
to rest and were compelled to eat the poorest 

food. 
Everybody arriving from Pekin says that 

the reports of the sufferings of the foreigners 

besieged there were exaggerated. Most of jj 

the projectiles fired by the Chinese went oyer } 
the American legation and damaged the Chi- ; 

nese on the other side. This caused the belief • 

that they were fired by the foreigners. None ; 

of the besieged went hungry. The chief strain 

was due to the constant fear that the enemy !- 
would rush the defences. Rations sufficient , 

to last for six months are being forwarded to 

the British force in Pekin. 
During the siege the Chinese determined y 

to break into the treasury of the Imperial ' 

Bank. They managed to make a hole in the 

masonry large enough to admit a man, who 

set fire to the place. 
A despatch to the Telegraph from Hongjl 

Kong, dated Sept. 2, says that influential na-; 
tives assert that the^agie of rebellion has been | 
fanned in Southern China, and they predict a 

tremendous conflagration within a month. r 

Several reform parties with headquarters I 

in Hong Kong are supported by funds 1 

received from rich Chinese and from the , 

United States. They have hitherto restrained | 

aggression, believing that the Powers would ; 

regenerate the Government. Since it was 

reported that it was the intention of the Powers f 

lo withdraw from China, the different societies j 

have been combining to raise the standard 

of revolt. The practical cessation of trade 

in the north has thrown thousands of men C 

out of employment and they are prepared to j 

join the rebels. 

PEACE EDICT FROM THE EMPEROR. 

Says He Left Pekin Because the Dowager Em-1 
press Wished It. 

Special Cable Despatch to The SUN. 

Shanghai, Sept. 3.—It is reported that an 

edict in the name of the Emperor to Li Hung I' 

Chang, dated Aug. 19, is on the way from Tai- Sfe. 

yuenfu. It explains that, though the foreign 

Powers gave assurances that their only object Sh 

in bringing troops to the capital was the sup- i.;, 

pression of disorder, Intending no harm to [L 

the Imperial house, yet the Emperor felt I 

it to be his duty, in view of the dangers of an /' 

assault on Pekin and the approach of the allies ii 

to the Forbidden city, to comply with the 

Dowager Empress’s wish that he accompany ; 

her westward after instructing Gen. Yung Lu, ! 

Hsu Tung and Thung Cbi to remain in the cap¬ 

ital and continue the government. Now fearing t 

that Ihe foreign Powers are incensed and 

unwilling to propose a peaceful settlement, 

the Emperor orders the Viceroy to use every : 

endeavor through the Foreign Offices abroad 4 

or the consulates at Shanghai to open negotia- I 

tions. The edict praises Li Hung Chang for his 

faithful services and assures him of the grati- ! 

tude of the Throne. 

An Imperial edict which reached here Aug. 

20 is couched in conciliatory language. It 

P 

NO ANSWER YET TO RUSSIA. 

England Is Awaiting Information From Her 

Minister. 

Special Cable Despatch to The Sun. 

London, Sept, 5—Great Britain lias as yet 

made no reply to the Russian proposal regard¬ 

ing the evacuation of Pekin, owing to the fact 

is couched in 

transfers the metropolitan officials to Tai- 

yuenfu, where it is expected the court will 

remain pending the negotiations. The edict 

urges the provincial Viceroys to safeguard 

their territories and bids the Yangtse Viceroys 

to continue to protect the missionaries and 

that no rep.ort on the^ situation has been 

Eral merchants. 
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5H0TTGHMEN: 
HAVE* PRAC¬ 

TICALLY CEASED, HE SAYS. 

Winter Needs of the American Forcc-About 

5 OOO Troops at Gen. Cbaffee’s Disposal 

—Supplies Provided-New Cable From 

Chefoo to Shanghai Nearly Completed. 

Washington, Sept. 4.—Effective communica¬ 
tion * between the United States Government 
and its military and diplomatic representa¬ 
tives in Pekin will probably be assured within 
a few days. Information was received to-day 

\ that the Eastern Cable Company had nearly 
’ completed the laying of its cable from Chefoo 

• ,0 Shanghai. All the recent trouble in the 
transmission of despatches to and from Pekin 
has been between those points, along the land 

|line from Chefoo to Tsinan and thence through 
a hostile territory to Shanghai. The messages 
have been relayed a number of times and when 

; thev reached the War Department and the 
-'State Department were very much garbled^ 

The absence of date on them is now believed 
Bto have been the systematic work of the Chi¬ 

nese officials through whose hands they passed. 
As soon as the cable is opened between Chefoo 
and Shanghai it is thought that the messages 

'■ will come through without trouble. They 
| ^11 then be handled entirely by foreigners 

and the only place where delay is'likely is along 
- the military telegraph line from Pekin to Tien- 

’ tsin. With a regular courier sendee between 
; these points despatches will be but a short 

time in transmission. 
Another despatch was received to-day from 

; Gen. Chaffee, but. like all his cable messages 
received recently, it was undated. It is as 

| folkws: “Taku, China. 

“Written report of operations up to relief 
of the legations will be forwarded as soon as 

| possible. Present conditions are that hostilities 
have practically ceased. Only occasional shots 
fired from cover on small party repairing tele¬ 
graph line and foraging. No considerable body 

P of Chinese troops or [Boxers?] discovered here, 
or along line of communication. 

"We hear Li Hung Chang has full power, 
I he is not here. Will United States keep 
If military force here until terms of peace are 
m Arranged? Troops now in China about five 
f thousand [effectives]. Sixth Cavalry, Light Bat¬ 

ik j tery F, Fifth Artillery, Batteries Third Artillery, 
Ninthinfantry, Fourteenth Infantry, 1,000 ma¬ 
rines- I think ample force for us unless politi- 

I; cal reason not apparent to me demands larger 

; f0"Shall take 5,000 as basis of my requirements 
S1 for supplies. If troops remain, must winter 
I in tents, and conical wall tents will be required. 

one tent, ten men. Escort wagons mentioned 
, In [despatch] of 18th will be required unmedi- f. ately. Have mules for same been shipped? 

i No more pack trains required; wagon trans- 

P°“Water failing in river rapidly; must soon 
| haul supplies forty miles. Satisfied railroad 

will not be required before river freezes _ 
CHAFFEE. 

There is one statement in this despatch which 
I'! the War Department officials are satisfied is 

incorrect. The translated copy, of the cipher 
makes Gen. Chaffee say, Satisfied railroad 

aft will not be required before river freezes. I he 
h word “required” is absolutely a correct trans- 
W lation, but the Secretary of War is satisfied 

V that Gen. Chaffee meant to say that the rail • 
; road would not be repaired before the river 

?r60Z6S 
i S There are internal evidences that Gen. Chaf- 

' fee’s despatch is of a date not later than the 
early part of last week and it gives the impres¬ 
sion that he had not at the time of sending it re¬ 
ceived Secretary Root's latest cable message 

7 telling him to be prepared to move with his 

in Pekin until 

provided and is now on the way to onina-w 
about to be shipped. The Quartermaster-Gen¬ 
eral has arranged for the landing of all equip¬ 
ment and other supplies at Taku before Nov. 
1. Lumber is to be shipped to China in large 
quantities for use in the construction of ware¬ 
houses and in flooring the tents of the soldiers. 
The conioal walls tents asked for by Gen. Chaf¬ 
fee have all been provided and will be supplied 
with Sibley stoves with coal burning grates 
attached so that the men can burn soft coal 

1 instead of wood. The escort wagons mentioned 
have already gone from this country and wilt 

i soon be in China, while 150 pack trams are re¬ 
ported to have reached the front and to have 
(rendered good service. Commissary-General 
i Weston has purchased large quantities ofiood 
Jand emergency rations and these have been 

■mill 

army to Tientsin, ucu. 
, American troops are to remain mh J^nks 
terms of peace are arranged and says tn 
that his force of 5,000 men is ample for the 
United States unless political reasons demand 

ti a larger force. The War Department agrees 
' with Gen. Chaffee as to the number of men 
needed at Pekin and his opinion wili he el se 
followed by the Secretary of War It wn 
considered necessary to increase tne UN™, 
ican force to bring China to ter™a 
diplomatic channels, although the t n 
States, by establishing a large army “L,, 
ippines will be able at any time to hurry P_ 

: from Manila to China should the necessity fo 
: such notion arise. 
! As to Gen. Chaffee’s rcqimst for equipment 
; and other supplies for the wintering 
expedition in China, it is said at thei VV ar 

> art merit that everything has already - 

5shipped from San Francisco. It is said at 
[the War Department that equipment and pro¬ 
visions sufficient to last until spring have been 
|seoured for the expedition. 

EUROPEAN MOVES AS TO CHINA. 

-■Letter From the Emperor of Germany to the 

King of Italy. 

Special Cable Despatches to The SUN. 

Rome, Sept. 4—The King has summoned 
Marquis Visconti-Venosta, Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, to Naples for a conference over the 
,Chinese situation. 

The King has received a long communica- 
|tion from the .Emperor of Germany. 

Cologne, Sept. 4.—The Gazette, whose opin¬ 
ions are usually regarded as officially inspired, 
in an article to-day .Sdiscussing the policy of 
Germ any in China, denies the allegations of 
the foreign press that Germany’s military 

I preparations indicate an adventurous policy. 
*fl The Gazette announces that Germany will 
Snot attempt the dismemberment of China; 
ishe merely desires atonementfor acrime and the 
H extension of commercial privileges. I "Our commercial interests,” the Gazette adds, j 

"point unmistakably to apollcv of non-partition ( 
1 and imperatively demand that such a policy j 
’not only be; theoretically acknowledged, but ■ 

pbe adhered to as an established principle." 
®* Paris, Sept. 4.—It is reported that certain ' 

|Powers propose formulating a programme 
embodying the conditions upon which peace 
can be restored in China, reserving the question 
of the evacuation of Pekin in opposition to 
Russia’s proposal. * 

The Paris press comments approvingly on 
the cordiality of the Czar’s letter to President 
Loubet in regard to the Exposition, but the 
editors say that France is not disposed to sub¬ 
ordinate her Chinese policy to sentimental dis¬ 

play. 
It is stated that while France fully agrees 

with the principles of the Russian note, and 
while perfect accord exists between the cabinets 

■I of both countries on the Chinese question 
the French Government will rely upon the advice 

1 of M. Piehon for the execution of details. 
NH -^ 
H CZAR'S PLAN EMBARRASSES FRANCE. 

if Ministry Postponing a Decision as to the 

Withdrawal of Troops From Pekin. 

Special Cable Despatch to The Sun. 

Paris, Sept. 4.—Though Government circles 
9 generally express agreement with Russia’s 

9^ view concerning China, it is easv upon looking 
|below the surface to perceive that the situation 
is really embarrassing to the French Ministry. 

ATI France is desirous of inarching alongside of 
Russia, but she is heavily handicapped by the 

J fact that she is historically the protector ot 
Christianity in China. Consequently the au¬ 
thorities aim at delaying a definite decision 
as long as possible, and to this end they declare 
that they require the opinion of M. 1 mn°n 
the French Minister to China, on the advisa- 
bilily of withdrawing the French troops from 
Pekin. After this opinion is received it is 
likely that the withdrawal will be sanctioned 
theoretically, but it will probably be long de¬ 

layed actually. 
A statesman who is not connected with the 

Government told the correspondent of The 
Sun to-day that the Czar’s hasty decision 
had placed the French Cabinet in the most 
awkward situation possible, as the slightest 
slip would mean disaster. 
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THE EMPRESS UNYIELDING. 

Anti-Foreign Peace Commission—Boxer Riots 

—To Punish Southern Viceroys. 

Special Cable Despatches to The Sun. 
London, Sept. 4.—A despatch from Shanghai 

to the Central News says that the memorial 
sent by Li Hung Chang to the Empress in re¬ 
gard to the Peace Commission has been ignored. 
An Imperial edict appoints Li Hung Chang, 
JPrince Ching, Hung Lu and Lou Tung as com¬ 
missioners. The last named is the tutor of 
the heir-apparent, and is violently anti-foreign 
in his sympathies. 

The despatch adds that it is hoped in Shanghai 
that the Powers will refuse to recognize this 
commission, the personnel of which is com¬ 
posed of one Chinese and three Manchus. 

Paris, Sept- 4.—Advices from Chunking say 
that because of the pre ence of the Empress 
there and of the Boxers in the neighboring 1 
Shansi villages the anti-foreign outbreaks are ; 
spreadi in Szehuan province and the authcri- ’ 
ties fear they will be unable longer to control 
them. 

Shanghai, Sept. 4.—The Empress has ordered 
a commissioner to investigate the conduct of 
the southern Viceroys who entered into com¬ 
pacts with the foreign Consuls for the protec¬ 
tion of missionaries. Their degradation is an¬ 
ticipated. 

Placards posted in various public places 
here exhort all foreigners to oppose compro¬ 
mise with the Government, and attack Li Hung 

| Chang because of his alleged remark that all 
I foreigners in Pekin, except the Ministers, were 

of no account. 
The natives are being misled by lurid pictures 

i depicting the Celestial army as victorious and 
the foreign Admirals tortured. The natives 
believe that accounts of the allies' success 
are lies. _ 

AMERICANS IN SHANGHAI PROTEST. 

Don’t Want Troops Withdrawn From Pekin 

—Bribe o Russia Suspected. 

Special Cable Despatch to The Sun. 

Shanghai, Sept. 8.—There is no recent news 
from Pekin. The postal and telegraph services { 
are in hopeless confusion. 

The American Association, at a meeting held | 
here to-day, decided to telegraph to Washington 
protesting against the withdrawal of the Amer¬ 
ican troops from Pekin. It is suspected here that 
Li Hung Chang has promised all of Manchuria 
to Russia in exchange for favorable terms of 
peace. It is understood that the Dowager 
Empress is lavishing money with a similar 
object. _ 

POWERS LIKELY TO HOLD PEKIN. 

Belief That Russia Also Will Conclude Not to 

Withdraw Her Troops. 

Washington, Sept. 4.—There is an apparent 
assumption in official circles that tho Powers 
other than Russia, will not favor the with¬ 
drawal of their troops from Pekin. This seems 
to be based upon information received by the 
United States Government through unoffi¬ 
cial sources. In the meantime preparations 
are going on for wintering the American troops 
in Pekin and the Government is proceeding 
upon the theory that its counter-proposition 
to Russia looking to the continued occupa¬ 
tion of Pekin will be agreed to by the other 
Powers. In this event Russia is expected to 

recede from her stand. 
It is pointed out that while Russia consid¬ 

ered it an act of policy to pose as a satisfied 
nation, now that the foreigners are safe she w 
not willing to go so far as to ^.^^Irswould 
an advantage which the other Foyers 
retain^ hi occupying the Chinese capital untd 

terms of indemnity and PeacQe+aRr® thought 
fact it is not believed here Russia tnoug 
her proposition to withdraw altogether 
Pekin would be accepted by the p.oWShin!1 [n 

Russia has posed as the friend of cm 
this matter and si^stantial reason exL 
believing that the Russian authoiiues a 
liiinc- Chang have been worMng 
purpose forSthe last few weeks 0™ “^ 
European nations have indicated their a 
of Earl 1.1, it Is said, for this very rea*°n;-.Jir- 
offlcial said to day that Russia it 
tumtv to niako a grandstand pkn and rn u m 
just in tirnepto get the inosf credit .>« tT jted 
the Chinese- authorities, flow well the Wea 

understood this may be_js£en trom 



s.&s5sx8£& 

"SVlfthe °/mS*7 p“«» h"J b”“ 

worth the bones of a single American 

trooper. In any case, it is not an expe¬ 

dition for the purpose of promoting any 

policy that our Government has ever rec¬ 

ognized as legitimate in the treatment of I 

the Chinese troubles. In any case, we are g, 

very well out of it, and the authorities [ 

Sftf SaibSKSTtSi- of peace 

deThe6 whole question. nowW fion [’f Pekin. 
r,1 the question of the occupy ^ question 

Tt isbelievod that within a^w^ th@ ftfftrmative, 

thppcaceeu^eof ternl8 of permanent K cept those reserved for the express pur- | 

?nd the guarantee of payi Powers. Bii nt a piiitrd of the legation at Pe- 

at Washington have reason to congratu- | 

to the imii ran tee ot payment 
Powers. 

tALK winTT^IENn of li. 

late themselves upon their prudence in || 

Withdrawing all the American troops, ex- | 

Hone Kong Merchant Name, S.xMen a, ln- 
S" tor. -t the Boxer Trouble 

ran Francisco, Sept. 4.-H. T. Bosnian. a 
’ SAN * hnrU of Hong Kong, who arrived here 
n^lv on tL Doric, is a personal friend 
Tfi Hung Chang, with whom he had a long 

the day before he sailed from Shanghai. 
I had not then been appointed Peace.Com¬ 

missioner, but bis selection was regarded as 

I*-. ^thf^gest mtn il China and the 
£ “iLlnnetoapable of dealing with the present 

There is absolutely no truth in the 
crisis. T r was ever m favor of the 

6MS3&J for all -There are Just six men re y Fu ftg.s_ 
the trouble^n^hmahKa ^ chiu_ qhi Hsiu 

—jj pose of a guard of the legation at Pe- 

■iking, before they had been subjected to | 

lithe painful dilemma of obeying or of re- ™ 

fusing to obey the orders of the German 

commander. 
The composition of the expeditionary 

llforce is peculiar and suggestive, both for 

H fwhat it includes and what it excludes. It 

,-tl-r v*“ng Lu. The first two were principals. 
1 a11? n was their nominal head, made so Prince Tuan wiis b « influence of Prince uf'order toCounteract the influence of sranu now, n. -«.u, 
Ching. father of the heir aPPa^erly> there Mavailable, Austria, 
been Viceiyy   13rtvor unnsintr. ^ _ 

'I VV iiCP U AC 

|includes, it seems, German, French, Ital- |[an, and British troops. It does not in¬ 

clude Japanese, Russian, or' American 

, troops. It is thus a curious manifesta- 

Jtion of the “ concert/of the powers.” We 

§||ca,n readily understand that Italy, as a 

|member of the Dreibund, has furnished t ^ 

la detachment, though Italy’s interest in ^ 

I Chinese affairs, from any point of view, | 

I is infinitesimal. We-can readily under- |j| 

1 stand how, if Austria had any troops 

' wwdd nothave'’been‘aI'iy Boxer uprising. 

as a member of the 

quick message from: coxger. 

A Despatch Sent by Him From Pekin Four 1 
,, Day9 Ago Received in Washington. 

I WASHINGTON, Sept. 4.-Communication has 
again been opened between Pekin and Wash- 
ington. Minister Conger was heard from last 
night in a message dated Pekin, Aug. 30, show- 
in8UhaI it took only four day^tofOTWMrtHt. 

I European Dreibund, should have contrib¬ 

uted them as a matter of comity, though 

her interest in the Chinese question is 

Mri0t even infinitesimal, being non-exist- 

Klent. We can even understand that 

IFrance should have contributed her 

Iquota to the expedition, because France 
i 

pending the results of the negotiatioi , 

his remark carries several importan 

plications. For one thing it entirely 

plains the absence of any Japanese ^ 

tingent from the expedition, punitive 
if yyi O V 1)0} or 

merely demonstrative, as n 11 * 

the Count von Walderseb. ^01 a*l0t eJ’ 

it conveys a grave censure of that exp 

dition as a demonstration fit to be made 

at this time by the forces which pre¬ 

tend to be those of civilization, b01 a ^ 

third, it gives to the officers of our own | 

State Department a vindication, at the 

hands of an unquestioned expert, which 

will doubtless enable them to bear, wit 

even increased equanimity, the remark¬ 

able remarks of the ‘‘reptile press” of 

Berlin, and the more intelligent but by 

so much less intelligible observations o. 

some part of the press of London. 

And, for a fact, the one great country g 

which we have thus far omitted in trying h 

to explain the attitude of the various 

1 countries concexiie.d^ ok, -in some ca_es; y 

very slightly concerned, in this interna- [. 

tional expedition, punitive or demon- | 

strative as it may be, is Great Britain. ^ 

We can find reasons for the participation 

of this country, or for the abstention of J||j|g 

that, until we come to her. All the con¬ 

siderations accessible to us would indi¬ 

cate that she had abstained, and yet, as 

a matter of fact, it appears that she has 

g that it took" only four days to forward it. . pis »*««« «• *«. «m>. territorial views 

if" *1" s»“th «' Chi”a' If th: part,t,on 
Lat a cou . ®^|0f China is to come, it would be conven- whkhwTprobably be kept up until the tele¬ 

graph line to Pekin can be guarded. Minister 
Denver's message does not show any material 

H"’" had borne her share ot the OI,4ratl0"s !; r - At w ty _1_GnUinrtt tnanlirur nOln e - Jl _ 1 •_•___ 4- ^ Tin V>1-1 f i cvn 

lient for France to have it to show that 

, -1* ,,,oS not, to be maae pumic penuing ho ini 
^deration at the regular Cabinet meeting held preliminary to partition, 

j to-day. ™ - 

tiij 

THE POWERS INI CHINA. 
Whatever may be the object of the ex¬ 

pedition to Pao-ting-Foo, which is to 

lusher in the military career of Field 

iMarshal the Count von Waldersee in 

Ithe Far East, it is quite evident that it 

lis not an expedition of rescue. The 

[French are getting up a little expedition 

lof their own for that purpose, for the 

rescue of some_ French priests who are 

beleaguered sixty miles to the south of 

Tien-Tsin. If we had some missionaries 

or other citizens in danger, within a 

practicable distance, doubtless we should 

be delaying the departure of enough of 

our troops to attempt their rescue. But 

since Count von Waldersee’s expedi¬ 

tion is distinctly nbt of that character, 

every American ivho has followed the 

course of events /in China must be re¬ 

lieved to learn that we have no part or 

lot in it. If it is really a “ joint demon¬ 

stration,” it must be a demonstration to 

“ show the power ” of the allies, and in¬ 

cidentally to scatter some Boxers who 

are not now doing any active harm. If 

it is an expedition to show the power of 

the German commander, then, to para¬ 

phrase the language of Bismarck about 

the question of the near East, it is not 

The abstentions are as intelligible as 

the participations. .We have abstained, 

as we have just explained, because we | 

have all along held that it was neither | 

legitimate nor desirable to put upon | 

China any coercion until it was clear | 

that she would not, of her own accord, 
k 

do justice upon the persecutors and mur- p 

participated! Why is this thus? WThat 

was she, of all nations, “-doing in that 

valley ”? Is it that Great Britain thinks 

that her chances in the Yang-tse Val¬ 

ley may, after all, be better worth culti¬ 

vating than the chances of the open door 

” in the bush”? Is it only that Lord 

Salisbury has neglected to send to the 

British military representative in China 

the instructions which that officer seems 

so urgently to have required? Whatever 

may be the explanation, Great Britain 

is the only one of the powers which, in 

this matter of the grand joint demon¬ 

stration of the powers under the guid¬ 

ance of the German Field Marshal, has 

not acted, evidently and intelligibly, 

“ after its kind.” 

derers of foreign residents in the coun 

try. Russia has abstained because Rus¬ 

sia . has already secured from the weak¬ 

ness of China all that she needs of China 

or can use in her business. And Japan 

has abstained for reasons that are 

THE KAISER’S SERMON, 

FULL TEXT OF HIS VIEWS ON 

THE EFFICACY OF PRAYER. 

i 

sketched in the remarkable interview 

with Count Ito which our neighbor Thepwf 

Journal has done an important public^ 

service in obtaining and publishing. 
T;, 

M 

There is no representative of a Western 

power who can pretend to any such 

knowledge of the situation and of the 

condition of China and the character of 

the Chinese as the Japanese statesman, 

whose devotion to( the interests of his 

own country is as entirely beyond ques¬ 

tion as the magnitude of that interest. 

When he says that the course of the 

United States has been judicious, and 

|f that the powers should withdraw their 

| forces to the coast and hold them there 

pja® % I 

Tlie Heathe nisflx AmaleUite, Which 

by Bnrninj 
r and 

Prevent 

Murder Woald 

tlie Entrance 

pean Trade and Enrc 

—Prayer the Golden 

Treasury of God. 

of Euro- 

i-opean Genius 

Ivey to tlie 

The full text of the sermon on the sacred 

duty and sacred power of intercession 

which the Emperor William of Germany 

preached the other day on board the yacht 

Hohcnzollern, and which has been the sub¬ 

ject of such world-wide comment, is given 
by the London Daily Neics as follows: 

Seventh Sunday after Trinity. The erace 
ol our Lord Jesus Christ, and the loveof 

he whh E8 fnl0WShilJ °f the Hol-v G1>ost, tie with us all evermore. Amen. Text 
1< chapter of Exodus and the 11th verse' 

And ,t — uass wh up 

fi ■ J 

Hi 



hi* hand that Israel prevailed, and when . They are to be tl 
ho~ lpt down h's hand Arnalek prevailed.” f strikes in among the lie let uuvvii _ _,1,^1 i__+V.C1 Qwnrrl i 
Amen It is a most impressive picture that 
our text to-day brings before our souls. 
Israel wanders through the desert from 
the Red Sea to Mount Sinai. But suddenly 
the heathen Amalekites stop them, and 
want to prevent their advance, and a bat¬ 
tle ensues Joshua leads the young men 
of Israel to the fight, the swords clash to¬ 
gether and a hot and bloody struggle be¬ 
gins in the valley of Rephidem. But, see! 
whilst the fight is going on, the pious men | 
of God—Moses, Aaron and Hur—go to tne ft 
top of the hill. They lift up their hands 
lo Heaven; they pray. Down in the valley 
the fighting hosts—at the top of the moun¬ 
tain the praying men This is the holy 
battle picture of our text. Who does not 
understand to-day what it tells us? Again 
a heathenish Amalekite spirit has stirred 
in distant Asia with great power and 
much cunning. By burning and murder it 
is sought to prevent the entrance of 
European trade and.European genius, the 
triumphal march of Christian morals and 
Christian faith. And again the command 
of God has been issued: “Choose us, out 
men and go out, fight with Arnalek. A 
hot and bloody struggle has begun. Many 
of our brothers stand already yonder under 
fire many are on their way to the enemy s 
coasts, and you have seen them, the thous¬ 
ands who at the call, “Volunteers to the 
fore' who will be the guardian of the em¬ 
pire'”’ now assemble, to enter the fight 
with flying colors. But you, who remain 
behind at home, who are bound by other 
scored duties, say, do you not hear God s 
call which He makes to you and which 
says to you, “Go up on the mountains, 
raise up thy hands to the heavens. the 
prayer of the just can do much, if it is m 

earnest. ,, , 
Thus letitbe. Yonder,far away, the hosts 

of fighters; here at home the hosts of 
praying men. May this be the holy battle 
picture also of our days. May this peace¬ 
ful morning hour remind us—may it re¬ 
mind us of the sacred duty of interces¬ 
sion of the sacred power of intercession. 
The sacred duty of intercession Cer¬ 
tainly it is an enthusiastic moment wtien 
a ship with the young men on board 
weighs anchor. Did you not see the war¬ 
riors’ eves flash? Did you not hear their 
many-voiced hurrahs? But when the 
native shores vanish, when one enters the 
-lowing heat of the Red Sea or the heavy 
waters of the ocean, how easily brightness 
and enthusiasm grow weary. Certainly 
it is a sublime moment when, after a long 
voyage in the distance, the straight lines 
of the German forts pan be seen, and the 
black, white and red flags of the German 
colony become visible, and comrades 1 

arms‘stand on the shore waiting to^give 

a hearty reception. But the long .™arctl®‘ 
in a burning sun, the long nights of 
bivouac in the rain! easily gwety 
and strength t%nish. Certainly 
longed-for moment when at last the drums 
beat to the charge, and the bugles 

blown to advance, when a c°mmfnd ^ 
o-fven “Forward, at. the enemy. But 
then,'when amid the roar of the guns and 

the flashing of the shells ^ 
to the right and left, and hostile batteries 

still refuse to yield—how easily the bra 
est heart then begins to tremble. 

Christians, in order that our brothers 
over yonder may remain gay even m the 
greatest distress, faithful in the most pain¬ 
ful duty, courageous in the greatest dan¬ 
ger they ivant something more than am¬ 
munition and sharp weapons more also 
than youthful courage and fiery enthu¬ 
siasm. They want a blessing from above, 
vital power from above, otherwise they 
cannot win and remain victorious. And 
the heavenly world only opens to prayer 
Prayer iT the golden key to the treasury of 
our God But he who has it has also the 
promise that to him who asks shaU b 

^w?a^^~^e^ng 

on a hard and bloody piece o y\ o , ^ 
us if we only look on cur ously at. the 

great sight while they wrestle in a fier 
death struggle. This would be Cain_s spi^ 

with the cruel words, Am I ^ f , gs 
keeper?” This would be unfaithfulness 
toward our brave brothers who are sta 
ing their lives. Never. We will mobihze 

not only battalions of warrior , how 
holy force of praying men. Yes._ “ 
much there is to ask for our brothel s 

going into the field. They are 
strong arm which punishes ^ ‘ h ^ 

- ' '-ovavn. 

e mailed ml^vPnTOi 
^ --- them. They are to stand 

up with the sword in their hands for our 
most sacred possessions. So we will ac- 

, companv them with our prayers, out onto 
I the heaving waves, on their marches, into 
* the roar of the battle, and into the peace¬ 

fulness of the hospitals; will pray to God 
that ihev may stand at their post like men, 
that they may fight, their battles coura- 

brine them home to the land of their fa 
ers with the laurels round their puggaree 
and the medals on their breasts. id tne meaais on fV|P =a_ 

Or do we perhaps not believeun th^sa 
cred power of intercession? ’Well,^h<^ 
what does our text say? And ^ came 
pass, when Moses held up Ins hand tha 

_-ions, at honTmbiaF-rMfiT 
praying hearts! The King of all kings calls 
volunteers to the fore. Who will be the 
praying one for the empire? Oh, if one 
could only say here: “The king called, and 
all—all came.” Not one of us must be 
wanting. History will one day describe 
the fights of these days. But man only 
sees what he has before him; he can only 
say what the wisdom of the leaders, the 
courage of the troops, the sharpness of 
the weapons have done. But eternity will 
some time reveal still more—it will show 
how the secret prayers of the believers 
were a great power in these fights, how the 
old promise again fulfilled: “Then they 
cry unto the Lord in their trouble, and 
He saveth them out of their distress.” 
And thus, keep to prayer. Amen. i 

Almighty God, dear Heavenly Father, ] 
Thou Lord of hosts and Ruler of battles, 
we raise, praying, our hands to Thee. On 
Thy heart we lay the thousands of broth- 

pass, when Moses held UP ^ avers 0f ■;! ers-in-arms whom Thou Thyself hast 
Israel prevailed.” The ear my $'.called to battle. Protect with Thy Al- 
a Moses made the swords of the enemy 
blunt Thev pushed themselves like 
wedge between the enemy’s lines made 
them waver and brought victory to the 
S tenter. o. Israel. Should not our 
nrayers he able to do what the Prarers l 
of Moses did? God has not taken hack fig 
one svllable of his promise, heartfelt 
nrave/ can still to-day cast down the 
Son banner Into the dn.« and plant the 
banner of the Cross on the wans, mu 
Moses does not stand alone with his m 
Session Look yonder: There on the 
heights of Sodom stands Abraham inter 
ceding before his God, and with his pray 
ers he prays Lot out of the burning city 
And should not our prayers succeed in 
nraving our fighting comrades out of the 
fire of the battles? Look yonder: There 
fn Jerusalem lies the young Christian 
community on its knees. Their leader, 
their father, lies imprisoned m a dun¬ 
geon' and see, with their prayers they 
summon the Angel of God into the prison 
and he leads forth Peter unharmed. And 
our prayers; should not they have the_ 
power even to-day to burst the doors of 
the oppressed prisoners and the perse¬ 
cuted and to place an angel at their side? 
Ye* the God of old lives still, the great 
Allv rules still, the Holy God, who can¬ 
not let sin and acts of violence triumph, 
mu will carry on His holy cause against 
» nS"ly people; the Almighty God who 
can shatter the strongest walls as if they 
were spiders’ webs, and who can dis¬ 
perse the greatest crowds like heaps of 
*and' the merciful, faithful God, whose 
fatherly heart looks after the well-being 
of His children, who hears every sigh 
and who sympathizes with every distress 
—nious nrayers open His fatherly hands 
and they are filled with blessing. Earnest 
prayer opens His fatherly heart, and it 

fuii of love. Yes, true continuous 
prayer fetches the living God down from 
heaven and places Him in our midst. And 

if God is for us, who shall be against us? 
Up in the Tauern there hang strange 

bells on the heights. No man’s hand rings 
them. Still and dumb they hang m the 
sunshine. But when the storm winds 
blow they begin to swing and commence to 
ring and deep down in the valley their 
song is heard. God the Lord has hung 
the prayer bell in every man’s heart. But 
in sunshine and happiness how often 1 

hangs still and dumb. But when the 
stormy winds of distress break forth then | 
it begins to ring. How many a comra & 
who has forgotten how to pray will out 
yonder in the fight for life or death fold 
his hands again! Distress teaches us to 
pray. And so shall it also he at home. 
Let the serious d..ys which have come 
upon us, let the war storm which has come 
on. set the bells ringing again. Let us 
pray for our fighting brothers. Not only 

( now and then in a solemn hour. No no, 
s let us be true in prayer. As our fathers 
™ once in war times rang the bells every 

evening and bared their heads at the sound 
and prayed, so also let u^ not forget in¬ 
tercession for a day.- Moses held up his 

t hands till the going down of The sun, and 
1 Joshua discomfited Arnalek and his people 
f with the edge of the -sword. Our fight is 

not brought to an end in one day. But 
don’t let the hands become tired or idle till 
the victory has been gained. Let our 
prayers be a fiery wall around the camp of 
our brothers. How the thought will 
strengthen them, make them enthusiastic 
and excite, Umm^fhat thousands, nay. 

called to battle. Protect with Thy Al¬ 
mighty protection the breasts of our sons. 
Lead our men to victory. On Thy heart we 
lay the wounded and sick. Be Thou their1 
comfort and their strength, and heal their 
wounds which they receive for king and 
fatherland. On Thy heart we lay all those 
whom Thou hast ordained to die on the 
field of battle. Stand by them in the last 
struggle, and give them everlasting peace. 
On Thy heart we lay our people. Preserve, 
sanctify, increase the enthusiasm with 
which we are now all imbued. Lord 
our God, we trust in Thee. Lead Thou us 
in the battle. We boast. Lord, that Thou 
wilt help us and in Thy name we unroll 
the banner. Lord, we will not leave Thee, 
then wilt Thou bless us. Amen. 

Briefly, the terms of the Powers, which 

the Chinese envoys announoe will be ac¬ 

cepted, are: The despatch to Berlin of a 

mission headed by an Imperial prince to 

express the Chinese Emperor’s regret for the 

murder of the German Minister and the 

erection on the spot of assassination in Pekin 

of a commemorative monument; the se¬ 

verest punishment for the persons designated 

in the Imperial decree of Sept. 25 and others 

whom the Powers may name; the suspen¬ 

sion for five years of examinations in cities 

where foreigners have been massacred or 

cruelly treated; honorable reparation to tha 

Japanese Government for the murder of 
Chancellor of Legation Sujyama; an expiatory 

monument to be erected in every foreign 

or international cemetery which has been 

desecrated; prohibition of the importation of 

arms as well as materials employed exclu¬ 

sively for the manufacture of arms and am¬ 
munition; indemnities for governments, 

societies, companies and Individuals, in¬ 

cluding Chinese, who have suffered in person 
or property in consequence of their being 
of service to foreigners, financial guarantee i 
to be acceptable to the Powers, mainte¬ 
nance of Permanent guards for the legatmns 
and the erection of defences, no Chinese 
having the right to live in the legation quar¬ 
ter: cfest.ruction of the forts between Pekin 
and the sea; military occupation by the Pow¬ 
ers of certain points to be designated for 
keeiing open communication with tl • eapi 
tal: publication by the Chinese Go™™'®1 
of a decree embodying a Pf^P^i18! „Rmer 
bi'tion, under penalty of death, of member 
ship in any anti-foreign society, enumeratuig 
thepunishments that shall be inflicted an 
the suspension of examinations, and an¬ 
nouncing that the Viceroys, Governors ana 
all provincial and local officials shall be 
responsible for the maintenance of oraer. 
and, if disorder occurs, they 'sha} r. 
moved and shall never again be elimble to 
office; amendment of present 
form in the Department of Foreign iPreien 
and in the manner of receiving foreign 

reTife note was officially presented ta Prm^ 
Ching on Dec. 24. but its terms had been p 
viously known and had been forwarded £ 
the Chinese court at Singan-fu. The qumiv 
reply Is thus explained. 



GUILTY OFFICIALS 
[<? <K) 

Ince Tuan to be Banished to the 

Siberian Frontier. 

THREE WILL BE DECAPITATED 

Life Imprisonment for Princes Chung, 

Tsai-Lien, and Yih—British Re¬ 

ported at Pao-ting-Foo. 

PEKING, Oct. 7.—A response to the Gpr- 

I man demands has been transmitted to Li¬ 

the 

I Hung-Chang. 

This says that Ying-Nien, President of 

Censorate; Kang-Yi, Assistant Gxand 

Secretary and President of the Civil Board, 

and Chao-Shu-Chiao, Prev-'der w -fi1 

Board of Punishment, will l~ -ecapi. 

■ Prince Chung, Prince T- a ien. ai;U 

Prince Yih will be sentenced to life im¬ 

prisonment. 

f Prince Tuan will be banished to the im¬ 

i taken and that it v 

i 
m 

I 

l 

perial military post roads on the Siberian 

frontier, as a further punishment for, aid¬ 

ing the Boxers. 

■ Prince Ching has received an edict, from 

| the Emperor, dated Oct. 1, in reply to a 

note sent at the request of the legations, 

saying he will return to Peking as soon as 

the negotiations take a favorable turn. 

■ Trustworthy Chinese reports say that the 

Dowager Empress is seriously ill, and the 

free hand of the Emperor in affairs of state 

is regarded as confirmatory of these re- 

I ports. 

■ SHANGHAI, Oct. 8.—The Chinese assert 

^Blt the Governor of Shan-Tung and thp 

■Tang-tse Viceroys have sent a joint me- 

lorial to the Empress declaring it to be 

ppossible to guarantee the dispatch of 

ioney and provisions to Signan-Eoo and 

threatening to resign unless the Court re¬ 

turns to Peking. 

|| It is believed that Emperor Kwang'-Su is 

I anxious to return and that the Empress 

Dowager wavered until she heard of the 

Expedition to Pao-Ting-Foo. 

It is said that Li-Hung-Chang has ad- 

B&'ised the Emperor to return to Peking, on 

the ground that the powers can stop sup¬ 
plies from reaching the Province of 
Shen-Si. >-■ 

not yet been taken ana tnat it wou 
some days before the response would be 
ready. The constitutional questions in¬ 
volved require further time for considera¬ 
tion. 

In a high diplomatic quarter the sugges¬ 
tion was made to-day that the powers send 
a special envoy to Singan-Foo, the new 
abode of the imperial family, with a col¬ 
lective note, ur ig the return of the Em¬ 
peror to Peking, and giving guarantees for 
the personal safety of the iinperia1 house¬ 
hold. Such an an a y, U v/us cam. uR: 
accomplish much me.-- -tT„.\n the curev 'jus 
negotiations througn Chinese cr/tcir'.ls^ 1he 
suggestion also was made that .tGf-'C' 
Chih-Tung, the Viceroy, would be wen 
qualified to execute such a mission. 

The Chinese Minister said to-day: 
“ I am as sorry as any one can be that g?-J5 

their Majesties do not see their way clear flgra 
to return to Peking, but in the circum- 1 
stances is it not natural that they should E-<- 
take this course? They have been brought 
up in extreme exclusiveness at Peking, 9 
without knowledge of the outside world, rfi 
and of the customs of foreigners. When g;, 
they withdrew the allied forces occupied E. - 
the city. It has been divided into districts BrS 
to be patrolled and managed. It is said p:-.- 
that the allied troops have marched s 

» through the imperial palace. These steps 
1 must naturally have produced a profound 
9 effect on the imperial family. Suppose con- p / 
I unions were reversed, and an allied force 
1 occupied one of the foreign capitals. Would > 
1 the rulers return while the foreign forces fe: f 
‘| were at his capital? It is said that the forces fe'-yv, 
S are being reduced to legation guards, but if ' 

each legation guard numbers about 2,000 K 
men, that makes an aggregate force of 
10,000 men for the eight powers, or, if !f' 
each quota is not full, say, the aggregate 
force is about 10,000 men. An army of 8, 
10,000 men is a very considerable force in ly 
any city. Consider the influence that an K;: 
army of 10,000 men would exert if stationed I 
here in Washington. While I am extremely [,fi 
sorry that their Majesties do not return ; 
to Peking, it does not seem surprising in |.j;! 
the existing circumstances that they should ty 
not want to return.” 

“It seems to me,” he continued, ‘‘that the p4 
most natural course would be to remove p 
the conditions which stand in the way of 
their return. Any fears they may entertain Kj 
would be overcome very largely by strong | 
assurances from the powers of the personal m 
safety of their Majesties. The foreign N 
forces should be withdrawn from the 
capital, say, to Tien-Tsin. If Tien-Tsin is K 
too far, then Yang-Tsun might be a de.sir- ft’ 
able point to garrison with the allied g| 
forces.” 1 

Gen. Chaffee has notified the War De¬ 
partment that he will have all of his men 
except the legation guard out of China in¬ 
side of a fortnight. The American troops 
will take no further part in any military 
operations in China unless they are at¬ 
tacked. The officials do not credit the 
Russian Admiral’s report that they partici¬ 
pated in the taking of Shan-Hai-Kwan. 

instructions sent to Minister Conger “a “““"w Govern- 
insist on impossible conditions, ^ g of 

ment has succeeded in securing * ft 
nearly all the other nations in regar , \ 

conditions which have no\V been * 
adopted by Mr. Conger and his co e ^ 

Pekin, thus saving much valuable m 

period when delay may result/, 

views of 

■ 

(KAISER TO RESUME FIGHTING ? 
LONDON, Oct. 10.—The Berlin correspon¬ 

dent of The Standard understands that the 
Chinese imperial edicts are regarded there 
with skepticism e.nd that Count von Wal- 
dersee has been instructed to resume oper¬ 

ations. 

The Standard’s Tien-Tsin correspondent, 
wiring Sunday, says: 

“ I hear that the Chinese are concentrat¬ 
ing at I-Iwang-Lu Pass, leading into the 

| Province of Shan-Si. with the intention of 
opposing any attempt of the allies to pur¬ 
sue the Imperial Court.” 

the efforts to bring about peaco to 

Within the past day or two the anrs 

Great Britain, Russia, Japan and r 
have been expressed to the Govcrmnen , 

they are of such a character as to Justi y 

hope that a more moderate policy than t a 

outlined by the Ministers will be arrange 

by the Powers themselves. No response o 

a definite character has come from, Germany, 

but the information obtained from Ambassa¬ 

dor White in his call at the Berlin Foreign 

Office last Thursday to represent the views o 

his Government in regard to the German pro¬ 
posal to compel the Chinese authorities to 

decapitate a dozen high officers as a. condlti®“ 
precedent to beginning formal negotiations 

for peace has encouraged the Prestdent and 

the Cabinet to believe that Germany will: con¬ 
sent to some modifications of the conditions 

imposed by the Pekin diplomatic corp.->. 
It is too early yet, however, to indulge in 

optimistic views, for none of the Powers is 

obliged to consent to any modified programme 

that may be adopted by a majority' of the na¬ 

tions. The main hope of this Government 

that an agreement satisfactory to all con- 

cerned will be reached is based on the inchca- 

tions that nearly all the Powers are willing to 

make modifications, and the desire for harmony 

prevailing among-"them. 
The Sun reporter learns on the best authority 

that th^ agreement of th2 Ministers at Pekin ! 

is along iho lines of the French note, presented 

to the Powers early in October, but the pro- 

ppsals are of the radical character suggested 
bv Cou t von Billow, th- German Chancellor, 
in his speech to the Reichstag on. 0YLA9v„nJ 
ihit ^neech v_ount von hiilow said. \\0 navo 
nothing to gain by a partition of China and we 
do not desire it." Germany s good faith in 
that declaration of Count von Bulow is shown 
bv the fact that the agreement of the Minis¬ 
ters contains no reference to territorial m- 
demnity. It is understood that the condi¬ 
tions adopted by the Ministers are practically 
the same aT that outlined by Count von Bulow, 

aS“CMnaSshall erect a monument to Baron von 
Ketteler on the site where he was murdered 
and send an Imperial Prince 4° •<'fieT[na!iyQ Iu 
eonvev an apology. She shall inflict the death 
penalty upon eleven Princes and officials, al¬ 
ready named, and suspend provincial ex¬ 
aminations for five years where the outrages 
occurred 

“In future all officials failing to prevent 
anti-foreign outrages within their jurisdic- jf 
tt0n shall be dismissed and punished. 

“Indemnity shall be paid to States, corpora- J 
tions and individuals. , 

“The Tsung-li-S amen shall be abolished,and , 
its functions vested in_ a_ foreign Minister. 

foi'R DISSENT, IN CHINA. 

CONGER NAMES THE GUILTY. 
[WASHINGTON, Oct. !).—Mr. Conger has 
submitted to the State Depaartment a list 

of ten or twelve names of Chinese officials 

who were prominent in the Boxer move¬ 

ment, and in a great measure were respon¬ 

sible for the assaults upon the legations ir 
Seeking. These officials, Mr. Conger be¬ 

lieves, should be included with Prince Tuan 

and others in any punishments .which . 

to be inflicted upon those who took a pro. - 

itient part in the Peking outrages. It is ncir- 

unlikely that the position of this Govern 

ment, in regard to the punishment of .at... 

officials will be stated in reply to ♦ 
French note. 

The Ca net meeting to-day was devoted 

ftaost exclusive to a discussion of the 

was livpn tUati?n- Special consideration 
undertone i +the Prench note, and it is 
elusion1 at \m°re or less definite con- 

Affairsn[MCtled„ The French Charg, 
Teto d on Secretary Hay late ir 
■L^,J^l_le^rned that final action had 

j) Ax^v^ 
THIS GO^ 

«i) 
OVERNTMENT THINKS TILE M1N-M 

STERS’ DEMANDS ARE TOO SEVERE. m 

ml la 
Minister Conger Instructed Not to Assent to 

Them Until They Are Greatly .Modified 

—An Interchange of Views With tine Other 

Powers Indicates That Nearly Ail of^ 

Them Are Willing to Make Modifications. 

Washington, Nov. 27.—Instructions went 

forward to Minister Conger to-day directing 

him not to assent to the agreement adopted |||| 

by the Ministers of the Powers at Pekin until 

its terms had been greatly modified. In ad-' 

dition to these instructions, the Government | 

has entered into an interchange of views with \La>», 

the Powers, through their representatives to MB 

Washington and the United States Ambassa 

dors and Ministers abroad, to bring about such 

changes in the Pekin agreement as will permit 

the Chinese authorities to comply with the con 

ditions set forth in that paper. Through the 

prompt action of tire Secretary of State in 

making known to the 'Powers a week ago the 

/ Rational intercourse shall be permitted with 
the Emperor, as in civiiizad countries. 

“The forts at Taku and the other forts on 
the coast of Pe Chi Li shall be razed, and the, 
Importation of arms and war materials pro-'" 
hi'bited. m 

“Permanent legation guards shall be main¬ 
tained and also guards of communication be- j 
tween Pekin and the sea. 

“Imperial proclamations shall be posted § 
for two years throughout the Empire suppress-1 
ing Boxers. 

“Indemnity is to include compensation for P 
Chinese who suffered through being employed 1 
by foreigners, but not compensation for native '■ 
Christians. 

“China shall erect expiatory monuments in 
every foreign or international burying ground 
where graves have been profaned. 

“The Chinese Government shall undertake 
to enter upon negotiations for such changes 
in existing treaties regarding trade and navi- $ 
gallon as the foreign Governments deem ad¬ 
visable and with referenece to other matters, 
having in view the facilitation of commercial 
relitions.” 

The conditions in regard to indemnities, 
the razing of the Taku forts, the prohibition 
of the importation of firearms and the estab- : 
lishment of permanent legation guards and 

Sl'U| gru-ds of communication between Pekin and 
the sea were contained in the French note. 
The condition that rational intercourse shall 
be permitted with the Emperor was suggested 
bv the United States. All the other conditions 
are understood _ to have been suggested by 
the German Minister. 

it is to secure the modification of the pro- j 
vision for the execution of the dignitaries 1 
designated for milder punishment by the 
Chinese Government that, the United States 
a“e dhecting their main efforts. The position 

fi of this Government is that this condition is im- 

1 

1 !■; 1 
- 



of fulfilment by tb^ C Vilxiucuauw 
Ihe officials named for decanitatlon are among 

| he most powerful In the Empire and could 
rouse a renewal of hostilities the assassination 
v? the Emperor, and the destruction of every 

1 vestieo of native government ffthev found 
I H neVes^or-y to do so to save their heads, The 

Chinese Emperor has decreed that Princes Tuan 
' Chwanp shall be imprisoned for life and 
tw n nl other dignitaries shall be punished In 

'; nild?r form The Ministers at Pekin, how- 
rvrr foUowine Germany s radical programme. 

moisted that all these tnen shall be killed 
and that Gen. Tung Fuh Slang’s name shall b? 

& added to the punitive list. 

•Ell MAM" IS JUBILANT. 

BOXER EERIE WILL GROW. 

Sir Robert Hart Does Not Thtnk 

°an *tay *" °hlna’ 

Foreigner# 

I f CrO 

IIE IS WERE FXEASED WITH HER 

NEW INTERESTS IN CHINA. 

Che Newspapers Regard German Success as » 

Blow to England—Baron von Buelow Deco¬ 

rated for His Part In the Matter—Now 

Russia Wants Port Arthur on Similar Terms. 

Special Cable Despatch to The Sum. 

Berlin, Jan. 6,—Universal satisfaction is fel# 

$aver the outcome of the Kiao Chou Bay affair, 

%nd the newspapers triumphantly assert that 

•4he success of Germany in that part of th# 

World is a slap in tho face for Great Britain. 
Baron von Buelow, the Foreign Minister, went 

to Potsdam to-day, whither he had been sum¬ 

moned by Emperor William, and his Majesty 

personally invested him with the order of the 

JEted Eagle of the first class, in recognition of 

•'the success of the negotiations with China. 
The Stock Exchange was brisker to-day than 

it has been for weeks. Speculators were evi¬ 

dently relieved by the knowledge that no inter¬ 

national complications would follow the leas# 

s of Kiao Chou Bay. 
The semi-official North German Gazette con¬ 

tends that the tension in the East has not 

.-arisen from the relations of Germany and 

.China. The only serious cause of anxiety, it 

Isays, are the antagonistic political interests of 

Great Britain and Russia, behind which novr 

appears an economic antagonism. The paper 

imaintains that there is no reason for one single 

State undertaking to make the new Chinese 

loan, and says it thinks that common action in 

the matter would be expedient. 
The North German Gazette, with the weigh# 

of its official inspiration, sets forth the object# 

of German policy in east Asia, which, it says, are 

free from all violence. Germany does not seek to 

force her way into China as a conquerer, but a# 

a peaceful co-operator in developing the pros¬ 

perity of that country. Germany’s enterprise 

there, as everywhere abroad, is subordinate to 

that moderation which is embodied in the 

motto “ Harm to no one.” The agreement with 

China has resulted in strengthening and con¬ 

solidating the existing good relations between 

the two empires. 
In conclusion, the North German Gazette 

says: “We have secured a place in the sun 

which we could claim without presumption, 

hut could not renounce without undue self¬ 

depreciation.” . 
; The Post announces that the Deutsch-Asi* 

atische Bank is making arrangements for th# 

opening of a branch at Kiao Chou. 
London, Jan. 6.—A despatch to the Chronicle 

from Hong Kong says that the Russian occupa- ! 

tion of Port Arthur completely blocks the en¬ 

trance to Pekin, and that it is imperative tha# 

the court move to Nankin. 
A dispatch from Shanghai to a news agency 

here says that Russia is trying to obtain from 

China terms similar to those secured by Ger¬ 

many for the occupation of Kiao Chou Bay for 

a Russian occupation of Port Arthur and the 

rest of the Liaotong peninsula from a point con¬ 

siderably north of Talienwan. , , 
It is unofficially, but reliably, declared that 

the German lease of Kiao Chou Bay is for 

ninoty, not fifty, years, and that the annual 

rental is nominal. _. 
The Globe says it is reported on the Stock E - 

change that Great Britain has arranged^ to 

guarantee a Chinese loan of £16,000,00 

per cent., to be issued at 110 

Special Cable Despatch to The Sun. 
London, Oct. 25.—The Fortviphtlv Review 

publishes an article on China by Sir Robert 
Hart, Director-General of the Chinese Imperial 
Maritime Customs. It is chiefly interesting 
beoause of the alarming opinions enunciated 
regarding the future by an experienced ob¬ 
server. who is probably more familiar with of¬ 
ficial China than any living foreigner. He 
declares that the Boxer movement, although 
officially inspired, has taken hold of the popu¬ 
lar imagination and will spread throughout 
the length and breadth of the country. He 
says it is purely a “patriotic volunteer move¬ 
ment,” and that the Boxer patriot of the future 
will possess the best weapons money can buy 
and then the “yellow peril” will be beyond 
ignoring. 

He refers to the prospective growth of this 

Chinese movement as threatening the world’s 

future, and says that 20,000,000 or more Boxers, 

armed, drilled, disciplined and animated by 
patriotic, if mistaken, motives, will make resi¬ 

dence In China impossible for foreigners. They 

will take from the foreigners everything the 

foreigners have taken from China, will 
pay old grudges with Interest and 

will carry the Chinese flag and Chinese arms 

into many a, place that even fancy will not 

suggest to-day, thus preparing for future 

upheavals and disasters. In fifty years there 

will be millions of armed Boxers at the call of 

■ the Chinese Government. There is not the 

slightest doubt of that, and if the Chinese Gov¬ 

ernment continues to exist it will encourage 

and will be quite right to encourage, uphold 

and develop this national Chinese movement. 

It bodes no good to the rest of the world, but 

China will be acting within its rights and will 

ili'll carry through a national,programme. 

Sir’Robert fears that the remedies are out¬ 

side the range of practical politics, and looks 

to the future full of foreboding. Nothing but 
partition under certain conditions or the mi¬ 

raculous spread of Christianity can, In his 

opinion, avert the peril, and he docs not see 
how either can be achieved. Failing these, 

the lawlessness of the present rising must be 

oondoned and the Manchu dynasty supported. 

To this end it will be made to "lose its face” as 

little as possible, but the trade in arms will not 

oease, and our sons and grandsons will reap 

the whirlwind. 
The ariicle attracts much attention here. 

The Times and Standard regard Sir Robert s 

Judgment as warped by his long residence in 

China and by his sympathy with what can 

almost be called his adopted country. The 

Times rejoices that there is not the slightest 

reason to suppose that the Powers will be 

frightened by the awful picture of a regenerate 

^hina in the indefinite future from doing their 

Ain duty to the China of to-day. 

Secretary Sherman ant 
Question. 

’Secretary Sherman is edited by the 

Philadelphia Press of Tuesday last with' 

a statement in regard to the far Easter^ 

question, with the general wisdom o. 
which we shall not at present take issut 

But it contains one declaration whic 

seems to have been uttered without di 

consideration, and to betray a very gre 

misconception of our interest in China. 

After asserting reassuringly that t 

much significance is given to the fact th 

the armed fleets of Russia, Germany, a) 
England are congregating in Chinese poi 

and that “ there is no evidence” that th> 

are doing so “ for any hostile purpose,” tl 4 
Secretary adds: “Again, should it be co: t| 
ceded that China is to he partitioned t ’ 

the powers, how, pray, is that to interef 

us materially? The powers would gladl 

seize the opportunity to trade with ua 

Jur"c6mhierciar interests would not 

as far as I can see in the least—quite thl 
contrary. Therefore I repeat that none ol 
our commercial interests being endangered 
Great Britain could not naturally expect! 
aid from the United States.” 

This is an astounding statement to come 

from an American Secretary of State, since 
nothing could well be more misleading. R 

is known to every schoolboy that one of 
the greatest commercial wars of modern 

times has been going on in Eastern Asia 
for years, and that not only oiir own com¬ 
mercial interests but those of all the great 

European powers are deeply concerned in [ 
the outcome. It has been pointed out time 

and again by American travellers, Ameri¬ 
can missionaries, American Consuls, and 
American Ministers that, while the inter- ? 

ests of China would be greatly promoted 
by the extension of her commerce with the 

United States, which has no designs 

against her territory, that while American 
engineers and contractors should build the 

Chinese railroads, open the Chinese mines, 1 

and develop the resources of the Chinese J 

Empire, and that, while American states- ' 
men should "be preferred to reorganize and 

reform the Chinese Government itself, the 

jealousy and intrigues of the European 
representatives have, even in times of peace, 

defeated every measure designed to pro¬ 
mote these ends. That Russia, Japan, 

France, and England have territorial 
possessions within the ancient borders 

of China, wrested from her from time to 
time, and under whatever pretext, by the 

strong hand, is a fact of great significance. 
That Germany has recently taken violent j 

possession of Kiao Chou Bay, which may j 
be claimed as lying in the Russian sphere | 

of actual or potential influence, is also a j 
significant fact^ that cannot be disputed. 
That none of these powers have ever volun¬ 
tarily given up territorial possessions once 
fairly within their control is known of all 

men. That the Chinese Empire is a help¬ 
less hulk, without mast, rudder or engines, 

that any one, even the meanest among the 
civilized powers, may despoil her, without 

s fear of powerful resistance, has been dem¬ 
onstrated beyond all doubt by Japan. And 
that any one of the powers may therefore 
extend its possessions indefinitely toward 

the interior of the empire, unless inter¬ 

fered with by the others, is self-evident. 
When it is considered that Russia has 

taken the Amur and Usuri valleys from 
China, an empire in themselves, within the 
last century, and now holds almost undis¬ 

puted sway in Manchuria, it requires no 

violent stretch of the mind to predict that 
she will seek to further extend her sway, 

toward, if not to, the north bank of the 
Yang-tse-Kiang, as necessity and opportu- 

nity permit. It has been suggested that tne 

movement of Russia into central an ea3 
ern Asia has not taken place under a welt 

defined and formulated policy, but is e 

result of forces as unconscious and irre31®" 
ible as those which cause glaciers o 
toward the sea. But be this as it may, there 

is nowhere visible a will disposed to stay 

this movement, nor a force power 

enough to resist it. 
That Great Britain, holding Hong 

in the Southeast, and Burmah 1Should 
Chinese buffer State, in the es ’ , 
seek to extend her control over the 

vening country as far north as ® ‘ 

bank of the Yang-tse-Kiang, °j. 0£ 

bury may deny, but all t e jje!i 
.British conquest in Asia gives him the I I 
V eat Britain must move to advance her 

if Russia does. Those two are ai- 

^-Xthe great Asiatic powers whic 

SfVed the continent and SP]U, 



nnc moves the othe: 

jSS China. I 6be may not want 

nist move f s°’Sny and she can’t help it! 
o do bo. « ia dcwS ;o aS taken possession of 
That France, who n q tho lasb 

S-W-5 StedlS with recently ra,B- 
iecade, and is crea should seek to ex- 

ing her flag m jn the direction of 

-end her do non states, may fairly 

fanton and ghe has already done. 

jeinferred nd French newspapers 

French poldi desire to build up a 

1° n0t f^ygtem for the purpose of finding 
jdonia y FrenCh commerce aud enter- 

K® Neither the savages of the Niger 
prise. ne of the Mekong have been 
Q°r theswa P advance> Wliy should 

suppose tbatthe wealth of a 

heathen regioD should prove less attractive 

h i hpeause the Chinese Emperor, him- 

gStte descendant of Manchu filibusters, 

Cl And' lastly! who"can say that the German 

Emperor' who helped Russia and France 

u v the grasp of the Japanese wojen 

from the hilt of the Regent’s sword on the 

bh nese mainland, and as yet has received 

no p^y for his services, does not intend, on 

l-Jnte to hold by the strong hand what 

he has taken in the neighborhood of kiao 

Chou Bay, or to get an equivalent some¬ 

where else in the world for it? He who 

reads history and sees what has been don 

irSc way of conquest by the European 

powers in China, has a perfectly logical 

right to assume that they intend: to con¬ 

tinue their work of spoliation. No man 

not in the confidence of Prime Mm 

isters, Kings, and Emperors, can speal 

-with certainty as to their policy from 

to day, but the merest tyro may 

ar from the unbroken precedents of 

" past what will be their tendency 

the future! Nothing is more 

■ < , 'AflV 

mm* 

trust them for an instant. Their only ex¬ 

cuse for annexation, or the establishment 

of European spheres of influence, is that 

they may thereby better protect and ad¬ 

vance their own interests, not ours. To 

what our interests may ultimately grow, if 

we assert our rights and our power, no 

man can say, but in these days of commer- 

mercial activity everything is possible if 

we do not really abandon the field. 

The Sun does not advocate an entangling 

alliance with any power, and least of all 

with England, nor does it advise the hold¬ 

ing out of any hopes of armed intervention 

to China. But it would be recreant to its 

past history and future hopes if it did not 

1 advise the Administration to give fair 

notice to all concerned, in unequivocal 

terms that its commercial equality must 

everywhere be respected, and that it will 

•egard the indiscriminate spoliation of 

Wi 

hina as a menace to its paramount inter- ||, 

ssts which it cannot tolerate from King or 

falser. 

| GEN. J. H. WILSON ON CHINA. 
HE SAYS SUE IS AT THE MERCY OF 

(L THE FOREIGN , POWERS. 

5he~Has Fought Her (Against 

Progress, He Says, and Progress Has 

Won—The Imperial Buildings Gave Evi 

dence of the Poverty Existing in China. 

Washington, Dec. 10.—Gen. James H. 

Wilson, who went to China as commander 

of one of the military divisions of the United 

States relief expedition,arrived in Washing¬ 

ton this afternoon and reported to the Sec¬ 

retary of War. As an authority on China icutu y m vv a,* . - 

and its people Gen. Wilson is recognized 

as one of the best in the United States. His 

cer- 

than that this tendency leads not 

fy to the political but commercial con- 
si of all annexed territory, to the exclu- 

Jon of all foreign products and manufac- 
lres which can be furnished by the annex¬ 

ing power. And, notwithstanding Secre¬ 

tary Sherman’s opinion that those powers 
would “gladly trade with us,” they would 
most surely shut us out of their spheres of 
influence, and buy from us only what they 
could not furnish themselves. 

So it is almost a self-evident fact, not¬ 
withstanding the optimistic views of Sec¬ 

retary Sherman, that the great powers, 
having already despoiled China of her 
widely separated dependencies, may each 
on its own line continue its aggressions as 
it pleases, unhindered by the others, and | 
that there is no organized power within | 
the control of the Chinese Government to | 
stay the progress of the least of them for 
an hour. European complications or the 
lack of completed railways or of a sufficient 

number of* battleships may do it, but noth¬ 
ing within China, unless directed by the 
trained intelligence of modern statesmen i| 
and soldiers, can save her from the “Raven¬ 

ing Wolves,” and there is only one power 
in the world which has an interest of the 
first magnitude in seeing her saved! 

Need we say that power is the great 
[ American republic, which borders upon the 

I Pacific Ocean for 2,000 miles in the tem¬ 
perate zone, and almost encircles it in the 

farther north? She has a present com¬ 

merce built up against the sharpest Euro- 
| pean rivalry, and she is bound to protect it 

by all the moral, and if needs be, by all 
I the military and naval means she can com- 

Imand. She cannot afford to take the 
I chance of fair commercial treatment from 

-the great powers. It would be childish to 

book, published some years ago, describes 

with great acuracy conditions which then 

existed in China, and he has already com¬ 

pleted a revision, bringing it down to the 

present time. The recent troubles he at¬ 

tributes entirely to a bad influence in the 

Chinese courts. 
"These influences,” said Gen. Wilson to¬ 

night, "made it appear that China was strong 

enough to clear out all foreigners. Bad 

advisers of the Empress misted her as to the 

strength of the Empire. China has never 

had an army able to defeat the foreign armies, 

and never will have. There is no doubt 

about the fact that the Empress, Jung Hu 
and Hung Fu Hsiang were implicated in the 

project to e terminate the foreigners. But 

the Empress was misled, and the Emperor 

could do nothing. 
"They have at last realized their weak¬ 

ness. China is now at the mercy of the foreign 

Powers; absolutely at their mercy. The 
_ question of a settlement depends upon the 

!| Powers and must be settled by the repre- 

I sentatives of the different governments at 

Mtheir respective capitals. In my judgment 

China will accede to most any demand made 

upon her. She can do nothing else. No 

matter how severe the burden or enormous 

the indemnity put on her she could not re¬ 

fuse to submit. Of course it cannot be ex¬ 

pected that the Empress or Jung Lu or Tung 

Fu Hsiang would agree to a proposition that 

they be executed. By leaving this out of 

the demand the Powers can insist upon the 

strongest claim.” 
Gen. Wilson believes that China’s present 

difficulty will, however, prove, her own sal¬ 

vation. China has for years been fighting 

foreign influence. "It has fought its last 

battle against progress,” he said, “and prog¬ 

ress has triumphed. After a settlement is 

reached China will be open irrevocably to 

modern progress.” 

Gen. Wilson was asked about the report 

that Hi Hung Chang's secretary had been 

taken into custody by direction of Count 

Von Waldersee. The press despatches gave 

his name as Yiko. Gen. Wilson said he met 

all of Hi Hung Chang's secretaries and there 
——1—m— 

m 

was to Ms knowledge "none 
He said that Hi Hung Chang’s chief s 

is an American named Pethick, upon 

Earl Hi leans very dependently. 
Gen. Wilson expressed the belief a 

Hung Chang is acting in good fait i in ' 

efforts to effect a settlement with the ow ' 

"What else is there for him to do^. as 
Gen. Wilson. “What can China do but wor 

for a settlement? As to his credenias 

believe he will get them at the proper im 
He has no desire to deceive the represen a 

tives of the Powers, as it could ,clo him no 
good and would not benefit China. 

Speaking of Count von Waldersee, Gen. 

Wilson expressed ttie opinion that he was no 

personally responsible for the outrages com¬ 

mitted by the Germans. He 6aid: Count 
von Waldersee is a man of excellent principles 

and character. I cannot believe there was 

any difference of opinion between him and 

Gen. Chaffee over the question of looting. 

Military expeditions against the Chinese 

should be discontinued. They do no good 

by killing peaceable and harmless natives. 

It should be remembered, on the othre 

hand, that the provocation of the Germans 

is great. *JTheir: Minuter ,w^s killed, and it 

is only natural’that they should try to And 

his slayer and punish him..... In such a situa¬ 

tion it is no eas/'mhttef W control the indi¬ 
vidual soldiers. As to Geif. Chaftee s barring 
the gate to the Imperial palace, I will explain 

thAfterU the "capture of the Imperial City 
it was agreed that the gates captured should 
he held by the troops capturing them. The 
Americans captured the south gate and 
the Japanese the north and eastern gate, 

j After the troops marched in a body through 
- the nalace none was allowed inside without 
| permteslon from the General guarding the 

gate to be entered. When Count von Wal- 
riM-see wanted to go through the palace 
he got permission from Gen. Chaffee to pass 
through the south gate, as it leads right 
through the Imperial buildings. 

It now appears from cable reports that 
for some reason Gen. Chaffee refueed any 
longer to give permission and has barred 
the way through the south gate to the im¬ 
perial buildings. It is not unnatural that 
Gen Chaffee should protest against the re¬ 
moval of the old observatorv instruments. 
These instruments formed the first acceptance 
bv China, two hundred and fifty years ago, 
of western science. To take them from 
their position and carry them away seems 
to be unnecessary and calculated to excite 
unnecessary comment. , , . ., 

“The instruments are out of date, but they 
are beautiful specimens of bronze work. 
Their removal can do no possible good, and 
it is difficult to see upon what ground it can 
be justified. I cannot believe that Count 
von Waldersee would countenance such an 
act. Nor would any one be surprised, if 
he did countenance it, that Chaffee should 
protest against it. 

Gen Wilson related to The Sun reporter, 
his impression of the Imperial buildings 
He said that their appearance inside gave 
much evidence of the poverty existing in 
China The throne room was dirty and the 
throne itself nothing but a wooden chair 

gi"lffiere was an unusual sight In the Em- 
pe-or's room, though,” said Gen. Wilson. 
“He had a mania for clocks. His roo was 
filled wdth clocks of every descr ption There 
were hundreds of them, some of Chinese 
manufacture, some made in Europe and 
some made in the United States. There 
were clocks on stands on the walls and on 
the floor. Beside handsome drass-mounted 
clocks on the wall were hung common every¬ 
day wooden clocks. There was one on the 
flo’nr drawn by an elephant; there were clocks 
in the form of birds and flowers. 

Even the room occupied by the Empress 
** had a great many clocks in it, but here taste 

turned to pieces of bric-a-brac, thoug she 
had very few articles of any beauty or cost. 
There was some carved wood in her per¬ 
sonal palace, which, by the wav, is now occu¬ 
pied by Count von Waldersee, but eveb there 
no signs of comfort or luxury w-ere to be 
seen. 

Apparently linen bed clother were unknown. 
She had no pillows and nothing you could 
call a matress on dcr bed. It was gha d 
without springs and covered only by a quilt i 
of mat. The house had none of the con- 
veniences of sewerage, and the lilv pond nr^ | 
it wa® the reservoir for all the drainage or 
the street. The whole place served to illu¬ 
strate b°w China has preserved its primitive 
state birds flew about inside the Imperial 
butildings with freedom, and everythng 
lookedneglact.ed. . 

Gen Wilson spoke in high praise of the 
Japanese soldiers. He declared that they 
are * simply wonderful. “Their courage in 
battle cannot b.e surpassed, ” he remarked. 
“Our troops are brave. They are great fight¬ 
ers and the officers of the foreign armies 
gay s0’ but they insist that the American 
soldier is not a soldier in the strict military 
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WTiroriean soldier does not understand 

.iTriUoinline of the American army. He is 
rLrpnth trained and does not consider 
it^LiipdcaTi a soldier at all. The Germans 
mllds resnect ore perfectly trained, but they 
in this re d of the Japanese m fighting 

1 * i h rkTT n V\ f\ O /J y-\ C 4* V\ /\ A __2 
are lilli "nor'Tre they ahead of the Amerl- II jtr 
ciualdiev, ^g are a different class of men; 
cans. Ourintelligent and educated. They 

MEET PEACE ENVOISTO-D AT 

rlLfriV if .cm 
Still 

are 
are men 
they aruof“different character. 

STANDS 

PRESENT TRE 

ON CHINA. 

DE¬ 

DELAY OF THE MINISTERS. 

Text of the Note Agreed Upon, but It Has Not 

Been Signcd Y*jdf' ‘ 
ft*- V Special Cable Despatch to 'PHt! Suri. * 

Pekin, Dec. 20.—While the Ministers have 
b 

agreed upon the text of the preliminary note 
to be presented to the Chinese plenipoten¬ 
tiaries, it has not yet been signed 

The manner in which Mr. Conger, the 

United States Minister, spoke at the meeting 

of the foreign representatives, Indicated 

that the note would be signed on Saturday, 
ia- I; 

Spanish Legation in Pekin Chosen for First 

Meeting—Missionaries Collecting Indem¬ 

nity and Levying Fines—Mr. Ament of 

the American Board Defends His Action. 

but it was evident to all that if the signa- 

.. . jfi- , 

used now Field Marshal Count von Waiaor 
refuses to surrender it or to pay for the *'H 
terial that was looted. This is one examT 
of the high-handed way in which the Gernm' *' 
are carrying things here. The Minister8 
will consider the matter because all the for* 
elgners are Interested In it. 

The statement that the French Gove ■ 
ment will return the loot taken by the French 
soldiers, with the exception of munitions of 

is the source of the greatest war, is the source greatest amuse 

ment here. The French soldiers were 

tures are not affixed now there will probably * 

be a further delay lasting for weeks. 

Mr. Conger was unwilling that the United 

States should assume responsibility for the 

delay and asked everybody to have it de¬ 

termined finally not to change the note. 

All the Ministers agreed to this and another 

meeting was held to-day, for the purpose 

of signing the note. But at this meeting 

it was decided to wait until the translation 

of the document into Chinese had been com¬ 

pleted. This work is being done by the 

interpreters of the allies, and, with the 

English and French translations, will be 

presented at the first joint meeting with 

the Chinese plenipotentiaries. 

A place for the Joint meeting has not been 

selected. The Chinese envoys still think 

it should be held in the Great Temple of 

Buddha, while the Ministers insist it shall 

take place at one of the legations. 
The English modification of the preliminary 

note is to the effect that that Government 

cannot agree to the evacuation of Pekin and 

the province of Chihli by the allied forces 

until the Chinese Government has satisfied 

the Powers that all the terms of the note will 

be complied with. 
There has been some question as to what 

will satisfy the Powers short of compliance 

with the entire demands. Persons familiar 

with the Chinese say there will be no serious 

opposition to any of the demands, but that 

Chinese Commissioners will have to make 

a show of opposition to save their faces 

a Chinese term really meaning to save their 

heads. Hence it is probable that Li Hung 

Chang and Prince Ching will make counter 

propositions. The wording of the prelim¬ 

inary note certainly invites dickering. 

The killing of Chinamen is still fashionable 

In Pekin. To-day tho Germans beheaded 

thirteen for some trivial offences which in 

the United States would be punished with 

short terms of imprisonment. The Germans 

appear to have no regard whatever for the 
put lives of Chinamen. The English also 

■ three Chinamen to death to-day. 

A Catholic native who has visited the 

villages near here returned to Pekin to¬ 

il day. He reports that the native Christians 

are levying blackmail on the Chinese every- 

V where and committing depredations of all 

kinds. The effort to suppress gambling 

and opium joints in the American district 
has afforded the native Christians a splen¬ 

did opportunity for levying blackmail. They 

knew the loca » m of these resorts and visited 

the proprietor-,' from whom they forced money 

for "protection." These natives are so shrewd 

in covering up their tracks that it has been 

found impossible to prevent them from car¬ 

rying on this sort of work, and the officers 

in charge of the district are seriously con¬ 

sidering the advisability of legalizing vice 

.■‘"lawssir'KrsraH 

Special Cable Despatches to THE SUN. 

From a Staff Correspondent. 

Pekin, Dec. 22.—The joint note contain¬ 

ing the demands of the Powers has at last 

been signed by the various representatives, 

and the Chinese Commissioners, Li Hung 

Chang and Prince Ching, have been notified 

that it will be presented to them at the Span¬ 

ish legation on Monday morning. Thoseiwho 

are closest to the Chinese predict that an 

agreement will be reached within two weeks. 

The Chinese Commissioners|have notified 

the Ministers that their credentials from 

the Empress Dowager have been perfected 

by the attachment of the Imperial seal, which 

was left in the Imperial city when the Court 

fled from the capital. 

The Rev. Mr. Ament of the American Board 

of Foreign Missions has returned from a trip 

which he made for the purpose of collecting 

indemnities for damages done by Boxers. 

Everywhere he went he oompelled the Chinese 

to pay. He says that all his native Christians 

are now provided for. He had 700 of them 

under his charge and 300 were killed. He 

has collected 300 taels for each of these mur¬ 

ders, and has compelled full payment for 

all the property belonging to Christians that 

was destroyed. He also assessed fines amount¬ 

ing to thirteen times the amount of the in¬ 

demnity. This money will be used for the 

propagation of the Gospel. After paying 

all the damages Mr. Ament has 7,000 taels 

left, which will be devoted to the support 

of 100 Chinese widows and their children. 
Mr. Ament declares that the compensation 

he has collected is moderate when compared 

with the amount secured by the Catholics, 

who demand, in addition to money, head for 

head. They collect 500 taels for each murder 

of a Catholic. In the Wenchiu country 680 

Catholics were killed and for this the Euro¬ 

pean Catholics here demand 760,000 strings 

of cash and 680 heads. 
In the course of a. conversation Mr. Ament 

referred to the attitude of the missionaries 

toward the Chinese. He said; ‘T deny 

emphatically that the missionaries are vin¬ 

dictive, that they generally looted or that 

that they have done anything since the siege 

that the circumstances did not demand. 

1 criticise the Americans. The soft hand of 

the Americans is not as good as the mailed 

fist of the Germans. If you deal with the 

1 Chinese with a soft hand they will take ad- 

$[ vantage of it.”. 
Mr. Ament reports, however, that the 

I Chinese are friendly to the Amerioans. He 

i§ states that at the town of Shanl a force of 

HI Germans held up the head man on Dec. 20, 

(if! banged his head and demanded 3.000 taels 

and a number of mules and carts. Mr. Ament 

interceded in behalf of the head man and the 

Germans were finally satisfied with 600 taels, 

all the official had. The Germans came from 
Shanhaikwan. On the trip they had col¬ 

lected 2,000 taels, besides provisions, mules 

and carts. 
Pekin, Deo. 23.—The question of the seizure 

Hy by the Germans of the' Pekin clubhouse and 

property belonging thereto has been referred 

Hi to the Ministers of all the towers for settle- 

? ment. The value of the seized property 

is 300,000 taels. The clubhouse was the only 

meeting place for foreigners. Before the 

seige Baron von Ketteler, the German Min¬ 

ister, who was subsequently murdered, 

asked for the use of one room, in which he 

desired to lodge soldiers. His request was 

granted, and in a short time the Germans 

seized the whole place. Lumber for a com¬ 

plete house was looted to repair the German 

legation. Though the clubhouse is not 

— 

systematic looters than the Germans and 
it is a fact that to-day Catholic Christians 
carrying French flags and armed »««! 
modern guns, are looting villages In 

roMu uie Province of Chill. 

THE PUNITIVE EXPEDITION! 
TO PAOTINGFU, CPIIHLI, | 

CHINA. 

; 

I 

In the New York “ Nation” of the 18th 

of October is an article on the above sub¬ 

ject. The writer evidently did not know 

tho object of the expedition, for he says; 

“ For what purpose did the expeditionary 

force set out for Paotingfu on Thursday? 

For vengeance. There had taken place in 

that city a bloody massacre of innocent 

foreigners. Therefore, there must now 

take place there a still bloodier mas¬ 

sacre of a still greater number of innocent 

Chinese.” It will be seen from the follow¬ 

ing facts that the object of the expedition¬ 

ary force was not vengeance, hut the just 

punishment of those officials who were 

really responsible for the massacre of in¬ 

nocent and defenceless men, women, ana 

children. Let it be remembered too, that 

these men had gone with-them wives and 

children to that place under promise of 

protection from the Chinese Government, 

whose representatives the guilty officials 

That promise was were. mao pr«iiu»0 deliberately 

broken. 
And what had actually taken place at 

Paotingfu? Let a Chinese Christian 

woman who was with some of the murder¬ 

ed missionaries up to a short time before 

they were massacred tell the story. What 

happened after she was separated from the 

missionaries she learnt from her two 

nephews who followed them to the execu¬ 

tion ground. The woman told hci story 

and Mrs. Green on their return to Mr 
Paotingfu on the 5th of September, after 

I 

they had been for about three weeks m 

the hands of the Boxers. Mr. Green told 

the story to me, and I have the notes 

| took at the time before me as I write. 

Let me preface the account by mention 

>t ing the different missions which had a sta- 

I tion at this place. Outside the Nort 

|-Gate was the compound of the Amencan 

I Presbyterian Board, and living tlieie 

1 the 3rd of June were Dr. Taylor, Mi. am 

I Mrs. Simcox and three children, am r. 

1 and Mrs. Hodge—the latter only having 

1 reached China in April of last yeai. 

1 side the South Gate was the compound o 

1 the American Board. Mr. Pit!iiu wa®, m 
and at the ladies 

charge at the time, 

9 house were Miss Gould and Miss Morrell 



women. 

with » “rto “ the house of the China 

to from ‘f,'m ” „cc„pied by Mr. and 

R^ev^oncral Gaselee arrived 

far ^ occupied by Mr. 

Inland Missioi , five-year-old, fair- 

Mrs. Bagnall anc Mr. William 

haired, dear little W‘ ^ ohina Inland 

Cooper,oo-direc or guest at the 

Mission m China, 

though there had been much to disquiet 

T b w the missionaries since the 

alld. Pf^ay when the Peking-Paottngfu 

28t,y »s destroyed and the station at 

&& burnt, the real trouble at the mis- 

^ ^ iinrls only began on Saturday, 

Z'sToTjm^ Xho first place to be at- 

tacked was the building of the American 

Presbyterian Board outside the North 

r n. The outbreak was sudden and un¬ 

expected, for only a short time before Dr. 

Taylor had been at his beneficent work in 

rite city The Boxers surrounded the 

lission promises, and on Dr Taylor com. 

ing out to speak to the mob he was killed 

in&the courtyard. Mr. and Mrs. Simcox and 

their three children, together with Dr. 

and Mrs. Hodge, took refuge in the upper 

storey of their house, which was set fire to 

by the rabble, and they all perished in the 

flames. This occurred about mid-day on 

Saturday. The news soon spread to the 

South suburb and the missionaries there 

were greatly grieved and alarmed anc 

j spent most of the remainder of the day in 

I prayer. Quite a number of Christian 

j Chinese women were with Miss Gould anc 

j Miss Morrell and they ail said they would 

how nobly A. had «t°od ’>/‘he‘Hlfthnl 

Mr. 

, +ricd every means to find her so tl < 
he tried " but all without 

she might 

success 
And what has been the pimis^ & 

officials and city loi 

has been no awarded the 

dastardly outrage.' Theire 

massacre of jnnoceno ^ tl Nation.” 

feared by the wri er. bo aCCOmpanied 
mi T W. Lowrie, who a<c 1 

the" expedition $ 

S u f the Chinese were too frightened 

modo aware of the • goldieIS but too 
by the presence ox toi o 

7 l to really seem humbled with the 
mroud to real y ^ is__three chief 

and heard jnm"TMMK 
Amencan missionary, - , , 
Woodridge, whose English version has 

been published in this city. . 
We call this book epoch making because, 

on the one hand, it accounts for the neu ra 

attitude lately maintained by the immense 

population of the Yang-tse Basin and or 

the uprising in southern China against 

the Manchu dynasty, while, on the other 

hand, it provoked the reaction against 

foreigners whioh has had such san¬ 

guinary consequences. When the wrork 

appeared, the Emperor Kwang-su, who 

s’ clock in the evening, while the rain 

was still coining down in "torrents, the 

little bandi of martyrs was taken from 

the temple in the city to a vacant spot of 

ground outside the South gate, just be¬ 

hind a house once occupied by Mr. 

Bagnall, and there executed in the sight 

of thousands, many of whom thronged 

the adjoining city wall. The two nephews 

of the woman who related the story were 

standing close to the place of execution, 

and told her that there was some difficul¬ 

ty in executing Mr. Cooper as he was 

very stout, and that the crowds laugh¬ 

ed and jeered at his sufferings. Dear 

little Gladys was left standing after her 

parents were dead, and as she stood there 

crying for her mother was suddenly 

thrust through with a spear. One hesitates 

to write such details as the foregoing, hut 

in the present state of feeling it is well 

that the facts should he known. 

The Chinese Bible-woman who was with 

Miss Morrell was not killed as she was 

known to the Boxers and soldiers, but 

was handed over to the Civil authorities 
by whom she was kept in prison for seven 

weeks. Mr. and Mrs, Green and Miss 

I Gregg reached Paotingfu on the 5tli of 

September and soon after this woman 

obtained permission to see them and 

related the foregoing. Of most of the 

events she herself had been an eye¬ 

witness. Mr. and Mrs. Green never saw 

her again, and thought that her friends 

must have jremoved her rt o the country. 

m 

, 

was still reigning in fact as well as in name* 

ordered it to b© sent to eaoh of the Viceroys, > 

_i r Jr__ r-c-oTBlnP.rfl. ana Governors and Literary Examiners, governors auu -- . . 
00 cordial a reooption did it meet with at jj 
the hands of most of the literati, that gp| fjjj 
number of copies distributed is estimated | numuer oi wpics -- , * 
at a million. There is no doubt that, had 

punishment, severe as - 

officers beheaded, one degia , 

temples blown up, city towers the same 

and the city fined 100,000 taels (ounces of 

^Betides the missionaries massacred 

many native Christians lost their lives anc 

much of their property was destroyed. 

The punishment’meted out to the gui y 

parties cannot surely he regarded _ as 

vengeance, hut simply as a wise and 3us 

step towards the settlement of the present 

difficulties. The people follow their rulers, 

and it is believed by many who know 

China best, that if all the officials 

guilty of the recent outrages could be 

punished, the country would soon he open 

again both to the missionary and trader. 
E. H. Edwards. 

M. B., Edin. 

Tientsin, 15tli December. 

‘^Jrt3hlna,a Greatest 8 Statesman. 7 

It Is well known that Chang Chih-tuno, iff 
Viceroy of Hupeh and Hunan, has, to- | ; ; 
gether with his colleague, the Viceroy of 1. 
Nankin, been inoluded in the list of four | 1 
plenipotentiaries deputed to negotiate I 
terms of settlement with the Western f ■ 
Powers. Throughout the recent troubles ' 
he has maintained order in his vast prov¬ 
inces, quickly suppressing the slightest 
tendency to outbreaks against foreigners, 
while, at the same time, he has exhibited 
a sturdy loyalty to the Emperor Kwang-su 
and the Empress Regent. He is in many 
respects an extraordinary man. Though 
he has long possessed opportunities of 
acquiring exceptional wealth, he is com- 
paratively poor. With the most ardent 

i patriotism and lively pride In the past 
achievements of his country he combines 

la mind singularly open to the vital necessity 
of innovations and reforms. He believes 
in the moral superiority of Confucianism 
to Christianity, but he is equally con- 
rfneed that China must quickly acquire 
m intimate knowledge of Western scienoes 
and methods if she is to retain territorial 
integrity and national independence. Such 
is the man whose epoch-making book, 

j“Chlna’s Only Hope,” written soon after 
(the successful invasion of the Middle King 
dom by the Japanese, has been translated, 

I not only by French Jesuits, but also hv an 

'wmmm 
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at a mimon. 10 “ -, . __ > 
the Viceroy Chang Chth-tung not been so 

powerful he would have lost his head f , , 

his bold advocacy of reform, notrtthsto : 

ing the vehemence with which he n w 
that Confucianism is the best, and, in ru , | 
the only religion for the Chinese if they are - 

to retain autonomy and Individuality. 0 I 
Manchu party took alarm, and to a resili¬ 
ence from the ideas advocated in the Vice- > _ j 

roy's book are attributable in largo measure ; 

the coup d'itat effected by the Empress kjw 
Dowager in October, 1893, the decapitation gg \ 

of many members of the Reform party, ft 
the " clear out the foreigner " policy or 1 :| 

Prince Tuan and the awful scenes enacted 

in China during the last summer of the 

nineteenth century. 
The author's aim in writing the book 

is set forth by himself in the preface. China, ; 
he says, is in danger of perishing. How ....... 
can she be saved? That is the question to | 

which he endeavors to supply an answer. 

While he holds that the condition of the 
hard-working poor in China is happier 

on the whole than is that of the correspond¬ 

ing social element in the Western world, 
he denounces severely the ruling classes 

of his countrymen. For the last fifty 
years, he says, China has proved herself ; 

almost irreclaimably stupid and somno¬ 

lent. Among her officials there is not 
one man of discernment; there are no real 

scholars and no skilful artisans. As there 
are no schools, properly so called, the 

means of making good the national de¬ 

ficiencies are lacking. Old custom hep 
treats as “ a bugaboo, a password to lying .» 
and deceit." In a word, the Viceroy seems | 
thoroughly alive to the state of things. 

in the Middle Kingdom, and rto be con-; 
vinced that his country is morally rotten 

as well as materially helpless. 
What is his remedy? He would seek 

it in the adoption of Western science and!’ 

methods and in the renaissance of Con¬ 
fucianism. The moral basis of a regener- ^ 

ated China should be, he thinks, the ethical 

system expounded by Confucius and his 

disciples, while Western learning should ' 

be used for practical purposes. The assimi¬ 

lation of what is useful in Western enlight¬ 
enment Chang Chih-tung would bring 

about in two ways, to wit; by drastic 

changes in the national mode of education ; 
and by a strict enforcement of religious 

toleration. Dr. Griffith John of the : 
London Mission at Hankow, China, bears . 

witness that the Viceroy's suggestions | 

about converting the temples into schools, | 

and other alterations in the scope and 

method of instruction, are remarkable 

both in character and in aim. In these 

proposals their author shows himself to 

be not only a reformer, but a reformer 

of the most radical and daring stamp. His. 

P|ulpjfft.Alv,.■ ■: LS1|A,LL" : d 
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: 

his 

educational scheme is pronounce 
Griffith John truly magnificent, and we 

are assured that it would have been 
crowned with signal success but for the 
coup d’itat of October, 1398. The chapter on 
religious toleration, also, is so admirable 

I that it might be published by the China 
; Religious Tract societies almost as it stands. 
’! The Viceroy deprecates all religious perse 

cutions as wrong and impolitic. Tn 
| opinion the way to promote Confucianism 

| is to “ reform the Government, and not 

: oombat everlastingly other religions.” 
Naturally, the American and English 

| missionaries, who come forward as the 

] translators and sponsors of this book, do 

• not sympathize with the author's desire 

: to witness a revival of Confucianism. 

Were his wish attained their occupation 

might be gone; as it might vanish even in 

the West should positivism and agnosticism, 

which are already tolerated, acquire oom- 

plete ascendency. Nevertheless, they ac¬ 

knowledge that, in publishing " China’s 

1 Only Hope,” the Viceroy of Hupeh and 
| Hunan has rendered a great servioe to his 

1 country. They add that, if China possessed 

■i at this time twenty statesmen gifted with 
| the intelligence, the integrity and the moral 

i courage of Chang Chih-tung, the Middle 

1 Kingdom might yet be rescued from pro- 

j gpective catastrophe, and its days might 

j be prolonged upon the earth. But where 
second Chang Chih-tung to be 
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OUR RIGHTS IN CHINA. 

Sent 

would issue a 

to what it 

the overtures 

and Japan to 

Assurances of Some of the Powers 
Back to Be Made More Definite. 

Washington, Feb. 22.—The announcement 

ot Ex-Minister Barrett in his speech before the 

Southern Society in New York to-night that 

the State Department 

statement in regard 

has accomplished by 

to European {nations 
secure the continuance of American rights in 

China, correctly represents an intention which 

the Department will carry out when the 

proper time arrives. Just how soon the 

statement will be issued cannot now be told, 

for the reason that certain communications 

from governments concerned must be received 

before the Department will be in a position to 

explain fully what has been accomplished, but 

Mr. Barrett’s declaration that the Department 

would furnish its explanation to the worli 

within thirty days is regarded as approxi¬ 

mately correct. 
The speech of Mr. Barrett is an exposition in 

general terms of what has been accomplished 

by the United States Government. The original 

inquiries of the Secretary of State looked only 

to the preservation of American treaty rights 

in those parts of China in possession of 

European Governments, or within their 
spheres of influence, or which might come 
within the jurisdiction of European authority. 
These inquiries, which were coupled with re¬ 
quests for written assurances that our rights 
would be respected, were received by all the 
nations in a friendly spirit, and some of the 
European Powers went so far as to ask the 
United States to assume a direct interest 
in the partition of China by taking pos¬ 
session of a portion of that country. 
The American Government, however, declined 
to take advantage of the invitation and con¬ 
fined itself to the one question—the preserva¬ 
tion of American treaty rights. The negotia¬ 
tions assumed a broader scope eventually ana 
resulted in what is regarded as a practical con 
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TeRt Case May Be Needed to Establish Our 

Rights in China Under Any Kegime 

-State Department Soon to Announce, 

He Says, Results of /Our Negotiation*. 

John Barrett, lately our Minister to Siam, 
has some news from Washington which he 

told at the Southern Society’s dinner at the 

Waldorf-Astoria last;night in the following 
speech: 

“The most timely statement that I can make 

to you. representative sons of a section which 
has vital interests at stake in China, is one 

concerning our negotiations with European 

powers for the maintenance of the ’open door. 

Having been especially requested to discuss in 
the course of my remarks the actual signifi¬ 

cance of these negotiations, I endeavored be¬ 

fore leaving Washington to ascertain from 

those in charge of our Asiatic policy that which 

would enable mo to comply with your request. 

"It can now be said on the best of authority 

that within thirty days a most important an¬ 

nouncement will be made to the country by tha 

State Department in the form of a communica¬ 

tion to Congresd covering in detail the exact 

terms as well as the import and scope of the 

diplomatic notes exchanged in this matter of 

paramount consequence to our legitimate 

commercial expansion and growing moral in¬ 

fluence in the Pacific. The delay in making 

these full data public has been due. I am 

credibly informed, to a reasonable and 

natural desire of the Secretary of State to 

settle all points, minor as well as chief, and 

practically couclude negotiations on permanent 

and satisfactory lines before giving them that 

publicity which might interfere with their 

successful consummation. 

‘‘When presently, this official statement 

specific results accomplished and the terrrrs 

thereof is made, the whole country, irrespec¬ 

tive of section and party, will approve even 

more generously this peaceful and far-reaoh- 

ing achievement than it did the first general 

statement of policy. 
“It will show that, and just how, the United 

States, single-handed, have accomnlished in a 

few months what the powers of Europe, single 
or combined, failed to do in long years of dip¬ 

lomatic intercourse and strategy: that we 

have led the way in taking the strongest action 

possible for the preservation of the integrity of 

the Chinese Empire; that we have safe¬ 

guarded our developing interests whether 

China remains intact or is divided into 

‘spheres of influence,’ ‘which is a sugar- 

coated d.plo vatic p .r i-e or ‘e e tual ar .s of 
actual sovereignty’ withou in any way com- 
i, i ing ourselves to the recognition o. such 
sphere^ or to the rights of n ropean nations 
to delimit them ; that eac step has been taken 
with clue regar for the inalienable rights I 
the Chinese Governme nt and with its friendly 
consent and knowledge tnrough its Minister 
at Washington : and that while Great Britain 
and Japan have accepted w.thout reservation 
America s recom endations, Kussia, (jer- 
roany, France and Itaiy have hesitated only on 
the letter of the terms an i not on the principle 
i voi v d 

“This means then that freedom of trade, as 
first outlined in the old Tientsin treaties, is 
guaranteed by all the Powers without discrimi¬ 
nating duties, freight rates or inland taxes 
throughout all Chyia. including an aiea ot 
4,000,000 square miles. or greater than. that or 
all the United States, a Population ot 400 GUO - 

tablish 6iiU fights by practical trial, jit/'k' 
test of the constitutionality of a new IW 
has just been enacted. that >fi 

"Stated in other and brief terms: We 
have a precedent now to prove that the der ^ V 
open and cannot be closed. It' an eiWf 13 f* 
made to shut it in our faces either by am-Ti 13 T 
movement or a slam, despite these’new no 
tiatlons, our Government supported bv 
country at large must resist such movem1 n 
and insist on our rights with all the tvll/„0nt • 
moral and material. afOur command! roes* 

“Finally, that we may have the strength a 
facilities to stanu by our new Chinese nor - i 

trimtcft mu* vaaf. id ^P‘lCy and so protect our vast potential interests"^ ‘ 
'Hi3 "l 1 China and elsewhere in the Pacific we m 

lose no time in digging the trans-isthmi 1 
canal, laying the Pacific cable and firmA aa 

01'dor ttnd government in the' 

Mr. Barrett was asked to 
Philippines.’ 

After the dinner;__ , 
explain a little more fully the latter part of 
speech. ‘">i 

"4 few days ago I called upon the Secretary 
of State to tell him that I was to deflver » 
speech before the Southern Society on the 

-* ‘ trade in China ? 
seriously in- £ 

tell them. 

... 

eral subject of American 
told him that Southern men are 
terested in this question and wanted crooT 
solid facts. Then I asked him what Ishoubi 

lie told me the substance of wlnt t 
said in my speech. He did not, however 
anything about the need of establishing » 
precedent. I got that part from Dr Hm 
the Assistant Secretary of State nil 
establishing a precedent. Dr. Hill meant 
simply this, that it would be necessary when 
an American merchant tried to do business in 
one part of China controlled by the French or 
an American engineer tried to build a railroad 
in a part of China controlled by the Germans 
and either tound himself discriminated 
against by either of these Powers, or any other 
Power having a sphere of influence in China 
that he should complain to our Government! 
Then our Government would at once call the 
attention of the offending Power to its agree¬ 
ment with us and insist that the terms of the 
agreement be strictly adhered to. We could 
demand that the agreement be enforced and 
back up our demand with whatever force wag 
necessary.” 

The first speaker at the dinner was Jutaro 
Komura, the Japanese Minister, who was 
called upon as soon as a silent toast had been 
drunk to George Washington. He declared 
that his country was grateful to the United 
States for the recognition always accorded to 
It, and that the Japanese flag and the United 
States flag would always be found flying to¬ 
gether in times of trouble. Mr. Barrett was 
the last speaker. In beginning, he referred to 
most of the people sitting at the toastmaster’s 
table. Among them was the Hon. Augustus 
Ynn Wyek. Mr. Barrett reserved mention of 
him until the last. Then pointing to him, k« 

"And there sits the Hon. Augustus VaR 
Wyek, the only man on whom the South calil 
unite for President.” 

There was considerable cheering and a great 
deal of laughter. 

THE OPEN DOOR IN CHINA. 

cert of Great Britain, Germany, France. Russia, 
Italy, Japan and the United States to maintain 
the open door. Austriajias_ acquiesced d 

. arrangement made. The negotiations 
I ; have ended some time ago if all the written 
i ' guarantees furnished the United States by the 

: foreign nations concerned had been of the tien- 
' nite character desired by this Government. 
m Some of the final answers were not consiaerea 
/; to be of the binding character promised ana 

were sent back to the nations which sent tnern 
3 with a request that they be put in the language 

^desired. That this will be done the State-De- 
7 partment feels assured. 
i; 
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000. or live times that of the United Stages, and 
| an annual foreign trade which. aJ,r®.^df 

amounting to $250,000,000 wil . with her vast 
resources developed, her interior opened and 
^ridiron^d vriti) j"h* 1;'.v.nyu jx mor© pio{jips* 
sive. government iiii»,uguJ<ifedt reach in the 
reasonable future at the conservative rate ot S>o 
per head, or less than that of Japan and only 

, one-llfth that of the United States, the mag- 
I nifleent total of $2,000,000,000 [two oiiuonsj. 

"There remains, however, one highly strate¬ 
gic and effective move to be made on the 
chessboard of diplomacy before the United 
States and the world at large will be convinced 
that disguised efforts to discriminate against 
our products will be forever checkmated under 
these new agreements, and I think the Govern¬ 
ment at Washington has the point well in 
mind. We must have a test, case and the 
sooner the better—not a defiant attitude or 
effort to embroil our Country in war, but a firm 
>urpose prompted by an honest desire tojis.- 

nMUPM 

Senator Frye Says Secretary Hay’s Diplo¬ 
macy Accomplished It. 

Washington. Feb. 22.—Senator Frye was 

the guest of honor last night at the fif¬ 

teenth annual banquet t of the Psi Upsiloa 

Society of Washington, and an admirer nomi¬ 

nated him for President of the United States. 

Quick as a flash the Senator said, with a grace¬ 

ful bow. “I had rather be a Psi U and Senator 

than the President of the United States.” Then 

the Senator told his audience all about the 
sessions'of the Paris Peace Commission, of 
which he was a member, and closed with thia 
peroration: „ , 

“There was but one course to pursue, ana 
that was to take the whole of the Philippines, 
ns was done. Had the other plan been adopted 
there would have been perpetual war witn 
Spain. Thank God, what was done by the 
Amerioans has made us one of the great 
powers of the world. When, a short tune ago 
some of the nations of Europe insisted on^tak¬ 
ing more of China than they possessed already, 
and Secretary Hay made a diplomatic protest 
and said that there must be an open door Itor 
Americans, every nation in Europe yielded to 
it. Had tliis occurred two years ago the pro¬ 
test would have been treated with contempt. 
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PARTITION or conversion 
r AK 1 1 A5;t_ta.0 at tcdm ati\/i CHINA’S ALTERNATIVES 

t 

L IAj, H also Puts the Chinese Problem-Boxer Movement 

S‘r R One of Patriotism—If China Is Curbed Now She 

I Will Take Terrible Revenge Later. 

„„n Rdition of the Herald.J 
[From the Eur°be is<,ue 0f the Fortnightly 

In the govern g one of the most im- 

Keview there articles that periodical 
portant and ned for a long time-the 

literature has chinese problem from 
contribution ert Hartj whose intimate 

the pen of and the Chinese 
acquaintance tfte weightiest con- 
entities his op actQi Qf the Chinese Im- I pen" Sitime Customs depicts the future 

inHavingrdefcrCibedUthe Boxer movement as 

Ha natriotic volunteer movement. 

a P'v,1 e,‘floubtlecs the product of official in- 

th°-L ’ Sir Robert Hart proceeds to 

Ttch the attitude of the Chinese in a sym- 

I Pc^nlC ha^slept long as we count sleep 
China nas aw member is 

but it is awake at last a_!..china for 
tingling with Chin - 1 foreigners.” 
the Chinese and put with t tant factor 

•‘National senCmen.^ nofc eliminated 

which must be r g 'ational facts, and the 
when dealing wit ^ , china is pride 
one feeling that s^umve »d contempt f0r 

l^£n?thii \fhraCs°Sehna4 T 

prop**■§“'pSffiUf'‘MU and 
wme"nread like wildfire all over the length 
Tnu breadth of the country. It is. in short 
a d„refv natriotic volunteer movement and 
itsPobj^tPis to Strengthen China-and for a 

CTih|Sd!stUiru^he^ writer anticipates the 
1 Xr the Boxer movement on a vast 

er°Zihand looks forward to a time when “the 
children or grandchildren of to-day’s volun¬ 
teers will Possess the best weapons money 
can buy, and then the ‘yellow peril wi.l be 
beyond ignoring. 

Thinks Partition Necessary. Ttiiniis i uniiw ----- • 

Sir Robert discusses thus the possibility of 
he Powers forestalling such a future:— 

+ ViT>r»\x.T£»r« rnuld aSTF60 anions' tllGIG” 

only their own race for military and peace 
work it is possible that the peace, loving , 
and law abiding Chinaman might be kept; 
in leading strings, till the lapse of centurlekj 
has given other civiliziflg influences time t<j> 
change the tendency of the national thought. | 
Or again if Christianity were to make a 
rrtightv advance, so as to convert China into 
the friendliest of friendly Powers the dan-’ 
gers which threaten to ‘imperil the world’s 
future’ might be averted. The woyds, ‘im?, 
peril the world’s future,’ ” he observes, ‘‘will 
doubtless provoke a laugh. Well, let them 
do so, but let them stand.” 

Sir Robert asks:—“If the China of to-day 
did not hesitate on June 19 to throw down 
the glove to a dozen treaty Powers, is the 
China of a hundred years hence likely to do 
so?” and he draws this appalling picture:— 

“Twenty millions or more of Boxers, armed, 
drilled, disciplined and animated by patri¬ 
otic—if mistaken—motives, will make resi¬ 
dence in China impossible for- foreigners, 
will take back from foreigners everything 
foreigners have taken from China, will pay 
off old grudges with interest, and will carry 
the Chinese flag and Chinese arms into 
many a place that even fancy will not sug¬ 
gest to-day, thus preparing for future up¬ 
heavals and disasters never before dreamed 
of. 

China to Have Her Revenge. 

e Powers forestalling siren a ruture.— 
“If the Powers could agree among them- 

elves and partition China at once, put down 
ailitarism with a strong hand, and employ 

“In fifty years’ time there will be millions 
of Boxers In serried ranks and war’s pano¬ 
ply at the call of the Chinese government; 
there is not the slightest doubt of that! And 
if the Chinese government continues to exist 
it will encourage—and it will be quite right 
to encourage—uphold and develop this Chi¬ 
nese national movement; it bodes no good 
for the rest of the world, but China will be 
acting within its right, and will carry 
through the national programme.” 

Here is Sir Robert’s grave conclusion of 
the whole matter:— 

“Nothing but partition—a difficult and un¬ 
likely international-settlement—or a mirac¬ 
ulous spread of Christianity in its best form— 
a not impossible, but scarcely to be hoped 
for, religious triumph—will defer, will avert 
this result. Is either the one or the other 
within the limits of practical politics or prac¬ 
tical propagandist)? I fear not! And if not, 
what? Then the lawlessness of the present 
uprising must be condoned, and the Manchu 
dynasty supported. To this end it will be 
made to lose face as little as possible; but 
trade in arms will not cease, and our sons 
a_nd our grandsons will reap the .whirlwind.” 

ie Latest News From China. 

The telegram dated Pekin Nov. 17, which 
» published Tuesday, throws copious and 

Bch-needed light on the Chinese im- 
Pglto. It points out that, so long as the 
aperial authorities remain at a distance 

om Pekin, there are practical limits to the 
i&rclse by them of punitive powers; and 
pondly, that the course pursued by 

.e International Commission after the 
ipture of Paoting was calculated to 
tfer their return for an indefinite period, 

iddentally, our correspondent testifies to 
faot, already known, that the Empress 

B^ent ia now as she has been sinoe Sep- 

iber, 1898, recognized all over China now, 1898, recognized all over China 

^ ky the treaty Powers themselves 
the active head of the State. It fol- 

TO, obviously, that the demand, 

Irresponsible quarters, for the imp 
snt of the Emnresa Pt 

made 
■w^puusioie quarters, for the imprison¬ 
ed of the Empress Regent is inconsistent , . fundamental assumption nnon 
ich the Powers have * ° mnuamental assumption upon 

:e Powers have proceeded, the as- 
npuon, namely, that th«v ora - upUon nameiy, that they are not at war 
“ the Chinese Governmen ' 
aifHn« <+ __ 

VJUiUoao government, but are sim- 
"~ng it to restore order and to punish 
Persons guilty of instigating the Boxer 

certain Princes and high officials, Li Hung* 
Chang reoeived a note from the Empress 
Regent In which she told him that it was 

Impossible at present for her to punish 
Tung Fu Hsiang, for the reason that this 

General commands the Imperial troops 
under the protection of which her jour¬ 

ney to Signan was made. That the Empress 

Regent is temporarily in the power of this 
particular General has been for some time 

notorious at Pekin, and it is hard to see why 

the foreign Ministers, if they sincerely de¬ 
sire to facilitate, instead of obstructing, 

negotiations, should insist at this conjunc¬ 

ture upon including his name in the list 

of the condemned. In the fine-spun web 

of diplomaoy there ought to be some 
strands of common sense. It is not the part 

of ordinary prudence to exact impossibili¬ 

ties. The Empress Regent has no cause to 

love Gen. Tuno Fu Hsiang, who is largely 

responsible for her deplorable mistakes 

and for the grievous humiliation to which 

she has been since subjected. For the 

moment, however, she has good reason to 

fear him, and the fact should not be lost 

sight of. Even the misguided Empress 

Regent must be permitted to obey the 
Instinct of self-preservation. 

Could the Empress Regent and Kwang-stt, 

the nominal Emperor, be persuaded to leave 

X 
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Signan, where "they must feel tnems* 
under duress, and to return to Pekin, where 
they would have the support of the allied 
forces, they would be untrammelled in the 

exercise of punitive functions. Perhaps 

they could have been prevailed upon to 

take this step had they felt able to 
repose confidence in the assurances 

of the treaty Powers that their 

sovereign rights and personal dignity should 
be respected. The utmost pains should 

have been taken to inspire and justify such 
confidence. As our Pekin correspondent 

shows, a course precisely opposite has 

been pursued. It seems that the offi¬ 
cials at Paoting surrendered themselves 

by command of the Chinese Peace 
Commissioners, the understanding being 

that, if the International Commission de¬ 
cided that the officials were guilty and de¬ 
served death, the Chinese authorities would 

carry out the sentence, even although the 
officials should have supposed, when they 

surrendered, that they would not be 

killed. 

The understanding was not carried out; 

on the contrary, the members of the 
International Commission proceeded forth¬ 

with to act in the threefold capacity of 

accusers. Judges and executioners. That 

is just the act) that would have been per¬ 
formed, had there been a deliberate 

purpose to excite alarm and distrust in 
the Empress Regent and deter her 
from returning to Pekin, thus postpon¬ 

ing the solution of the Chinese problem 

for an indefinite period. We do not tax 
the International Commission with such a 

purpose, but, if we absolve them, we must 

recognize that they committed an egregious 
blunder which casts grave doubt upon their 
competence to discharge their functions. It 

I is satisfactory to note that for this blunder 

the United States are in no wise responsible. 

We took no part in the capture of Pan¬ 
ting, nor in the suDsequent summary exe¬ 

cution of the surrendered officials. Our rep¬ 
resentatives, also, declined to sanction an¬ 

other stupendous mistake, the capture of 

the Taku forts at a time when, at Tientsin 
and through a large part of the Province of 

Chihli, the Imperial troop3 were really try¬ 
ing to suppress the Boxers. From that mo¬ 

ment it was impossible for any Chinese com¬ 

mander, no matter how pro-foreign might 
be his sympathies to avert the fusion of the 

soldiers with the so-called patriots. 
As for the assertion lately made by Dr. 

Martin that the Chinese problem can only |||| 
be solved by the deposition and imprison¬ 

ment of the Empress Regent, this is totally * 
irreconcilable with the position which was 

taken by the treaty Powers at the outset; 

and by which they still abide. When, after 

the palace coup d'itat of Septem¬ 

ber, 1898, the Emperor Kwangsu re¬ 
nounced the active exercise of his func¬ 
tions, and transferred them to his 

aunt, the Empress Dowager, every one of 

the treaty Powers recognized her as Em¬ 
press Regent, the chief engineer of the Gov¬ 

ernment machine, the personification of 

China’s administrative entity. Her author¬ 

ity has been acknowledged by Manchus and 

Chinese alike throughout the Celestial 

Empire, and with as little question by the 

pro-foreign Yangtse Viceroys as by the most 

violently anti-foreign officials. The Yang¬ 

tse Viceroys early warned the represent¬ 

atives of the Powers that they could 
not be responsible for the mainte¬ 

nance of order in their provinces if 

any attempt were made to hold the Empress 

Regent personally to account for the out¬ 

rages instigated by her bad advisers. Such 
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lina an attempt would plunge - 

| archy and chaos, the thing of all others 

to be shunned by every rational states¬ 

man. We may add that men better ac¬ 

quainted with China’s fiscal resources do 

not confirm Dr. Martin’s statement that 

$600,000,000 would not be an exorbitant in- 

i demnity for the cost of the punitive ex¬ 

peditions and for the losses suffered by mis¬ 

sionaries and other foreigners. Our Pekin 

correspondent says, on Sir Robert Hart’s 

authority, that the customs receipts for 

August were less by nearly a million taels 

than they were in the same month of last 

year, and that, since August, the decrease 
has been greater. According to Sir Robert 

Hart, the delay in the negotiations 

threatens China’s import trade with al¬ 

most complete prostration. Under the 

circumstances, it may prove impossible 

to provide from the customs revenue even 

the interest and sinking fund for the exist¬ 

ing public debt. 
Can any sane person imagine that ne¬ 

gotiations will be hastened and commer¬ 

cial conditions improved by an attempt to 

dislocate the whole administrative ma¬ 

chinery of China by a demand for the de¬ 
position and imprisonment of the Empress 

Regent? 

DETAIL OF PEACE TEEMS. 

TWO ikPbRTANT CLAUSES THAT MIN¬ 

ISTER CONGER SUGGESTED. 

Degraded Officials Never to Hold Office 

Again—No Examinations to Be Held In I 

Districts Where Ontrages Occur—Brit 

tgh Minister Gets His Instructions—Note 

to Be Signed Soon —Prince Tuan's Arrest 

Special gable Despatch to The Sun. 

From a Staff Correspondent. 

Pekin, Hec. 15, 8:45 P. M.-It is understood 
that Sir Ernest Satow, the British Minister, 
has at last received his instructions from the 
Foreign Office and that there will be little 
further delay in the presentation of the pre¬ 
liminary note to the Chinese plenipotentiaries, 
as no important changes are demanded by 
England. A meeting of the foreign .repre¬ 
sentatives will probably be called within a 
few days and the note signed. Meantime the 
Ministers are preparing rules to govern the 
negotiations. They will present these rules 
with the demands at the first official joirjt 
meeting with Li Hung Chang and Prince 
Ching, the Chinese Peace Envoys. 

The sections of the preliminary note whioh 
are considered most important here are en¬ 
tirely outside the note of M. Delcass6, the 
French Minister of Foreign Affairs, which 
was the basis of the demands of the Minis¬ 
ters. One of these, which was proposed 
by Mr. Conger, the American Minister, is 
to the effect that whenever a local magis¬ 
trate, of whatever rank, fails in hi3 duty to 
protect foreigners to the extent of his power 
he shall be cashiered and never again be 
permitted to hold office. This is regarded 
as a good point because in the past the dif¬ 
ficulty has been the inability to reach high 
officials in places where outrages have oc¬ 
curred. The Chinese would punish the lower 
officials whenever such action was demanded 
by the foreign representatives, but the men 

the Province of Shantung some time ago 
when on the demand of the representatives 
of the Powers he was punished bv being 
“degraded." Laterlhe was made Governor 
of the Province of Shansi, where he was the 
worst offender during the recent troubles. 
He personally urged the murder of mission- 

| ] aries and native Christians. The high of- 
sa fldals of the provinces have sufficient power < 

to prevent these outrages, and if it is made 
plain that they will be punished if thev fall 
to perform their dutv such uprisings as those 
of the Boxers recently will be speedilv sup¬ 

pressed. 
The second amendment of the French 

note was proposed by Sir Ernest Satow. It 
provides for the revision of all commercial 
treaties between China and the Powers, 
which is essential to the opening of China to 
foreign commerce and the reform of the 
present system of government. 

The third section, proposed by Marquis 
Raggi, the Ttadiais; ’Minister, provides for a 
reform of the revenue system. It says that 
“careful attention should be paid by China 
to her revenues and necessary reforms intro¬ 
duced in order that she may be able to pay 
the indemnities.” This, it will be seen, is an 
elastic reform that must meet with the ap¬ 
proval of the Powers. While it does not 
say in so many words that there shall be 
foreign supervision of the collection of reve¬ 
nues, that is believed to be the meaning of 

the section. 
The fourth section, proposed by Mr. Conger, 

reads as follows: "In every province where 
foreigners have been killed examinations for 
the degrees of master of arts and baohelor 
of arts shall be suspended for five years.” 
The importance of this seotion may not at 
first be appreciated by persons un&oqualnted 
with Chinese customs, but it will be when 
it is stated that the sole ambition of China¬ 
men is to hold office and that this is unat¬ 
tainable except through these examinations. 
The Chinese laws require that these examina¬ 
tions shall take place at the place of birth 
of the candidate or candidates. Thus this 
seotion prohibits for five years the seleotion 
of anybody for offloe who lives in places 
where the outrages have occurred. 

This is the severest punishment that could 
be Inflicted on all classes of Chinamen. If 
suoh a rule is permanently enforced it Is be¬ 
lieved It will go further than anything else 
to prevent outrages in the future. While 
educated Chinamen will not listen to a sug¬ 
gestion that they have had anything to do with 
attacks on foreigners and native Christians, 
the fact is that they have been the instigators 
of all the trouble, and this seotion strikes them 
effectively. Whatever else may happen dur¬ 
ing the peace negotiations, it is not likely that 
there will be any change in these provisions. 

Advices reoeived by the correspondent of 
The Sun from Chinese sources are to the 
effect that Prince Tuan is under arrest at 
Ninghsla. on the border of the Province of 
Kansu, whither he fled before the edict for 
bis punishment was issued. Information 
from the same source is that lu Hsien is 
under arrest at Weinanhsien, where he is 
held for further Imperial orders as to his 

final punishment. , . 
Field Marshal Count von Waldersee is 

authority for the statement that practically 
all the English troops will be withdrawn 
from Pekin for the purpose of guarding the 
railroad from here to Shanhaikwan the sea¬ 
port on the Gulf of Liaotung, which is to be 

operated by the British. 

TERMS EMPEROR AGREES To. 

Ten Clauses That Have Received the A I 
proval of Kwang-su. ®"' 

Speoial Cable Despatch to The Sun. 

London, Dec. 15.—The Tientsin oorresponri 

of, of a. news agency, telegraohin™ . to ent of a news agency, telegraphing yest(to 

day, says be is informed from a credible CbM 

nese source that Emperor Kwang-su hi 

agreed to the following terms for a settlement' 
of the troubles with the Powers. 

First—The payment of an indemnity 0{ 
700,000,000 taels, payable in sixty years and 
guaranteed on the likin revenues. i 

Second—That a suitable monument shall he 'I 
erected in Pekin in memory of Baron ion I 
Ketteler, the German Minister who was mur i 
dered shortly after the outbreak of the Boxer 
t.rnnhlftfl. troubles. 

Third—That an Imperial Prince, one of the 
near relatives of the Emperor, shall go to Ber¬ 

lin to apologize for the murder of Baron von 
Ketteler. 

! Fourth—That the foreign troops shall hold ] 
j the lines of communication from Taku to 
! Pekin. 

Fifth—That the officials who were connect¬ 
ed with the Boxer movement shall be pun-, 
ished. | 

Sixth—-That candidates from places when] 
foreigners have been maltreated shall not 
be allowed to compere in the Chinese examinaj 
tions at Pekin for five years. 

Seventh—That the Tsung-li-Pamen (Foreig 
Office) shall be abolished. 

Eighth—That the foreign Ministers shd 
have access to the Emperor at all times. 

Ninth—That the importation of arms shf 
be prohibited. 

Tenth—That the land and sea forts betw<j 
Shanhaikwan and Pekin and between It 

and Pekin shall be destroyed. I' 

. , 

in high offices who were really responsible 
for the outrages generally escaped. 

In eases where the protests of thfe Ministers 
were heeded the punishment of the high 
officials was generallv followed bv the i 
promotion. A striking example of this was 
the case of Yu Hsien, the notorious anti- 

’ foreigner, who was recently banished to the 
furthest borders of the Empire to work on 

, the roads. Even this punishment was re¬ 
garded as insufficient and the latest reports 

: r from the court are to the effect that he is to 
..leaded. This man was Governor of 
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T is to be hoped that the Administration will 
adhere to its wise policy of confining the opera¬ 

tions of the United States in China to the pro¬ 
tection and safeguarding of American inter¬ 

ests, for this is all that the American people 

need or want. The United States are hungry for 

trade, but we have no particular lust for land, and 

the sole object of the powers who are now taking a 
hand in this Oriental mix-up is to add to their em¬ 

pire. Empire is the dearest dream of the Kaiser; 

empire is the key-note to the situation in Rus¬ 
sia; to establish and maintain an empire is the 
avowed object of Great Britain; and there is 
no good reason why this should not be the con¬ 
dition of affairs in all these lands. These various 
nations are at least no hypocrites in seeking vast 
outlying territories. The very titles of their 
rulers are an outspoken declaration of their im¬ 

perial aspirations. Germany is ruled by an Em¬ 
peror; England has an Empress at the head of her 
affairs of state; and Russia has a Czar, which is 

Emperor plus, rather than minus. France 
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I would have an Emperor if she could, and she truly 

ought if she wishes to be honest with the world. 
Europe is no place for Presidents. But we are on 
a different basis altogether. We are a nation of 
plain people who do not consider the love of work 
a stigma. We like it. We like business. To be 

1 in trade and to trade decently and honorably is 

coined by dyspeptic failures, or by the arguments 

of demagogues who would destroy him with vain 
and empty phrases. 

We have now a precious opportunity to show the 
real truth to the rest of the world. We have been 

accused of entertaining imperialistic notions, when, 
as a matter of fact, we have none of them. Such 
outlying lands as we have acquired have come to 
us not because we wanted them, but because we 

could not evade the responsibility for their welfare 
which came upon us unsought as the inevitable re¬ 
sult of the war with Spain. To-day China is to be 

partitioned. It is for us to demonstrate that we, 
as a nation, want nothing of it, and that our sole 

desire is to be permitted to do business there. Let 
the other nations have the land, the empire—any¬ 
thing they may choose to want. It is the part of 

the United States to insist solely upon their right 
to be friendly with their neighbors, to sell to them 

what we raise by honest toil and to buy from them 
what we need and can afford to pay for. 

The only people we should embroil ourselves 
with should be those who would try to keep us from 
our just dues. These should have short shrift, 
and the policy inaugurated by President McKin¬ 

ley and his cabinet is in no wise opposed to this 
principle: it is indeed a plain notification to the 

whole world that we intend to insist upon our 
rights, and with no ulterior motives of gain which 

might give to us something to which we are not 

entitled. 

I 

the highest aspiration of the best of us. Imperial 
[ splendor, the glory of empire, we enjoy as we en- 
| joy a show, but we do not let them interfere with 

j business if we can help it. The drone who cares 
j nothing for money, never having earned a penny, 
| is the most unhappy of our products, and fortu¬ 

nately, comparatively, we do not produce many of 
! his kind. We are in every sense of the word a com- 

1 mercial people, and there is no reason why we 

should be ashamed of the fact. 
Certain wise and ponderous folk talk about our 

I commercialism as if it were a crime, but we can 
well afford to let them talk so if it pleases them, 
for they are, after all, what Governor Roosevelt 

[ would call “ vain prattlers ” who consider big words 
! evidence of the highest wisdom, ponderous and pes- 

$j simistic thought the outward and visible sign of 
4 the deepest philosophy, and the portentous shak¬ 

ing of a massive head the surest indication of in¬ 
herent sagacity. Lord save us! Commercialism 
a crime! If it be so, the baker who makes liis 
loaves to sell is a criminal; the butcher who sells us 

our beef and mutton is a very highwayman, and 
the groceryman who sends us our coffee, tea, and 

sugar should be hanged like Turpin; the fellow 

The Power which makes the most exorbitant demands for 

compensation against the empty treasury of China is Russia; but 

while we are rejoicing at the prospect of peace in the far East, 

the following incident, narrated in a published letter of Dr. L. 

L. Seaman, Surgeon-Major of the United States Army, ought not 

to be forgotten by those who would see justice done to China as 

well as justice exacted from her. Dr. Seaman says: 

“ At the command of General Grodekow, now Governor-General of 

Manchuria, between 12,000 and 13,000 men, women and children, un- j 

armed and defenceless, were driven into the Amoy River at Bladigo- 

vinski because an attack had been made on the Manchurian Railway, 

further up the river. Homes were ferreted out, and the old and decrepit 

were driven with the women and children to their death—all to strike 

terror to the heart of the Chinese. One of the officers in command of the 

troops which executed that order is a friend of mine, and he told me that 

his heart grew sick as he assisted in carrying out this command. 

“The only Chinese to escape from that terrible massacre were sixteen 

employees of the firm of Kunst & Albers. This firm protested strongly 

against the murder of their shroffs, compradores, and clerks. ‘Well,’ 

said Grodekow, ‘if you don’t like it, give me 40,000 rubles.’ And this 

amount was paid, then and there, to save the lives of their men. It was 

the best investment that firm ever made, for the reputation it gave them 

has gone abroad and their business has increased largely as a result.” 

ism 
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who brings us our milk in the morning is a sharp, 

I 
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and the iceman is worthy of the deepest damnation 

to be visited in the future life upon that most 

wicked of all created things—the Trust. 
Every man who works and who renders a good 

return for the money paid to him, and who loves 
labor because he wishes to keep himself from idle¬ 
ness, whatever his station in life, is an ornament 

to society, and not otherwise. The man who by his 
industry rises from small transactions to larger re¬ 

sponsibilities is a man who has advanced and who 
has something to be proud of. lie who still further 
develops and becomes a controlling factor in the 

business of the nation, provided his efforts are along 

lines of decency, integrity, and to the preservation 

and promotion of that which is truest and best 
among us, is the supreme expression of American 

manhood. He cannot be pulled down by the spe- 
mificance of ponderous words misused or 

m 
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Extract of letter from William Imbrie, Tokyo, Web. 18th, 1901. 

While this, (i.e. the Buddhist Circular) has thus far awakened 

little attraction the conduct of some of the troops in China, (Chiefly 

Russian, wrench and Indian) has done great harm. A number of Japan.* 

have gone to China and investigated the matter. According to all 

accounts their doings were simply awful. The Russians constantly cross 

themselves; and so the cross has come to be the symbol of cruelty. 

Kivama told Ibuka that the family of the captain of one of the steam- ^ 

. . between Kobe and Shanghai had been attending church, 
ers running u 

rather .a. =o l.pr.ee.a ■» *» ”T tr“P' '**' 

* ha, ...» prejudiced ae.l»« Chri.tl.nitV »« ha. 

from the church. 

The Woman at Pe 
% 

To those familiar with the career of the 

so-called Empress Dowager Tsi An, there is 

nothing surprising in the announcement 

that the relatively young Emperor Kwangsu 

has been foroed to abdicate in her favor. 

If precedents are followed in the case of 

this palace revolution, we may expect to 

hear, presently, the news that Kwangsu 

has suddenly died. He will not have been 

by any means the first impediment to the 

designs or interests of an extraordinary 

woman that has been removed by an accom¬ 

modating death. With the disappearance of 

Kwangsu would vanish the hope of seeing 

carried out the educational reform which 

he lately sanctioned, and with him, also, 

would vanish what has been the principal 

obstacle to the triumph of the pro-Russian 

policy personified in Li Hung Chang. Now 

that she whom Li is wont to describe as his 

“imperial mistress” has seized once more 

the reins of power, Li Hung Chang will 

probably regain the lucrative Governor¬ 

ship of Chih-li, as well as his former pre¬ 

ponderance in the Tsung-li-Yamen, or Board 

for Foreign Affairs. 

It is almost forty years since the woman 

in whose favor the Emperor Kwangsu is 

alleged to have abdicated began to exhibit 

her remarkable talents for intrigue, and to 

play behind the scenes a dominant part in 

the government of the Middle Kingdom. 

When the Emperor Hienfung died in Au¬ 

gust, 1861, at Jehol, he left a will in pur¬ 

suance of which his son, a child less than 6 

years old, was proclaimed his successor, 

and a board of regency, comprising eight 

members of the imperial family, was ap¬ 

pointed. In the following November the 

young Emperor was brought to Pekin, and 

seated in the same carriage with him were 

Tsi Tshi, the Empress Dowager, or princi¬ 

pal widow of Hienfung, and also Tsi An, who 

had been only one of Hienfung’s second¬ 

ary wives, or concubines. On the day follow¬ 
ing their arrival in the palace,Prince Kung, 

"Arriee 
out a plot for the removal of the Regents, 

having previously secured the assent and 

cooperation both of the Empress Dowager 

and of her far abler associate, the still liv- 

fhg Tsi An. This revolution having been 

effected, the Empress Dowager Tsi Tshi 

was proclaimed Regent, and Prince Kung 

obtained many high offices, in addition 

to the post of Chief Minister. In April, 

1865, however, Prince Kung was re¬ 

moved from all his dignities by an edict 

issued in the name of the two Regent-Em¬ 

presses, for, in the meantime, Tsi An, a 

woman of much greater talents, had become 

associated with Tsi Tshi, the Empress of 

higher grade. Some weeks later he was 

reinstated, the Empresses having desired 

simply to make known their predominance. 

Prince Kung had hoped to rule uncontrolled ; 

henceforth, he was content to be the humble 

and obedient Minister of two women, who 

had not read Chinese history without noting 

the supremacy which had been more than 

once attained by members of their sex, as, for 
instance, by the Empress Liuchi, under the 

Han dynasty, and by the Empress Kiachi 

under that of the later Tsins. Each of the 

last-named great ladies had played the role 

of a Lucbezia Borgia, having suppressed 

by poison the male occupant of the throne 

when he proved inconvenient, and each, not¬ 

withstanding the ingrained aversion of the 

Chinese to feminine rulers, having long 
continued to wield with ability the real 

powers of sovereignty. 
In 1872 the young Emperor, who after 

the removal of the original Regents had 

been renamed Tungche, reached his six¬ 

teenth birthday, and was permitted by the 

Empresses to marry Ahluta, a Manchu 

lady of good family. Four months later he 

announced to the Foreign Ministers that 

he had received the commands of their 

Majesties, the two Empresses, to assume 

the superintendence of public business. 

He soon showed himself impatient of 

restraint, and, on Sept. 10, 1873, he 

ventured to use his nominal authority to 

degrade Prince Kung and his son “for 

using language in many respects unbecom¬ 

ing.” The very next day a decree appeared 
from the two Empresses reinstating Prince 
Kung in his dignities, these ladies thus as¬ 

serting a right of control over the Emperor’s 
actions. Not long after this disclosure of 

friction in the interior of the palace, a rumor 
spread that the Emperor’s health was in a 

precarious state, and, on Dec. 18, an edict 
was issued requesting the Empress Dowager 
to assume the personal charge of the admin¬ 

istration. Not very long afterward Tungche 

died, and time has strengthened the 
suspicion that he was the victim of foul 
play. His death was speedily followed by 

that of his widow, the young Empress 
AtttiUta, who is known to have been preg¬ 

nant at the time of her husband’s decease. 
These demises were, manifestly, favorable 

to the personal interests of the two Em¬ 

presses, who resumed the supreme author¬ 
ity, which ostensibly they had resigned not 
long before. Their choice of a successor to 

Tungche fell upon the child Tsai Tien, 

a son of Prince Chung, who was proclaimed 
Emperor under the name of Kwangsu. As 

he had been born in 1871, and was, there¬ 

fore, of too tender an age to rule for himself, 
his nomination served the purposes of the 

two Empresses and of their ally, Prince 
Kung, who thus entered upon asecond lease 
of power. Kwangsu’b installation, however, 

gave rise to a short conflict between the two 
Empresses and the palace eunuchs. The 
latter, who had often figured in Chinese 

history during troubled times, appear to 

have come to the front during the 
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reign of Tungche, but Tsi An soon 

duced them to subjection. 
In 1881, a fewmonths after the sl£na, , , 

of the Treaty of St. Petersburg, ' 

the province of Ili was restored ° 
one of the tivo Regent-Empresses died. J- 

was the Empress Tsi Tshi, the Pu“ 
widow of the Emperor Hienfung, am 
nominal senior of the two ladies caul ® 

was sign111 
the Government. Her illness 
cantly short and sudden, and wn-s ,l 
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uted to heart disease; 
death she was only 45. 
( colleague, the Empress 

at tho time of her , 
Her more capable i 

and ambitious 
! , An who had been, as we have said, only 
the concubine of Smom, survived to 
„„ 1Tv on the administration, and she has 
since been, and has just given proof that 
she remains, the most powerful personage 

In 1884 this autocratic lady 
in the mind of any 

in China, 
left no doubt 

to who was the ruler of 
dismissing Prince Kung 

as 

[ally, 
pace. 

[sojourn 

one 
the realm, by 
from all his offices and consigning him 

to obscurity, in which he remained for 
eleven years. Thenceforth she found Prince 

Chtjng," the father of the young Emperor, 
Kwangsu, and Li Hung Chang the 

most plastic and effective instruments of 

her plans. Prince Chung, however, died 

suddenly in January, 1891, having been 
preceded a few months earlier by his ally, 

the Marquis Tseng, who also perished in 
the prime of life. The decease of these en¬ 
ergetic men facilitated the retention of su¬ 
preme power by the Empress Dowager, and ' 

it is said that these events have a secret 
and sinister history which will one day be 

made known by the implacable compilers of 

the Chinese annals. 
In February, 1887, when the young Em¬ 

peror Kwangsu was 16 years old, it was 

announced that his proposed marriage 
would be postponed for two years, in con¬ 

sequence of his delicate health. The post¬ 
ponement also had, manifestly, the effect 

of assuring to the Regent-Empress a further 
lease of power. At last, in 1889, Kwangsu 
was married to Yehhonala, the daughter 

[of aManchu General. This lady had been 

carefully selected by the Empress Dowager 
out of many candidates, and thus far she 

has escaped the fate of the unfortunate 
Ahluta. Upon the celebration of the 
marriage the Empress Dowager made her 

resignation public in a farewell edict, but, 
although she ostensibly passed into a re¬ 

treat, she still retained the substance of 
| power, and continued to rule her adopted 

son, for a time at least, with a rod of iron. 

of the foreigners admitted to an audi¬ 
ence with Kwangsu in 1891 described him 

as making a pleasing and almost pathetic 
impression. He had an air, we are told, 

| of exceeding intelligence and gentleness, 

somewhat frightened and melancholy look¬ 
ing. His forehead was well shaped and 

broad, and his head large beyond the av- 
orage; the eyes were unusually large and 
sorrowful in expression. 

Prom her abode outside the walls near 
,the old Summer Palace, destroyed in 1860, 
■the Dowager Empress gave frequent indi¬ 
cations of the influence which she retained 
over the Chinese Government. Li Hung 

pJANG, in particular, was her associate and 
and, after his former temporary dis¬ 

it was only her protection that 
Prevented his losing his head. The real 
.a 6 °f things at Pekin was made clear 
plough to outsiders in 1894, when the Chi- 
iese court decided to expend twenty-five 

'on dollars on commemorating the six- 
16 birthday of the Empress Dowager. As a 

‘ er of fact, the money had to be applied 
r 6 expenses of the war with Japan, but 

act that the appropriation was made 
L rs delusive testimony to the lady’s 

WaS 8lie wh°> although the Em- 
189' JVWANGStr had refused, throughout 
•Uerlv ,° rest°re Ei to the post he had for- 
lorhi ^le administration, secured 
Badcry,U 1896 the office of Special Ambas- 
Eninc ° dttend the coronation of the Russian 

P6ror at Moscow. It was during his 
n ln Russia that Li is said to have 

'diich ? secr0t treaty, the provisions of 
row'ever, he could not carry out 

n 

at Pekin. On his return to China he found 
his position at court no better than it had 
been after his return from Shimonoseki, so 
far, at least, as his relations with the 
Emperor were concerned. Despite the sup¬ 
port of the Empress Dowager, whom, as we 
have said, Lx Hung Chang regarded as his 
“imperial mistress,” to the exclusion of 
the reigning sovereign, the success of 
his efforts was not rapid. He was, even¬ 
tually, restored to a seat on the Tsung-li- 
Yamen, and it was, probably, his recent re¬ 
moval from that post which gave the sig¬ 
nal for the palace revolution by which the 
Empress Dowager has recovered autocratic 
power. The pretext, however, of the coup 

d’etat was, undoubtedly, the Emperor’s 
project of educational reform, which was 
certain to give deep offense to the whole 
body of Mandarins and literati. 

It would require, as the head of the Celes¬ 
tial Empire, a man of exceptional courage 
and energy, invested, moreover, with the 
substance and not the semblance of auto¬ 
cratic power, to carry out a reform so 
trenchant and far-reaching as the substitu¬ 
tion of the study of European science for 
that of the Confucian classics in the Chinese 
scheme of education. It seems but too evi¬ 
dent that the unfortunate Emperor Kwang¬ 

su, who has been forced to abdicate, was 
not qualified to play the part. 

T 
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w. he Latest Report from China. ■fS 

According to a despatch from Shanghai, 
the Empress Dowager, Tsi An, and her 
Bupporters have adopted a new Emperor. 
He is, we are also told, a son of the late 
Emperor Tungohe, and will be proclaimed 
shortly. It is further announced that the 
choice of Kwangsu was a mistake that has 1 
proved disastrous to China. The first part | 
of this report is probable enough; the sec¬ 
ond part is unintelligible, and the third 
part Is absurd. 

The adoption and proclamation of a new 
Emperor could only take place in the event 
of Kwangsu’s death. For although in tho 
history of China an Emperor has some¬ 
times mounted the throne during the life¬ 
time of his predeoes3or, this has only taken 
place when the latter was a captive in the 
hands of a public enemy, or when his 
dynasty was disputed or overthrown. There 
Is no such pretext for a change of rulers in 
this case. Kwangsu, if a captive at all, was 
made so by pretended friends, and there is 
no dynastic question involved in his per¬ 
sonal misfortunes. Only, therefore, by his 
decease could room be made for a successor. 
That is a condition precedent, however, 
Which would give the Empress Dowager 
no trouble. She would find it as easy 

1 to dispose of Kwangsu as she did of 
i his predecessor, Tungche, some twenty- 
1 three years ago. On Sept. 10, 1874, 

the Emperor Tungche, then 18 years 
old, gave token of independence by 
announcing in a vermilion edict that he de¬ 
graded Prince Kung, who was then the 
favorite both of the Empress Tsi An and 
of the other Empress Dowager, Tsi Thsi, 

Who, at that time, was still living. The 
Very next day his authority was practically 
pet aside by the imperial ladies, for a decree 
Was issued in their names, reinstating Prince 
Kung in his former dignities. Not long 
after this coup d’etat in the interior of the 
palace, it was rumored that Tungche was se¬ 
riously ill, and, on Dec. 18, appeared an 
edict ostensibly signed by him, requesting 
the Dowager Empresses to assume charge 
of the administration. On Jan. 12 1875 

he died. In view of these undisputed facts.' 
Which have many counterparts in Chinese 

i m ■ . 

artnais, the 

hypothesis that Kwangsu has, by death, 
made way for the choice of a successor. 

What is unintelligible in the report from 
Shanghai is the statement that the newly 

selected Emperor is a son of the late Em¬ 

peror Tungohe. The official announce¬ 

ment of Tungche’s death contained the 

averment that he left no offspring, and it 

Was on this express ground that the choice 

of the Empresses fell on Kwangsu. the son 

■of Prince Chung, the seventh brother of the 

Emperor Hienfung. It was well known, 

however, that Tungche’s widow, the young 
Empress Ahluta, was pregnant, and that, 

should she bear a posthumous child, and 

should that child happen to be a son, he 

would be, by law, Emperor, and Ahluta 

could not be excluded from a share in the 

Government. All the notice that the two 

Dowager Empresses took of this possibility 
was to announce that, in case a posthu¬ 

mous son were born to Tungche, he should 
be proclaimed Heir-Apparent to Kwangsu. 
They are believed, however, to have taken 
precautions against such a contingency, 

for Ahluta sickened and died, and her 

child was never born. A story wras started, 

but received with a good deal of 

skepticism, that she had refused to 

partake of food through grief for her 

young husband. Whatever may have 

been the cause of her demise, her failure 
to bear a son corroborated the original 

declaration of the two Empresses, that 
Tungche had died without leaving any 

male offspring. Under the circumstances, 
it will be difficult for Tsi An to explain to 

the inhabitants of Pekin how it can be a son 
of Tungche that she has picked out for 
their new sovereign. 

As to the announcement that the selec¬ 
tion of Kwangsu had proved for China 

a disastrous mistake, this is absurd upon 
its face. It is notorious that the late Em¬ 

peror was never permitted to possess 

more than the semblance of power, and 

that for the catastrophes which have 
befallen the Middle Kingdom during 
his reign the Empress Tsi An and 

her favorites are alone responsible. 
We say Tsi An, because in 1881 her nomi- 

j nall.v senior but really junior colleague, § 
| Tsi Thsi, died, leaving the concubine of | 

] Hienfung the sole mistress of China. It g 
Sr ' ......m " 
\ is true that when, in 1889, Kwangsu, 

then in his eighteenth year, was mar- 

ried, tho Empress Tsi An issued a 'i\> 
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farewell edict in which she professed 

1 

p 

to resign all public authority. But al- 
though she ostentatiously retired for a 
time from Pekin, and took up her abode in go 
a palace outside the walls, she retained the II 
substance of power and ruled her adopted | 
son and the whole court with a rod of iron. 

The instrument which she employed by 
predilection was Li Hung Chang, who is 
undoubtedly chargeable with the calami- 
to us outcome of the war with Japan. But ; 
although the Emperor Kwangsu undertook I 
more than once to punish him for his inca- | 
pacity or dishonesty, the Empress Dowager f 
never failed to reinstate him in high of¬ 
fice. It was Li Hung Chang who negoti¬ 
ated, in 1885, the stupid Tientsin conven¬ 
tion, whereby he conceded to Japan an 
equality of rights in Corea, and thus au¬ 
thorized that intervention by the Mikado 
in the Hermit Kingdom, nine years later, 
which brought China to the verge of 
ruin. It was also Li Hung Chang to 
whom his imperial mistress gave the 
principal supervision of the vast sums 
that have been, for many years, appropri¬ 
ated in China for warships, for naval 
arsenals and for the creation of an army 
armed and trained in European fashion. 
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March 27, 1906. 
To the Pastors of the Presbyterian Churches 

of the Presbyteries of Rochester, Chemung and Boston. 

Dear Brethren:— 

You doubtless remember that President Roosevelt in his last 

message to Congress referred as follows to the question of Chinese 

immigration: 

"In the effort to carry out the policy of excluding Chinese 
laborers, grave injustice and wrong have been done by this nation to 
the people of China, and therefore ultimately to this nation itself. 
Chinese students, business and professional men of all kinds_not only 
merchants, but bankers, doctors, manufacturers, professors, travelers 
and the like--should be encouraged to come here and treated on precisely 
the same footing that we treat students, business men, travelers and the 
like of other nations. Our laws and treaties should be framed, not so 
as to put these people in the excepted classes, but to state that we will 
admit all Chinese except Chinese of the coolie class, Chinese skilled or 
unskilled laborers." 

The President is remedying some abuses by insisting on a morel 

sensible enforcement of the present law, but the law itself is defective 

and only Congress can give adequate relief. A bill presented by Mr. 

Foster of Vermont, designed to carry out the President's recommendation, 

is now under consideration by the House Committee of Foreign Affairs* 

This Committee has referred it to a sub-committee, consisting of the Hon. 

James B. Perkins of Rochester, the Hon. J. Sloat Fassett of Elmira, and 

the Hon. Wm. S. McNary of Boston. Political agitators and some labor 

leaders are bringing strong hostile pressure to bear upon the Committee, 

and there is great danger that the measure may fail. There is urgent 

reason that those who sympathize with the President's view, and we 

believe them to be an overwhelming majority of the right-thinking people 

of this country, should act promptly. We are advised that the only kind 

of action that is likely to have any influence is a letter from a 

constituent to a member of the Committee. We venture, therefore, to 

express the hope that, if this course commends itself to your judgment, 

you will immediately write to your representative above named. 

We need not remind you of the grievous injury that is being 

done not only to American business interests but to our mission work in 
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China by the ill-treatment of Chinese in this country. The whole Chinese 

nation is being roused to a resentment which we must with shame confess 

to be well founded. Moreover China is sending her brightest young men 

abroad to be educated. But they are going to Japan and Europe rather 

than to America because of the insulting treatment to which they are 

subjected at our ports of entry. Thus we are losing our opportunity to 

mould the coming leaders of China. Please note that the question is not 

the free admission of Chinese laborers. The Chinese Government does not 

ask that, but simply that such laws shall be enacted that Chinese 

scholars, merchants, travellers, students and the like shall be treated 

in this country as we treat similar representatives of other nations. 

The labor leaders declare that their unwillingness to have the exclusion 

laws so modified as to admit Chinese who are not laborers is that so many 

coolies gain fraudulent entrance on pretence of being merchants or stu¬ 

dents. We submit that the number of coolies who can successfully evade a 

rigorously enforced law is insignificant. We honour our great labor 

leaders, but they do not put the cause of labor in a dignified position 

when, for the sake of excluding a comparative handful of Chinese coolies, 

they ask the American people to continue a policy that belies our his¬ 

torical attitude toward the nations of the earth, that cripples our 

trade, that destroys our opportunity to educate the young men of China, 

that arouses the just resentment of a great people, and that is glaringly 

inconsistent with justice, with honor and with "the square deal" on which 

we are wont to pride ourselves. 

If you will not only write to your Representative, but urge 

some of your influential laymen to write, it will be greatly appreciated. 

There is no time to be lost as the Committee is holding daily sessions 

and may report at any time. 

We address you thus frankly because this is not a political 

question, but a moral one. The Chinese are beginning to feel that the 

real friends of their country in America are the Christian supporters of 

missions, and at a time when selfish interests are so active we surely 

have a right to be heard in the interests of justice, of humanity and of 

fair dealing, and of our own work whose welfare is seriously involved. 

On behalf of the Board of Foreign Missions, 

F. F. ELLINWOOD, 

m 

ROBERT E. SPEER, 

ARTHUR J. BROWN, 

m Hi 
MHH| 

A. WOODRUFF HALSEY, 
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•4 
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e humiliating results of tTTiTwaf 

Japan demonstrated that the immense 

appropriations made for those pur¬ 

poses could not have been wisely or honestly 

expended. For those results it is not the 

young and helpless Emperor Kwangsu, but 

the Empress Tsi An and her prot6ge Li 
Hung Chang, upon whom responsibility is 

fas+ by all intelligent Chinese. Much 

ag '.is will, Kwangsu was com¬ 

pelled by the Empress Dowager to 

make Li Hung Chang his plenipoten¬ 
tiary to conclude the treaty of Shimono- 

seki, and afterward to appoint him 

special Ambassador to Russia, where he 

signed the so-called Cassini convention, 

which has since placed the whole of China 

north of the Great Wall at the Czar’s dis¬ 

posal. It was, in. fine, Kwangsu’s refusal 

to restore Lx to the Viceroyship of Chihli 

and to his former ascendancy in the Tsung | 

li Yamen that was the real cause of the late 

Emperor’s deposition, although a specious 

pretext was found in his projected educa¬ 

tional reforms. 

MmmtotxKuiai 

was this, year rccomm~en?r 
the Emperor, and on his arrival in Pekin was 
civen A position of Secretary t,i the Board of 
H oiks. He is said to have acquired great in¬ 
fluence over the Emperor, and to have been 
his adviser in his recent reform measures. 

wmma 

CHINA’S DRAMATIC STORY. 

LIGHT SHED OX RECENT EVENTS 

nr THE ENGLISH BLUE BOOK. 

Flot to Take the Emperor's Eife Probably 

Cheeked by Sir Claude HacDonalrt’s 

■Warning—Kang Yu-wei's Escape—The 

Empress Dowager's Assumption of Au¬ 

thority—House of Lords Decision on Gam¬ 

ming—Revelations of the Famine in Rus¬ 

sia and tlie Causes—New Plays on the 

English Stage—“ A Diary of St. Helena.” 

,’i London, March 18.-*-It is not often that the 
cold, formal records of diplomacy contain 
stories of strong dramatic interest—tales of 

, plotting and adventure and hairbreadth 
N escape. The China blue book issued by the 
f British Foreign Office this week supplies ma- 

. teria) enough for a Dumas to construct an 
| Oriental "Three Musketeers,”or it would en- 

. able Mr. Stanley Weyman to write “ A Gentle- 
. man of China,” which no one Avould accept as 

a historical novel without the official docu¬ 
ments to substantiate it. 

jug? The world knows in a general way that in 
September last- the Emperor of China was in 

I • some mysterious way deposed by the Empress 
| Dowager, who, after first pretending that the 
H young ruler was- grievously' ill. assumed the 
j: reigns of government and completed’ reversed 

the prevailing policy of the empire. The usual 
violent personal measures which accompany 

i isn Oriental coup d’Jtat were adopted by the 
IH Em press and her advisers, but (lie Christian 
$ world learned of them at the time only in frag- 
H|meatary fashion, "Now we have the story fold 
-A;?connee]tedly and clearly by Sir Claude Mac- 

; Donald, British Minister at Pekin, in his re- 
jap ports to his Government. Not only is it a nar- 
f -i rntive of strong intrinsic interest, hut it eon- 

ill tains information which tends to clear tip tlie 
fj mystery of recent events in the Far East. 

After telegraphing to Lord Salisbury ( lie fact 
i/ -1 that the Emperor had been deposed, the Brit- 

Ish Minister, on Sept. 28 last, wrote to the For- 
Sfeign Office the following particulars: 

"I now forward a translation of the imperial 

'I 

|| edict issued on the 21st inst.-, in wliieh the Em- 
1^1 reror details bis reasons for inviting the Em¬ 

il press Dowager to advise him in the govern- 
P mnnt of tlie nation. The decree naturally 

created much excitement in Pekin, and rumors 
. of impending disaster to the most prominent 

of the advocates of reform were prevalent. 
" Subsequent proceedings justified the alarm 

i and assumed the character of a coup d’etat. 
The same day. the house of Chang Yip-huan 

A*-; was surrounded by the police in search of one 
lr One. V n n<A I fT t T.r ^ rt I In n 1* n OOO Kang Yu-wei. This Kang Y'u-wei is a Chinese 

|| scholar of high repute who was, until lately, 
Aflitrw i\T Q ( '!■» i IV Ann i IV 11 » 11 CT Vi H 1 editor of a Chinese newspaper in Shanghai 

i , known as Proems. He was a strong advocate 

Bi 

" Kang Yu-wei could not be found, and it lias 
subsequently transpired that he has escaped 
mid left Shanghai on the 27th in the English 
mail for Hong Kong. So keen was the hunt 
for him that on the 22d all traffic was stopped 
on the Tien-tsin Railway line to prevent his 
passage. 

"On the 24th inst. orders were issued for the 
arrest of several officials who had been in re¬ 
lation with him. including Chang Yin-huan 
and HsO Chih-eh’ing. The latter had recom¬ 
mended Kang to the throne, and had been're¬ 
cently appointed President of the Board of 
Rites. Chang Yin-huan went to the Board of 
Punishments and lias remained a prisoner 
since. 

"The precise charge against Kang and his 
friends has not transpired, but it is supposed 
to be one of conspiracy against the liberty and 
even the life of tlie Empress Dowager. 

It was reported on the 25th that Chang was 
to be executed the same evening o yearly next 
morning, and I thought -it-advisable to make 
mi appeal on his behalf for at least due con¬ 
sideration of any charge brought against him. 
The report readied me late in the afternoon, 
mid it was therefore necessary to take 
prompt measures. It was supposed that Li 
Hung Chang had been consulted by the Em¬ 
press Dowager in the matter. I accordingly 
addressed a letter to his Excellency pointing 
out the horror with which siieh sudden execu¬ 
tions were regarded by all Western nations, 
and the bad effect tlie secret and hasty con¬ 
demnation of an official of Chang's rank, who 
was so welllinown in Europe, would produce, 
find begged bis Excellency to use wliat influ¬ 
ence he possessed to prevent such hurried ac¬ 
tion. I concluded my letter by saying that I 
(Appealed to him, Li. because he was the only 
statesman now in Pekin who was conversant 
with European methods, and would therefore 
thoroughly realize the disastrous impression 
which such a summary execution would pro¬ 
duce throughout the Western world. 

“It is well known that Li Hung Chang and 
Chan Yin-huan are deadly enemies, and it was 
generally reported that Chang’s imprisonment 
was due to Li. The Grand Secretary replied 
saying that he highly respected my generous 
and humane motives, and he assured me that 
no summary action would be taken. That 
such summary action was seriously contem¬ 
plated by the anti-reform party is undoubted. 

"On tlie 26th inst. a decree appeared, of 
which I inclose a translation, ordering the re¬ 
formers to be brought to a rigorous trial, ex¬ 
onerating Chang from collusion with Kang 
Yu-wei, but denouncing him as of very bad 
reputation. 

"It was directed that he be kept, under Super- 
vision by the Board of Punishments, awaiting 
a further decree. The decree concludes by 
intimating that no farther inquiries will be 
made as to Kang's associates. This was no 
doubt.added to allay the anxieties of many 
officials who had bad relations with Kang. In 
particular there was a society.in Pekin, lately 
established by him, called the Protectors of the 
Nation, which is said to have had over 300 mem¬ 
bers. Another decree was issued on the 26th 
inst., of which I inclose translation, reversing 
many of the reform measures of tlie past few 
weeks. 

’"The whole character of the proceedings 
'above described gives strong ground for sus¬ 
picion that the movement is directed against 
the reform party of China, and that a rumored 
Conspiracy is the pretext for putting a stop to 
the sweeping changes decreed or contem¬ 
plated by tlie Emperor. 

“Asignificant decree appeared on the.25th 
inst., of which I inclose translation, stating 
that the Emperor’s health had been unsatis¬ 
factory for the past four months, and com¬ 
manding the attendance of skilful physicians.” 

The story of Kang's escape from the heads¬ 
man is told in a report- from'Consul Brennan 
of Shanghai. Rewrites: 
"I have the honor to report that Kang Yu- 

:wei, for whose arrest and decapitation an edict 

|was issued on the 23d inst., has siicceedeu j 
’eluding the Chinesh officials at Shanghai 

Igetting pn 
[Kong. 

On the moruin 

hoard a steamer bound forHoiig 

of the 
I letter from tlie Taotai informing me that i * 
Iliad received secret instructions to arrest ti'6 
Jeashiered Under Secretary, Kang Yu-wei H> 

Shanghai. The Taotai at* the Ihis arrival at 

|bame time sent his secretary to inform metim 
ithe Emperor was dead; and that Kang 
accused of having given lii.s Majesty new 
drugs which proved fatal. ' e tam 

"The Taotai requested that 1 should have all 
Bntisn ships arriving from Tientsin seared 
find that I should instruct the municipal pri; ' 
to watch the different wharves as the «£££“* 
a rived. To facilitate identification, he sent 
Photograph of Kang Yu-wei. and he 
[that a reward of $2,000 would 
arrest. 

“In the 

steamship El Dorado arrived, and as she was 
enteiing the anchorage she was stopped bv 
official Chinese launch, and an inspector of'tin- 
Chinese river police, in uniform (a British sub" 
jeet ), boarded her and searched the vessel for 

I ang Y'u-wei. As this was done without a 
warrant from me and without my permission 

be 

a 
added 

paid for his 

course of the morning the British 

II 

I 

in any way obtained, I complained to the Ta¬ 
otai of this act of illegality in a letter, of which 
I inclose a copy. 

"In the course of the day (Sept. 23) I re¬ 
ceived numerous messages from the Taotai 
and other officials to the effect that Kang Yu- 
wei was known to be coming by the steamship 
Chungking, due on the 24th. The Chinese de¬ 
tectives and policemen were in a high state of 
excitement at the prospect of gaining (he 
$2,000, and I feared that on her arrival the 
vessel would be rushed by a crowd of Yamen 
runners. 

“The fact that the Chungking’s wharf is on 
the French settlement made it difficult for me 
to take measures for the steamer’s protection. 
After the previous day’s experience in the ea.se 
of the El Dorado I also had misgivings as to 
the action the Chinese authorities might take 
befoi-e the vessel entered the harbor limits, so 
I decided that the best course was to intercept 
the steamer outside Woosung. I did not wish 
any officer of this consulate to be openly con¬ 
nected with the transference of Kang Yu-wei 
from one steamer to another, so I accepted the 
offer of Mr. J. O. P. Bland’s services. As he 
speaks Chinese well, lie was a very suitable 
person to employ for tlie purpose. 

“Early on the morning on the 24th Mr. 
Bland went out in a launch some miles outside 
Woosung and intercepted the Chungking. 
With the aid of the photograph which the 
Taotai had given me there was no difficulty in 
finding the man. He was absolutely uncon¬ 
scious of any impending danger, and it was 
pot until lie was shown tlie Taolai’s applica¬ 
tion for his arrest that lie realized his perilous 
position. In a few minutes he removed himself 
to the launch, and he was then conveyed to tlie 
Peninsula and Oriental steamer Ballaarat, 
then lying outside Woosung. Her Majesty’s 
ship Esk. ns a measure of precaution, 
had beep sent dointfi’ to Woosung. and 
those on the Chungking jumped to the 
conclusion that Kang Yu-wei was taking refuge 
on the English gunboat, so that when the 
Chungking arrived at Shanghai the detectives 
and officials on the look out for Kang Yu-wei 
were informed (hat he was on board the Esk. 
That evening and all next day I received many 
inquiries from the officials as to the mans 
whereabouts, but after a time they seemed to 
perceive that the refugee had found a sa e 

asylum. 
“The Ballaarat was remaining at Woosuug oi 

two days more, so Mr. Bourne seized the op¬ 
portunity of visiting Kang Y'u-wei and ebm- 
ingsonie valuable information from him- this 
will be found embodied in the memorandum 
which I inclose. During the Ballaarat s stay 
at Woosung I was somewhat anxious lest some 
Chinese hireling, stimulated by an offei o a 
large reward, should make an attempt on 
Kang Yu-wei’s life, but the precautions taken 
by Cant. Field of the Ballaarat were comp ete, 
and an armed sentry stood outside liis ca m 
door night and day. The Ballaarat sails a 

riia o’clock to-morrow morning.” r 

fff 
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holdB the reformer Kang largely responsible, 
easonof his injudicious conduct for pre- 

the coup d’etat and thus damaging 
of true reform in China. This is the 

Minister’s language on the subject. 

by r 
cipitatin 

the cause 
British 
written in October last. 

“Kang represents the movement against re- 
the outcome of the struggle for 

‘ Then o have been persist 
Em press Dowager proceeding to extreme stPP8 
with regard to the Emperor. I have convened 
■semi-offleialiy to tliolamen my firm conviV*. 
tion that should the Emperor die at this jun je- 

forni to be — _ 
newer between the Emperor and Empress 
Dowager and that the latter took advantage 
of the discontent among the higher and older 

officials caused by the recent sweeping reform 
edicts of the Emperor to cast his Majesty once 
more into the background. Mr. Cockburn sug¬ 
gests that another cause for the reactionary 
policy of the Empress Dowager might be found 
in a genuine fear on her part that the Emperor 
was rushing headlong into rash experiments 

in the way of reform. 
"Recent events tend rather to show that the 

Empress Dowager and the Manehu party were 
seriously alarmed for their own safety, and 
looked upon the reform movement as inimical 
to Manehu rule. The leaders of reform were 
Chinese, and in denouncing the society formed 

'bv Kang Tii-wei, and styled‘Protectors of the 
|-Ration.’ the impljUwM'cWWCe significantly re¬ 

marked that the society proposed to protect 
1 the nation but not the dynasty. The Manehu 
■party, in crushing the reformers, could count 
[upon the sympathy, or at least the indifference, 
of the great mass of Chinese officials, whose 

[privileges, and even positions, were jeoparded 
[by the changes recommended by the ardent 
band of young men whose advice the Emperor 

| was evidently taking. 
“I consider the cause of true reform in China 

[has been much injured by the injudicious con- 
[ duct of Kang Yu-wei and his friends. 

‘On the 11th inst. I sent your lordship a 
[telegram stating that most of the important 
! reform edicts had been rescinded. Nearly every 
day imperial decrees, some in the name of the 

I Empress Dowager alone, are issued, cancelling 
recent edicts of the Emperor. On Sept. 29 the 
imperial visit to Tien-tain, projected for the 
end of October, was declared abandoned, on 
the ground that the colder climate of Tien-tsiu 
at that time of the year would be injurious to 
the Empress Dowager’s health. The same de¬ 
cree bestowed liberal presents of money among & 
the various foreign-drilled troops in this prov¬ 
ince. 

“ The various YainSns in Pekin and some of 
those in the provinces, lately abolished by the 
Emperor, have been reinstated. The duty of 
taking measures to make the nation more 
powerful is thrown once more on provincial 
and local authorities instead of on special 
boards in Pekin. The grain tribute is to be 
resumed, with all its wasteful expenditure. 
The right of memorializing the throne is again 
limited to high officials. The examinations 
are placed upon their old footing, that is. are 
based entirely upon the Chinese classics. All 

ture of affairs the effect produced among Wes 
era nations would be most disastrous t 
China.” 

There is little doubt that the message rc 
ferred to in the concluding highly signiflean 
sentence of the Minister’s letter had the effp 
of saving the life of the deposed young E 
peror. 

Peldu and Manila! 

ex- 
pjrs 

There has been almost unlvd 

pression of disapproval of the suggestion 

that the American troops retire from Pekin 
before order and a Chinese Government 

oapable of discussing the'foreign demands 

have been reestablished. 
But the-Demooratic party demands that 

the American troops retire even from the 
American territory of the Philippines while 
the guns of Aguinai.do are actually firing 

on them. 
On the 7th of Noveinber next every voter 

in the country will be enabled to express 
his detestation of this ruinous policy, by 

oasttng a McKinley vote against Bbxan 

and the Kansas City platform. 

IS 

outwork and undoriive i 
in the world, having been trained to toil 

for a few cents twelve or fourteen hours 

a day and to subsist on a few bowls of rice. 

His capacity for severe and protracted 
labor under the most rigorous conditions 

In respect of nourishment is the outoome 

of a struggle for existence which has lasted 
four thousand years and has tesut h 

the survival of the fittest to endure 

ship and privation. Now, what is \t prob¬ 

able that scores of millions of such men 

could accomplish, if Western machinery 

and processes were applied to the devel¬ 

opment of the immeasurable natural re¬ 

sources of their country? We say im¬ 
measurable, because the productiveness 

of most of the soil of China proper is at 

least equal to that of any equal area in the 

world, and because Von Richthoven, 

the German geologist, who spoke from 

first-hand observation, estimated that the 

single Province of Shansi could supply 
the whole world's necessities in coal and 

As to China’s Adoption of Western 

Methods. 

Could the Chinese reformers have their 

way and effect an economic revolution in 
their country through the establishment 

of an honest and wise government and 

through the general introduction of machin¬ 

ery, Improved agricultural and manufact¬ 

uring processes and adequate transpor¬ 

tation facilities, would the outcome prove 
of benefit to Western peoples from an in¬ 

dustrial and commercial point of view? 
When we insisted upon the opening 

of the Japanese ports, it was taken for 

granted that we had thereby assured to 
American and European manufacturers 

Iron, at the present rate of consumption, 
for three thousand years. Under these JS- 

circumstances what degree of expansion 
would China’s export; of domestio produce 1 

be likely to undergo, if her people should | 
generally adopt Western methods, as their | 
reformers urge them to do? 

By way of preparation for an answer 
to that quesdon, Mr. Ireland points out gl 
that in 1307 the exports of tho United King- | 

dom were valued at $1,170,000,000, or $29.25 M 

per capita; those of the United States, ffli 

at £1,032,000,000, or £14.74 per capita; those S,) 

of Germany, at $890,000,000, or $17.11 per 
capita; those of France, at $719^000,000, | 

or $18.43 per- capita; and those of China, 

at $120,000,000, or thirty cents per capita. 
Giving China the benefit of a probable 

overestimate of population, and of a pos- 
sible underestimate of exports, and placing 

her exports at forty cents per capita, which f 

IH Is pronounced a liberal allowance, Mr. 

fplf Ireland draws from the above figures the $ 
deduction that, afc the present time, it takes 1 

valuable customers for all time to come. §|§| Chinamen to place on the world’s j 

Chinese newspapers are ordered to lie sup 
pressed and their writers punished. The re¬ 

cently established Board of Trade. Manufac¬ 
tures anil Agriculture is abolished. 

“On the 8th inst. an imperial decree ap¬ 
peared with the avowed purpose of putting a 
stop to prevalent ideas that the Government 
was showing a strong bias toward Manchus, 
and that all the recent penult ies in repression 
•gtbjid -('gm movement had been inflicted 

upon Chinese. rA ti^Ttsua.’Tfty style of such 
decrees, it was proclaimed tffu.’toe Govern* 
meht treated all with strict ini partialSBPSifl 
would punish all the guilty, whether Mafffehus 
or Chinese. Other edicts are being isjsued 
stating that necessary and beneficial re'forms 
will be carried out as previously planned 

1 liese edicts are couched in vague and gnjuidil- 
oauent language, and are considered tin he 
empty words. 

Despite the promise of clemency ment (oned 
m my despatch above quoted, the’more pirom- 
inent associates of Kang Yu-wei are gradually 
being dealt with and treated with great sclver- 
ity. The tendency shown by the Government 
is to look with suspicion upon all officials ''who 
iave had dealings with foreigners, and these 

officials are quaking in their shoes. The ifan. 
c iu party evidently considers foreigners »i-a 
responsible for Kang Yu-wei’s views, and t;on_ 
sequentiy distrusts all those who have as,so 

n ^ in tiny way with foreigners. 

NS 
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As a matter of fqot, no sooner had 
the Mikado’s subjects passed through 

a brief period of instruction and assimila¬ 

tion than they not only set to work to supply 
their own requirements, but became for¬ 
midable competitors in certain lines of 

manufactures throughout the markets of 

the Far East, as well as aspirants for a large 
part of the carrying trade in that quarter 

of the globe. Last year in the port of New- 
chwang, for example, the Japanese vessels, 

In respect of number and tonnage, ranked 

next to those of Great Britain, and far ex¬ 

ceeded those of ail other treaty Powers put 

together. For some time Japan has vent¬ 

ured to appear as a commercial rival of 

England in England’s own port of Singa¬ 

pore, and she is already stretching forth, 

her hand toward British . India. Should 

Japan progress at the present rate for 

fifty years, and should China meanwhile 

remain dormant, the former country should 

be able to monopolize most of the Asiatic 

markets that can be reached by sea. 

If this be .the actual and prospective 

result of commending Western methods 

to Japan with its population of forty mil¬ 

lions, what should we have to expect were 

the field of commercial competition to be 

entered by China with Its four hundred 

million inhabitants, who are willing to 

work longer and harder for less money 

than even the Japanese? We are in¬ 

debted to Mr. Alleyne Irf.ia.nd for 

a timely discussion of the subject in 
the current number of the North American 

Review. He reminds us that a Chinaman 

I market an amount of produce equal to 
that sent forth by one American or one 

European. Now let us suppose, says Mr. 
Ihejand, that, for ten consecutive years, ^ 

China should adopt Western methods to an 

extent that should still leave one white 

man equal to five Chinamen in productive 
efficiency: the result would be, if the cal¬ 

culation were based on the figures given 

above, that China’s exports would amount 
to not less than $1,600,000,000, a sum equal 
to the total oombined value of domestio 

exports from Germany and France in 1887, 

and representing 75 per cent, of the total 

experts from the United States and the 

United Kingdom put together. Even if 
the application of Western methods should 

stop at this point, it is obvious that China 

would become a most formidable competi¬ 
tor of Americans and Europeans in the 
markets of the world. 

It may be objected that China would 

find a difficulty in securing consumers for 

such a great quantity of her produce be¬ 

cause in some countries a-strong prejudice |c 

exists against Ohinese1^^^^^^^ 

qaently, tariff barriers might be erected HL, 

against them. This objection Mr. Ireland H 

~ way*- In the first place, 
cheapness of Chinese 

meets in two 

the incomparable 

labor would enable thTcMnese1 preduSr Lff, 
to appeal, even m countries most hostile 
4. us most hostile 
to him, to the preference of the majority (H 

of the people for the cheaper produce r ; 

la the second place, Chinese exporters 

wffil m ^ iPl!f ^ *bn to 8UpPl£mt 
^wffite^nJ^hL homejnartete. hnt rather 

m—m 



to oust him from the markets of thetropieL 
and sub-tropioal zones which offer the 
brightest prospects of future trade devel¬ 
opment. Whatever increase may be looked 
for in the trade of Europe and North Amer¬ 
ica, a vastly greater proportional extension 
may be expected in the trade of tropical 
and sub-tropioal countries. The white 
mnr, at home lias reached such a high de¬ 
gree of efficiency os a producer and con¬ 
sumer that the rate of progress observed 
during the nineteenth is unlikely to be 
maintained during the twentieth century. 
The people of the tropics and sub-tropics, 
on the other hand, are still in a very low 
state of productive efficiency, and their 
value as consumers is proportionately 
small Now, even if we omit from our cal¬ 
culations the possibility of large portions 
of the tropics and subtropics bo¬ 

il! coming pra^onderatingly Chinese hi the 
compositiiA of their population, it Is 
evident that in these markets West¬ 
ern commodities would have to enter 
into a rivalry with Chinese products, and 
the former would be under grave disabil¬ 
ities by reason of the latter’s superior 
oheapness. Mr. Ikeland thinks that the 
areas in which the competition of a vital¬ 
ized Chinese trade would be most likely 
to affect American and European exports 
are the following: India, Ceylon, Burmah, 
Siam, the Straits Settlements, Borneo, 
New Guinea, the Pacific Islands, tropical 
Africa, Mauritius, Brazil, Peru, Chili, 
Ecuador, Bolivia, Venezuela and the Cen¬ 
tral American republics. We are further 

| invited to note that, in each of these coun- 
|j®| tries, the Chinaman could settle and thrivo, 
fA and in some of them he has already done 

so, while, In most of them, the white man 
can never be more than a temporary 

. ' resident. In the tropios the choice of labor- 
:if ers lies between the negro, the East Indian 

and the Chinaman. The last named is, 
under all circumstances, a better workv 

%■■} man than either of the others, for he has 
| ¥v'. infinitely more industry than the first and 

C i infinitely more strength and staying power 
;jthan the second. 

1:'%m On the whole, the prospect of an awak- 
m ened China, able to undersell all oompeti- 

' tors and perhaps driven, through the nar- 
row commercial policy of many of the ofv- 

•i ilized Powers into a fight for markets, is 
one to give other nations pause. 

FEEDING STARVING CHINESE. 

Relief Sent from America, High Of¬ 
ficials Declare, Has Served to 

Obliterate Ill Feeling. 
Shanghai, Thursday. — Thousands of 

starving women, children and aged per¬ 

sons who were dying of starvation in the 

streets of Sing Kiang Pu were placed yes¬ 

terday in a camp outside the city and are 

now 'being fed by the relief organizations. 

Famine and fever are spreading, and ad¬ 

ditional families needing relief are being 

enrolled daily. The funds sent within the 

last seven days will prevent the cutting 

of the unripe grain. 
A banquet was given to Mr. J. Linn 

Rodgers, the United States Consul Gen¬ 

eral here, to-day by a number of Chinese 

officials, including the Taotai of Shanghai, 

the Treaty Commissioners, Wu Ting Fang, 

former Minister to the United States, and 
Lu Hai Houan, former Minister to Ger¬ 
many:' The Chinese speakers declared 
that' the American famine reh.ef 
healed all the breaches between China and 
'the United States and had cemented last 
ling friendship 'between the two countries. 

! Mr. Rodgers in reply said the 
[States sought no advantage from her girts 
and urged the Chinese to obtain an Ameri¬ 
can education. 

CHINA'S PRODIGAL, CHANG. 
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He Was a Croaker After the Japanese War and 

Got Earl Li in Trouble—Cost Wn Thou- j 

sands of Dollars in Telegraph Tolls—Curry¬ 

ing Favor With the Empress and People. 

Washington, dan. 10.—Great interest has 

been shown here in official and diplomatic 

circles in the Pekin cable from a staff corre¬ 

spondent of The Sun, published on Sunday, 

showing how sick the Empress Dowager 

is of her bargain with the Powers made by the 

Imperial peace envoys, and how Chang Oliih 

Tung, one of the Advisory Peace Commis¬ 

sioners and Viceroy of the Wunchung prov¬ 

ince, has influenced her in this feeling. From 

this it appears that after three peace envoys, 

having plenipotentiary power, had signed 

the terms reposed by the Ministers, Chang 

sent several memorials to the Throne, advis¬ 

ing the Empress Dowager not to agree to 

these terms. It was too late, but apparently 

it had an effect on the Empress Dowager 

similar to the dissatisfied feeling Chang created 

once before in court after the Japanese war. 

Li Hung Chang at that time had represented 

China in the Shimonosiki peace negotiations 

whereby China agreed to pay Japan $400,000,- 

000. Chang so enraged the Imperial house¬ 

hold against Earl Li on account of his agree 

ing to these terms that the latter, when sum¬ 

moned to Pekin, was afraid to go there, for 

fear of being beheaded, and pretended for a 

time that the wound he had received from 

an assassin's bullet in Japan kept him away. 

It was on account of this, largely, that Li 

asked that Chang be made one of the envoys 

to negotiate terms of peace with the Powers 

after the recent disturbances so that he would 

be equally responsible with Li for whatever 

action was taken by the Chinese plenipo¬ 

tentiaries. , „ , , 
Chang Chih Tung has been called by one 

of the foremost Istatesmen of his country 
“the prodigal son of China.” He has been 
writing essays lately on the disturbances 
in China the past summer and posing as 
the friend of the Empress Dowager. He] 
hates foreigners, but he had the foresight to 
be friendly with a certain sect of mission¬ 
aries in his province and having gamed the 
ear of these people he has, through them, 
been announced to the world as a philan¬ 
thropic, progressive statesman, whose opin¬ 
ions are worthy of great credence. 

He is, however, a wily character, accord¬ 
ing to the best authority here, and has taken 
the opportunity when China is in a plight 
to proclaim, through his writings and in his 
exhortations to the peace Envoys, how strong 
his patriotism is and how steadfast a n lend 
he is to the Empress Dowager. _ One of the 
foremost statesmen of China said of Chang 
a few years ago that he would make an ex¬ 
cellent chancellor of a university, or an ex¬ 
aminer, but that he was no statesman. 
He is a bookworm and a scholar, according 
to the standard of his country He pre¬ 
tends to know not only everything about 
his own country, but also about the whole 
civilized world, though he has never been 
out of China. He is very opinionated and 
stubborn in his beliefs. + 

Chang is just the man to protest for effect, 
it is said after terms with the Powers had 
been signed, in order to gain favor among 
h?s p-opie and in history for having opposed 
the 'terms of settlement forced upon China 

byitthwasf°aW humorous incident, of the past 
summer known to the diplomatic corps chat 
Chang kept up an almost continuous cable 
communication with Minister Wu Ting-fang, 
greatly to the latter’s expense and disgust. 
whr,n rhnn w wants to know anyth.in.ry or 
to do anvthfng he does not figure the cost, 
nT-mdflAd It falls upon some one else. Cliang 
cabled long messages of hundreds of words, 
sent "collect’’ asking for information on the 
most insignificant details of the Progress 
of negotiations being carried on by Minister 
Wu with the State Department Minister 
Wu, while he need not have accepted these 
messages, thus having to pay for them, did 
^ out of respect for Chang’s position, and 
answered them as shortly as possible. In 
many cases he answered because he con¬ 
sidered it cheaper to do so than to receive 
and pay for the numerous messages which 
he was certain would follow if he did not 
reply Chang’s messages cost Wu thousands 
of dollars in telegraph tolls. 

This is one of the examples of Chang a 
prodigality. He is always spending a great 
deal of money that b longs to some one else 
foolishly, to accomplish some small tweet 
of his own. It is said he has spent millions 
°f dollars out of the public Ircasury on Han- 

kow mining properties without improving 
them or getting any appreciable return for 
the money, or having an object in view of 
any practical nature. He follows his stubborn 

1 proclivities at the expense of the Public treas¬ 
ury, no matter where they lead him. per* 
sonnlly he is honest and does not acceni- 
bribes. Those surrounding him, however 
are not so honest, so the effect in his domain 
is about the same as if he were as dishonest 
personally as some of the other high officials 
of China. 

TOPICS OF THE TIMES. 

—rProbabty no Occidental now alive has 

_ more accurate and intimate knowledge of 

China and the Chinese than Sir Robert 

Hart, who had for many years previous to 

the present troubles been at the head of 

the Imperial Customs Service, and who 

not only managed to make that depart¬ 

ment an oasis of honesty in a desert of 

corruption, but accomplished the enor¬ 

mously difficult task of winning the re¬ 

spect of the East without losing that of 

the West. The opinion of such a man on 

the condition and future of China is of 

great value, and it is recognitidn of that 

fact that has caused the recent publication 

of a private letter which he wrote in 1886— 

a year the remoteness of which hardly 

counts in the case of a nation so slowly 

moving. “ China,” he said, “ is learning 

many things, but the things learned are 

digested slowly, and whatever there is of 

conscious assimilation takes the form of 

grafting rather than growth; it is a slow 

but sure process, and both saves from 

mistakes and prevents the suffering likely 

to follow sudden and complete changes. 

Besides, there are so many people volun¬ 

teering advice and so many doctors pre- 

J scribing tonics and remedies that the aged 

but by no means sick man, China, passes 

through various mental phases, now sus- 

I pecting interested motives, now fearing to 

| fall into snares, now somewhat bewildered 

| at being taken for an idiot, and for the 

| most part inclined to say, ‘ I know my own 

| business; if I feel ill, I had better starve 
| a little than swallow so many doses.’ China 

has wonderful * stay,’ and, certain peculiar 

traits apart, has a wonderful civilization, 

and as for China’s future, you know how 

firmly I believe in her greatness in the 

time yet to come.” There is in this, it will 

be observed, a plain rebuke for those who 

think of the Chinese merely as a huge mass 

of barbarians and are disposed to treat 

them accordingly. The reference to China's 

astonishment at being taken for an idiot 

by foreign critics is full of significance. 

Evidently Sir Robert Hart’s judgment is 

much less summary. He would give the 

oldest of nations a chance to develop in a 

I natural, way, so far, at least, as that waj^ 

f is compatible with the necessities of tne 

age, and he does not believe in the possi¬ 

bility of instant and complete mutations in 

a people of fixed tendencies. 

[PLANS OF REFORM IN CHINA. 
I TALK WITH A HAN FOR WHOSE 

HEAD $65,000 IS OFFERED. 

| He Is Leung Chl-tso-He Was Marked for a 

Victim by the Dowager Empress and 
Now In Honolulu—Pro j ects of Patuo . 

I Honolulu, March 28.-It is not often in this 

| prosaic age that one has an opportunity to talk 

with a man for whose head the sum o $ • 
has been offered. Such a man is now in Honolu u- 

His name is Leung Chi-tso am” he rewar , 

more exactly, is 50,000 taels Hi is offered y 

implacable Dowager Empress of China. 
The young man is one of the survivors of the 

I devoted band of patriots who gathered 

| the young Emperor in 1898 and induce , 
consent to reforms in which, they were convince, 

lay the only hope of the Emptre. T ey 

ceived the gradual encroachments o Jer 
powers and realized that China must. surrender 

its cherished conservatism if it wou , 

against them with success. There ^ere 
[ time several parties aU^um^^m the d 



a greater or ess degree- fln aIU_ 
maintenance of he o d re ^ ^ 

ance with Japa.n-th< Je boldly demanded 
white; but the Emperor s party do * 

the adoption of Western ideas an super- 

»1.- -«*-<»«»• “’“'rrp dl^o. S 
sUtion. An evidence o! the> rap^ 

movement was apparent w , hooks 
, tr„ relations of Western dooks, 

of newspapers and transiau , n in 
which began to circulate among the people even in 

the remote provinces-a sufficient cause for alarm 

among the literati and the more conservative bu- 

LueLy. The Emperor. «»*»* S". 
vailed upon to issue nine edicts which, had they 

been carried into effect, might have revolution¬ 

ized China within ten years. It was proposed. 

To abolish the system of competitive examina¬ 

tion .which had been in force for 500 years, and 

was chiefly based npon a knowledge of the 

Chinese classics. , , 
To establish a university in Pekin endowed 

by the Government: 
To use temples for schools. 
To establish a board to translate Western 

text-books and standard literature into Chinese. 

To establish a patent office to encourage inven- 

Ho Ton, editor 

tion. 
To protect Christians from persecution or mo¬ 

lestation. 
To make the newspaper of the reform party, 

Chinese Progress, the organ of the reform gov¬ 

Chronicle, (he ieaciing Chinese 
of the otwwea .t waf) arrangcd tnni■ * 
newspQ'Per i*1 Hon • uq jc; hinteeli 
shoufd 
an microsf}- twic. lived in 

o^^ wears Eum- 

|ean clothes and speaks fairly^good ^Enghslu 

united States would be sun more ,iscussed b‘« 
any one who attempted it. » and dispae- 
probable decantation ^ gif have, talked at. i out 

ernment 
To abolish useless offices at the capital and 

throughout the Empire. 
To encourage and enable young Manchus, the 

race to which the Imperial family belong, to study 

foreign languages and visit foreign countries. 

These propositions have been characterized 
as "a cluster of brilliant edicts which will, shine 
forever in the dark past,” any one of which ‘would 
have entitled the Emperor to fame.” But this 
vroo not all; a. ministry was demanded with wKom 
the Emperor might take counsel, and even a 
legislative body was dreamed of. Such an ad¬ 
vance from the narrowest autocracy was too 
sudden to succeed. Too much had been pro- ] 
posed, when moderate and gradual reform might 
have succeeded. For in one sense the Emperor 
is divine, and resistance to his decrees is a form 
of impiety from which even his most violent 
opponents shrink. In addition to the radical [ 
nature of the edicts, preparations had been made I 
for the forcible removal of certain powerful tools! 
of the Dowager Empress, and, in all probability, I 
the sacrifice of their lives. j 

When the conflict of authority came the Em- ] 
peror and his party went to the wail and the Dowa¬ 
ger Empress, Li Hung Chang and other great 
adherents of the cause were triumphant. Four | 
men lost their lives. They had gone into the 
reform knowing that this might be the result,1 
and they were really great patriots and martyrs I 
in the cause of human freedom. They were ! 
led out to execution in the public street without 
warning, without a vestige of a trial and their | 
heads struck off. They were T’au Sze T’ung, 
aged 33, son of the ex-Governor of the province 
of Hupeh; Liu K-wang-ti, aged 40, a native of 
Szechuew; Tang Tswei.also a native of Szechuew, I 
aged 26, a descendant of the Commissioner who 
made such a determined resistance against the \ 
introduction of opium into Canton by the Eng¬ 
lish; and Yang Shin-Shea, a Censor and a mem¬ 
ber of the Ilaniin Academy. Some of their ] 
associates were banished or imprisioned, and 
several who were sentenced to death, managed | 
to escape. Among these were K’ang Ten Wei, 
who,"for his integrity and learning, is called "the 
Modern Sage,” and Ling Chi-chao, editor of the 
first reform newspaper and of Chinese Progress. 

Leung Chi-tso escaped to Japan where he took 
the cath of allegiance to the Emperor, cut off 
his queue,adopted the Japanese name of Kasya- 
bala; he also adopted European dress which is 
now worn by all educated Japanese. He is 
only 27 and he is married, marriage being practi¬ 
cally enforced in China for both men and women 
and spinsters and bachelors, outside of the ranks 
of male and female Buddhist celibates, being 
practically unknown. His wife and his infant 
daughter, their only child, are still residing in 
Japan. Mrs. Leung is a woman of high birth 
and is well educated; her father is Inspector-Gen¬ 
eral of Colleges in China. The young Chinese 
exile himself is a man of brilliant attainments 
from the Chinese standpoint, and at the early 
age of 12 had secured what corresponds to the 
Western degree of Bachelor of Arts, taking the 
higher degree, M. A., four years later. He joined 
the reform party in f,.5, and, notwithstand¬ 
ing his extreme youth, rendered important services 
to Kwong Yu Wei, the acknowledged leader 
He was also on the ei^ tonal staff of the newlv 
established refonn newspaper in Shanghai, its 
circulation grew daily until the Government_ 
the party of tha.Dowager Empress—determined 
to suppress it. Finding his occupation gone 
Idling went to Pekin where he could be in im¬ 
mediate communication with hiseo-workers. Then 
came the coup d’etat. The apprehension, ar- 
rest and beheading of Leung was an official duty 
wiuch a no less parsonage than Li Hung Chang 
was commissioned to perform, but was unabie 
to carry out_ 

5an cimnes auu spoatus wnj b"".:— 
jae has three sons and five daughiers, his eldest 
son being now a student in Oahu Cdtege- -n« 
did not inform Leung Chi-teo of my intended 
call, for, as he bluntly said, if the reformer were 
notified “he go away.” , 

The wealthier Chinese of Honolulu, unhke 
those of San Francisco, Victoria and Manila, 
are now beginning to build modem houses and 
they no longer reside in rooms oyer them places 
of business. Leung was the guest of one of these 
well-to-do Chinese. The house was a pretty 
Queen Anne cottage, surrounded by beautiful 
well-kept grounds. The drawing room was 
furnished with lace curtains, tables, sofas and 
rocking chairs, and there were family photographs 
handsomely /rained upon ,the walls. As ttio 
evening was warm. we declined the invitation 
of the hostess to enter, preferring the wicker chairs 
upon the verandah. Thither she followed us, 
wearing the wide black trousers, the loose jacket 
and the tiny shoes of the women of the southern 
provinces. She held a little, black-eyed baby 
In her arms. She would not sit, but stood, as 
Chinese etiquette enjoined; but she had learned 
the European art of kissing, and she thus car- 
xessed the child frequently and with much aflec- 
tion. She oould neither speak®nor understand 
English, but the editor told her in Chinese that 
we had come to call upon Leung Chi-tso. We 
were told that he was not at home, but a young 
Chinese boy was sent to fetch him. The sun 
had set ana the twilight had come on with the 
swiftness with which it advances in this tropical 
country. The sun had only Just set when we 
arrived, and half an hour later li was dusk and 
the stars were out. Through the semi-darkness 
we presently saw several men hurrying up the 
front walk—Leung Chi-tso, accompanied by a 
contingent of Ms Honolulu, sympathizers. By 
the electric light I saw as he approached a slender, 
graceful figure, a fine, sensitive face with sur¬ 
prisingly regular features and beautifuli soft, 
dark eyes, which had none of the Chinese oblique¬ 
ness; they were large and expressive and were 
turned upoemoneIntently while he spoke oi listened, mesa 
He wore a well-fitting suit ofdarktweed, spotless 
ljrmn and a neat, fasrhionahle silk necktie, and 
the boots upon his tiny.slendei feet were brilliantly 

P My business was stated by the editor, who offi¬ 
ciated as interpreter, the young exile speaking 
very little English. Leung car^djto 
sive ideas to the last extreme; he extended his 
delicate, small hand and shook hands wth me 
a most^flagrant act^oj indecorum^for a Chinese. 

Znattiy asTfmeigner <* 
the weather, and without the ., further, 
vanity or fielf-consciousness. n expected to 

that after visiting San I,■ n^wn arid New Y 
go on to Chicago, V ashing _ean cap* 
thence to England and the ^ hoped 
Hr^hed-to« wM^on^hoged^ 
he might have the privilege of seeing 

w.»t «o.,«».n„>j«K •<.yssnstsnss 
SI"tcScS.“?Ae‘&r *>>«--“ “y 

own people. nmbitious, not to say dam 
It was certainly an amDiuorn , but Lung 

gerous, undertaking lor a ma:n ot d'ownca6t or 
Chi-teo did not seem m the „wn share 
despondent. He seemed fohaw ^ nQt {or a mo¬ 
ot Chinese impassiveness «inlidity, and, with 
ment to be confounded wi - 0rien<ai bone and 
the fatalism that is ^^^L^heliSintheullimate 
sinew. He expressed Ms firm hen a thoug.h l1a 
triumph of the refonn party^ h&d appar- 
leaders were scattere , “ tjiat among the more 
ent retrogression. He £ gxe(i determination to 
enlightened there was ,<sm and place the 
overthrow the present £ple. that 
governing power in the hands^^ a constitutional 

they aimed at nothmg'^re^ at any cost, until 
monarchy and wou Pe thought it could be 
this had l>een acl.ievea. „„ns by an educa 
accomplished by.pcL Jthere would be no 
tional propaganda, ana Honolulu four- 
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another am?mng' evI^e^J r asked permission 
pal ion from Shocked a con 
to call, a request that would navvt s 
servative mandarin to the last aeg^ 
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Not to be outdone the men who had accompanied 
him also shook hands, some of them with con¬ 
straint and awkwardness, and the ceremony 
was repeated when I took my departure. My 
profession was explained to taVje editor 
when I added that women in the United States 
were now admitted to many occupations usually | ; 
followed by mem A gentleman weariimr Chmese W 
dress, who had perched himself on the railing « 
of the verandah, nodded his head and remarked | 
quickly,as if to give mo seme-idea of their leader « 
intelligence: 

(“Oh. he knows thatr _. 
- And Leung himself nodded and smiled blandly n 
in corroboration of this assertion. The Chinese* 
woman went into the house when the reformer* 
arrived. Through the interpreter he told me& arrived, iniougu uw i a j * 
something of his work and what he intended to 
do Here in Honolulu he had already organized |; 
a strong party for reform—a party known as the*. 
Refonn Association, and comprising many of| , 
the most prominent and influential of the Chinese 
residents. They had agreed to cut off their queues^ Kg 
to adopt European dress, If they felt so disposed, ; ; 
though this was not imperative, and to advance to., 
the spread oi liberal opinion throughout China. §| 
There is a tacit bond now existing among the f < 
progressive Chinese living in different quartern .. . 
of tiie world, and the final humiliation of the 
Emperor, it Is thought, was averted by the prompt 
nrotest of this class living m Manila, Sydney, f ., 
Honolulu and San Francisco, whud* 
of the Dowager Empress dared not disregard, fi. 
These non-resident Chinese represent muchjwealtM | 
intelligence and eriteipriej---ess<:nti.et<r that wvel L 
strong influence the world over. Of the sacrifice j, 

°f“It8isq a6 grelf Sfoi^eMence; it is In the way i 
and it is not consistent with modern methods of | 

d0’.^s^llfenm?ked the editor, somewhat pathet- i 
icallv, “and it has to be combed every mornings || 

“Yes- it has to be combed every morning, I p 
echoed, remembering what a burden the femate t. 
coiffure was to women engrossed in other than L 
rfnmAstic Dursuits, oud tli0 time and attention It u 
™«iumedP I was glad to have my sentiments | 
indorsedbv such able authority of the other sexl | 

“When shall you leave Honolulu, and where 1 
are vou going next?” I asked, after this digression. I 

“l shall leave here just as soon os the quaran- | 
tine is suspended,” he replied, and I shall go | 
direct to San Francisco. But I wish first to visit I 

th“ButeareSycni1not afraid of treachery?’' I asked, ? 
tirinirinp- that a head worth $65,000 might tempt 
tne cupidity of other than avaricious Chinese I 

I A'few days ago we discussed thfe in¬ 

fluence of Chinese classical literature 

upon the present-day Chinese, and said 

that if progress is to be made accord¬ 

ing to Western ideas, their bigotry in 

respect to ancient teaching must be 

broken down. In saying that China’s || ^ 

sages must be discredited, we must not l| 

be understood to mean that all their |@ 
teachings must be relegated to the 
limbo of worn-out and effete ideas. 

f Those who look for this will probably | 
find themselves in the same predicament |||j 
as the ‘ troops of Tema ’ referred to in gp 
the book of Job, who were confounded | 
because they had hoped. W e, however, ^ 
are justified in believing that the day -V; 
will come when they will not command || 

re- the unreasonable and unquestioned 
verence they receive to-day. At pre- 
seut, they are ‘ holy men,’ who speak 

• v s* 

as gods, and just as those who upheld 
the Divine Right could not be ' , ....v, iugm wmiu nut uu in¬ 
duced to oppose royal demands because 

! they accepted the dictum, ‘Kings can do 
no wrong,’ so whilst these ancient philo¬ 
sophers and savants are regarded as holy, 
whatever they teach is divine, and 
be honoured. 

must 

tne cuyiuity wx ~--— — *--- 

^Noiaieam not afraid,” he replied calmly, 
have my faithful and devoted friend, and I t 

I 
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constantly guarded and protected. Besides, even 
in China the reward counts for very little, for my 
assassination would be murder even under the 
laws of China, where I could only be publicly 
executed- while my attempted removal in the 
-—i'---|HMt rf rr 

* In R‘ligion 
W hat damned error, but some sober brow 
Will bless it.’ 

Such is the authority, these sages wield 
to-day. When, however, they are lowered 
fronUhe lofty throne on which well-mean¬ 
ing Emperors and infatuated scholars have 
placed them, and led out of a duty and 
musty hold of holies into the sweet light 
of common day; when their teachings 
and theories have been subjected to&a 
criticism as searching as that to which 
the Hebrew Literature of the Old Testa¬ 
ment has been subjected during the last 
fifty years; when, in a word, they are 

|j no longer regarded as gods, but mortals, 
tgg admittedly clever, conscientious, and in 
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the mam inspired by lofty nn 
but mortals still, who acquired their 
knowledge by hard and close study, 
which they deliberately arranged and 
transmitted to posterity,—then, and not 
till then, may they be regarded as 
worthy teachers- of the people, and 
saviours of their country; then, many 
of they dictums, which are now regarded 
as sacred, will appear quite puerile and 
some of their sentiments and aphorisms 
positively wrong. That China’s sages 
will in time be compelled to accept 
a lower seat, and exert a less ab- 

f solute control over the minds of their 
countrymen, many well acquainted with 
all the facts believe quite probable. 
Dr. Legge, himself an authority whose 
judgment is weighty, tells us that the in- 

jp tiuence of Confucius has been wonderful, 
f:; j but it will henceforth wain. * My opinion | 
;||j is,’ he says, * that, the faith of the nation i 
k: in him, will speedily and extensively 
|i| pass away.’ 

Meanwhile Great Britain and the Euro¬ 
pean nations are being brought, year by 
year, into closer contact with the Chinese 
We are often irritated, and not seldom 

ed out at least twenty-fou r~'kcIcs^Tn^fti’e 
teaching of Confucius 

ir 
alone, and when 

1 
' I 

I exasperated at the treatment we receive 

i 

. k 

at their hands. We express surprise and 
r indignation. But is this logical ? We 
* j really can, and should, expect nothing 

else. At present, we can uo more believe 
that a devout Mohammedan will carve 
an idol and worship it, nor a true hearted 
Christian will take unto himself foui 
concubines in addition to his lawful] v- 
wedded wife, than we can expect that the 
Chinese will regard Europeans as educat¬ 
ed, polite, and illustrious peoples, who 
are ipso facto on an unquestioned level 
with themselves. Their religion pre¬ 
vents them from confessing this the¬ 
ory ; their traditions hinder them from 
practising it. In view of these facts, 
what should be the attitude of Europeans? 
Should they be irritated ? No. Should 
tkoy be.-ingry with the Chinese;because of 
their attitude towards us? Hardly. We 

these deficiencies are read aud understood 
by the Chinese in their own language, 
however much at first they may resent 
an interference with ‘ the perfect system,’ 
they will perforce in time assume a total¬ 
ly different attitude towards that system. 
Therefore, we need not despair of the 
future. Wise men will seek to enlighten 
rather than abuse. There need be no 
doubt of the final issue, for as Cervantes 
says : ‘ Truth may be stretched but can¬ 
not be broken; it always gets above 
falsehood as oil does above water.’ 

If the position contended for here is, in 
the main, correct and sustained by facts, 
it is sheer folly for our rulers to treat 
with the Chinese as equals, and to expect 

receive reciprocal treatment and re¬ 
in all our dealings with the 

officials, these facts should be considered 
and carefully remembered. Hence, 
when a course is decided on, no confidence 
should be placed in the promises of 
Celestial Viceroys, nor honeyed words 
of diplomats, and no efforts should be 
made to obtain more than they have 
promised. The sword of Damocles should 
be hung over them in clear v'sion, ana 
instructions issued which should com¬ 
mand instant and absolute respect. This 
seems the only course worthy of recogni¬ 
tion for the present, and if it had been 
followed many of the past misunderstand- 

to 
gard. 

within six months, ah saios or opium 
smokers’ requisites must cease within 
one year. 

Opium divan taxes must not be 
collected from one month after the 
issue of these regulations. 

All opium shops must be registered 
officially with a view to their gradual 
closing. No new opium shops may be 
opened. 

All persons purchasing opium must 
present their tickets of registration and 
all shops must submit annual statements 
showing the decrease in their sales. 

Local officials must arrange to assist 
| the people addicted to the use of opi¬ 

um by distributing at cost price or 
1 gratis suitable medicines which are 
1 not to contain opium or morphia. 

Anti-Opium Societies will be 
officially encouraged. All officials 
are directed to assist by their 
example in enforcing these re¬ 
gulations. Those who faithfully carry 
out the wishes of the Government will 
be rewarded. All officials ought to set 
example to the people. Those above 
sixty will be treated leniently. Special 
arrangements will be' made to allow 
Princes, Dukes, Viceroys and Tartar 
Generals to provide substitutes for 
their posts during the period of their 
cure. All officials under sixty must 
abandon the habit within six months ; 

they cannot do so they must retire. 

ings and conflicts might have been avoid- 

m 
. 

ed, and the Chinese have tendered us a 
respect, under such conditions, which 
the very tenets of their most cherished 
religion prohibit them from tendering if 
it be left to their own free choice.-— 
China Mail. 
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SHANGHAI, NOVEMBER 23, 1906 

THE ABOLITION OF 
OPIUM SMOKING. 

OPIUM RE< ULATIONS 
in accordance 

should candidly admit that this position is |f 
the only logical one. As Luther at™ 
Worms said—and we admire him therefor 
—‘ Here I stand, I can do no otherwise,’ 
so all Chinese who believe in their reli¬ 
gion must affirm, if not in words at least 
in deeds, * Here we stand, we can do no 
otherwise, unless we reject the teaching oi 
our sages, whom we have hitherto regard¬ 
ed as divine.’ 

Meanwhile agencies are at work to 
disabuse them of their long-cherished 
supremacy, and show them a more 
excellent way. A few missionaries, well 
equipped for the task, are subjecting 
the sacred writings of China to a rigorous 
and vigorous criticism, and are publish¬ 
ing the result of their labours in Chinese, 
as eye-openers for the native scholars. 
The work of these devoted men is most 
important, and the issue will benefit not 
only the religious but also the political 
and diplomatic world. AVhen a chain has 
discovered one imperfect link, the whole 
will lie uuder suspicion, and will receive 
attention. Probably every link will be 
re-tested. So when the teachings of the 
sages are discovered to be imperfect, in 
any one point, the Chinese themselves— 
the scholars themselves—will be led to re¬ 
test them. Dr. Faber has already point 

It is understood [that 
with the Imperial Edict of September 
20, the Grand Council of State have 
made eleven recommendations to the 
Throne in regard to the regulation and 
speedy suppression of the opium habit ; 
that these have received the Imperial 
sanction and will be promulgated at an 

date. The proposed 

In another column we publish 

a summary of the regulations com¬ 

piled by 

Si early 

are : 
regulations 

■■ 

The cultivation of the poppy and the 
use of opium are to cease -within ten years. 

The cultivation of the poppy may not 
be extended beyond its present limits ; 

P it must be restricted annually by one- 
tenth of its present area. In the event 
of any evasion of this regulation the 
land of the cultivator is liable to be 
confiscated. On the other hand, if the 

|cultivation is ceased earlier, rewards 
will be given. 

All persons using opium must he 
registered either at a yam@u or with 
their village headman. No unregistered 
person may purchase opium. No person 
may commence the use of opium after 

the issue of these regulations. 
Methods must be devised for decreas- 

j ing opium smoking by persons -addicted 
to the habit. Those above the age ef 
of sixty years will be treated leniently. 
Persons under sixty years of age must 
decrease their smoking by twenty per 
cent annually. Persons who evade 
this regulation will be punished. 

All shops selling opium will be closed 
gradually. All places where opium is 
smoked on the premises Vill be closed 

- - 

: 

the Council of State 

Affairs (Chengwuch'u) with the. 

object of suppressing the prac¬ 

tice of opium-smoking throughout 

China. It will be remembered 

that in * the Imperial Decree of 

September 20 which enacted that 

"a limit of ten years should be 

given from that date to get rid j 

entirely of the bane of opium 

smoking ” the Council of State 

Affairs was commanded 1 to con¬ 

sider measures about the future 

strict prohibition of the habit and 

the planting of the poppy p'an’ 

throughout the Empire and to re¬ 

port their decision to the Emperor 

and the Empress-Dowager. Th> 

necessary regulations have now 

been drawn up *and submitted to 

their Imperial Majesties who have 

sanctioned them for early pi°- 

mulgation. China’s answei to 

the overtures of the British Go 

vemmeut, now that it has been 

certainly thorough and 

The drastic na- 

ulations is un¬ 

is given, 

comprehensive, 

ture of the reg! 



inistakable and should satisfy 

the most exacting humamtanan 

jin Great) Britain as 

will sur 

as much 

.■prise the mo t ardenb well- 

wisher of China whose efforts have 

been directed bo pr- cure the abolition 

of opium smoking. If 'he regula¬ 

tions are enforced in the spirit in 

which they are couched, China will 
to the world a most have given 

strikin'* illustration of her innate 

capacity for reform. It will be 

noted that opium houses are to be 

closed down within six months, 

while no' divan tax is to be levied 

after one month from the date of 

issue of the regulations. This in¬ 

junction at once raises the question 

of the position of this Settlement 

towards the Imperial EliCu. Theie 

can be little doubb bbab Shang¬ 

hai will be prepared bo assist 

the Chinese Government in 

its abbempb to abolish the 

opium habit, and will gladly 

resign au annual revenue of TIs. 

60,000 to accomplish this end. Bub 

ib must be on the understanding 

that a con cientious effort is mad 

to enforce the regulations simul¬ 

taneously throughout China and 

that the opium edict will not share 

the fate of the decree for the 

abolition of the cangue and bamboo 

punishments wlrch has been insisted 

upon within the Settlement, but 

hardly anywhere else. 

Minister plunged one nand into 

the pocket of his blue silk .gown and with 
the other tapped each man in turn on the 
shoulder. “You are a newspaper man? 

he asked. “ What paper do you represent? 
When he had put the same question to 

each of the dozen reporters, he said: 
“Now, gentlemen, you want to, know 

about Chinese Exclusion. Why don’t your 
editors answer my arguments instead or 

appealing to the American people by pic¬ 
turing millions of Chinese flooding t us 
country, under a system of free Immi¬ 
gration? They don’t want argument. 
Like the lawyer in court who has no case, 
they kick the other man and make a big 
fuss. He hides the facts under the dust 

he raises.” , . , 
One of the reporters named a local news- 

! • ■ ' -- of ,!„■ .. ■"» to"Y‘“u m 
Th» reform m regarel to the •*»**“ 1 :.y | 
marks Hie first establishment o f .. 

school system in China. The I 
officers who will carry out the re . 

not yet been made public. Is | 

Chou Fu. the P»™0,bJJStog.. I 
seeking to disseminate \ 
to conduct affairs with justice> an the 

» sense of public res^ not f§| 
Japanese inherited, but 

exist in China 

paper which had published uncompromis¬ 
ing editorials against unrestricted immi¬ 
gration of Chinese. , . , „T* 

“Ah that paper, he exclaimed. it 
is blind and deaf. It has eyes; it does 
not see. It has ears; it does not hear 
Why does it publish such things about 
my people? Why does it cater to the labor 
organizations at the sacrifice of right and 

istice? It had a cartoon of an American 

These reform edicts are 
attributed to 

the memorials sent to the courtly Chang 

Chih Tung and 5. """SSf 
These memorials covered all t viceroyr: 
referred to. The power of 
with the court is great because of the sum 

cess of their policy last year^ J1 
Yesterday was the 

first celebration of thejear 

./ CHRISTIANITY IN CHINA. 

laborer carrying a Chinaman on his back 
That was outrageous Do you think i 
would advocate the repeal of the Exclusion 

i 

WU PROPOSES JOINT DEBATE. 

WOULD DISCUSS CHINESE EXCLU- 
- SION WITH EDITORS. 

ant if I thought it would result In a deluge 
of my people on your shores to the injury oi 
veur laboring people?” 

Here Mr Wu remarked that it was very 
warm and he pulled off' the silk, fur-trimmed 
outer garment that served him as an over- 

C< “Why can’t you be fair?” he continued. 
“You say that if the bars against Chinese 
immigration were let down all the 400,000,000 
Chinese would flock over here. Do you 
think that Is right? You cannot believe 
it All I ask is equality for my people. 

“Now I will tell you what I will do. I 
will meet your editors, any number oi \ 
them, and discuss Chinese exclusion in 1 
joint debate on its merits. We will leave | 
the verdict, to three disinterested judges, t 
Let the editors come on. , j 

“Would you oppose the coming of my 
people if they had votes? Would you treat 
China so if she were not weak. 

One of the reporters suggested that it 
was rumored that Mr. Wu intended to be¬ 
come a citizen of the United States. 

The Minister replied with evident ex¬ 
citement, and he used both hands in a ges¬ 
ture of despair. “Your law does not per- 
mit," he exclaimed, “Your law says no. 
Suppose I should wish to become an Ameri- 

fu can citizen, I could not I am Chinese. 
™ The whole sum and substance of the op¬ 

position to Chinese immigration, Mr. Wu 
declared, was “prejudice, prejudice, preju¬ 

dice-” 
“I want to argue with your anti-Chinese 

editors,” he concluded. “If I don’t use 
more arguments than they do, I will never 
talk again.” 

To the Editor of The New York Times: 
I am a constant reader and great ad¬ 

mirer of The Times, fas are many in New 
England.) But, in all honesty, I cannot 
let your editorial of Thursday regarding 
“ Christianity and the Chinese ” pass with¬ 

out protest. 
For the methods of some missionaries, 

especially those who have entered local 

Offer rio apdulgV: "But 
your correspondent seems pitifully ignorant 
of the tremendous work of the American 
Episcopal Church in Shanghai and the 
lower Yang-tse Valley. It Is unnecessary 
to describe conditions before the war. But 
since the war 170 students have applied 
for admission to St. John’s College, Shang¬ 
hai, though only fifty vacancies existed. 

The college educates between 200 and 300 
students. Its graduates are found in every 
part of Chinese official life. For new 
buildings the following sums have been 
subscribed recently: 

I, 

CHINA’S REFORM EDICTS. 

Governor of Kiang-Su.. «i onn 
Viceroy of Wu-Chang.300 
Viceroy of Nankin. ’ qoo 
Taotai of Shanghai. oXX 
Father of a student.’’!!!! 1,000 

Toward a new science building for the 
B°°ne School for Boys in Wu-Chang (cost¬ 
ing $3,500) over half has been alreadf given 
by Chinese. 

In fact, an established work in education 
&c., is practically self-supporting ’ 

Bishop Graves writes, (on his return to 
Shanghai this Spring:) •• The first thing 
that struck me was that everybody was at 
work, everybody was hopeful, everybody 
had plans for extension and openings at 
hand for new work, everybody had some¬ 
thing to tell of- progress.” 

I know these men out there 
high-class graduates of 
and Columbia. 

They are 
Harvard, Yale, 

“Let Them Come On,” He Says—Oishlose 
What I Said to the President? I»o 
Yon Tell Everything That Yon Say to 
Yonr Wife ?— He Must Remain Chinese. 

Washington, Nov. 27.—Wu Ting-fang, 
the Chinese Minister, called on President 
Roosevelt this morning and conversed 
with him for a quarter of an hour in the 
Cabinet room. What took place in that 
closed chamber is not known, but it couldn’t 
have been more interesting than what 
took place outside. As Mr. Wu came into 
the front hall leading to the main stairway- 
lie was surrounded by not less than a dozen 
newspaper reporters. To the first question 
fired at him he replied: 

“What did I talk about? I cannot tell 
you. Would it be proper to tell you what I 
said to the President and what the Presi¬ 
dent. said to me? Do you tell people every¬ 
thing that you say to your wife?” Then 
he smiled and looked blandly around the 
group of interlocutors through his steel- 
bowed spectacles. 

What about Chinese exclusion?” asked 
one of them. 

It Is Said That They Show Southern Vice¬ 
roys’ Influence with (he Emperor. 

From THE Sun Correspondent at Pekin. 

Pekin, Sept. 28.—The issuance of four 
edicts forbidding the sale of offices and 
providing for the abolition of the old 
style of examinations, the recognition 
of a monetary standard and the es¬ 
tablishment of a university in each 
province and a college prefecture in || 

Bor further information, apply to the 
Church Missions House, 281 Fotirth Ave! 

“ )Ve lost no missionaries and little 
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each public school district, has caused 
much gossip. These edicts, which have 
been issued within the last three weeks, 

in addition to the one in regard to the des¬ 
truction of records, are sufficient to revolu¬ 
tionize the entire system of affairs in China, 
and have aroused much speculation, as 

»t .I® A 

they are practically a reaffirmation of j' 
the reforms of 1898, which were lacking" 
in the same high purpose. 

The Emperor, it is said, has now deter- 
|j mined that they shall be enforced and the 

Conservatives who previously opposed the 
reforms, are now with the Emperor. The 
highest Chinese officers say that unless 
there is immediate and permanent execution 

- ’ 
'. -‘.Mr-. _ .% 



Over 800,000 .Lives Saved in Chin 
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MaAt^ % RESULTS OF THE CHRISttASr1 tiERALD’S RELIEF WORK REVIEWED 

HOW THE FLOUR WAS DISTRIBUTED 

mm 

WO hours 

1 
Huaian, May 7. 

ago I saw the first sack of Buford 
flour delivered to a starving applicant. It was 

a man, gray-haired, gaunt, grateful, if grave 

eyes filled with new light, joined palms lifted in 

salute mean aught. The second sack went to a withered 

crone with half a dozen mouths to feed; the third to a 

girl not more than twelve and barely able to shoulder 

and carry away the half hundredweight of life-saving 
food. 

It was from the deck of one of three junks, towed 
with infinite difficulty from Chinkiang, 

that the delivery was made. It was 

supervised by Rev. H. M. Woods,!).D., 

a missionary of twenty-five years’ ser- 

: vice in China, and whose house—com- 

J fortable, according to Oriental ideas— 

is in the centre of Huaian (pronounced 

About 

a relief 

a district 
foreign, 

is difficult 

square miles 

nuBaaHHHHMMl 
300 li (100 miles) to the north or Antung; 

station 90 li northeast from Huaian, is 

untouched by relief of any sort, native or 

It lies away from main traveled roads, 

of access, and, like many thousands of 

of area to the westward, was part 

I 

' Wheean) a prominent walled city of 
150,000 

Canal, 
Grand 

of the 

people, situate on the 
,-, at the southern edge 

| famine district, and for months a prin 

| cipal distributing point for American 

^relief. Dr. Woods was assisted by 

Messrs. Brown and Espey, young mis¬ 

sionary volunteers from Shanghai, who 

for months have undergone physical 

hardships, mental distress, dangers from 

violence and disease, in order that they 

might save lives. 

The junk, with its 1,380 sacks of 

11 Christian Herald flour, was moored 

Hon the west bank of the Grand Canal, 

fflopposite the city. To the left and 

Hon top of the bank was a Buddhist 

Stemple, and through a narrow stockade 

Sfbuilt to keep away the importunate 

crowds, and leading into the temple 

court, passed long lines of coolies bear¬ 

ing the cargo of sacks from another 

junk. In the very store-room in which 

the pile of flour sacks rose, was a 

of the famine’s mystery-haunted stronghold. Recently 

Chinese officials made an investigation in this part of 

Kiangsu and ordered a census of living and dead. On 

the most conservative lines the ante-famine population 

is given at 100,000 (it is not a large district), and the 

death rate since February 1 at forty per cent. There 

is no reasonable doubt that in the relatively small 

patch of country in question 40,000 human beings have 

died from starvation within the last three months. When 

one thinks of Anhui, Honan and other provinces, it is 

easy to believe the estimate of missionaries, taotai, 

magistrates and others interested, that millions have 
died of hunger and destitution since 1907 dawned. 

Now, look on the pleasanter side. Through the efforts 
of the missionaries in distributing from wisely located 

stations the relief provided by America (and largely by 

The Christian HERAi.D),the death rate in reachable parts 

of the province of Kiangsu (estimated to have a popula- 

glass-covered niche from which beamed a placid Buddha. 

From a third junk coolies were bearing flour to the 

eastern gate of Huaian, where another relief station 

has been established. Government police, or men 

employed by the missionaries to act as guards, are 

everywhere present, and of successful thievery there is 

a negligible quantity. 

Up the Grand Canal 

, i </%■.C'rar'/Jr, 

Our three junks brought 5,000 sacks of flour, and the 

inefficient launch Chianguan No. 493 had a hard time 

of it. We left Chinkiang Tuesday afternoon, and were 

in the mouth of the Grand Canal by 5 P.M. Yet, 

though we traveled late at night, we had made but two 

thirds of the 300 li (100 miles), to this place by yester¬ 

day afternoon, when we ran aground in mid-canal, 

broke off one of the blades of our propeller, and would 

have been in bad case had it not been for the arrival, 

down canal, of the big launch Chun Lun, belonging to 

pjjthe Chinkiang Committee. This boat turned about 

|gand landed us here this morning, where we were wel- 

flcorned and breakfasted by Dr. Woods and his wife. 
■ I 

tution and disease. It is computed that the $800,000 

(Mexican) or thereabouts, contributed through The 

Christian Herald China Famine Relief Fund, saved 

MORE THAN 800,000 LIVES. Truly this must give a 

satisfactory glow to every contributor to the fund—and 

we can thank the indefatigable, fearless, altruistic and 

maligned missionary for the superb accomplishment. 

Another accomplishment by these same missionaries. 
There has been neither pauperization nor half-way 

help. People have worked for their food-buying wage 

when not too old, too young or too ill, and they have 

been carried over to harvest time—are even being 

carried beyond it when they have lost home as well as 

hope of harvest, as in the case of the thousands upon 

Very soon after breakfast the chief official of the 

4, s 

city and district. Magistrate Sun, a handsome young 

nobleman, paid n:e an official call. Sun and Yung 

Chang, head of the district telegraph service, who 

accompanied him, were profuse in their expressions of 

gratitude to the donors of the flour; asked me to send 

their message of thanks to America, and said the kind¬ 

ness of our people would always bloom fresh in Chinese 

hearts, as showing brotherhood of the practical sort. 

^ ' 

thousands of refugees who have been cared for at the 

relief stations. 
The deeper I get into the stricken region, the more 

I see and learn of relief work, the prouder I am of my 

Americanism, the gladder I am over the generosity of 

Christian Herald readers. 
I have said little or nothing of the horrors of the 

famine-stricken region. I shall not descant upon them. 

God knows they are real enough—affecting enough, 

terrible enough. Within the last few days I have seen 

more emaciation than you could find in the United j 

States from one end to the other, I 

believe. It is impossible to conceive, 

much less describe conditions in these 

densely populated centres. Like all 

visitors, I am surrounded by crowds of ! 

tatterdemalions—some begging with a 

persistence that would make a Neapol¬ 

itan lazzarone blush, some mutely fol- ; 

lowing, as anything is better than lying 

in the fly-haunted sun-spots around the 

city walls. There are roughs here as i 
in all communities, Western or Eastern, 

and at first the missionaries went in 

fear of assault. There have been riots 

for bread and emeutes fostered by brig¬ 

ands who hoped to profit by conse- 

quent rapine and looting. But the 

people as a whole have been patient 

and thankful, kindly-disposed and 

willing to work or to wait. 
Cold water is the best ammunition 

against over-crowding round the relief 



stations. I his morning1 I saw thou¬ 

sands of postulating, yelling, protest¬ 

ing claimants driven from the gang¬ 

planks of the distributing junk by 

deftly thrown canal water, ladled out 

of the stream and distributed with ab¬ 

solute impartiality until order was 

gained and the work could go on 

swiftly. In some cities a fire hose has 

theofficialsfiiesc sick and sore ones were gathered 

'camps outside the city and given all possible relief. l V - (5* • VII U11 7 

I both as to food and medical attention. Dr. Woods has 

A 

been found infallible as a disperser of crowds. Always 

the police have pieces of split bamboo with which they 

thwack persistent crowders, the resultant of sound being 
far greater than that of pain. 

The work of distribution is now well-nigh over. Such 

.crops as there are, are being gathered, and the mission¬ 

aries must rest. This is imperative unless they kill 

themselves. Already the heat at noon is intense, and it 
will grow more intense as the year advances. 

To-morrow, by canal launch or on the hurricane 

deck of a Chinese donkey (about big enough for a 

watch charm), McCrea and I will hie to the northward 
to Tsingkiangpu, Antung, maybe far-off Kaowan. 

IS M ran 

The Centre of Relief Work 

Tsingkiangpu, May 10. 
Tsingkiangpu, 400 li (130 miles) north of Chinkiang, 

has been the focal point of the famine relief work. It 

city of 130,000 to 140,000 inhabitants, normally. is a 

a hospital and infirmary here, but the vastness of the 

need has made it a small factor in the supply of relief. 

I rode out to see an old canal some three miles off, 

in redigging which the missionaries had given employ¬ 

ment to some 4,700 refugees. Rev. A. D. Rice, who 

had charge of the Vorkers, accompanied me. Our way 

through the thousands on thousands of the conical 

graves that take up so much available land in this 

country. Here and there were tombs of priests, with 

imposing headstones and circumscribing groves of 

stunted pines. But earth was the usual wear of the 

dead, each cone (for all the world like the ant-hills of 

inner Africa) surmounted by a clay image of a hat— 

sometimes fashioned like a bishop’s mitre, again like an 

hour-glass, or rarely spherical, with the mortar-board 

of the student overtopping all. Here and there were 

fresh graves, into which were thrust bamboo splints 

wrapped with paper. If the paper was smooth it de¬ 

noted that deceased had left as many children as there 

were sticks; if rough, grandchildren were indicated. I 

passed one grave with five smooth-papered splints and 

seven with the rough. “That will be an honored an¬ 
cestor indeed,” said Mr. Rice. “She will have many 

to worship her, now that she is dead and throned in the 
WiwinniBirwi 

and here the Grand Canal is first broken by locks, of 

which three, at intervals of a few miles, serve to lift the 
cargo junks above the rapids. 

From Tsingkiangpu trends the great road to Peking,® 

500 miles or more away to the northward, which for® 

tens of centuries has been the main traveled highway for if 
the busy myriads of the great provinces along the sea. ® 

Tsingkiangpu (“Bank of the Clear River” is the [1 

heaven or so her descendants honestly be- 

i » V* lo tliC 

Chinese interpretation and clearly a misnomer nowadays, 
as the water is dirty and the river is a canal) is not an 

ancient city, as the Orientals count age. Ten miles to 

the southward lies Huaian, of which I wrote a few days 

ago. Both are walled places and nearly equal as to 

population, but here the resemblance ends. Tsingkiang¬ 

pu, with its probable 2,000 years or les3 of existence, is 

official and commercial; Huaian, which may have been 

a magistrate’s town when Abraham dwelt in tents, is 

the abode of wealthy gentry and the home of many 

Chinese scholars of repute. «. 

From Tsingkiangpu reach out roads to all parts of! 

Eastern and Northern Kiangsu and a carry of less than 

three miles brings one to Salt River, really a canal and 

suitable for small junks. It is by way of the Salt that 

25,000 sacks of The Christian Herai.d flour, now en 

route up the canal, will be sent to Antung, thence to be 
>arrowed into the farther north. 

Outside the walls Mr. Rice, a missionary, showed 

handsome brick flour mill, capacity 500 sacks (abo 

125 barrels) per day. - The Chinese owners took Mr. 
Rice over the mill when it started, and called his par¬ 

ticular attention to the machinery. It was at the height 

of the Chinese boycott against any and everything Amer¬ 
ican, and the Chinaman said: 

ti tY°U SeeT sir’ a11 tllis &rand machinery is from Great 
iiritain, and very splendid and good it is.” 

Is it possible ?” replied Mr. Rice. “Then how do 

you account for these names of American cities—New 

York Cleveland, Buffalo, etc.—or for the many U. S. 

patents recorded, all of them in letters of steel on these 
machines you call so splendid ?” 

The Chinaman could not account for them, save by 
alleging that the English had cheated him 7 

site of Z’ m TVny With Dr> Woods’ 1 visifced the 
site °f the great refugee camp of Tsingkiangpu, and in 

nooks and corners are huddled, even yet the aired the 
very young and orphaned, the sick and the crippled, to 
whom travel is an absolute impossibility. 

Yesterday the last refugee camp over which the 

missionaries had supervision was broken up. There 

were several hundred and they were for the most part 
professional beggars or the output of the city’s slums. 

Work for Famine 

I 

Refugees 

I to clearHi^? admi^able works of the missionaries was 

harbored°f TsinSkianSPa of the hundreds who 

lenct ha3 C ^ ^ W°Uld have sPread a Pesti- 
^ence had they been allowed to remain. With the help of 

Chinese 

lieve.” 

Everywhere were evidences of careful husbandry. 

Most of the small farms were in wheat and the yield 

was wretched. Bugs and worms and drought had cut 

the crop into half, or less, of the usual output. In 

scores of places a small ox was dragging a corrugated 

cylinder of stone across a threshing-floor that might 
have been lifted bodily from the Palestine of the days 
of Solomon. 

There were hundreds of tracts of poppies—a few in 

gorgeous bloom, but most of them yielding the deadly 

gum to the evening incision and the scraping knife. We 

are told that the anti-opium law is to be enforced with 

rigid severity throughout the empire. The Taotai of 

Shanghai has ordered all opium dens in the native city 

closed on the 22d of June, and says he means “closed” 

in all the word implies. Yet the missionaries note that 

the area devoted to the cultivation of the poppy in¬ 
creases yearly is greater this year than ever. 

Jhe crops of beans and peanuts looked well, and rice 

is of fair promise, but of sweet potatoes—a staple—there 

is scarce a vestige. The few sent for seed were rotten, 

or were devoured by the hungry farmers. I speak 

generally concerning the province. There are excep¬ 

tions where the yield will be or has been abundant; 

but in the famine-infested districts,the crops in the main 

are far from satisfactory. Still it may be said, in a 

broad sense, that while the famine is not over, its vigor 

for the present is abated by the crops and the relief 

accorded. The death list will be greatly augmented by 
disease, which is growing more prevalent daily, from 

Chinkiang to Tsingkiangpu, and the dreaded typhus 

has already claimed many victims, while fevers, vari¬ 

ously styled “malarial,” “relapsing,” “typhoid,” and 

famine, are rife in all the cities and towns within or 
near to the famine district. 

Hostility to the relief work, on the part of most of 

the officials, soon disappeared. Here and there were 

recalcitrants, especially among the rural gentry or 

elders.” In a case mentioned by Dr. J. B. Woods 

one of these elders, coupled in relief work with a 

Chinese gentleman who wanted to do well, was ugly, 

fault-finding, obstructive. To him the district magis¬ 
trate sent this message: 

\ ou stop your tricks, your opposition, your fault¬ 

finding. Go to work with your colleague and the mis¬ 

sionaries in this public work now devised. Go to work 

quick and work hard or I’ll squeeze you dry.” 

Ihe elder knew the magistrate to be a man of his 
word and he obeyed. 

The aggregate of the workers and their helpers at 

all the relief stations will not fall short of 100,000 men 

and boys. An approximate of deaths from drowning, 

disease and starvation, since January 1, is given by 

one missionary M. 2JXJ0,000, including deaths in Anhui 
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and Honan, and in Kiangsu by a minor Chinese official 

at 1,300,000. I feel very sure the figures are under 
rather than over the truth. 

Flour Stealers Punished 

Chinkiang, June 12. 
As Mr. McCrea and I came swiftly down the Grand 

Canal, we passed twenty big two-masted junks, their 
enormous sails spread full to the strong and favoring 

breeze from the southwest. These, each with^ from 

1,200 to 2,000 sacks of Christian Herald flour in its 

hold, were bound for far-off Yaowan, hitherto unhelped 

of foreign relief, and the distant country beyond Antung, 
where the flour will be a perfect godsend. 

The Buford's cargo required fifty-four big junks for 

transport on the Grand Canal, and thirty-four have 

been towed by steam launches under control of the 

Committees or that of the Taotai of Chinkiang. Ten 

of these launches have been engaged in this service. 

It was necessary, in order that the Buford should not 

be delayed, that some of the unloading be done at 

night. The Taotai shook his head over this, saying, 

“There will be pilfering, I fear,” and Walker was ap¬ 

prehensive; but the tally showed that thievery had not 

been extensive. Some sacks had been stolen bodily 

and others pilfered from to a small extent. Accord¬ 

ingly, the district magistrates ordered a careful search 

for the culprits. Two boatmen were found who had 

stolen several pounds each—just how many does not 

appear. These were haled before the nearest district 

magistrate and sentenced at once to have their necks 

encircled for a week by the big cangues (wooden col¬ 

lars, square-shaped, heavy and padlocked so that 

they cannot be removed without a key), and to be ex¬ 

posed with this cumbrous neck-wear in public places, 

where the crowd hoots not only at the thief, but at the 

fellow who was caught at it. The magistrate further 

ordered that the sampan of the two thieves be sawed 

in two, the halves erected in a public spot on the river 

bank and labeled with the names of the thieves and 

the reason for these monuments to their shame. 

But there was bigger game. In one junk were found 

thirty sacks of Christian Herald flour. The magis¬ 

trate had the thief bastinadoed (and a beating with 

bamboo staves is a serious affair), while upon the owner 

of the junk a fine of $200 (Mexican) was inflicted. The 

fine was paid and at once sent to Mr. Walker, who 

used it to buy more flour. 
I have just received a message from Mr. Yung, 

Taotai of Chinkiang, that he greatly desires to see the 

representative of The Christian Herald, in order 

that he may hear of conditions to the northward and 

that he may wire to His Excellency Tuanfang, viceroy 

of the Lianking Provinces, the date of my arrival in 

Nanking, whither I expect to go on the morrow. 
E. R. JOHNSTONE. 

■1 FAMINE SITUATION BETTER. 

Death Rate Much Decreased, but Re¬ 

lief Supplies Are Getting Low. 

SHANGHAI.' May 2.—A press corre¬ 

spondent who returned to-day from the 

, famine-stricken districts of Northern 

| China found conditions improved as a re- 

‘ suit of the relief work, but still very bad. 
The daily death r^t^has,decreased from 

several thousand 'in the middle of March , 

to a few hundreds. 
r Many farms are deserted, only mud I 

ggjwalls indicating' that they were once ten- , 
anted. Children who formerly were sold J 

for 50 cents eacjj are now exchanged for j 

a few pounds of grain. Women are sell- , 

ihg themselves into slavery to provide j 
succor for the more helpless members of 

their families. 
The Princeton and Tale missionaries at 

Hwal-Yuan, in the north of Shea-Sii Pi- 

inee. are doing splendid work m^conho^ 

ory that famines are a' population, 
order to reduce the suipm= 
T 
ga 

order to reuuoe "Tootnnaries are 
The Government and (X)0 OOO pers< 

SI ganized for the relief of -,W0,c T1\e c 
tij who are in_ the greatest hf)Wev 

or- 
3011S 

The con- 
however, js ex- 

tiuuation of the, famine, 1,500,000 
haustiug the relief supplies, - relief 
more persons remain fot wnwm 
must he provided. 



Reforms in China—A New Council of State 
By W. A. P. Martin, D.D., LL.D. 

President of the Imperial University in Peking 

t (<fc( 

A DOCUMENT emanating from 
the court and announcing the 
formation of a new Council of 

State is now going the rounds of the 
native newspapers. As an index of the 
present attitude of the Government to¬ 
ward the “ cause of reform ” nothing of 
equal importance has come to light in the 
course of the past year. It contains 
much that would not be of world-wide 
interest, but the more significant passages 
I propose to translate for the benefit of 
your readers: 

PREAMBLE. 

“ Hitherto all affairs of state, civil and mil¬ 
itary, have been centered in the Grand Council. 
We now establish a special Council of State, 
under the presidency of the Grand Council, 
but with princes and ministers of its own. 

“ Its object is the introduction of reforms 
into the laws and administration. The scope 
of such reforms is outlined in an imperial edict 
of last February. If China and her foreign 
neighbors could with one mind seek after the 
right and true, wealth and power would then 
take the place of poverty and weakness. 

“ But if reforms are entered on without due 
discrimination no good result is to be looked 
for. Witness the ill-starred efforts of the 
Sung Dynasty, and the blunders of the so- 
called reformers three years ago. In adopting 
new methods we shall neither disregard the 
wishes of the people nor allow ourselves to be 
controlled by them. 

“ i. The secretaries and scribes in the new 
Council are to be chosen from the most emi¬ 
nent scholars of the empire. They are to have 
freedom of speech, and to be treated by the 
Ministers with more consideration than in 
other tribunals. 

“ 2. The aim of the Council is to promote 
good and to remove abuses. 

“ 3. The Committee on Legal Reform will 
in some degree follow the example of Wong 
Ngonshih of the Sung Dynasty. 

“ 4. Educational interests, including treaties 
and international law, to be referred to a spe¬ 
cial bureau. 

“ 5. Where native methods come short, 
Western methods are to be used to supplement 
them. With a view to this the translations of 
foreign books are to be collected and com¬ 
pared, and our Ministers to Japan and other 
countries are to be called on for reports on 
the state and progress of those nations. For 
us the example of Japan is of special interest— 
not only as belonging to Asia, but for having 
in a short time risen to a place of power and 
influence. 
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“ 6. China’s only hope of emerging from her 
present state of poverty and weakness is in the 
opening of new resources and in retrenchment 
of useless waste. 

“ 7. An edict of last year forbids the forma¬ 
tion of political parties under the designation 
of old and new. The advocates of a new policy 
are forever appealing to the success of Japan 
without reflecting that it was easy for a small 
country to make great Changes, and that for 
Japan to imitate Western nations was like one 
of> our provinces taking a hint from another. 
To succeed in Western methods you must be 
likeminded with Western people. Now, the 
men of the West have public spirit, while our 
people are wrapped up in self. Men of the 
West keep good faith, the men of China are 
addicted to falsehood. In the West reforms 
are solid, in China they are hollow. 

“ 8. The new Council begins the correction 
of abuses by renouncing for its members the 
rewards and distinctions which are made the 
main object in other tribunals. 

“ 9. For the more important reforms it 
will be necessary to wait the return of the 
Court to Peking; but those that do not admit |j 
delay may at any time be made by special de- B 
cree at the request of the Council. 

“ 10. The success of any policy depends on 
its agents. It is hoped that all concerned in rajjgiL 
the new Council will give themselves heart and J 
soul to their great task.” 

The value of these ten articles suffers i 
a serious discount when we consider the g| 

•- -r ""•••j- m bane of officialism in China. The de¬ 
mand for reform is fully recognized, 
but it must be lawfully kept under Man¬ 
darin supervision. Whether with a view 
to nurture or to infanticide, it may not 
be easy to determine. 

Even the Dowager, when she de¬ 
throned the Emperor three years ago, did 
not venture to declare herself opposed 
to reforms. She merely objected to hav¬ 
ing them crajnmed down the throat with¬ 
out time to cool. “ It does not follow,” 
she said, “ that because we have been 
choked we should stop eating.” 

In these articles one discovers the same 
■M ?wsife 

dread of hasty changes. There can be 

Mml 

no doubt, in fact, that the object in the 
creation of the new Council of State is 
to minimize the amount of change. 
Revolutionary as it seems, it is essential¬ 
ly conservative. Hence the prohibition 
of dividing into two camps—new and 
old. The leading advisers now at court 
are known to be intensely conservative. 
Hence, too, the denunciation of the re¬ 
forming mania of three years ago. 

Foreigners would have taken it as a 
good sign if the prospectus of this Board 
of Reform had begun by declaring that 
China would cease to kill ambassadors 
and murder foreign residents. As it pro¬ 
fesses to adopt international law, this 
much may perhaps be taken for granted. 
One way of postponing reform is for 
the court to delay its return—now ad¬ 
journed until next spring—but no ex¬ 
pedient could be fraught with greater 
danger. 

Peking, China. 



Opening Opium Commission 

Viceroy's Address 

First Meeting February 1st, 1909 

of H. E. the 
followed. I followed. He spoke of the Chinese Imperial decrees issuer ™ F • „{.*. • ber provinces the cultivation 

province the area under cultivation ol the poppy iai oeeu present year ” He spoke of the many 
had been so much reduced that it would entirely cease at the end “ uTbe AJ,poiso„ Society" 

Anti-Opium Societies as showing the spirit of t ie peop e, on • Chinese Government and people to the American 
He said: “ I take this opportunity to tender thethank s of-1 e Chin*« the sp.4 h benevolence and 
Government for inaugurating the Commission. I ieel sure it 

"""“""V,:,<„»«. (b..»«. - «*,»r*;r tojfiz&gf sfhib are izgrs, 
Government, to prohibit the evil, are much hindered by exis m, * u The krk would be a benefit to the 
cell thrashed out so that the clauses relating to opium <=» 1 ‘hJt saying—“To seek to gain and yet fear to 

whole world.” He said: “ We must consider well the mea g , ‘ - ° t arc determined to succeed m 
overcome difficulties.” He concluded : “The Government and people of my ■country, ^ ^ intend t0 stop the 

this work and will not turn aside from the accomplishment o t! b k • Y us from those clauses | 
cultivation of opium in China and hope we may have the aid ot otner 
wilri hinder ushn the Treaties. I now declare this Conferen- -r™ 

\\ 

The Opium Ccmlereftce 

(VIEWED BY THE SECRETARY 

mg 

__OF THE 

INTERNATIONAE REFORM BUREAU-) 

[Spedal Correspondentce) 

Shanghai, February ist, 1909 

The International Opium Com¬ 

mission, appointed by President 

Roosevelt to meet in the Far Fast, 

held its first meeting today. The 
Commissioners from many nations 
gathered together in this city, are 

to consider the vital question, affect¬ 

ing so many of the people of this 

great Empire, of “ How can the 
pium traffic be Suppressed?” 
The meeting today was a general 

one and the regular work will be 
taken up to-morrow. It may be of _ 

interest to take a brief outlook and 

consider : 

THE WORK OF THE COMMISSION. 

From Secretary Root’s exact 

[proposals to the various powers, 
[connected with this International 

lOpiurn Commission, the work to be 

Idone can fairly well be outlined, 
lit is in a definite sense an Anti- 
lOpium Conference. I be end in 

1 view is to “limit the use of opium 
in the various countries, and ascer¬ 
tain the best means of suppressing 

I the opium traffic in the Far East. 
It also looks to the “suppress:on of 

I opium cultivation,” and the ‘Vassist- 

ChdfA in her purpose 01 cmu*- 

cating the evil from her Empire 
No doubt much evidence will be 

received as to the opium traffic, ib 

urowtb, and its influence on the 
people. The relation between the 

native grown and the foieign mi 

“ted opium will be centred. 
The great debate will be, 
tliou°lit, on the questions . Hoe. 

e importation of foreign opium 

neatly injure the Chinese as com¬ 
pared with the much larger amount 

OW grown in China?” and “Are 

the Chinese sincere in their eSorts 

to put down the evil? As a 
matter of fact, fifty years ago the 
foreign imported opium was larger 

in amount than that all Chum 
produced. The foreign trade led to 

the home growing, and it 
oreatlv hinders and discourages 

China’s efforts to overcome the 
evil The Chinese Government and 

the Officials are indeed sincere 

the task is most difficult. Bu 
danger is that the more '^P^taiffi 
Question may be overlooked, Is it 

right to condition the giving up o 
a foreign opium trade, forced 01 

China (a moral wrong), upon the 

sincerity or snccess of Cbm.’* own 

efforts?’’ Allow the foreibn 
portation to be stopped, at once 

and then in all other ways t 
China on. and help her, nr the fight 

aoainst the opium evi 

RE'SULTS looked for. 

The one thing that is desired!by 

China, and by the Christian people 
in England and America and other 

lauds,& is freedom at once, not in 

three or ten years, from that paSI 
the Nanking Treaty of 1842 which 

the foreign 

but 

But the 

forces her to receive 

opium. 
Within the past two years Cliuese 

officials, in their efforts to control 
and suppress opium, have been great¬ 
ly hindered and their regulate®^ 

suspended because they caui^H^ 

contact with Treaty Provi^^M 
And this has occurred in several 

provinces. Truly the opium t^HH 
and the opium revenue are iheflH 
greatest foes of China’s piogrel^^H 

opium prohibition. It is a Jj|8 
task. When China seeks to control 

the opium trade, and so y^^H 
year reduce it, she isioklth^^B 
treaty with a Christian 11 atioiilper¬ 

mits the merchants of that nation 

to sell the opium to “wlia^M 
persons they please.” It is her^^J 
to restrict the native opium, 

but 

Treaty may not allow the foreign 

opium to be restricted 1 b wfl 
wonder that Chinese officials, e\en 

the best of them, may become c is 

and lose souk tnel 
in the enforcement of 

difficult laws. 
the last few months^ 

conraged 

vigor 

Within 



^ 1I 
have been able, bv the help of their 

Government, to j>revent the carry¬ 
ing ont of restrictive regulations 

in the Canton province. A letter 

from the Hongkong Chamber of 

Commerce dated Oct. 9th, 1908, to 

Sir John Jordan, British Minister at 

Pekin g, expresses much satisfaction 
at the prevention of the opium 

restrictions and concludes as fol¬ 
lows : “I am directed to add that 

niv Committee greatly appreciate 

the prompt action taken by Your 

Excellency in averting what would 
have been a great injury to British 

trade interests. — I have, etc. E. A. 

M. Williams, Secretary.” 

For her own good Hongkong 
O O o 

might well have the opium trade 

stopped. But whatever Great Britiau 
may do in her own colonies, it is 

certainly time to entirely free China 

from any Treaty obligations to re¬ 
ceive the black drug from abroad. 

..'Vi ■I 

m 

However great the difficulty may be I who destroyed the opium in Canton 
t i , 1 Chiiirt * 1 LI I 11 f\ nfH11 fT 11 t f 11 OlMIlin \ \ 7 O 1* 1C in her own provinces, China should 

have the right to work out the 

problem unhampered by the opium 

trade of Christian nations. She 

should be allowed to entirely pro¬ 
hibit opium from abroad. 

To continue for another year, to 

force China to permit the sale pf 
even a pound of opium by British 

traders is a shame against the 
twentieth century civilization. 

China must deal with her own 
people and she must have the right 

to make regulations and to prohibit, 
in any way, opium from coming I 

into her country. Will the English | 
people allow the Government to 
insist upon selling opium in China 

for another year? 

Is England’s continuance of a 

wrong trade, a trade that her own | 
House of Commons declared to be 

“morally indefensible” and that 
must stop, to be conditioned on 

China’s action ? God forbid ! Not I 
. ' MM———■ 

The Chincse (iovernmciit and peo| 

pie are striving hard to overconn 

the evil of opium. The growth o| 

the poppy is being reduced. ()piun| 

smokers are punished. Opiunl 

shops are being restricted. In tin 

large cites the opium dens have 

been closed and officials and Anti¬ 

opium Societies are working hardj 

to rid the laud of the opium habit. 

It is a difficult task but the Chiuese| 

are sincere and it can be done 

Hon. Tang Shao-yi, the Chinesel 

Special Commissioner to the United! 

States said to me, “ We must a 11| 

fight most earnestly against opium 

One cannot do much, but by work-1 

ing together the evil can be over-l 

come.’’ He is intensely interested. 

The Viceroy of the Canton Province 
said to me, “ We must stop opium 

and save the money for railroads 
and the development of China.’’ 

The grandson of Commissioner Liu,i 

compulsion to tolerate the opium 
tiaffic. China thereupon ordered 

the closing of opium dens in six 

mouths. 'Phis was not so speedily 

accomplished, but the British < i 

Embassy at Peking reported that 
the Chinese Government was 
manifestly sincere and was making 
good progress. In order to remove I 

one obstacle, the treaty powers were 
of 

and brought on the Opium War, is 

the President of an Anti-opium 
Society, and is now an influential 

official at Peking. May the Commis¬ 
sion really help China in her great 

and unfortunate undertaking. 

E. W. Thwing. 

The Opium Question. 

only may China be freed from 
great bondage, but also may th | 
Anglo-Saxon race be put right lx 

fore the people of this great Empire 

On this day, of the opening 
the Commission, a special prayeil 
meeting of the Shanghai mission I 

aries was held to ask God’s help an<| 
ill the deliberations 

SHORT STORY OF THE SHANGHAI 

CONFERENCE. 

Rev. E. W. Thwing, Secretary of 
the International Reform Bureau, 

who has been appointed by tliel 
Bureau to attend the Opium Con-| 
ference at Shanghai, arrived in 

Shanghai yesterday, and to a 
representative of the “ Mercury ” 
gave the following short story of 
the Shanghai Conference :— 

In 1903, the Philippine Govern¬ 
ment, overruled by the President in 

its plan for an opium monopoly sent 
out an Opium Commission to 

investigate the working of opium 
restriction in Asia, which made a 
valuable and influential report. In 
1905 Congress prohibited opium 
importation in the Philippines to 

take full effect after three years. 

During the same years, opium 
also 111 

guidance 1 P* 

gram 

this important body. May they no 

make a failure of the work, but b 

able to see and grasp the 
opportunity of bringing a 

blessing to the world. 

China’s Fight Against 
Opium. 

grea 

prohibition was enacted 
Australia, New Zealand and South I 

Africa. The prohibitory action in ' 

these four dependencies and the 

report named powerfully influenced 
the British Parliament which in 

1906 released China from treaty 

m m 

asked to suppress the sale 

morphia and hyperdermic syringes 

by their subjects in China and 

agreed to do so January ', 1909. 

Advice of medical missionaries for 

these breaking off opium was 

gathered and published by the 

International Reform Bureau which 
had taken a leading part in the 

Hattie over the proposed monopoly 
1 and, by invitation of and in cooper¬ 

ation with a British Anti-opium 

Federation, in tne Waterloo of 
opium in the British Parliament 

above referred to. In 1907, Bishop 
Brent, of Manila, one of the Opium 

Commissioners sent out in 1903,® 
advised President Roosevelt that 
various nations concerned in the 
opium traffic should be asked to 

cooperate with China and the 

United States in their efforts I 
to suppress the vicious uses of ™ 
opium. 

The President, therefore, through 
the skilled diplomacy of the Secre¬ 
tary of State, Hon. El ill u Root 

induced China, Japan, Siam, Persia, 

Russia, Germany, P'rance, Great 
Britain, Italy, Holland and Portugal 
to appoint each an Opium Com¬ 
mission whose duties should be to 

investigate for some mouths the use PI 
and abuse of_opium.in the national 
jurisdiction, and subsequently to I 
meet at Shanghai 011 Feb. 1, 1909, || 

as a Joint Commission, to consider I 
in the light of the knowledge thus ■ 
gathered in many lands, how thev 

could aid China in its stru°r°rle to 
suppress the opium vice, and what 
should be done in other fields in 
regard to this traffic. The Com¬ 

missioners appointed bv the United 
States are : Rt. Rev. Chas. Brent, 

Episcopal Bishop of the Philippines,’ 
fitted by his previous investigations, 
above described, to be the leader of 
the Conference; Dr. Hamilton 
Wright, a medical man of skill 

and Oriental experience; Dr. Chas. 

I). Tenuy, Secretary of the American 
Legation at Peking, and well known 

as the man to whom the Chinese 

Government entrusted the care of 
many students sent to the United 
States. 

Mr. Thwing speaks of the com¬ 
ing Conference as follows: “The 

work before the coming conference 

i 
aI 



I b .) difficult one and presents many 
l problems. How are practical mea- 
I saves to be begun and carried out 
I to put a stop to this great evil that 

has got so strong a hold :n many 
I parts of the world ? There are two 
I main features to the question. One is 
I its international side, and one is the 
I great question in the Chinese Km- 
I pile alone, w here opium has done its 

chief work of destruction. Several 
nations are involved in the present 
trade and do not \\ ish to give it up. 
The excuse is made that if one does 
not secure the money profit another 
will, so each is unwilling to stop 
until it is seen what the others are 

I going to do. It is largely a question 
of selfish gain. If all would agree 
to stop planting, except for medical 
use, the supply would soon be so 
reduced that much of the trade 
would have to stop. Another inter¬ 
national question is : Are all the 

I Powers willing to grant to China 
that right, a right she ought to have, 

I of prohibiting the importation into 
I her own Empire? This question 

has before caused war, but has not 
the world progressed sufficiently to 
allow China to protect herself from 
the outside, apart from what success 

I she mav have in dealing with the 
problem at home? China has a 
tremendous problem to solve to 

I sav e her own people. To success- 
I fully fight opium she must give up 
I the revenue from it. Government 

I money must then be secured from 
I other sources. She must be ready 
I to meet the opposition from growers 

and sellers of opium. There must 
be money expended for free refuges 
and hospitals where the people may 
be cured. Laws are not enough 
but there must be a continued and 
faithful enforcement of them. It is 
a great and noble undertaking, and 
China should have the help and 

I support of all other nations.’’—North 

I China Daily News. 

Foreign and Native Trade. 
(MUCH LOSS OF TRADE DUE TO OPIUM). 

Shanghai, China, Feb. 5, 1909. 

Trade and commercial enter- 
I prise are large factors in the 
I life and activity of any people. 

Increasing trade should mean 
H increasing progress. W hat are the 
I present business and trade con- 
I ditions of Shanghai, the busy 
I bustling trade center of the Far 
I East? From all I hear trade 

I conditions are not at the best. 
What mav be some of the reasons 

I for the falling off of Chinese trade 
B with foreign firms and a dull 

market ? 

FAIX OF SILVER. 

Certainly one reason is the low 
price of silver. The great decline 
of the money value of China’s 
medium of exchange and therefore 
its purchasing power in the foreign 
market must greatly discourage 
Chinese from buying foreign goods. 
Silver goes lower and the price of 
foreign goods goes up, but the 
Chinese wages do not rise propor¬ 
tionally. Naturally the Chinese 
will as far as possible buy native 
products. The fluatuation of silver 
may benefit the exchangers and the 
banks, but it plays the mischief 
with foreign trade. China needs a 
gold standard and a fixed national 
currency to make trade conditions 
steadv and nrosnerous. 

NATIONAL SPIRIT. 

be 
Shanghai o 

no boycott 
and yet 

owe some of 

There may 
remaining in 
foreign trade may 
its decrease to the fast 
national spirit found in all parts of 
China. The cry of “ China for the 
Chinese,” and “Patronise Home 
Productions,” is a natural outcome 
of their awakening life. Rightly 
considered this may help both nativ e 
and foreign trade. 

I was much impressed with an 
incident th'at occurred on a Canton 
Hongkong steamer some ten davs 
ago. It was a dav boat trip and 

[ during the passage a finely dressed 
Chinese gentleman addressed the 
large number of Chinese passengers 
with a verv earnest and forceful 
talk. His subject, inscribed in 
large gold characters on a silken 
banner, was “The Society for the 
Promotion of Native Products and 
Trade.” He did not urge boycott 
but said it was time for China 
more and more to supply her own 
wants and depend on her own great 
resources. He said : “ fevery year 
bin one dollar less of foreign goods 
and use that money to aid in the 
promotion of home productions. 
Then in ten years you may not 
need to use foreign goods but can 
depend on vour own markets. 
This voung man seemed very much 
in earnest and said that he was not 
urging boycott but only wanted the 
Chinese people to learn to depend 

on themselves. 

OPIUM QUESTION. 

He also spoke of opium and other 
evils as coming in the first place 
so largely from abroad, and used 
this fact as an argument why the 
Chinese should try to do without 

foreign tilings. 

The Chinese of South China are 1 
now, many of them very emlniM.istie 
in the effort to get rid ..f f 
It certainly injures other trade. 

When this Chinese Hublied hisl 
talk 1 spoke for a while to the 1 
Chinese crowd of passengers, and I 
told them that while developing' 
their home trade they should not 
seek to discourage the foreign 
trade. They should take the good 
things from abroad and refuse the 
bad. “Native and foreign trade 
must grow and increase together. 
All nations should be friends and 
brothers. The good of one people 
was the good of all. China and 
America are happily now the best 
of friends. Our President-elect, the 
Hon. W. H. Taft has well expressed 
it that the American people greatly 
rejoice in China’s advancement and 
prosperity. Increased Chinese trade 
will also mean an increased Ameri¬ 
can trade.” The Chinese' all seemed I 
pleased with the idea. With higher[ 
silver, better crops, and cheaperl 
rice, Shanghai’s trade is bound to\ 

soon improve. 

E. W. ThwingJ 

lF 

Opium Commission. 1 _ 
The work of the International 

Opium Commission has now con¬ 
cluded. Although all that might be 
desired has not been accomplished) 
yet there has been a decided gain in] 
the right direction. From the firs® 
excuses have not been made fo® 
opium, as a habit or trade, but it has 
been considered as a great crilW 

The Commission has distinctly held! 
that the use of Opium, except fori 
medicine, is a matter for prohibitioljk 

by the various nations of the world. 
'The resolutions adopted look! 

forward to the “ Suppression of thqj 
practice of Opium Smoking 

all lauds. “ The closing of Opium- 

divans,” in all settlements and con¬ 
cessions in China, is strongly mge j 
The Commission also strongly re¬ 
commends the prohibition 0 f 
Anti-Opium remedies containing 

Opium, and drastic measures aS^ns 
Morphine. The sincerity of China 

is also recognised, as well as ie 

greatness of the task. 
China should now at once a^e> 

first, more effecti ve measures agams 

the planting of the. poppy 
and 

second, action requesting freedom 
from that part of her liea 
which forces her to receive opiui . 
Then she should entirely pi oh 

home production and foreign tmpoi - 

ation, except for medicine. 



The %^n*rTOTTsTTrnTr- 
cult one. She needs every help and 
encouragement, and above all to 
keep persistently at the task. S ie 
will succeed. Opium is doomed. God 

speed the day. 

International Reform Bureau. 
WORK for CHINA 

This Bureau undertakes the work 
of Gospel Reform in all lands, and 
is planning to make a special effort 
for China. Now is the time of 
great opportirnity in this vast 
Empire of the East. Every Christ¬ 
ian force is needed to aid in the 
uplift, reform, and regeneration of 
these many millions. All mission¬ 
ary organizations, the Y.M.C.A. s, 
and the Reform forces must unite 
under the Banner of the Cross to 
overcome the great influences, of 
evil that are fast coining in to bring 
sorrow and destruction to China. 

The International Reform Bureau 
feels that here is the most important 
field for special effort at the present 
time. Dr. Arthur H. Smith has 
well said : “The Nineteenth Cen¬ 
tury was the century of Nationalism 
but the Twentieth Century is the 
century of Internationalism.” The 
world is growing smaller and all 
nations must unite in the cause of 
right and reform. The work that is 
done for China now will bring most 
important results in the next ten or 

twenty years. 
SECRETARYfor CHINA 

The Bureau, realizing the great 
importance now of special effort for 
China, has appointed Rev. E. W. 
THWING its special secretary for 

be given to the ChTnes^ii^uffff 
.most difficult work of carrying out 
the Opium Reform, until complete 
victory is attained. 
2. The Fight Ago ins/ Ihe Cigar¬ 
ette Evil. The Chinese are beginn¬ 
ing to realize the danger and poverty 
that is now coming to China from 
the rapid increase of the cigarette 
habit. Twenty million cigarettes 
per day. This is only a part of the 
business that is killing other trade, 
and making China poor while bring¬ 
ing ill-gotten wealth to American 
and English tobacco traders. 

If opium is the black curse of 
China, the cigarette is Dfet proving 
to be the white curse of her people. 
From the testimony of physicians 
a small amount of opium is often 
used to flavor the cigarettes and 
so create a habit. Thousands are 
given away in the interior to create 
a market. Many of the poorest men 
spend more than half of their hard 
earned cash for cigarettes. They 
are far worse than pipes or cigars, 

China and the Far East. Mr. Thwing 
has been engaged in Chiuese work 
for over twenty years and speaks 
both Chinese and Japanese. He 
has resigned the Superintendency 
of the Chinese Mission in Hawaii, 
that he may take up this larger 
work for China. He is at present 
learning the Mandarin dialect so 
that, with the Cantonese, he can 
speak in almost every part of the 

Chinese Empire. 
WORK OUTLINED 

i. The Fight Against Opium. 
This is the first work that hasbeen 

and China needs warning and help 
3. The Fight Against Liquor. 
The Bureau sees in this, another 
great danger. Beer, whisky and 
foreign liquors, are seeking a foot¬ 
hold in China. As tin} cigarette 
finds its great demand $moug the 
poor, so the foreign winks are find¬ 
ing a large,, demand arqong the 
rich. In Shanghai, Hongkong and 
other ports, China has now a drink 
problem to face. Temperance 
Societies will need to be organized, 
and the people aroused to this 

danger also. 
4. Work Against Gambling. With 
these three great evils to fight, 
that have come largely from the 
West, China has also her own 

of overthrowing this great vice. 

rational evil of gambling. The 
Bureau would also aid in the work 

tahen up in connection with th^ 
International Opium Commission. 
Ihe work done by the Bjureau has 
been welcomed by membjers of the 
Commission, by the missionaries, 
and by the Chinese. Much printed 
matter has been circulated in China 
and all over the world, Anti-Opium 
Societies have been formed, lectures 
given and many meetings held. 

This work will be continued, and I 
£very encouragement possible will 
» ^5- 

5. Literature. Many books and 
novels published in Japan, in 
France, England and America are 
being translated into Chinese. Some 
of these books and stories have a 
very bad influence. The Bureau will 
seek to aid in selecting and translat¬ 
ing some of the better books from 
the West, which will not only 
interest but benefit the Chinese. 
6. Work for Children. The In¬ 
ternational Reform Bureau is 
much interested in the work for 
children. Schools all over China 
and Japan will be visited and the 
young students enlisted in the fight 
ao-ainst these evils. All possible 

children to right thinking aw 
save China. 
7. Constructive Work. Much at¬ 
tention will De given to the forma¬ 
tion of Reform Societies among 
the Chinese. These, as branches 
of the International Reform Bureau, 
will take up the local work along 
the plans outlined by the Bureau. 
Both men and women will thus be 
encouraged to take up the active 
work of reform among their own 
people. Some societies of this kind 

have already been formed, 

the Chinese soon become 
enthusiastic in this effort. 

Prominent men in China will 
be also asked to join in this great 
effort and become members of the 
world-wide organization of the 
Atlas Brotherhood for uplifting the 

World. 
The International Reform Bureau 

asks the sympathy, advice and 
co-operation of all missionaries in 
China, in its work of reform in this 
Empire, and in its earnest desire 
to bring about a “ better world here 

afd will be given to Sunday School 

w ork and in the formation of new 

gatherings of children. Win the 

and now.’’ Its aim is to aid in the 
work everywhere being done to 
help China “ Onward and Upward.” 

xAfter the close of the work of 
the International Opium Commis¬ 
sion, which it is hoped will greatly 
aid the Chinese Government in its 
most difficult task, there is much 
yet to be done by every Christian in 
China. The Anti-Opium Societies 
must be encouraged in their work 
and new societies must be started. 
The people in China, who favor 
reform, must be kept alive to the 
danger, and to the need of constant, 
active, persistent effort. The Chin¬ 
ese Government needs the support 
and hearty co-operation of the 
people to ensure success. Like the 
Temperance Movement, the Anti- 
Opium Movement and spirit, strong- 
today, must be kept up. Then 
China will finally be delivered from 
opium. 

But the work of the Bureau is 
Gospel Reform. Reform alone can 
do little for China. The nation 
needs the power of the Cross to 
vitalize the movement. Christ died 
for the sins of the world, and for 
these sins that make China wretch¬ 
ed. Christ rose again for the 
Salvation of China. Jesus Christ 
is now the living Saviour that can 
alone save China. He must be the 
centre and source of all true reform. 
He gives the mighty power of the 
Spirit that can overthrow the forces 
of darkness and evil. Our cry is 
“ Christ for China and China for 

Christ.” This alone can regenerate 
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China's Big Bills. 
Shanghai, China, March 2nd. 1909. 

Rev. E. W. Thwing, Secretary 
of the International Reform Bureau 

who is lecturing in this city, gave 

the following figures taken from 
recent Trade Reports. 

“ China’s Foreign Opium Bill, for 
1907, was 7.263,333 lbs. imported, 

/4,656,219 or about $55,000,000. 
Mex. Her Native Opium Bill, if as 

is claimed the native production is 
about ten times the foreign, would 

be about $550,000,000. Mex. China’s 
| foreign Riquor Bill for 1907 was 

about $4,000,000 Mex. China’s for¬ 
eign tobacco Bill for 1907 was about 

$3i5°°,°oo Mex. This was mostly 
American tobacco for cigarettes. 

The cigarette habit is on the 
rapid increase. One Company in 

Shanghai now turns out 8,000,000 
" cigarettes per day. Another factory 

has been erected at Hankow which 
will soon have a larger output. 

Many cigarettes are first given 
away to create the habit, then fol¬ 

lows a big sale. Doctors here have 

found that a small amount of opium 

is often put into the paper or tobac¬ 
co so as to create a desire for the 

goods. China’s foreign drink bill is 
also on the rapid increase. ” 

A recent report comes from Ying- 
J chow-fu saying that : 

“Two foreigners spent some weeks 
I in this city and vicinity doing a 

I thriving wholesale business in 

» cigarettes. They left most of the 

: prominent places in the city, in¬ 

cluding the yam erf entrance and 
city gates, very neatly decorated 

with pictured posters advertising 

the several brands of their wares.! 

One naturally wonders if suchffil 

business is within the treaty rights! 

I of foreigners, the natives themselves^ 

j liking to do the business of the in- 

| terior, wholesale as well as retail.”| 

China's Efforts. 
Peking, Feb. 24. 

It is reported that H. I. H. the1 
| Prince Regent has personally in- 

j structed the Director of the 

; Censorate to order ft is subordinates' 
j to spare no pains or trouble in 

f discovering opium-smoking officials, 

I as the suppression of opium smok¬ 

ing among the official classes 

depends entirely on how enquiries 
are made. 

* * # 

The Commission for the Suppres¬ 

sion of Opium has fixed the 22nd. 

inst. for the examination of the 

^officials of the Wai Wu-pu and the 

Boards o Jr’usts and CommumcT- 
t.ons and Commerce in order to 
ascertain whether any of them is 
addicted to opium smoking. 

o 

* * * 

I11 order to ensure the entire 
suppression of opium within the 

prescribed time, the Commission 

for the prohibition of Opium has 

deemed it wise to appoint detectives 

in the provinces to investigate and 

report on the progress that is being 

made in the eradication of the evil. 
* * * 

The Board of Finance has 

proposed to despatch its deputies to 

investigate -into- -the. manner in 
which poppy cultivation is prohibit¬ 
ed. 

* * * 

The Grand Council has notified 

the Viceroys and Governors of the 

Provinces that if any of them can 

suppress the cultivation and smok¬ 

ing of the drug in his Province 

within the present year, without 

causing any trouble, he and his 

assistants will be handsomely re¬ 
warded. 

Opium Smokers in China. 
The matter of the percentage of 

Opium users in China is one in 
which reports greatly differ. The 

Chinese claim perhaps too large a 
number for the Empire, while the 
English estimate given is certainly 
too small. 

Mr. C. Clementi’s article on the 
subject has been r!ead with much 

interest, but some important ele¬ 

ments of the question seem to have 

been overlooked. Official figures 
and reports may sometimes be very 

misleading, and do not always agree. 

Mr. dementi gives the estimate 
of China’s opium production for 

1906 as about six times the amount 

imported from abroad. Another 

British Official, who lias resided in 

China for many years, estimates 
native opium as eleven times the 

amount of the imported article. If 

that be so it would almost double 
Mr. dementi’s estimate of 2% as 

the smokers for China. Sir R. 

Hart, in the Official Yellow Book, 
(Peking 29th Jan., 1881) said :— 

“In round numbers, the annual 
importation of Foreign Opium may 

be said to amount to 100,000 chests, 

or, allowing 100 catties to each 
chest, 10,000,000 catties (the catty 

is the Chinese pound: one catty is 

equal to one pound and a third 

avoirdupois). ” Sir R. Hart said 

again, a month or two ago that— 

“ I11 1864 the opium imported was 

valued at over thirty million taels, 

a n d TeprSmiteTabour4^^*^ 

of the import trade ; it now repres’ 
euts only about 7 per cent,—a faJ 

which shows rather how generai 
trade has grown than that the&opiUln 
trade has diminished. Opium how 
ever, is doomed.” ’ 

If the Indian Opium Trade has 
not greatly diminished, and Chin" 

has. ten or eleven times as much 

native opium, the opium consumed 
m China is much larger than Mil 

C lementi’s estimate, and therefon 

the percentage of users would b< 
higher. 

Smuggling is another unkuowr 
quantity which enters into the pro 
blem. 1 

The use of the “Opium Ash,’ 
which has a more evil effect, and B 

taken in smaller quantities, supplies 
many thousands of the poorer people 
This “ Opium Ash ” is a by producl 
after smoking and so does not entei 
into Custom house reports. 

Yet the very large number ol 
“ Opium Ash devils,” as the Chinese 
call these poor sots, will increase 
the percentage of those who use 

opium. Again the amount used is 
open to debate. An average of Tls 
0.2 per diem, may be correct for the 
foreign ports, where many are weal] 
thy and use more, yet a very great 

number of poor people, in the inter¬ 
ior, who use a much smaller amount, 

are much injured and impoverished; 
by the habit. Many women, and 
even children use very small amounts' 

of opium with bad effect. I have 
known of a woman blowing the! 
fumes of the opium pipe into her 
child’s face to stop its crying, thus 
creating the habit. 

Again another matter of the use 
of the “Pautsz” or small opium 
balls. Many poor sots who have 
smoked away their money and can¬ 

not afford to buy the smoking 
opium, will satisfy the craving by 

the eating of these “ Pautsz.” A 
very small quantity is thus swallow¬ 
ed. In this way a small amount 
of opium would supply many more 

users. 
With such uncertain elements, 

with varying reports, with the 
actual testimony of these who have 

lived in the interior for many yeais 
among the people, as to the wide 

use of opium, it is by no means a 
certain conclusion to estimate the 

opium users in China as only 2% 

of the total population. 
E. W. Thwing. 

Opium Suppression. 
POPPY CULTIVATION. 

In compliance wit-h the request 



j^naHST the Governor 
has wired him the .lautung . 

wing information regarding the 

iression of opium in his prov mce 

•r eleven hundred officials, both 

il and military, have been ex- 

lined at the Opium Suppression 
areau, in Tsinan Fu and so far 

- Pas been ascertained there are 

or Anti-opium Societies in differ¬ 

ent parts of the province. Accord¬ 
ing to the latest report 49,573 

nersons or 60 to 70 per cent of the 
opium smokers have been cured of 
the opium habit. Just lately the 
regulations of Chihli have been 
adopted and the police are issuing 
to smokers tickets without which 

they can not buy any opium. There 

were consumed 242,105 catties of 
native opium and 6,815 catties 
of imported opium and 95,679 
catties of native opium and 585 
catties of imported opium, during 
the 33rd year of Kwang Hsu and 
the first ten months of the present 
year respectively. Thus it will 
be seen that the consumption of 
native opium is 60% and that of 
imported opium 90% less than the 
previous year. During the first 
ten months of this year 52,557 
catties of native opium were export¬ 
ed as compared with 72,730 catties 
in the year before. The Tunghai 
Customs reported that 21,649 catties 
of foreign opium were imported 
and 20, 825 catties of native opium 
exported during the first eleven 
months of the present year, against 
31,330 and 43,421 catties respective¬ 
ly in the year before. The Kiao- 
cliow Customs reported that 1,716 
and 14,250 catties of foreign and 
native opium respectively were im¬ 
ported and 489 catties of native 
opium exported during the first 
eleven months of this year as com¬ 
pared with 1,320, 345 and 12,342 ■ 

al Chamber of Commerce, wer 
submitted to the “ Hongkong Tele¬ 
graph ” and published on Feb. 8th, 

3:909. 
These opium traders claim that 

“it is the dhty of the British Gov¬ 
ernment to see that the merchants 
get a fair and unhindered outlet for 
the opium purchased from them.” 

They say tliat the letters, present¬ 
ed and published, “ fully set forth 
the views of the merchants engaged 
in the opium trade upon the attitude 
of the Chinese authorities in seek¬ 
ing to impose restrictions on the sale 

| of raw opium, which we contend 
are contrary to the rights conferred 
by Treaty e 11 doling raw opium and 
all merchandise in any quantity, 
whether large or small, to be freely 
sold to anyone wishing to purchase 
same, without let or hindrance. 

In an extract from one of the 

letters they say: 
“ We would wish to lay special 

stress upon the fact that by the 
regulations now sought to be en¬ 
forced by China, the right allowed 
by Treaty to all merchants whether 
British or otherwise, to sell their 

opium to anyone, is taken awa} 

Ch lllc ill succeed in stoppu 
home production before stopping 
die trade in opium from India. 

Therefore, any interference on 

the part of the Chinese Government 
with the Indian opium trade can not 
possibly be with any legitimate 

object.” Also # 
“ We submit that if Article 5 of 

the Edict is carried out, in course 
of time, the number of dealers in 
raw opium will dwindle to a very 
small number, healthy competition 
will cease, and the British merchant 

will be at tlie mercy of the few 
native shops left in the trade._ 

Speedy Prohibition an 
Example for China. 

Is England to wait for China’s ac¬ 
complishment before taking radical 

respectively during the previous fc ^hion to suppress the opium trade? 

year. As to the cultivation of the 
poppy the acreage under cultivation 
in Tsinan, Tengchow, Tungchang 
and Yenchow has been reduced by 
60 to 70 per cent and that in the 
opium growing districts of Ichow, 
Tsaochow and Tsiniug has been 
reduced by 20, 60 and 70 per cent, 
respectively—Shanghai Times. 

Hongkong Demands Opium 
Trade. 

While the Anti-Opium Commis¬ 
sion is deliberating at Shanghai, 
as to how the evils of opium can 
be overcome, Hongkong Opium 
Merchants are agitating for a con¬ 
tinuance of the Trade. 

The Secretary of the Society for the 
Suppression of the Opium Trade 
believes not. He thinks that Great 
Britian should act first. He says : 

“ Western civilisation can not but 
sympathise profoundly with China 
in her supreme effort to free herself 
from this enervating and demoralis¬ 
ing scourge. The European nations 
having colonies or protectorates in 
the East can not evade the duty of 
keeping pace with China. We trust 
that they will not content them¬ 
selves with this, but regard them¬ 
selves as bound in honour to set the 
example of speedy and effective 
prohibition.” 

f 

ff 
i 

setters from the Hongkong Gener- 

Yet many others say, especially ffl andfamine 
$ 

Opium Trade Continues. 
Great Banks, Steamship Com¬ 

panies, and British Merchants want 
to keep 011 the trade as long as 
possible at China’s expense. There 
is big money in the traffic. Is 
China sincere ? Is England sincere ? 
Time will show. Meanwhile nearly 
three years after the resolution of 
the British House of Commons, that 
the trade should be brought to a 
speedy close, it still continues. A 
Hongkong paper, of Feb. 5th 1909, 
speaks of the shipment of opium 
from India, and remarks on the 
sailing of the P. and O. steamer 
Devanha for China. It is believed 
she carries one of the biggest, if not 
the biggest, shipment ever made, 
estimated to be of the value of as 
much as ,£800,000. 

About ten million dollars worth 
of opium (in Chinese money) on | 
one steamer ! And so China is im¬ 
poverished and discouraged. And 
yet the opium trader claims that I 
the foreign opium has little effect 
on China. It is time that every 
Christian should demand that the 
trade stop. 

* 

Bureau’s New Work. 
The International Reform Bureau 

is about to establish itself in China 
with headquarters at Shanghai and 
will prosecute its work with the 
co-operation of all other bodies or 
organisations having for their ob¬ 
jects the eradication of vice. Dr. 
MacGillivray will be chairman of 
the Council at Shanghai, with the 
Rev. E. W. Tliwing as Secretary, 

Scarcity of Rice m Chekiang 
and Chihli. 

Owing 
Peking, February 10. 

to the lack of rice in 
Chekiang and Kiangsu a Censor 
has memorialized requesting that 
the tribute on rice should be reduced 
to one half, and if this is done the 
remaining half will be paid by the 
Provincial Governments of the Pro¬ 
vinces mentioned. 

The Prince Regent was prepared 
to. approve this suggestion, but 
objection was raised by members of 
the Grand Council on the ground 
of the want of rice in Chihli. 

A speedy prohibition of the cul¬ 
tivation of the poppy will give 
much laud for a large increase of 
rice culture and so prevent shortage 

those interested in the trade, that! 
England should wait and <=pp ifmEHI 

•: Era 



Appeal from (tljuu-sr Cfjrxsttans. THE members of the Presbyterian Synod in North China send 

greetings to the Christian brethren in all lands, and ear¬ 

nestly ask their prayers on behalf of China in her present 
•(troubles. 

I The harmony between China and Western nations is now broken, 

I offences arise on every hand, the important places on the sea-board 

jare now all guarded by Western powers, military operations are Stir¬ 

ling up enmity that may at any day result in bloodshed. Whether 

|this is the will of heaven, or whether it comes only from the designs 

J of men, it is impossible to say, but how can we who are citizens of 

|China and members of the Church of Christ look without concern 

ion what is passing? We embrace the opportunity afforded by the 

•;meeting of Synod to send a letter to Christians of other nations to 

| ask them to pray for us. 

Although of different nationalities, we have all one God, one 

| Spirit, one faith, one baptism, and we are one body in Christ. If one 

I member is wounded the whole body suffers. Moreover, the Mis¬ 

sionaries in China are Christian scholars from the West, whose sup- 

|port, together with the means for carrying on their work in schools 

land hospitals, is raised by contributions from Western lands. When 

I we Chinese have been without bread, Christian people have fed us 

with heavenly supplies, when 

they brought us a robe of righteousness, when 
n we were without a weddi 

ighteousness, when we wcr„ ®ariuJ 
we were begotten again through the word they preached' u 1 
this we assume that as the Western Christians give then- ik 
China, so their minds are directed to China, and that I 

but be concerned on account of the dangers now h ^ C" 
Empire. Getting 

The special things for which the Synod asks prayer ar 
are the fj lowing : 

(i) A 
. ~ ~ *“611 kUHCf 

mg to promote Western learning, the Emperor has made ne 

(l) We ask prayer for the Emperor and his high 
_ . iTT . , . _ s 1 umcers. pj 

lations for the purpose. He has also lately sought and 
exanJ -clIIQ 

many new books, of which not a few are of a religious n L, 
These things may possibly prove the beginning of faith ’^f 

bring a blessing to China. Ask God to give the Emper 

may P6 
understanding and a full knowledge of the facts, that he 

ceive that the prosperity of the country depends not onl 

spread of Western learning and the training of men of •ibji°1 
still more on the diffusion of Divine truth and the renov 

men’s hearts. So may Sovereign and people, high and 1 '°* 
of one mind. 

CHINA'S MILLIONS. 

(2) We ask prayer for the literary eximiners and for all schools 

where Western learning is held in esteefn. Since the new regula¬ 

tions were promulgated, every province has desired to establish 

schools for the training of educated men. Already there are a num- 

:nd we fervently hope that 

their old prejudices (i.e., 

ber of prosperous schools of this kind, 

the official examiners, throwing away 

against Western learning), will honestly Select really able men, and 

that means may be found of bringing evjry district and" county into 
harmony with the new policy. 

(3) We ask prayer for the people at large, that they may put 

away the old and accept the new, that the Imperial will may at 

once prevail, and that there may be no disorder in any part of the 
land. 

(4) We ask prayer for the Church in China, that in view of the 

suspicions and unrest existing in the minds of the people, the Chris¬ 

tians may be more zealous and persevering in prayer, that they may 

be scrupulously careful not to presume on their position to insult 

others or to make any occasion of trouble, and that if involved in 

trouble caused by others they may be patient and avoid giving 

offence. 

(5) We ask prayer for all the several nations, that thj 
course with China may be in harmony with truth and righl 

the specified time they may return the territory they have if 
that none may entertain the design of dividing China out! 

lowing her up, and that they may be at peace among thj 
united as one family and entertaining no warlike designs,! 

Although our country is helpless and weak et wefc 

that the prayers of the righteous will prevail, and that GoJ 

for us. When Abraham prayed for Sodom, God heard hill 

“If there be ten righteous, I will not destroy it.'’ Wef 

amongst the eighty or ninety thousand professing Christil 

various churches in China there may be more than tent 

men. If believers in the East and West will all unite ioj 

prayer, why should we doubt that God will hear ? 

(Signed on behalf of the Synod) 
Ts ■ Li WJ 
Chang Fenm 

■ : GIN WJ 
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' Prince Ching Gives Assurances That 

ij His Government Has No Desire to 

Restrict Them. 

Pekin, Jan. 24.—Prince Ching yesterday, 
assured a committee of missionaries that[ 
there was no intention or desire on the par 
of the Chinese Government to place restric 
tions upon the missions, and that the govern¬ 
ment itself never had had any objections 
to the missionaries or to their methods. 
The missionaries are greatly pleased with 
Prince Ching’s assurance. 

The foreign Ministers have sent a note 
to the Chinese plenipotentiaries on the lines 
previously stated. 

Upon receipt of the dispatch announcing 
the death of Queen Victoria the meeting 
of Ministers immediately adjourned. 



A CHINESE EDICT, 

In the archives of the Presbyterian Board 

of Foreign Missions there has just been found 

an edict promulgated by the Emperor of China 

more than half a century ago—it is dated 1844 

— with relation to the treatment to be accorded 

to all those within the domains of the Chinese 

Empire who professed the religion of the 

“Lord of Heaven.” The edict was called forth 

by disturbances which had arisen through 

some misbehavior of the French Catholic mis¬ 

sionaries, and in the course of which many 

of the innocent had suffered at the hands of 

the natives. The edict was in the form of a 

memorial of Keting, Imperial Commissioner 
and Viceroy of the Canton and Kwang-Se 
provinces, to the Emperor, the text in part 
being as follows: 

“It appears that the religion of the Lord of 
Heaven is honored and observed by the vari¬ 
ous nations of Europe, mainly with the view 

of exhorting to the practice of virtue and re¬ 
pressing vice. Ever since the Ming dynasty 

it has made its way into China, and has not 

yet been prohibited ; but because some of the 

adherents of that religion in China have re¬ 

peatedly made a handle of their religion to 
act viciously, therefore the officers of the Gov¬ 

ernment, on discovering the same, have pun¬ 
ished them, as is on record. During the reign 
of the Emperor Kee Ting it was first deter- 

; mined to distinguish these and punish them 
for their offences, the sole object of which 
regulation was to prevent the professors of 
said religion in China from practising wicked¬ 
ness, and not with the view of issuing prohi- 
bitions against the religion of foreign and 
European nations. Now according to the re 
quest of the envoy of the French nation, La- 
grene, that the virtuous professors of the said 
religion in China should be exonerated from 
blame, it appears suitable to accede thereto ; 
and it is proper to request that henceforth, 
with regard to all persons, whether Chinese 
or foreigners, professing the religion of the 
Lord of Heaven, who do not create disturbance 
nor act mproperly, it be humbly entreated of 
the Imperial benevolence to grant that they 
be exonerated from blame. But if such per¬ 
sons resume their former ways, and independ¬ 
ently of their professions commit other crimes 
and misdemeanors, then they will be dealt 
with according to existing laws. With regard 
to the French and the subjects of other for¬ 
eign nations who profess the aforesaid relig¬ 
ion, it is only permitted them to build churches 
at the five ports opened for foreign commerce, 
and they must not improperly enter the inner 
land to diffuse their faith. Should any offend 
against the regulations, and overstep the 
boundaries, the local officers, as soon as they 
can apprehend them, shall immediately deliver 
them over to the consuls of the different na¬ 
tions to be punished ; but they must not rashly 
inflict upon them the punishment of death.” 

'\e Proclamation of the Prefect of Paotin 

REV. J. W. ee-WIEr 

The readers of The Herald may be interested 

I m the following paraphrase of a remarkable proc¬ 

lamation issued by the Prefect of Pastingfu, North 

China, October 3d, 1895. The document is the 

more noteworthy since its author is a member of 

| the Imperial or Haulin College, Peking, a man- 

■ darin of the second rank, and a native of the noto¬ 

riously anti-foreign province of Huuan. 

After deploring the recent brawls between 

Lnristians: 
thest 

a; 

.«§§ 

fj»f§ 

- 

>e are not necessarily due ThaT'T'"8 " 
Chians, but to the 

and to ignorance of the ninths „ • • ,. . 
j * - , otu c animating religious 
teachers from the West, he says • 8 y 

I Will now attempt to explain the general 

features of these faiths to ail you people. An ex- 

animation of the three western, Greek, Heaven’s 

Lord and Jesus religions shows them to be, 

though differing^! name, the same in fact. They 

wors up the same Heaven’s Lord, read the same 

o an new testaments, do the same good works, 

such as planting orphan asylums, free schools 

iee dispensaries and the like ; they differ only in 
1 heir methods of propagation. 

These, three religions are very prosperous in 

[ T^UrPeA and America> Thus the six countries, 
Italy, Austria, France, Belgium, Portugal and 

v Pam honor the Heaven’s Lord (Papal) religion, 

yet among them is found that of Jesus (Protes¬ 

tant. Thus also the seven countries, Germany, 

ngland, United States, Denmark, Holland, 

Sweden and Norway are of the Jesus religion 

hough among them are adherents of Heaven’s 

Lord as well; while Russia and Greece favor the 
I Greek faith. 

As to the promulgation of these faiths, all these 

nations mutually intermingle, mutually preach and 
teach .heir respective tenets, and entertain for 

one another the kindliest regard, hitherto without 
foul intent or even the apprehension of it. 

m Th"lk’ the terntory of these countries measures 
myriads of square miles, their people number 

many hundreds of millions, both sovereigns and 

subjects high and low, all belong to these soci- 

* eS:, ^ bridal and funeral ceremonies, 
“ l°gethe,r Wlth other stately rites and observance 

are solemnized in the church edifices. Hence 

these edifices, large and small, of these several 

countries aggregate several myriads, and their re¬ 

gions teachers many myriads also, whom their 

teilow countrymen universally honor and rev¬ 
erence. 

These societies; have been’ handed down for 

eigi een hundred and some score of years to the 

meTh d““e', Their cu,Tent exPenses are either 
. y vo,LmtalT offerings of benevolent mem¬ 
bers or by appropriations from the government 

neasury ; their religious teachers are chosen from 

rCe°s f :rr,or diaracter and ^ iccessfully passing an examination,'are suffered 

to come out to China. Moreover,'' none of the 

missionaries of these societies come at the com 

“,SS,0n °> sovereigns, nor are they animated 

i.m7of ft ’ mTtife than ‘° °bey ^ com 
vf. 1-1 JeSUS’ 'Vho bade al> its followers 

d ft s'"; „‘° PreaCh the tamid wiS 

“d love R f at‘eSt lhe Si““rity 0f their fttttlt and love. Refusing t0 do this, though m oers of 
the society, he could „nt „ • e 01 
highest character.U ^ :“m “ °f lhe 

these reiigi°ns have °f ia*« 
rmerics hni u themseIrai t0 EaroPc and 
nent oA T ’ » ''«twoconti- 

their rei, r “Stralia “ **“• This ala° « 
fearinAJ j’“°n lOT COmm« as Preachers to China, 

nothiiig distan“ 



Consider this all of you. If these religions are 

such as lying rumors would have them, how could 

® they have been preached so long and so far, and 

how have won so many believers ? Hereafter, 

since now you know that they exist not in China 

alone, and that their preachers here are not subjects 

of any single government, and know also that their 

nations without exception, view the spread of their 

religion as a matter of the very gravest importance, 

you will not trouble me again to refer to these 

baseless falsehoods, but will have their solution 

already in mind. 

March 5, 1896 

JMisstons. 
w 

BACK AT CHENTU. 

BY THE REV. H. OLIN CADY, 

Missionary of the Methodist Episcopal Church. 

f The riots have come and gone, we trust, for the time 

from the province: at least there has been none since 

| June, when the work was broken up at the stations Chen- 

tu, KiatiDg, Yachou, Sui Fu and Lucheo. This meant all 

■ of the stations of the American Baptist Missionary Union 

' and of the Canadian Methodist, of the China Inland Mis- 

1 sion and of the Methodist Episcopal stations at Chentu ; 

and yet the native helpers and Christians were in no place 

* seriously interfered with, and in Chentu we were able to 

] rent a place for them before we got out of the yamen, and 

;j the native helpers carried on the work during our absence. 

On our return to Chentu we were received with honor at 

' the city nearest Chentu, and given a feast in the great 

! Examination Hall, and then, with a guard of soldiers, 

braves and police, escorted to the house provided and fur- 

| Dished by the officials. 

Meanwhile the claims have been placed in the hands of 

the Foreign Consuls, and an American Commission is on 

its way to the city to investigate matters. Plainly the 

; riots were not so much antichristian as autiforeign, for 

l the native Christians were not disturbed ; they were not 

’ the spontaneous uprising of the people, but rather the 

'■ outcome of official hatred of foreigners. Perhaps not 

[ every one knows that officials are never citizens of the 

province where they hold their office, and a very large 

number of the officials are from the very bitter antiforeign 

Province of HunaD. 

Recently I took a long overland journey of nearly three 

weeks, and everywhere found the people curteous, curious 

and friendly. The action of the foreign Governments, 

tardy and lame as it has been, in demanding that the 

officials shall be held responsible, as they are by Chinese 

law, for the antiforeign riots is bearing a good effect. 

One of the immediate effects of the riot was the Procla¬ 

mation of the new Viceroy Lu, which clearly informed the 

lower officials that the Emperor long ago had given his 
permission to foreign missionaries to buy real estate, 

build upon it, have schools, churches, hospitals; to teach, 

preach and heal; aDd that in permitting the missionaries 

to be disturbed, they were permitting a rebellion against 

the Emperor. 

Now some one will soon be saying 'he missionaries 

have no legal right outside the treaty ports; but the ver¬ 

dict of sensible people will be that the proclamation of 

the Viceroy of Sz ch’uan clearly establishes their rights. 

Chentu, China. 

; 

bj^ ^UtlSTIAXS IX CHINA. 

Proclamation to| 

All Viceroys and Generals. 

Washington April 6.-Minister Conger. 
Wilting to the State Department from Pekin, 

Bays tha f°h°wing proclamation was 
Posted on Friday, Feb. 10, by the Tientsin Mag¬ 
istrate: 

“Notice is hereby given that I, the Tientsin 
Magistrate, have received a despatch from the 
\ iceroy Yu. saving that he had received the 
following edict from the Ministers of State, 
with instructions to forward it at once to all 
Viceroys and Generals: 

“ ‘Edict issued 27tli of tenth moon. 
‘I. The Emm-ess Dowager, have been in¬ 

formed that anti-Christian movements have 
taken place in many provinces, and that these 
Doubles have all arisen houi the false senti¬ 
ment of treating the missionaries as enemies; 
in consequence of which it is easy for misun¬ 
derstandings to occur. The people do not un¬ 
derstand that the preaching of Christianity by 
Westerners is permitted by and stipulated for 
in the treaties with foreign nations. Our Gov¬ 
ernment is a generous one," and we treat the 
preachers of all religions as good citizens, 
and no prejudice is tolerated by us. The mis¬ 
sionaries of tile different nations come here 
and preach to our people what is in their books, 
and though each hag a distinct doctrine the 
common aim of all is to induce people to be 
good and do good. All evil and crime are not 
only prohibited by our laws, but are also pro¬ 
hibited by the Christian religion. For in¬ 
stance, the would-be rebellion in Klangsi. 
which Yang Kungch’eu tried to raise, was 
found out and reported to us by a man belong¬ 
ing to the Christian religion. Thu? itAvili be 
seen that a good man, whether he is a Chris¬ 
tian ,or not, will obey the principles of being 
honest and true to others. We therefore im¬ 
mediately rewarded, the said Christian, Lin 
Tsai-To. in order to show our impartiality to 
all. Hereafter, I desire that all people will 
treat foreigners as their own countrymen, and 
avoid all misunderstanding with them. I ex¬ 
plain this fully now and command all Vice¬ 
roys and officials in provinces to emphasize 
my sincerity by exerting themselves to sup¬ 
press all agitation among the people before 
any anti-Christian prejudice is displayed. 

‘in every thing justice must be snown, and 
no distination must, he male for native Chris¬ 
tians. and native Christians must not show 
any ill-will toward their fellow countrymen. 
They must obey the officials and love and be 
kind to their neighbors. Let philanthropy be 
their ' uling motive, so that they may not mis¬ 
understand what is the earnest desire of both 
the Government and the missionaries. I. 
though 1 remain in the place, always have this 
in my mind, anc! now urge and command you 
to net accordingly. Lot all Viceroys copy this 
edict and send it to their subordinate officials 
to notify the people. Let the old and young, 
the wealthy, the learned and the common peo¬ 
ple all take note and understand that the 
Christians do not do things forcibly and under 
foreign protection, so that the peoDle will not 
have their minds prejudiced and disturbed. 
Thus may there be peace and happiness be¬ 
tween the officials and people and Christians 
at all times.’ 

"On receiving this edict. I, the Tientsin Mag¬ 
istrate, now accordingly notify you soldiers, 
merchants and all people that you must not 
ill-treat Christians. You must be honest and 
peaceable and not create any misunderstand¬ 
ing. You must not hereafter circulate ru¬ 
mors or cause trouble: and you Christians 
are also cautioned against evil and the viola¬ 
tion of those laws intended to render both you 
and the people liappv and prosperous, and to 
carry out the Government’s beneficent inten¬ 
tions toward you.” 

Ski 

it# 

(Reprinted from it 

THAT PROPOSfeP RECALL OF 
THE MISSIONARIES. 

Now and then somebody is found pro- 
Iposirg a recall of the Missionaries from iu- 
Iterior places in China back to the open 
ports. Rather should it be said they are 
found seconding a proposal—for the pro¬ 
posal itself originated with the Chinese 
anti-foreigu Syndicate of Officials and Li¬ 
terati, 

Those engaged in seconding the motion 
labour under an impression that in this way 
an end will be put to all sorts of friction be¬ 
tween Chinamen and Western men—and 
that such a recall will usher in an era of 
that august and 1 everlasting peace and 



amity ’ which it is the aim of trea_ „ 
secure. It is assumed that then, and 
thereupon, mandarins and gentry will 
welcome all the remainder of western kind 
with open arms, and fraternization will be¬ 
come the order of the day. The tacit 
implication is that it is missionaries that 
block the way to a perfect unification—to 
the obliteration of all racial antipathies, 
and to a removal of any petty little jealousy 
attendant upon lively commercial competi¬ 
tion. Only recall the missionaries, and 
thenceforward and for ever it will be all 
smooth sailing. 

Does anybody believe that sort of 
thing? Does any one think that if the 
missionaries were recalled then, at once, 
Chinese Officials would become prompt in 
attending to business brought before them 

by our Consuls ; that diplomatic courtesies 
so scant at Pekin would immediately 
become common and aflluent between 
the Tsungli Yamen and the Legatiors ; 
that Chang Chi-TuDg will invite foreign 
capitalists to invest in his railroads; that 
Chang Chi-wang will vie with Sir Nicholas 
O’Conor in ‘ assurances of the most distin¬ 
guished consideration and possibly that 
tho dredging of the Woosung bar will be 
entered upon with downright purpose to 
accomplish it ? \\ ho believes that such 
things will follow ? Where are the ma¬ 
rines ! Now is the time for them to 
hearken. 

The whole subject will bear scrutiny not 
from a missionary, but a civilian point of 
view generally. Do foreigners want to 
commit harikiri in a political sense in 
China ? If so then let them fall in with 
the adroit scheme of the mandarins to se¬ 
cure the recall of the missionaries. That 

recall is the small knife that is to begin 
the work The officials want the foreigners 
themselves to make the thrust into their 
own bowels. They stand by with the big 
sword to do the rest. Nothing could 
please the oflicials better. Viceroys of the 
Liu Ping-chaug type, Taotais, Gentry and 
Literati generally of the Chou Han order, 
would hail it as a windfall from the enemy’s 
side of the hedge. What is that they have 
been labouring for assiduously for a quarter 
of a century. They want to head off the 
foreigner ; they want to shut him out; he 
has got too much already ; they would like 
to wrench some of it out of his hands. The 
missionaries have been regarded as the very 
vanguard of the foreign lust of powers and 
influences. lie is persistent—he pushes 
ahead—he gets a lodgment when an oidin- 
aiy civiliin w'ould fait. He is helping to 
open theempire whereas the mandarins want 
to shut it up. He is getting access to the 
people ; he secures a lodgment ; he talks 
with them in their own mother tongue—he 
shows them that tho foreigner i3 not the 
horrid monster he ha3 been pictured to 
them but a human being like one of them¬ 
selves, a man who knows to be neighbor¬ 
ly and courteous, and who pays his debts, 
and cm be trusted ; who visi;s the sick, 
and helps the poor, and evidently seeks the 
good of the community where he is. His 
notions, as they consider them, about a re¬ 
surrection from the dead and a future life 
may not interest them much—but the man 
hitnself they do appreciate, and they say 
that if all foreigners conduct themselves 
like that they cannot be such a bad lot af¬ 
ter all. 

digested and a well-matured plan_to tna 

it so hot and uncomfortable for the Mis¬ 
sionary that he would be less venturesome in 
getting into new places, and be glad to get 
himself out of some of the places he is now 
in. 

Impressions of this kind on the minds of 
the people are just what the Mandarins do 
not care to see. It is their policy to make 

the foreigner appear to be a monster. As 
tor the Missionary all sorts of stories must 
be invented. The kindly feeling of the 
people must be curdled, and at all liazirds 
lie must be crowded back. To attempt this 
on any large scale and with extensive open 
violence has not been considered practicable. 

^Sj^^Lj|^been-—and it has been a long- 

And now c rnies the point of the present 
article. A great desire has been felt to get 
the foreigner stirred up against the for¬ 
eigner to get the Missionary’s own coun¬ 
trymen and his own officials to subscribe 
t<> the dictum that his presence in 
the interior is a menace to international 
peace. It is the busiuess of these officials 

to make it ao appear. They are the ones 
who stir up the mob, and then turning to 
our own officials, they say, ‘ There—do 
you not see how hard it is to protect them ? 
Do you not see that it is impossible for them 
to live here in safely I Do you not see that 
you yourselves cannot insure them protec¬ 
tion— Therefore recall them.’ And so the 
word passes around—''Recall than.' From 
the Yamens, from the Liu Ping Changs 

and the Chang-Chi-Tungs, and the Chang- 
Lhi-Wangs, and the Chau Hans, comes the 
refrain—Recall the Missionaries. Act as our 
tools and agents in this matter, Consent to 
our casting mud and slime and filth on yoUr 
missionary countrymen and women, and 
LeCctU them, in order that we can let you 
have peace* 

list the missionaries be recalled, and 
after that what shadow of pretext can Con- 
3’tls, merchants, or anybody else, have for 

m ,to 8et into the interior. Accede to 
the Chinese scheme and on goe3 the padlock 
once more. Behind the gates will stand the 
Literati and the Oflicials chuckling at the 
purblindness of the foreigners who helped 
bang the door to with a slam in their own 
faces, Now that we have got the mission¬ 
aries out let them all stay out,---one rule 

for all persons—one argument for all cases. 

As to whether it is true that the Go¬ 
vernment cannot protect missionaries, or 
anybody else, when it really tries to—that 
is a question to be considered hereafter. 

W. A, 

ARE TIIE CniNlSSE ABLE TO PRO 
tect foreigners? 

The reasoning is peculiar. As on a 
coin there is an obverse and a reverse 
side, so there is a Chinese phase and a 
foreign phase to one and the same argu¬ 
ment, why foreigners should not be 
allowed free access to the four hundred 
millions of Chinese, simply because an of¬ 
ficial class, exceedingly small in number, 
does not wish to have it so. The alleged 
weakness of the Imperial Government to 
afford protection is the stock plea on their 
side, and the assumed inability of the Im¬ 
perial Government to afford protection is 
the stock plea on our side. We began that 
way some fifty years ago and we have 
kept it up. There was really no reason for 
it then, but the Chinese put it forward to 
the front as an ingenious expedient to keep 
foreigners from getting inside. To us, at 
that time, it seemed plausible, so we de¬ 
cided to restrain our people lest they 
should get lost in the crowds and suffer 
some horror. Ever since have the officials 
done their utmost to keep up the grounds 
of apprehension. For them it has worked 
splendidly. 

But now neither plea is true. The ob¬ 
verse and the reverse are delusious, both of 
them. _ 

e first is a Subterfuge. That it is such it 
tvident from the fact that, in Iho end and 
when forced to it, the Imperial Government 
is compelled to render that very protection 
which all along it pretended it had not the 
power to give. When compelled it does grant 
redress; when compelled it does execute 
murderers ; when compelled it does pun¬ 
ish the leaders of mobs ; when compelled it 
does replace property destroyed ; when 
compelled it does suppress outbreaks and 
violence. All along it has been so. Save 
during the Tae Ping rebellion, and in re¬ 
gions where insurrections have temporarily 
gained the upper hand there never has been 
a time since 1842 when the Imperial Go¬ 
vernment could Dot have afforded protec¬ 
tion if it had wanted to do so. It is surely 
much easier to prevent a fire breaking out 
than it is to extinguish it after a roof is all 
abLzj. If they can do the latter they can 
do the former. To prevent an outbreak is 
much easier than to stop an outbreak once 
well under way. If the Chinese are strong 
enough to punish crime, to arrest murderers 
in tho midst of their friends, and to deca¬ 
pitate them in their own villages, and make 
their villages pay hundreds of thousands of 
dollars—they are strong enough to take pre¬ 
ventive measures against crime. If they 

In all the world outside of China the 
diift of effort is to secure enlargement 
of human privilege. Individual as well 
as concrete humanity asserts itself. Every¬ 
where progress is made. In China restric¬ 
tion continues to be a favorite policy. The 
Chinese contend for it, and we fall in with 
it. 

have power to do the greater they 
have power to do the less. Yet 
for all these long years have we 
allowed the Chinese oflicials to wheedle 
U3 with the notion that the un¬ 
taught masses are almost unmanageable in 

3 their rudeness towards foreigners and 
therefore we must not venture very far 
It is not true, and it has not been true in 
any case,—not even in old Canton, except 
when the populace have been well mani¬ 
pulated beforehand by those same officials 
and gentry. It can be shown beyond rea¬ 
sonable doubt that the common people of 
China when left to themselves are fairly 
considerate and kind in their attitude towards 
the visitors who come among them. The 
act of deceiving the foreigner on this point 
has been reduced to a science. The oflicials 
issue a flaming proclamation and then 
follow it up with a secret one to counter¬ 
act it; and so, to be sure, the people are 
found unmanageable. But only let the 
foreigner get downright angry, and become 
insistent,—then how quickly Viceroys give 
a hint, and how quickly Tautais pass it 
on to the gentry, and how quickly the 
hounds are called off. Granted that there is 
a weakness in the police force of the empire, 
but the people are weaker still, because 
wholly unorganised and leaderless to boot, 
so that excuse does not avail. 

The Second is an illusion,—originally an 
unhinted but now a self-perpetuated illu¬ 
sion. As a piece of statesmanship it is 
utter feebleness. When it coines to the 
real test we ourselves declared it to be so. 
Just now Lord Salisbury is ‘ talking up ’ to 
the Chinese Government and is demanding 
imperatively that protection shall be guar°- 
ranteed. The bare fact of such a demand 
being made at all is an admission of the 
hollownessof the wholething. Whatsensible 
man demands the impossible ? If it were 
really true that the Chinese cannot afford 
protection it would be cruel to demand it, 
and a violation of the verities of common 

ffl.fitii to expect it. If a man has no legs no 
one insists on his walking ; if he has no 
hands no one insists on his working. To 
insist on his walking and working implies 

a conviction that legs he has and feet he has 
after all. 

We ought to be ashamed of the position 
we take. It is the boast of England that 
on her possessions the sun never seta ; it 
was a brilliant saying of Webster’s that the 
drum-beat saluting her lowering fiig at 
nighi fall follows the setting sun around the 
globe j it is the exultant boast of her tra* 
vellera that a bit of British bunting no big 

than a pocket handkerchief will com 

lo 



VON KETTELER’S MURDER ADMITTED 

-A copy of an Imperial, (S, WASHINGTON, July 11 

edict received by Minister Wu yesterday Irom 

U Pekin was delivered to the Secretary ol State 

by the Chinese Minister. The 

d June 29 and was transmitted 

Council in Pekin to the Board by t.ho Privy 

maud protection in tEe heart ot Alnca'ao" 

atnnrg the Very caunibal islands of iho 

Pacific \ and yet here are various persons 
putting forward an expression of appte* 

hetision that in a large port of the greatest 
empire in the world, British power is on* 
able to protect its subjects at all, They 

profess to have a certain class of persona 
engaged in a reputable calling, recognised 
by treaty as such, and declared to be such 
by Imperial proclamation 5 they profess to 

have these persons recalled on the ground 
that England is not Strong enough to protect 
them, that is to say that England’s power 
cannot be felt as far as Sk Chuau and 
Hunan. But must England actually send 

force to Hunan to afford protection in 
Hunan 1 Then what is Pekin for 1 

In face of a weak and battered foe—so 

heavily whipped by Japan—that cringes 
to the resolute and blusters to the irre¬ 
solute only ; in face of such a foe, 
some of our own people actually 
advise the recall of their scattered 
countrymen from all inland places back to 

the open ports. Such a recall would indeed 
be a salve to the mortified pride of the ofti- 

, cials. To their own people they could say 

—‘ it is true we have been badly whipped by 
the Japanese, but then even in our defeat, 

1 we have scared the Europeans and made 
| them withdraw from the interior back to 

, their deem in the open ports where we in« 
: tend to keep them.* What a upeotacle tu 

all the nations of the earth it would be to 
see America, with her bedraggled bird, and 

| England, with her lion drop-tailed, hasten- 
I ing out of Central China at the anork of 
| such Viceroys abLiu Peng Chan* the peett* 
I later, and auth tattUli as Chau Han, th<i 
I: iafatttou* [ b, , 

. peeial courier to " 

Treasurer of the Chili Province, who then sent 

it to the Taotai of Shanghai, who Cabled it 

to Minister Wu. It is as follows: 

“The circumstances which led to the com-! 

mencenient. of fighting between Chinese and 

i Foreign representatives were of such complex, 

confusing and unfortunate character as to be 

entirely unexpected. Our diplomatic repre¬ 

sentatives abroad, owing to their distance from 

the scene of action, have had no means of know¬ 

ing the true state of things, and accordingly 

cannot lay the views of the Government before 

the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the respec¬ 

tive Powers to which they are accredited. 

Now we take this opportunity of going fully 

* into the matter for the Information of our repre¬ 

sentatives aforesaid. 

"In the first place, there arose In the Provinces 

of Chili and Shantung a kind of rebellious sub¬ 

jects, who had been in the habit of practising 

* boxing and fencing in their respective villages, 

and at the same time clothing their doings with 

spiritualistic and strange rites. The local 

authorities failed to take due notice of themi 

at the time. Accordingly the infection spread! 4 

with astonishing rapidity, within the space 

of a month seemed to make its appearance 

.1 everywhere, and finally even reached the capital 

' itself. Every ohelodked upon the movement 

as supernatural and strange, and many joined 

it. Then the e were lawless and treacherous 

persons, who sounded the cry of 'Down with 

Christianity!’ 

“About the middle of the fifth moon, these 

began to create disturbances without warning. 

Churches were burnt and converts were killed. 

The whole city was in a ferment. A situation 

was created which could not be brought under 

control. 

“At first the foreign Powers requested that 

foreign troops be allowed to enter the capital 

for the protection of the legations. The Im¬ 

perial Government, having in view the com- 

The Imperial Government was by no means 

reluctant to issue orders for the entire sup¬ 

pression of this insurgent element. 

But as trouble was so near at hand, there was 

a great fear that due protection might not be 

assured to the legations, if the anarchists should 

be driven to extremities, thus bringin on a 

national calamity. There*wa» also a fear that 

uprisings might occur in trie Provinces of 

Cnili and Shantung at the sahie time; with the 

result that both foreign missionaries and Chi¬ 

nese converts in the two provinces might fall 

victims to popular fury. It 'wJs, therefore, 

absolutely, necessary to consider the matter 

from every point of view 

“As a measure of precaution, it was finally 

decided to request the foreign Ministers to 

retire temporarily to Tientsin for safety. 

“It was while the discussion of this proposi¬ 

tion was in progress that the German Minister, 

Baron von Ketteler, was assassinated by a 

riotous mob one morning while on his way 

to the Tsung-li-Yarnen. On the previous day i 

the German Minister had written a letter ap- j 

1 pointing a time for calling at the Tsung-li-Ya- 

f men. But the Yamen, fearing he might be 

i -'p; 

•;4 
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parative urgency of the occasion, granted the 

request as an extraordinary mark of courtesy 

beyond the requirements of intercourse. Over 

600 foreign troops were sent to Pekin. This ^ 

Bhows clearly how much care China exercised ^ 

in the maintenance of friendly relations with 

other coim tries. 

“The legations at the capital never had much 

to do with the people. But from the time foreign 

troops entered the city, the men did not devote 

themselves exclusively to the protection of 

their respective legations. They sometimes 

fired their guns on top of the city walls, and 

sometimes patrolled the streets everywhere. 

There wore repeated reports of persons being 

hit by stray bullets. Moreover, they strolled 

about the city without restraint, and even at- ^ 

tempted to enter the Tung-Hua Gate (the Fast- 

ern gate to the Palace groundsl. They only JS 

desisted when admittance was positively for¬ 

bidden. On this occasion both the soldiers and 

the people were provoked to resentment, and 

voiced their indignation with one nccord. 

“Lawless persons then took advantage of the 

situation to do mischief, and became bolder 

than ever in burning and killing Christian con¬ 

verts. The Powers thereupon attempted to 

reinforce the foreign troops in Pekin, but the 

reinforcements encountered resistance and 

defeat at the hands of the insurgents on the 

way, and have not yet been able to proceed. 

“The insurgents of the two Provinces of 

Chili and Shantung had by this time effected a 

complete union, and it could not be separated. 

molested on the way. did not consent to the 

appointment suggested by the Minister. Since 

this occurrence the anarchists assumed a more 

bold and threatening attitude, and consequently 

it was not deemed wise to carry out the project 

of sending the diplomatic corps to Tientsin 

under an escort. However, orders were is¬ 

sued to the troops detailed for the protection 

of the legations to keep stricter watch and 

take greater precaution against any emergency. 

“To our surprise, on the 20th of the Fifth 

Moon (June 16) foreign naval officers at Taku 

| called upon Lo Jung Kwang, the general com¬ 

manding, and demanded his surrender of the 

forte, notifying him that failing to receive 

compliance they would, at 2 o’clock the next 

day take steps to seize the forts by force. Lo 

Jung Kwang, being bound by the duties of his 

office to hold the forte, how could he yield 

to the demand? On the day named they ac¬ 

tually first fired upon the forts, which responded 

and kept up a fighting all day and then surren¬ 

dered. 

“Thus the conflict of forces began, but cer¬ 

tainly the Initiative did not come from our 

side Even supposing that China were not 

conscious of hor true condition, how could 

she take suoh a step as to engage in war with 

all the Powers simultaneously, and how could 

she, relying upon the support of an anarchistic 

populace, go into war with the Powers.1' Our 

position in this matter ought to be clearly un 

derstood by all the Powers. The above is a 

statement of the wrongs we have suffered and 

how China was driven to the unfortunate posi 

tion from which she could not escape. 

“Our several Ministers will make known 

accurately gnd in detail the contents of this 

decree and the policy of China to the Minister* 

of Foreign Affairs in the respective countries, 

and assure them that military authoiitk’s aie 

still strictly enjoined to afford protection to 

the legations as hitherto.; to the utmost of their 

power. As for the nnachists, they w ill be se\ ereh 

dealt with, as circumstances permit 

n "The several Ministers will continue in the 

| discharge of the duties of their office as hitherto 

without hesitation or doubt. This telegraphic 

decree to be transmitted for their inn 

tion. Respect this. “ 

m 
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CHINA’S DEFENCE. 

A PEKIN EXPLANATION OF THE 

0 TROUBLE. 
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led the streets everywhere. There 

-tf** 
le/ Begi Charge d&t tlfe Allied Began the At¬ 

tach at Tahu-The Assassination of 

the German Minister. 

Washington, Juljf if,—Wu Ting Fang, || 

the Chinese Minister, to-day handed to Sec 

retary Hay a copy of an imperial decree, 

dated 3d day of 6th moon (June 29), which 

had just been received by telegraph by th<jH 

Minister from the Taotai of Shanghai, trans¬ 

mitted on July 1, from the Treasurer of' 

Chi-Li province, who received it by special 

courier on June 30 from the Board of War, 

peated reports of persons being hit by s', 

bullets. Moreover, they strolled about 

city without restraint, and even attemi 

to enter the Tung Hua gate (the eastern 8 

of the palace grounds). They only desif 

when admittance was positively forbidde 

“On this account, both the soldiers ; 

the people were provoked to resentme 

and voiced their indignation with one i 

cord. Lawless persons then took advanti 

of the situation to do mischief, and beca; 

bolder than ever in burning and killf 

Christian converts. 
“The Powers thereupon attempted to t 

inforce the foreign troops in Pekin, but t 

reinforcements encountered resistance a: 

defeat at the hands of the insurgents on t 

way and have not yet been able to procee 

The insurgents of the two provinces of C. 

Li and Shantung had by this time effects 

a complete union, and could not be sepa [rated. The Imperial Government was b; 

no means reluctant to issue orders for thi 

entire suppression of this insurgent elemen' 

t j But as the trouble was so near at han 

_ 
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Powers. The above is a statement oi 

jfef 

there was a great-fear that due protection who, in turn, received it from the Privy ^ „„„ „ e-■ 
Council in Pekin. The decree is as follows: might not be assured trf the legations if the 

“The circumstances which led to the com- || anarchists should be driyen ,to extremities, 

mpncemeut of fighting between Chinese and g| thus bringing on a national calamity. There 

foreigners were of such a complex, con- | : J also was a fear that uprisings migh occur 

fusing, and unfortunate character as to be 

entirely unexpected. Our diplomatic rep¬ 

resentatives abroad, owing to their distance 

from the scene of action, have had no means 

of knowing the true state of things, and, 

accordingly, cannot lay the views of the 

Government before the Ministers for For¬ 

eign Affairs of the respective Powers to 

which they are accredited. Now, we take 

this opportunity of going fully into the mat¬ 

ter for the information of our representa- | 

tives aforesaid. 

in the provinces of Chi Li and Shantung at 

the same time, with the result that both 

foreign missionaries and Chinese converts p|j 

in the two provinces might fall victims to pis 

popular fury. 
It was therefore absolutely necessary to || 

consider the matter from every point of j™ 

view. As a measure of precaution it was • •'§ 

finally decided to request the foreign Minis- t 

“In the first place there arose in the 

Provinces of Chi Li and Shantung a kind H 

of rebellious subjects, who had been in the 

habit of practising boxing and fencing in 
— 

their respective villages, and at the same 5 a 
!S time olothing their doings with spiritualis 

tic and strange rites. The local authorities [ 

failed to take due notice of them at the . 

time. Accordingly, the infection spread ? 

with astonishing rapidity. Within the ! 

space of a month, it seemed to make its s 

appearance everywhere, and finally even j-.j 

reached the capital itself. Every one HE 
looked upon the movement as supernatural j| 

and strange, and many joined it. 

“Then there were lawless and treacher¬ 

ous persons who sounded the cry of Down 

with Christianity.’ About the middle of the 

Fifth Moon these persons began to create 

disturbances without warning. Churches 

were burned and converts were killed. The 

whole city was in a ferment. A situation 

was created which could not be brought 

under control. At first, the foreign Powers 

requested that foreign troops be allowed to jj| 

enter the capital for the protection of the 

legations. The Imperial Government,' hav- 

ing in view the comparative urgency of.tho 

occasion, granted the request a& an ex¬ 

traordinary' mark of 

requirements of international intercoms 

Over five hundred foreign troops were.fccut 

to Pekin. This shows clearly how dfhch 

care China exercised in the maintenance 

of friendly relations with other countries. 

“The legations at the capital never had 

much to do with the people. But from the 

time foreign troops entered the city the 

guards did not devote themselves exclusive¬ 

ly to the protection of their respective lega¬ 

tions. They sometimes fired their guns on 

top of the city walls, and sometimes patrol- 

ters to retire temporarily to Tientsin for ;g 

safety. 
“It was while the discussion of this propo- 

sition was in progress-that the Germang| 

Minister, Baron von Ketteler, was assas¬ 

sinated by a riotous mob one morning while t 

on his way to the Tsung-li-Yamen. On the IS 

previous day the German Minister had writ- 

ten a letter appointing a time for calling |^ 

at the Tsung-li-Yamen. But the Yamen, | 

fearing he might be molested on the way, p| 

I 

__ — _ 

did not consent to the appointment as sug- *-■ 

gested by the Minister. 

“Since this occurrence the anarchists as¬ 

sumed a more bold and threatening atti- ; 

tude and consequently it was not deemed ‘ 

wise to carry out the project of sending the 

diplomatic corps to Tientsin under an es¬ 

cort. However, orders were issued to the 

troops detailed for the protection of the 

wrongs we have suffered, and how China 

was driven to the unfortunate position from 

which she could not escape. 

“Our several Ministers will make 

known accurately and in detail the con¬ 

tents of this decree and the policy of 

China to the Ministers of Foreign Af¬ 

fairs in their respective countries, 

and assure them that military authori¬ 

ties are still strictly enjoined to afford pro¬ 

tection to the legations as hitherto to the 

utmost of their pdwer. As for the anar¬ 

chists, they will be severely dealt with as 

circumstances pertnll.l*-*'*M 

“The several Ministers will continue in the 

discharge of the duties o'f their offices, as 

hitherto, without hesitation or doubt. This 

telegraphic decree to be transmitted for 

their information- Respect this.’ 

Minister Wu said to-day in regard to the 

assassination of Baron von Ketteler,the Ger¬ 

man Minister to Pekin, by a mob of Chi¬ 

nese rioters, that in attempting to pass 

through the streets to reach the Tsung Li 

Yamen Baron von Ketteler took his life 

in his own hands. The German Minister, he 

said, had requested an audience of the Chi¬ 

nese Cabinet, to which they ■would not ac¬ 

cede, knowing of the dangers from the law¬ 

less rioters and the anti-foreigners, that 

would attend the Minister’s journey through 
the city. Nevertheless, the Minister at¬ 

tempted to reach the Tsung Li Yamen and 

met his death. 

The Minister also spoke of the bombard¬ 

ment of the Taku forts. The Chinese military 

commandant there, he said, had no authority 

whatever to give up the forts upon the 

Powers’ demands for their surrender, and 

had no alternative but to return the fire of 

the foreign fleet in kind. 

As to the foreign Ministers in Pekin, he 

said that they were requested by the Tsung 

Li Yamen, in order to insure their safety to 

leave Pekin for Tientsin when the rioting 

and anarchy in the Chinese capital became 

more and more rampant. This the Ministers 

did not take immediate advantage of, and 

later the troubles had spread through all the 

intervening country between Pekin and 

Tientsin, so that the greatest safety, if 

safety there was, lay in their remaining at 

the capital rather than risking the still 

greater peril of a journey across the coun¬ 

try. 

legations to keep stricter watch and take 

greater precaution against any emergency. 

“To our surprise, on the 20th of the Fifth 

Moon (June 16) foreign (naval?) officers at 

Taku called upon Lo Jung Kwang, the 

i General commanding, and demanded his sur¬ 

render of the forts, notifying him that fail¬ 

ing to receive compliance they would at 

two o’clock the next day take steps to seize 

the forts by force. Lo Jung Kwang being 

bound by the duties of his office to hold the 

M; 
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LI HUNG CHANG’S^ ASSURANCES. 

A Stor^ of the Dispersal .«»t Soldiers } 

and Rebels from "Vicinity of Lega¬ 

tions. 

Paris, July 11—S.25 P. M.—The Chinese 

Minister here has informed M. Delcasse 

that Li Hung Chang has cabled him from 

Canton, under yesterday’s date, saying 

that he had just received a telegram from 

Pekin asserting that the soldiers and rebels 

who surrounded the legations had gradual¬ 

ly dispersed._ 

r- 
forts, how could he yield to the demand? 

On the day named they actually first fired 

upon the forts, which responded and kept 

up a fighting all day and then surrendered. 

“Thus the conflict of forces began, but 

certainly the initiative did not come from 

our side. Even supposing that China were 

not conscious of her true condition, how 

could she take such a step as to engage in 

war with all the Powers simultaneously, 

and how could she, relying upon the sup¬ 

port of an anarchistic populace, go into war 

with the Powers? Our position in this mat- 

^ughtto be^clearly understood by all the 
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17, 1898. 
A WA KEN IN G OF CHINA. ■RUSSIA’S TRADE MENACE. 

Decree Regarding the Treatment of Mis¬ 
sionaries—Genius to Be Rewarded. 

Washington, Sept. 16—Advance sheets of 
consular reports issued to-day contain striking 
evidences of progress and change in the 
Chinese Empire. They consist of translations 
of decrees by the Emperor, and are sent to the 
State Department by Minister Conger. One of 
them relates to the treatment of missionaries. 
Mr. Conger gives a statement of its provisions: 

“ The importance of this decree is found in 
the fact that the Emperor emphasizes the 
treaty provisions authorizing the promulga¬ 
tion of the Christian religion. and forcibly re¬ 
iterates his instructions to the authorities in 
the various provinces to see to it that proper 
protection is accorded to missionaries, and en¬ 
joins on local officers to receive missionaries 

i when they ordinarily call upon them. 
“Such an order, coming from the Emperor, 

has never been promulgated. It will serve a 
good purpose, for missionaries will now be able 
to make representations direct to the officials 
concerning their work or their difficulties, arid 
time, trouble and expense will thereby be 
saved. It will be observed that action must be 
taken without loss of time to bring all unset¬ 
tled cases to a termination, and any lack of 
energy in this respect by the local authorities 
is promised effective punishment. The higher 
authorities will also be held to account, and 
none is to be allowed to shift responsibility 
tjO otliBrs ** 

Another decree relates to the proposed enact¬ 
ment of copyright and patent laws and rewards 
for the development of the material and other 

\’i resources of the kingdom. Its full text follows: 
"From ancient times until now the first duty 

' of Government has been to bring order out of 
chaos and shape the rough materials at hand. 
With the increasing facilities of international 
commerce, our country has been met with an 
influx of scientific, mechanical, and artistio 
things which are an education to the masses, 
whose eyes are daily being opened to their use¬ 
fulness. China is a great country and our re¬ 
sources are multitudinous. Men of intellect 
and brilliant talent, capable of learning 
and doing anything they please, are not 
lacking, but their movements, have hither¬ 
to been hampered by old prejudices which 
have formed a bar to thinking out 
and introducing to practical use new in¬ 
ventions. Now that we have entered upon 
the high road toward the education and en¬ 
lightenment of the masses, for the purpose of 
making our empire strong and wealthy like 
other nations, our first duty should be_the en¬ 
couragement and employment of men of genius 
and talent. We therefore hereby command 
that from henceforth, if there be any subject of 
ours who should write a useful book on new 
subjects, or who should invent any new design 
in machinery, or any useful work of art ana 
science which will be of benefit to the coun¬ 
try at large, he shall be honored and 
rewarded by us in order to serve as an 
encouragement and exhortation to others 
of similar genius and talent. Or, it it De 
found that such geniuses have real ability to 
become officials, we will appoint them to posts 
as a reward, or grant, them decorations or nne 
raiment in order to show the masses the Per¬ 
sons who have gained honor by their talents 
and genius; while they shall also be allowed to 
enjoy the fruits of their labors by being pre¬ 
sented with papers empowering them to be the 
sole manufacturers and sellers within a certain 
limit of time. Again, to such as have adminis¬ 
trative talents and the necessary funds either to 
build schools, or begin irrigation works for the 
benefit of agriculture, or build rifle factories or 
cannon foundries, all of which will be of great 
benefit to the population of the empire at large, 
shall be granted rewards on the same scale as 
men who have gained distinction in the army 
or navy, in order to give them special encour¬ 
agement to work for the good of themselves 
and their country. We hereby further com¬ 
mand the Tsung li Yamen to draw up the regu¬ 
lations which shall govern the various matters 
noted within this edict and report at once 
to us.” 

Consul Bedloe Writes That Our Goods May | 
Be Crowded Out of China. 

i 
Washington, Sept. 16.—A probable menace i 

to American trade in China is the subject of a 
report made to the State Department by Dr. 1 
Edward S. Bedloe, United States Consul at 
Amoy. “It is,” he says, “the system by which 
Russian merchants will undoubtedly seek to ,1 
expand their trade with the Celestial Empire ; 
as soon as through railroad communication is | 
completely established between Russia in 
Europe and China via Siberia and Manchuria. 
Russia’s success in central Asia in pushing her 
products ahead of her rivals will undoubtedly 
be repeated in China, with a result serious to 
us where our trade interests clash with hers in 
cotton goods, kerosene and flour. The Russian 
system will be applied in China to all rivals in 
trade when the through railroad line enables 
Moscow manufacturers and merchants to pour 
their products into the empire of China on 

I terms and under conditions which Russians 
I will be in a position to fix as they please. 

“ It is obvious that Russia’s policy is not only 
the acquisition of an ice-free seaport like Port 
Arthur or Talienwan. She has for fifty years 
or more been planning to capture the rich 
markets of this vast Chinese Empire, and to 
accomplish this it was necessary to run a rail¬ 
road through Siberia to a convenient seacoast 
port open all the year. The concessions 
granted by China under the convention of 1895 
were merely stepping stones for the Muscovite 
trader to reach richer markets. It appears 
from the published text of the agreement 
which the Chinese Government is alleged to 
have made with the Russo-Chmese Bank that 
the Chinese have bound themselves to charge 
one-third less import duty on all Russian goods 
entering China through Manchuria ..than is 
paid on similar products from other foreign 
countries landed ala Chinese port. 

“ Export duties lire to be reduced one-third 
in favor of Russia. All Russian manufactured 
goods intended for the Chinese markets are to 
be charged lower transit dues than those 
shipped from non-Russian ports. Such an ar¬ 
rangement for the preferential treatment of 
Russia’s trade would prove a serious matter 
for American manufacturers and merchants in 
the markets of the Far East and would deal a 
heavy blow at American commerce.” 

Dr. Bedloe described the result in Persia, 
where British trade in cottons was annihilated 
by the payment to Russian .manufacturers ol a 
bounty on their goods exported to Persia, 
which enabled them to drive their British 
rivals out of the market. _ _ 

“ The Russian method.” says Dr. Bedloe in 
conclusion, " if enforced in China, will surely 
injure our trade in oil, flour, piece goods, and 
other products we send to China when once the 
Russians have completed their railway across 
Siberia and are in a position to supply the 
Chinese markets with products of their own 
European factories. We will, of course, hold a 
portion of the trade, owing to the superiority 
of our American kerosene, which is so popular 
that the agents of the Russian and Du mil oils 
put up their goods in imitation of and even 
brand and label it as geuuine American kero¬ 
sene. This counterfeiting, imitating, and false 
labelling in China is not confined to unscrupu¬ 
lous people in the oil business, but immense 
quantities of goods ‘made in Germany, and 
also from Belgium, and scales made in Osaka. 
Japan, are sent to China and palmed off 
American products.” 
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CHINA’S EMPEROR SPEAKS. 

He Calls for Swift ]Pij3ii»linieiit of the Slay, 

ers of Missionaries. 

Tokio, Japan. Aug. 27, via San Francisco, 
Sept. 17.—The Emperor of China has issued the 
following edict' with reference to the recent 
anti-Christian outbreaks in that empire: 

! “ Since the opening of international commerce 
vith Western countries foreigners have always 
■esided in the inland districts at peace and 
armony with their native neighbors and 

|we, in our imperial love for both native and 
^foreigner alike, havo time and again com- 
Ipnanded our high provincial authorities to Day 

'extra heed constantly to protect the latter from 
|harm. 

“Judge of our extreme indignation then upon 
hearing recently first of the riots in the capital 
of Sze-Chuen, where chapels have been de¬ 
stroyed and burned down by the rioters, thereby 
fanning the flames of destruction far and wide, 
insomuch that a number of sub-prefectures and 
districts simultaneously followed in the footsteps 
of Cheng-Tu; and now to receive news from 
Fu Kien, reporting that evil characters have 
murdered and wounded a very large number of 
foreigners at Kucheng, going so far in their 
ruthless ferocity as to murder even women and 
children. 

“With reference to the Sze-Chuen riots, a 
number of rioters have already been ar¬ 

rested and will undergo trial, but the 
chiefs and heads of the Fu-Kien mur¬ 
ders are still at large and we command Pien- 
Pao-Chuan and Ching Yu [Tartar Generals 
at Foo Chow] to set to work without delay at 
the head of the military and district officials 
and speedily arrest these wicked characters, nor 
shall any be allowed to escape the meshes of 
the law. 

“lDdeed.it is the manifest duty of the local 

mandarins throughout the empire to be always 

on the alert and prevent such worthless char¬ 

acters from manufacturing scurrilous tales 

and exciting the populace; they should crush all 

incipient risings at the slightest sign. What 

sort of frivolity and indifference to duty is this, 

then, that has brought about all these recent 

serious outrages? 
“ We would also command the various Tartar 

Generals, Viceroys, and Governors to impress 

upon all their subordinates the necessity of 

granting protection to all in the chapels in the 

city streets. 
They are also to issue proclamations exhort¬ 

ing the people to abstain from listening to scur¬ 

rilous tales which excite unfounded suspicions 

in the breasts of all. 
" If there be any who shall dare to raise dis¬ 

turbances in the future, they shall he at once 

punished with the utmost severity of the law, 

and as to such of the local officials 

as may use subterfuge and craft to avoid 

their duties they are to be tmos severely pun¬ 

ished. and no leniency shall be exercised in their 

cases. Let these commands be made known to 

all within this empire.” 
Little value is attached by foreigners to this 

edict. It is now well understood that the or¬ 

ders of the.Emperor of China have virtually no 

force outside the walls of Pekin. 
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IMPERIAL EDICTS FROM PEKIN 

HOSTILE TO^KE/GVEKS-FIlWC® 

TUAN PROBABLE AUTHOR- 

One Tells How the Allies Lost I^° 

Warships and Had Many Slain in 

an Engagement After the Batt 

of Taku— Calls for Internal Har¬ 

mony for Defence of the Countiv 

Frequent mention is made in the caffi 

patches from China of Imperial edu t- eu>rt ' 

from Pekin. Two edicts printed m the ■ 

IFeeWv Times of July U. and here reproduced 

are very hostile to foreigners. One o j 

edicts reads ac. Jollows: u, 
“Bv- Yu r.n's official report submitted 



we learn that, subsequent In tbeir 
Taku, the foreigners had engn"e'Tir‘n 54 w1 <-)'ir 
Imperial troops and the loyal mem ers o e 
I-hwa society at various points oxi i si e ys 
ohulin (the Tientsin concessions) and ia '",1 
the two days of June IS and 19. the enemy had 
two warships destroyed and a large num er o 
troop® killed. We deem it most certain that 
these victories were won through t ie pet ec 
harmony existing between our Impel ia troops 
and the patriotic, I-hwaites. and that the bravery 
of the latter was most undoubtedly due to the 
inspiration of the living souls of our Imperial 
ancestors. H e are therefore pleased to bestow 
herewith words of praise on the 1-hwa-ites 
lor their achievements and to command that 
they shall be properly rewarded at the termina¬ 
tion of the present, war. Our most earnest 
hope is that the I-hwaites shall persevere in 
their union and internal harmony and thus 
do their utmost to defend the country from the 
encroachments of its foreign foes. 

Here is the other: CSince the first days of our dynasty, all the 
eigners coining to China have been invari¬ 

ably treated with liberality, and, coming down 
to the eras of Taoltwang (1821) and Hienfung 
(1851), we concluded with them treaties of 
commerce and intercourse and conceded to 
them the right of propagating Christianity. 
Latterly, however, the foreigners have come 
to encroach on our territories, to rob us of our 
good people and to plunder by force our prop¬ 
erties, thus trampling under their feet this 
favored land of ours. Thus have they deeply 
wronged us, and the results have been the de¬ 
struction of their churches and the murder 
of their missionaries^ Nevertheless our Gov¬ 
ernment has endeavored to give them proper 
protection and twice did it issue orders regard¬ 
ing the safety of their legations and the rescue 
of their converts. The foreigners, however, 
do not in the least seem to appreciate these, 
.our friendly acts, and Instead of thanking us, 
they have occupied our Taku forts by force of 
arms, taking advantage of their military 
strength. Such, in short, are their methods 

of aggression. , 
"We therefore most solemnly declare hereby < 

that It is our fervent wish and desire to wage 
j war to the bitter end rather than suffer any 
I longer this shame and ignominy. Oh! Hear 

ye! Our loyal and patriotic subjects and people 
and come in hundreds and thousands and 
assemble in the Imperial capital from Chihli 
and Shantung! It. is our wish to tight with 
the enemy for our twenty provinces and their 
400,000,000 of inhabitants. 

I "The task of repelling the foreign barbarians 
and maintaining the national prestige is, how¬ 
ever, not, after all, an absolutely impossible 
one; and whoever shall offer to fight against 
the foreigners or to contribute toward our war 
funds shall have our most hearty thanks, Ac. 

The first edict was issued on June 24 and the 
second on June 27. The Times adds that the 
author of both of them was believed to he 
Prince Tuan. 

The same paper prints the following despatches 
from different points in China, showing the 
spread of the anti-foreign movement in the 

Empire: 
"Hankow, July ii (Official).—A telegram 

from Nanyang, Honan, reports that the mobs 
have attacked the missionaries and wounded 
some converts and that the situation is grow¬ 
ing critical there. Another telegram, from 
Slangyang, says the mobs have destroyed 
all the buildings belonging to a Roman Catholic 
Church there.” 

'‘Shanghai, July 11.—The outer business 
streets of Newchwang have been burned by 
armed Boxers and the women and children 
have fled from the place. The banks and cus¬ 
tom house in Newchwang have been looted." 

"Kieh-yang, July 14.—In the Swatow region 
a new political society has lately sprung up. 
Its aims are the promotion of Buddism and 

i the subversion of Roman Catholicism. Doubt¬ 
less Roman Catholics are singled out because 
they are more unpopular, not from any par¬ 
tiality for other forms of Christianity. The 
new sect is said already to number 70,000 ad¬ 
herents, with thousands joining daily. Pres¬ 
ently we may have in these people the counter¬ 
part of the 'Boxers’ of the north." 
_Immediately following the Kieh-yang des 

Mr-—-- ^ - 

a patch is this story from the Honykonu Dili.. 
I preaa, which shows that the new secret society 

is not the only cause for alarm in Swatow: 
“Twelve miles or so north of Kieh-yang-heln 

is a small district which has suffered for two 
years from the depredations of a tiger with a 
fatal preference for human victims. In that 
time some sixty persons have been attacked 
by him- Most esoaped with wounds, but some £ 
have been killed and eaten. The victims arej$| 
invariably bitten in the head. Several of those p 
injured by the beast have been treated success- jpi 
fully in the English Presbyterian Hospital |i 
at Wuldng-fu. Unless some benevolent sports¬ 
man comes to the rescue and earns the grati¬ 
tude of the villagers by shooting the animal, 
he will continue to prey on human victims. 
If this appeals to some humane hunter, who 
can and will make it his business to hunt down 
and kill this man-eater, he can obtain all neces¬ 
sary information by writing to Dr. h illiam ^ 
Riddel, E- P. Mission. Swatow.” gig 

The feeling of unrest at Wucbow is com- n 
ABB 
m 

CHINESE PRESIDENT 
EXPELS 300 DEPUTIES 
I\^artjal~Law in Peking—Many 

Arrests — More Summary 

Executions Expected. 

13 
RECALLS ELDER STATESMEN | 

men ted on, as follows: 
"Up to the present Wuchow has remained ^ 

quiet: there tdufbg,"'however, how much F* 
longer the populace will keep the peace. That J 
a state of tension exists is evident from the J 
threats which native Christians hear on the 
streets. Non-Christian schoolboys tease their 
Christian 6chool-fellows now by telling them 

® that in two days they will be killed On the 
streets converts are told that their time has come 
and everybody will be able to see what ad¬ 
vantage or disadvantage there may be in 
entering the Christian .church. Foreigners 
are still treated with outward signs of respect. 

"On June H the Sandpiper left for Nankin ™ 
On the 13th she passed Kwaiping and was de- E9 
tained near Kwai Un till the 2lst instant, wait¬ 
ing for the water in the river to rise, after which 
day she was able to proceed on her voyage. 
As the Sandpiper left Wuchow before the re- 
cent, sudden developments occurred in the II North, it is possible that Capt. Carr is not aware 

I of the state of affairs. Mr. Little, B. B. M. 
” Consul, and Mr Sheppard, of Messrs Jardine, 

Matheson A Co , are on board the Sandpiper. 
As the Sandpiper is absent, a visit from the s 
Robin would be welcome now, and might be 
the means of preventing any trouble here. 

"All the Protestant missionaries have come 
in from the distant stations, excepting those 
living at Kwailam and Nanning. The tele¬ 
graph wire to Kwailam is said to be interrupted; 
natives say that they are not allowed to use the 
telegraph now. It is hoped that the Nanning 
missionaries may be able to come down with 
the Sandpiper. Many of the missionaries and 
some of the converts are leaving Wuchow now." 

The Japan Weekly Mail, of June 30, in com¬ 
menting upon the exodus of Chinese students 
in Japan for their native country, says: 

“The Chinese that have been studying mili¬ 
tary science in Japan , axe leaving the country 
rapidly. A party of twenty-four went away 
on the 20th in the 'Saikio Maru for Shanghai 
and the large establishment in Hirawa-cho 
(Tokyo), which, by means of a conspicuous 
signboard, proclaimed itself the ‘Kohoku no 
Ynreki-kwan,’ has closed its doors, its inmates 
having resolved to return to their country at 
once. These gentlemen may,,, be assured that 
th^y have the full sympathy of thoughtful 

Yuan Shih-kai Asks Ministers Who 

Served Under the Manchus to 

Resume Their Old Offices. 

PEKING, Wednesday, Nov. ■->• I he 
[ struggle between Parliament and Presi¬ 
dent Yuan Shih-kai has brought about 

j drastic action by the President, which, 
i in the opinion of many, will have a 
serious effect on parliamentary govern- 

| ment. 
Lengthy Presidential proclamations 

were issued at midnight expelling the 
! Kow-Ming-Tang Party, numbering 
I more than three hundred members, jfe 
| from Parliament. The proclamations | 

■! recount the difficulties with which,the]] 
! Government has been struggling since j i 
i the Manchu regime, and describe dis- ; 
asters which are certain to follow it 
parties such as the Kow-Ming-Tang ar e 

1 permitted to exist. 
The Kow-Min^-Tang Party was for- 

1 meriy headed by Dr. Sun Y at-Sen, t“e 
1 first" Provisional President of China, • 

i who is now iu exile, hut at the tune ct ] 
jthe recent rebellion it was required by i 
Yuan Shih-kai to dismiss its southern 
leaders. Nevertheless, members of the 
party continued to fight in Parliament 

■ :'s 

kfe-X# 

for the curtailment of Yuan's authority 
A crisis in the situation was reached I 

last week when the draft of the pro¬ 
posed Constitution made the Prudent j 
absolutely dependent upon the Parlia- j 

’^Martial law is in operation in Peking; j 
the authorities are engaged m making 
arrests, and summary executions, which 
have been numerous since tne re- | 

con- ; nave uct'u —, , 
hellion began, will, it is understood, 

11 Preparations are under way for the | j|| 
Elder Statesmen, who served unde, 
Manchus, to resume, their positions m J 

thUCvar'ious legations the opinion As] |Jj 
held that only by strong action can tne , Aw 
President prevent the ,^lsr^2?Ut«e * I China by her own People. Y cry little tg| 
hak been accomplished by Farnamem, , 
which since it convened, has devoted ita I ks 
time to opposing the President, while || 

! disorders are spreading. 

men of all nationalities. The present is a very 
bitter time for them; we sincerely trust *at a 

brighter day will soon dawn. The. 
Chinese deserves at the hands of fate treat 
ment very different from that rceived by his 

race collectively. 

It 
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Mr. C. D. Jameson, Red Cross Engineer, 

Praises Plan. More Than 1 20,000 

Men Are Kept Busy ! / 

dgsj The famine relief work in North Kiangsu and 

North Anhii is in full swing, about 120,000 men are 

. busy building dykes and digging irrigation trenches 

and according to Mr. C. D. Jameson, the American 

Red Cross engineer who has just returned from the 

H famine region after conducting surveys for con- 

" servency work for the Chinese Government, the 

operations carried on by the Central China Famine 

Relief Committee are equal to any similar project 

performed by able bodied workmen under the direc- 

81 !tion of expert engineers. The entire works, which 

1 will form a permanent protection to vast areas in 

^ the flood districts against future innundation, will be 

practically complected Mr. Jameson says, in about 

: five weeks, when the crops will be ready for 

harvesting. 
The work was started on a large scale about the 

first of January and has been continuing throughout 

the latter half of February, March, April and will 

continue through this month on a large scale, sup¬ 

porting over half a million people. The committee 

:has received up to date Tls. 621,272.85 and $ * 35,040.53 

and secretary Lobenstein said yesterday that from 

' Tls. 120,000 to Tls. 150,000 more would be required 

to complete the operations. 

Ability of Missionaries 
Mr. Jameson said to a China Press reporter 

I yesterday that he was astounded at the ability the 

, missionaries displayed in conducting such a vast 

I enterprise. “They supervise and direct the opera¬ 

tions that extend in continuous line for miles, he 

said, “and they distribute tons of food and tons of 

money a day ia a manner quite equal to men of long 
experience along that line.’’ While the work is as 

permanent and substantially done as though it were 

performed by strong healthy coolies, he declared, it 

is costing more money, but he figured that each 
famine sufferer who was employed on the accomplish¬ 

ed about 65 cents worth of work for a dollar. Only 

one man is chosen out of each family. He receives 

about 20 cents a day. The men are paid, on an average, 

30 cents for every 100 cutic feet of earth htey 

yesterday that the 

damage each year. This is in charge of Rev. C. K. 

Yerkes. Rev. W. T. Herbert of the China Inland 

Mission is in change of work in Antung, north¬ 
east of Tsingkiangpu and Rev. E. F. Knicker¬ 
bocker is directing operations in Chekiang province 

west of Ningpo. 

Men at Work 
Following are the latest available figures showing 

the number of men under the supervision of the 

foreign missionaries in charge : 

Dr. James B. Woods.c0,000 

Dr. J. B. Fearn.30,000 

Dr. W. F. Junkin.24,000 

Rev. George Miller.10,000 

Rev. W. T. Herbert.13,000 

Rev. C. K. Yerkes...2,700 

Rev. E. F. Knickerbocker.1,000 

Total.110,700 

The forces have been increased since these figures 

were compiled and Mr. Jameson, who spent two 

| months in the famine regions, declared yesterday that 

there were at least 120,000 men at work. In an inter¬ 

view with a China Press reporter yesterday Mr. 

Jameson said: 
“Having been in the famine region of North Anhui 

# S 
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handle Mr. Lobenstein said „ 
committee estimated about 40 cash per head a day as 

sufficient for support and figuring on five to a family 

the workman got 200 cash or 20 cents. 
There are approximately 60 missionary volunteers 

superintending the work, which is divided into cen¬ 

ters at each of which one missionary supervises the 

operations while the other superintends the distribu¬ 

tion of food and money and keeps the accounts. Dr. 

J. B. Fearn, of Shanghai is in charge of all the work 

Wffl in North Anhui. Dr. James B. Woods, and Dr. . gill F. Junkin. are in charge of the North Kiangsuwojk. 
.... T. d U11IVIII, CLIC in ” j 

BE® Dr. Woods is looking after 9 stations, or centers, a 
« . J r,/Monl K OV 

*" Dr. Jmkin has five along the Grand Canal. Rev- 
11 George Miller is chairman and Mr. F. G. Mayers o vjreorge ivimci - . • 

the customs service is treasurer of the committee 
Wuhu which is conducting operations abng the 

Yangtsze River north of that place and six mi es 
dyke which will protect over 300,000 mow of land 

from innundation is practically completed there The 

Central Famine Relief Committee has now 

appropriated Tls. 30,000 for the repair of the north 

bank of the Yangtsze, which is badly broken for a 

distance o/eight miles to the north of Wuhn and 
some work is going on in the Yi hsien magistracy of 

Shantung Province, adjacent to the famine region o 

North Kiangsu, where the Yi River flows down from 
the Grand Canal causing much 

and North Kiangsu the last two months completing 

my surveys for the conservancy and reclamation of 

this region I have had the good fortune to see more 

or less of the Famine Relief work which is being 

done and until one has actually seen these works but tp 

little idea can be had of their magnitude, the real 
excellency of the work done and the great permanent 

conservancy value. 
“In years gons by the famine relief has been ai 

\ free distribution of money or food to as many of the I 

sufferers as the available funds would permit There 
have been isolated exceptions in which small groups 

were provided with work for which they were paid, 

and the results of those exceptions have always been 

so satisfactory that this year it was decided by the 
Central China Famine Relief Committee that as far 

as possible the relief funds should reach the famine 

victims as wages paid them for work done, and that 
the work done should be such as to some extent 

I prevent this annual recurrence of famines. Exceptions 

were to be made in the rule of work if you would eat, 

in the case of such victims as were unable to work 
from age, youth or sickness and who had no one to 
work for them such sufferers, when possible, were 

to receive free relief. 
Work is Permanent 

“The uncertainty of the amount of money which 

. would be available rendered the selections of the 

% work to be done a matter of much importance, for the 

reason that to be of permanent value the work under¬ 

taken must be completed. The work in all cases has 

been the building or repairing of dykes, the cleaning 
and enlarging of drainage canals, or the excavating , 

of new canals. J 
“The work is being done, at many different 

noints and hundreds of miles apart. In a general 

way it is divided into two sections, North Anhui, 
which means the famine region north of the Huai 
River and North Kiangsu, which means the region 

north’ Tsingkiangpu and east of the Grand Canal. 

The available foreigners for the field are all mis¬ 

sionaries, who receive their bare expenses, one 
foreigner with a Chinese representative is at the 

head of all the work in each of the two sections 
At each of the 

1 North Anhui hand Nort Kiangsu. ^re¬ 
work centers are two foreigners with Chm 

sentatives. These may have actual workers, 
the work being done, and the paying of the wor 

either in food or copper cash. 

Shantung into n 



Selection of Workers 

“The workers are selected by a hut to hut exa- j] 

; ruination as to the needs of the people and the ones | 

I selected receive tickets which entitle them to work. | 

The greater part of the work is task work and the | 

amount of pay depends upon the amount of work | 

done, but no one is allowed to eare more than a fixed j, 

maximum, this fixed maximum being sufficient to | 

furnish food for five people. All the task work has | 

to be measured and the workers are paid so much per $ 

I cubic foot of earth moved. At each center the work | 

is supervised by one of the foreigners in charge and | 

the amount due the worker marked on his ticket 

One of the foreigners usually does the field work and g* 

j the other attends to the office work—, distribution ]g 

and accounts. 
“ In Anhui the principal works are first a long i| 

dyke on the north side of the Huai Fiver, starting § 

from a point below Peng-pu and extending nearly to Jj 
Wuhu. This dyke when finished will protect from 

ordinary overflow many thousands of acres of rich 
land, and, second, the excavating of large drainage | 

canals for the rapid removal of the flood waters from 1 

the valley of the Fei River. When these canals are | 
completed the flood waters will pass away n a few | 

days whereas now ten thousands of acres are under | 

water the greater portion of the time. In Kiangsu 1 
in the region first north of Tsingkiangpu, and the 1 

I old bed of the Yellow River,—the work consists I 

! principally of drainaee ditches. Over one hundred | 
miles of this work has been done,—the ditches are I 

well located, and much local relief from long con- j 

tinued innundation is the result. 

Work on Grand Canal 

“More to the north and along the line of the 

Grand Canal, the major part of the relief work has 

been the rebuilding or repairing the dykes of the 

Grand Canal itself and the cross dykes along the 
small tributaries necessary to prevent innundation. 

This work extends over some hundred and thirty 

miles along the canal,—in some places merely mend- 

ing small breaks of a few hundred feet,—in other 

| places repairing and re-enforcing the dyke in sections 

I of one to* ten miles, and in still other places practicab 

ly rebuilding these enormous dykes for many miles. 

“As one of the most northern stations there isj 

one continuous stretch of new work some thirteen 

mile3 in length. Over five thousand people are atj 

work on this. At another station besides some miles! 
cross dyke six miles long, and so I might go on station) 

i after station. 
“All of this work has been done in a thoroughly 

first class manner in both Anhui and Kiangsu, the 

location in every case has been well selected and the 

a permanent value of the works is as great as is ever 

! possible under the existing climatic conditions. Dykes 

or ditches constructed under expert supervision and 

normal conditions would not be better built. As to 

the actual return for the money expended the work 

done has cost more than if built by strong healthj 

. coolies, but there are over fifty thousand famine 

;; sufferers at work in each of the two provinces, their 

work feeds half a million people, and saves therr 

from starvation and the result in first class permanent 

\ work is fully sixty five cents on every dollar ex- 

pended. ’’ 
Crops Reported Good 

“The crops are said to be good throught thf 

famine region and barring floods, will be ready for 

harvesting early in June, but the distress, Dr. Fearr 

;il wires, is greater now than at any time and the deatt 

h rate is increasing alarmingly in all quarters. 

“ In addition to the famine relief work ir 

Kiangsu and North Anhui about 1,600 Chinese women 

sufferers about Hankow have been given employment. 

| TKeworkinKia^^and A n huih^bee n largely j| 

under the direction of southern Presbyterian 

missionaries, but a great many Szechuan missionaries 

who have not been able to return to their stations 

have found a field in the famine districts where theii 

services have been of great value. All denomination! 

it is said, are working in perfect harmony and ir 
districts where there are Roman Catholic missions i 

priest is serving on the committees. The workmer 
are organized into gangs with « foreman for even 

ten men and a head foreman over them. 
“The tremendous work of the famine committee, 

foreign and Chinese, in purcharing, and transporting 

the grain needed, and the keeping of every working 

station abundantly and always supplied with gain ano 

copper cash, with a general supervison and respon¬ 

sibility for everything done both large and small if 

astonishing to me. 

■
 



LAND FOR CHINA’S POOR 

MISSIONARY TELLS OF WORK FOR 

THE FAMINE REFUGEES, 

W —■—iqn 
Co-operation with Students of Union 

University at Nanking—Scenes of 

Destitution — Interesting the Chi-1 

nese—$57 Gold Sets Up a Family 

of Six, Says Rev. Joseph Bailie. 

The writer of the following letter, the' 

Rev. Joseph Bailie, was formerly a mis¬ 

sionary of the Presbyterian Board in Soo- 

chow, China. He resigned from the mission 

and taught in one of the government schools 

u China, and after this returned to the 

United States. A year ago he went back to 

Jhina, and is a member of the faculty of 

the Union University in Nanking. This 

university represents the higher educational 

work of the Methodist, Christian, and Pres- 

, byterian Missions. It was opened last Feb- 
rn i W 
fl j ru . aary, with 420 students—thirteen foreign 

j teachers and twenty-six Chinese teachers. 

1 The letter, written at Nanking, China, fol¬ 

lows : 

i 

While I was at home I often questioned 
the advantage my residence of about six¬ 
teen years in China had been to the Chi¬ 
nese. I had itinerated and preached, and 

, taught in various schools, but what good 
j had I done? The only incident in my pre- 

!'] vicus career in China which seemed to jus- 
'4: tify my spending so much money as sup- 

' ! ported me and my family here, and spending 
j j that life which God had given me, was what 

; i had to do with the starting of the Anti- 
! Opium League. So I resolved that if, in the 
j good providence of God, I ever returned to 

, China I would spend not less care in those 
J things that were formerly my duty in the 
routine of mission work, but that I would 
make those only subservient to the greater 
work of trying to help the oppressed. 

; Among the first things that I saw when I 
came here were men disabled in the con- 

j struction of the railroad. I understand that 
the railroad authorities had intended that 

I a. l. uumc v-'u. j,ui iouqu, ^ ** -- * 

! short of funds. For a considerable time, 
few except pay patients could be admitted. 
So I thought it was my duty to put as many 
as I thought I could pay for into the hos¬ 
pital. I kept this up until Dr. Macklin came 
back. How sad I was to learn that he had 
not been able to secure funds, when at 
home, to go on with this charity work. 

By the time that Dr. Macklin came back, 
the refugees from the famine districts be¬ 
gan to pour in, I took my outdoor exercise 
in going around from camp to camp. The 
misery I saw inside those huts made me 
feel wicked sitting in a comfortable room, 
or eating a good meal, or sleeping in a 

y warm bed. Poor human beings, driven oft 
their little farms by the flood, and, instead 
of finding people outside waiting with sym¬ 
pathy to help them, being treated as so 
many wild beasts, forbidden to camp on a 
great part of the vacant land, compelled to 
put up their little mat huts in the mud¬ 
diest, filthiest parts of the city! 

It is heartbreaking to hear the stories 
of those poor folks; added to their own 
misfortunes the heartless cruelty of the 
officials and people who could really help, 
but who do not. The most of the help they 
receive comes from the people who are 
themselves in what We would call beggaiy. 
At the time of which I now speak there 
were at least, sixty thousand famine refu¬ 
gees in this city. People told me that con¬ 
ditions in the famine region were worse 
than in these camps, that even the corpses 
of the dead were devoured, and that in some 
instancies strangers had simply been killed 

1 for the flesh on their bones. 
........ .. 

Still what did our humane vTceroy__ 
the face of all this? Lest the happiness of 
the well-to-do in Nanking be in the slightest 
disturbed, he gathered together several I 
tens of thousands of this starving multi¬ 
tude and sent them up north into the jaws! 
of death. / \ 

In the midst of all this I found d philan-1 
thropic guild doing a good work on a mag¬ 
nificent scale. In the old examination halls 
there were packed between fifteen andj 
twenty thousand, mostly women and chil-| 
dren. These were jammed into the little 
alleyways in which the candidates for de¬ 
grees used to write their essays. They 
had all sorts of utensils in which to carry 
away the rice that was being distributed. 
Men came with buckets and ladled out 
about two quarts to each one. Soldiers 
stood by to prevent the people who were 
furious with hunger from stampeding the 
servants who gave out the rice. They had 
heavy bamboos, which they had to use quite 
freely. I may say that I had an escort of 
soldiers around me to prevent my being 
laid hold of by the starving mothers. 

The gentleman who was managing the 
affair took me around and showed me all ft 
this. The kitchen arrangements were some¬ 
thing wonderful—so many big pots' for 

| boiling the porridge and such bucketing of 
the food that was to be taken out all over 
the big establishment. Then he took me to 
the comparative quiet of his office, and told 
me how that the Chung Ren Dang (benev- 
lent association) was feeding twenty 

thousand people a day. 
After talking for some time with him, I 

asked him to let me know who was at the 
head of this Chung Ren Dang, and he told 
me that Mr. ChaDg, the president of tne 
Silk Merchants’ Guild, and Mr. Lu, the head 
of the. Pawnbrokers’ Guild, were the two 
principal men. I asked him whether it 
would be possible for me to see either of 
these men, and he told me that either of 
them would be delighted to see me. He 
sent his servant, who conducted me to Mr. 
Chang’s place. Mr. Chang was out, but I 
was provided with tea till Mr. Chang came 
in. After some formalities I complimented 
them on the good work that they were 
doing, but I said that they were not going 
to the root of the matter. The people they 
assisted had their lives saved, it was true 

a good view of" the Yangtse and surrounding 
country. This game young man, who is not 
a nominal Christian, said to me; “Mr. 
Bailey, won’t you pray to God to give- us 
this place for the poor we saf/ yesterday?” 
Then we stood out there and prayed God 
to give us land for the poor, and I believe 
we were heard. I told the boys that an 
I was a foreigner, 1 could not handle land 
in any way in my own name, and that they 
must in seme way manage that. So next 
day, after classes, they assembled and form¬ 
ed a society among themselves that could 
in its own name own property and transact 
business. 

The students in the college departments 
heard of what was going on, and they felt 
hurt that I had not co'nsulted them an< 
given them an opportunity to he in the 
movement. I said that the thing was a nat¬ 
ural growth among my own students, and 
that I was not aware of the other students 
knowing anything of it, but if they want¬ 
ed to assist, I would only be delighted. 
They went to President Bowen and had him 
call a general meeting. I was invited to 
attend and put the scheme before them. 
The bare outline of the scheme is this: To 
get hold of vacant land and divide it up into 
small plots, and on each plot put a family 
and support that family until th5 first crop 
comes out of the ground. 

The students organized a society called 
Kung Chenfe Hui (Relief Work Society). 
Having got my society behind me, I at 
once used my Saturdays and Sundays in 
hunting land. Indeed, I had already had 
some arrangements made. First I rented for 
a term of thirty-five years an old temple 
with about ten acres of mountain land 
around it. I rented this because as many as 
five or rfix families can be housed in the 
temple, and that saves the expense of put¬ 
ting up huts. But the people around the 
base of the mountain were beginning to 

_ make trouble, so I have taken a squad of 
1 students out every Sunday and we go around 
from hamlet to hamlet telling something 

H of Christianity, and especially of Christ £ 
teaching in regard to helping the need>. 
In that wTay wre have gained the good will 
of the people around there and I think there 
will not be any more trouble. My descrip¬ 
tion of these poor people, living in their 

■ they should be attended to medically, but 
! owing to the failure of some person, or per¬ 
sons, to do their duty, these maimed and 
halt were lying around the door of Dr. 
Macklin’s hospital. The doctor was then 

i a? home on furlough, and the hospital was 

l, it’ was true, liou m .. ... 
but to-morrow and-’next year, what? They huts in which they cannot stan up, wi 

1 leaking roof, with wet mud to sit or lie 
1 in appeals to all these unsophisticated 

country folks, and they invariably end up 
gl bv praising us for trying to do this worx. 
If! In this way we are getting the students m- 
H terested in this work, and even outside peo- 

said they had no power, that the draining 
of the district from which those refugees 
came was in the hands of the officials. But 
I said: “Why not use the money that is 
being spent in putting these poor on some 
of the unused lands around this city. While 
they are being fed. they might just as well 
be breaking up the waste land and plant¬ 
ing it, and in that way they could have 
food coming out of the earth. This land f|| piaCe on the Shanghai Nanking Railway, 
could be made over to them on certain Hi „hnut twenty miles from Nanking. I had 
terms, and instead of being a drain upon 
the community in the future, they would be 
themselves producers.’’ I told them that if 
I could asist them in any way in this 
matter I would be glad to do so, as would 
also all the other foreigners—whereupon 
Mr. Chang asked me whether there could 
not be an arrangement made for a meeting 
with the foreigners. 

I did my best to arrange for a represen¬ 
tative meeting, but failed, so I decided that 
I would try to go ahead myself. I began 
first by taking members of my Scripture 
class out and letting them see the misery 
and squalor in which these people were liv¬ 
ing. Among the young men in my class is 
the son of the magistrate of this district. 
The young man. I suppose, had never been 
out before, except on horseback or in a 
chair. I walked aud so did all the boys. I 
walked sometimes in mud half way up to 
my knees to let the boys see what I have 
seen so often myself. The day that this 

1 young man was out with me, I think I had 
B seven students with me. • He and one other 

were the only ones that followed me into 
the worst places. We came to huts in which 
children were actually lying in mud. The 
little straw they had for a bed was not 
sufficient to cover the mud. 

I gave what little money I had, but as 
the boys told me, it was like throwing it 
into the Yangtse, it was so little and the 
need was so great. The next day, which 

H pie are having a lesson in practical Chris- j 
tianity. 

II Three weeks ago I went to Lung Tan, a i 

kjw about twenty miles- - 
■ heard that land could be had very cheap 

| there. After tramping over the 

was Sunday, I took these same boys out 
I to see vacant land on which I hoped to 

put these poor folks. It was a fine day 
when we got up to an eminence commanding 

JCTfflwraHHjggjCTjWflBttj 

I for some hours and finding that the greater 
J part of some of the mountains could be 

used for growing cereals, vegetables, anc 
I fruit trees, I hunted up the Lung Sz (tne 
» principle man of the village), and told him 

my story; how i-here were so many refugees 
and what we thought of doing, and of 
society which the students had organizes 

„ and how there was no foreigner in tne 
II scheme, an'd how I had been over the mou 
■ tains and knew that they could bei wed. 
m He did not say a word until I bad finish 
Bed, and then answered that he would hell 

me to get any public land that I wanted. 
He had business in Nanking, and came P 
with me. I took him over to the president 
of the society. Before he returned hone 
he was feasted, so when we went again 
to Tung Tan yesterday, we were received 
most cordially, and Mr, do himsel 
me around and showed us which was public 
land and which was private all around tne ^ 
village. He afterwards took me to can 
upon the small official, Szquan, who alreaaj ] 
knew all about my scheme. He Promisea 
to help us, so all we need now is to go 
down and measure the land, put in i 
stakes, and pay five cents a mu for 
much public land as we want. As it win 
take between fifty and one hundred mu o 
this land to support a family, we hope to 
get ten thousand mu on our first purena. 
(Six mu is equal to one English acre.) 

As is to be expected, the uncertainty oi 
the life these poor folks lead develops a 
lack of forethought, or thrift. To aid them 
by giving money or food is useless, lor 
thev squander it, hut after being on a p ec 
of land which they know will be their own. 
where they know they are safe and won 
be flooded out, they develop in a short time 
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thrifty i{abi#?^^f|'^proved aj™ ^ 

but; 11 take® 0ther^ The average coat 
them than with other J. ^ six, father. 

mother Ind three chUdren or [our children. 

permanently, and in a 
will be something like the following. 

Land, so long as we can get land, at 
Lung Tan, lOOmu.•• 

House built of stone or sods, with a 
roof of grass, a door that can be 
shut, the door will be the chief 

Twentv-flve weeks’ rice at $3 per week 75.00 
As winter approaches they ought to 

have, besides the dry grass for 
their beds, three comforters to the 
family, each costing $1.80.. 5.40 

(Most families have enough clothing 
and bedding, unless it has been already 
pawned for subsistence.) 

Clothing for two adults, each to have 
a pair of trousers and a coat, wad¬ 
ded, $2.50 each .••••••••. 

The three children each to have a 
pair of trousers and coat, costing 
$1.50 each ... 

Kitchen utensils, rice pot. 
Bowls .... 
Two coal-oil cans for carrying water 
Hoes and pick-axes for breaking up 

(These cau be used for breaking up 
other lands when the land of one fam¬ 
ily has been broken up.) 

A pair of buckets for carrying liquid 

s,rure.tv;:..::::;:::-:::::: »:«« 

5.00 

4.00 

that a people cut off from its deep-root¬ 

ed beliefs and habits of life should de¬ 

velop and retain a vigorous national con¬ 

sciousness.” But there are other au¬ 

thorities who are as optimistic about 

the future of China as Mr. Bland is pes¬ 

simistic: Dr. Morrison and “Putnam 

Weale,” for example. What is the lay¬ 

man to think when experts such as these 

disagree? 
The natural answer to such a ques¬ 

tion is the affirmation that all opinions 

are probably equally worthless. But the 

opinion of a recognized publicist in a 

critical affair like that of China at the 

moment goes far to mould public opinion 

in the Western world, and the voice of 

the people ultimately shapes the policies 

of such countries as enjoy free govern¬ 

ment. What observers like Mr. Bland 

believe or say should be considered with 

some attention. He prophesies ill for a 

j rule as unsteady as that of Peking dur¬ 
ing the past year. The Peking corre- 

| spondent of the London Times describes 
the Government of China as still “dan¬ 

gerously invertebrate”; nevertheless, 

that Government holds on without any 

I 

iff. 

Total, Mexican .$127.30 H serious menace to its authority. While 

This sum, which equals about $57 gold, 
will take a family from destitution and 
enable them in a manner to be indepen¬ 
dent and place them where they can pay 
a just rent, and inside three years after 
being set up, pay back to the society all 
that has been spent on them. In this way 
the society will be self-perpetuating. 

We do not pretend to be able to set mil¬ 
lions on their feet, but we want to start a 
few model colonies which can be imitated 
by philanthropic societies like the one I 
mentioned above. We shall have road¬ 
building. but this can be done in bad wea-, 

| ther when land could not be worked; and( 
will be included in the item for rice. The 
item for seeds I put high, because we shall 
bring In some seeds, wheat, corn, and 
vegetables, from the United States. Also 
fruit trees are included, which we shall 
have in some cases to import. We hope 
to make each colony an experimental sta¬ 
tion and give instruction and distribute 
seeds to the farmers of the surrounding 
districts. While $57 gold looks like a large 
sum, this will not alt be spent at once. 
It will be spread out over eight months. 
We will be able to have self-governing col¬ 
onies and to show the Chinese how people 
can flourish when they are not oppressed 
by taxation 

the southern provinces incline to law¬ 

less obstruction and the fringes of the 

empire are menaced by foreign nations, 

trade and the revenue continue to in¬ 

crease and the central administration 

receives substantial if not sufficient 

■ funds. The truth seems to be that no 

estimate of Chinese affairs is adequate 

which is based upon the principles of po¬ 

litical philosophy as accepted in the 

West. China has retained the instinct 
for self-preservation inherent in com¬ 

munities of the mediasval type where 

the people, if allowed to work, can live 

off the ground they cultivate without 

much concern for the interruption of 

either imports or exports. They consti¬ 

tute a political entity that is virtually 

indestructible. We have forgotten that 

this has long ceased to be the case with 

European states, the richest of which 

would be strangled by any serious de¬ 

ples enunciated by John Stuart Mill 

and Herbert Spencer—principles so gen¬ 

erally accepted In the Caucasian world 

where they were propounded that any 

logical deduction from them obtains as¬ 
sent from Western readers. The trou¬ 

ble with this proceeding seems to lie in 
the fallacy, quite unsuspected by these 

readers, of applying to the Oriental a 

philosophy the fundamentals of which 

are very imperfectly supported by politi¬ 

cal experience in the East. On the oth-. 

er hand, the range and complexity of,; 

the subject are so great that, after we pa 
have thrown away our old text-books, $ 

no Western student Is as yet competent |g| 

to declare a new system upon which the|| 

course of events can be reasonably in-Si 

terpreted. We may in a vague way dis- 

cern in China more definite influence 

derived from kinship and from belief in • 

the prevalence of departed spirits than 

in Europe; a less definite conviction p 

than we have in logical processes of rea- ; 

soning and in such institutions as juris- fe: 

prudence and the Church. These gen- §£,' 

eralities do not go very far, nor can 

they be assumed as postulates, but in 

view of our inadequate grasp of the 

problem we should be extremely wary || 

in committing ourselves to deduction. 

As Mr. Bland does commit himself 

n freely to deductions, an examination of | 

some of his statements ought to be per- 

mitted, whatever may be said for the fe 

bases of his disquisition. Perhaps it is §&;’ 

due to temperament that he fails to dis- 

cover religious inspiration of any sort 

in China. “The effects of Western edu-ljj 

cation,” he says, “reflect the callous 

agnosticism of the masses; hardly a IS 
whisper, in all this valley of dry hones, 

of any vivifying breath. The glory that |j 

once was China has departed, like that 881 
of Greece and Rome, because of the 

decay of religious faith and worship.” wm 

Others who have lived there and who 

know as much of China as he report 
the matter differently. From them we 

learn that the Chinese are susceptible E 

fc^r Y0UNG china. 

*re**nt/°!icie8 in 

thor, with E. Backhouse" of^-'China 
Tnder the Empress Dowager” mus 

-to. 

pits’sis jhat are i .. uung Clnna s evolving an 

trol?” he rel remnanta of con- 

thie ouarter i 1 that “Salvatio» 

cause YoTng Ch1?°Srible: DOt °nly be’ 
[ate and undiscin^ |S<3lf *S Unregener- 

| ideals and projects ^ b6CaUSe its 
volve the creatin * g0Vernment in- 
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Ip rangement in the machinery of its ad¬ 

ministration or of its relations with the 

outside world. Mr. Bland has overlook¬ 

ed this essential difference between a 8888 

state of the antique type and the scien¬ 

tifically organized commercial powers. 

The repetitious discussion carried 

through the five hundred pages of his 

book presents a travesty on Mr. Cleve¬ 

land’s famous dictum, for here it is a 

“ to inspiration of a purely spiritual 

kind and actually show better than fk 

I 
■oauim - ' '."C 

theory, not a situation, that confronts 

us. Were we to accept his theory of 

inevitable collapse in China, the effect §|§f 

upon her immediate future might well 

be disastrous in removing from her the if$fp 

most Asiatics their appreciation of a j* 

living faith. The fact that, being a prac- 

tical people, their reverence does not as- l 

sume the ecstatic or sensual forms fa¬ 

miliar in India and^Burma should not 

blind us to its existence and reality in 

China, or make us forget that In.the, 

Superior Man of Confucius or in the 1 

older conception of Tao the Chinese 

have long been animated by ideas of fj 

tho highest spiritual significance. In |t 

such an issue we must prefer the testi- !H 

mony of many observers to that of one. 

A similar tendency to discredit the spir- 

sympathetic attention of neutral Pow- itual side of Ghinese character seems to 
_i . .. $«El9SI incjrnro tho cmfhnr’e _ 

ers upon whose moral support in the inspire the author’s assertion that “loy- 

throes of transition she has some right lip alty to a leader is the rarest of Chinese 
to rely. y.ic virtues.” Chinese patriotism has been 

It is not easy to controvert the au- fflfc 

thor’s main contention that the pro- 

gramme of the revolution is impossible p® 
of achievement. It is, of course, a tre¬ 

mendous experiment: who can say that 

it will succeed? The premises of his ar- 

sadly bedraggled during the last cen¬ 

tury of Manchu truculence and corrup¬ 

tion, but it is not likely in so brief a 

time to have disappeared from a race 

which can display numerous brilliant ex¬ 

amples of that virtue in thirty centuries 
gument rest mainh 

JlPon the princi-j 
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of recorded history. Loyalty is a spin 

that may take protean forms and even 

mask under disguises. In China, where 

, alone until recently the educated Chi¬ 

nese could conceive of life as worth 

living, it has ever been a spirit of fealty 

to one’s class or interests within the 

empire. Until they learned of the ex¬ 

istence of other states equal in culture 

and strength to their own, whose ambi¬ 

tions were capable of antagonizing 

China’s superior claims, they had no 

more idea of applying the term to their 

country than have we to the Inhabited 

globe. Now, in their newly-born con¬ 

sciousness of foreign rivalry, they are 

| clearly moved by the devotion and even 

chivalry inspired by a true love of coun¬ 

try, however confused by the “shouting 

of unstable and interested politicians, 

| blind leaders of the blind, without per¬ 

is manent inspiration or consistent pur- 

pose.” 
While in these and some other re¬ 

spects Mr. Bland does not appear to 

have made his contention good against 

those who read the Chinese spirit dif¬ 

ferently, he is justified in ridiculing the 

idea that old habits and traditions will 

be transformed through the magic of the 

word “Republic.” There is nothing di¬ 

vine, nothing compelling, in the name. 

The causes of the uprising against the 

Manchus were chiefly economic, and the 

proclaiming of the Republic by the Can- 

: tonese was, if you please, an act of in- 

. . sp:red selfishness. The South has never 

raised a man who could control China, 

and it is unlikely that it ever will. But 

I in acumen and dexterity the men of 

IwiP Kwangtung and Fuhkien are superior as 
• • a whole to those of the other provinces. 

They perceived a better chance for their 

imW 

mam 
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' / future participation in the general gov- 

: | . eminent in a copartnership under rep- 

! resentative 

f| hopeless attempt to force 

institutions than in the 

a southern 

dynasty upon the nation. There are 

seeds of trouble in the antagonism be¬ 

tween South and North, as there were 

for Japan at the beginning of the Meiji 

era in the jealousy and ambitions of 

Satsuma, but the prospect for some sort 

of cohesion is certainly greater under a 

republic, however imperfect, than under 

a dynastic leader from one or the other 

of the rival factions. English writers 

not infrequently exhibit the prejudice 

tics to their betters. If the literati 

could agree among themselves as to 

problems of statecraft, they would obey 
orders. To them the proof of the pud¬ 

ding always lay in the eating; if a mis¬ 

managed state induced economic dis¬ 

tress, they troubled very little about the 

recipe, but went out with staves to look 

for the co.ok. The intellectuals are, 

therefore, fairly justified by age-old pre¬ 

cedents in assuming entire control and 

in establishing, with the ballot, qualifi¬ 

cations'for a “silk-gowned franchise”; 

it is a sensible precaution of the brain 

of the body politic against the lust and 

passion of its still unregulated mem¬ 

bers. The people of China must be “man¬ 

aged” for a long time to come, and it is 

fitting that they should be controlled 

and educated by the class which they 

have always respected—a class recruit¬ 

ed, however, from the best of the com¬ 

mon folk. That this class is feeling its 

way towards new and strange forms of 

government to free the nation from in¬ 

sufferable evils of the past, amid appall¬ 

ing risks from a civilized world beyond 

their own, is an aspect of the case which 

calls for friendly consideration rather 

than a too particular criticism of mo¬ 

tives and methods. 

It is this phase of the problem of 

changing China which inspires our 

strictures upon Mr. Bland’s discussion. 

His creditable career entitles his views 

to respectful examination. They are ad¬ 

vanced with ability, but they are sup¬ 

ported almost entirely by his personal 

observation and remain, after all, per¬ 

sonal opinions the value of which can 

only be tested by time. If they are ac¬ 

cepted in this country as a reason for 

condemning a valiant if quixotic effort 

of China’s young enthusiasts to rescue 

their nation from the fate of ancient 

Babylonia, they may do some harm. 

_asgaaBB . 
Mr. Williams made a brief speech and 

handed President Wilson's message to 
Yuan Shih-Kai, and the latter respond¬ 
ed in a few picturesque phrases. 

The American visitors were then en¬ 
tertained at luncheon, and were later 
ushered through the historic Manchu 
quarters. Many high Chinese officials 
were present. 

Mexico also recognized the Chinese 
Republic to-day. 
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iWHSON RECOGNIZES 
CHINESE REPUBLIC 
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American Charge ' d’Affaiies 

Transmits President’s Mes¬ 

sage to Yuan Shih-Kai. 
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against republican forms that is gener¬ 

al ally to he found in English “society.” It 

is possible that Mr. Blapd is influenced 

] by a feeling common to his class, and 

that he overlooks the fact that a mon- 

1 archy conducted “constitutionally’ 

PEKING MAKES HOLIDAY 
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i country which has only known an auto¬ 

cratic control involves as radical a 

change as a republic. He thinks rightly 

that a political volte-face like this may 

leave the people of China ignorant of its 

purport, but his deduction from this 

does not necessarily follow. The utter 

absence of political consciousness among 

the masses is not so much a menace as 

a safeguard against indefinite continu¬ 

ance of the turmoil. This proved to he 

the case in Japan. These are peoples ( 

'Washington Pleased with Yuan’s 

Expression of Devotion to Re¬ 

publican Principles. 

WASHINGTON, May 2.—The 
,| Chinese Republic was formally recog. 
Unized to-day by the United States. Mr. 

Williams, Charge d’Affaires at Peking, 
cabled that he had delivered the formal 
recognition, as he was authorized to do 
upon the complete organization of 
new government. 

This Government's action has created 
a most interesting international situa¬ 
tion and brings to the point the inten¬ 
tions of the five other powers, parties 
to the six-power loan negotiations, from 
which the United States recent I y 
withdrew, announcing its purpose to 
recognize China and urging the others 
to do the same. It is known that some 
of them, at least, required more than a 
mere organization of a National Legis¬ 
lature between which and the pro¬ 
visional executive serious friction had 
already developed, and that they were 
originally disposed to await the’ instal¬ 
lation of a President chosen by consti¬ 
tutional methods and with evident ade¬ 
quate support to maintain himself. 

On the other hand, the recent action 
of Yuan Shih-Kai in concluding a loan 
for $125,000,00-0 with the five-power 
group is expected to prove a powerful 
incentive to those governments to sup¬ 
port Yuan Shih-Kai by joining in the 
recognition of China accorded to-day by 
tlm United States. 

The formal recognition of the United 
States was extended when Mr. Williams 
delivered to President Yuan Shih-Kai 
the following message from President 
Wilson : 

The Government and people of the United 
States of America, having abundantly tes¬ 
tified their sympathy with the people of 
China upon their assumption of the at¬ 
tributes and powers of self-government, 
deem it opportune at this time, when the 
representative National Assembly has met 
to discharge the high duty of setting the. 
seal of full accomplishment upon the as¬ 
pirations of the Chinese people, that I ex¬ 
tend, in the name of my Government and 
my countrymen, a greeting of welcome to 
the new Ghina thus entering into the fam¬ 
ily of nations. 

in taking this step I entertain the con¬ 
fident hope and expectation that in per¬ 
fecting a republican form of Government 
the Chinese nation will attain to the high¬ 
est decree of development and well being, 
and that under the new rule all the estab¬ 
lished obligations of China which pass to 
the provisional Government will in 
pass to and be observed by the Go 
ment established by the Assembly. 

President Yuan Shih-Kai’s response 
was as follows: 

In the name of the Republic of China I 
thank you most heartily for the message or 
recognition which you have sent me through 
your honored representative in this capita , 
and the sentiments of amity and good-will 
to which it gives expression. The greeting 
and welcome which it conveys at once tes¬ 
tify to the American r-pirlt of mutual help 
fulness and add another brilliant page '° 
the histoiy of seventy years of uninterrupt¬ 
ed friendly intercourse betweeen China ana 

11 Though ^unfamiliar with the republican 
form of Government, the Chinese peop o 
are yet fully convinced of the soundness o 
the principles which underlie It and which 
aro so luminously represented by’ wur 
glorious Commonwealth. The sole aim 

the Government which "'f. ’“'c fS Ju, 
lished. therefr re. is and will be to prese:i g 
this form of Government and to p rad t 

turn 
Govern- 

working, to the end that, they 'happi- 
unalloyed blessings prosperity and ha;ppi_ 
ness within, through union of law and up 
erty and peace, and friendship without 

faithful execution of all estao 

PICKING, May 2.—The presentation 
to-day by .Edward T. Williams, Charge 
d’Affaires of the American Legation, 
of the formal recognition by the United 
States of the Chinese Republic, was 
made an occasion of much ceremony. 
Troops lined the streets between the 
American Legation and the "Winter 
Palace, while Secretary Williams drove 
through in a Presidential carriage, 
with an escort of Chinese troops and 
accompanied by the staff of the Lega¬ 

tion,-—.—mm 

through the 
lished obligations 

Minister Chang, as soon as he l<^rneti 
that this country had formally rt^og 
nized the Chinese Republic, called upon 
John Bassett Moore,. Acting Secretai y 
of State, to assure him of C 
preciation. The Minister told Secietu 
Moore that he was sure this count! js 
act would go far in helpiiig th 
Government to assume and maintain its 
position in the family of Republican 

11 sVafe Department officials ar? inMmed 
to regard the language contained m 
Yuan Shih-Kai s message of thanks to 
President Wilson’s letter of recognition 
as indicating devotion to republican 

i principles and as refuting the charge 
that he has been contemplating the os- 
tablishment of despotism. 
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SEWARD WANTS US 
TO RECOGNIZE CHINA 

i’s Plan ‘'to Have I 
^l/vvJLA- 
Bryan’s Plan *4o Have Powers 

Act in Concert Is Impractical, 

' Veteran Statesman Says. 

UPHOLDS WILSON’S ACTION 

Nations Interested in Foreign Loan 

Wanted China to Serve Six 

Masters, He Asserts. 

The action of President Wilson in 
withdrawing the support of the United 
States Government from the proposed 
Chinese loan of the six-power group of 
bankers is pronounced “ entirely right ” 
by Frederick W. Seward, who was As¬ 
sistant Secretary of State in the Ad¬ 
ministrations of Presidents Lincoln and 
Johnson. Mr. Seward, under his father, 
Secretary of State William H. Seward, 
assisted in the negotiations leading to 
the adoption of the Burlingame Treaty, 
which forty-five years ago defined the 
attitude of the powers toward China. 
He also aided in obtaining a Samoan 
harbor for United States vessels, and 
promoted the development of commer¬ 
cial and diplomatic relations with the 
Orient. 

Mr. Seward, who is now completing 
his eighty-third year, lives at Montrose- 
on-the-Hudson, some three miles south¬ 
west of Peekskill. At the expiration of 
his term as Assistant Secretary of State 
under President Johnson, Mr. Seward 
went to Montrose to recuperate from in¬ 
juries he suffered on the night of April 
14, 1865, while defending his father from 
the assassin who had plotted with* John 
Wilkes Booth to kill the Secretary of 
State at the same time that Booth killed 
the President. _ 

From his beautiful retreat on the Hud- I 
son the diplomat, statesman, and author ■ 
still takes time from his studies in nat- g 
ural history to observe closely the inter¬ 
national checkerboard. When he tires 
of this he turns his attention to matters g 
at home which call in play all his powers 
of diplomacy. 

Fer instance, pointing from the win¬ 
dow of his study at a flock of English 
sparrows, which chirped and fluttered 
over the bread crumbs he had strewn 
on the ground for them, Mr. Seward 
observed recently: 

“ These are the most pugnacious lit¬ 
tle creatures 1 have ever seen. They 
are fighting one another even when 
they have all that the beneficient hand 
of their Creator has bestowed upon 
them. There is not enough room in 
all the treeB and bushes, extending out 
there as far as you can see, for them, 
so they must tear down and destroy 
one another's homes, just as if life were 
one everlasting struggle. It’s a peculiar 
thing that they never venture across 

the west side of the house. That 
is because, as I believe, they are Euro¬ 
pean birds, and do not wish to asso¬ 
ciate with the thrushes, the bluebirds. 
the wrens, and other American birds 
that live peacefully out there, singing 
joyously amid all the bounty of Prov¬ 
idence. No, sir, the American birds are 
bii-ds ” dlffcrcnt £r°m the European 

From the points of difference be- 
+mfen tlie conversation turned to 

re a..onii nations one to another, 
‘ Particularly to the attitude of the 

*t°Ta.rd ,C.hina-. Mr. Seward as- 
that in his opinion the plan of 

Y °f fe-ate Bwan to have this 
in n,,/ r?c°S.n;ze the Chinese Republic 

was impractical. th® EUropean powGrs 
- Mr. Seward said, “ is 

m^^lifWuijft^-Thtiroppiis ... • ■ 
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tion within to the new order of things.; 
Her people have agreed to accept the W 
republic, and there is no reason why ivo* 
should not recognize it. Mr. Bryan’s 
plan of having all other powers join in 
recognizing the new Government means 
an indefinite delay, because all the other 
powers will not agree to such action. 
And even if they did all agree, it would 
not be so strong an indication of our 
good will toward China as an indepen¬ 
dent recognition by us would be. 

“On the other hand, the action ot 
President Wilson in withdrawing the 
support of the United States from the 
proposed six-power loan was entirely 
right. This Government ought not to 
guarantee a foreign loan to any foreign 
nation. As for the six-power loan itself, 
I was glad to see that'the American 
bankers withdrew from the arrange¬ 
ment. It is said that no man can serve 
two masters. The six powers wanted 
China to serve six masters, and she 
wisely refused to do it. . 

“ There is no reason why China 
should not borrow money wherever she 
pleases; not under the duress of any 
power. She has very good American 
advisers. They can tell her of our own 
experiences, and she would do well to 
profit by them.” , , , .-. m 

Mr. Seward said that he regarded the mi 
recent progress of the Chinese people 
toward republican government as noth¬ 
ing short of wonderful. In his diplo¬ 
matic relations with the representatives » 
of the Chinese Empire Mr. Seward said * 
he had seen the obstacles that were en¬ 
countered from time to time, even after 
the adoption of the Burlingame treaty, 
by the Chinese statesmen who were 
striving to introduce Western methods 
into their country. Mr. Seward told of 
an interview between his father and J* 
Wen Siang, the Chinese Foreign Minis- * 
ter, who obtained the services of Anson 
Burlingame as Chinese Counselor. 

“ Wen Siang,” Mr. Seward said, “ was 
one of the most advanced Chinese 
statesmen of his day, and he was anx¬ 
ious to obtain Mr. Burlingame’s ser¬ 
vices. Mr. Burlingame agreed to ac¬ 
cept the appointment, provided it did 
not interfere with his American citizen¬ 
ship. On that subject he consulted my 
father, then Secretary of State, and his 
first call at Washington on his arrival 
there With the Chinese Legation was 
to ask if he could take the place of 
Envoy of China to all Western Europe. 
My father assured him that he could so 
long as he announced to the Emperor 
of China that he would retain his Amer¬ 
ican citizenship. In 1868 he made his 
successful tour of Europe. He died in 
1870. 

“My father ’wtUrmn Kilt# a trip around 
the world in 1871. When he arrived in 
Peking the first man he wanted to see 
was- Wen Siang, who had been friendly 
to America and who was then living p 
in retirement. They had a long conver- SI 
sation, condoled with each other on the 
death of Burlingattie, and talked of the Im¬ 
policies of China toward the other pow- K 
ers. At the conclusion of the interview p* 
Wen Siang said: 

“ ‘ I have attempted to promote the 
establishment of an imperial college in J - 
which modern languages and modern |” 
sciences should be taught by foreign 
professors. For a while, I thought I 
should succeed, but the effort has failed 
and has brought me into deep reproach 
and general suspicion.’ 

“ My father replied: ‘ This ought not 
to discourage you. Every wise minister 
at some time falls under temporary re¬ 
proach and unjust suspicion. Public 
opinion in every country is a capricious 
sea. Whosoever attempts to navigate 
it is liable to be tossed about by many 
storms.’ 

“ Wen Siang rejoined: ‘ It is as you 
say, indeed, unavoidable. A statesman 
stands on the hill; he looks further in I 
all directions than the people who are | 
standing at the foot of the hill. When p 
he points out the course, they ought to | 
take for their safety they are suspicious £ 
that he is misdirecting them, and they | 
cry out, “ Pull him down.” When at t: 
last they have attained the summit from f; 
which he pointed the way, then they < 
correct their misjudgment. But this, | 
although' it is sufficient for them, comes | 
too late for the statesman.’ ” 

Under the Burlingame treaty China jj 
accepted the principles of Western in- ; 
tornational law. The treaty guaranteed ( 
liberty of conscience and protection from | 
persecution on account of religious opin'- If 
ion to those living in the country, and j 
recognized the “inherent and inalienable | 
right of man to change his home and | 
allegiance,” and the mutual advantage 
of free immigration and emigration for 
trade, travel, or permanent residence. 
It pledged neutrality in war, and barred 
foreign nations from carrying quarrels 1 
into China. It provided for public edit -gw 
eational institutions and for diplomatic I*®*! 
and consular intercourse between China®® 
and the rest of the world. 

I 

^oppressed by 

the fear that President Wilson’s deci¬ 

sive move in the matter of the six-Pow- 

er loan to China may have shattered a 

beautiful scheme which was to assure 

the future of four hundred millions of 
human beings may find comfort in the 

view taken of the situation six weeks 

ago by a highly competent observer on 

the spot. In the special correspondence 

of the London Economist, under the 

date Peking, February 8, there appears 

a comprehensive discussion of the gen¬ 

eral outlook in China. The part devot- 

to the subject of the loan not only j. ed 

.‘Li; 
StWw 

pictures a condition of the utmost per-1 

plexity, involving all sorts of interna-; 

M 
tional complications, present and pro¬ 

spective, but plainly contemplates a 

break-up of the whole project, owing 

both to China’s disinclination to accept 

the conditions imposed and to the ex¬ 

treme difficulty of reconciling the de¬ 

mands of the various Powers. But with 

this prospect plainly in view, the con¬ 

clusion reached by the correspondent of 

the Economist was not at all that China 

could not raise the money, but that the 

abandonment of the six-Power plan 

would make a fine opening for British 

enterprise: 

id li Sir Edward Grey is reported to have said 

that once China assured him that business | 

with the Group had become impossible, and i 

she had broken with them of her own ac- j.;i: 

cord, he would support British financiers 

in the making of a new loan. . . . I think , 

he has a good chance of taking a proper 

British attitude. The ball seems to me at ; 

his foot. If he "ill only let it be under¬ 

stood that once China breaks with the % 

Group the market is free to British finan¬ 

ciers, then I believe China would be wise I, 

to break, and Great Britain has a chance I 

of gaining prestige in China, which will / 

be in her interest, if properly handled at ’ 

this end. 

Well, the break that this writer sug¬ 

gests as the probable result of Sir Ed- , 

ward Grey taking “a proper British at-: 

titude” is in point of fact nj>w looked 

forward to as the consequence of Presi-; 

dent Wilson taking a proper American $ : 

attitude; and in its wake there is like-? 

ly to come a chance for American as 

well as British financiers to supply the 

needs of China without the imposition 

of unwholesome political conditions 
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F. J. GOODNOW TO ADVISE CHINA. 

American Appointed to Aid Govern- 

NO MONEY FOR CHINA 
ment in Reform of Constitution. 

Peking, March 13— Frank Johnson Good- 

now, a native of Brooklyn, N. Y., who re¬ 

sides at Washington, D. C., was appointed 

to-day by the Chinese Government as its 

adviser in the reform of the Constitution. 

Reversal of This Country’s Open- 

Door Policy Ends American 

Contributions. 

In refusing to request the Ame 

f 

£ 

Dr. Goodnow is Eaton professor of ad¬ 

ministrative law and municipal science at 

Columbia University. He was a member of 

the Taft efficiency commission, and received 

leave of absence from the university, while 

performing the duties of his office in Wash¬ 
ington. 

He was graduated in 1879 from Amherst, 

and studied in Columbia, the Ecole Libre 

des Sciences Politiques, in Paris, and the 

University of Berlin. Professor Goodnow 

has- taught at Columbia for thirty years. 

In 1900 he was a member of the Charter 

Revision Committee of this city, and in 

1905 he served on the Public Ownership 

Commission of the National Civic Federa¬ 

tion. He is also a member of the Bar 

Association, the American Political Science 

Association, and the American Economic 
Association. 

He has written a number of books dealing 

with governmental and economic questions. 

Among them are his “Comparative Ad¬ 

ministrative Law,” “Municipal Home Rule,” 

“Municipal Problems,” “Politics and Ad¬ 

ministration,” “City Government in the 

United States,” “Principles of American 

Administrative Law,” “Selected Cases on 

the Law of Taxation,” “Selected Cases on 

Government and Administration,” and “Se¬ 

lected Cases on the Law of Officers.” 

Dr. Goodnow was appointed last fall to 

make a thoroughgoing expert investiga¬ 

tion of the public school situation in this 

city. He w'as chosen for this work by 

John Purroy Mitchel, President of the 

Board of Aldermen. Goodnow and Pro¬ 

fessor Frederick C. Howe were to go over 

the ground previously covered in the re¬ 

jected report of Prof. Ernest C. Moore, 

of Yale. It w'as Mitchel’s contention that 

this report w'as of little assistance, be¬ 

cause, he said, it dealt with opinions, and 

not with facts. 

At the University to-day Professor Good¬ 

now said he had received no official noti¬ 

fication of his appointment, and that he 

could not, therefore, discuss his plans. He 

would have to go to China, he said, if the 

Chinese Government wished him to assist 

in drafting a constitution. 

One of Professor Goodnow’s former stu¬ 

dents at Columbia was Vi Kuyin Welling- 

’■ ton-Koo, a young Chinese w'ho returned to 

China after the revolution last year, and 

is now the English-speaking secretary to 

President Yuan Shih-Kai. Koo studied 

constitutional law under Dr. Goodnow, and 

it seems not unlikely that the former stu¬ 

dent’s recommendation had much to do 

with the professor’s appointment. 

In case Dr. Goodnow' decides to go to 

China, he will receive leave of absence 

from the University, as in the case of the 

trip he took abroad in connection with the 

work of Taft's Economic Commission. Dr. 

Goodnow said to-day that he had resigned 

from this commission last fall. In regard 

to the school investigation, Dr. Goodnow 

said that the work was still going on, but 

that it W'as hoped that he and Dr. Howe 

would have their report ready to submit 

In refusing to request the American 
bankers interested with five foreign 
nations in the financing' of China to 
continue their operations, President 
Wilson has reversed the “ open-door ” 
policy for China, which was formulated 11 
by Secretary of State Hay fourteen 
years ago. The immediate consequence 
of the President’s action has bden to 
free upward of $60,000,000 of capital 
in this country which has been nomin¬ 
ally held in reserve for uses in China. 
The broader and ultimate consequences 
can only be guessed at. 

HH Leading bankers in this country, who 
Wv.-i have followed China’s history with a 

a great deal of interest, generally be¬ 
lli lieve that the present Administration’s 
jigi refusal to continue the policy inaugu- 
fp| rated by President McKinley and con- 

tinued by President Roosevelt and 
jps| President Taft will lead to an early 

disruption of the newly formed 
H Chinese Republic, and pave the way for 

mM the partition of China among European 
jjj nations. They predict that with the 

j|f§ removal of the United States as a con- 
in Far Eastern affairs, 

frankly That*" tf?eyt*m^eferre 
f‘°°t but upon his representations to 
a e*fect that without American capital, 
.American manufacturers could not hope : 
to find a market in China, they consented 
5° °Pen negotiations with other nations 
tor the reorganization of the Empire. i. 
i/tey accordingly made a demand upon i 
Germany, England, and France for ad¬ 
mission to Chinese financing, and were 
Reluctantly admitted. Once in the group, 

I the peculiar situation of this country 
made her the controlling factor in ail 
negotiations. The United States was the 
cnly one of the four nations which had 
no territorial aspirations, and which wan 
Interested in China’s welfare first, and 
profits secondly. 

jHr. Hay’s open-door policy was re- 
fti firmed m the negotiations which fol¬ 
lowed the relief of Peking and won the 
adherence of other nations, not because 
of any particular consideration for China, 
but because of their mutual jealousy and 
their realization that partition would im¬ 
pose upon them responsibilities which-j 
they might find it difficult to bear. 

Tne United States has considerable in¬ 
terests at stake now in China’s welfare 
put with the withdrawal of assistance bv 
the State Department, there is little doubt 
among American bankers but that the 
way has been blocked for any further 
monetary advances. In connection with 
the German, French, and English groups, 
the National City Bank, First National 
Bank, Kuhn, Loeb & Co., and J. p. Mor¬ 
gan & Co, took one-quarter of the $50 - 

^0,000 Hukuang Railway loan, arranged 
$ In May, 1010. Tnis moiiev was supplied 

trolling factor 
KB Russia and Japan will shortly renew 
iff their designs upon Mongolia and Eng¬ 

land upon Thibet. 
H been the keystone 

This country Bias 
in the structure 

erected by the Powers for the main- 
tenance of the status quo in China. 

While it is not customary to credit 
Ay bankers with acting from patriotic in- 
A$1 tercsts except in crises affecting their 
Ait! own country, it is nevertheless a fact that 

the Six Power group constituted China s 
: “-l best safeguard in these troublous I times. This country held the balance 

of power owing to the strained rela¬ 
tions existing among the European 
countries and Japan. With American 
interests removed from the situation, 
it is easy to conceive an early return 

Jf&j to the conditions that obtained prior 
S to 1898. . - . f 
MM prom a purely mercenary standpoint, 

A the American bankers consider themselves 
U better off as a result ol President \\ U- 

dtunrl The unsettled conditions pre- Ieon’s stand. The unsettled conditions pr 
J vailing in China make it impossible for 

M that country to issue bonds secured as are 
m those of European nations. Lntil China 
As has been completely reorganized, it will 

jjf be impossible for her to enter upon 
mi financing arrangements under the terms 
iH! open to other countries, and any Chinese 

d..i. :-a other security be- 

to China for the purpose of building rail 
v ays. Later in that year the American 
group concluded a preliminary agreement 
for another $50,000,000 loan to finance 
China's currency reform. This amount 
was afterward recognized as too small 
for the work it was intended to cover, 
*md negotiations were reooened on a more 
comprehensive basis. 

The preliminary terms worked out be- 
tween the bankers and China were upset 

vjj by the breaking out of the revolution in 
BB| October, 1911. The Emperor abdicated in 

>8 February, 1012. The position of the new 
. j republic was anything but enviable, witli 

PJcther countries pressing for tlie payment 
cf their obligations and the army ready 

Bj bonds issued with no 

i 

_ hind them than the promise of the issuing 
fiXS country would not find a sale with respon- 
vm siblc bankers. A change in administra¬ 

tion or a revolt of a province would be 
sufficient to nullify any promises made. 

American bankers entered upon the ne¬ 
gotiations which have now apparently 
been brought to a close at the express de¬ 
sire Of Secretary Hay. He saw that 
China could not hope to be put upon her 
feet while at least four nations were 

HS eagerly watching for opportunities to 
Mi strengthen their hold in that country. The 
IH wish to throw safeguards around the Chi- 
SM riese Government was Secretary Hay s 
EH first thought in enunciating his open-door 
an policy. His second purpose was a legiti- 

ta to mutiny as a result of their unpaid 
p' 1 wages. Accordingly, negotiations were at 
1 3 once opened by the new authorities for a 

(comprehensive loan. At the request of 
their respective Governments the original 
four groups agreed to admit banking 
interests designated by the Russian and 
Japanese Governments to a participation 
in these contracts, and after delicate and I protracted negotiations an agreement was 
reached between the six groups on June 
20, 1912, in Paris, regarding the condi- 

ffl tions upon which they were prepared 
;] jointly to undertake the proposed reor- 
h jganization loan to China. The groups 
B were presented with the problem of 
A financing the reconstruction of China on 
0 conditions which would be attractive to 
a the bond-purchasing public, despite the 
I disorganized condition of that country. 
8 ~ Tt would have been impossible to issue 

li Chinese loan at this time, except at a 
figure so low as to prejudice the quota- 

Zfft tions for Chinese bonds already on the 
market, in the hands of the public. To 
furnish the sums immediately required 
the banks wouid have been obliged to dis- 
fcount Treasury bills, which they would 
either lnwe had to hold themselves or 
dispose of to a very limited clientele. 
These advances were required to pay tne 

11 army, to finance the disbandment ot 
superfluous troops, and to meet the cur- 

fc'A 

sp 

■ 

The ent expenses of the Government. 
e loan was to be expended to redeem Tan 

reasury bills, to clear ofl arrears 

mate desire to obtain for this country 
« share of the enormous business whicn a 

* :  ;„ m with tliA rpsmiroftS Ol 

•J J. I cdaui v m mo, '•'-i ' * . , _ 

1 China’s indemnity and loan services, and 
•M certain other pressing obliga¬ to meet 

^For the advances and large loan 
jjuested the Chinese Government pro 

re- 

|§B posed to pledge the salt gahelle, o 
securitv Tlie service of the Boxu 

Bfetl f_A.• li, „ obare-e on this reve- 

reorganized nation with the lesouices ot 
% China must do with the rest ot the world, 

jjfi! China is now a big consumer of supplies 
for which this country could make an at- 
tractive bid were the market open, but her 
buying power will be multiplied many 
times once her finances are stabilized. 
Historv has shown that the Chinese will 
not buy locomotives, steel, electrical 
equipment, or other material from one 
country while obtaining funds from an¬ 
other. She would be prevented from do- 

withm a month. 
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WM Ing this by the loaning nations were she 
;;I to attempt it. It was Secretary Hay’s 

idea that with the United States inter¬ 
ested in China’s financing, American 
manufacturers would have a broad mar¬ 
ket there for their wares. 

It was after the adoption of the new 
policy popularly known as dollar diplo¬ 
macy, in 1S98, that Mi-. Hay called New 
York bankers to Washington to interest 
them in Chinese affairs. They told him 

Indemnity is a first charge on this 
I j»ue, but it was estimated that the D. 
![i00.00O taels received from this source 
’ would be doubled if the collection of the 
I tax were honestly administered. 11 ^ 
Chinese Government at this time ym- 
powerless itself to collect the taxes which 

I |t offered as security, and was unam . 
|to meet indemnity and loan payments-, u 
Ipav troops, or to finance its current aa 
pilnistrative expenses. The six giom 

Ifidvanced 12,100.000 taels m order to en- 
phIe“thV*administratvon to meet its most j 

^^Murgent needs and to prevent dlsorde . 
pud mutinies which it was Reared woukl 
occur unless funds whicii the Ho 
pi ent could not get from its own people 
were obtained. ,.finllt 

In view of the unsatisfactory condition.; 
prevailing in China the groups ’’-veie 
able to undertake the business withoy 
the joint support of their respective^G^ 
prnijients. Because of these facts, me 



, r.cjihlf* to proceed 
over; they deemed it P°®’„,.mite the reor- 
with advances and to only on 
ganization loan of $300,. ’ ^ch proved 
certain conditions, some o was owing 
obnoxious to the Chinese- ,-iargely. 
to the nature of these eunMttons, against 
that Secretary Bryan a v i ,nment. 
the further support of this ^ nluch 
These conditions, about wn.cn 

hFirsf Tha?"the^Sp1 should have the 
rtKt’to SSU themselves a^to purposes 
l'or which funds weie lei re_ 

nhoifldbe6 employed with powers not 
merely advisory, of 

funds borrowed for the purposes speci- 

fiThirn—That the salt taxes to be hy- 

fsline maritime customs organization 01 
spnirate Chinese service like the 

customs 1 however, under foreign direc¬ 
tion thus safeguarding the proper ad¬ 
ministration of the security desiite the ( 
possible continuation or lecunence 

U Fmndh Thaftte groups* should take 
the°first~series of the loan of $300,000,001 
at a fixed price, and should be assured 
an option on the subsequent series at a 
P’-Ice to be based on the market quota 
tion of the first issue, thus giving.China 
the benefit of any improvement in her 

CrF?fth—That to protect the quotation of 
bonds issued and to assure a success^ 
marketing of subsequent series cnina 
should not borrow through other groups 
until after the entire loan ot $300,O(IO,OUU 
bad been issued. . 

Sixth—That for a period of hve jeais 
China should appoint the groups its i 
nancial agents to assist the administi a 
tion in its work of reorganization. 

The Chinese particularly objected to 
placing the salt gabelle under the mari¬ 
time customs, or any foreign directed 
service, to the creation ot a propel audit 
department, and to appointing the grows 
as financial agents. The groups nave ton 
sistently refused to consider the sa’t tax 
an adequate security unless the taxes 
were placed under a Chinese Government 
service, but with foreign direction, so 
that an efficient and honest collection 
might be assured. 

There was at no time any disposition : 
manifested on the part of the borrowers 
to obiect to the terms ot the loan, but. 
they held off from agreeing to the conai- 
tions, largely because of a fear that 
Chinese people would not approve ot 
authorities’ action in allowing .oreigners 
to supervise the collection and expendi¬ 
ture of taxes. In this connection it might- 
be recalled that the only revenue depart¬ 
ments of the Chinese Government whjen 
are to-day free from the taint of ofiicm1 
graft are the customs and Tost O lice, 
which were reorganized under the direc¬ 
tion of Sir Robert Hart, he instituted 
reforms which are still effective in these 
two departments. 

While the negotiators were still trjm„ 
to arrive at satisfactory conditions for tiv 
big loan, the situation was suddenbv 
complicated by the entrance ot A- 
Wendell Jackson and the t . itiroii 
Crisp banking group. Mr. Jackson 
arranged an independent loan ot 
$50,000,000 under the terms of whicn 
the Chinese could borrow in no other 
quarter for a year. When it was seen 
that this amount would not. begin to sut- 
fice for the country’s needs, and when it 
was discovered that the English hankers 
who supplied half of the $8O,W0.<»0o prom¬ 
ised were not eager to increase their com¬ 
mitments, the Crisp contract was can¬ 
celed by the Chinese after the payment 
of .a considerable forfeit, and the way 

'seemed clear again for the conclusion ot 
the negotiations with the Six Power 
groups. These were further delated, liow- 
ever, by the quarreling of French and 
German bankers as to the designation of 
certain oficials who should look after the 
collection of taxes and hy the outbreak of 
the Balkan trouble, which made money 
conditions so stringent in Europe that any 
thought of advances to the Chinese was 
temporarily out of the question. The 
change in (he Washington Administration, 
with tlie withdrawal of the American 
group, bids fair to end the entire scheme. 

While the.groups were liberally provided 
for in the matter of expenses in the one 
loan concluded, their heavy outlay in con- 

j nection with the larger loan is likely to 
be a total loss. The American group has 
expended many thousands of dollars, and 

, some of the members have asserted that 
even if the loan succeeded, the banking 
profits would have been largely consumed 

j by the costly delays. As the United States 
I was the one nation really free to raise 
■; large sums for foreign uses it seems likely 

now that the other five powers will with- 
| draw from the agreement. Germany and 

s Japan, particularly, are ill-fitted to eon- 
r tributt their shan .of the->$SOC-,000;06bi at 
Q this time. 
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TOSOH TO REC0GH1ZE 
CHIHESE REPUBLIC® 

That Is the Next Step This Coun¬ 

try Will Take to Show Its 

Unselfish Attitude. 

LOAN ACTION STIRS EUROPE 

Germany Isolated by Our Withdrawal 

_J. R, Mott Refuses the Offer 

of the Chinese Embassy. 

_ Ao 'ii 
WjeciaTto Thc'Few York limes. _ 

WASHINGTON, March 19,-Yesterday s 

® the withdrawal of the United States from 
the six-power group Germany is e 

riese Republic's ef fdHsT^Fborrowinoi^^ 
There is a suspicion here, however, based 
on reports current for a year, that tlie 
United States Government was only too 
anxious to meet Germany half way in the 
suggestion that there should be co-oper¬ 
ation among the great nations concerned 
in connection with the arrangement of 
China’s financial affairs. 

Russia and France on the one hand, 
and Great Britain and Japan on the other, 
had been acting together in matters af¬ 
fecting China. Germany virtually stood 
alone. When the United States obtained 
co-operation among the Powers, appar¬ 
ently at Germany’s suggestion, this Gov¬ 
ernment became an important factor in 
everything that related to industrial en¬ 
terprise and financial dealing in China, 
and Germany found a friend upon 
to lean should occasion demand, W it 

announcement of’ President Wilson that 
the United States Government would not 

as a member of the Six Power 

Group formed to negotiate a larg® loa 
tire Chinese Republic, is. only the first 
step in what appears to he a compiehen- 

i sive programme already arranged for the 
j future relations of this country and China. 

The next step will be the formal recog¬ 
nition of the new Republic. With that 
as an earnest of the benevolent and 
friendly interest of the United States m 
the Flowery Land under a Republican 
form of government, the Wilson Admin¬ 
istration will endeavor to pursue an In¬ 
dependent course in dealing with China, 
and seek particularly to obtain mutua 
trade advantages and concessions directly 
from the Government at Pekin without H 
acting in co-operation with others powers. g|i 

In line with the views of the President® 
and his advisers on this important de- fob 
parture from past policy. President Wil-H 
son has offered the post of Minister to| 
China to John R. Mott of Montclair, N.g 
J., probably the best-known Y. M- 
-worker in the world, who is Foreign Sec-|i 
retary of the International Committee ofM 
that organization. Mr. Mott has declined® 
the tender, but whether his answer is|| 
final has no tbeen definitely ascertained,g 
although the best information obtainable! 
is that he gave a positive if reluctant re-B 
fusal. Mr. Mott was proposed and urged| 
for the Peking post by clergymen all over| 
the counery, particularly those interested! 
in foreign missionary work, and by then 

LIHC OIA-IJUWCI -- . . 

without an associate in the international 
concert. Naturally Germany feels that 
she has been badly treated b> the action 
of the Wilson Administration. 

To what extent the refusal of this Gov¬ 
ernment to continue longer as a party to 
the international loan arrangement will 
affect the ability of the United States to\| 
play a major part in Chinese affairs has 
not been determined to the satisfaction 
of some Washington observers of Far 
Eastern conditions. It was recalled hero 
to-day that John Hay’s note of July 
1900, calling on the nations having inter¬ 
ests in China to act in co-operation in 
everything that affected the international Kj 
relations of the kingdom had given this |c 
Government a voice in the "adjustment of jj* 
China’s troubles that had not only worked 
to American advantage, but, in the opin¬ 
ion of men who have followed the Chi¬ 
nese situation closely, had preserved the 
territorial and political entity of that 
country. 

The fear was expressed here to-day 
that the policy of the Wilson Administra¬ 
tion, foreshadowed in yesterday's state¬ 
ment by the President, meant a. complete 
withdrawal from all co-operation with 
other powers in connection with China. 
The Hay policy, that gave this Govern¬ 
ment an equal voice with Great Britain, 
Germany, Japan, Russia, and France in 
practically everything that affected 
China’s international dealings, has been 
adhered to until this day, and there is 
some apprehension here that, with the 
United States pursuing an independent 
course, other nations may decide that the 
time has come to carry out designs that 
will sidetrack American enterprise as far 

Presbyterian c. ?gy. II 

It is' apparent, from the withdrawal of j| 
the United tSates from the six-power g| 
group, from the evident intention to rec- || 
ognize the Chinese Republic shown in || 
President Wilson’s statement, and from 
the effort of President Wilson to obtain a 
religious worker as the American diplo¬ 
matic representative, at Pekin, that the 
Wilson Administration intends to treat 
China as a full-fledged nation, capable of 
conducting her own affairs, and to make 
the new republic realize thaJ the only | 
purposes of the United States are bemjvo- | 

1 lent and unselfish and based on a founda-| 

Will OXUCUaAA iTJUt l 1V.U11 VII v \ i fo/i ioo . 

as obtaining valuable concessions and ex- |fei 
tending trade in China is concerned. 

Many me ninterested in Chinese affairs W 
have contended that the course of John jgjk 
Hay in 1900, which gave this Government |y 
a leading' part in the determination of S 
China's future, had been responsible for i i 
preventing the dismemberment of the | j 
Flowery Kingdom. Whether President m 
Wilson’s new policy embraces the with- fa 
drawal of the United States from active 
participation in international moves affect-|| 
ing China is something that such men are 
anxious to know. ' It has b«An contended . 
that if this Government did so its in-L 
fluence in the determination of China’s 
destiny would become null and void. OutR 
of the possibilities of that contention is 
grows the anxiety felt in certain quarters n 
Jiere since the publication of President • 

tion of a true Christian spirit. How far 
this application of the Golden Rule inL^| 
relations between this Government andK^ 
China will bring about the results desired 

| is something that can only be deter-Wp 
mined by a trial. That it will please cer-» 
tain powers which do not believe that|$|| 
benevolent treatment of China by ahyiffl 
nation will work to that nation’s advan-jM, 

| tage goes without saying. 
Press dispatches from Berlin reportedly 

the feeling aroused in Government circles pCl 
there over the withdrawal of the United . 
States from the six-power loan group 

I cause no surprise in Washington. It was 
at German’s initiative that Secretary of 
State Knox proposed concerted action be¬ 
tween the powers in supervising the Chi- 

CHIHESE REPUBl; 
Continued from Page 1. 

Wilson’s explanatory statement cone 
ing the refusal of this Government to 
tinue as a party to the six power g 
loan. 

BERLIN FEARS LOAN FAILURE j 
_ IBWn 

■ 

| America?! Bankers’ Withdra 
Creates Consternation There. 

! BERLIN, March 19;—The retiremenj 
• the American bankers from parti'eipa 
I in the Chinese loan has created con 



t ^yoHowinp: thpiv^ATuorU 
aS$ the fa.ot that the authority 
__1- . - rA»HlKl«r» l^ri ^ 1. . . . * 

and des'hi 

S1RP4&S fepilblie had not been "genera l?v accent^ ' 
the American grout* ioineri „,«♦& *15°',,' 

• Tttrv»v.._ c .ii 

I ed group of German bankers 
| evident to-day that they tear the outc Ffthe American group joined with the r>tv> 

.-. . sss^jasasut th1_provffl0“'.o<i!: I of the whole operation will be affeGte 
, It is asserted that the Germans 
continue the negotiations in spite of 
retirement Of the American bankers 
whom they were to a certain extent 
natural allies in the project, since t( 
torial questions, it is pointed out, do 
play the same role with them as the> 
with the other powers. 

The German bankers had received 
intimation that the American group 
templated withdrawal from the negc 

here that they feel hurt because 
learned only through the statement is; 
by President Woodrow Wilson that 
United States would not be represe 
officially any longer in the negotiat 

SURPRISE IN LONDON. 

; ernment substantial advances to enaV 
it more firmly to establish its author' 
and to restore normal conditions throng 

tout the country. & 
."Meanwhile there had been in neg 

1 tiation, during a period of many montl 
tj a loan agreement which, in its genet 
terms, appeared last month to meet tL 

! approval of the six governments, of th) 
1 banking groups, and the Chinese 'Gove 
sment, and to be ready for signature. 

Ltrllip Id LfciU. W 1 UlUi cl W cl 1 UUiu LUC IjCgi. A «< 'Tli f „~ j , 

tions, and it is said in financial cii : 'twn ®tete T1® ’"W®3 *°K,50' two points. The first was to enable 
I/? | Chinese Government to reorganize its 
.I ministration on an effective modern ha 

Opponents of British Participa 

Foresee Collapse of Loan Plan 

LONDON, March 19.—The ann< 
ment of President Woodrow Wilson 

BRYAN’S AID QUITS; 
CRITlCISESPRESIDENT 

his Administration had declined to rec 
the American bankers of the six-p 
group to continue their negotiation 
connection with the $125,000,000 loa 
China came as a complete surprise tc 
British Government. Only yesterday 
Edward Grey, the British Foreign S< 
tary, in a written reply to a questio 
the House of Commons as to the pos 
of affairs, said that the terms of 
loan had the unanimous approval ofp - 
six powers interested. This reply 
hardly in print when the news cam 
the decision of the American Governrr 

There has been a good deal of dissi 
faction in London with the loan negi 
tions for exactly the same reasons 
President Wilson gives for tne withdr 
of the support of the United States. T1 
publicists and papers which have 
opposing Great Britain’s support of 
group take considerable satisfaction < 
the American action, and predict 
with the withdrawal of the Airier 
bankers the whole scheme will 
through. They point out that Japan 
Russia have no money to lend and 1 
Germany has nothing to spare for Ch 

AMERICAN GROUP QUITS. 

Drops Chinese Loan Negotiatio 

Deferring to Wilson, Say Morgar 

J. P. Morgan & Co. announced 
night, in behalf of the syndicate wl 

. - * had engaged to underwrite the Ameri 
, portion of the “ six-power ” Chinese it 
that the group of banks and ban! 

'» firms had withdrawn entirely from 
, ) negotiations. A formal statement, i 
V ii pared by H. P. Davison and Will 

' Straight, partners in the Morgan f 
r? who talked over the situation last w 

with Secretary of State Bryan, outli 
the syndicate's position in the loan i| 
ceedings. and stated that the other 

- participants had been notified that 
New York financial interests were dl 

W nitely out of the field. This is their st;l 
W „ment; f 

1 „ “The American group, consisting oil 
• P. Morgan & Co., Kuhn. Loeb & Co.; 

Huntington Wilson, Assistant Sec¬ 

retary, Affronted Over New 

Policy Toward China. 

POWERS WERE NOT NOTIFIED 

Only Know of Our Quitting Loan 

Group Through the Press—Em¬ 

barrassed Diplomats. 

W-m 
Special to The N 

an 

First National Bank, and the Natio | 
‘City Bank, was formed in the Spring^ 
.1909 upon the expressed desire of the 
ijpartment of State that a financial gr 
be organized to take up the participat 

j to which American capital was entitled 
the Hukuang Railway loan agreem 
then 'under negotiation by the Briti 
French, and German banking groups. 

“ This group thus became interested 
Chinese loan matters, not primarily for 

Y own profit, but for purposes indicated 
s&l President Taft and Secretary Knox. 

iofo t A/1 I ii TO l'Aeirl a a f rT'«-i^f,ct m AOAn a-a . , sstated in President Taft’s message 
■ l&iiCongress of December, 1909, these p . 
, ‘ Uposes; in effect, called for the co-.Qpltj 

J|ation of the banker's and the ' ‘ indispi B 
-able instrumentality’ which the Am H 

I '.,’ji.can Government needed to enable it ‘R 
carry out a practical and reah applicat 
of the open door policy.’ The Departnidl 
of State considered that American 

.operation with the banking groups of 
; several great powers enabled the Unitt 

. States to exercise a practical voice k ]>; OL<iLt*S LU tJA-tJI UlStJ it pT 

i: , / :lChina’s affairs, and constituted the bi 
1 guarantee for the preservation of Chlm 

nf; integrity. 
“In pursuance of the policy so adifc 

■ , cated. the American group, with the At 
ministration’s approval, entered into I 

d • i ^ J 1 _ T a 'I A Vl n It O i1 
i...,: ; I JliillO LI d LiUII S cLr x - . , 

' agreement with the British, French, a 
German groups, for the purpose^ of rtL 

, dering financial assistance to China. 
February. 1912, these four groups, at t 
renuAst of their resnective Governmen v request of their respective Governmen 

’ . : and with the consent of the Chinese Gc 
ernment. admitted Russian and Japanc 
financial groups to the negotiations f 
the reorganization loan, thus constituti 
what has since been known as the ‘ s 
power ’ group. _;_ 

- ^ || l llillHIIMUM^M 

ew York Times. 
WASHINGTON, March 20.— Hunting- 

ton Wilson resigned from the office of 
Assistant Secretary of State to-day as a 
protest against President Wilson’s aban¬ 
donment of the policy of Ex-Secretary 
of State Knox with regard to China.. The 
main complaint of Mr. Wilson, expressed 
in a long letter of resignation addressed 
to the President, is that although he was 
Acting Secretary of State he learned- foi 
the first time through the newspapers ot 
the President's statement that this Gov¬ 
ernment had Withdrawn from the six- 
power group organized to arrange and 
supervise the proposed loan to the Chinese 
republic. Assistant Secretary Wilson’s 
resignation was accepted forthwith by 
President Wilson in a brief note. 

The alleged discourtesy toward himself 
as Acting Secretary of State, to which 
Huntington Wilson objects, lias not ex¬ 
cited as much interest among people in 
Washington, who are familiar with dip¬ 
lomatic usage and have a particular con¬ 
cern in the Chinese question, as then- 
understanding that this Government 
failed also to notify the five other Pow¬ 
ers who are parties to the loan agiee- 
ment that the United States had with¬ 
drawn. The Ambassadors of Great 
Britain. Germany. France, Russia and 
Japan in Washington are placed in a po¬ 
sition of peculiar delicacy through then 
lack of official knowledge as to the de¬ 
cision of the Wilson Administration, m 
fact a position of such delicacy that pub¬ 
lic comment by them at this time is out 
of the question. It is evident that ex 
planations from them will he sought bj 
their respective Governments. 

Only Embassies Notified. 

Whatever explanations the Ambassa¬ 
dors may make, the five powers concerned 
will still he without information as to 
why the United States Government an¬ 
nounced its withdrawal from the Chinese 
loan agreement through the press befoie 
officially notifying these powers, with 
which the United States was bound by 
agreement to act concurrently and in con¬ 
cert in connection with the loan. In deal¬ 
ings between nations changes in the per¬ 
sonal administration of National and in¬ 
ternational affairs are not recognized, and 
the United States Government under 
President Wilson and William J. Bryan 
is, in the eyes of Great Britain, Germany, 
France, Russia, and Japan, the same 
Government with which they dealt dur- 

" ' 1 " Dmeirlcnl' 

S' 

tho nfficia.l tenure of 

•I aft and PhnaMFC Tn0x• u is ap¬ 
parent, therefore that these powers will 
feel that they have been treated with 
scant courtesy by a partner who. an¬ 
nounced his withdrawal from the part¬ 
nership to all the community before tell¬ 
ing them that he was cutting loose from 
association with them. It was not until 
last night that the statement of President 
Wilson, printed in the American news¬ 
papers yesterday morning', and in Euro¬ 
pean newspapers yesterday, was cabled 
I? !'. e American Embassies in London, 
Berlin, Paris, St. Petersburg, and Tokio. 
the statement was sent merely for the 

information ’’ of the embassies, and it 
was understood that there were no direc¬ 
tions to those in charge of the embassies 
to present the statement to the various 
toreign offices with which they have to 
deal. 

It is presumed, however, that the state¬ 
ment will be furnisHjB to the several min¬ 
isters for foreign affairs concerned in an 
informal way. When the official notifi¬ 
cation to the five powers will he made 
has not been ascertained. 

Huntington Wilson in his letter to Presi¬ 
dent Wilson resigning from the office of 
Assistant Secretary of State enters into 
a long discussion of the reasons for the 
six-power loan agreement. The former 
Assistant Secretary contends that the1 
agreement had a deeper and wider hearing 
on China’s future than that which came 
from the mere arrangement of .an inter- ? 
national loan. The policy abandoned by f 
the Wilson Administration, Huntington' 
Wilson said, had for its motive and pur- 
pose the protection of China's integrity 
and sovereignty as well as other benev¬ 
olent and humanitarian intentions. 

The Secretary's Letter. 

Mr. Wilson's letter to the President fol¬ 
lows : 

March 10. 1013. 
My Dear Mr. President: In view of ail 

the circumstances, T feel that the resigna¬ 
tion which I had the honor to submit to 
you on March 4 must be effective to-day. I 
have accordingly handed over the charge 
of the Department of State to Mr. Adee, 
the able and experienced Second Assistant 
Secretary of State. If I had felt that my 
continuing in office or not would affect in 
any way the interests of the country which 
I have had the honor to serve, I should not 
have to-day reached the decision which I 
beg leave now to communicate to you: but 
it seems now demonstrated that my remain¬ 
ing can serve no useful purpose, 

It to-day becomes the duty of the Acting 
Secretary of State in dispatching instruc¬ 
tions to the representatives of this Govern¬ 
ment abroad and as the channel of com¬ 
munication with the representatives of 
foreign Governments at Washington to be 
the spokesman of the President in regard 
to a new Far Eastern policy which is ap¬ 
parently deducible from your statement 
issued to the press last night. Inasmuch as 
I find myself entirely out of harmony w11h 
this radical change of policy, as T under¬ 
stand it, I trust you will sympathize with 
the view that it was not appropriate that T 
should longer retain the responsibilities of 
the office which I have now relinquished. 

When I consented, at the request of Mr. 
Bryan and in deference to what I under¬ 
stood to be your wishes, to continue in the 
office of Assistant Secretary of State for 
these few weeks longer. I believed I was 
justified in assuming that there would be 
no radical departure from the practice of 
this and other countries whereby the knowl¬ 
edge and experience of the various officials 
of the foreign office are made use of In 
the study of great questions of foreign 
policy. T had no reason to suppose that the 
officials on duty in the Department of State 
would learn first from the newspapers of a 
declaration of policy which \ think shows 
on its face the inadequacy of consideration 
given to the facts and theories involved and 
the failure clearly to apprehend the mo¬ 
tives leading to and' the purposes of the 
policy superseded. 

I had no reason to suppose that the fate 
of negotiations which had so long had the 
studious attention of (he Foreign Offices of 
six great powers would he abruptly deter¬ 
mined with such quite unnecessary haste and 
in so unusual a manner. These methods, 
against which 1 respectfully protest, arc 
the very extraordinary circumstances which 
I feel vitiate my understanding with Mr. 
Bryan and completely relieve me of any fur¬ 
ther obligation in the premises. 

Reviews Mr. Tuft's Purposes 

■1 m ?< 

The repeated utterances of the last Ad¬ 

ministration must have made it perfectly 

clear that the motive and purpose of the 

policy now abandoned were first and pri¬ 

marily the protection of China’s integrity 

and sovereignty, the uplift of the Chinese 
people, morally, materially, and govern- 
mentally; the development of China’s re¬ 
sources, and the maintenance of our tradi¬ 
tional policy of the “ open door,” or equality 
of opportunity for American enterprise. 

Precisely because of the ultimate possi¬ 
bility of a measure of foreign control of 
China’s finances, which may be inferred 
from a study of other countries which have 
found themselves in a similar situation, it 
was deemed imperative that there should be 
American participation in the liquidation of 
China’s finances, in order to make sure of 
tiie presence of the potent, friendly, and dis¬ 
interested influence of the United States. 
The only practicable method of such partici¬ 
pation was by the use of reliable American 

..I. imiillHiWHWIIMBIIIWHI/IIP WH ■IliBiiiw 



Eastern 
In the ‘ionsideratior'^^^should ^ 

'policy I llf^Le ,, t the problem of the Gov- 
preraised ‘""^g American bankers, while 
ernment s US1“B avoidin'" any material 
still scrupu:l«s y might” now, as before, 
monopolistic feat . difficult preoccu- 
,ie found one of that in the 

Patios. I^cdng Ute National interests 
work of act welfare of other nations 

\nd Kcial fmce of the United States 
the. A.1 marshaled in some manner to pre- 
ce„“ a safely united front abroad, where it. 
would be like the apex of a triangle but 

have at home at Us base broad 
equality Of opportunity both for citizens de- [| 

,   ^ T-^■ ' Vf"' 

m-i 

siring to invest and for bankers desiring to 
engage in these difficult and relatively risky 
ventures. Jt seems, however, that the con¬ 
clusions reached are expressed upon othei 

grounds. 
You will readily understand, Mr. Presi¬ 

dent. that in view of all the considerations 
indicated in this letter and of the practical 
necessity that one charged, even temporarily, 
with the administration of the Department 
of State should be in entire and complete 
accord with your foreign policies. I feel it 
Jny duty at once 1o vacate a post in which 
one not' in harmony with your foreign policy 
would be in danger, even with the best m- 
tensions, of failing accurately to reflect youi 

views. _ , , , 
Tn retiring from the service, I beg leave to 

take the liberty of referring to the phrase 
in your inaugural address by which you 
summon “ all honest men, all patriotic, all 
forward-looking men to your side,’ and of 
assuring you that when you apply .to the 
Department of State for technical advice in 
formulating your policies you can nowhere 
find men more duly described by that phra.se 
than the patriotic, intelligent, high-minded, 
and non-partisan gentlemen whose ‘associa¬ 
tion 1 am leaving with so much regret. 

With every good wish for the success of 
your Administration, 1 have the honor to 
he, Mr. President, with great respect. Yours 
yors, WOODROW WILSON. 

m 

Short Answer from President. 

... .>!tttb^fctiiriese loan are ulrfoielect 7nep ■ ■ 
York bankers, who were' glad to be re- ' 
leased from their agreement to partici¬ 
pate in the loan, have been opposed to 
the recognition of the new Republic, and 
whatever satisfaction they have obtained 
from the repudiation of the six-power 
loan policy may be counterbalanced, it 
is suggested here, by a proclamation of 
recognition at an early date, which, in 
their opinion, may. seriously endanger 
American investments in China. 

One of the many ramifications of the 
President's repudiation of the Chinese 
loan arrangement that has caused com¬ 
ment in the capital is the position of 
Secretary Bryan in connection with tne 
matter- 'in the first fortnight of. the Wil¬ 
son Administration the only two state¬ 
ments bearing on matters of primary im¬ 
portance were written and prepared by 
the President himself, and both concerned 
Col. Brvan's own office. The first was 
in relation to I-atin America. The second 
was the Chinese loan pronouncement, and 
it was made public at Ithe White House 
two days after the departure of Secretary 

] Bryan.' . 
The best information obtainable by The 

New York Times correspondent is that 
both these statements had Secretary 
Bryan’s sanction, and there is every rea¬ 
son to believe the President and Col. 
Bryan had a thorough and cordial under¬ 
standing as to the manner of their prep¬ 
aration and the means taken to put them 
before the country. Why there should 
have been a departure from the cus¬ 
tomary method of having the Secretary of 
State be the medium through which for¬ 
eign policies should be announced has not 
beten explained. But it is believed that 
this was due to Secretary Bryan’s own 
desire. Col. Bryan is credited with a 
wish to do nothing that would give him 
undue prominence in the Wilson Admin- 
straticn. 

ploiting China and to enable Russia 

and Japan to further their territorial 

and political ambitions at the expense 

of China.” 

The Daily News refers to the fact 

that Sir Edward Grey this week ex¬ 

pressed his determination to support 

This was the President’s answer: 
The White House. 

March 20, 1913. 
My Dear Sir: Allow me to acknowledge 

the receipt of your letter of yesterday and to 
say that 1 accept your resignation, as you 
suggest, as of the present date. Very truly 
yours, WOODROW WILSON 
Mr. Huntington Wilson, Department, of 

State. 

To understand certain statements in 
Huntington Wilson’s letter it is neces¬ 
sary* to explain that at the request of 
Secretary Bryan, Mr. Wilson had ..con¬ 
sented to remain on duty in the State De¬ 
partment indefinitely, inasmuch as no 
selection had been made of a successor to 
his office. Assuming that he would be at 
liberty from official connection with the 
department, Huntington Wilson had. prior 
to March 4, engaged passage for Europe 
for himself and family on a steamer sail¬ 
ing on March 18. When he was asked 
to remain in the department lie canceled 
his reservations and placed himself at 
the service of the President and the Sec¬ 
retary of State. He has now again en¬ 
gaged passage for Europe and will sail 
on April 26. 

Assistant Secretary Wilson decided at 
once, on reading President Wilson's state¬ 
ment on the Chinese loan, to demand his 
instant release from further duty in tne 
department. He therefore wrote the day 
before yesterday his letter setting forth 

-the reasons for his action. The letter was 
delivered at the White House this morn¬ 
ing. __ 

Huntington Wilson declined to-day to 
add a. word to what lie had said in his 
letter to the President, but it is known 
that he regarded tne announcement of a 
change of policy concerning the Chinese 
loan without prior notification to him as 
a direct affront to himself and his col¬ 
leagues in the State Department. Diplo¬ 
matic representatives of the five powers 
in Washington depended upon Mr. Wilson 
as Acting Secretary of ■ State for infor¬ 
mation as to this Government’s attitude, 
and his inability to give them advance 
notice of the decision to withdraw from 
the six-power group placed him in an 
embarrassing position in his dealings with 
them. 

President Wilson’s indication of his pur¬ 
pose to recognize the new Chinese Re¬ 
public is particularly offensive to Hunt¬ 
ington Wilson. He has consistently ad¬ 
hered to the view for over a year past 
that the present Government of the Chi¬ 
nese Republic is most unstable and inse¬ 
cure, and that to recognize it would be 
utter folly. There is authority for the 
belief tnat one reason for this attitude is 
the existence of an agreement never 
made public, to which all the powers as¬ 
sented, that the Chinese Republic should 
not be recognized by any of the powers 
singly, but by all at a time to be agreed 
upon by them. 

'i 
BRYAN BACKS UP PRESIDENT. 

Indorses Statement Regarding the! 

Chinese Loan—Disagrees with Aid. 

DES MOINES. March 20.—Secretary §j$:' 
of State William J. Bryan said to-night 
that he was entirely in sympathy with 
President Wilson in the latter's attitude 
on the proposed Chinese loan, and that 
he was unable to agree with what former 
Assistant Secretary Huntington Wilson 
had to say concerning the “ six-power 
agreement.” 

The Secretary of State was engaged 
in reading the published report of Hunt¬ 
ington Wilson's resignation and the rea¬ 
sons therefor, when asked if he*had any 
comment to make. 

■ i cannot, of course, agree with the 
former Assistant . Secretary,” said Mr. 
Bryan, " in what he says concerning the 
six-power agreement. The representa- The 
tives of a group of bankers were heard 
and the matter was considered by the 
President. Tire principles involved were 
such that it did not require any great 
length of time for the President to under¬ 
stand and act upon them. 

•• I have no doubt that in the matter 
of the Chinese loan the late President 
and retiring . Secretary and Assistant 
Secretary did what they thought best 
for our country and China, but I am 
entirely in sympathy with the attitude 
of President Wilson, and heartily in¬ 
dorse both the position taken and the 
language' employed by him, and I may 
add that i am sure that the country will 
approve of the change in policy. I am 
equally confident that China will rejoice 
at our’ Nation’s attitude. 

“ My association with the Assistant 
Secretary, Mr. Wilson, has been very 
pleasant! 1 have found him courteous 
and helpful during my connection with 
the department." 

only members of the syndicate, and 

hopes the course of President Wilson 

will convert him to a wiser view. 

“ President Wilson's action is direct, 

simple, swift, and has cleansed the 

air in this particular region of inter¬ 

national relations. It is all the more 

valuable because it belongs to his gen¬ 

eral policy. He means to have nothing 

to do with Dollar Diplomacy, a policy 

which makes foreign officers the in¬ 

struments of international finance. 

Even though it costs him the resig- 

nation of some; officials, that he may 

find many imitators among statesmen 

| is the wish of all good men.” 

The Morning Post says: “ From th< 

fact, that the new Administration has 

definitely refused to continue the path 

marked out by its predecessor inf 

China, it might be inferred that ini 

future the United States will put aside?" 

the aims and methods of dollar diplom-{ 

acy in every part of the world. Butj| 

whatever they may wish, the Demo¬ 

crats will be unable to escape from 

the responsibility which rests on theirfj 

country in Central America. Theyfe 

cannot throw over the Monroe Doc-!" 

trine, and if they stand by the rights), 

which it asserts for the United States jr 

they will be bound to accept the cor-i’ 

responding duties. 

"President Wilson, no less than Mr.; 

Taft, will be forced to preserve order? 

in all territory yvashed by the Carib-i 

bean Sea. Political and military ad-; 

venturers in small republics will pay 

little head to mere exhortation, and if;. 

President Wilson does not wish to con-jo Jtinue the Republican policy he will' 

have to find some other means of en- 
lforcing his will.” 
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CHINA LOAN PLAN 
[Abandoning Six-Power Group, | 

APPLAUDS PRESIDENT’S ACTION. 

May Hurt American Investments. 

It is contended here that if the agree¬ 
ment does exist President Wilson must 
necessarily pause before he proceeds to 
recognize the new Government, and it 
may cause him embarrassment as the 
consequences' of his declaration against 

- pt---- 

London News Says Note on Chinese 

Loan Has Cleared the Air. 

By Marconi Transatlantic Wireless Telegraph 

to The New York Times. 

LONDON, Friday, March 21.—The 

Daily News, in an editorial, welcomes 

President Wilson’s statement announc¬ 

ing the new American policy toward j 

[ China, and states that his action must 

have a profound influence upon the 

future of China. “ The withdrawal of 

the United States from the six-power 

syndicate,” it proceeds, “ is pretty cer¬ 

tain to be followed by other powers. 

From the outset the syndicate has been 

used to give certain groups of finan¬ 

ciers the profitable monopoly of ex- 

He Also Repudiates Knox's 

” Dollar Diplomacy. 

PEKING DEAL "OBNOXIOUS 

Loan Conditions, He Says, Might 

Involve Us in Serious Med¬ 

dling in Republic’s Affairs. 

WOULD HELP IN OTHER WAYS i 
■ 

iWkMn 
York Syndicate, Which Asked New 

the Government’s Position, Is Re¬ 

lieved by the Answer. 
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Special"to The \'ew Yorl tl'iuies. 

■ WASHINGTON, March IS.—President 

■\\ jjson officially announced lale this aft- 

V'l-.aoou that the United States Govern¬ 

ment. under his Administration, would 

no longer be a party to the “ Six Power 

’ A’ Group,’’ which has been endeavorin 

! la. ranee a heavy loan to the 

!;fl Republic in behalf of banking 

; of the countries concerned. Incidentally 

l,hc President, in the statement prepared 

x1V him and given out at the White Ho use, 

repudiates the -dollar diplomacy 

to 

Chinese 

interests 

Philander C. Knox, 
!>SS| 
t|j| under Taft.' 

Secretary 

of 

of State 

«| 
■ 

icy of ” no entanglin 

Seven in respect to arrangements for 
the financial compacts 

Governments, and specifically 
that the responsibility of the 

United States implied in the encourage- 

tions of China huco!?!,-*^ 

muustruu and commercial entcvprR 

• he Piesent Administration has bro-l 

2£'rup 0f 
,^sa rc<»u<*1 them tompartici- 

0, i-i K au' 1 be representatives, 
. tne bdnkei,s tnrough whom the \u- 

mmistration was approached, declared 
ihat they would continue to seek their 
share of the loan under the proposed 
agreements only if expressly requested | 
to do so by the Government. The Ad¬ 
ministration lias declined to make such I 
request because it did not approve the 
conditions of the loan or the imulica- j 
t.ons.of responsibility on. its own part 
which it was plainly told would be in-| 
voiced in the request. 

I lie conditions of -tire loan seem to | 
us to touch very nearly the adminis 

o,P»ffin syndicate. .Messrs." Davison®!*^ ,. 
and Warburg told SecretoivB 

parttes VlatMthey wou,fl not continue as* 
ciuested t° ihe'loan unless expressly re. 

Tna do so by this Government, 
thfli ?i?ys statement makes it certain 
Six PomIe be no participation in the 
ers Thf loan. by the New York bank- 

.Wl11 l3e 110 embarrassment 
American the withdrawal of the 
made In Syndicate. Provision was 
which thictn6 ,bapers of agreement by 
tincenciM o!d be dolle in certain com 
Withdrawal ^idr-°ne contingency was the 

Under thtf Government backing, 
to am,oi te, feelllent the Powers were i' 
the * 

»dU°n 2interest,t0an d 

supervise thl^xpMSre0 t0 
L°^?_“?n?y-thatPirte tAse^ha^it 

The President indorses the general pol-1 trative independence or China itself: 

j vising 
weaker 
asserts 

foreign alliances, 

su - 
of 

« ment of a loan to be secured and admin- 
llffistored under the conditions imposed by 
\'fM the Six Power Group’’ is plain enough. 

- and is obnoxious to the principles upon 

j|S§ which this Government rests." 
IHI These are the matters covered by the 

President’s statement: 

IH a declaration of the Government’s purpose 
< to withdraw from co-operation with five 

f.tiicr great cowers in seeking to have China 
lira consent to specific conditions for the dis¬ 
tal hursemant and repayment of a loan of 
,v4 Sl2D.t!Ot),000, to be advanced hy bankers who 

Jjlifel ai‘c subjects or citizens or these powers. 
An expression of disapproval of the condl- 

t ions, on whic-h the loan was sought and 
HBprfusijtl to assume responsibility of partiel- 

ration in the proposed''. • loan which might ■ 
involve interference in the political affairs I 

of China: * SA declaration that this suggested responsi- 
bility is obnoxious to lundamcntal American 
principles. 

An expression of Ciliingness to help de- 

and this Administration does not feel I 
tl'.it it ought, even by implication, to J 
b" a party to those conditions. 

Tim responsibility on its part, which 
implied in requesting- the 

:l,i 10 undertake the loan might 
conceivably go the length, in some mi¬ 

ll happy contingency, of forcible inter¬ 
ference in the financial, and even Un¬ 
political affairs of. that great Oriental 

would 
banho 

ssfcat.o, just now awakening |() a con. 

sciousness of its power and of jts ob¬ 
ligations to its people. The conditions 
include not only the pledging of par¬ 
ticular taxes, some of them antiquated 
and burdensome, to secure the loan, 
but also the administration of those 
taxes by foreign agents. 

The responsibility on the part of our 
Government implied in the encourage¬ 
ment of a loan, thus secured and ad- 

,Continued on Page a. 

ve'°P Chinese resources, 
llll An expression of sympathy with the estab- 
jHHw iiAmfM of republican principles in China. 

A declaration of intention to urge legisia- 
gP$f tlon that will enable American bankers and 
|||;j business men to overcome present restrlc- 
WS& iions, mainly on account of laws affecting 
py® National banks, which hamper them in 

competing for Chinese trade with bankers 
an j business men of other Governments. 

Bryan Conferred with Wilson. 

The decision to follow this course, 
amounting practically to repudiation of the 

M policy of the Taft Administration with 
Hg respect to not only China but also certain 

Central American countries, was reached 

M\ 

A Central American com 
!f§ at a meeting of the C; Cabinet to-day. Sec¬ 

retary Bryan is in the West, but he dis¬ 
cussed the subject with President Wilson 
Sunday prior to his departure. 

The statement announcing the new policy 
was written by President Wilson. It was 
the intention to withhold publication until 

H| to-morrow or Thursday, but an inkling 
i of the Cabinet action leaked out. and tno 

''“president directed that the statement be 
\ give' to the press. It reads as follows: 

We arc informed that at the request 
:.f the last Administration, a certain 
group of American bankers undertook 
tu participate in the loan, now desired 
by the Government of China (approx¬ 
imately s’R'g.ouo.ooo). , 

Our Government wished American 
bankers to participate along with the 
bankers of other nations, because tc 
u-sired that the good-wili of the United 
States toward China shoiud be exhibited 
it: ipractical way, that American 
cr"Mai should have access to that great 
country, and that the United Staves 
t-'.ould be in a position to share wit): 
it.- other powers any political respon¬ 
sibilities that might be associated With 

tl.- deve&ppment the foreign rola- 

ministered, is plain enough, and is ob¬ 
noxious to the principles upon which the 
Government of our people rests. 

The Government of the United States 
is not only willing, but earnestly desir¬ 
ous, of aiding the great Chinese people 
in every way that is consistent with 

| their untrammeled development and its 
own immemorial principles. The awak¬ 
ening of the people of China to a con¬ 
sciousness of their possibilities under 
free government is the most significant, 
if not the most momentous, event of our 
generation. With this movement and 
aspiration the American people are in 
profound sympathy. They certainly 
wish to participate, and participate very 
generously, in opening' to the Chinese 
and to the use of the world the almost 
untouched and perhaps unrivaled re¬ 
sources of China. 

The Government of the United Slates 
is earnestly desirous of promoting the 
most extended and intimate trade rela- j 
tionships between this country and the j 
Chinese Republic. 

The present Administration will urge j 
and support the legislative measures j 
necessary to give American merchants, 
manufacturers, contractors, and engi¬ 
neers the banking and other financial j 
facilities which they now lack, and j 
without which they are at a serious dis- j 
advantage as compared with their in¬ 
dustrial and commercial rivals. This is 
its duty. This is the main material in¬ 
terest of its citizens in the development 

of China. 
Our interests are those of the open 

door—a. door of friendship and mutual 
advantage. This is the only door we 

care to enter. 
Bankers Asked Statement of Attitude 

This statement by President Wilson at 
this time is the direct result of a cal] re¬ 
ceived by Secretary Bryan on March 9 
from Henry P. Davison and Willard D. 
Straight of J. P. Morgan & Co. and Paul 
M. Warburg of Kuhn. Uoeb & Co., who 
wished to know whether the Administra¬ 
tion desired their firms to participate in 
the pending loan, of which kdh,000,000 of 
the ST2.~t.000.000 total 

^ was applied to the purposes for which uM ’ 

i S’ ubss! if | 
^§j 

ment. h&S b<?en due to Cbipese resent- I 

< qTC.d.iar;ussion at the Cabinet meeting 
jdt~da? Indicated that it was the Admin¬ 
istration s hope that the changed policy 
would result in opening the doors of 
opportunity m China to independent If 

TT banke^ and business men, who I 
OnTof tLlnve."1 in Chinese enterprises.! 

KflBM Un.? ,of the main objections to the Knox I 
policies, voiced at the meeting, was that ' 
it pledged the United States to establish 
a monopoly in loans for a limited group l': 
of American bankers. _ 1 % 
„^,he .Promise, contained in President I 
M ilson s statement, that his adminis- | 
tration would urge legislative measures! 
1° 0 American merchants, nianufac-- 1 
turers, contractors, and engineers “ the * 
banking and other financial facilities t 
which they now lack,” has especial refer- [• 
enc-e to general complaint of American & 
business men that they are obliged to u 
do their business abroad through foreign 1 
bankers. The main complaint has direct ,• 
application to conditions in Central I 
America and South America, where Ger-• 
man and British banks do most of the 
loreign banking business. 

Our banking laws do not permit Na- 1 
tional banks to establish branches in - 
loreign countries, and the statement of '■ 
the President means that he will seek 
to have Congress enact legislation that ■- 
will enable big banks in the United States G 
to maintain branches abroad. American £ 

■| business men having dealings with Latin- "/ 
America assert that through the necos- A 
stty of conducting their affairs through M 

JWfl foreign banks the prices at which they S! 
■ sell as well as other trade secrets be- B 

«■ come known to their rivals. 

H End of “Dollar Diplomacy.” 

The policy of the W ilson Administra-1 
I tion, as a 
■ ending of 

announced to-day, means the 
-r, the so-called “ dollar diplo- 
niacy,” at least for four years. This 

H” dollar diplomacy” was based on the l 
J conviction that it was the duty of the jl 

Government to use its best efforts to ' 
obtain business opportunities for its man-1, 

| ufacturers, merchants, contractors, bank- |.t 
ers, and others in foreign lands. It was ji; 
through the use of this Government’s m 
direct influence that American shipbuild-ifc 
mg firms obtained contracts for building j|| 
battleships for tiie Argentine Republic. r ■ 

The first exemplification of Mr. Knox's jj 
1'lan of helping American enterprise was I 
found in the treaty arrangements with 
Nicaragua and Honduras, by which this gij 
Government was virtually to stand spoil- ’, 
sor for the repayment by those countries &' 
of loans made to them by American bank- || 
crs. These treaties were never ratified | 
on account of opposition in the Senate to ^ 
the obligation assumed by the United jp 
States to enforce the terms of an arrange- ¥j 
ment with private citizens of this country A 
through assuming control of the collection ( 
of revenues of the Latin-American repub- | 
lies concerned. 

The same principle was - involved, how-C 
ever, in the Santo Dominican treaty ne- |u 
gotiated under the Roosevelt Administra- 
tion and ultimately ratified by the Sen-' 
ate. The arrangement is still in force, ij'*'. 
and Dominican revenues are collected and h 
disbursed under the direction of persons | 
appointed by the - -Government of the § 
United States. In the Roosevelt regime 
the term “ dollar diplomacy ” was not 
used, but what was done in the case of 
the Dominican Republic was really the 
entering wedge for the policy of Mr. 
Knox, which Is now repudiated by the 
Wilson Administration.. 

One paragraph in President Wilson’s ;«J 
statement is interpreted here as fore¬ 
shadowing an intention to grant early 
recognition to the new Chinese Republic. 
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rWPresident men«..«»« "to their possl- 

'sMS K^Go^nment," and then 

a^ith this movement aBf aspiration 
tlie American people ai e 

sympathy." that steps for 
n is not do btc.T herein ^ no 

jnltion will he uiaen -v , 

fiaffigB 
recog 
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lauthoritative statement on the subject is 
1 forthcoming'. 

DEATH OF THE 
EMPRESS-DOWAGER. 

i BANKERS HERE ARE RELIEVED. A SUDDEN CALAMITY. 

Quite Willing to Drop Out of Deal j 
in View of Money Conditions. 

H The prolonged negotiations for a loan to 

1 China, which are now apparently ended, 

I so far as this country is concerned, were 

S entered into by the American bankers at 

who 

General Sympathy in Peking. 

tried to continue the open-door policy de¬ 

manded by John Hay. A syndicate, head¬ 

ed by J. P. Morgan & Co. and including 
| besides that firm the First National Bank. 
| National City Bank, and Kuhn, Boob & 
! Co., was originally formed to unite with 
bankers of France, Germany, and Eng- 
land to supply China with $300,000,000, the 

■! amount at first decide^ upon as nec-essayy 
to reform the currency system, rehabili¬ 
tate the army, and carry out internal im¬ 
provements. Each'of the four nations 
was to supply a quarter of the loan. 

Willard D. Straight, former Consul at 
B| Mukden, but now connected with J. P. 
■ Morgan & Co., and Henry P. Davison, a 

I member of that firm, have represented 
the American bankers abroad> throughout 
the negotiations. Mr. Davison was ill last 

| night and could not be seen. Mr. Straight, 
j who spent several months in China, going- 
! over the plans, preferred to make no 
comment on President Wilson’s state- 
ment. From other sources it was learned 

V that the American bankers were quite 
1 willing to drop out of the financing- 

scheme—at least until the world situation 
clears somewhat.. • The financial strin¬ 
gency in Europe has made foreign mem- 
bers of the international syndicate only, 

| too glad of an indefinite interruption of 
n the negotiations. 

The negotiations have apparently been 
concluded several • times, only to be r< - 

■ sumed later, as a result of the inability 
, of the different groups to agree among- 
■ themselves and the opposition from vari- 
1 ous sources in China. When arrange¬ 

ments for the $300,000,000 loan appeared 
In a fair- way of being realized they were 
upset by a demand from Russia and’ Japan 
ror admittance to the syndicate. These 

■ Powers finallj- obtained the right to par¬ 
ticipate and the international syndicate 
has since been known as the six-power 

| group. 

For a long time the Chinese authorities 
|iefused to sign the agreements, as drawn 

after a thorough discussion, on the ground 
that the group had no right to demand 

f ofethe1Vilfeo°^ supervisinf ‘he collection 
I ^le sa-lt gabelle, one of the revenues 
I pledged as security for payment of inter- 

est, or to pass on the uses to which China 
J put the proceeds of the loan. While these 
1 points were in dispute A. Wendell Jackson 

American college professor and 
\ Who had a ■wirlrx 

China 

From Our Own Correspondent. 

Peking, Feb. 22. 

The Empress Dowager died sud¬ 

denly this morning, at 2 o’clock, from 

an apoplectic stroke. She had been 
ailing for a few days, but serious 

consequences were not apprehended. 

DEATH BY APPENDICITIS 

IMPERIAL GUARDIANS IN 
PEKING. 

to suicide, but circu rrfstanccTent'ire- 
ly disprove that theory, for the 

Empress Dowager displayed a happy 
willingness regarding the Imperial 

Family s transfer, which was origin¬ 
ally her own suggestion. 

Foreign medical opinion is divid¬ 
ed a,s to whether the Empress 

Dowager’s death was due to a com¬ 

plication of diseases in which ap¬ 

pendicitis was involved, or to gen¬ 

eral anasarca, of which there were 

many symptoms’. 
Her death has cast great gloom * 

over Peking, particul tcly in view 

of the Empress Dowager’s evident 

desire to assist the people of China 

as far as possible in every way, for 

apart from her sympathetic and in¬ 

telligent interest in the Republic, 

in which she always surmounted the 

questions of class, race and party, 

she frequently overruled incipient 

Manchu schemes which would have 
. * 

led to serious complications. 
A Foreign Impression. 

Mrs. Calhoun, wife of the United 

States Minister in Peking, visited 

the Empress-Dowager on the 17ch 
instant, at the invitation of the Em- 

press-Dowa-ger, who, hearing that. | 

Mr. and Mrs. Calhoun intended 

shortly to deave Peking, desired to 

express a personal farewell. 

The Empress-Dowager then ap¬ 
peared to be rather seriously ill, 

giving the appearance of suffering 

from oedema. She seemed, how¬ 

ever, to be suffering from nothing 

but physical depression. 

Sympathy of the Legations. 
The foreign Legation* and com¬ 

munity in Peking, with one accord, 

express the deepest regret at the 

death of the Empress-Dowager, who 

was a womanly woman of fine 

character, upon whom an arbitrary 

fate placed severe trials through 

no fault of her own. The Manchus 

show the deespest despondency at 

the death of their Empress, whom 

all Manchus loved and honoured. 

The Government, also, expresses 

its deepest regret and points out 

that the Chinese people are now 

endowed with a greater responsibi¬ 
lity in the training and upbringing 

of the ex-Emperor, who now returns 
to the care of his real mother, the 

wife of Prince Chun, from whom 

he has been practically separated 
since his enthronement. 

Pilferers at the Palace. 
Hsih Hsu and Hsu Shih-chang 

this afternoon officially reported to 

the Government the death of the 

Fmpress-Dowager and requested in 
.mictions regarding the ex-Em¬ 

peror. Practically all the Manchu 

.princes and nobles remained to-day 

at the Palace, to which they were 

summoned in the early hours of this 

morning. Prince Pu Lun when leav¬ 

ing his residence at three o’clock 

this morning after receiving a noti¬ 

fication of the death of the Empress- 

Dowager, expressed surprise 

f'. • 
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sineer, who had a wide acquaintance in 
. caused a fresh break between the 

Aekmg- authorities and the six-nower 

» 

1 -!l ance were recently canceled bv thl £ 
men of damages by the Chinese 6 Pa 

Following- the .Jackson Incident rw 
again annmart,ori .,.uuuuu chi ag-am approached the six-now» ^!n;' 
for a loan of $125,000,000 liavin^iu-f 0Up 
for the time being- some ’of the UffP 011 up 
mg- plans for improvements Mue,S pJ'ess' 
$125,000,000 was required to’pawk-0 the 
and meet accrued payments of the vrmy 
indemnities. China is in “'e Boxer 
funds to quiet her unpaid sr.m,-,stralts for 
was expected that at the ApHi’ml’ And i£ 
the Assembly approval wonM uPee-tln§ of 
tlie arrangements, tentatively f,s'ven to 
borrowing $125,000,000. 'U> made> for 

taken th^stmMtl^1^^. ;jl1 along 
‘he European nations +1a-HSOCIated 

chiefly because of the desire oV’l'r mattei' 
pepai;tment, and tint th'-,,. ' (J thn Statu 
to be freed of their shave Jin^'1,a 
tion, - hi tne participa- 

■7. 

[Reuter’s Pacific Coast Service.] 

Peking, Feb. 22. 

The Empress-Dowager died at 2.30 
this morning after a short illness. 

The cause of her death is unknown 

but the symptoms, apparently, of 

her illness resembled appendicitis. 

Only an old-style Chinese doctor 
attended her. 

It. appears that the Empress- 

Dowager’s dines* was the real rea¬ 

son of Hsu Shih-chang’s summons 
to come to Peking, for the Govern¬ 

ment feared serious results. Roth 

Hsu Shih-chang and Hsih Hsu, the 

guardians of the ex-Emperor, at¬ 

tended at the Palace yesterday, aE 
well as many Manchu princes and 

nobles, but the death of the Em¬ 

press-Dowager was then not ex¬ 
pected. 

Periodical Attacks. 
It seems that the Empress- 

Dovvager had suffered for many 

months from periodical attacks of 
illness, beginning with symptoms 

resembling Bright’s disease, but 

when acute stages were reached the 

complaint developed upon lines re¬ 

sembling appendicitis. One of these 

acute attacks occurred yesterday 

morning, but the Empress-Dowager 
failed to recover from it after a few 

hours, a* on former occasions. Later 

in the evening her condition be¬ 

came worse and a fainting condition 

supervened, leading to a report of 

her death, which one Chinese news¬ 

paper published this morning. To¬ 

wards midnight delirium set in, 

after which, at about one o’clock', 

loss of consciousness followed, and 

death occurred peacefully at,' 2.30 
a.m. 

A Friend to China. 
As the ex-imperial Family in¬ 

tended to remove from the eastern 

portion of the Forbidden City to¬ 

day, a rumour was spread that the 

Empress-Dowager’s death was d 
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stated that y ester day evening * 

considered that the death of the 

Empree-Dowagev was only a matter 

of days, but he did not expect so 

I sudden a demise. 

j A number of eunuchs began pil- 

I fering the Palace treasures this 

morning. Consequently, Prince Pu 

I Lun despatched a messenger to 

President Yuan Shih-kai, asking for 

a number of Government officials 

y to be sent to the Palace to safe¬ 

guard all moveable property, which 

was promptly done, while guards 

were placed at the gates in order 

to arrest pilferers. 
..- 
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OFFICIAL MOURNING. 

lours 

1 

A TRAGIC ENDING. 

Peking, Feb. 23. 

The Official Gazette publishes an 

■ order that twenty-seven days’ 
mourning for the Empress-Dowager 

are to be observed, during which 

flags are to be half-masted. Offi¬ 

cials are wearing black bands on 

their left arms. It is understood 

. that the Government intends to 

I arrange a funeral of an impressive 
^ character. 

t The “ Peking Daily News ” learns , 'j 

ij that the concubines of Emperor 

h Tung Chih openly rejoice at the 

I death of the Empress-Dowager, who 

| is said to have known that her 

1 death was rapidly approaching. 

1 When the end caine Shih Hsu, Shao 

| Ying and Ching Feng were the only 

p Manchu officials present. The ex- 

‘ : Regent, Prince Chun, was also 

|Jj there, however. 

Alone in the world, 
y The Empress-Dowager’s last 

' statement was, “ I and the boy are 

j alone in the world. We have scarce¬ 

ly a friend and now I must leave 

. him alone, how shall my spirit find 

H rest in the next world 1 What face 

| shall I possess as I rejoin our ances- 

i tors in the ancestral temple, I the 

YJ last Empress of the ruined dynasty. 

^ Peking ST early 
to atu ra ay m o rn i n o* 

the political stage’ onTXT .,?T 

ways be remembered in r "1 & 
with vo • u ln connexion 

Md the transition "from Em ““'T 
Hepubiic. But the 

suuounding the abdication of the 

infant Emperor and the subsequent 

history of event* in the Forbidden 

Any do not suggest in any way that 

tier death will be regarded as the 

removal of an obstacle to Republi¬ 

can progress. The resignation of 

the Regency by Prince Chun on 

December 6, 1911 was thought at 

(he Gme to foreshadow a dangerous 
period of petticoat government. But 

the tone of the Empress Dowager’s 

edict was peaceful and conciliatory, 

and so far, at any rate, genuine, 

HU that her subsequent efforts up to the 

||| time of the Imperial abdication in 

gj February 1912 appear to have been 

directed to securing the best terms 
possible for the retiring ivianchu 
princes. 

Since that time the veil has sel¬ 

dom been drawn from the entrance 

to the Forbidden City. Little has 

been heard of the life of Em¬ 

peror or Empress Dowager except 

I V 
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™ that it has been growing miserable 

and lonely, though there is nothing 

to show that Republican promises 

have been broken with regard to 

allowance and dignities. In fact, 
on February 15, the Empress Dow¬ 

ager’s birthday, the members of the 

§| Cabinet visited the Palace to pay 

H her their respects. Her end was 

W sudden, for although she had been 

HI ailing for some time past, she had 

been preparing almost up to the 

day of her death for her departure 

to the Summer Palace with the 

Emperor, with the object of avoid¬ 

ing possible complications at the 
forthcoming opening of Parlia¬ 

ment. 

in fact her niece. At an early age 

Born about the year 1880 the 

Jj Lung Yu Empress Dowager came of 
§1 vf ,en una^e k° speak the Empress- the same Yehonala family as the 
H Dowager pointed hi the direction of gj « Qld Buddha,” Tze Hsi, and was (the ex-Emperor and signed to Shih ™ - ■ ’ • * - 

Hsu,, who knelt by her bedside, 

apparently intending to express a 

last appeal for Shih Hsu to guard 
the boy. 

GSj Ifc is. currently reported that the 
k.vj* IniPer>al concubines are creating 

t|much trouble through intrigues and 

I squabbling regarding the care of 

pphe ex-Emperor, but the Govern- 

Wm™ent *s f aking up the matter and 
v there seems every probability of 

111 Government dictation settling the 
V matter.—Router. 

the last manchu 

r empress. 

The death of the Lung Yu Em- 

Dowager, which took place 

wgMi 

■ 
iq she was married to the Emperor 

Jig Kuang Hsu, largely, it is believed, 

owing to the insistence of Tze Hsi, 

® who believed that she had found in 

her a useful adjutant. But the 

dethronement of the Emperor 

M was believed to be much resented 

by her. Her second opportunity 

came with the death of the Emperor 

and the Empress Dowager on No¬ 

vember 14 and 15, 1908. She was 

left a childless widow to share the 
powers of Regency with Prince 

Chun, father of the new Emperor 

Hsuan Tung. 

But her position was not establish¬ 

ed without a struggle. Kuang Hsu’s 

title to the throne was never truly 

valid because, as the cousin of his 

predecessor Tung Chih, he was un¬ 

able to offer ancestral worship at 

his tomb. To correct this defec 

£ \ s possible, the old Empress I ’ 
t-zo v iger, in assigning the succes-1| 

sion to Hsuan Tung, decided that 

he should become the adopted son 

of both Kuang Hsu and Tung Chih. 

This arrangement resulted in ex¬ 

travagant claims on the part of ’’ 
Tung Chih’s three widows. They, 

it is true, were secondary wives, 

his chief consort having died some¬ 

what mysteriously within a few 

weeks of her husband. But at Tze 

Hsi’s funeral they caused no little 

consternation by refusing to return 

to the Capital. The advantage 

of permitting them to stop away 

I appears to have been overlooked, 

and they were eventually induced [ 
to return, mainly, it is said, by the P 

promise that the baby Emperor p- 

should spend an equal time with |. 

each. At this time two other Em- n 

presses were more or less in the 

field, the aged widow of Plsien h 
Feng and a secondary consort of | 

Kuang Hsii. 
It says much for the ability 

id strength of character | 

| °f the “Western” Empress that-, 
Iasi with five rivals of her own sex ar- 

rayed against her, she contrived to 

avoid carrying out the agreement 

with regard to the care of the Em- 

I peror. In ambition she was pro- 

bably the equal of her great prede- 

||j cessor. But she lacked, cleverness 

in making the utmost use of the 

ablest Chinese officials, as is shown, 

for example, by the neglect of Tang 

Shao-yi. At times, it may be 

YM iFcmght, si1® sought inspiration 
(i from the methods of Tze Hsi. In 

1911, at the time of the Hukuang 

Currency Loan, it was generally as¬ 

sumed that she was trying to imi¬ 

tate the old Empress Dowager and 

to hold the country together. But 

in any consistent policy of that 

kind her efforts were ruined by the 

vacillations of Prince Chun and the 
extravagance of the younger Man¬ 

chu princes. 
Into the details of her closing 

days it is unnecessary to go. Some 

uncertainty exists as to the disease 

which caused her death at so early 

an age. But the guidance of the 

nation, whether for good or ill, had 

been taken out of her hands and 

out of those of a Manchu 

Emperor and the Manchu race. 

And in such circumstances she died, 

it may be thought, at a time when 

she would hardly have wished to 

live. 

u, 
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HWHHH 3 Golf Course, where they are sii'efterea 

THE CINIL WAR. 

DIRECT NEWS FROM HANKOW. 

by the concessions from the fire of the 
-- - u | sing forts on Hanyang hill and at 

y -- III uchang. In attempting to reach these 
batteries the revolutionary fire has to 
cross the British Concession, all the 
shells that fall short land in it. Hence 
shells came dropping in all day long. 
As already reported the revolutionaries 
agreed to give over firing if the 
imperialists’ batteries could be removed 
from the protection of the concession, 
and the officer in charge of the guns, on 
a consular request, undertook to move 
them, but never did so. There were 
many narrow escapes from these fall¬ 
ing shells, but fortunately no foreign 
lives were lost. 

The fire in the native city went on 
__ _ all day, but so vast was the area to be 

When we were assured that the im-H consumed that as night fell not one 

CFrom the C. C. Post, November 3,) 

[Still another change in the appear 
ance of the Post. We have been 
driven from our office in the Hupeh 
road by the presence of Imperialist 
soldiers. Some of our staff are minus 
their tails, and they dare not go near 
the place for fear they should lose their 

§1 heads. We hope to get straight some 
m tittle.] 

THE BURNING OF HANKOW. 

perialists harboured the intention of | 
burning the native city of Hankow to 
the ground we refused to give ear to 
the tale. We believed it possible that 
they might burn the suburbs, as they 
were already engaged in doing so, but 
that the Imperial troops would per¬ 
petrate the supreme villainy of destroy¬ 
ing an immense city of over half a 
million of inhabitants without notice 
and without adequate cause, seems 
utterly incredible. It was, therefore, a| 
great shock when we heard on Wednes-| 
day morning that the city was already f 
in flames in a dozen places. Hastening! 
to the top of the Post building we could* 
see great pillars of smoke rising 

jail along th; line of the Maloo 
and here and there fresh fires being 
started. A strong north east wind was 
blowing which rushed the flames along 
pulling them out to a great length, and 
whenever they caught a high building I 
they seemed to enfold it and in a few | 

raging furnace. * 

had 

minutes it became a 
There had been no rain for a long 
time and everything was bone dry. 
The sight was simply appalling and it 
soon became apparent that the city was 
doomed. The sun shone through the 
smoke with a ghastly glare and as one., 
thought of the luckless people in the! 
streets fleeing for their lives, old folks | 
and helpless women and children aban-| 
doned to their fate, and the valuable! 
properties ruthlessly sacrificed; of the! 
contents of the splendid shops and the! 
great cargoes of merchandise stored! 
in the godowns, including all the spare! 
stock of food, the whole amounting tofl 
a sum the value of which cannot even I 
be guessed at so great must be the! 
total, one’s teeth involuntary clenched 
as the words “devils incarnate” sprang 
to the lips. And, as if this was not 

I enough, the imperial batteries kept 
busy showering shells on the doomed 
city. 

It was soon seen that churches, 
schools, hospitals, everything must 
go and a gallant expedition was 
organised to try and bring out the 
pupils of the Wesleyan Girls’ School 
the School for the Blind and the hund¬ 
red odd patients in the Red Cross 
Hospital, but as already reported, the 
launch was driven back from the Han 
and another effort in the evening was 
found impracticable. 

Meanwhile the concessions were 
I having their own share of alarms. The 

imperialists for several days have had 
§f|a battery of a dozen guns located at the 

Tachih-men crossing, and on the old 
-- 

been overtaken. All 
Wednesday night it blazed lighting 
up the sky and the whole countryside 
for miles around, but towards morning, 
the wind having fallen, it began to die 
down in the various sections, as it 
was checked by the fire walls. The 
first thing yeste-day morning, however, 
as the Golf Course imperialist batteries 
reopened with their big guns, was the 
sight of fresh pillars of smoke rising up 
all along the burned edge. We count¬ 
ed twelve starting off in as many 
minutes, and soon the whole inferno 
was in full blast again. Meanwhile, 

the revolutionary forts T^an“',to'irepfy 
to the batteries and the shells, as be¬ 
fore, to drop in the concession. One 
entered a lady’s bedroom window and 
smashed up the bed. Fortunately, she 
was elsewhere. Another exploded on 
the Bund within a few feqt of a passing 
foreigner, another struck a building oi ) 
the Hwacheong road, exploding and 
sending a fragment about a pound 
weight whizzing past the ear of a 
customs man, while quite a number of; 
godowns were struck. 

The concession was crowded with! 
the fleeing refugees with their beds and 
boxes, and poor wretches were wander-| 
ing about who appeared to have f 
absolutely nowhere to go. The imperial | 
troops worked their way to the river I 
and occupied the pontoons opposite, 
to the China Merchants and Messrs.! 
Butterfield and Swire, from which they 
took pot shots at the poor people who 
were trying to escape in panpans, many 
-C rr~-<s mounded End One tO OUT 

knowledge shot dead. Inside the city, the 
banks and the pawn shops were broken 
open and looting went on without restric¬ 
tion, imperialist soldiers being often' 
conspicuous in this performance, AH 

a str‘n£ looters poured into | 
the Concession, where much to their 
disgust the plunder was taken from" 
them by the police. 

As foreigners are not allowed in the 
city it is impossible to say what has 
been burned and what is still left. 
1 he fire appeared to be working down 
the side of the Han and along the 
Yangtse. The Light and Power Co’s 
buildings are gone, with the exception 1 
of the boiler and engine house which1! 
contained noting which wouid burn,! 
the Nisshin Kaisha s upper wharf and11 
godowns, and some say the China! 
Merchants also. As we V to mW 
the fires are still raging gand geUing 
nearer the concessions, but it will take 

or two to finish yet. 

it is almost impossible for * a 
who has got red blood in his veins to 
write calmly about this atrocity When 
the acts become known they will elicit 
a® thrill of horror throughout the 
civilized world, “What have we done”, 
said one of the leading men of the 
Chinese community to the writer, i 
“that we should be treated in this way 
by the mandarin soldiers? It is our rice 
they eat, and our clothes they wear. 
Why should they trouble Hankow at 
all? Why did they give us no noticeP 
so as to remove a little food and 
clothing ? They have not the hearts of 
men nor of beasts, but Heaven sees”, if 
and the tears stood in his eyes. Yes, 
Heaven sees, The fire that burned 
Hankow may yet consume its authors, J 
It is worse than a crime; it has been a 
blunder. __ 

INMATES OF WESLEYAN MISSION 

RESCUED. 

During the whole of Wednesday 
night much anxiety was felt for the 
fate of the blind boys and the patients 
in the Red Cross Hospital at the 
Wesleyan Mission, The whole night 
the fire raged round the locality where 
the buildings stand. During the after¬ 
noon and towards dusk occasionally 
glimpses of the Red Cross flag flying 
over the hospital could be caught 
through a rift in the dense black 
columns of smoke, the glimpses also 
revealed the flames moving, although 
slowly, ever towards the compound. 

Yesterday forenoon, through the 
energies of Dr, Booth, a strong body of 
foreigners and native Red Cross men 
carrying stretchers started to walk 
along the Malu to the Hospital to see 
how matters really stood, and if possible 
to get the patients into Hankow. An 
imperialist guard, which marched in a 
straggling line in the rear, also accom¬ 
panied the party. The scenes along the 
Malu were pitiful. Desolation reigned 
supreme. Where once had been thriv¬ 
ing throughfares, now nothing but a 
heap of smoldering ruins. Where once 
were to be seen crowds of people, now 
nothing but a few wretches grovelling 
amongst the ashes of what used to be 
their homes. To add to the ghastliness 
of the scene were the corpses; corpses 
of men, women and children, many of 
them charred to a cinder, and all of 
them showing signs of having been 
preyed upon by the pariah dogs of the 
neighbourhood. 

Upon turning a corner of the road a 
full view of the flag was seen. That 
part of the compound at any rate was 
still standing. A little farther on a 
coolie was met carrying a letter from 
the hospital to the Concession. Ac¬ 
cording to him the buildings were all 
safe with the exception of the kitchen 
of one which had caught fire and col¬ 
lapsed. All along the road were to be 
seen squads of imperialist soldiers, 
sleeping or polishing up their bayonets. 
No picket was on duty, they all seemed 
confident that they were safe from the 
attack of the revolutionaries. Not 
a revolutionary soldier was to be seen. 
The only signs of them were their 
rifles captured by the greycoats, and 
to these there seemed to be no end. 
Every soldier who was coming down 
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trom the Man Dank was carrying one 
of two—some rifles which seemed to 
have escaped from a museum, but the 
majority brand new with the vaseline 
on the bolt and barrel as when they left 
the factory. 

The compound showed that the 
inmates had passed a sleepless night. 
Boxes and bedding were piled on the 
lawn in front of the houses. The little 
blind boys were also there. Their 
plight was pitiful indeed. All night 
they had stood huddled together on the 
patch of grass turning their sightless 
eyes ‘.to the oncoming flames. One 
of them said: “We could hear the 
fire coming ever nearer, the flames 
hissing and cracking when they first 
caught hold of the building and then 
the crash of roof and the walls falling 

We could feel the heat of the flames 

i ASSERTS CHINA ISN’T 
REALLY A REPUBLIC 

r esponsible lor 
young China. 

lopeif n„ 

J. 0. P. Bland, Here to Lecture, 

Will Advise United States to 

Refuse to Recognize It. 

in. 
becoming more intense every minute 
until it became so fierce that we had to 
turn our heads away to keep our faces 
from being scorched. We should have 
liked to run away to safety, but we 
could not. We could not see and did 
not know where to run, all we could do 
was to stand and wait for death/’ 

The removing of the wounded in the 
hospital itself did not take long. Willing 
hands soon had the stretchers rigged up 
on which they were carried to the 
Malu, where a number of carriages 
were waiting to take them to the Con¬ 
cession. 

It was a strange expedition in a way 
—imperialist soldiers acting as escorts 
for the rescue of their wounded 
enemies. 

FINDS OLD HEADS IN CONTROL 

N\V~ 
And Change Is Only a Change of 

Name—Censures Missionaries for 

Optimistic Views. 

REVOLUTIONARIES AT RULING. 

Kuling, October 28. 

The revolutionary cause seems to 
be prospering. No definite news has 
reached here from Nanchang although 
the Chinese in Kiukiang are most em¬ 
phatic in asserting that the city has 
gone over. Kuling hoisted the white 
flag to-day for the first time. The 
Laoyeh went down on Tuesday last to 
see his new masters and has just 
returned. I have no fear in my own 
mind but that things will keep quiet 
here, for there does not seem to be 
very much for disturbers to come up 
here for. When in Kiukiang I went 
inside the city and found everything 
perfectly quiet. A few of the people, 
and of course all the soldiers, were 
wearing the white badge. Business 
was going on as usual, but the sentries 
at the gates eyed everyone as they 
passed out or in, and I heard that no 
large boxes were allowed to be taken in 
qr carried out of the city. _ 

In a series of lectures which he has 

coma 1o this country to deliver at the 

I .owe!! Institute in Boston and at Cor¬ 

nell University, J. O. P. Bland, for many 

years an official of the Chinese Govern¬ 

ment, will suggest that the United States 

either refuse altogether to recognize the 

Chinese Republic, or at least go slowly 

with negotiations looking to that result. 

Mr. Bland holds that the people of this 

country have been deceived or hypnotized 

by the magic of the word, “ republic,” 

and have gained a false impression of 

the situation in China. For much of 

China’s troubles he blames the foreign 

policy of the United States, as expressed 

through the activities of Secretary Knox 

ii\ the Manchurian Railway affair, and 

'for the rest he blames the missionaries 

arid the students who have come from 

China to this country. 

It is now nearly thirty years since Mr. 

Bland went out from London to become 

an officer of the Imperial Maritime Cus¬ 

toms Service in China. He served for a 

time as secretary to Sir Robert Hart, 

head of the Customs Service, and after¬ 

ward became Secretary of the Municipal 

Council at Shanghai. He represented the 

British Government at Peking during the 

negotiation of four large railroad loans, 

which are said to be the most successful 

investments of British capital yet made 

in Chinese territory. 

Mr. Bland arrived in New York a week 

ago from his home at Shepperton-on- 

Thames, and, pending the commence¬ 

ment of his lecture series at the Lowell 

Institute, he is the guest of Willard P. 

Straight, a member of the firm of J. P. 

Morgan & Co., and the agent of the six- 

power group in the negotiation of pending 

Chinese loans. At tlje home of Mr. 

Straight last night he discussed with a 

Times reporter some of the things he said 

Americans should know before deciding 

upon a policy toward the present Chinese 

Government. 

I was greatly impressed by the views 

of your leading thinkers and philosophers 

expressed on Jan. 1 last in The New 

York Times concerning the six great 

events of the year 1911,” he said. “ You 

may recall that nearly all of your noted 

men and women placed the formation of 

a, republic in China among the com¬ 

manding events of the year. I wish their 

expectations could be justified, but re¬ 

spect for the facts compels the assertion 

that the republic in China is a befuddling 

thing that has largely befuddled your 

people by its false name. A name only 

lias been changed. China continues to be 

dominated by exactly the same forces 

that dominatecl before the change. 
” The opinion so generally held here re¬ 

flects well the instinctive Jmerican love 
i'pr the under dog and the reassuring opti- 
mish of a class of your people to whom 
optimism is a vocational necessity. I refer 

missionary body, which is largely 

SSwiSSSSw?ML 

The Way to Help China. 

“ The thing your people have not seen, 

the thing they must be forced to recog¬ 

nize, is that the one great thing that 

v.ould relieve China's suffering is the one 

identical thing that none of your philan¬ 

thropists can offer. This thing is whole¬ 

sale emigration. If you would throw 

open your ports to relieve the congestion 

of population in China you would soon 

produce a fundamental change that would 

rimiYM/i11 th,e so-called political evils to 
1 '“Ha themselves very quickly. 
- , fvUt tTT/N Aou advocate this either I 
foi the United States or any other Anglo 
haxon country? And the missionaries in 
China—then- most immediate service 
could be through a severe struggle to I 
eliminate polygamy and the marriage; 
ot minors, bq.th prolific causes of the dis- ft 
astrous congestion of population That 
would help mcu:«t than any other one/ 
Ihing outside of permitting a wholesale’' 
exodus from the country. 

T heard of a young Chinaman who' 
recently received great applause in a 
university of this country for asserting 
that China would, no doubt, throw off 
irie rascally encroachments of Russia 
and Japan, due to their imperialistic/ 

. 
policies, now that she had thrown off the 
encroachments of her own Imperialist 
class. 

“ His speech, arid its applause from 
Americans, was a good sample of the 
kind of thing that can only end in disas¬ 
ter to younger China. For the fact is, 
that while it is perfectly true there are 

9 encroachments of the powerful neighbors 
i of China in Mongolia and Manchuria, it 
| is also perfectly true that; China nas 
| neither the military force nor the political 
1 ability to throw off these nations that 
5 threaten her sovereignty in her northern 
J provinces. Her own incompetency, in 
other words, has resulted in her present 
plight. 

“ Under this condition nothing could be 
more fatal than to encourage the hot¬ 
heads among the Chinese students here. 
What is tremendously important, by com- 

| parison, is that the Chinese be taught to 
see their own helplessness and their in¬ 
sufficiency to cope with their powerful 
foes. To give you one instance of Amer¬ 
ican intermeddling to a bad end, Mr. Sec- 

I retary Knox proposed his famous natur- 
E alization scheme for the Manchurian rail- 
5 roads. This heartened the Chinese, but 
II they were blind to the fact that they 
"then had two powerful but mutually an¬ 
tagonistic enemies in Japan and Russia. 
But what was the result? Russia and 
Japan saw a mutual disadvantage in 
the Knox plan. They joined to oppose it, 
with the result that to-day China has a 
consolidated foe which threatens her 
sovereignty in both Manchuria and Mon¬ 
golia. 

Says Officials Take Bribes. 

‘ It is time for the Americans to cease 

I being swayed by the shadow of a blessed 

J word and join with all real friends of 

9 China in the attempt to teach her what 

I her real position is, 
•• One of the most widely known weak- 

1 nesses of the Chinese is the propensity 
| of their public officials to accept bribes. 

All who have dealt with Chinese officials 
■ have become aware of this traditional 
B failing. I have heard your enthusiasts 
■ tell of the institution of the jury system 
Mas a protection to political freedom in 
Bchina. Well. I knew of a jury trial m 
UShanghai. The man tried was convicted 

and sentenced to die. But presently both 
judge and jury were petitoning. and suc¬ 
cessfully, too, for the substitution of a 
fine for the death sentence. The peti¬ 
tion had a smack of the real Chinese uvu uau a. ■ *- - — „ 

J policy to it. The jury trial, on its face, 
i did not. nu not. ... , 

“ The republic as at present constituted 
sa Is merely the old despotism under a new 
I1 name, but it would smell as sweet under 
jj» any other designation. President Yuan, 

for instance, beheads his political ene¬ 
mies without the slightest thought ot 
granting them a trial—a policy well in¬ 
grained into Chinese procedure, . but m 
his case more despotically carried out 
than by the Manchus in their later years 
The Chinese students who are led to 
hopeful forecasts for their country hope¬ 
lessly lose touch with the deep-rootea 
customs and beliefs which dominate then 
stay-at-home countrymen, and these are 
what dominate the Government The/ 
have never thought of an election, regis 
tration list, or a census of the countiy 
for election purposes. 

The governing body at Peking is com- 
loosed merely of an irresponsibU. arid selt- 

MP, 



elected group ol political •* regular- 
and their position has never be popular 

jized by the usual processes°of -justice 
•j elections. The so-called courts ently 

1 alleged to have code is con- 
exist only on paper, auu - 

5 structed of the same material. w. 
! Mr Stand is co-author Q .. China 
Backhouse of a volume entltieu 

SUnder the Empress Dowagei, P itten 
!several years ago. He has just^mren 
I another book under the title of Keceni 
I Events and Present Policies 1 thjs 
His lecture course will keep 

| country for two months. 

possibly endeavour to include the 

in their field of operations. But, if they 

are to do much outside of China, some of 

them will certainly have to pay 

very much more attention to creating a 
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i -'Hina, regarding matters such 
as the Chinese loan, Mongolia and Tibet, con¬ 

tinues to flow in ; but, from an Indian point 

ot view, the most instructive item of Chinese 

news has not been cabled at all. It is that m 
the annual consumption of imported cotton 

yarn has fallen away by over fifty million 

pounds. AV hen consideration is given to 

the fact that we have so many cotton 

spinning mills in India lor the special 

purpose of manufacturing cotton yarn 

for the China market, the significance of this 

ieavy falling away is at once seen. In other 

words, the prosperity of our cotton spinning 

industry largely depends on the orders 

received from the Celestial Empire ; and, 

of course, fewer orders mean less employ¬ 

ment and a reduction in the income of thou¬ 

sands who class the shares of cotton 

standard quality and adhering to it rigidly in 

the case of “repeat” orders. Any other 

method will lead to surveys by Chambers of 

Commerce, allowances against shippers and 

eventual loss of orders. But such a fate lias| 

befallen more than one Indian shipper of 

yarns to the Continent before to-dav, though 

it is to be hoped, in view of the outlook in 

China, that the lesson has now been taken 

seriously to heart. 
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spinning mills amongst their sources of 

revenue. But why should there be 

such a heavy falling away in China’s 

custom, seeing that the demand for cottox. 

yarn and goods in that country is largely 

increasing not decreasing ? The explanation 

is very simple. The Chinaman has realised 

at last that he can grow cotton and spin it 

himself at a much less cost than he can import 

it from India, and so he has erected spinning 

mills and weaving mills to meet his own wants, 

which are many, in the cotton yarn and fabric 

line. The Chinese mills are, after a some¬ 

what uphill career, now beginning to make 

themselves felt, and the first to experience 

the effect of this new Chinese industry is I 

India, which is further away than Japan "and 

consequently has to pay higher ocean freights. 

(reographicallytheJapane.se spinning mills 

have a greatpull Q^er those in this country 

and they have the further advantage of sub¬ 

sidies on the yarn they export to the various 

Chinese markets. But with all this they are 

also steadily losing ground, for it is found in 

practice that they cannot compete with the 

mills in China, which are able to sell all 
they produce at w'hat seems to be a 

satisfactory profit. The time must come, 

therefore, when both India and Japan 

will be to all intents and purposes excluded 

from the China market and will be obliged to 

find outlets for their productions elsew here. 

There is reason to believe that India could do 

far more than she does in the Persian Gulf, 

“ WE DESIRE TO SEE A STRONG 

and United China”. 

.Sir Edward Grey. 

Thursday, October 3rd, 1912. 
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Persia itself, Aden and in several parts of 

Africa where American cloth now largely 

holds sway. India has not troubled over¬ 

much about these markets so far, simply be¬ 

cause a ready-made market in the Far East 

was always on hand and was not too 

exacting as to uniformity of yarn or tex¬ 

ture. But with the China trade disappearing 

at a furious pace, Indian millowners will be 

elled to take stock of all possible outlets 
- 

m:'y 

uThe King can do no wrong” is 

a familiar principle of the con¬ 

stitutional law of a certain Great !j 

Power. It has been the subject (Ml? 

the most searching interpretation by 

the subtlest legal intellects in the 

world; and we have hitherto been 

under the idea that its contents, in 5 

the sense at once of meaning and 

application, rested on certitude and 

'ut of the reach of impertinent ques¬ 

tion and doubt. But there is error 

somewhere. If what we hear is 

correct, an attempt is now beino- 

mi made to fashion the “regal” maxim 

in the direction of an extension and 

application ^o ^the ^people who—no, 

to af Certain Person ^ who, thouo-b 

■ 
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actually living on the TI^sdUo 

China, is strangely supposed—ac¬ 

cording to the high tenets of his 

craft—to foot the ground of the 

famous town whereof “John Gilpin 

was a citizen of credit and renown.” 

We understand that some of the 

indifferent views expressed in these 

“honourable” columns have been 

considered sufficiently important to 

I receive the close attention of a Certain 

Person who, because he happens to be 

the representative in Peking of a 

great and royal Power, carries himself 

as if he is beyond the ambit of public 

criticism, on the ground, it seems, 

that he too can do no wrong. Tho 

story goes that the CertaL. Person, 

with the assistance of another person 

who was *■ Simply Furious ” too, 

dissected an article which appeared 

in our issue last Monday and, by the 

consecrated process of the German 

professor who evolved a camel out 

of his inner consciousness, discovered 

that the writer of the article 

had been inspired by personal 

animus to write and express views 

whose truth has passed them into 

the current talk of Peking. It is 

believed that a statement to this 

effect, with an obvious intention, wa9 

communicated to a certain High 

Quarter. 

There is, however, a serious side 

to this matter; and we are not sure 

that it is not a fit and proper subject 

for representation elsewhere. We 

Pending the action which vve may 

decide to take in order to bring 

the subject to the notice and 

examination of a people who will 

n9J®r tolerate, far less uphold, the 

faiAJL ifer 
~XjH 

The six-power group- oF^an"!™1 ;k8 
by the diplomacy o£ the countries tw, 1 
resent, before advocating the joint" re,.r?b* 
of the Republic, demand: first, an ?nltl°n i 
rate of interest tor money advance t°esslVe ' 
second, terms as to its distribution aLatld- 
penditure so humiliating that nn na ex- 
natlon could grant them without , ProU(i i 
self-respect. If those conditions J,0,?8 of 
complied with, the hidden threat j .notl 
mated that the intervention of foreicr lnti" 
ers and dismemberment of the count J1 Pow' : 
ensue. ury Way i 

The speaker told how leading Chinn™ . 
Recognized the need of a change in 
Government and of the resulting revm i 
tion, and he continued: ' f-toiu-J 

Up 
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tortious invasion of the rights of free 

speech,Vwe wish the Representative 

regard the conduct of the Repre- 
I seDtativo in question as a step 

intended to exercise pressure in 

order to interfere, if not to suppress, 

the free and legitimate expression 

of Chinese opinion on a matter 

which deeply concerns tho safety 

and welfare of our commonwealth. 

to know that nothing will deter the 

pen that records these lines from 

writing and publishing tojha world 

the reasoned views of the Chinese 

people on policies and on men likely , 

to imneril the liberties of the 

Country. 

URGES FAIR PLAY 
FOR FEW CHINA! 

Dr. Seaman Says America Espe¬ 

cially Is Obligated to Recognize 

Republic—Asks Financial Aid. 

S FEARS END LIKE POLAND’S; 

Surgeon Says Six-Power Group of 

Bankers Demands Conditions No 

Proud Nation Could Grant. 

rio—' Special to The Ncili Ydrk Times. 
WORCESTER, Mass., Nov. 15.—Ad¬ 

dresses urging recognition of the Chinese 

Republic and prompt financial aid to 

the new Oriental Government were made 

to-day at Clark University by Dr. 

Louis Livingston Seaman of New York 

and Prof. Albert Bushnell Hart of the 

Chair of Government, Harvard University. 

Starting with the assertion, “ The prob¬ 

lem of the Orient is the problem of the 

twentieth century, and to-day China is its 

key.” Dr. Seaman made an earnest plea 

for assistance to the republic, without the 

degrading conditions which, he said, the 

six-power group of bankers was trying 

to force on 4<)b,000,000 peace-loving people. 

The doctor commended the United 

States for waiving her claim to more than 

half the indemnity demanded of China 

as a result of the-Boxer troubles, and 

praised John Hay for “ temporarily pre¬ 

serving the integrity of the country by 

his splendid policy of the open door.” He 

said China., up to the time of her rev¬ 

olution, paid the indemnity claims so reg¬ 

ularly that the powers could not molest 

her further. If right, instead of might, 

had prevailed, he commented, the coun¬ 

tries now receiving indemnity insteadj 

would be paying it to China. He added ^ 

l1??, Chinese Republic-deserves formal rec- 
Rgnm°n because of the character of the. 
olution which made it possible. It ob'tahTa 
the maximum of liberty with the raiutS 
bloodshed It was an evolution rather then 
a revolution. In comparison with the ennoh1 
making wars for freedom in Occidental lanrto 
—the french Revolution, England’s fig- anda 
Magna Charta, or our own gTeat seven-ve°r 
struggle for independence. -year 

bipodless. The former rulers were retire! I 
with liberal pensions and permitted * retlre<i I 
their empty titles. 

a successful termination such' ha revolutit0 
deserves the respect and recognition of the 

R is the opinion of many authorities that 
the Government of China, has given mom 
happiness and more individual liberty to » 
greater mass of humanity than any 0tW 
Government in the world. The noble oualit 
of the race are illustrated in the leaders ef 
the present movement. President Yuan Shih 
Kai is a masterful statesman, who insnires 
confidence tn al 1 who know him. The Renuh 
lie is an established institution Crf more than 
a year's standing. It has undertaken to ob 
serve all treaties and to discharge all the 
international obligations of its predecessor 
In the analogous case ,of the recognition of 
Brazil in 1890 Senator Turple said: “The 
success of a revolutionary movement is in 
itself a statement to the world that a ma¬ 
jority of a Nation has chosen a change ol 
government.” Many authorities on inter¬ 
national law support the legal status of the 
present Government. 

The Republic of China is not only" the del 
facto Government, but It also is the de jure 
Government. As stated by Dr. Chao-C'hu-l 
Wu, “ t'he Manchu rulers were not illegally I 
driven from the throne, but they abdicated/ 
of themselves, and with their last act legal¬ 
ized the Republic.” 

The republic is deserving of immediate ] 
recognition by the nations of the world. 
Special obligations are laid on us of the: 
United States, by our position in the eves 
of the world, as the most powerful Republic 
in existence, and one of the oldest. Our 
own republican principles justify China ins 
looking to us for sympathy and support.,] 
Such an expectation is warranted by our 
dealings with other, nations. It always has | 
been the policy of the United States Govern¬ 
ment to recognize the existence of a Gov¬ 
ernment which was capable of maintaining I 
itself. The establishment of the French | 
Republic occurred on the 24th of February, 
1848, and less than a week afterward our 
Minister to France presented the formal con¬ 
gratulations of our Government. Even as 
late as Sept. 8, 1900, Mr. Hill. Acting Sec- I 
retary of State, sent to Mr. Hart, United 1 
States Minister In Bogota, the following 
instructions: 

The policy of the United States, an- 
ffounced and practiced upon occasion for 
more than a century, has been and is to base 
the —recognition of a foreign Government 
solely on its de facto ability to hold the 
reins of administrative power.” 

Dr. Seaman pointed out many advan¬ 
tages which, he said, would result froml 
recognition of the republic, including en-| 
couragement of China in her efforts for! 
reform and education. He said the pow-| 
ers by that action would confer a boonl 
on their business men and would makel 
it safe for foreigners to travel in the! 

interior of China, adding: 
The greatest advantage to he gained by 

the speedy recognition by all nations would 
be the prevention of intervention on the 
part of some which are only awaiting an 
opportunity to appropriate Chinese terri¬ 
tory, just as they did with the Continent 
of Africa some thirty years ago. me Pe¬ 
titioning of China would be a crime e\e 
greater, than the partitioning of Poland ana 
one fraught with far more serlohs conse 
quences to the human race as ^ whole 

Given recognition by foreign Government, 

freedom from overt acts ot Pr®d5it°_f Pcus. j 
ers, and the right to increase her own j 
toms, now limited ,to_5__pcr cent.-* rig I 
wrung from her by foreigners to secure^ 
unholy indemnities—China »... q Tha i 
obligations, no matter hoW-uprignteous.^^ . I 

ruling characteristic of the financial I 
hohesty. He never repudiates hie b. 
obligations. The Government of tnf|ithfUlly| 
lie has solemnly undertaken to f xignl 
_f ^ ,->ii Hm i era t tnns to tne °.| execute all the obligations to t e 'Apart| 

powers under the existingfaith- 
from the credit for past performances, mm” 

fully observed, , and the norma^ 



from trade, commerce, ami the ,isl'r inoal- 
the natural resources of the a _ives 
culable. The extension of railways als ® 
scope for large investments. 

Dr. Seaman asked why Y'hat he ca <? 
“monstrous conditions” should oe ex 
acted of China, when Japan, >. 
ural resources were incomparaDij •■ > 
obtained money on easy terms, fle con¬ 
tinued: 

In the case, of China, peace reigns and 
yet. before the great financiers consent to 
the issuance of a. loan, it is asserted tnat 
they demand the right of a close supervision 
of its expenditure;. that it be earmarked for 
purposes acceptable to them; that it shall not 
be available for military or naval defense, so 
essential for the fdture' protection of the 
country; that no other loans or obligations 
shall be made by China without the consent 
of the syndicate, and that certain revenues 
be alloted for its security. These terms the 
statesmen of China refused and they have 
had the temerity to negotiate an independent 
loan for $50,000,000 in opposition to the will 
of the six-power syndicate. 

Dr. Seaman told of what he regarded as 
attacks on the safety of the Chinese Re¬ 
public made by Russia, and England. He 
added the comment that the six-power 
group of hankers, even with governmental 
aid, had failed signally in its financial 
policy. The speaker pointed out that the 
United States had let slip a great chance 
to win “ the eternal friendship of a na¬ 
tion which is destined to be one of the 
greatest and grandest on e a 1 in. He 
closed with the remarks: 

Is there any one here who believes that 
if John Hay had been in the Department of 
State during the. last year the Republic of 
China would r.ot have been recognized long 
ago? Thj majority of our people are. and 
from the first have been, in sincere sym¬ 
pathy with China in her struggle for lib¬ 
erty. It is the common people who make 
our country, not its financiers. 

y~— ■ liini lujwtjMHMuuawuuflwiiBniiiiiimim 

BLUEJACKETS GUARD 
ALIENS IN CANTON 
-| 

A Number of Warships There- 

Foreigners H>ave Escaped 

Harm So Far. 

•i 

REBEL CHIEF’S PROCLAMATION' 

Treaties to be Respected—Insurrection 

Continues to Spread in Kwang- 

Tung Province. 

HONGKONG, May 2.—To-day’s advices 

from Canton indicate that foreigners have 

so far escaped hariii in the revolutionary 

uprising. 

The foreign residential section occupies 

Shamien, an artificial island at the north 

of Canton. A canal separates the island 

from the city proper. Gunboats are 

anchored in the canal and guns are 

mounted on the canal bank commanding 

tlie approaches to the island. 

On Sunday evening the revolutionists at¬ 

tempted to cross to Shamien with the 

purpose of capturing the police station 

there. They are repulsed by loyal troops. 

Bluejackets now guard Shamien, and 

close by are the American gunboat Wil¬ 

mington, the German gunboat litis, a 

Portuguese gunboat from Macao, and sev¬ 

eral British warships. 

Dispatches to-day state that the anti- 

Manchu movement lias spread from the 

West River, west of Canton, to the north 

and east through Kwang-Tung Province, 

and to Amoy in the southeastern part of 
Fu-Kien Province. 

According to the best information ob¬ 

tainable the foreign missions have not 

been molested. 

Cessels are making frequent trips be¬ 
tween Hongkong and Canton, and are 
bringing refugees here. 

It is difficult to obtain reliable news of 

the progress of the rebellion, but the feel¬ 

ing here is that further grave develop¬ 

ments are quite possible. Details of the 

fighting at Canton confirm earlier reports 

of the ferocity with which the troops and 

the rebels engaged. Queueless heads and 

headless bodies in European dress are still 

exposed in the streets. Other bodies show 
tht death was caused by strangulation. 
The absence of the queues, together with 
the clothing of Western fashion, make it 
plain, that the dead were rebels. The 
bodies of the soldiers killed appear to 
have been removed. 

The commander of a Chinese cruiser 
was killed. Admiral Li, who commanded 
the loyal troops iWfcthe* first twordays of 
the fighting, is said to have personally 
killed ten revolutionaries before he was 
mortally wounded.' p 

Bandits led by the brigand chief, Luk, 
burned four Government residences at 
Fat-Shan when they attacked and looted 
the town. 

Reports from the West River districts 
are meagre, as the rebels destroyed tele¬ 
graphic communication at many points. 

WASHINGTON, May 2.—The State De¬ 
partment advices from China were cabled 
to-day to Rear Admiral Hubbard, Com¬ 
mander in Chief of the Asiatic _ fleet, who 
will send more American warships to Can¬ 
ton if necessary. 

In reporting to the State Department to¬ 
day the activities of the Chinese revolu¬ 
tionists Consul General Bergholz at Can¬ 
ton recommended that American gunboats 
enter the West River to protect the mis¬ 
sionaries in Kwang-Tung Province. 

CHICAGO, May 2.—The Young China 
I Association here to-day out what pur¬ 
ports to be a cablegram received from 
Wu Sum, commander, of the ‘‘Citizen 
Army ” in the Province of Kwang-Tung, 
and dated the “ first day of the year of 
Sen-Hai.” April 28. jThe statements is 
as follows: ' ' ■ 1 

“To all friendly nation^, greeting. We, 
the citizens of all China, for the purpose 
of shaking off the yoke of the Tartar 
conqueror by overthrowing the present 
corrupt state of autocracy and establish¬ 
ing a republic in its place, and at the 
same time intending to enter upon closer 
relations with all friendly nations for the 
sake of maintaining the peace of the 
world and promoting the happiness of 
piankind, hereby declare: 

First—All treaties concluded between 

the Manchu Government and any na¬ 
tions before this date will be continua.il> 
effective up to the time of their termma- 

*Second—Any foreign loan of indemni¬ 
ty incurred by the Manchu Government 
before this date will be acknowledged 
without any alteration of terms and wm 
be paid by the Maritime Customs as be- 

°“ Third—All concessions granted by the j| 
I Manchu Government to any foreign na- ^ 
' tion bel.-w? this date will be respected. 

“ Foun.) All persons and property or 
I anv foreign nations in the territory oc¬ 
cupied by the Citizen Army will be fully 
protected. . . ™ 

«* Fifth—All treaties, concessions, loans, ® 
and indemnities concluded between the jg 
Manchu Government and any foreign na- | 
tions after this 

MANCHDS QUIT 
CHINA’S THROE 

Edicts Issued Announcing Abdi¬ 

cation and Providing for Es¬ 

tablishment of Republic. 

i 

No Trouble There, but Disorders 

pected Throughout Country and 

Legations Are Apprehensive. 

PEKING, Feb. 12.—After occupying the 

throne of China for nearly three cen¬ 

turies, the Mqtichu dynasty, represented 

by the child Emperor Pu-Yl, abdicated at 

noon to-day. 
Three edicts were Issued, the first pro- 

'liitz 1 

MANY REPUBLICAN PLEDGES 
- • 

-;:'4. 

Emperor to Have $4,000,000 
MaVIAHM /■% Vamm mu J X _ r> ■ _ 

claiming the abdication, the second deal¬ 

ing with the establishment of the repub¬ 

lic. and the third urging the maintenance 

of peace and approving the conditions 

agreed upon by the Imperial Premier, 

Yuan Shi-Kai, and the Republicans. | 

The following is the text of the edict 

announcing the abdication of the throne: 

We, the Emperor of China, have respect¬ 

fully received to-day the following edict 

from the hands of her Majesty, the Dowager 

Empress: 

In consequence of the uprising of the 

Republican army, to which the people of ■ 

the Provinces of China have responded, the 1 
empire is seething like a boiling caldron, f ; 

and the people are plunged in misery. T'y; 

Yuan Shi-Kai was therefore commanded 
to dispatch commlcsioners in order to con- | ■ 
fer with the Republicans with a view to m , 
the calling of a National Assembly to decide U- 

on the future form of Government. Months 

have elapsed, and no settlement is now evi- 
dent. 

The majority of the people are in favor of rte; 

a republic. JJrom the preference of the 

people’s hearts'the will of Heaven is dis- £ 

cernible. How could we oppose the desires Ma 

of millions for the glory of one family? 

Therefore, the Dowager Empress and the 
Emperor hereby vest the sovereignty of the \ 

Chinese Empire in the people. 

Let Yuan Shi-Kai organize to the full the - 

powers of the provisional Republican Gov¬ 

ernment and confer with the Republicans ; 

as to the methods of union, assuring peace 
in the empire and forming a great re¬ 

public with the union of Manchus, Chinese, 

Mongols, Mohammedans, and Tibetans. 

We, the Empress Dowager and the Em¬ 

peror, will thus be enabled to live in retire¬ 

ment, free from responsibilities and cares, 

and enjoying without interruption the na¬ 

tion’s courteous treatment. 

At an audience yesterday the Empress , 
Dowager touchingly thanked Yuan Shi-;1 

Kal for his successful efforts in obtain- 

treatment for the imperial fam¬ 

ily "lifcijn the Republicans. 

The1 publication of the edicts has given!’ 

profound relief to every one in Peking, 

both foreigners and Chinese. The ar-L 

rangemept is considered to be a skillful 

compromise, and it is believed that the 

terms will satisfy the Republicans. The 

first edict provides that the terms shall; 

be communicated to the foreign legations 

for transmission to their respective Gov¬ 

ernments, the object being to record 

throughout the world the Republicans’ 
pledges. 

In consideration of the abdication the - 

Republicans make the following eight 

pledges to the Emperor: 

First—The Emperor shall retain his title 
and shall be respected as a foreign mon¬ 

arch. 

Second—The Emperor shall receive an an¬ 
nual grant of 4,000,000 taels until the cur- 

i rency Is reformed, after which he shall 
| receive $4,000,000 Mexican. 

Third—A temporary residence shall be pro¬ 
vided In the Forbidden City and later the 

Imperial family shall reside in the Summer 

Palace, ten miles outside of Peking. 

Fourth—The Emperor may observe the . 
sacrifices at his ancestral tombs and tem¬ 

ples, which will be protected by Republican 

soldiers. 

Fifth—The great tomb of the late Em¬ 

peror Kwang-Su will be completed and the 
funeral ceremony fittingly observed at The* 
republic’s expense. 

Sixth—The palace attendants may be re¬ 

tained, but the number of eunuchs cannot 

be Increased. 

Seventh—The Emperor’s property will be 
protected by the republic. 



Eighth—The imperiafguards wfn bafot?: 
erned by the Army Board, the republic pay¬ 
ing their salaries. 

The contended point as to whether the 
iThrone shall be perpetuated or will termi¬ 
nate with the present Emperor’s death is 
not mentioned. Four pledges for the 
treatment of the Imperial kinsmen fpl- 
lowj 

FlMtr-The Princes, Dukes, and others 
bavin* hereditary titles shall retain their 

jji rank. 
S Second—The nobility shall have the rights 

and privileges of ordinary citizens. 
Third—The private property of the no¬ 

bility will be protected. 
Fourth—The nobility shall be exempted 

from military service. 

g Provisional 

Sun Yat-Sen, will DrohahP bX PrGs,'itnt 
I the General ««•' 

These Financial Interests Expect No 

| Sun has not yet been made8 

M 
■ L. 

&11??? tb® American model, ex- 
cept that the President and Vice Presi- 
wiu1 b° elect,ed Congress, which 

tHarne the Premier, the latter 
hls Cabinet subject to the ap¬ 

proval of Congress. 
establish religious freedom 

and provide for conscription. 

Seven pledges are given in the interest i§ 
le_ | of the Mongols, Manchus, Mohamme 

Ians, and Tibetans 

*: First—They shall have rights and privi¬ 
leges similar to the Chinese. 

Second—Their private property will be re¬ 
spected. 

Third—The nobility will retain their hered- 
Itary rank. 

Fourth—The State will find employment 
for such of the nobility as are In financial 
difficulties. 

FKth—The Manchus’ pensions will con- 
| tlnue until the State finds them, occupa- 

yj tions. 

Sixth—Restrictions as to occupations and 
dwelling places will be abolished. 

Seventh—They shall have religious 11b- 
jj erty. 

In concluding the second edict, the Em- 
peror Dowager says: 

“ Our sincere hope is that peace will be 
restored and that happiness will be en¬ 
joyed under the Republic.” 
; The third edict describes the Throne’s 
^motive in modelling its policy “accord¬ 

ing to the progress of the times and the 
. earnest desires of the people, with the 
sole object of the suppression of a great 
disorder and the restoration of peace,” 

j “ Should the warfare continue,” adds 
j the edict, “ the country might be irrepar¬ 
ably ruined and would suffer the horrible 

5 consequences of a racial war.” It ex- 
| horts the General in command in Peking 
to maintain order and to explain to the 
people that “ the Throne is acting upon 
Heaven's will.” It commands the mem¬ 
bers of the Cabinet and the Viceroys to 

continue their duties and not to shirk 
their responsibilities, conforming with the 
Throne’s perpetual intention to love and 
cherish the people. 

The Peking authorities are taking mili¬ 
tary precatuoins, but there has been no 
disorder in the capital. It is expected, 
however, that there will be disorders 
throughout the interior. The imperial 
army under Gen. Chang-Hsun, after sack¬ 
ing Su-Chow-Foo, Ngan-Hwei Province, 
has for the most part dispersed, laden 
with loot and carrying off the arms and 
ammunition. 

ch^rP'Tueida-y. Feb. 13.—The Ex¬ 
change Telegraph Company’s Tien-Tsln 

Prinec%0nwe,nt ,SayS ,that ^e Mongolian 
ntit? W^0 hav® been leaders in the 
hi™ ?dwai°*n agitation at the Court, 
w tw3led to Hr. Sun Yat-Sen, insist¬ 
ing that unless Yuan Shi-Kai gets the 

mittPed*1?7 +thuy *Wil! consider themselves 
the further measures against 
tn® establishment of the republic. 

the imperialist army under the com- 
beena u? Chang-Hsun, which nas 
tmnno f contact with the Republican 

BOn}& days, was yesterday 
ran* SerI,0U,SL loSS by the Republi- 
SJi" tbe neighborhood of Su-Chow, 
according to a dispatch received here 
mbica SfbKngbab jTbe Republican troops 
mined the ground in front of their en- 
rbeenvChi^tS,’ „Tben- ,by feint-ins a retreat, 

they inveigled the imperialists into fol- 
ovlr ,the mined ground, and 

when a large body of the imperialists 
were assembled they exploded the mines. 
The imperialists suffered heavy casual- 
tles and lost a number of their field guns 
Gen Chang-Hsun took refuge in a rail- 
road car and escaped toward Su-Chow. 

The British Minister at Peking has noti¬ 
fied the Foreign ©ffice that a revolution¬ 
ary uprising has occurred in Wel-hai-Wei 
A ic<lm5’a?y of British troops will be dis¬ 
patched immediately to that place from 

i Wei-hal-Wei was leased to 
■ ionJ3rltain by a convention with China in Xoiio 

Profit, but Their Service Gives This 

Country Share in China’s Business. 

3 
The American bankers who some 

* 

MUKDEN, Feb 12,-The City of Kal- 
Pmg, Province of Pe-chi-Li, has been oc¬ 
cupied by revolutionary troops. The rev¬ 
olutionists began the bombardment of the 
town on Feb. 9, bringing twelve heavy 
field guns into action. 

A portion of Kai-Ping -was burned be¬ 
fore it capitulated. 

I SUN YAT-SEN AN AMERICAN. 

Was Born in Hawaii, and Came Under 
Provisions of the Act of 1900. 

WASHINGTON, Feb. 12.—Dr. Sun Yat- 
Sen, first President of the Chinese Re¬ 
public, is a naturalized American. 

The Department of Commerce and La- 
bor so held in 1904 on the ground that 
Dr. Sun, who had been horn in the 
Hawaiian Islands, had been endowed with 
American citizenship by the act of 1900, 
which provided a Government for Ha¬ 
waii, and declared all citizens of the Ter¬ 
ritory to be citizens of the United States. 

GEN. HOMER LEA VERY ILL. 

■V 1 

Y 

The United States protected ctuiser Cin¬ 
cinnati has,gone from Shanghai to Teng- 
Chow-Foo, Shan-Tung Province, at the 
request of the American missionaries, 
■who fear that the town may he sacked, 
because Republicans are retreating the 
direction of that place after their defeat 
by Imperial soldiers, who are now fight¬ 
ing in several places for plunder. 

The legations consider that the first 
phase of the revolution has been con¬ 
cluded, but they,fear that the second 
may be more disastrous. 

The legations will deal unofficially with 

Yuan Shi-Kai's Government until the re¬ 
public is recognized. It Is expected that 

recognition will be given imme- 
diately upon the formation of a coalition 

tK Cabinet. As the Throne’s final edicts 
Siffi were signed by only one Cabinet Min¬ 

ister besides Yuan Shi-Kai, five portfolios 
are now available, and of these it is be¬ 
lieved that three will be filled respective¬ 
ly by Tang Shao-Yi, the imperial Pre- 
rnler’s representative in the peace nego- 
tiations at Shanghai; Wu Ting-Fang, the 
Minister of Justice in the Republican 

'SFzmmam 

American Adviser of President Sun 

Believed to be Dying. 
SHANGHAI, Feb. 12.—Gen. Homer Lea, 

the American officer who has been acting 
as adviser to Dr. Sun Yat-Sen, the Presi¬ 
dent of the Chinese Republic, is in a 
critical condition. 
He is suffering from diabetes and is to¬ 
night reported to be in a dying condition. 

i . 
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HELP OUT 
CHINESE REPUBLIC 

Those Taking Part Here i 

$50,000,000 Loan Advance 

Funds to President Yuan. 

months ago obtained a one-quarter in¬ 
terest in the financing of China have 
been advancing money in recent weeks 
to enable the new republic to establish a 
firm Government. These loans have been 
made direct to President Y’uan Shi-Kai, 
and have been devoted principally to the 
expenses incident to putting down the 
Uprising among the mutinous soldiers. 

The National City Bank, First National 
Bank, J. P. Morgan & Co., and Kuhn, 
Loeb & Co. are the American members 
of the international syndicate, which in¬ 
cludes institutions^ in England, Germany, 
end France, and which was organized to 

UHIgupply funds for the development of the 
Chinese Empire. The four countries 
will share equally in the advances which 
have been made to the new republic. 
The International syndicate made ar¬ 
rangement some months ago, in connec¬ 
tion with the State Departments of the 
several countries, for a loan of $50,000,000 
to the Chinese Government for the pur¬ 
poses of currency reform. The funds, 
Which have been advanced to the republic 
So far have been in the form of short¬ 
term loans and are not, strictly speak¬ 
ing, a part of the original loan. Most 

f the advances have been secured by 
Warrants running for nine months. It 
5s believed that these can be refunded be¬ 
fore maturity by the $50,000,000 loan, 
Which it is now planned to float in July. 

The State Departments of the other na¬ 
tions have refused to allow the syndicate 
to supply any province or faction in get¬ 
ting the upper hand in the affairs of 
China. While the Administration in 
Washington has not taken a positive 
?tand on this point, it has befen in sym¬ 
pathy with the attitude of the other na¬ 
tions and has given its moral support to 
the objection to loans to any party fight¬ 
ing lor leadership. 

When the same international syndicate 
floated an issue of $30,000,000 of Hukuang 
Railway bonds for the Chinese Govern¬ 
ment it was thought that the larger loan, 
the principal purpose of which is the re- 
organiation of China’s currency system, 
would soon follow. The uprising against 
the Imperial Government caused a delay, 
and it has since been generally understood 
that no funds would be forthcoming un- 
derHihe terms of the loan until China was 
again at peace. It was explained by one 
of the big bankers when this point was 
brought to his notice that with the over¬ 
throw of the Manchu Government and the 
recognition of the new republic, China’s 
internal troubles, so far as they affected 
her dealings with other nations, had come 
to an end, and that the recent troubles 
were but the natural outbreak of unruly 
soldiers which might have been expected 
to follow the struggle. The syndicate 
managers feel that it would not be fair to 
withhold advances asked for recently, 
since by so doing the friendly nations 
would only be making it more difficult 
for the Government to put down the 
mutinies. 

The bankers who are handling the Chi¬ 
nese loans look at the matter as a Gov¬ 
ernment operation with no immediate re¬ 
wards in sight. The expenses accom¬ 
panying the early negotiations and sub¬ 
sequent developments have been so large 
as to absorb all of the profit wliicivit bad 
been expected to make on tbe loan. Be¬ 
sides the cost of sending representatives 
to China, and maintaining them there, 
the New York bankers have given a great 
many hours to conferences over the best 
course of action to be followed, and every 
step has had to be discussed with the 
proper authorities at Washington. 
Lengthy correspondence, which has been 
carried on almost daily by cable, has 
consumed a large shape of the expense 
allowance -in connection with the new 
loan. 

USED TO PUT DOWN MUTINY 

‘The syndicate made no profit on the 
Hukuang loan,” said one of the bankers , 
-who has taken an active part m the j 
American negotiations. “ It is now eer- 

I lain that there will be no profit m the 
currency loam. The two loans have is 
quired endless patience and cares oni our 
part, and the only reward foi the me 
berg of the syndicate will be then-satis¬ 
faction in- having performed a patriotic | 



service in assuring the: Uni >■ ^ ^ tlie 

right, to look frhina A going to do with 
business which China is so s country 
other nations. We think that the count ^ 
at targe will ultimately benef:it LW ine || 
entrance into Chinas affans 
through these loans.' 

will he coerced into relinquishing the un¬ 

steady hold she now has on her northern 

FOMENTED BY JAPAN?) 
Many Foreigners in the Far East | 

“See” Nippon in Every 
Development. 

jGjl? * - 
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QUESTION OF MANCHURIA 

Expansion of Island Empire 

Westward Is Inevitable—Ulti¬ 

mate Dominance of All 

Asia Her Objective. 

; tFrom the Regular Correspondent of The Tribune. ] 

Peking, Oct. 27.—There is one phase of 

the situation in China which is particularly 

delicate because it affects a nation which 

out here in the Far East is always under 

suspicion. Nevertheless, this phase forms 

such an important feature of every discus¬ 

sion that it is worth describing almost as 

much as if proofs of all the allegations 

which are to be heard were actually to 

hand. 

It has to do with Japan and tlie part 

that she has played and is playing not 

only In this Chinese revolutionary affair, 

but in the entire Far Eastern game. In 

this city and elsewhere in this part of the 

world the actions of the Japanese govern¬ 

ment are more closely watched than those 

of any other nation. Japan, of course, has 

more at stake than any other nation, and 

more to gain, and diplomats, resting in the 

belief that ultimately Japa.n will achieve 

all her desires, are keenly watching for the 

next move. They see things Japanese in 

everything that goes on. If sometimes 

amounts to a mania, but underneath there 

is a sound foundation of fact, and certainly 

justification for alertness. 

Japan’s interests in this section are 

recognizedly paramount: as much so as 

those of the United States are paramount 

in Latin America over the political in¬ 

terests of European nations. To live and to 

maintain her dearly won place in the 

family of first class powers Japan must 

expand. Expansion is possible only to the 

westward. Corea has become Japanese; 

the next step westward is Manchuria. Al¬ 

ready Japan maintains a firm grip on 

Southern Manchuria, but this hold is one 

of might rather than right, and Japan still 

has before her the great prohlem of ob¬ 

taining permanent control of that vast re¬ 

gion where so much Japanese blood was 
shed. 

May Coerce China. 

That she will do this, and that no foreign 

nation will stand in her way, seems as¬ 

sured. Just how all this will be done Is the 

greatest story which the Far East holds t.o- 

da5\ While Japan wants Manchuria, needs 

Manchuria and will surely acquire Man¬ 

churia, her method of acquisition is not 

clear, and doubtless furnishes Japanese 

statesmen an exceedingly difficult problem, 

for although Japan could take possession 

by force at any time it is extremely unlikely 

that such a course will be followed. Some 

other way will be found, one by which 

Japan will Justify herself in the eyes of 

nations. It will probably be a trade of 

or maybe, many think, China 

provinces. 
The South Manchurian Railway, of 

course, Is the key to the situation. Japan 

now controls it by the lease acquired by 

Russia from China, and in turn by Japan 

from Russia. To fulfil her aims Japan 

must own this railway. Her lease expires 

in 1923, and'this is scarcely satisfactory. 

It would seem that Japan has ample time 

to take action, but it is the opinion of the 

Far East that she will do' something long 

before the expiration of the lease. 

China is entirely unwilling to relinquish || 

Manchuria, but there is little that she can M 
do to stave off the jrievita,ble advance of M 
the Japanese. The United States is logical- Jh 

Jy, on account of her promulgation and es- K 

pousal of the doctrine of the open door and 

of the policy of maintaining the territorial 

integrity of China, the most likely to make 

formal objection to Japanese encroachment, 

but if Japan to-morrow announced her in¬ 

tention of taking complete charge of affairs 

in South Manchuria it is not likely that the 

government in Washington would say nay. 

For a Japanese Manchuria. 

Japan might announce to China and the 

world that she feels it necessary to send 

an army into Manchuria to preserve order, 

which would mean a Japanese Manchuria. Hjpll 

The State Department in Washington |||| 

could scarcely object to this, for objec¬ 

tions without actual military power be¬ 

hind them would be valueless, and the 

Washington administration is probably 

not convinced that the people of the! 

United States are prepared to fight with I 

Japan over a question of Japanese occu- § 

pation and Chinese loss of a place called | 

Manchuria. 

Japan’s only clanger seems to lie in the If 
Russians. Russia will some day, so they» 

say, again fight with Japan, but such® 

things are said of nearly all nations® 

which come off without honors in a con- § 

flict. Further, the advantages and en¬ 

croachments of Japan in South Manchu¬ 

ria will likewise be gained by Russia in 

North Manchuria, for China is not strong 

enough to resist. If Japan demands cer¬ 

tain rights in the south Russia will de¬ 

mand them in the north. 

In addition to the concrete Manchurian 

the revolution was or- 
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ent trouble, that 

ganized with their assistance, and that they 
will endeavor to improve the. opportunity 

by rescuing the dynasty and acquiring a 

practical control, which will lead to the at¬ 

tainment of their Manchurian and other 

desires. It would seem that this: is a little 

too deep and farreaching even for the sa-j 

gacious Japanese, but the belief in such if 

plans is characteristic of the attitude of cS 

rriimh of the foreign element in the Far 

East. Much significance is seen in the fact 

that certain Japanese army men happened 

to be in Wu-Chang when the revolution 

broke out, and that a Japanese admiral 
-A ■■wiiiiiraagKaB 

was on his way up the Yang-Tse River the 

day the revolt appeared. The admiral ar- - — • u j. ---- — 

rived most opportunely and took command C 

of the situation, as far as all foreign in¬ 

terests were concerned. 

Knew What Was Going On. 

It is also charged that the Japanese en¬ 

couraged th» revolutionary propaganda 

and that on the very day that the outbreak 

occurred in the south there was revolu¬ 

tionary activity, mainly confined to the 

distribution of circulars, in Manchuria. 

Much of this lacks proof. If the Japanese 

are clever enogh to engineer such a thing 

they are likewise clever in not permitting 

it to be proved. It seems reasonably cer¬ 

tain that the Japanese have known what 

was going on better than any of the other 

foreigners, but beyond this there are no 

tangible evidences of implication. , 

FL far the most, interesting contingency 

ir. view of the plans attributed to the Jap¬ 

anese is that of the possible flight of the 

court to Manchuria. It is positively a fact 

that many persons stationed in Peking, 

men of long experience, considered with | 

great seriousness the possibility of the |cv 

proposition Japan also desires to dominate 

Asia. It is a perfectly natural desire. 

The United States in the same manner 

seeks to dominate Latin America. The 

two spheres are the stamping grounds of 

each nation, and while other countries 

have great interests at stake they must 

recognize the special interests of the 

others, on account of geographical pro¬ 

pinquity if nothing more. 

Japan Watched Suspiciously. 

With Japan situated as she is, and with 

the great interests she has involved, her 

attitude toward the present tremendous 

revolutionary crisis is watched with the 

keenest interest and. in some quarters with 

open suspicion. There are those who go 

so far as to say that Ja,pa.n is.responsible 

for the outbreak. Certain it seems that 

the Japanese know more about it than 

other foreigners, but this may be due to 

Japan's superior intelligence service. 

Many of the leaders of this movement 

are Chinese who were educated in Japan. 

The “returned student’’ from Japan is a 

firebrand Chinese, filled with socialistic 

ideas and uncompromisingly opposed to the 

existing government of this empire. He is 

a leader in revolt and anti-dynastic propa- i 
ganda, and it is his work that lias brought! 

on the present crisis. This is beyond ques¬ 

tion, and there are some who hold that the 

young Chinese who go to Japan are pur¬ 

posely tilled with the militant socialism 

which students sent to other countries 
return 'home without. 

It is even said in Peking to-day that the 

r 
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court removing to Moukden, there to be 

under the protection of the Japanese. 

Should such a. thing happen it would be a 

tremendous thing for Japan. Manchuria 

would be openly, logically and Justifiably 

ers. The court would establish itself at 

Moukden. The Manchus would ha ye re¬ 

turned home and would be in control of 

their old country. The rebellious Chinese 

element could not reach them, for that 

vould involve war with Japan, under 

whose protection the Manchus pls.ced them¬ 
selves. 

Aside from this, the victorious’ Chinese 

would doubtless be content with the recov¬ 

ery of their own country from the Man¬ 

chus. Manchuria would be severed from 

‘ hii.a for good, and while Japan might 

permit the Manchus nominally to control 

the country, it would really be as much 

Japanese as was Corea for the few years 

before the recent annexation 

g'i 
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So diplomats have been hoping for a ces¬ 

sation of the present difficulties, if for no ■ V'J i-VI il'-' 

° er ieason than the one above outlined. 

It would be a sad ending for.the Manchus, 

the ending of whom in any manner seems 

f-ad enough, and it would accomplish an¬ 

other rather irrelevant thing—rob the Far- 

East of one of its most interesting specu- I 
1 alive problems. 

' ^11 



—C ru^o IlKvv. 
Religious Toleration. ' 

I 

Dr. S. Isett Woodbridge, the well known sinologist and 
educationalist and the editor of “The Chinese Christian 
Intelligencer” sends to “The North-China Daily News” the 
following interesting account of President Yuan’s declaration 
in favour of the removal of all religious disabilities : — 

“The Times” Peking correspondent states that Yuan 
Shih-k’ai has determined to remove all religious disabilities. 
It will doubtless be of interest to a large number of your 
readers, who observe the trend of religious events in this 
country, to state the circumstances under which the promise 
of President Yuan was made. Following is a translation, in 
part, of a few brief excerpts from articles appearing in “The 
Chinese Christian Intelligencer” from the pen of the Rev. 
Cheng King-yi under the nom de plume of “Pilgrim” (?C 

Mr. Cheng is the pastor of a large Independent church 
in Peking and the one member of the Edinburgh Contin¬ 
uation Committee in China. 

On 26th February at 2 p.m., a large and enthusiastic 
meeting of more than two thousand Christians and their 
friends was held in the Hutung Church in Peking. The 
church was tastefully decorated with flags and appropriate 
scrolls and mottoes. After prayer, the presiding officer | 
stated that the object of the assembly was to congratulate 
the country on the rapid change to a Republican Govern¬ 
ment, to welcome the new President and to consider the 
question of religious liberty. 

A letter from.Yuan Shih-k’ai, couched in the most cour¬ 
teous terms, was read. In this letter the President said that] 
on account of the pressure of business he would be unable to| 
accept the invitation to be present, but he wished to acknow¬ 
ledge the great benefit the church has been to the people of j 
China, and to wish it success in all its enterprises. As he! 
could not come himself he had deputed FI. E. Yen Huei-ching 
to act as his representative. UFJ Ifc ' 

On behalf of the President, Minister Yen spoke at length. 
“We can thank God,” said he, “that such a body of Christians 
of every denomination in this city has mettogether to welcome 
the First President of the New Republic and to rejoice in 
the comparatively bloodless outcome. I am directed by him 
to thank you and to tell you how much he would have enjoyed j 
being here, but the demand of urgent affairs of state would 
preclude his attendance. 

“The Christian religion was brought to China from the 
West more than a hunderd years ago. Until recently it 
has not proved successful in reaching the people. This may 
be accounted for bv the fact either that the people were not 
enlightened and society in general was unaccustom¬ 
ed to new things, or that the message of the foreign mission¬ 
ary was misunderstood and to a large extent a wrong 
interpretation was put on the church, its objects and its 
functions. 

“In the last few years, however, our educated men have 
zealously bent their minds to the study of Western education 
and have found out the intent and purport of the Christian 
religion in its aspects of mercy and education. 

“The result of this investigation has also been a clearer 
understanding of the character, genesis and motive of the| 
Church.” 

Tne speaker then alluded to the fact that heretofore the 
Treaties allowed the Chinese to accept Christianity, but 
now such agreements would be put aside, for New China 
would grant religious liberty of its own accord to all its 
citizens without the Treaties ; and “on behalf of the President 
he wished to say that certain clauses would be introduced 
into the new Constitution that would allow all the Chinese 
freedom to worship in their own way.” . . 

This action on the part of the highest authorities in 
(China will be far-reaching in its effects and will doubtless 
give a tremendous impetus to philanthropy in every depat 
ment of its varied activities. , .. 

To the above may appropriately be added the to owing 

from the same newspaper: , . 
An interesting fact about the present disturbances round 

about Tientsin is that the property of native Christians has 

Inot been toucneu in t . r 111 n 8 o* loot¬ 
ing and fire which occurred in Tientsin, a correspondent 
mentions that in the middle of the rums of the district 
which suffered most, there remained one shop, whic^ 
happened to be owned by a member of the local Y. M. C. A. 
Although it contained silks and other goods to the value of I 
millions of taels, being one of the richest shops in the street, 
it was not touched oy the looters, and quite escaped the fire 
which destroyed the surrounding shops. Standing intact in 
the midst of the general wreckage, the shop presented 
remarkable spectacle. 
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INTERNATIONAL HELP 
■ 

FOR I 
THE REFORMERS IN CHINA 

n 

■ 

I. THE SITUATION 

The great expansion of the more enlightened nations, such as England, America, 

4 Russia, France, and Germany, is very apparent. 

The collapse of unenlightened governments in Europe, Asia and Africa, is equally 

| manifest. 

Through these changing conditions there arises danger of conflict among the 

I enlightened nations concerning the occupation of the territories of the unenlightened. 

| Consequently there is a continued increase in the enormous burden of armament and 

1 wars of unprecedented magnitude are to be apprehended. 

m 
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II. REMEDY 

Let the enlightened nations agree to help the unenlightened by allowing national 

§ interest to yield to consideration of the universal good, in the same manner that local 

I and provincial interests are to-day made to give way to national well-being. 

Begin this course by uniting the leading nations in a representation to the Chi- 

I nese government that they desire to uphold the integrity of its Empire and to again 

I give it a chance of adapting itself to modern requirements. 

Let the enlightened nations unitedly cause China to understand that in her own 

■ best interest, and in that of other nations, it is imperatively necessary that her 

I government shall henceforth not only cease from persecuting her native reformers, 

1 but shall give a hearty support to all true reform. 
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III. REASONS FOR SUPPORTING THE REFORMERS 

They are the leaders of one of the greatest movements of modern times and 

[ are friendly to foreign nations. 

They are prepared to rightly develop an empire containing one fourth of the 

1 human race. 

They wish to improve their country by the adoption of such public utilities, 

I including intellectual and moral forces, for the regeneration of their country, as are 

1 common in the leading nations of the world. 

They advocate the keeping down of standing armies by submitting all inter¬ 

national problems to a supreme court of arbitration.__ 
/-A 



They are willing to abide by the law of reciprocity in trade and in all other 

relations. 

IV. ADVANTAGES 

The immense advantage of adopting such a policy in regard to China is obvious. 

The undersigned, therefore, respectfully lay this matter before the government 

of in the hope immediate steps 

may be taken toward international agreement upon taking the side of the Reform Party 

in China that a world-wide calamity may be averted. 

New York, April, iqoo 

^CHINANFU. 
"(from our own correspondent.) 

--- 

9th August,. 

Arrival of New Qoyeraor. 
Our lQQg-expjcicd new Governor, Chou 

J?u, arliv'd yesterday, and is fco t*ke over 

‘the seals of office to-day. He surprscd 

everybody by e iteriog the city by the 

^esbg'te, which w s d r otly on h's way 

iR from the North, instead of making a 

JoQg detour to enter by the East gate, 

which is supposed to be the lucky gate — 

the “gate of life." Thi \ybst gate is the 

one through which criminals are led to 

fcheir doom, aid s> s not in favour as a 

gate by which to enter upon high office. 

This action of H. E. Ghou Fa is inter¬ 

preted by those who are of a progressive 

mind as indictin' that he is not going to 

be bound by the smsU unimportant cus¬ 

toms an 1 superstitions which so h un m the 

life of even high officials in China, but is 

going to devote h's attention to mere 

serious meters. We are qll hoping that 

the coming of tips enlightened and pro¬ 

gressive Governor means a return tq the 

forward po,:cy begun in the reign of H-!?• 

Yuan Shi’r-kai, and that the two together, 

Yuan in Ghi'-li and Chou Fu in Shantung, 

will work harmoniously for the develop¬ 

ment of all th's part of North China, 

While we rejoice in the coming of the new 

Governor, we also have a feeling of regret 

in seeing H.E. Chang leave the province, 

for, though he could scarcely be calied a 

progressive official, he has certainly been 

a kindly good-natured man, who has not 

made himss’f obnoxious by any outspoken 

opposition to modem progre ss. 

The Cholera, 
of which I wrote you some weeks ago, has 

been much less virulent since the heavy 

rains of something over half a month ago. 

We now hear very little about the 

pestilence, though an occasional case comes 

to our notice. 

Signed : 

Our Rainy Season 
has been an unusual one this year. After 

a severe drought we bad heavy rains along 

about the middle third of July, but during 

the past two weeks almosb no ra n has 

fallen until last night when we had a 

refreshing shower, and it now looks as 

though we might have a a'coud spell of 

rainy weather. 

The Provincial College 
open, on the 18th. a vet, t l f.me «'’ 

to gather sladen-i toother -> 
quarters .8 they have in the old Shu Yuan. 

There seems lit le prospect of t oc, ipy 

ing their new quarters in the nw u • "N 

ae ground has not yet been Vohea for he 

new building,. PoriMy, however, the 
new Gove.nor tn.y nratteja up aad 

compel the deputies who have the btu d . 

lions in charge to begot work. 

CHINANFU. 
(FROU OUR OWN correspondent.) 

30tli August. 

Our New Governor. 
H. E. Chou Fu has not assumed a very 

friendly attitude toward the Provincial Col 

lege in Chinanfu; in fact he seems hostile 

rather than friendly, at least toward its 

present management. This, no doubt, is 

largely due to the vigorous stand taken by 

Dr. Hayes in favour of religious toleration, 

and more particularly, perhaps, to H.E. 

having taken umbrage at the question 

being referred for adjustment to the Ameri¬ 

can Minister in Peking. It should be said 

injustice to Dr. Hayes that every eff*rt was 

made by him to secure a satisfactory settle¬ 

ment through H. E. Yuan Shih-k‘ai and 

other Chinese officials before he laid the 

matter before the Minister. It was only 

after efforts to adjust the matter through 

Chinese agents had failed that he appealed 

to the treaty, and placed the matter in the 

hands of his Minister. H. E. called the 

native staff of teachers to his yarnen for 

sv. - 
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interview some days ago, and treated 

the professors of Western studies, all 

of whom are Christians, with scaut cour¬ 

tesy, telling them their learning was in¬ 

sufficient (it is a question where he will find 

better equipped men), complaining of this 

matter of toleration having been referred to 

Peking, and telling them, it is said, that all 

the troubles of 1900 were due to the 

Christians. The attitude of the Governor 

toward religious toleration has not yet been 

declared, but there is grave reason to fear 

he doos not regard the subject with favour. 

It is difficult to understand this intolerant 

position of the Governor when, as Provincial 

Treasurer of Chihli, he was regarded as one 

of the more advanced officials of the North, 

unless the fact that the Triennial Examina¬ 

tions now goiug on have something to do 

with it. 

It is possible that he does not consider it 

expedient to be known too early in his 

career in Shantung as a friend of reform, 

and especially while the city is full of 

students from all parts of the province. It 

Bhould, perhaps, he said for H. E. that he 

reached his^new post at a very bad season 

of the year, and has not been very well 

since his arrival. He is said to have treated 

everyone who has interviewed him in a 

very gruff manner. 

The Examinations 
which are now being held are preliminary to 

the great and final test for the M. A. degree 

which begins on the 9th of September (8th 

of the 8th moon), and lasts over a week. 

One poor unfortunate on his way to the 

examination from the extreme east of the 

province was attacked by robbers some 89 

li from Chinanfu, and shot through his right 

leg, shattering both bones. He is n<>w 

under treatment in the American Presby¬ 

terian Hospital. 



CHINANFU. 
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

12th September. 

Bishop Anzer’s Proposal. 
The latest move in the line of education 

Q Shantung is a proposal by Bishop Anzer 

hat the Governor furnish him with Tls. 

2,000 per annum for the maintenance of 

* school in Chiningchou, a flourishing 

sommercial city, 4'X) li south-west of Chi- 

Janfu. You may remember that the fact 

yas mentioned in this correspondence, 
mder date of 13 h May. that Bishop 

A.nzer had secured Tls. 1,500 for his 

allege in Yenchoufu, the seat of his 

bishopric. This success seems to have 

ncouraged the energetic Bishop to make 

urther demands for Government help in 

ihe establishment of schools, which in all 

Jrobability will take the place of the 

irefectural colleges, which it is proposed 

>o start as feeders for the provincial 

nstitution, thereby throwing the 

Secondary or prefectural education, in 

hese particular districts, into the 

lands of the Roman Catholics. In the 

•vent of Bishop Anzer succeeding in 

lecuring control of the schools in his 

iocese, is there not some possibility of 

'he Protestants in Shantung pleading the 

‘ favoured nation " clause of the treaties, 

n asking for the same recognition in 

listricts where their membership is Strong 1 

" e Yellow River 
ias been giving anx:ety to dwellers on its 

ianks for some time past, as there seemed 

minent danger of a break occurring 

the north-east of Chinan fu. The river 

as been bank full for some days, owing ap. 

arently to heavy rains in Shansi or else- 

here far up the river. No rain had 

len here for some weeks, and the country 

(ople were anticipating their almost 

jnnual visitation from this terrible scourge, [ 

nt so far the danger has been averted, 

nd it is new hoped that this season may j 
(fely pass without an inundation. 

ie Director of the College 
ere. Pang Taotai, is going to Japan to 

ispect the system of Normal Schools in 

ie Island Empire, and his successor in 

he Directorship of the College, a Mr. 

!h5n, has had several years’ residence inf 

England and America, and can, therefore,! 

?eak English. 

CHIttANFU. 
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.) 

--♦- 

24th September. 

k’s Sorrow. 

,_The^ breaks in the Yellow River have I proved more serious then the first reports 

had led us to suppose them. There are 

said to be three distinct breaks, all in 

|the prefecture of Wutingfu, two of them 

I measuring respectively 300 and 1,500 feet 

[across. The condition of affairs is so 

serious that both the Judge and the 

[Governor, I believe, have gone to the scene 

lof the breaks. Poor Shantung, the only 

I breathing spell she has had from the 

■devastations of this horrible Yellow River 

lof late years was the shorbspace of time when 

I the river, h iving broken through its banks 

|at Kaifengfu, left the province and flowed 

least and south, instead of north-east, on its 

I way to the sea. It was a sorry day for 

I this province, when, by dint of almost 

[superhuman efforts, the Chinese succeeded 

|in turning the “yellow curse ” baok into 

its old course through Shantung, though, 

I doubtless, the people who were being 

ruined by its devastations along its new 

1 (rack in Honan and Anhui were devoutly 

thankful to fee rid of it. 

Dr. Hayes, 
a few days since, sent a request to the 

Governor to be informed when he might 

be reb as d from his engagement here, the 

s x months’ notice which his contract re¬ 

quired having about expired, and he desir¬ 

ing to leave as soon as might be convenient 

without embarrassing those in charge of the 

college. The Governor sent back word 

th it he would be very glad to have him 

and his Oiristian teachers remain in- 

defi itely (the Christian teachers and the! 

physician of the College, who is also aj 

Christ an, were included in Dr. Hayes's 

requ s- to be allowed to withdraw), but 

Ra^ao-brdTcafion was given that any effort! 

wnatstKiix-i-v-tcrbe made to modify the re- 
'W ^ j 

quirements of Oonfucian worship, and as j 

Dr. Hayes is determined to retire if such 

modification is not made, the answer of! 

the Governor is only “empty words,” and! 

at the end of his term, or as soon before! 

as they can be spared, Dr. Hayes and hi«| 

force of teachers will retire from the Col-| 

lege. It is true that s >me weeks ago Dr. 

Hayes temporarily withdrew his resigns, 

tioa, because owing to the change in Gover¬ 

nors, the provincial examinations, etc., he j 
feared there would not be time enough 

within the six months to test the ques¬ 

tion of whether or not the officials were 

willing to make any concessions in 

the matter of the Oonfucian wor¬ 

ship. Their intentions, however, be¬ 

ing now pretty char and no effort 

having been nude to accommodate the 

matter, the Governor claiming that it is 

impossible to act contrary to the Imperial 

decree, his resignation stands and will take 

effect, as sta’ed above, at the latest at the) 

end of this current year. Such an outcome! 

of the affair is, of course, to be much re-1 

gretted, as Dr. Hayes is a practical educator! 

of twenty years’ experience; he has ths 

College well organised, aud if this simple 

mitter of excusing Christian students from 

attendance at Confucian worship could be j 
arranged, he ne doubt would be quite! 

to remain in charge. Under the 

he no doubt will have the approvaHTf 

yast majority of the missionary body in 

China, which body do s not a^k for the 

abolition of Confucian worship, but onlyl 

for liberty to be granted to Christian | 

students to abjent themselves. 

Students for Japan. 

The Governor is preparing to send a 

considerable body of students to Japan for a 

nine-months’ cpurse of study in the noripal 

schools of that country, preparatory to 

taking charge of the primary scho >ls of th® j 

province on their return. He is also intend-! 

ing to send a number to Paofcingfu, for the| 

I same purpose, I believe, and also a con-1 

'fcingent to the Peking University. Altoge-J 
ther H. E. Chou Fu seems in earnest in; 

his wish to pu*h the educational work in j 

Shantung, but whether he is pursuing justj 

the right course to attain the best results 

is open to doubt. He, however, deserves 

the sympathy of all well-wishers of China 

ju his efforts to accomplish a work which 

he, no doubt, himself feels is quite out 

of line with his previous experience, and 

one in which it would be strange if fee 

made no blunders. 

The German Railway. 

The advance guard of the German rail¬ 

way has at last reached Chinanfu. Three 

Germa© engineers have established them*- 

selves outside the East suburb gate, and 

will probably be here until the line is 

completed to the capital. We hope to see 

it running into the city within the next 

two years or less. 

Provincial Examination. 
Ten thousand one hundred students 

attended the last provincial examination 

here, which closed on the 17th inst. It I 

appears that notwithstanding a certain 

demand for Western studies, the old wisfe 

to be in the old-established line of offi¬ 

cial preferment is $bout as strong as ever. 

I am told, too, that the general trend of j 

the questions asked in the examination 

was distinctly toward conservatism, and 

hostile to Western ideas. 
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